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Mr. BOEHNE. Mr. Speaker, I ask 'unanimous consent
for the immediate consideration of the bill (H. R. 1648)
to provide for the refund or credit of the internal-revenue
tax paid on spirits lost or rendered unmarketable by reason
of the floods of 1936 and 1937 where such spirits were in
the possession of the original taxpayer or rectifier for
bottling or use in rectification under Government super
vision as provided by law and regulations.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Indiana?
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Reserving the right to
object, Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman from Indiana explain
this bill?
Mr. BOEHNE. The explanation of this bill, Mr. Speaker,
lies entirely in the provision which states that it seeks to
make a refund or give a credit, as the Commissioner of Inter
nal Revenue may elect to do, off the internal-revenue tax paid
on spirits lost or rendered unmarketable as a result of the
Ohio River floods of 1936 and 1937. The spirits wvere in the
possession of the original taxpayer but were in complete con
trol and custody of the United States Government; therefore
the amount can be determined actually by Government
records.
Mr. MARTIN of M1assachusetts. The Seagram Co. is the
only company that will benefit from this act?
Mr. BOEHNE. I believe that is true.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. How much money is
involved?
Mvr. BOEHNE. Approximately $400,000, or less than 4 days'
taxes which that company pays to the Federal Government.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. For what reason is the
Treasury opposed to the bill?
Mr. BOEHNE. The gentleman will have to read the report
to find that out. I cannot answer that question.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
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Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. I yield to the gentleman
from Illinois,
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He wvili have to refer to the'*report. I Couid not, and neither
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Mr. BO0EHNE. I do not think the gentleman from Massachusetts would expect me to answer that question.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Reserving the right to object, Mr.
Speaker, I should like to say to my distinguished floor leaderniot that I am here defending the Treasury, because the
Treasury does not need me to defend it-that it is true, as
rMY good friend from Indiana has said, that this report from
the Treasury is hardly Up to the standard one might expect
from the Secretary of the Treasury who is supposed to be
the equal of Alexander Hamilton.
Mr. RICH. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker,
did I correctly understand that the Treasury Department has
opposed this particular bill?
Mr. BOEHNE. They have,
Mr. RICH. Does not the gentleman believe they have a
'right to do so and that they should oppose any refunds that
are not in accordance with what they believe to be the law"
When you look at the Treasury statement issued by Mr.
Morgenthau you will find that since July 1 for 20 days we
have gone in the red $391,000,000. This means over $19,590,000 a day since July 1. How in the world is Mr. Morgenthau
going to conduct the affairs of this Government if you come
in here and ask for a refund of $400,000? Does he not need
this money? Surely he does. Why are you now trying to
bring in a bill prohibiting him from getting this amount of
money he so urgently needs?
Mr. BOERNE. Will the gentleman from Pennsylvania
agree to double the taxation on the very same thing?
Mr. RICH. No; I do not want to double the taxation;
but why are you asking for the passage of a bill that the
Treasury Department does not approve?
Mr. BOEHNE. Because I believe and the Committee on
Ways and Means believes that the Treasury Department
was wrong in this instance.
Mr. RICH. Is this a unanimous report of the Committee
on Ways and Means?
Mr. BOEHNE. There was a single objection in the comn
mittee.
Mr. RICH. Why does not that single objector come here
nowv and object to this unanimous-cdnsent request?
Mr. BOEHNE. The minority views are in the report.
Mr. RICH. Is seems to me this bill ought to be given
more consideration than being brought up under unanimous
consent.

Mr. KNUTSON. Reserving the right to object, Mr.
Speaker, I believe at this point the RECORD should show that
the bill was considered by a subcommitee of the Committee
on Ways and Means and by the full committee, and that the
full committee went very exhaustively into the objections
made by the Treasury Department and found several state
ments in the letter of the Treasury Department that were
in conflict with each other.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Indiana?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be if evacted, etc., That (a) the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
is authorized and directsd to make refund, Or in lieu thereof, if be
so elects, allow credit in the amount of the Internal-revenue tax
paid on spirits previously withdrawn and lost or rendered unmar
ketabie or useless by reason of the floods of 1936 and 1937 while such
spirits were in the possession of the person originally paying the said
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tax on such spirits, or while such spirits were in the possession of a
rectifier for rectification or for bottling, or which have been usid in
the process of rectification, under Government supervision as pro
vided by law and regulations. A claim for such tax shall be filed
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue within 30 days from
effective date of this act in which proof shall be furnished to his
satisfaction that (1) the internal-revenue tax on such spirits was
fully paid; (2) that the same were in the possession of the claimant
above set forth at the time of such loss; (3) that such spirits
were lost or rendered unmarketable or useless by reason of damage
sustained as the result of the aforesaid flood conditions; (4) that
such spirits so rendered unmarketable or useless have been destroyed; and (5) that claimant was not indemnified against such
loss by any valid claim of insurance or otherwise.
(b) Where credit is allowed for the internal-revenue tax pre
viously paid aforesaid, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is
authorized and directed to provide for the issuance of stamps to
cover the spirits subsequently withdrawn
to the extent of the credit
so allowed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the

Commissioner of Customs.

(c) The Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the
of Customs, with the approval of the Secretary, are Commissioner
authorized to
make such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out

the provisions of this act.
With the following committee amendments:
Page 2, line 18, after the word "paid", insert the word "as."

Line 22, after "Revenue", strike out "and the Commissioner of

Customs."

Line 23, after "Revenue", strike out "and the Commissioner of

Customs."
The committee amendments were agreed to.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
Was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to recon
sider was laid on the table.
Mr. BOEHNE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the title of the bill just passed may be changed so that the
word "of" may read "or."
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Indiana?
There was no objection.
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ference, dealing with the freezing of the pay-roll taxes next
January.
I submit the amendment, and ask that it lie on the table,
so that it can be considered when Calendar No. 1026 (House
bill 1648) is taken up.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I wish to say in that con
nection that I very sincerely and earnestly hope that the
conference on the social-security amendments, which is
now in session, will be able to arrive at an agreement before
this session of Congress shall adjourn.
It seems to me that there were so many valuable amend
ments that were adopted by the House and adopted also by
the Senate that the conferees should and, I am sure, will make
every effort to come to a decision and agreement on the
social-security amendments.
Whether it would be wise to pick out one particular amend
ment, referred to by the Senator from Michigan, and attach
that to the bill to which I have called attention is a subject
for further consideration; but I am expressing the very ear
nest hope that every effort will be made by the conferees on
the part of the House and the Senate to come to a decision
REFUD OFINTENALREVEUE
TXESwith
REFUD

O INERNL-RVENE
TXESthings

The bill (H. R. 1648), to provide for the refund or
credit of the internal-reve-iue tax paid on spirits lost or
rendered unmarketable by reason of the floods of 1936 and
1937 where such spirits were in possession of the original
taxpayer or rectifier for bottling or use in rectification, under
Government supervision, as provided by law and regulations,
was announced as 'next in order.
Mr. BARKTLEY. Mr. President, the bill just reached on the
calendar is a House bill which was called day before yesterday, and the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. LA FOLLETTE]
asked that it go over. The Senator from Wisconsin is in a
meeting of the Committee on Appropriations, and I will not
ask that the bill be acted on at this time. However, I wish
to say that it is a bill which should be passed. It authorizes
the refunding of the cost of stamps which were destroyed
and damaged in the Ohio River flood in 1936 and 1937 in
such a way as to make them nonusable. Certainly the Govermient ought not to collect a tax on distilled spirits, and,
after the tax has been collected and stamps representing the
tax have been destroyed, insist that the owner of the distilled spirits buy new stamps before the liquor can be placed
on the market. I do not know what the objection to the
measure could be, but I will not ask that it be considered
now. However, I hope we can take it up on its merits before we adjourn, and take some action on it.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, I wish to give notice
that when the Senate takes up House bill 1648, to which
the able Senator from Kentucky has referred, I intend to
offer an amendment, which I will submit now and ask to lie
on the table. I will state briefly the purpose of the amend
ment.
Mr. President, this is the only revenue bill I can find on
the calendar to which I can attach a revenue amendment.
The amendment has the simple and sole purpose of taking
out of the deadlock in conference on the social-security bill
that section which freezes the pay-roll taxes, and prevents
an increase of 50 percent next January in the pay-roll taxes
on employers and employees under title II of the Social
Security Act.
There is no disagreement at all between the House and
the Senate on that particular provision. There is a uni
versal feeling all over the country that such action should
be taken. If it is not, a very serious situation will result in
respect to the tax burden resting particularly upon smaller
business in this country.
If the deadlock on the bill making amendments to the
Social Security Act continues, and it goes over to the next
session, that will be too late to cure this particular situation
and to prevent the increase in the pay-roll taxes. There
fore I wish to take advantage of this revenue bill in order
to offer an amendment reenacting simply that portion of
the Social Security amendments, now deadlocked in con-

respect to the amendments.

There are so many good

in the social-security bill that it seerns to me it would
be a pity for it to fail at this session because, of a contest
over one or two controversial amendments. One of the
amendments to which we all assent is that having to do
with the freezing of the tax as it is now for the next 3 years.
I hope that not only that but the other amendments to the
law which have been brought forward will be agreed to in
the conference, so that we;may adopt a comprehensive con
ference report on the subject before final adjournment.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, of course I cornpleteiy
agree with the sentiments just expressed by the able majority
leader. I think it would be a calamity for the social-security
amendments to lapse, even until the next session of Congress.
If the conferees agree, and the conference report comes in.
I shall have no further interest in pressing the amendment
I have now offered. It is solely in the anticipation that
perhaps the deadlock may persist that I am seeking to salvage
that one section of the social-security amendments, which
must have action prior to New Year's, and prior to the time
when Congress will reassemble, if it is to be effective.
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I have just come into the
Chamber. Is the Senator objecting to the consideration of
House bill 1648?
Mr. VANDENBERG. No; I am offering an amendment
to a revenue bill, so that we can take care of the pay-roll tax
problem in relation to the social-security amendments.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill will be passed over.
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LOST OR DESTROYED STAMPS

Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, when the calendar was
called a few days ago, Calendar No. 1026, House bill 1648,
referring to the refund or credit for lost internal-revenue
stamps, went over at the suggestion of the Senator from
Wisconsin [Mr. LA FOLLETTE]. I understand that it is now
entirely agreeable that the matter be taken UP.
This is a bill authorizing the refunding or credit on stamps
for distilled liquor destroyed in the floods of 1936 and 1937.
I do not think there will be any opposition to the bill, and I
hope we may secure its passage.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider
the bill (H. R. 1648) to Provide for the refund or credit of the
internal-revenue tax paid on spirits lost or rendered unimar
ketable by reason of the floods of 1936 and 1937 where such
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spirits were in Possession of the original taxpayer or rectifier
for bottling or use in rectification, under Government super
vision, as Provided by law and regulations.
The bill is as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., T7hat (a) the Commissioner of Internal Reve
nue Is authorized and directed to make refund, or in lieu thereof,
if he so elects, allow credit In the amount of the internal-revenue
tax paid On spirits previously withdrawn and lost or rendered
unmarketable or useless by reason of the floods of 1936 and 1937
while such spirits were in the possession of the person originally
paying the said tax on such spirits, or while such spirits were in the
possession of a rectifier for rectification or for bottling, or which
have been used in the process of rectification, under Government
supervision as provided by law and regulations. A claim for such
tax shall be filed with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue within
30 days from the effective date of this act in which proof shall
be furnished to his satisfaction that (1) the Internal-revenue tax
on such spirits was fully paid; (2) that the same were in the pos
session of the claimant as above set forth at the time of such loss;
(3) that such spirits were lost or rendered unmarketable or useless
by reason of damage sustained as the result of the aforesaid flood
conditions; (4) that such spirits so rendered unnmarketable or use
less have been destroyed; anid (5) that claimant was not Indemni
fied against such loss by any valid claim of Insurance or otherwise.
(b) Where credit is allowed for the internal-revenue tax pre
viously paid as aforesaid, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is
authorized and directed to provide for the issuance of stamps to
cover the spirits subsequently withdrawn to the extent of tl'e credit
so allowed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
(c) The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of
the Secretary, is authorized to make such rules and regulations as
may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this act.

Mr. AUSTIN. Mr. President, this morning I laid an
amendment on the table which I intended to propose to the
bill. It grew out of a discovery in the conference on the
social-security bill that an amendment which was accepted
to that bill, which I had offered, was unfortunately -imited
in time, and I desire to offer the amendment to this revenue
bill, which would put the amendment accepted heretofore by
the Senate into effect for the whole period represented by
the hurricane damage.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I may say to the Senator
that this Is a House bill, and I should regret if any amend
ment put on it now would defer action on the part of the
House. But I have been informed reliably that the House
will be willing to accept the amendment, and I am willing
to have it put into the bill.
Mr. AUSTIN. I thank the Senator from Kentucky.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
to the amendment offered by the Senator from Vermont
which will be reported for the information of the Senate.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed to add the following
new section at the end of the bill:
Szc. 2 No tax shall be collected under title VIII or IX of the
Social Security Act or under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act or the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, with respect to services
rendered prior to January 1, 1940, in the employ of the owner or
tenant of land, in salvaging timber on such land or clearing such
land of brush and other debris left by a hurricane; and any such
tax heretofore collected (including penalty and interest with resp-ct
thereto, if any), shall be refunded in accordance with the pro-vi
alone of law applicable in the case of erroneous or illegal collection
of the tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the amount of
any such refund. No payment shall he made under title U1 of the
Social Security Act with respect to such services rendered prior to
January 1, 1940.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. AUSTIN. Mr. President, before the bill is acted upon,
I call attention to an amendment intended to be proposed
by the Senator from Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG].
Mr. BARKLEY. I will say to the Senator from Vermont
that the Senator from Michigan authorized me to withdraw
that amendment, the matter having been taken care of in
the report of the conferees on the social-security bill.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The question is un the
engrossment of the amendment anid the third reading of
the bill.
The amendment was ordered to be engrossed and the
bill to be read a third time.
The bill was read the third time and passed.
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OR CREDIT OF INTERNAL REVENUE TAX PAID ON SPIRITS
LOST BY FLOODS OF 1936 AND 1937

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to take from the Speaker's table the bill (H. R. 1648) to pro
vide for the refund 'or credit of the internal-revenue tax paid
on spirits lost or rendered unmarketable by reason of the
floods of 1936 and 1937 where such spirits were in possession
of the original taxpayer or rectifier for bottling or use in
rectification under Government supervision as provided by
law and regulations, with a Senate amendment thereto and
agree to the Senate amendment.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The Clerk read the Senate amendment as follows:
Page 3. after line 2, insert:
-Sac. 2. No tax shall be collected under title VIII or IX of the
Social Security Act or under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act or the Federal unemployment Tax Act, with respect to services
rendered prior to January 1, 1940, In the employ of the owner or
tenant of land, in salvaging timber on such land or clearing such
land of brush and other debris left by a, hurricane; and any
such tax heretofore collected (including penalty and interest with
respect thereto, if any), shall be refunded in accordance with the
provisions of law applicable in the case of erroneous or illegal
collection of the tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the
amount of any such refund. No payment shall be made under title
II of the Social Security Act with respect to such services rendered
prior to January 1, 1940."

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. DOUGHTON I?
Mr. RICH. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, is
this the same bill we passed the other day having to do with
spirits damaged in the recent floods?
Mr. DOUGHTON. That is right.
Mr. RICH, What is the idea of bringing it back today?
Mr. DOUGHTON. There is a Senate amendment and I
have asked to take the bill from the Speaker's desk, with the
Senate amendment, and concur in the Senate amendment.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. DOUGHTONI?
There was no objection.
The Senate amendment 'was concurred in and a motion to
reconsider was laid on the table.
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AN ACT
To provide for the refund or credit of the internal-revenue tax paid on spirits
lost or rendered unmarketable by reason of the floods of 1936 and 1937 where
such spirits were in the possession of the original taxpayer orrectifier for bottling
or use in rectification under Government supervision as provided by law and
regulations.

Be it emaoted by the Senate and Houme of Representatives of the
United iStates of America in COn~gres8 asmembled, That (a) the Com

missioner of Internal Revenue is authorized and directed to make
refund, or in lieu thereof, if he so elects, allow credit in the amount
of the internal-revenue tax p aid on spirits previously withdrawn and
lqst or rendered unmarketable or useless by reason of the floods of
1936 and 1937 while such spirits were in the possession of the person
originally paying the said tax on such spirits, or while such spirits
were in the possession of a. rectifier for rectification or for bottling,
or which have been used in the process of rectification, under Govern
mnent supervision as provided by law and regulations. A claim for
such tax shall be filed with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
within thirty days from the effective date of this Act in which proof
shall be furnished to his satisfaction that (1) the internal-revenue
tax on such spirits was fully paid; (2) that the same were in the
possession of the claimant as above set forth at the time of such loss;
(3) that such spirits were lost or rendered unmnarketable or useless by
reason of damage sustained as the result of the aforesaid flood condi
tions; (4) that such spirits so rendered unmarketable or useless have
been destroyed; and (5)that claimant was not indemnified against
such loss by any valid claim of insurance or otherwise.
(b) Where credit is allowed for the internal-revenue tax pre
VIOUSly7 paid as aforesaid, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is
authorized and 'directed to provide for the issuance of stamps to
cover the spirits subsequently withdrawn to the extent of the credit
so allowed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
(c) The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of
the Secretary, is authorized to make such rules and regulations
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
.SEC. 2. No tax shall be collected under title VIII or IX of the
Social Security Act or under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act or the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, with respect to services
rendered prior to January 1, 1940, in the employ of the owner or
tenant b~f land, in salvaging timber on such land or clearing such
land of brush and other debris left by a hurricane; and any such
tax heretofore collected (including penalty and interest with respect
thereto, if any , shall be refunded in accordance with the provisions
of law applicalle in the cewe of erroneous or illegal collection of the
tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the amount of any
such refund. No payment shall be made uider title II of the Social
Security Act with respect to such services rendered prior to January
1, 1940.
Approved, August 11, 1939.
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No. 2603

MORE UNIFORM COVERAGE WITH RESPECT TO FEDERAL
INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN PERSONS EM
PLOYED IN COAL-MINING OPERATIONS

JUN. fl, 1940.-Committed. to the Committee of the Whole House on the state
of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr CROSSMI, from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com
merce, submitted the following

REPORT
(To accompany H. R. 99551
The Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, to whom was
referred the bill (H. R. 9955) to provide for the more uniform coverage
of certain persons employed in coal-mining operations with respect to
insurance benefits provided for by cer'tain Federal acts, and for other
purposes, having considered the same, repot favorably thereon with
amendments and recommend that the bill, as amended, do pass.
The amendments are as follows:
Page 2, line 7, strike out 'paragraph "First" of' and insert 'paragraph
First of'.
Page 2, line 21, strike out 'paragraph "Fifth" of' and insert 'para
graph Fifth of'.
Page 3, line 8, strike out "Act approved" and insert "Act, approved".
Page 3, line 19, strike out "to the part" and insert "to part".
Page 3, line 22, strike out "Act, an" and insert "Act as".
Amend the title so as to read:
A bill to provide for more uniform coverage of certain persons employed In
coal-mining operations with respect to insurance benefits provided for. by certain
Federal acts, and for other purposes.
The bill has the approval of the Railroad Retirement Board, as will

appear by the following letter:

RIRA

EIEETBAD

The Honorable

CLARENCE F. LIEA,
Washington, May 16, 1940.
Chairman, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SnIR I enclose a draft of a. joint resolution to provide for more uniform
coverage of certain persons employed in coal-mining operations with respect to

insurance benefits provided for by certain Federal acts, and for other purposes.
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The Board recommends that this joint resolution be adopted in thc current
session of the Congress. The draft has becn cleared with the Federal Security
Administrator and the Treasury Department, and we are advised by the Bureau
of thc Budget that it is in accord with the program of the President.
As the first recital clause indicates, certain carriers by railroad own and operate
coal mines directly with their own employees. In addition, another and larger
group of carriers have wholly owned subsidiaries engaged in mining coal for the
purpose of servicing railroad operations through supplying locomotive fuiel for
the railroad system of the parent carrier. After investigation of these activities,
the Board's general counsel advised that, in his opinion, these activities con
stituted the lperformance of a service in connection with transportation of persons
and property by railroad and that, consequently, these companies were employers,
as the term "employer" is defined in the Railroad Retirement Acts and the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, as companies "owned or controlled by
one or more such carriers or under common control therewith, and which operates
any equmipment or facility or performs any service (except trucking service, casual
service, and the casual operation of equipment or facilities) in connection with
the transportation of passengers or property by railroad."
The companies affected d isagreed and requested a hearing before the Board.
This request was granted, elaborate evidence was presented before an examiner,
and arguments were made before the Board. Upo consideration of the evidence
and arguments, the Board finds itself compelled by the statutory language quoted
above to conclude that these companies are lelally subject to the Railroad Retire
mient Acts and the Railroad Unemployment nsurance Act. This circumstance
is indicated in the second recital clause. The formal opinion of the Board has not
been released but will be forwarded to the committee upon its release. The
Board, hiowevet, as well as railroad employers, railroad employees, the mine work
ers, the Federal Security Administrator, and State Unemployment Compenisa
tion Administrations, believes that as a matter of policy such, coal-mining activi
ties, whether conducted (lirectly by carriers or by subsidiaries of carriers, should,
for purposCs of a social insurance program and for purposes of labor relations, be
covered by the system of lawvs applicable to coal mining generally rather than the
system of laws applicable to the railroad industry.
The enclosed draft of a joint resolution is designed to effectuate that policy with
results approaching as nearly as practicable the situation which would have ex
isted had that been the expressed policy throughout the period that the system
of laws involved were enacted.

MRA

Very truly yours,

.LTMR

GENERAL STATEMENT

The substance of tbis bill, in the form of a draft joint resolution
containing recital clauses stating the background of the proposal,
was transmitted to the cliairman of thc committce by letter of May 16,
1940, from the chairman of the Railroad Retirement Board with the
recommendation that it be enacted. The draft of the bill in form of a
joint resolution was cleared. with the Federal Security Administrator
and the Treasury Department, and the Bureauf of the Budget advised
that it was in accord with the program of the President.
For the purpose of suppli ng themselves with fuel a number of the
railroads of the country, either directly, or through subsidiaries, con
duct coal-mining operations. It is agreed by the employers and
employees and by the several Federal administrative agencies conearned that for the purposes of social insurance and labor legislation
these operations should be covered not within the -systems applicable
to the railroad industry but rather by the old-age and survivors
insurance system of the Aocial Security Act by State unemployment
compensation laws, and by the National Laot' R'elations Act.
The bill contains in section 6 an, express provision that it shall not
affect the coverage of companies or poi'sons other than those spe
eifically referred to.
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Your committee changed the form of the resolution to a bill, and
accordingly eliminated the recital clauses which, for purposes of
clarifying the purpose and background of the bill, are quoted here:
Whereas certain coal-mining operations are conducted by carriers b y railroad
subject to the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, Carriers Taxing Act of 1937,
subchapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code, the Railroad Unem
ployment Insurance Act, the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935, and the Railway

Liabor Act,

and

Whereas the Railroad Retirement Board has ruled that certain coal-mining
companies are subject to the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935, the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937, and the Railroad Unemployment Iiisurance Act, on
findings that such companies are owned and controlled by carriers by railroad
and engaged in the mining and supplying of coal to such carriers for locomotive
fuel; and
Whereas the several groups affected recommend that no coal-mining activities
be covered by such acts and It is deemed ex pedient to act in accordance with such
recommendation, and, by the enactment of specific provisions of law, to change
or fix the status of coal-mining operations with respect to such acts; and
Whereas it is the intention of the Congress that this joint resolution shall not
prejudice or affect in any manner the inclusion or exclusion from any of the above
acts of any carrier, company, or individual other than those herein specifically
mentioned and provided for; and
Whereas it is the intention of Congress that the Social Security Act, as amended,
subchapters, A and C of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code, State unmly
ment compensation laws, and the National Labor Relations Act, shall be appli
cable to activities declared to he txcluded from the laws mentioned in the first
clause of this preamble, to the sam !extent as if none of the laws mentioned in
such clause had ever been enacted.
The bill is made retroactive to the respective dates of enactment of

the acts affected, except that it would not disturb pensions already
granted or certain accruied 'unemployment-compensation rights. Tax
liabilities would be equitably adjusted, and credit granted for unemn
ploymient-compensation contributions which would become payable
to a State by reason of the enactment of this bill.
EXPLANATION OF THE BILL

Sections 1 and 2: These sections amend retroactively the definition
of "employer" in the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, the Carriers
Taxing Act, subchapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code,
and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, and the correspond
ing definition of "carrier" in the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935
and the Railway Labor Act, to give effect to the agreement that coalmining subsidiaries should not be embraced within the coverage of any
of these acts.
Section 3: This section amends retroactively the (lefinition of "em
ployee" in each of the above acts so as to exclude from that term a
worker engaged in coal-mining operations. This section is necessary
in order to exclude the miners in mines operated directly by carriers.
Section 4: Subsection (a) of this section makes it clear that the
Social Security Act (in its original form and as alnendled) and subchapters A and C of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code are to be
construed in accordance with the amendments effected by the bill, and
that the coverage excluded from the railroad acts is to be picked uip
in the social-security system.
Section 4 (b) provides that the bill shall not operate to authorize
refund of, or relief from liability for, taxes uinder the Carriers Taxing
Act of 1937 or the corresponding provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code (subchapter B of chapter 9))paid or accrued prior to the date of
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enactment of the bill with respect to service performed in the employ
of a carrier by railroad subject to part I of the Interstate Commerce
Act. However, such taxes paid to a collector of internal revenue with
respect to services excluded by the bill from coverage under the
Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 and subchapter B of chapter 9 of the
Internal Revenue Code miay be crenited against tax accrued or accru
ing, by reason of the ainendments contained in the bill, under, title
VIII of the Social Security Act and the corresponding provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (subchapter A of chapter 9).
Subsection (c) of section 4 provides that nothing in the bill shall
operate (1) to affect any annuity, pension, or dleath~ benefit granted
under the railroad retirement acts of 1935 or 1937 prior to the enacet
ment of the bill into law or (2) to include any of the services on the
basis of wvhich ainy such annuity or pension was granted, as employ
moent within the meaning of section 210 (b) of the Social Security
Act as originally enacted, or section 209 (b) of such act as amended
by the Social Security Act Amendments of 1939 and other provisions
oflaw.
Under this provision annuities, pensions, or death benefits granted
under the Railroad Retirement Acts prior to the (late of enactment
of this bill are not to be disturbed, and the services on the basis of
which any annuity or enio vas granted are not to be treated
as employment within tSe meaning of section 210 (b) of the Social
Security Act or section 209 (b) of that act, as amended.
Although the bill does not affect any death benefit granted under
the Railroad Retirement Acts prior to the bill's enactment, it permits
bas:ing of Social Security benefits on the same services which wvere the
basis for payment of the death benefit. In order, however, to effect
a proper balance between the wages paid for the services on the basis
of which the death benefit was granted and the total of Federal benefit
paymients based on such services, it is provided that if any insurance
bentefit or benefits become payable under the Social Security Act as
amended, on the basis of the services with i~espect to which the death
benefit was granted under the Retirement Acts, the total amount of
the death benefit will be deducted from such Social Security benefits.
Thus, the death benefit is treated in the same manner as a lump-sum
payment under section 204 of the Social Security Act in effect prior
to January 1, 1940.
Subsection (d) of section 4 operates to save benefit rights under the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act for unemployment occurring
prior to the effective date of this bill, but benefit rights under that
act for unemrploymnent after the effective date of the bill will be cut
-off where such is the necessary effect of other provisions, particularly
the retroactive provisions, of the bill.
Section 5: This section provides that any application for paymeont
under thme railroad retirement acts filed with the Railroad Retiremeont
Board prior to, or within 60 days after, the enactment of this bill,
shall, under such regulations; as the Social Security Board may
prescribe, be deemed to be an application filed with the Social Security
Board by such individual or banpesnclaiming any payment
with zespect too the wages of suc idvuaunder any provision of
section 202 of the Social SecuritAc as amended.
A number of wage earners and srivors of wage earners have filed
applications with the Railroad Retirement Board in the belief that
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their services were rendered in an employment covered by the Rail
road Retirement Acts, and have not filed an application with the
Social Security Board. The result may be a loss to the wage earner
of one or more of the monthly benefit payments which he might
otherwise have received under the Social Security Act. This is due
to the provision of the Social Security Act, as amended, to the effect
that a wage earner's benefits may not begin until he has filed his
apIcatio wihthe Social Security Board. In the case, therefore,
ofthose wage earners who filed applications with the Railroad Retire
ment Board after attaining age 65 and after meeting the other condi
tions of eligibility under the Social Security Act, a number of months'
benefits may be lost if such applications are not treated as having
been filed with the Social Security Board.
Similarly, the wife, widow, child, or parent of the wage earner
who may be entitled to no payment under the Railroad Retirement
Acts and may have filed no application with the Railroad Retirement
Board, may be deprived of one or more monthly benefit payments
under the Social Security Act if the wage earner's application with
the Railroad Retirement Board is not treated as an application for
social security benefits on behalf of his wife, widow, child, or parent.
Section 6: This section emphasizes the purpose of the bill, as set
forth in the general statement of the report, that nothing contained
in the bill, nor the action of Congress in adopting it, shall be taken
or considered as affecting the question of what carriers, companies, or
individuals other than those specifically provided for in the bill, are
included or excluded from the provisions of the various laws affected
by the bill.
Section 7 of the bill contains provisions which are designed to relieve

taxpayers made subject by the provisions of the bill to the tax under

subchapter C of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code for the
calendar year 1939 from hardships which otherwise would result from
their inability to pay the tax (as well as State contributions) on or
before January 31, 1940, the due date of the tax for such calendar year.
Subsection (a) of this section provides for relief from the imposition
of interest during the period February 1, 1940, to the eighty-ninth
dayaftr
te dte f eactent of the bLIl by reason of delinquency in
thepayentof he edeal nemployment tax with respect to services
affetedby
he bll.Thi reief is granted, however, only if contribu
tios uderth
Ralrod nemployment, Insurance Act with respect
to such services have been paid to the Railroad Retirement Board
prior to the date of enactment of the bill.
Subsection (b) of this section provides for the allowance under cer
tain conditions of the full 90-percent credit against the Federal unem
ploymnent, tax for contributions p aid to State unemployment funds
with respect to services affected by the bill. In order that such
credit may be allowed, State contributions with respect to such
services must be paid into the State fund before the ninetieth day after
the date of~enactment of the bill. Also Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act _c'ontributions with respect to such services must have
been paid tol the' Railroad Retirement Board prior to such date of

enactment. In all7 other respects the conditions of the allowvance of

credit contained: in.'section 1601 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code are
applicable.
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CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with paragraph 2a of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill
are shown as follows (new matter is printed in italics; existing law in
which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
Section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937:
SECTION 1. For the purposes of this Act
(a) The term "employer" means any carrier (as defined in subsection (in) of
this section), and any company which is directly or indirectly owned or controlled
by one or more such carriers or under common control therewith, and which
operates any equipment or facility or performs any service (except trucking service,
casual service, and the casual operation -of equipment or facilities) in connection
with the transportation of passengers or property by railroad, or the receipt,
delivery, elevation, transfer in transit, refrigeration or icing, storage, or handling
of property transported by railroad, and any receiver, trustee, or other individual
or body, judicial or otherwise, when in the possession of the property or operating
all or any part of the business of any such employer: Provided, however, That the
term "employer" shall not include any street, interurban, or suburban electric
railway, unless such railway is operating as a part of a general steam-railroad
system of transportation, but shall not exclude any part of the general steamrailroad system of transportation now or hereafter operated by any other motive
power. The Interstate Commerce Commission is hereby authorized and directed
upon request of the Board, or upon complaint of any party interested, to determine
after hearing whether any line operated by electric power falls within the terms
of this proviso. The term "employer" shall also include railroad associations,
traffic associations, tariff bureaus, demurrage bureaus, weighing and inspection
bureaus, collection agencies and other associations, bureaus, agencies, or organi
zations controlled and maintained wholly or principally by two or miore employers
as liereinhefore defined and cngaged in the performance of services in connection
with or incidlental to railroad transportation; and railway labor organizations,
national in scope, which have been or may be organized in accordance with the
mrvisions of the Railway Labor Act, as amended, and their State and National
legislative committees and their general committees and their insurance depart-.
nients and their local lodges and divisions, established pursuant to the constitution
and bylaws of such organizations. The term "employer" shall not indlude any
company by reason of its being engaged in the mining of coal, the silpplying of coal
to an employer where delivery is not beyond the Mine tipple, and i~ operation of
equipment orfacilities therefor, or in any of such activities.
*

*

**

*

Section 1 (a) of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937:
,SECTION 1. That as used in this Act
(a) The term "employer" meanR any carrier (as defined in subsection (J)of thin
section), and any company which is directly or indirectly owned or controlled
by one or more such carriers or under common control therewith, and which
operates any equipment or facility or performs any service (except trucking
service, casuial service, and the casual operation of equipment or facilities) In
connection with the transportation of passengers or property by railroad, or the
receipt, delivery, elevation, transfer in transit, refrigeration or icing, storage, or
handling of property transported by railroad, and any receiver, trustee, or other
individual or body, judicial or otherwise, when in the possession of the property
or operating all or any part of the business of 'any such employer: Provided, how
ever, That the term "employer" shall not include any street, interurban, or sub
urban electric railway, unless such railway is operating as a part of a genera)
steam-railroad system of transportation, but shall not exclude any part of the
general steamn-railroad system of transportation now or hereafter operated by
any other motive power. The Interstate Commerce Commission is hereby
authorized and directed upon request of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
or upon complaint of any party Interested, to determine after hearing whether
any line operated by electric power falls within the terms of this proviso. The
term "employer" shall also Include railroad associations, traffic associations,
tariff bureaus, demurrage bureaus, weighing and Inspection bureaus, collection
agencies and other associations, bureaus, agencies, or organizations controlled
and maintained wholly or principally by two or more employers as hereinbefore
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defined and engaged in the performance of services In connection with or incidentai
to railroad transportation; and railway' labor organizations, national in scope.
which have been or may be organized In accordance with the provisions of the
Railway Labor Act, as amended, and their State and National legislative com
mittees and their general committees and their insurance departments and their
locl ad
ldgsdviion, etalished pursuant to the constitution and bylaws of
suchorgaizaions
Theter "employer" shall not include any company by
reaon
is bingenggedin
f
hemining of coal, the supplying of coal to an employer
whee dlieryis
otbeynd hemine tipple, and the operation of equipment or
faciitis
threfr, o inan~ f sch activities.

Section 1532 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code:
SEe. 1532.

DErsNITsoNs.-As

usgd in this subchapter

(a) EmPLOYER.-The term "lemployer" means any carrier (as defined In sub
section (h) of this section), and any company which is directly or indirectly
owned or controlled by one or more such carriers or under common control
therewith, and which operates any equipment, or facility or performs any service
(except trucking service, casual service, and the casual operation of equipment
or facilities) in connection with the transportation of passengers or propeity by
railroad, or the receipt, delivery, elevation, transfer in transit, refrigeration or icing,
storage, or handling of property transported by railroad, and any receiver,
trustee, or other individual or body, judicial or otherwise, when in the posscession
of the property or operating all or any part of the business of any such employer:
Provided, however, 'I hat the term "employer" shall not include any. street, inter
urban, or suburban electric railway, unless such railway is operating as a part
of a general steam-railroad system of transportation, but shall not exclude any
part of the general steam-railroad system of transportation now or hereafter
operated by any other motive power. The Interstate Commerce Commission
is hereby authorized and directed upon request of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, or upon complaint of any party interested, to determine after hearing
whether any line operated by electric power falls within the terlls of this proviso.
The term "employer" shall also include railroad associations, traffic associations,
tariff bureaus, demurrage bureaus, weighing and inspection bureaus, collection
agencies, and other associations, bureaus, agencies, or organizations controlled
and maintained wholly or principally by two or more employers as hereinbefore
defined and engaged in the performance of services in connection with or incidental
to railroad transportation; and railway labor organizations, national in scope,
which have been or may be organized in accordance with the provisions of the
Railwvay Labor Act, as amended, and their State and National legislative coin
mittees, and their general committees, and their insurance departments, and their
local lodges and divisions, established pursuant to the constitution arid bylaws
of such organizations. The term "employer" shall not include any company by
reason of its being engaged in the mining of coal, the supplying of coal to an employer
ulere delivery is not beyond the mine tipple, and the operationof equipment orfacilities
theref or, or in any of such activities.

Section 1 (a) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act:
1. For the purposes of this Act, except when used in amending the
provisions of other Acts-
(a) The term "employer" means any carrier (as defined in subsection (b) of
this section), and any company which is directly or indirectly owned or controlled
by one or more such carriers or under common control therewith, and which
operates any equipment or facility or performs any service (except trucking
service, casual service, and the casual operation of equipment or facilities)' in
connection with the transportation of passengers or property by railroad, or the
receipt, delivery, elevation, transfer in transit, refrigeration or icing, storage,
or handling of property transported by railroad, and any receiver, trustee, or other
indlividual ur botly, judlicial or otherwiso, when In thn possessloix of the prolpertyr
or operating all or any part of the business of any such employer: P'rovided
however, That the term "employer" shall not include any street, interrurban, or
suburban electric railway, unless such railiway is operating as a part of a general
steamn-railroad system of transportation, but shall not exclude any lpart of the
general steam-railroad system oftransportation now or hereafter operated by any
other motive power. The Interstate Commerce Commission is hereby authorized
and directed upon request of the Board, or upon complaint of any party interested,
SECTION
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to determine after hearing whether any line operated by electric power falls
within the terms of this proviso. The term "employer" shall also include rail
road associations, traffic associations, tariff bureaus, demurrage bureaus, weighing
and inspection bureauis, collection agencies, and other associations, bureaus,
agencies, or organizations controlled and maintained wholly or principally by
two or more employers as hereinibefore defined and engaged in the performance of
services in connection with or incidental to railroad transportation; and railway
labor organizations, national in scope, which have been or may be organized in
accordance with the provisions of the Railway Labor Act, and their State and
National legislative committees and their general committees and their insurance
departments and thcir local lodges and divisions established pursuant to the
constitution and bylaws of such organizations. 4he term "employer" shall not
include any company by reason of its being engaged in the mining of coal, the supply
ing of coal to an employer where delivery is not beyond the mine tipple, and the opera
tion of equipment or facilities therefor, or in any of such activities.

Section I (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935, as amended:
SECTION 1. For the purposes of this Act

(a) The term "carrier" means any express company, sleeping-car company, or
carrier by railroad, subject to the interstate Conmmerce Act, and any company
which may be directly or indirectly owned or controlled thereby or uinder common
control therewith, and which operates any equipment or facilities or performs
any service (other than trucking service) in conecetion with the transportation of
passengers or property by railroad, or thle receipt, (lelivery, elevation, transfer in
transit, refrigeration or icing, storage, or handling of property transported by
railroad, and any receiver, trustee, or other individual or body, judicial or other
wise, when in thle possession of and operating the business of any such "carrier":
Provided, however, That the term "carrier" shall not include any street, inter
urban, or suburban electric railway, unless such railway is operating as a part of
a general steamn-railroad system of transportation, but shall not exclulde any part
of thle general steami-railroad system of transportation now or hereafter operated
by any other motive power. The Interstate Commerce Commission is hereby
authorized and directed upon request of the Board or upon cosnplaint of any party
interested to detornine after hearing whether any line operat~e by electric power
falls within thle terms of this proviso. The term "carrier" shall not include any
company by reason of its being engaged in the mining of coal, the supplying of coal
to a carrier where delivery is not beyond the mine tipple, and the operation of equip
ment or facilities therefor, or in any of such activities.

Paragraph First of section 1 of the Railway Labor Act, as amended:
SECTION 1. When used in this Act and for the purposes of this Act-

First. The term "carrier" includes any express company, sleeping-car comn
pany, carrier by railroad, subject to the Interstate Commerce Act, and any
company which is directly or indirectly owned or controlled by or under common
control with any carrier by railroad and which operates any equipment or facili
ties or performs any service (other than trucking service) in connection with the
transportation, receipt, delivery elevation, transfer in transit, refrigeration or
icing, storage, and handling of property transported by railroad, and any re
ceiver, trustee, or other individual or body, judicial or otherwise t when in the
possession of the business of any such "carrier' : Provided, however, 1hat the term
PIcarrier" shall not include any street, interurban, or suburban electric railway
unless such railway is operating as a part of a general steam-railroad system o
transportation, but shall not exclude any part of the general steam~-railroad
system of transportation now or hereafter operated by any other motive power.
The Interstate Commerce Commission is hereby authorized and directed upon
request of the Mediation Board or upon complaint of any party interested to
determine after.hearing whether any line operated by electric power falls within
the terms of this proviso. The term "earner" shall not include any company by
reason of its being engaged in the mining of coal, the suppying of coal to an employer
where delivery is not byond the mine tipple, andth operalion of equipment or
facilities therefor, or in any of such activities.
*

S

*

S

S
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Section 1 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937:
(b) The term "employee" means (1) any individual in the service of one or
more employers for compensation, (2) any individual who is in the employment
relation to one or more employers, and (3) an employee representative. The term
"temployee" shall include an employee of a local lodge or division defined as
an employer in subsection (a) only if he was in the service of or in the employ
ment relation to a carrier on or after the enactment date. The term "employee
representative"~ means any officer or official representative of a railway labor
organization other than a labor organization included in the term:"employer" as
defined in section 1 (a) who before or after the enactment date was in the serv
ice of an employer as defined in section 1 (a) and who is duly authorized and
designated to represent employees in accordance with the Railway Labor Act,
as amended, and any individual who is regularly assigned to or regularly em
ployed by such officer or official representative in connection with the duties
of his office.
The term "employee" shall not include any individual while such individual
is engagedin the physical operations consisting of the mining of coal, the prep
aration of coal, the handling(other than movement by rail with standardrailroad
locomotives) of coal not beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at
the tipple.
Section 1 (b) of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937:
(b) The term "employee" means any person in the service of one or more
employers for compensation: Provided, however, That the tern "employee" shall
include an employee of a local lodge or division defined as an employer in sub
section (a) only if be was in the service of or in the employment relation to a
carrier on or after August 29, 1935. An individual is in the employment relation
to a carrier if he is on furlough, subject to call for service within or outside the
United States and ready and willing to serve, or on leave of absence, or absent
on account of sickness or disability; all in accordance with the established
rules and practices in effect on the carrier: Providedfurther, That an individual
shall not be deemed to have been on August 29, 1935, in the employment rela
tion to a carrier not conducting the principal part of its business in the United
States unless during the last pay-roll period in which be rendered service to it
prior to said date, he rendered service to it in the United States.
The term "employee" shall not include any individual while such individual
i~s engaged in the physical operations consisting of the mining of coal, the prep
aration of coal, the handling (other than movement by rail with standardrailroad
locomotives) of coal not beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at
the tipple.
Section 1532 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code:
(b) Employee.-The term "employee" means any person in the service of one
or more employers for compensation: Provided, however, That the term"employee"
shall include an employee of a local lodge or division defined as an employer
in subsection (a) only if he was in the service of or in the employment relation
to a carrier on or after August 29, 1935. An individual is in the employment re
lation to a carrier if he is on furlough, subject to call for service within or out
side the United States and ready and willing to serve, or on leave of absence,
or absent on account of sickness or disability; all in accordance with the estab
lished rules and practices in effect on the carrier: Provided further, That an
individual shall not be deemed to have been on August 29, 1935, in the employ
menit relation to a carrier not conducting the principal part of its business in
the United States unless during the last pay-roll period in which he rendered
service to it prior to said date, he rendered service to it in the United States.
The term "employee" includes an officer of an employer.
The term "employee" shall not include any individual while such individual
is engaged in the physical operations consisting of the mining of coal, the prep
aration of coal, the handling (other than movement by rail with standardrailroad
locomotives) of coal not beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at
the tipple.

10
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Section 1 (d) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act:
(d) The term "employee" (except when used in phrases establishing a dif
ferent meaning) means any individual who is or had been (i) in the service of
one or more employers for compensation, or (ii) an employee representative.
The term "employee" shall include an employee of a local lodge or division
defined as so employer in section 1(a) only if he was in the service of a carrier
on or after August 29, 1935.
The term "employee" includes an officer ot
an employer.
The term "employee" shall not include any individual while such individual
is engagedin the physical operations consisting of the mining of coal, the prep
aration of coal, the handling(other than movement by rail with standardrailroad
locomotives) of coal not beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at
the tipple.
An individual is in the service of an employer whether his service is ren
dered within or without the United States if he is subject to the continuing
authority of the employer to supervise and direct the manner of rendition of his
service, which service he renders for compensation: Provided, however, That
an individual shall be deemed to be in the service of an employer not conduct
ing the principal part of its business in the United States only when he is
rendering service to it in the United States.
Section 1 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935, as amended:
(b) The term "employee" means any person (1) who shall be at the enact
ment hereof or shall have been at any time after the enactment thereof in the
service of a carrier, or who shall be at the enactment hereof or shall have been
at any time after the enactment hereof in the employment relation to a carrier,
and (2) each officer or other official representative of an "employee organiza
tion," herein called "representative" who before or after the enactment hereof
has performed service for a carrier, who at the enactment hereof or at any time
after the enactment is or shall be duly designated and authorized to represent
employees in accordance with the Railway Labor Act, and who, during, or
immediately following employment by a carrier, is, shall be, or shall have been
engaged in such representative service in behalf of such employees.
The term "employee" shall not include any individual while such individual
is engagedin the physical operations consisting of the mining of coal, the prep
aration of coal, the handling(other than movement by rail with standardrailroad
loconotives) of coal not beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at
the tipple.

Paragraph Fifth of section 1 of the Railway Labor Act, as amended:
Fifth. The term "employee" as used herein includes every person in the
service of a carrier (subject to its continuing authority to supervise and direct
the manner of rendition of his service) who performs any work defined as that
of an employee or subordinate official in the orders of the Interstate Commerce
Commission now in effect, and as the same may be amended or interpreted by
orders hereafter entered by the Commission pursuant to the authority which is
hereby conferred upon it to enter orders amending or interpreting such existing
orders: Provided, however, That no occupational classification made by order
of the Interstate Commerce Commission shall be construed to define the crafts
according to which railway employees may be organized by their voluntary
action, nor shall the jurisdiction or powers of such employee organizations be
regarded as in any way limited or defined by the provisions of this Act or by
the orders of the Commission.
The term "employee" shall not include any individual while such individual
is engaged in the physical operations consisting of the mining of coal, the prep
aration of coal, the handling(other than movement by rail with standardrailroad
loconotivesJ of coal not beyond the -mine tipple, or the loading of coal at
the tipple.
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A BILL
To provide for the more uniform coverage of certain persons
employed in coal-m-ining operations with respect to insur
ance benefits provided for by certain Federal Acts, and for
other purposes.
I

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representta

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937,

4

section 1 (a) of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937, section

5

1532

6

1 (a) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act are

(a)

of the Internal Revenue Code, and section

7 amended, effective in the case of each such Act as of the
8

date of its enactment, by adding at the end of each such

2

1 section the following new-, scutence: "The term 'employer'
2 shall not include any company lby reason of its being en
3 gaged in the mining of coal, thec supplying of coal to an
4 employer where delivery is not. beyond the mine tipple,
5 and the operation of equipment or facilities therefor, or
6 in any of such activitie§."
,7 SEC. 2. Section 1 (a,) of the Railroad Retirement Act
8 of 1935 and paragraph

fis

First of section 1 of the

9 Railway Labor Act, as anmendI'ed, are amended, effective in
:10 the case of each such Act as of the date of its enactment, by
11 adding at the end of each such section and paragraph the
12 following new sentence: "The term 'carrier' shall not include
13 any company by reason of its being engaged in the mining0
14

of coal, the supplying of coal to a carrier where delivery

:15 is not beyond the mine tipple, and the operation of equip
1-6 ment or facilities therefor, or in any of such activities."
17

SEC. 3. Section 1 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act

18 of 1937, section 1 (b) of the Carriers Taxing Acet of 1937,
19 section 1532 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code, the first
20

paragraph of section 1 (d) of the Railroad Unemployment

21 Insurance Act, section 1 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act
22 1935, and paragraph "Ffth"+Fifth of section 1 of the
23 Railway Labor Act, as amended, are amended, in the case
24 of each such Act as of the, date of its enactment, by adding

3
1

at the end of each such section and paragrapb. the following

2

new paragraph:

3

"The term 'employee' shall not include any indi

4:

vidual while such individual is engaged in the physical

5

operations consisting of the mining of coal, the prepara

6

tion of coal, the handling (other than movement by -rail

7

with standard railroad locomotives) of coal not beyond

8

the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at the tipple."

9

SE~c. 4. (a) The laws hereby expressly amended, the

10 Social Securitly A-et Act, approved August 14, 1935, and all
11

amendments thereto, shall operate as if each amiendment

12

herein contained had been enacted as at part of the law it

13

amends, at the time of the original enactment of such law.

14

(b) No person (as defined in the Carriers Taxing Act

15

of 1937) shall be entitled, by reason of the provisions of

16

this Act, to a refund of, or relief fromt liability for, any

17

income or excise taxes paid or accrued, pursuant to the pro

18 visions of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 or subchapter B
19

of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code, prior to the, date

20

of the enactment of this Act by reas;on of employment in the

21 service of any carrier by railroad subject to the part I of
22 the Interstate Commerce Act, but any individual who has
23 been employed in such service of any carrier by railroad
24: subject to part I of the interstate Commerce Aet, Act as is

4
i

excluded by the amendments made by this Act from coverage

2 under the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 and subchapter B
3 of chapter 9 of the Internal iRevenue Code, and who has
4 paid income taxes uinder the provisions of such Act or sub
5 chapter, and any carrier by railroad subject to part I of the
6 Interstate Commerce Act which has paid excise taxes under
7 the provisions of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 or sub
8 chapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code, may,
9 upon making proper application therefor to the Bureau of
10 Internal Revenue, have the amount of taxes so paid applied
11 in reduction of such tax liability with respect to employment,
12 as may, by reason of the amendments made by this Act,
13 accrue against them under the provisions of title VIII of
14 the Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance Contribu
15 tions Act (subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal
16 Revenue Code).
17

(c) Nothing contained in this Act shall operate (1)

18 to affect any annuity, pension, or death benefit granted under
19 the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 or the Railroad Retire
20 ment Act of 1937, prior to the date of enactment of this
21 Act, or (2) to include any of the services on the basis of
22 which any such annuity or pension was granted, as employ
23 ment within the meaning of section 210 (b) of the Social
24: Security Act or section 209 (b) of such Act, as amended.
25 In any, casel in which a death benefit alone has been granted,

5
1 the amount of such death benefit attributable to services,
2

coverage of which is affected by this Act, shall be deemed

3 to have been paid to the deceased under section 204 of the
4

Social Security Act in effect prior to January 1, 1940, and

5 deductions shall be made from any insurance benefit or
6 benefits payable under the Social Security Act, as amended,
7, with respect to wages paid to an individual for such services
8 until such deductions tot~al the amnount of such death benefit
9 attributable to such, services.
10

.(d) Nothing contained in this Act shall operate to

11 affect the benefit rights of any individual under the Rail
12 road Unemployment Insurance Act for any day of unem
13 ployment (as defined in section 1 (k) of such Act) occur
14 ing prior to the date of enactment of this Act.
15

SEc. 5. Any application for payment filed with the Rail

16

road Retirement Board prior to, or within sixty days after,

17

the enactment of this Act shall, under such regulations as the

18

Social Security Board may prescribe, be deemed to be an

19 application filed with the Social Security Board by such in
20

dividual or by any person claiming any payment with respect

21 to the wages of such individual, under any, provision of
22 section 202 of the Social Security Act, as aedd
23

SEc. 6., Nothing contained in this Act, nor the action of

.24 Congress in adopting it, shall be taken or considered as af
25 fecting the. question of -what caxriers, 'compni~es, or indi

(6
1 viduals, other than those in this Act specifically provided
2 for, are included in or excluded from the provisions of the
3 various laws to which this Act is an amendment.
4

SEC. 7. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section

5 1605 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code, no interest shall,
6 during thc period February 1, 1940, to the eighty-ninth day
7 after the date of enactment of this Act, inclusive, accrue by
8 reason of delinquency in the payment of the tax imposed by
9 section 1600 with respect to services affected by this Act
10 performed during the period July 1, 1939, to December 31,
:L1

1939, inclusive, with respect to which services amounts

12

have been paid as contributions under the Railroad Unem

13

ployment Insurance Act prior to the date of enactment of

14 this Act.
15
16

(b)Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1601
(a) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, the credit allow

17 able under section 1601 (a) against the tax imposed by
18 section 1600 for the calendar year 1939 shall not be dis
1L9 allowed or reduced by reason of the payment into a State
20 unemployment fund after January 31, 1940, of contribu
21

tions with respect to services affected by this Act performed

22

during the period July 1, 1939, to December~ 31, 1939,

23 inclusive , with respect to which services amounts have been
24paid as contributions under the Railroad Unemployment
25

Insurance Act prior to the date of enactment of this Act:

7
1 Provided, That this subsection shall be applicable only if
2

the contributions with respect to such services are paid

3 into the State unemployment fund before the ninetieth day
4 after the date of enactment of this Act.
Amend the title so as to read: "A bil to provide for
imore uniform coverage of certain persons employed in coalmining operations with respect to insurance benefits provided
for by certain Federal Acts, and for other purposes."
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Mr.

WHEELER

(for himself and Mr.

SCHWARTZ),

from the Committee

on Interstate Commerce; submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. 4070]

The Committee on Interstate Commerce, to whom was referred the
bill (S. 4070) to provide for the more uniform coverage of certain per
sons employed in coal-mining operations with* respect to insurance
benefits provided for by certain Federal acts, and for other purposes,
having considered and amended the same, report thereon with a
recommendation that the bill do pass with the following amendments:
On page 2, section 2, line 7, delete quotation marks from word
"First'.
On page 2, section 2, line 10, insert the word "each" between the
words "of" and "such".
On page 2, section 3, line 21,' delete uipper case "P" in the word

"Paragraph" and substitute lower case ""
On page 3, section 4, line 20, insert a comma between the word~s
"Act" and "but".
On page 3, section 4, line 21, delete the comma after the word
"service"; delete the word "or" and substitute the word "of".

On page 3, section 4, line 23, delete the comma after the word
'Act" .
On page 5, section 5, 'line 14, insert a comma between 'the words
"after" and "the"; delete the comma after the word "Act".
GENERAL STATEMENT

The substance of this bill, in the form of a draft joint resolution

containing recital clauses stating the background of the proposal-was
transmitted to the chairman of the committee by letter of May 16

1940, from the Chairman of the Railroad Retirement Board with the
It was further stated that the

recommendation that it be enacted.

2

EXE-MPT ('GAL-MINING E-MPLOYEES FROM-\

CERTAIN ACTS

Jiraft had bccn cleared with the Federal Security Administrator and
th, Treasury Department and that the Board had been advised by
the Bureau of the Budget that it was in accord with the program of the
President. Judge R. V. Fletcher, on behalf of the Association of
American Railroads, recommended that the language of section 6 be
slightly revised. On the understanding that tbe Railroad Retirement
Board had no objection to this revision, a~nd with the view that the
substance of the proposal was not changed thereby, the draft was
accordingly revised and the recital clauses eliminated before intro
duction of the bill.
From the recital clauses contained in the draft of joint resolution
submitted and from the letter of transmittal of the Chairman of the
Railroad Retirement Board, the following circumstances appear:
Certain carriers by railroad own and operate coal mines directly
with their own employees. In addition, another and larger group of
carriers have wholly owned subsidiaries engaged in mining coal for the
purpose of servicing railroad operations through supplying locomotive
fuel for the railroad system of the parent carrier. After investigation
of these activities, the general counsel of the Railroad Retirement
Board advised that in his opinion these activities constituted the
performance of a service in connection with the transportation of
persons and property by railroad and that, consequently, these
companies were employers, as the term "employer" is defined in the
Railroad Retirement Acts and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act, as companiesowned or controlled by one or more such carriers or tinder common control there
with, and which operates any equipment or facility or performs any service (except
trucking service, casual service, and the casual operation of equipment or facilities)
in connection with the transportation of passengers or property by railroad.

The companies affected disagreed and requested a hearing before
the Board. This request was granted, elaborate evidence was pre
sented before an examiner, and arguments were made before the
Board. Upon consideration of the evidence and argument, the Board
found itself compelled by the statutory language to conclude that
these companies are legally subject to the Railroad Retirement Acts
and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. The opinion of
the Board with respect to the status of Union Pacific Coal Co.,
copy of which has been forwarded to the committee, shows that the
conclusion was dictated not by any feeling of the Board that such coal
mining operations ought, as a matter of policy, to be covered by the
acts administered by the Board, but rather by consistent application
of the interpretation of the acts promulgated in rulings that other
carrier affiliates engaged in such activities as manufacturing and
supplying equipment parts, furnishing water for locomotives, furnish
ing auxiliary or substitute bus or water transportation, furnishing
dining facilities, treating ties, transmitting telegraphic communica
tions, providing hospital and medical facilities, and providing main
teniance of buildings, are employers subject to the acts. The Board,
as well as railroad employers, railroad employees, the mine workers,
the Federal Security Administrator and State unemployment com
pensation administrations, believes that as a matter of policy such
coal-mining activities, whether conducted directly by carriers or by
subsidiaries of carriers, should for purposes of a social-insurance pro
gram and for purposes of labor relations be covered by the system of

EXEMPT COAL-M-ILNING EMPLOYEES FROM CERTAIN ACTS

3

laws applicable to Coal mining generally rather than the system of
laws applicable to the railroadl industry. The committee believ~es
such a policy to be sound and, accordingly, recommends the enlact
ment of S. 4070 so as to exclude coal-mining operations from the acts
covering the railroad industry without disturbing or prejudicing the
application of those acts to other railroad affiliates. . Section 6 of the
bill makes this purpose clear.
EXPLANATION

OF THE BILL

Section 1 of the bill limits the term "employer" as used in section 1
(a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, section 1 (a) of the Car
riers Taxing Act of 1937, section 1532 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code
and section 1 (a) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act to
exclude carrier subsidiaries from coverage by reason of their being
engaged in the mining of coal, the supplying of coal to an employer
where delivery is not beyond the mine tipple, and the operation of
equipment or facilities therefor, or in any of such activities. Section
2 places the same limitation upon the term "carrier" as defined in
section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 and paragraph
first of section 1 of the Railway Labor Act, as amended. Section 3
deals with those employees involved in coa~l mining carried on directly
by carriers. Such employees, while engaged in the physical opera
tions consisting of the mining, preparation, or handling of coal not
beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at the tipple, are
excluded from the term "employee" as defined in section 1 (b) of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, section 1 (b) of the Carriers Taxing
Act of 1937, section 1532 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code, the first
paragraph of section 1 (d) of the' Raiilroad Unemployment Insurance
Act, section 1 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935, and para
graph fifth of section 1 of the Railway Labor Act, as amended.
Section 4 of the bill makes the amendments provided in the first
three sections retroactive to the date of enactment of the respective
laws with the following exceptions:
Carriers and carrier employees who are excluded from the several
acts are not to be given refunds of, or relief from liability for, taxes
paid or accrued under the Carriers Taxing Act or subchapter B of
chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code prior to the date of enactment
of the present bill, but such taxpayers may have the amount of taxes
so paid applied in reduction of tax liability with respect to employ
ment accruing by reason of the enactment of this bill under the provi
sions of title VIIf of the Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act. Further, annuities, pensions, or death benefits
granted under the Railroad Retirement Acts prior to the date of enact
ment of this bill are not to be disturbed aild the services on the basis
of which any annuity or pension was granted is not to be treated as
employment within the meaning of section 210 (b) of the Social
Security Act or section 209 (b) of that act as amended, but in the
event that a death benefit alone has been granted the amount of the
death benefit attributable to services whose coverage is affected by
this bill is to be treated as though it had been a payment made under
section 204 of the Social Security Act as that act stood prior to January
1, 1940. Also, the benefit rights of any individual under the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act for any day of unemployment occurring
prior to the date of enactment of the bill are preserved.

4

EXEMPT COAL-MINING EMPLOYEES FROM CERTAIN ACTS

It is made clear that applications for payment filed with the Rail
roaci Retirement Board up to 60 days after the enactment of this bill
inay, subject to regulations prescribed by the Social Security Board,
be treated as applications under any provision of section 202 of the
Social Security Act, a~s amended. Finally, it is provided that the
retroactive accrual of taxes shall not operate to penalize taxpayers
who have been complying with the law and who effect timely com
pliance with their changed obligations after the enactment of this bill.
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A BILL
To provide for the more uniform coverage of certain persons
employed in coal-m-ining operations with respect to insur
ance benefits provided for by certain Federal Acts, and for
other purposes.
I

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representta

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937,

4

section 1 (a) of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937, section

5

1532

6

1 (a) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act are

(a)

of the Internal Revenue Code, and section

7 amended, effective in the case of each such Act as of the
8

date of its enactment, by adding at the end of each such

2

1 section the following new-, scutence: "The term 'employer'
2 shall not include any company lby reason of its being en
3 gaged in the mining of coal, thec supplying of coal to an
4 employer where delivery is not. beyond the mine tipple,
5 and the operation of equipment or facilities therefor, or
6 in any of such activitie§."
,7 SEC. 2. Section 1 (a,) of the Railroad Retirement Act
8 of 1935 and paragraph

fis

First of section 1 of the

9 Railway Labor Act, as anmendI'ed, are amended, effective in
:10 the case of each such Act as of the date of its enactment, by
11 adding at the end of each such section and paragraph the
12 following new sentence: "The term 'carrier' shall not include
13 any company by reason of its being engaged in the mining0
14

of coal, the supplying of coal to a carrier where delivery

:15 is not beyond the mine tipple, and the operation of equip
1-6 ment or facilities therefor, or in any of such activities."
17

SEC. 3. Section 1 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act

18 of 1937, section 1 (b) of the Carriers Taxing Acet of 1937,
19 section 1532 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code, the first
20

paragraph of section 1 (d) of the Railroad Unemployment

21 Insurance Act, section 1 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act
22 1935, and paragraph "Ffth"+Fifth of section 1 of the
23 Railway Labor Act, as amended, are amended, in the case
24 of each such Act as of the, date of its enactment, by adding

3
1

at the end of each such section and paragrapb. the following

2

new paragraph:

3

"The term 'employee' shall not include any indi

4:

vidual while such individual is engaged in the physical

5

operations consisting of the mining of coal, the prepara

6

tion of coal, the handling (other than movement by -rail

7

with standard railroad locomotives) of coal not beyond

8

the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at the tipple."

9

SE~c. 4. (a) The laws hereby expressly amended, the

10 Social Securitly A-et Act, approved August 14, 1935, and all
11

amendments thereto, shall operate as if each amiendment

12

herein contained had been enacted as at part of the law it

13

amends, at the time of the original enactment of such law.

14

(b) No person (as defined in the Carriers Taxing Act

15

of 1937) shall be entitled, by reason of the provisions of

16

this Act, to a refund of, or relief fromt liability for, any

17

income or excise taxes paid or accrued, pursuant to the pro

18 visions of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 or subchapter B
19

of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code, prior to the, date

20

of the enactment of this Act by reas;on of employment in the

21 service of any carrier by railroad subject to the part I of
22 the Interstate Commerce Act, but any individual who has
23 been employed in such service of any carrier by railroad
24: subject to part I of the interstate Commerce Aet, Act as is

4
i

excluded by the amendments made by this Act from coverage

2 under the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 and subchapter B
3 of chapter 9 of the Internal iRevenue Code, and who has
4 paid income taxes uinder the provisions of such Act or sub
5 chapter, and any carrier by railroad subject to part I of the
6 Interstate Commerce Act which has paid excise taxes under
7 the provisions of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 or sub
8 chapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code, may,
9 upon making proper application therefor to the Bureau of
10 Internal Revenue, have the amount of taxes so paid applied
11 in reduction of such tax liability with respect to employment,
12 as may, by reason of the amendments made by this Act,
13 accrue against them under the provisions of title VIII of
14 the Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance Contribu
15 tions Act (subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal
16 Revenue Code).
17

(c) Nothing contained in this Act shall operate (1)

18 to affect any annuity, pension, or death benefit granted under
19 the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 or the Railroad Retire
20 ment Act of 1937, prior to the date of enactment of this
21 Act, or (2) to include any of the services on the basis of
22 which any such annuity or pension was granted, as employ
23 ment within the meaning of section 210 (b) of the Social
24: Security Act or section 209 (b) of such Act, as amended.
25 In any, casel in which a death benefit alone has been granted,

5
1 the amount of such death benefit attributable to services,
2

coverage of which is affected by this Act, shall be deemed

3 to have been paid to the deceased under section 204 of the
4

Social Security Act in effect prior to January 1, 1940, and

5 deductions shall be made from any insurance benefit or
6 benefits payable under the Social Security Act, as amended,
7, with respect to wages paid to an individual for such services
8 until such deductions tot~al the amnount of such death benefit
9 attributable to such, services.
10

.(d) Nothing contained in this Act shall operate to

11 affect the benefit rights of any individual under the Rail
12 road Unemployment Insurance Act for any day of unem
13 ployment (as defined in section 1 (k) of such Act) occur
14 ing prior to the date of enactment of this Act.
15

SEc. 5. Any application for payment filed with the Rail

16

road Retirement Board prior to, or within sixty days after,

17

the enactment of this Act shall, under such regulations as the

18

Social Security Board may prescribe, be deemed to be an

19 application filed with the Social Security Board by such in
20

dividual or by any person claiming any payment with respect

21 to the wages of such individual, under any, provision of
22 section 202 of the Social Security Act, as aedd
23

SEc. 6., Nothing contained in this Act, nor the action of

.24 Congress in adopting it, shall be taken or considered as af
25 fecting the. question of -what caxriers, 'compni~es, or indi

(6
1 viduals, other than those in this Act specifically provided
2 for, are included in or excluded from the provisions of the
3 various laws to which this Act is an amendment.
4

SEC. 7. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section

5 1605 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code, no interest shall,
6 during thc period February 1, 1940, to the eighty-ninth day
7 after the date of enactment of this Act, inclusive, accrue by
8 reason of delinquency in the payment of the tax imposed by
9 section 1600 with respect to services affected by this Act
10 performed during the period July 1, 1939, to December 31,
:L1

1939, inclusive, with respect to which services amounts

12

have been paid as contributions under the Railroad Unem

13

ployment Insurance Act prior to the date of enactment of

14 this Act.
15
16

(b)Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1601
(a) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, the credit allow

17 able under section 1601 (a) against the tax imposed by
18 section 1600 for the calendar year 1939 shall not be dis
1L9 allowed or reduced by reason of the payment into a State
20 unemployment fund after January 31, 1940, of contribu
21

tions with respect to services affected by this Act performed

22

during the period July 1, 1939, to December~ 31, 1939,

23 inclusive , with respect to which services amounts have been
24paid as contributions under the Railroad Unemployment
25

Insurance Act prior to the date of enactment of this Act:

7
1 Provided, That this subsection shall be applicable only if
2

the contributions with respect to such services are paid

3 into the State unemployment fund before the ninetieth day
4 after the date of enactment of this Act.
Amend the title so as to read: "A bil to provide for
imore uniform coverage of certain persons employed in coalmining operations with respect to insurance benefits provided
for by certain Federal Acts, and for other purposes."

Usiiost CaIt.,sdar No. 962
3u S:ssioN'
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[Report No. 2503]

A BILL
TO provide for the more uniform coverage of
certain persons employed in coal-mining op
eratiorns with respect to insurance benefits
provided for by certain Federal Acts, and
for other purposes.
By Mr. LEA
MAr 29, 1940
Referred to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce
JuNJx 11, 1940
Reported with amendments, committed to the Com
mittee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union, and ordered to be printed
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INSURANCE

AUGUST I

BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN PERSONS ENGAGED
MINING OPERATIONS

IN COAL

Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, I move that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of Senate bill 4070, Calendar
No. 1828.
Mr. DANAHER. Mr. President, I did not understand
from the reading clerk what happened to Calendar No. 2094,
Senate Joint Resolution 286.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That is the National
Guard bill, which, under the agreement, will come up on
Monday.
Mr. DANAHER. I thank the Chair.
Mr. McNARY, Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Montana yield to the Senator from Oregon?
Mr. WHEELER. I do.
Mr. McNARY. Has request been made to proceed to the
consideration of Senate bill 4070?
Mr. WHEELER. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. There is a measure on the calendar which
was passed over and which should be considered.
Mr. WHEELER. Let me dispose of this bill, and then
I shall have no objection.
Mr. McNARY. May I ask the character of the proposed
legislation?
Mr. WHEELER. I think there is no opposition whatso
ever to it.
Mr. McNARY. I am not myself Indicating any opposi
tion.
Mr. WHEELER. It has been held that captive mines
come under the Railroad Retirement Act. This bill merely
attempts to correct the Interpretation which has been put
upon the law by the Retirement Board. The Board Is in
favor of the proposed legislation, the railroads, the mining
companies, and the railroad brotherhoods are all In favor
of it.
Mr. DAVIS. The miners are also In favor of it.
Mr. WHEELER. The miners are in favor of it; so every
one interested is in favor of it.
Mr. McNARY. Did the committee favorably report the
bill?
Mr. WHEELER. Yes; the bill was unanimously reported
by the committee.
Mr. McNARY. I have no objection.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the
Present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider
the bill (S. 4070) to provide for the more uniform coverage
of certain persons employed in coal-mining operations with
respect to insurance benefits provided for by certain Federal
acts, and for other Purposes, which had been reported from
the Committee on Interstate Commerce with amendments,
in section 2, page 2, line 11, after the words "end of", to insert
the word "each"; in section 3, page 2, line 22, before the word
"Fifth", to strike out "Paragraph" and to insert "paragraph";
In section 4, page 3, line 22, to insert a Comma between
"Act" and "but"; in line 23, after the word "service", to strike
out the comma and the word "or" and to Insert the word
"of"; in section 5, page 5, line 17, after the word "after",
Insert a comma, and after the word "Act", to strike out the
comma, so as to make the bill read:
Be it enacted, etc., That section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, section I (a) of the carriers Taxing Act of 193'7,

section 1532 (a) of the internal Revenue Code, and section 1 (a)
of the Railroad Unemployment insurance Act are amended, ef
fective in the case of each such act as of the date of its enactment,
by adding at the end of each such section the following new
sentence: "The term 'employer' shall not include any company
by reason of Its being engaged in the mining of coal, the supplying
of coal to an employer where delivery is not beyond the mine
tipple, and the operation of equipment or facilities theref or, or Inl
any of such activities."1
Smc. 2. Section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1938
and paragraph First of section 1 of the Railway Labor Act, as
amended, are amended, effective in the case of each. such act an
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of the date of its enactment, by adding at the end of each such
section and paragraph the following new sentence: "The term
'carrier' shall not Include any company by reason of its being
engaged in the mining of coal, the supplying of coal to a carrier
whee delivery is not beyond the mine tipple, and the operation
of equipment or facilities theref or, or in any of such activities."
SEC. 3. Section 1 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937,
section 1 (b) of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937, section 1532 (b)
of the Internal Revenue Code, the first paragraph of section 1 (d)
of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, section I (b) Of
the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935, and paragraph Fifth of
section 1 of the Railway Labor Act, as amended, are amended, In
the case of each such act as of the date of Its enactment, by adding
ait the end of each such section and paragraph the following new
paragraph:
"The term 'employee' shall not Include any Individual while
such Individual is engaged in the physical operations consisting
of the mining of coal, the preparation of coal, the handling
(other than movement by rail with standard railroad locomotives)
of coal not beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at the
tipple."
SEC. 4. (a) The laws hereby expressly amended, the Social Se
curity Act, approved August 14, 1935, and all amendments thereto.
shall operate as if each amendment herein contained had been
enacted as a part of the law It amends, at the time of the orig
inal enactment of such law.
ib) No person (as defined in the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937)
shiall be entitled, by reason of the provisions of this act, to a
refund of, or relief from liability for, any income or excise taxes
paid or accrued, pursuant to the provisions of the Carriers Taxing
Act of 1937 or subchapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue
,Code. prior to the date of the enactment of this act by reason of
employment in the service of any carrier by railroad subject to
part I of the Interstate Commerce Act, but any Individual who
has been employed in such service of any carrier by railroad sub
ject to part I of the Interstate Commerce Act, as is excluded by
the amendments made by this act from coverage under the Car
riers Taxing Act of 1937 and subchapter B of chapter 9 of the
Internal Re-venue Code, and who has paid income taxes under
the provisions of such act or subchapter, and any carrier by rail
road subject to part I of the Interstate Commerce Act which has
paid excise taxes under the provisions of the Carriers Taxing Act
of 1937 or subchapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue
Code may, upon making proper application therefor to the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, have the amount of taxes so paid applied in
reduction of such tax liability with respect to employment, as
may. by reason of the amendments mrade by this act, accrue
against them under the provisions of title VIII of the Social
Security Act or the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (sub
chapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code).
(c) Nothing contained In this act shall operate (1) to affect
any annuity, pension, or death benefit granted under the Rail
road Retirement Act of 1935 or the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937, prior to the date of enactment of this act, or (2) to include
any of the services on the basis of which any such annuity or
pension was granted, as employment within the meaning of sec
tion 210 (b) of the Social Security Act or section 209 (b) of such
act, as amended. In any case in which a death benefit alone has
been granted, the amount of such death benefit attributable to
services, coverage of which is affected by this act, shall be deemed
to have been paid to the deceased under section 204 of the Social
S-ccurity Act in effect prior to January 1, 1940, and deductions
shall be made from any insurance benefit or benefits payable
under the Social Security Act, as amended, with respect to wages
paid to an individual for such services until such deductions
total the amount of such death benefit attributable to such
services.
Wd Nothing contained In this act shall operate to affect the
benefit rights of any individual under the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act for any day of unemployment (as defined In section
1 (k) of such act) occurring prior to the date of enactment of this
act.
SEC. 5. Any application for payment mied with the Railroad
Retirement Board prior to, or within 60 days after, the enactment
of this act, shall, under such regulations as the Social Security
Board may, prescribe, be deemed to be an application filed with
the Social Security Board by such Individual or by any person
claimning any payment with respect to the wages of such individual.
under any provision of section 202 of the Social Security Act, as
amended.
SEC. 6. Nothing contained in this act, nor the action of Con
gress in adopting it. shall be taken or considered as affecting the
question of what carriers, companies, or individuals, other than
those in this act specifically provided for, are included in or ex
cluded from the provisions of the various laws to which this act
is an amendment.
SEc. 7. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1605 (b)
of the Internal Revenue Code, no interest shall, during the period
Fehruary 1, 1940, to the eighty-ninth day after the date of enactment of this act, inclusive, accrue by reason of delinquency In
the payment of the tax imposed by, section 1600 with respect to
services affected by this act performed during the period July 1,
1939, to D~ecember 31. 1939. inclusive, with respect to which serv
ices amounts have been paid as contributions under the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act prior to the date of enactment of
this act.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1801 (a) (3) of
the internal Revenue Code, the credit sllowable under section
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1601 (a) against the tax Imposed by section 1600 for the calendar
year 1939 shall not be disallowed or reduced by reason of the pay
ment into a State unemployment fund after January 31, 194u, of
contributions with respect to services affected by this act per
formed during the period July 1, 1939, to December 31, 1939, In
clusive. with respect to which services amounts have been paid as
contributions under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act
prior to the date of enactment of this act: Provided, That this
subsection shall be applicable only if the contributions with respect
to such services are paid Into the State unemployment fund before
the ninetieth day after the date of enactment of this act.

The amendments were agreed to.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading,
read the third time, and passed.
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COVERAGE

OF CERTAIN PERSONS EMPLOYED
OPERATIONS

AUGUST 5

IN COAL-KMININ

Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to take from the Speaker's table the bill (S. 4070) to pro
vide for more uniform coverage of certain persons employed
in coal-mining operations, with respect to insurance bene
fits provided for by certain Federal acts, and for other
purposes.
The'SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. MICHENER. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to
object. What Is the bill about?
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Speaker, this Is a bill from the Senate
Lorresponding exactly with one reported unanimously by the
House committee, taking out from under the effect of the
railroad-retirement law, the unemployment-insurance law,
and the Railroad Labor Act, miners who are employed by
the railroad. Every one concerned is entirely satisfied, the
miners, the railroads, and the railroad labor organizations.
Mr. MICHENER. Is this the situation, that the House
committee reported a bill favorably. Was it unanimouslY
reported?
Mr. CROSSER. Yes; I am right about that, am I not?
Mr. KELLER. Yes.
Mr. CROSSER. I am sure it was unanimous.
Mr. MICHENER. The Committee on Interstate and For
eign Commerce reported this bill unanimously?
Mr. CROSSER. That is correct.
Mr. MICHENER. It is now on the calendar and the
Senate has passed a similar bill?
Mr. CROSSER. Identically the same.
Mr. MICHENER. Now you want to pass the senate bill
unanimously, without consideration in the House?
Mr. CROSSER. Yes.
Mr. MICHENER. That would be a rather unusual prece
dent, if It is an important bill at all,
Mr. CROSSER. It is a bill that is purely technical in its
nature.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, reserving the rlglht
to object, as I understand, this applles to miners who Axe
employed in mines owned by railroads?
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Mir. CROSSER. TMat Is all.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. What kind of protection will they
have if they are employees of railroads?
Mr. CROSSER. They wiant to come under the social
secuity.Members
Mir. JENKINS of Ohio. You say they want to come under
it?
Air. CROSSER. Yes,
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. 'he gentleman tells us that those
representing the miners are satisfied?
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Lewis' organization was represented
before our committee, and they are the ones who asked for
the legislation.
Mr. JFNKINS of Ohio. lHqw about the miners themselves?
Mr. CROSSER. I understand the miners themselvesI
wanted it. There was some man In Columbus who wrote me
asling me to bring the matter up before the House.
Mr. MICHENER. But how about the other people, other
than the miners?
Mir. CROSSER. Well, I think the railroad brotherhoods
arc agreeable to It. I know they are.
Mr. MICHENER. It does seem that a bill of this type
slhould not be called up after we have presumably finished the
legislative program of the day and many Members have gone.
Mir. CROSSER. There was no controversy before the cornmittee about it at all. Everybody who was at all interested
was thoroughly satisfied,
Mir. MICHENER. Of course, I do not know anything
about It.
Mr. CROSSER. The gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
WOLVERTON] assured me it was all right.
Mr. MICHENER. Does this take a new class of people int
the social security?
Mr. CROSSER. No. We simply take these different groups
from under the operation of the railroad retirement law, the
unemployment Insurance law, and so on, and let them go with
their own group, the miners. That Is all,
Mr. MICHENER. Some members of the committee who
are present do not know anything about this bill. In view
of that situation, I wonder if the gentleman will not withhold
his request for tonight?
Mr. CROSSER. The gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
WOLVERTON] is here. I yield to him to answer the gentleman.
Air. MICHENER. It is very unusual to bring a bill up in
this manner for consideration. If it is an important matter
it certainly should not be brought up In this way, at this late
hour, hut, as I understand, the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce is for the bill.
Mir. WOLVERTON. That is true.
i no ppoitio toita
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be perfectly proper for the House to do so.
Mr. MICHENER. Was it on the Consent Calendar?
Mr. WOLVERTON. I do not know.
Mr. CROSSER. I do not think so
Mr. MICHENER. If it was objected to, of course it
should not be passed in this manner.
Air. JENKINS of Ohio. Will the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. CROSSER. I1yield.
Mr. JENICINS of Ohio. It has beezg some time since the
Railroad Retirement Act was passed, 2 or 3 years, and rights
have inured to different people. As I understand it, if a
miner, worked in what we call a captive mine, a mine belonging to a railroad company, he would have had his status
establis-hed-.his right to participate in the railroad retiremneat fund. Now, if he has done that and has established a
legal status, wliat effect will that have? I presume the

gentleman

has

considered all that?
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Mr. CROSSER. Yes. I do not know of any trouble about
that. The Chairman of the Retirement Board says it is
entirely satisfactory.
Mir. MICHENER. Mr. Speaker, the hour is late. Few
are on the floor. Many understood that no further
legislation would ccmne up today. The House will be in ses
sion tomorrow. If the bill Is all right, it can be called up
tomorrow. I am constrained to object for the present.
Mr. KELLER. Will the gentleman yield to me for a
moment?
Mr. CROSSER. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. KELLER. I happen to have one of these mines In my
district, and I know intimately the facts about it. Certain
railroads own three or four large mines in the country under
separate company names, but the railroads own them. All
the miners are placed under social security by law. There
never was any question about this until about a year ago when
a railroad retirement lawyer raised the question about it and
suspended the operation In favor of the miners being under
the social-security law. So the miners, after waiting for
some time, came down here, and I took the matter up with
the Social Security Board, with the lawyers and with the
Railroad Retirement Board, and they worked the thing out
so that the miners go exactly where they belong, under the
social security. To illustrate Mr. MICHENER. Now, just a moment. The gentleman
has demonstrated that there is considerable to this bill, if
only from a technical standpoint. I am probably in favor of
It. I am not objecting to the bill, but I ask that the gentle
man withdraw his request to pass it unanimously at this time.
Mir. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. CROSSER. I yield.
Mir. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. I would like to say to
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. MrcHE.NxR] that when
this bill was presented to the committee it was given very
careful consideration as to the effect It would have upon those
who come within the provision of the bill.
Mr. MICHENTER. By a subcommittee or by the full comn
mhittee?
Mr. CROSSER. By the full committee.
Mr. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. We heard the parties
effected and they were favorable to what is attempted to
be done by this bill. We received the approval of all who
would be affected by it. I do not know what further could
be done than has already been done by the committee.
Mr. SCHAFER of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, will the gen
tleman yield.
Mr. MICHENER. I yield.
Mr. SCHAFER of Wisconsin. Was this bill approved by
unanimous vote of the committee reporting the bill?
CROSSE1. Yes.
Mr. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. It was reported unani
mously by our committee. When I say "unanimously."~ I
could not say that every member was present.
Mr. SCHAFER of Wisconsin. No; I mean by those mem
bers who were present.
Mr. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. That is right.
Mr. SCHAFER of Wisconsin. And it has been approved
by the Social Security Board?
Mr. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. As well as by every
body affected.
Mr. SCHAFER of Wisconsin. And it has been approved
by the Railroad Retirement Board?
Mr. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. Yes.
Mr. SCHAFER of Wisconsin. And the railroads that are
affected?
Mr. SHORT. And the bill has passed the Senate.
Mr. CROSSER. The bill passed the -Senate unanimously.
Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CROSSER. I yield.
Mr. CRAWFORD. Evidently there is confusion. I under
stood the gentleman from Ohio to say that this provided
for the transfer of certain minors who were eligible for

-benefits

under the Railroad Retirement Act.
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Mr. CROSSER. The gentleman misunderstood me.
Mr. CRAWFORD. That it placed them under the Social
Security Act?
Mir. KELLER. That is where they belong under the law.
Mir. CRAWFORD. Is this in substance an amendment to
the Social Security Act which takes in a group of people
not heretofore covnered by that act?
Mr. KELLER. No.
Mr. CROSSER. No; it simply clarifies existing language.
There is question as to whether or not these people em
ployed by the railroads would come under the same ruling
as railroad workers, it being developed that they are not
railroad workers. It clarifies the law; that is all.
Mr. MICHENER. I must object, Mr. Speaker; there is
too much confusion in the minds of some of the Members
and too few Members here.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Michigan stated
that this is an unusual way to bring up a bill of this sort.
The Chair was advised that this bill came from the com
mittee with a unanimous report. To have a bill brought in
by the committee having jurisdiction when there is a unani
mous report and considered in this way is not unusual, and
the Chair recognizes gentlemen under those circumstances
to ask unanimous consent for the consideration of bills. The
Chair understands the gentleman from Michigan objects.
Mr. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman withhold his objection?
Mr. MICHENER. Yes; I will withhold it.
Mr. WOLVERTON of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, there Is
not any confusion that I know of in the mind of anybody
who has made any study whatsoever of this bill. This is a,
unanimous action of the Committee on Interstate and For
eign Commerce after every precaution was taken to make
certain and sure that it affected no one adversely, that it
had no other effect than to clarify an uncertainty in exist
ing law, and that it has the absolute approval of everyone
who was to be affected by the change.
Mr. MICHENER. Mr. Speaker, further reserving the
right to object, the rules of procedure of the House provide
for the reference of bills to committees, and the committee
must arrive at a conclusion. This committee has arrived at
a conclusion. The rules further provide that the House, after
consideration, shall arrive at a conclusion. The gentleman
goes on the premise, however, that if a committee or a sub
committee has arrived at a conclusion, that should settle
the matter: that it is immaterial whether the rest of the
House knows anything about it or not.
Other Members of the House, as suggested by the inqulries
of the gentleman from Michigan [Myr. CRAWFORD], do not
understand what the bill is. Not understanding it, they are
opposed to it. If that is true, we should let the matter stand
over until tomorrow, when all the Members will be here, I
did not mean to say that the Speaker had done an Improper

thing in recognizing the gentleman from Ohio

[Mr. CROSSER]

for a unanimous-consent request.
The SPE.AKER. The Chair understands the gentleman
from Michigan to object.
Mr. MICIHENER. Yes.
The SPEAKER. Objection is heard.

AUGUST5
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UNIFORM COVERAGE IN FEDERAL INSURANCE BENEFITS

Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
take from the Speaker's table the bill (S. 4070) to provide
for uniforin coverage of certain persons employed in coalmining operations with respect to insurance benefits pro
vided for by certain Federal acts, and for other purposes, and
for its present consideration.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Ohio asks unani
mous consent to take from the Speaker's table the bill S.
4070 and consider the same. The Clerk will report the title
of the bill.
The Clerk reported the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. MICHENER. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to ob
ject. This is the bill that was called up the other day, which
I asked to have go over.
Mr. CROSSER. That Is correct.
Mr. MICHENER. I have conferred with the minority
members of the committee, and have no objection at this
time.
Mr. BOLLES. Mr. Speaker, Irobject.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin objects to
the request of the gentleman from Ohio?
Mr. BOLLES. I do.
Mr. CROSSER. But I understood that the gentleman had
no objection.
Mr. BOLLES. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman reserve
his right to object?
Mr. BOLLES. I want further examination of this bill.
want discussion of this bill. I am opposing this bill, and I
object to its present consideration.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin objects
to the unanimous-consent request.
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made by this act from coverage under the Carriers Taxing Act of
1937 and subchapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code,
and who has paid Income taxes inder the provisions of such act or
subchapter, and any carrier by railroad subject to part I of the
Interstate Commerce Act which has paid excise taxes under the
provisions of the Carriers' Taxing Act of 1937 or subchapter B of
chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code. may. upon making proper
application therefor to the Bureau of Internal Revenue, have the
amount of taxes so paid applied in reduction of such tax liability
with respect to employment, as may. by reason of the amendments
Made by this act, accrue against them under the provisions of
title VIII of the Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance Con
tributions Act (subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue
Code).
(c) Nothing contained in this act shall operate (1) to affect any
annuity, pension, or death benefit granted under the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1935 or the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937.
prior to the date of enactment of this act, or (2) to include any
of the services on the basis of which any such annuIty cr pension
was granted, as employment within the meaning of section 210 (b)
of the Social Security Act or section 209 (b) of such act, as amended.
In any case in which a death benefit alone has been granted, the
amount of such death benefit attributable to services, coverage of
which is affected by this act. shaUl be deemed to have been paid
to the deceased under section 204 of the Social Security Act In effect
prior to January 1, 1940, and deductions shaUl be made from any
Insurance benefit or benefits payable under the Social Security Act,
as amended, with respect to wages paid to an individual for such
services until such deductions total the amount of such death
benefit attributable to such services,
(d) Nothing contained in this act shall operate to affect the
benefit rights of any Individual under the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act for any day of unemployment (as defined in section
I (k) of such act) occurring prior to the date of enactment of

this act.
MORE UNIFORM COVERAGE OF CERTAIN PERSONS EMPLOYED IN COALMINING OPERATIONS

Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for
the immediate consideration of the bill (S. 4070) to provide
for more uniform coverage of certain persons employed in
coal-mining operations with respect to insurance benefits
provided by certain Federal acts, and for other purposes,
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentema
Oho [r. fro
COSSR]?act
gentema
Oho [r. fro
COSSR]?provisions
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937. section 1 (a) of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937, section
1532 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code, and section 1 (a) of the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act are amended, effective In
the case of each such act as of the date of its enactment, by adding
at the end of each such section the following new sentence: "The
term 'employer' shall not Include any company by reason of its
being engaged in the mining of coal, the spligocoal
to an
emloe wee
eivr i
otbyodtheuppmninegtipple anc h
operation of equipment or facilities therefor, or In any Of such2
activities."
SE-c. 2. Section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 and
paragraph first of section 1 of the Railway Laibor Act, as amended,
are amended, effective In the case of each such act as of the date
of its enactment, by adding at the end of each such section and
paragraph the following new sentence: "T.he term 'carrier' shall not
Include any company by reason of its being engaged In the mining
of coal, the supplying of coal to a carrier wvhere delivery Is not
beyond the mine tipple, and the operation of equipment or facilities
therefor, or In any of such activities."
SEC. 3. section I (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937,

section 1 (b) of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937, section 1532 (b)
of the Internal Revenue Code, the first paragraph of section 1 (d)
ef the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, section I (b) of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1935, and paragraph fifth of section 1 of
the Railway Labor Act, as amended, are amended, In the case of each
such act as of the date of Its enactment, by adding at the end of
each such section and paragraph the following new paragraph:
"The term 'employee' shall not include any Individual while such
individual is engaged In the physical operations consisting of the
mining of coal. the preparation of coal, the handling (other than
movement by rail with standard railroad locomotives) of coal not
beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal at the tipple."
Sac. 4. (a) The laws hereby expressly amended, the Social
Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, and all amendments thereto,
6haL operate as if each amendment herein contained had been
enacted as a part of the law It amends, at the time of the original
enactment of such law.
(b) No person (as defined in the tarriers Taxing Act of 1937)
shall be entitled, by reason of the provisions of this act. to a refund
of. or relief from liability for, any Income or excise taxes paid or
accrued, pursuant to the provisions of the Carriers Taxing Act of
1937 or subchapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code,
prior to the date of the enactment of this act by reason of employ
ment in the service of any carrier by railroad subject to part I of
the interstate Commerce Act, but any Individual who has been
employed in such service of any carrier by railroad subject to part I
01 the Interstate Commerce Act as is excluded by the amendments

Sac. 5. Any application for payment filed with the Railroad Re
tirement Board prior to, or within 60 days after, the enactment of
this act shall, under such regulations as the Social Security Board
may prescribe, be deemed to be an application filed with the Social

Security Board by such individual or by any person claiming any
payment with respect to the wages of such individual, under any
provision
of sectioncontained
202 of theIn Social
Security
Act,action
as amended.
Sac. 6. Nothing
this act,
nor the
of Congress
In adopting it, shaUl be taken or considered as affecting the question
of what carriers, companies, or Individuals, other than those in this
specifically provided for, are Included in or excluded from the
of the various laws to which this act Is an amendment.
Soc. 7. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1605 (b) of
the Internal Revenue Code, no Interest shall, during the period
February 1, 1940, to the eighty-ninth day after the date of enact
ment of this act, inclusive, accrue by reason of delinquency In the
payment of the tax imposed by -section 1600 with respect to services
affected by this act performed during the period July 1, 1939 to
December 31. 1939, Inclusive, with respect to which services amount.
have been paid as contributions under the Railroad Unemployment

Insurance Act prior to the date of enactment of this act,

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1601 (a) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code the credit allowable under section 1601 (a)
against the tax imposed by section 1600 for the calendar year 1939
shall not be disallowed or reduced by reason of the payment into a
State unemployment fund alter January 31, 1940. of contributions
with respect to services affected by this act performed during the
period July 1, 1939, to December 31, 1939. inclusive, with respect to
w'hich services amounts have been paid as contributions under the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act prior to the date of enact
ment of this act: Provided, That this subsection shall be applicable
only if the contributions with respect to such services are paid Into
the State unemployment fund before the ninetieth day after the
date of enactment of this act,

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the

third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid

on the table,

[PUBLIC--No. 764-76TIH CONGREsSS]
[CHAPTER 664-3D) SESSION]
(S. 40701
AN ACT
To provide for more uniform coverage of certain persons employed In coal-mining
operations with respect to insurance Lerefits provided for by certain Federal
Acts, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen~tative*of the
United State8 of America in Congresa assembled, That section 1 (a)
of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937. section 1 (a) of the Car
riers Taxing Act if 1937, section 1532 (a) of the Internal Revenue

Code, and section 1 (a) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act are amended, effective in the case of each such Act as of the
date of its enactment, by adding at the end of each such section the
following new sentence: "The term 'employer' shall not include any
company by reason of its being engaged in the mining of coal the

supplying of coal to an employer where delivery is not beyond the
mine tipple and the operation of equipment or facilities therefor,
or in any oi such activities."
SEc. 2. Section 1 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 and
paragraph First of section 1 of the Railway Labor Act, as amended,
are amended, effective in the case of each such Act as of the date
of its enactment, by adding at the end of each such section and

paragraph the following new sentence: "The term 'carrier' shall
not include any company by reason of its being engaged in the mini
ing of coal, the supplying of coal to a carrier where delivery is
not beyond the mine tipple, and the operation of equipment or
facilities therefor, or in any of such activities."
Sm~. 3. Section 1 (b) of thie Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, sec
tion 1 (b) of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937, section 1532 (b) of
the Internal Revenue Code, the first paragraph of section 1 (d) of
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, section 1 (b) of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1935, and paragraph Fifth of section 1
of the Railway Labor Act, as amended, are amended in the case of
each such Act as of the date of its enactment, by adding at the end
of each such section and paragraph the following new paragraph:
"The term 'employee' shall not include any individual while
such individual is engaged in the physical operations consisting

of the mining of coal, the preparation of coal, the handling
(other than movement by rail with standard railroad locomo
tives) of coal not beyond the mine tipple, or the loading of coal

at tetpl.
SEC. 4.(
Telws
hereby expressly amended, the Social Secu
rity AtaprvdAugust 14, 1935, and all amendments thereto
shall opeaea i ahamendment herein contained had been enacte
as a par oftelwit
amends, at the time of the original enactment

of such law.
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(b) No person (as defined in the Carriers Taxing- Act of 1937)
shall be entitled, by reason of the provisions of this Act, to a refund
of, or relief from liability for, any income or excise taxes paid or
accrued, pursuant. to the provisions of the Carriers Taxing Act of
1937 or subchapter B, of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code,
prior to the date of the enactment of this Act by reason of employ
ment in the service of any carrier by railroad subject to part I of
the Inteirstate Commerce Act, but any individual who has been
employed in such service of any carrier by railroad subject to part
I of the Interstate Commerce Act as is excluded by the amendments
made by this Act from coverage under the Carriers Taxing Act
of 1937 and subchapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code,
and who has paid incomie taxes under the provisions of such Act or
subchapter, and any carrier by railroad subject to part I of the
Interstate Commerce Act which has paid excise taxes under the pro
visions of the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 or subchapter B of
chapitert9 of t~he Internal Revenue Code, may, upon makin proper
application therefor to the Bureau of Internal Revenue, gave the
amount of taxes so paid applied in reduction of such tax liability
with respect to employment, as may, by reason of the amendments
made by this Act, accrue against them 'under the provisions of title
VIII of the Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance Contribu
tions Act (subchiapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code).
(c) Nothing contained in this Act shall operate (1) to affect any
annuity, pension, or death benefit granted under the Railroad Retire
ment Act of 1935 or the Railroad Retirement Act, of 1937, prior to
the date of eniactinent. of this Act, or (2) to include any of the serv
ices on the basis of which any such annuity or pension was granted,
as employment within the meaning of section 210 (b) of the Social
Security Act or section 209 (b) of such Act, as amended. In any
case in which a death benefit alone has been granted, the amount of
such death benefit attributable to services, coverage of which is
affected by this Act., shall be deemed to have been paidi to the deceased
under section 204 of the Social Security Act in effect prior to Jan
uary 1, 1940, and deductions shall be made from any insurance bene
fit or benefits payable under the Social Security Act, as amended,
with respect to wages p aid to an individual for such services until
such deductions total the amount of such death benefit attributable
to such services.
(d) Nothing contained in this Act shall operate to affect the
benefit rights of any individual under the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act for any day of unemployment (as defined in section
1 (k) of such Act) occurring prior to the date of enactment of this
Act.
SEc. 5. Any application for payment filed with the Railroad
Retirement Board prior to, or within sixty days after the enactment
of this Act shall, under such regulations as the gocial Security
Board may prescribe, be deemed to be an application filed with the
Social Security Board by such individual or by any person claiming
any payment with respect to the wages of such 'individual, under
any provision of section 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended.
SsPc. 6. Nothing contained in this Act, nor the action of Congress
in adopting it, shall be taken or considered as affecting the question

(PuB. 784.1
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of what carriers, companies, or individuals, other than those in this
Act specifically provided for, are included in or excluded from the
provisions of the various laws to which this Act is an amendment.
Sxc. 7. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1605 (b)
of the Internal Revenue Code, no interest shall, during, the period
February 1, 1940, to the eighty-ninth day after the date of enact 
mient of this Act, inclusive, accrue by reason of delinquency in the
payment of the tax imposed by section 1600 with respect to services
affiected by this Act performed during the period July 1, 1939, to
December 31, 1939, inclusive, with respect to which services amounts
have been paid as contributions under the Railroad Unemployment.
Insurance Act prior to the date of enactment of this Act.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1601 (a) (3) of
the Internal Revenue Coe, the credit allowable under section 1601
(a) against the tax imposed by section 1600 for the calendar yeal
1939 sh~all not be disallowed or reduced by reason of the payment
into a State unemployment fund after January 31, 1940, of contri
butions with respect to services affected by this Act performed during
the period July 1, 1939, to D~ecember 31,'1939, inclusive, with respect
to which services amounts have been paid as contributions under
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act prior to the date of
enactment of this Act: Provided, That this subsection shall be
applicable only if the contributions with respect to such services are
paid into the State unemployment fund before the ninetieth day after
the date of enactment of this Act.
Approved, August 13, 1940.
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Mr. GEORGE, from the Committee on Finance, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 7378]
The Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the bill (H. R.
7378) to provide revenue, and for other purposes, having had the same
under consideration, report favorably thereon, with certain amend
ments, and, as amended, recommend that the bill do pass.

THE REVENUE BILL OF 1942

IX-. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

OLD-AGE I14SURANCE

The old age insurance tax has been frozen at the present level of
1 percent on the worker and 1 percent on the employer for the year
1943. Unless the existing law is amended, these rates would be in
creased to 2 percent on both employers and employees. The reserve
which has been created up to the present time is aniple to take care
of the total requirements for the next 5 years. Therefore, your
committee is of the opinion that it is not necessary to apply the 2
percent rate for the year 1943.

TITLE VII. SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES
SECTION 701. AUTOMATIC INCREASE IN 1943 RATE NOT
TO APPLY
This section, which was added by your committee to the House
bill potp nsthe increase in the rates of the taxes imposed by the
Federal I~nsurance Contributions Act (subch. A of ch. 9 of the ocde.
Under existing law, the rate of the income tax on employees imposed
by section 1400 increases from 1 percent to 2 percent on January 1,
1943; and the rate of the excise tax on employers of one or more
imposed, by section 1410 also increases from 1 percent to 2 percent
on such date. In the case of each such tax the amendment provides
thaI-erentrat
th
shllremain in force through the calendar year
1943
tht
an te 2perentrate shall be applicable to wages paid

andeceied
dringth. alen

aryas 1944 aud 1945.
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H. R. 7378
[Report No. 1631]

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
JULy 21, 1942

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance
OcroBER 2, 1942
Reported by Mr. GEORGE, with anendments
[Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

AN ACT
To provide revenue, and for other purposes.
I
2

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa
tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a)

SHaoRT TITLE.-This Act, divided into titles

4 and sections according to the following Table of Contents,
5

may be cited as the "Revenue Act of 1942":

574

23

TITLE VII-SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES

24

SEC. 701. AUTOMNATIC INCREASE IN 1943 RATE NOT TO APPLY.

25

(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of the Federal

575
1 Insurance Contributions Act (Interna~l Revenue Code, see.
2 1400) are amended to readas follows:
3

"(1) With respect to wages received during the cal

4

endar years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, the rate

5

shall be 1 per centurn.

6

"(2) With respect to wages received during the cal

7

endar years 1944 and 1945, the rate shall be 2 per

8

centum."

9

(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 14-10 of such Act

10

(Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1410) are amended to read as

11

follows:

12

"(1) With respect to wages paid during the calendar

13

years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, the rate shall

14

be 1 per ce'ntum.

15
16

"9(2) TTith respect to wages paid during the calen
dar years 1944 and 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum."
Passed the House of Representatives July 20, 1942.
Attest:

SOUTHI TRIMBLE.,
Clerk.
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AN ACT
To provide revenue, and for other purposes.

Junx 21, 1942
Read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance
OcTOBER 2, 1942
Reported with amendments
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RATE OF TAXES UNDER FEDEAL INSUR
ANCIE CONTRIBUTIONS ACTI

Mr. VANDENBERa. Mr. President, I
introduce a bill to amend the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act with respect
to the rate of taxes thereunder for the
year 1943. and, because both of the lim
portance and imminence of the Issue it
self, I ask leave to make a very brief
statement in connection with the bill.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Without objection, the Senator
from Michigan will proceed.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President.
unless Congress acts prior to January 1.
1943, social-security pay-roll taxes on
both employers and employees will in
crease on each from 1 to 2 percent. That
is the schedule In existing law, as
amended by Congress In 1939.
The proceeds of this pay-roll tax have
but one legitimate purpose and Justlifica
tion: First, either to Pay old-age benle
fits, plus the cost of administration, or,
second, to build a reasonable reserve for
the future guaranty of these payments.
For the fiscal year ending June 30,
1942, these receipts amounted to $972,
000,000-that was the amount collected
under the 1-percent pay-roll rate on both
employers and workers-against with
drawals or payments of $141,000,000.
Obviously, an increased pay-roll tax on
employers and workers of the country Is
.not necessary In order to meet current

1942
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old-age obligations. Furthermore, the
existing i-percent pay-roll tax on both
employers and workers, in actual fact,
will Produce as much revenue as it was
estimated would be derived from a 2-percent tax when the existing statutory tax
schedule was written by Congress in 1939.
The real question therefore is whether
this 100-percent increase in pay-roll
taxes on employers and workers is necessary to sustain an essential reserve. We
do not have to guess about that proposition. Testifying before the House Ways
and Means Committee on March 24, 1939,
Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau
said:
We should not accumulate a reserve fund
any lerger than is necessary to protect the
system againat Unforeseen declines In reve.
nlues or increases in the volume of benefit
payments. specifically, I would suggest to
Congress that it plan the financing of the
old-age-insurance system with a view to
maintaining for use in contingencies an
eventual reserve amounting toThese are the important wordsnot more than three times the highest prospective annual benefits In the ensuing 5
years.
That Is the rule recommended by the
Secretary of the Treasury,
Congress, in 1939, did precisely what
the Treasury recommended. Title II of
the Social Security Act was amended to
create a Board of Trustees of the Federal
Old urviorsTrut
ge nd
Fud, ndfor
Old urviorsTrut
ge nd
Fud, nd,
among other things, the Board is required
to-I quote from the statute
(3) Report immediately to the Congress
whenever the Board of Trustees Is of the
opinion that during the ensuing 5 fiscal years

the trust fund will exceed three times the
highest annual expenditures anticipated dur
ing that 5-fiscal-year period, and whenever
the Board of Trustees Is of the opinion that
.the amount of the trust fund Is unduly
small.
In effect, the Board has thus reported.
The assets of the trust fund-which is
to say, the reserve-were $3,227,000,000
at the end of the fiscal year 1942. The
reserve is not 3 but 30 times the antici
pated benefit payments in any 1 of the
next 5 fiscal years-, and it is not 3 but 6
times the total anticipated benefit pay
ments during all the next 5 fiscal years
combined.
I am omitting all details. I am sim
ply submitting the over-all picture. I
respectfully submit that it raises the
clear presumption that there is no jus
tification, on the basis of the accepted
congressional formula, for permitting the
statutory doubling of pay-roll taxes for
these purposes on January 1, 1943. The
bill which I introduce would hold these
pay-roll taxes at the existing 1-percent
level through 1943, when we can again
adjust the financing to fit the develop
ments.
In order to complete the prospectus.
it should be said that the Treasury not
only desires to have the statutory pay
roll tax proceed to 2 percent on January
1, 1943, but it actually will ask that the
tax be further increased to 5 percent.
The reasons have nothing to do with
social-security or old-age payments--as
clearly demonstrated by the foregoing
flgures. The rea~sonis have solely to do

with a further so-called attack upon in
flation and with the creation of new
reservoirs of general bond sales credits.
I completely acknowledge the need for
mobilizing every possible resource against
inflation; and certainly I completely
acknowledge the unavoidable necessity
for some form' of enforced savings to
sustain the public credit in the face of
our unavoidably tremendous war expend
itures; but. Mr. President, I am unalter
ably opposed to raiding social-security
trust funds for these purposes, or for
any purpose not directly related to the
social-security benefits which these pay
roll taxpayers are presumed to buy for
themselves with their assessments. The
problem of financing the war is a sepa
rate problem and it must be candidly
and courageously faced as a separate
problem. If we must have enforced say
ings or Induced War bond purchases, the
order should be candid and courageous
and, above all, it should be universal and
not applied solely to the employers and
the workers of the country who alone pay
these social-security taxes.
I ask that the bill be ref erred to the
Committee on Finance.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem
pore. The bill will be referred as re
quested.
The bill (S. 2781) to amend the Fed
eral Insurance Contributions Act with
respect to the rate of taxes thereunder
the year 1943, was read twice by its
title and referred to the Committee on
Finance.
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Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, will trie
Senator yield?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield.
Mr. GREEN. I understand that in the
pending bill there is proposed an amendment of existing law by which the tax
provided by the existing law would be
reduced. It seems strange to include
such an amendment in a bill whose object is to increase the revenue. The
item to which I have reference is a provision in the social-security law by
which the tax will be increased 2 percent
beginning with January 1. 1943. Under
the present law the tax is fixed at 1 percent, and by the pending measure- It Is
to be changed. May I ask the Senator
what the explanation of the committee
may be for such a change?
Mr. GEORGE. Under existing law the
social security tax-to use the general
term-is 1 percent against the employer
and 1 percent against the employee, or a
total of 2 percent. Und.-r the optration
of the law as it now exists the tax is to
be stepped up, or doubled, beginning with
January 1. 1943. An amendment was
approved by the Senate Finance Committee freezing the tax, for 1943 only, at
the existing level. That was done under
the general assertion or statement of fact
made by the Senator from Michigan [Mr.
VANDENBERG], a member of the committee, on the floor of the Senate some days
ago, to the effect that the social security
reserves are now more than ample to
meet any possible liability under the
Social Security Act over a 5-year period,
I believe it is, or a stated period, and that
It would therefore be unnecessary to in
crease the tax on January 1, 1943.
Mr. GREEN. Was the basis of that
statement investigated by the commit
tee?
Mr. GEORGE. I think the facts were
very well known to the committee. I do
not think there is any dispute about the
size of the Present reserves and of the
estimated liability under the Social Secu
rity Act. There was a view expressed in
the committee-I may say that I ex
pressed It myself-that the widening of
the social-security law, and the Increase
of benefits under It, were contemplated,
and that therefore we should not freeze
the tax, or at least it was highly ques
tioned whether we should freeze the tax
at the present rate. However, since the
tax to be imposed under the pending
bill on the employer and the employee
is high, and in view of the fact that the
tax burden would be very great, and In
view of the f act that the reserves to
Meet Present liabilities under the ex
isting law were ample, the Senator from
Michigan offered an amendment to
freeze the tax for 1943, and the commit
tee adopted It. That would not preclude

consideration of the whole social-secur!
ity system, and the widening of the
coverage and Increases in benefits. Of
couarse, if that were done, the law itself,
by which the benefits were Increased and
coverage widened, would carry some pro
vision for an appropriate rate to take
care of the liability under It, and It would
have the effect of superseding the com
mittee amendment, even if the commitItee amendment were finally approved by
the Senate.
Mr. GREEN. However, as I under
stand. it would preclude the expansionA of'
the social-security service unless the
present law were reenacted.
Mr. GEORGE. No. While I person
ally was not in favor of the amendment,
and suggested that we should not put it
in the bill, I do not think there is any
doubt that the reserves are more than
ample to meet any possible liability un
der the socila-security law during the
next 5-year period, that Is to say, by
allowing the rate to remain during 1943
at the present level. The freezing is to
be applicable only to 1943. Thereafter,
unless a further freezing process Is pro
vided, the rates would go up beginning
with January 1, 1944. But so far as
present benefits and possible liability are
concerned, I do not think there is any
question that the present reserves are
ample to take care of them, because un
employment, as the Senator knows, is
rapidly vanishing under the impact of
the war effort.
Mr. GREEN. I thank the distin
guished Senator from Georgia for his
explanation. I should like to ask one
further question. Did the change meet
with the approval of the Treasury De
partment?
Mr. GEORGE. No; the Treasury did
not approve it.
Mr. President, I now ask that the Sen
ate proceed to consider the committee
amendments.
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The next amendment was. on page 574,
aflter line 22, to insert:

Tmrz Vfl-Socx&z. SZUUm TAM~
See. 701. Automatic Increase In 1943 rate not,
to apply.
(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1409 at
the Federal Insurance Contributioas A4
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(Internal Reven~ue Code. wee. 1400) am
amended to read as follows:
"(1) With respecvt to wages received during
tI~e calendar years 1939. 1940. 1941. 1942, and
1941. the rate Eb"i be I percent.
"1(2) With respect to wages received during
the calendir years 1944 and 1945. the rate
shall be 2 percent.
(b; Clauses (1) and (2) or section 1410 of
such act (Internal Revenue Code, aec. 1410)
are amended to read as fol~ows:
"(1) With respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1939. 1940, 1941, 1942. and 1943.
the rate shall be I percent.
..(2) With respect to wsges paid during the
calendar years 1944 and 1945, the rate bball be
2 percent."

Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President. I ask
that the amendment on page 574. begin
ning In line 23. tinder the heading "Socila
security taxes." be passed over.
The PRESIDING1 OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendment will be passed
over.
That completes the committee amend
ments, with the exception of those passed
over.
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Mr. GEORsGEM Mr. President, I have
received a letter from the President of
the United States which I wish to have
read at the desk. It is with reference to
the amendment freezing the social
sec.urhty tax.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without
objection, the letter will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
TIe, Wine Houss.
Washington, October 3,1942.
Ron. WALTm P. GOReG.
Chairman.Senate FinanceCommittee.
United States Senate.
Mir DzA* SmZATca: I note that the Senate
Finance Comm-Ittee has tentatively Included
in the pending. tax bill an amendment by
Senator VANmnma freezing the ~present rates
of contributions for old-age and survivorst
Insurance, inatead of permitting them 'to In
crease automatically on January 1. 1943. as
provided by law.
TIhis amendment to causing consIderable
concern to many pera=&nainpred uender the
old-age and surlvivars Insurance systemL. MMe
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financial obligations which will have to be
met In paying benefits amply justify the In
crease In rates. A failure to allow the sched
uled increase In rates to take place under
present favorable circumstances would Cause
a real and justifiable fear that adequate funds
'Will not be accumulated to meet the heavy
obligations of the future and that the claims
for benefits accruing under the present law
may be jeopardized.
In 1939, In a period of underemployment.
'we departed temporarily from the original
schedule of contributions, with the under
standing that the original schedule would be
resumed on January 1, 1943. There is cer
tainly no sound reason for departing again
under present circumstances. Both employ
ment and the Income from which contribu
tions are made are at a very high point-the
highest since the inauguration of the system.
In fact, the volume of purchasing power Is so
great that It threatens the stability of the
cost of living. The Increzse In rates at the
present time Is not only In accord with the
Mecessities of the secial-security system it
self, but at the same time would contribute
to the noninflationary financing of the rapIdly mounting war expenditures. The ac
cumulation of additional contributions would
be Invested In United States Government se
curities and would thereby assist in financing
the war.
This to the time to strengthen, not to
weaken, the social-security system. It Is time
now to prepare for the security of workers
In the poet-war years: As soon as the Con
gress has disposed of the pending tax bill I
am planning to submit a comprehensive pro
gram for expanding and extending the whole
social-security system along the lines laid
down In my Budget message last January.
This program would Involve substantial fur
ther increases In rates of contribution.
This Is one case In which social and fiscal
Objectives, war and post-war aims are in full
accord. Exzpsnded social security, together
with other fiscal measures, would set up a
bulwark of economic security for the people
now and after the War and at the same time
'would provide auti-lnfiationary sources for
financing the war.
In the light of these considerations, I sug
gest the desirability of permitting the in
crease In the rates of contribution of old-age
and survivors' Insurance to go Into effect on
January 1, 1943, as provided in existing law.
Sincerely yours,
FsAwN=N D, Rooszvzm?.
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'The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
next committee amendment passed over
will be stated.
The next amendment passed over was,
on page 574, beginning in line 23, to insert:
TrrLZV ---SOCIAL-Saat7RITY TAXES

statutory provision be increased,
Mr. GEORGE. No: he simply asked

Included In the bill by the committee.
perhaps I should say a few words.
This amendment was offered on the
last day of the session of the Committee
on Finance. when it had had the bill
printed and had met finally to go over the
draft prepared by the experts and the
draftsmen. I was not present at that
meeting because I was engaged in the
Ban'king and Currency Committee and
in the conference on the price-control
bill. Other members of the Finance
Committee were not present. Including
the Senator from Michigan [Mr. BRowN].
the Senator from Connecticut [Mr.
DANAHER]. the Senator from Ohio [Mr.
I do not
TAFT]. and other Senators.
know that the result would have been
different if all the members of the corn
milttee had been present. There cer
tainly was a majority of the committee
present. As I say, this amendment was
offered on the last day, after the bill had
been printed, and was adopted without
any hearing.
The attitude of the Senator from
Michigan tMr. VANIDENBERG] in regard to
the social-security tax has been well
known for a long time. For a number of

would go into effect automatically on

tax at the present rate levied on emn

suggests the expansion of the systems so
as to increase coverage and also increase
the benefit payments.
The Secretary of the Treasury has
strongly taken the position that during
times of high wages and full employment
there should be no relaxation or change
in the amount of the tax to be collected,
because at the end of the war period,
when a reduction in salaries and an increase in unemplcyment may be expected,
the Social Security fund will need the increased revenue derived from the operation of the tax, if the tax Is not now
frozen at the existing level.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield.
Air. PEPPER. Did the President's
message suggest any figure for the increase in the tax, or did he simply say
that it was not advisable to freeze the
tax?

Mr. GEORGE. The tax would automatically increase on January 1.
Mr. PEPPER. As I understand, he did

Baa. 701. Automatic increase In 1943 rate not
to apply,

not make any suggestion that the present

the Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(Internal Revenue Code. sec. 1400) are

that the rate be not frozen. The increase

(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of

amended to read as follows:

"()With respect to wages received during tecalendar years 1939, 1940, 1941. 1942.
hllbe I percent.
and 1948. terate
'(2) With respect to wages received durIng the calendar years 1944 and 1945. the

January 1. doubling the tax rate. The

President asks that the increase be al-

lowed to go into effect. In other words,

he opposes the amendment.

I believe the President did suggest that

he would recommend at an early date In
rate shall be 2 percent."~
a bill to be submitted not only increasing
(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410 of
bnftadwienghecvrebu,
such act (Internal Revenue Ccde. sec. 1410)
are amended to read as follows:beetsadwengthcorgeu,
as I recall, an additional Increase in the
'(1) With respect to wages paid during the
tax from 4 to perhaps 5 percent. On that
calendar years 1939. 1940. 1941, 1942. and
point I am not sure. The letter was pre1943, the rate shall be 1 percent.
sented this morning; and I may be con"(2) With respect to wages paid during the
fusing some statement in the letter ~7th
calendar years 1944 and 1945, the rate shall
be 2 percent."
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Question is on agreeing to the amendment.
Air. BARKLEY. Mr. President, is that
the amendment which deals with the
social-security tax?
Mr. GEORGE. Yes; the amendment,
which, according to my record, Is the last
but one of the committee amendments
passed over-I think there Is one otherfreezes the so-called security tax, using
the comprehensive term, at the present
level. The tax is now 1 percent on the
employer and 1 percent on the employee,
and the committee amendment proposes
to freeze that tax. Automatically the tax
would be Increased beginning January 1
next on both the employer and the emPloyee. In other words, It would be doubled. The amendment was presented to
the committee by the Senator from Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG]. and the committee voted favorably on the amendment
offered. It Is therefore a committee
amendment,
At that time the attention of the committee was directed to the opposition by
the Treasury to freezing the tax at the
present level. This morning I offered for
the RzcoRD and had read to the Senate
a letter from the President In which he
specifically points out the inadvisability
of freezing this tax, and the advisability
of collecting the stepped-up or doubled
tax beginning January Ist next, and also
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some previous statement which I knew
had been made,
Mr. PEPPER. If the Senator will permit me to make a suggestion, I hope it
will be possible for us to get the benefit
of experience from the Victory tax which
has been proposed by the committee, and
which I personally favor very strongly, to
see whether or not that form of tax might
possibly be a substitute for, and if not a
substitute for, at least a part of, the whole
scheme for providing revenue for old-age
assistance,
Mr. GEORGE. As the Senator knows,
the social-security tax is a tax on pay
rolls. It falls in part upon the employer,
'Whether he is making a net profit or
whether he Is actually losing money. It
Is a tax on his pay roll and likewise a tax
on the workers' pay checks. of course,
the workers receive the benefit of the tax,
The committee approved the amendmnent freezing the tax. The committee
acted on this state of facts: The present
fund, supplemented by the tax at the
level now in effect, would be ample to take
care of any contingency which might adversely affect the fund or draw on the
fund during the next 5 years without an
increase during the year 1943. The
amendment would freeze the tax only for
the Year 1943.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President. I do not
wish'to delay the Senate In the consideration of this amendment, but, inas.
much as I ami opposed to the amendment

months he has advocated freezing the
ployers and employees, on the ground
that the present rate is adequate to take
care of the immediate needs of the Treas

ury with respect to old-age Pensions, old-

age subsistence, and so forth. HIls ob
jection to the step-up which Is provided

under the law on the first of next year is
due also to the fact that he contends that
the Treasury desires to use for ordinary
Treasury financing the funds which it
will, collect from the tax and that to that
extent, in his judgment-and he Is per
fectly sincere and honest about it-it is a
subterfuge. He believes that the funds
collected for old-age subsistence are being
used by the Treasury under that guise
for financing current war and other ex
penses of the Government.
When we passed the social-security
law providing for contributions to be
made to the fund by employer and em
ployee, we were, of course, looking far
ahead and trying to visualize any possible
situation which might exist In the fu
ture. It is no argument against carrying
out the law as It was written and as it
now exists, that for a little while before
the accumulation of claims begins to
Increase there is more money coming
into the fund than Is Immediately neces
sary to pay for current claims against
It. I think we must keep in mind the
long view, the long pull, In regard to the
collection of this tax and its use.
-Under the law, the Treasury is tral
pelled to invest this money'. It cannot
allow it to lie Idle in the Treasury. It
Is required to Invest It In order to add
to the fund the amount of Interest
which Is received from its wise invest
menlt. It has been the practice of the
Treasury-and I think if not legally
mandatory, it is financially and economn
ically mandatory-to Invest this money
in GovernxIfent bonds. It would be dif
ficult for the Treasury to look around
in the field of Investments and flu~d a
safer Investment than the bonds of the
United States,
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I have

before me a letter which I have
Just received from Mr. H. J. Altmeyer,
the very able administrator of this fund.
He is the head of the Social Security
Board, which is now a part of the Social
Security set-up. He has been chairman
of the Social Security Board for many
years.
With this letter he sends me a memoralidum, to which I thInk the attention
of thouht
Sentet be drectd be
fore we vote on this amendment.
He
says:
In view of the President's announcement
that he was opposed to the Vandenberg
amendment In the pending tax bill, I thought
you might like to have a memorandum which
I have had prepared, pointing out acme of
the reasons why the Vandenberg amendment
should be deleted from the tax bill,

We all know that it is Contemplated
that there will be a considerable increase
in the number of possible prospective
beneficiaries of the social-security theory
and the social-security fund. It is the
view of the President and the Treasury
an hiki s h
ie
favery
an
Ithnkitisthoe
viwhofhavstde
large majority ofthswohaetui
the social-security provisions of the law
and the whoie theory upon which they
are based-that we must enlarge the field
beyond the field now occupied in providing benefits for aged and indigent
persons. I share that view.
If the Senate will bear with me I should
like to call attention to the reasons advocated by Mr. Altmeyer against the
amendment whlch Is now under consideration. Inasmuch as he is in direct
charge of the Social Security Board and
has been in charge practically from the
beginning, whatever he says on the questamn certainly should be entitled to more
credit and consideration than what any
Senator, with limited knowledge, might
say.
Mr. Altmeyer says:
The basic question which Senator Vandenberg has raised is whether the increase
from 1 percent on employers and employees
to 2 percent each scheduled for next year in
the contribution rates of the old-age and
survivors Insurance program 13 justified in
the light of the needs of that program. A

careful review of the background and the
current situation will show that such an increase Is not on~ly desirable but necessary for
sound financing of the Social Security System. In order to arrive at this conclusIon.
however, it is necessry to do more than just
look at some figures or refer to some testimony in 1939. We must carefully evaluate
the meaning and the importance of our etatistics with the facts and conditions we are
faced with in this'rapidly changing world of
o
It was understood when the original Social
Security Act was passed In 1935 and when It
was amesided In 1939 that the cost of the
benefits will rise each year for many years
to come (due in large part to the Increasing

number and proportion. cf aged In our popu_
lation), and the average, or level, rate of contributions which would be required to support the program over the later as well as
earlier years of operation is well above 2 percent each on employer and employee. Contributions at a still higher rats could have
been collected from the outset without providing any longer term excess of funds for
.benefit purposes. The increase now Eched-

uled would thus be reasonable without regard
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to any problems of war financing and the
prevention of inflation.
The current size of the old-age and survivors Insurance trust fund Is. of course,
largely a, result of the high level of economic
activity during the last 2 years. This level
of activity has Involved a high contribution
income anld, because of an abnormally low
rate of retirement among the aged, a low
level of expenditures. With this extraordi

necessarily Involve (a) still higher ultimate
rates, (b) less gradual later increases, or (C)
a larger Government subsidy.
It has been the Intent that the full rate of
contributions necessary for the support of the
old-age and survivors insurance program be
applied gradually so that Industry and em
ployee& would not be burdened by large in
creases at any one timc.

nary activity there has been and WilI con
tinuthtoSbeaaevery rapid increasetin tee
number of older woikers who meet the Insured status requirements of the program but

That emphasizes. it seems to me, the
undesirability of freezing for the year
143teaxsitnwesswhte
possibility that at the end of 1943 It
would have to be stepped up not only by
the rate contemplated at the beginning

remain In employment. arid an increase in
the level of benefits which will be payable
to these persons when they do retire because
of their longer period of earnings and contributions. The net effect of the rize in
Industrial production and of the fact that
we cannot predict when such production will
begin to decline has been, therefore, to create a misleadirng picture concerning the

o
of1944, but also by the rate provided for
1943, so that at the beginning of 1913
the step-up process would have to inelude the rates for both 1943 and 1944,
instead of, as contemplated by the law,

status of the trust fund.
The great increase in Contribution income

a gradual step-up, beginning January 1.
1943. and then another one on January
1, 1944.

is readily apparent. but the heavy drain on
the fund which will occur as soon as economic
activity slackens is not apparent. However,
no one can tell when the war will end, and
thus priudeant management would assume that
economic activity may decrease anid tiecrease sharply within the next tew years.
If a sharp decrease does occur. a large proportion of the potential reclp'ents-and they
will number over a million by the end of
I9lO-wilI elect to receive their. benefits,
Thus, It is possible that the level of benefit
disbursements will be much higher than that
Ehown for 1946 In the estimate referred to
above. A decline In economIc activity would
at the same time reduce pay rolis and tax
income. Therefore it is possIble that a postwar depression, by causing a Continued period
of high dIsbursements and low income, will
bring the trust fund below a safe level. The
issue then bccomes one of whether it Is prudent to act on the basis of present uncertain
estimates and fail to take account of he
possibility that these estimates will be sharply

This intent Is of partIcular significance for
the present ques-tion If the three-timres rule
is adhered to strictly. and Increases In con
tribution rates are postponed until they are
required under the terms of the rule. it will be
necessary to provide sharper and rmcre rapid
increases in the rates than those now ached
uled. Moreover, the necessity for a sharp In
crease would most probably occur at a time
when economic activity slackened and it
would be undesirable to impose a sudden.
large increase in taxes on employees and em
ployers. The conclusion Is inescapable that
the increases being necess~ary in the future.
they can be more easily absorbed by both
employees and employers at the present time
than at some future time when they can no
loinger be postponed.
The major condition governing the facility
of adjlustment to the tax burden Is, of course.
the level of economic activity at the time the
tax goes Into effect or Is increased. It Is -lear
that the level of economic activity Is more

upset by changing events,
Ibeen

That is, the increased-step-up on the
1st of January to 2 percent frcm. employers and employees.
The scheduled Increase involves no Inequitable burden upon those covered by the program. Even at the 8-percent rate whbcli is to
take effect In 1949. workera will receive inrurance protection of greater value than the
value of their own contributions. The loser

rates of contribution now in effect are only
possible because the benefit load during the
initial period of operation is a small fraction
of What It Will be In the later years.
Moreover, the accruing liability which has
been accruing for the payment of the future
benefits is several times in excess of the
amount in the existing trust fund. The
actuaries have estimated that the pres-ent program may entail a level annual charge of as
much as 7 percent of pay roll. On this basis
the fund would already aeadfcto
ery
$9.000.000.000. Thus, Instead of the present
reserve fund belng too large. the fund Is
small when teted on the basis which ally
private Insurance company would be compelled to use. While social insurance cannot

be judged by a too rigorous application of
private insurance concepts, nevertheless, this
comparison does Indicate that the existing
trust fund Is not unduly large In view of Its
liabilities,
The discrepancy between the scheduled
rates for the early years of operation and the

level rate referred to above must, of course, be
made up by Increased rates In later years or
by a Government subsIdy, or both. Length-

ening of the initial period of low rates must

favorable to easy adjustment now than It has;
at any time since the start of the pro
gram or is likely to be for some years after

the war.
It seems to me that that is an evident
proposition.
Teicesdtxstu
sntol
do
cthedincreasedctax Set-uprisy notaorl andvo
cratedry thepaSocial Seutyterity
pordsandthe
trveasury Depaortmentbus
t b ehemres rset
tvso
h
okr
hmevs

In the last day or so since the comn
mittee acted on this matter, we have all
had letters from representatives of the
workers, the organizations of labor, in.
cluding the C. T. C. and the A. P. of I..,
protesting against the amendment pro
posing the freezing of the tax as it Is at
the present time.
Terpeettvso
h
okr
upr
The
Inreprseintivso
thewotibtornes soprortec
their vocial-security
benefits. Both the
American Federation of Labor and Congress
uf Industrial Organizat~ons are in favor of
'the Increased tax. (Their letters appear ttt
the CONGRSzSIONSAL RECORD. October 1, 1942.
p.767.

Let me say there by way of parentheses
that if the workers themselves not only
do not object to the payment of the In

creased tax under the law, L~ut protest

against baring the tax frczeri as It now

L, certainly we have no right to assume
that we should be conferring any benefit
on them by foregoing the Increased as

sessment which they have depended
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upon paying, and which they now want

PZTI5INIST FACTUAL BACIESOUND

in order that the fund may be carried
forward under the ternms of the law.
It haa been argued that the heavy Increase

1. The 1939 amendments to the S~ocial Security Act do not include any specific language
outlining the policy of Congress witho respect

in employment and wage levels and the con
sequent unexpected rise in social-zecurity
contributions places the old-age insuraince
program In a very favorable financial position. This argument Ignores two Important
facts. F~rst, an increase In pay rolls on which
contributions are collected aimultaneously
Increases the liabilities to make benefit payments. Second. a proportion of the Increased contributions comes from workers
who have moved from noncovered employment into covered employment and may be
expected to move hack Into noncovered employment after the war. Because benefit
payments are very high In proportion to
contributions In the case of tuose with low
wages and those who stay In covered employment for relatively short periodls, the liability
to pay benefits may be greatly In excezes of
the additional contributions received-

Under the prograni which calls for the
stepping up of the contributions as of
January 1. 1943.
In the future, benefit payments will Increase sharply above present levels. Even In
the absence of abnormal factors arising out
of the change from war to post-war conditions, the benefit payments would Increase
very greatly during the next several decades,
As time goes on, an Increasing percentage
of the total population will qualify for benefits because more persons will have been
covered by the program a sufficiently long
period of time to be entitled to benefits,
Furthermore, the -average benefit payment
per rec~pient will increase because of the
loseger period of time during which persons
retiring will have contributed to the fund.
Besides these factors, a steadily Increasing

doubtedly will be dependent to a large degree
on the state of international affairs and the
domestic armament and war program. It is
impossible to forecast with confidence the
policies which will be pursued by both business and Government in the future in carry..
Ing out the war program-and any program
for peacetime adjustment, should peace come
within this period-nor can the effect of

tegrity of the plan. There is little doubt that
any alteration in the present program will.
require compensatory action In succeeding
years. which may seriously undermine public
confidence In the whole program.
In 1939 we departed temporarily from the

original schedule of contributions. We all
recognized that by departing temporarily
from the contrlbutlon schedule, the financial
provision of the program would be rendered
even less adequate. However, after consldering all the relevant facts and with a Substantial furtuer, recovery in prospect, the
the additional risks,
Cogesaccepted
fof gathed13lg
aThroughout wsthkediuson
the
o
ratdthat
isain.iastkn
original schedule of contributions would be
adhered to In 1943.
Today employment, wages, and national in-

Come are.-at record levels-at levels far In excess of anything experienced in the past. If
aced
wle dear
conceibugainsfrom thme orignablit
sat a
Makeofer contribution s tiewhnabilitymt
ath
odagmaxinm
isac
thee
coingtrbton
whnake
financetheod-age ionwhnen areoegoing toary
aurainee prlogrm schdlearydfwraeduhecn-we
tear unemployment and If we also reduce contributions when employment and wages are
at peak levels, a break-down of the old-age insurance Program Must follow If we depart
Once againl at this time from the regular
schedule of contributions, we ar eprii
the major element of security to which the
American worker can look forward In the usa-

Certain Years of his old age.

1. The recommendation of the Secretary
of the Treasury, quoted above, was stated in
terms of an eventual reserve. ]Moreover, the
Secretary clearly emphasized the possibility
that "We may have for a few years * '
a reserve fund somewhat larger than wouid
be necessary under the standard I have here
suggested. However, the early annual diebursemnents of benefits are neither repre
sentative nor can their aniount be precisely
forecast at this time. Consequently, it may
be deslrable to anticipate a somewhat larger
contingency reserve during the first few year,
of benefit payments.,
2. The chairman of the Advisory Council
likewise brought out the point that the
"three-times" standard which he propome:
was to be taken only as a rough rule thumb
which m'ght well be disregarded in the
early years. He suggested "something like.
roughly, three times the benelit load, varying
above or below the benefit lcad, but parL!CU
larly higher in the early years when you are
uncertain as to your data." The reference
to the uncertainty -if the data has special
point In view of the uncertain reliability of
the estimates of expenditures.
3. It is probable that the qualified recoinmendations of the Secretary of tue Treasury
and of the chairman of the Advisory Council
were the reasons that the Congress adopted
no fixed rule on the subject, but merely provided for a report by the board of trustees
whenever the fund exceeded the amount
specified.

TatithenofhestmntfDr

atIthenofhestmntfDr
Atmeyer. setting forth. it seems to me.

conservatively and fairly the objections
to the amendment of the comm~ttee
freezirng the collection of these funds as
of January 1. I think there is one thing,
in addition, that ought to be emphasized.
Dr. Altmeyer did not mention It, but it
uh
ob
tob
ept In mind. In this time of
0uh
large pay rolls and large Incomes, when
our national income for 1942 is estimated
at $116,000,000,O000 which is about $25,000.000,000 more than it was for 1941, and
when the Income of our people for 1943,
It Is estimated, will he as h'gh as $125,
ooo0ocoooo or $130,000,000.000, it seems to

survivors insurance system, uin-

age and

sented by persons over 65 years of age. 'Ihis
change will, of course, Increase the ratio of
benefit receipents to contributors and will
require higher payments Into the fund if the
present schedule of benefits Is maintained,
It is extremely urgent that the general public
retain its belief In the stability of the oldage insurance program. Frequent modification of the contribution rates may easily lead

to a misapprehension as to the financial In-

DEARMSOOF THEl DTA UPOSI THE QORS.TZON Ol
BASIC CONGR5U5IO5AL POLICT

to the controversial problems of financing the
old-age and survivors Insurance progrslm.
'The amendments only provide that the board
of trustees of the old-age and aurvivors Insurance trust fund is to "'report Immediately
to the Congress whenever the board Is of the
opinion that during the ensuing 5 fiscai years
the trust fumd will exceed three times the
hlg-hest annual expenditures anticipated dur.'
Ing- that 5-fiscail-year period 0 0
2. The foregoing provision was adopted
after testimony before the House Ways and
Means Committee by the Secretary of the
'Treasury and by the Chairman of the Advisory Council on Social Security. Prof. J.
Douglas Brown, of Princeton University.
3. It must be kept clearly in mind that
there are of course no poslti'.ely known facts
concerning the highest annual expenditures
No cornduring the next 5 fiscal years.
plete estimates of such expenditures will be
available until, the Third Annual Report of
the Board of Trustees is prepared. Meanwhile, the only official estimates are those
included in the Second Annual Report of the
Board of Trustees. These cover the fiscal
years through 1946.
4. It must be emphasized, as It Is In the
Second Annilal Report of the Board of Trustees, that the estimates through 1946 ar
subject to considerable margins of error. In
part this Is due to the fact that benefit payment experience under the ,,ct Is still very
limited-benefits under the law only began
In 1940. just about 2V/2 years ago. In part.
also, It is due, as the board of trustees of
trust fund stated early this year. to the
fact that "business and employment conditions In the near future, which will Injfiuence significantly the operations of the old-

proportion of our population will be repre-

these policies on pay rolls and employment

In industries covered by the insurdacestm
yse
be predicted accurately.'
8. Subject to the limitations just mentioned, the expenditures estimated for the
fiscal year 1946, the highest of the 5-year
period, are *392.000.000. As of the beginning

me that, in these times when we are re
ceiving a larger income than we have
ever received, larger than we will receive.
In all likelihood, when this war activitY
shall have terminated, it is an unwise
time to'provide for the suspension of the
payments required by the law into this
fund which must be accumulated for the
benefit of the beneficiaries of the socialsecurity system.

of the 5-year period, the size of the old-age
and survivors Insurance trust fund was $2.g_19soo-),oco. (As of the beginning of the
fiscal year 1943, it was $3,227l.000,000.) If the
aforementioned "unusually uncertain" estimate of the highest expenditures in the 5
prdwth
fsa-erpio,9446isc
the size of the fund at the beginnIng of the
period, It Is seen that the fund was slightly
over six times the estimated amount of the
expenditures (for the 1 fiscal year ending
ina 1946). There are, however, a large numee
o
l-g
beffptnilcamnt

fitowhotehtaveno reamatiredr prdmaril bent condaitionsemploymied
cause wof favorbe
due to the war. If the present' high level of
employment continues. it is estimated that
by July 1945 there will be over 1.000,000 workera and Wives who will be eligible for benefits but not In receipt of benefits. if these
potential beneficiaries all retired from active
work by July 1945. an increase in the annual
rate of benefit payments of *300,000.000
would result. Vf this $300.000.000 were added
to the estimated expenditures for 194 the
fundi at the beginning of 1942 would the be
Only slightiy more than three times the highest Annual expenditure during thel 8-year

period.
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Mr. BROWN.

Mr. President, will the

Senator yield?

Mr. BARKLEY.

I shall Yield to the

Senator In a moment.

If the workers who are to be the bene-.
hsssewoaepyn
fcaiso
arepyn
hir sarieo their onse-ml, nhotol
thisarheroeal.ntnyae
willing to pay it but are protesting against
its suspension, it certainly seems to me
that we should not make the suspension
at this time for the benefit of the other
half of the equation, who do not need
the suspension any more than many of
the employees themselves who are Co1r1
ra
otiuin
h
ple omk
Pemuc
omketecotibto.,ra
Muh

I

I Yield to the Senator from Michigan.
Mr BROWN, The Senator has already answered one question I bad Inl
mind when I rose, to the effect that one-

half the contribution would be made bY
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the woikers and one-half by their employers.
Mr. BARKLEY. That is correct.
Mr. BROWN. What I desired to ascertain principally was whether the tax
paid by the employer would be deductible
as an expense in calculating the income
tax Paid by the corporation.
Mr. BARKLEY. It is deductible, as
other taxes are.
Mr. BROWN. Approximately only
one-tenth to one-half would actually be
paid,
Mr. BARKLEY. That is true. It is
deductible, as are other taxes, on the net
income on which the corporation pays its
taxes.
Mr. BROWN. Income taxes are not
deductible.
Mr. BARKLEY. Oh, nio.
Mr. BROWN. Social-security taxes
are deductible as an expense.
Mr. BARKTEY. That is correct. I
think there is nothing I can add to the
statement of Dr. Altmeyer which I have
read and commented on briefly.
For the-reasons I have stated. I hope
the amendment will not be agreed to.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
let there be no doubt about bow this
amendment got into the bill. The Seaator from Kentucky has rather suggested that it slipped Into the bill the
last day, when there were not very many
looking,
Mr. BARKIEY. I did not say that. I
said that a number of the members of the
committee were absent. I cannot say
the result would have been diff erent if
they had all been present. There was
present a majority of the committee, I
think 14 out of 21, to be exact. I did not
say the amendment slipped in; I did say
it got in on the last day. I did not say
It slipped in. It walked in.
Mr. VANDENBERG. It did not walk
In; it ran In.
Mr. BARKLEY. I think it got in unexpectedly even to the Senator from
Michigan, who brought it up for discussion, and found that there was much
support for it and that he had better
make his blitzkrieg while the "blitzing"
was good.
Mr. VANDENBERG. The Senator is
quite correct, it did not walk in: it ran
In. The committee voted 12 to 4 in favor
of the amendment, and that represented
16 out of 21 members. If all the others
had been present and had voted in the
negative, it would still have carried; but
as a matter of fact, most of those who
were absent would have, voted in the
affirmative.
Then Senator is quite correct, when I
brought the matter up in the committee
I had no intention of pressing the amendment at the time; I merely wanted -to
giv
ha ntie
te sse oud e aied
gienotheflorao the issenatedberausedi
my judgment it is a question of honesty
in the purposes with which we are to use
social security funds. At the moment I
merely intended ,to give notice that the
foo; utso
e aiedonth
oud
isse
many members of the Committee on Finance immediately insisted that they
wanted to vote -immediately upon the
issue, all of them being adequately informed-on the subject. that I did uih-
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mately, at their request and under their known under old-line life insurance.
In 1939 the Congress decided by anl over
pressure, submit the matter to the cornwhelming vote that a public tax-sup
mittee for a vote.
ported old-age pension system did not
This amendment is not here merely on
require the full reserve which Is neces
my initiative, Mr. President, although
that inference has been given. It is here sary under a private personal-premium
system of old-age benefits. So the de
because so many Members of the Senate
Committee on Finance insisted upon a cision of the Congress In 1939 was that
this reserve fund, instead of being the
vote the moment I brought the matter
full reserve 'originally contemplated,
up; and they voted 12 to 4.
Let us see what the issue is in very should be what we will call, for purposes
of identification, a contingent reserve.
simple language. Pay-roll taxes for oldMr. President, who laid down the defi
age benefits under the Social Security
Act are now 1 percent on employers and nition, in words of one syllable, of what
was a prudent and appropriate contin
1 percent on employees. By existing
statute they will increase 100 percent on gent reserve? The gentleman who laid
it down was Mr. Morgenthau, the Secre
January 1, 1943, to 2 percent on emtary of the Treasury. What rule did he
ployers and 2 percent on employees.
lay down? Testifying on March 24, 1939,
The purpose of the committee amendment is to freeze the taxes at 1 percent before the House Ways and Means Corn
for Just 1 year, 1943, just for the Year niitte,~, at which time this matter was
when the country, and particularly the liquidated and settled, Mr. Morgenthau
business of the country, and the workers said:
We should not accumulate a reserve fund
of the country, have to take the first imany larger than Is necessary to protect the
pact of this terrific new tax bill.
systcm against unforeseen declines in reve
In my judgment, most of our feliuw
nues, or increases in the volume of benefit
citizens have a very meager appreciation at the moment of what this tax biUl payments.
He now becomes specific.
will bring to them by way of tax burden.
pcfaly
When it does reach them, they will have
spcfcly
to reorganize their entire personal
Mr. Morgenthau speaking:
economic life, and for 1943, one year, the
Specifically. I would suggest to Congress
first year of the impact of these terrific
that it plan the financing of the old-age-in
new taxes, the committee amendment
surance system with a view to maintaining
proposes that the increase of 100 percent
for use in contingencies an eventual reserve
in social-security taxes, in addition to
amounting toeverything else, shall be suspended.
These are the critical, significant words
Now why? And Is it justified? The
of Mr. Morgenthau In announcing the
able Senator from Kentucky says that
rue
Dr. Altmneyer is the prime witness availh
o oeta he ie
aonigt
able on this subject, anti I agree. Dr.
tanna thenefitsIne the
amounstinprospnotimoe
Altmneyer and Secretary Morgenthau will
yerospetv. nulbeeisih
hnsinges
be my two witnesses.
esig5yas
There are only two legitimate uses to
That is Mr. Morgenthau's rule. It was
which the Government can put the proa rule which was tentatively, at least, ap
ceeds of pay-roll taxes collected for socialsecurity purposes. one purpose is to pay proved by the Congress in the act of 1939.
That is the rule under which we have pre
the current social-security benefits and
sumed we were proceeding.
the cost of administration. The other
The memorandum just read by the able
purpose is to create a legitimate and
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. BARKLaEY)
essential reserve. There is noother legitifrom the equally able Administrator of
mate use of social-security pay-roll-tax
the Social Security Board, Dr. Altmeyer,
funds. Let us test the fund in its existIng status, and in its prospective status testifies, plainly and frankly, that this re
in 1943, against these two legitimate uses, serve fund today is six times the highest
anticipated benefit requirements in the
So far as the payment of current benenext5SYears.
fits is concerned, I call the attention of
In other words, Mr. President, from the
the Senate to the fact that for the fiscal
very address which has just been made
year ending June 30, 1942, the receipts
from social-security taxes amounted to by the distinguished Senator from Ken
tucky, and the very witness upon whom
$972,000,000. That sum was collected at
the 1-percent rate. Against these col- he relies in his appeal for a defeat of the
amendment now under consideration,
lections the total withdrawals, or paycomes the testimony that the reserve
ments, were only $141,000,000. So far as
fund is today twice as large as is required
the solvency of this fund is concerned in
respect to current payments, the pay- under the rule announced by the Secre
tarY of the Treasury himself.
ments are $141,000,000 against collecMr. President, when we confront a sit
tions of $972,000,000. So obviously, there
uation of that kind, in fairness to the tax
could be no suggestion that the pay-rollpayers of the country and, particularly,
tax Increase IS necessary for the purpose
the workers of the country, who must as
of paying current bene~fits.
sinmilate within the next fwmnh h
That leaves only one other legitimate
terrific burden of the tax bill which we
use for these social-security taxes, and
are writing here this week, I submit that
that is the creation of a reserve. There
can be a difference of opinion as to what. as a matter of elementary prudence and
fair play they should notbreuedt
the reserve should be. The law as originally written in 1935 and 1936 was pay a 100-percent increase in socia!-se
curity pay-roll taxes, for no other PUr.
written on the theory that social-security
old-age benefits should be backed by pose than to needlessly swell an unneces
sarily large reserve fund upon which DU.
What Is Called a full reserve, as it is
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Morgenthau can rely to~sell a few War
bonds,
Mr. President. let us not have any
doubt about Dr. Altmeyer's attitude on
this subject. I, myself, sent a questionnaire to Dr. Altmeyer in September, and
I asked him a few questions. Listen,
Senators--this is the same witness who
the able Senator from Kentucky says
ought to be the controlling witness in
respect to this question. Question to Dr.
Altmneyer from me:
What pay-roll tax, on empoyer and employee, Is necessary in 1943 in order to maintain a -'reserve"

which Is '~three times the

highest annual expenditure expected in the
next 5-year fiscal period?"
In other words, what pay-roll tax Is
necessary in order to maintain this reserve at the point where the Secretary
of the Treasury says It ought to be maintained? What is Dr. Altrneyer's answer?
With continuance of the conditions assumed In table 3 of the trustee's report~And that Is the normal contemplation
of what is about to happen economically
under the Social Security Act in 1943qouting Dr. Altmeyer:
If no taxes whateverSays Dr. Altmeyer.If no taxes whatever were collected In the
fsacal year 1943. the trust fund at the end of
the year would be about $3,100.000.()W, which
would still be more than three times the
highest annual anticipated expenditure during the next 5 fiscal yer.
Mr. President. It Is not necessary to
raise a nickel of additional taxes in order
to maintain the reserve which Mr. Morgenthau himself says is essential and
prudent and adequate under this system.
Mr. President, there simply can be no
question about the figures. and I fail to
see how there can be any question about
the conclusions to be drawn from the
figures. I even went so far as to ask Dr.
Altmneyer to contemplate these expendi-.
tures at the utter maximum to which any
possible depressed circumstances could
conceivably plague this country during
the next 5 years. I got the same answer
that the able Senator from Kentucky
just read from his memorandum. Even
if one should sink to the lowest depths
of pessimism in respect to the economic
prospectus of this country in the next
5 years, still-the able Senator from Kentucky Just read it himself from his own
memorandum-still the reserve fund is
three times as large as is required.
Mr. President, under those circumstances I submit that there is not any
sense in permitting an automatic additional 100-percent increase in pay-roll
taxes to attach themselves to the employers and the employees of this country
oJaur1.14.ment
It has been said that the workers have
Indicated their willingness, their desire,
to have this increase occur as originally
Proposed. Mr. President, I concede that
the high spokesmen for the C. I. 0. and
for the A. P. of L, have taken that position, and I greatly respect their spokesmanship, although that is not controlling
with my decision in this matter; but I
wish to add that I seriously doubt whether
a referendum among 40,000,000 workers

themselves would produce the testimony
that they want their taxes increased 100
percent on January 1, when it obviously
Is not necessary as a matter of sound
finance or as a matter of social-security
necessity.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
Doxzy in the chair). Does the Senator
from Michigan yield to the Senator from
Kentucky?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr. BARKLEY. Does the Senator
think that the men for whom he is now
Presuming to speak in lieu of Mr. Green
and Mr. Murray would prefer to have
their taxes increased by 200 percent on
January 1, 1944. rather than to have them
increased by 100 percent on January 1,
1943, and another 50 percent on Jan'uary 1. 1944?
Mr. VANDENBERG. No; I do not suppose that they would prefer to have their
taxes increased 1,000 percent a week from
Easter, but--so what? There is no such
premise pending.
Mr. BARKLEY. There is no proposal
to increase their tax a thousand percent
on Easter, or at Christmas, or any other
day,
Mr. VANDENBERG.
Nor Is there
pending any such premise as the Senator
indicates.
Mr. BARKLE.
Let us see what the
rate of Increase would be If we postpone
teices-cosst
teIces-cosst
Mr. VANDENBERG. For 1 year.
Mr. BARKLEY. For 1 year. Then
they have to pay In January 1944 the 100percent increase they would otherwise
have to pay this coming January, plus
the 1-percent increase due on January
1, 1944, which would be a 50-percent increase, so my figures are correct, that
if we postpone the increase, and they
have to pay it in January 1944, for 1943
and 1944, there would be a 200-percent
increase.
Mr. VANDENBERG. The Senator's
figures are perfectly fantastic, because
there is no suggestion that this is an accumulative tax, and that they have to
pick it up next year, any more than they
are picking tip this year the tax which
we postponed last year. They would be
precisely in the same status next year
with respect to these taxes as they were
this year with respect to last year's taxes
which we put over, as the Senator remembers, a few months ago,
Mr. BARKLEY. If the actuaries of the
social-security program are correct, that
this much money must be raised by the
end of the 5-year period, and that the
number of the beneficiaries Will automatically increase when we get out, of
this spiral of employment and high
wages, postponement of increased paywill only mean that at some time
they will have to pay the entire amount
of money they would have paid gradually
ever the 5-year period. The Senator can
make whatever percentage rate he wants
to out of It, but I think the necessity for
such payment would come at a time when
probably the majority of our workers
would find It most diflicult to meet any
such duplication of payments as will be
necessary to create the fund which will
be needed at that time,
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Mr. VANDENBERG. I disagree with
the Senator completely, with his Inter..
pretatlion of the letter which he lead,
to begin with, and I disagree completely
with his interpretation of the situation
which will result. There will be no aceii
mulation of taxes as the result of this
postponement.
Mr. BARKLEY. In other wor4s, if we
convince the Senator against his will, he
remains of the same opinion still.
Mr. VANDENBERG. He' certainly
does. He has heard nothing which re
motely shakes it.
Mr. BARKLEY. And he could not be
shaken.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Yes; he could.
He has heard from Dr. Altmeyer In a
far different fashion than the memo
randum which the Senator from Ken
tucky read, in which Dr. Altmeyer said
that the reserve at this moment is six
times the necessities of the highest an
nual benefit requirement In the next 5
years, when the official rule of the Gov
ermient is that three times the reserve
is all that is necessary.
Mr. President, the distinguished Pres
ident of the United States sent a letter
to the Senate this morning through the
able Senator from Georgia (Mr. GzoaGEl
on this subject. I wish to refer to the
President's letter. He asked for a re
jection of the amendment. Anything
which the President of the United States
a ou sette
ohgl
a Gu sette
ohgl
respectful hospitality. Certainly I shall
treat his comment In this spirit. But
the pending decision is for the Senate and
for the House to make. The President's
turn in the legislative process comes
I
am
forced
later. Furthermore,
squarely to challenge the Presidential as
sertions and conclusions in his letter, and
I point out that the letter lacks a single
sustaining fact to support its adverse
comments.
The President says:
This amendment Is causing considerable
concern to many persons Insured under the
old-age and survivors Insurance system.
My answer Is that If any such fears
have been aroused they do not flow from
the amendment Itself, but from the un
spported statements of the President
and his Secretary of the Treasury re
garding an alleged hazard which does
not exist. The hazard totally-disappears'
in the presence of figures and facts in
my humble and very respectful opinion.
h iue
and ta
a eterao
and thacts mayre the reaspcons why fhigresb
actsIarehsoeconsprcuousgbynthdirtab-n
se
staenmentIn
thesehdistressigaddsubn
I am constrained to observe that this
Is another instance where a very famous
Presddentlal epigram acutely applies:
Teol
hn
ene ofa sfa
Itef
I add this observation, Mr. President,
with great earnestness: If there is any
legitimate ground for fear respecting the
integrity of the social-secitrity system, It
does not flow from an effort to hold-Pay
roll taxes within the limits necessary tO
finance existing social-security benefits.
No; but it flows from any effort to use
the social seurity taxing function for
any ulterior or collateral purpose,
d
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that exact thing Is what the defeat of
this amendmnent would do.
The President says in hMs letter:
in 1939 we departed temporarily from the
original schedule cf~contributions, with the
understanding that the original schedule
would be resumed on January 1, 1943.
Again with great respect, I suggest that
someone has misinformed the President
about what happened in 1939. We did
not depart temporarily from the original
law at that time. We deliberately and
consciously changed the whole basis of
contributions. We departed permiarnently from the old system of full xeserves, a system which would have climaxed in the Gargantuan and fantastic
resrv
$9,00,0000
o
i 180 We
accepted the recommendations of an imPartial commission of independent exPerts, who concluded that a public taxsupported system of old-age benefits
does not require the full reserves which
would be necessary In a private, premium-supported system. We-and by
'we"~I mean Congress-departed perma
nently from the original system, which
represented needless pay-roll tax burdens, and went permanently to a pay-asyou-go system, with only contingent reserves. That is a cardinal fact never to
be overlooked in this controversy. Failure
to appreciate this fact could easily lead
one Into the error which I respectfully
suggest lies at the base of the President's
letter. The Senate should not embrace
a similar error,
In 1939 we abandoned full reserves and,
for sound reasons, and upon the best
available expert advice that could be
mobilized from all sections of the United
States, went to a basis of contingent
reserves. Secretary of the Treasury
Morgenthau, speaking for the President's
admnitraio,
liddow te pudnt
rule which should measure the validity of
such contingent reserves. I have already
lad tbeor
heSeae.Une ta
rule this amendment is not only justified;
iti eqie.
tewse
sngPei
iet is language. Otherthingse,ushall drespart from is the rule of conduct laid down
by Congress itself in 1939. In other
words, it is the President, and not I, who
becomes the great departer under these
circumstances,
ThePrsien
systht-further
The sas
resdentat-testimony
this is the time to strengthen, not to
weaken, the Social Security System.
I agree, Mr. President; but I suggest
that nothing would more greatly weaken
the Social Security System than to permit
Its taxing function, in the first great
emergency it has ever faced, to be utilIzed for something more than or different from the social-security benefits
'which the pay-roll taxes aye presumed
to buy. In my view the only purpose to
be served by increased pay-roll taxes
next January is to create a super-surplus
not required for the payment of socialsecurity and old-age benefits under the
1939 program, but solely to create an automatic market for the sale of about
sI,ooo,ooo,0oo more of War bonds. The
Secretary of the Treasury practically acknowledged that proposition in simple
language In the press announcement
which he released the other day.

God knows, I recognize the need for
uch a market for War bonds, many times
over; but the financing of war bonds is
the obligation of our whole people, and
not merely the obligation of our workers and employers, who are under the
Social Security System. The War bond
program must be adequate and comprehensive, far more so than contemplated
by any fiscal program yet submitted to
Congress, either by the President or by
his Secretary of the Treasury. To use
the social-security reserves in this connection, however, is to strain at a gnat
and swallow a camel. To use social-security reserves for any collateral purpose
other than social-security benefits is to
'weaken the Social Security System" at a
vital spot. I respectfully suggest that
the President's phrase unwittingly defines his objectives, and not mine, in respect to this controversy,
The President says he proposesto submit a comprehensive program for expanding and extending the whole Sccial Becurity System,
A program which will requirefurther increase in rates of contribution.
Well and good. Mark me well. When
Congress expands social-security benefits-and they should be expanded in
many instances-it will be time enough
to increase pay-roll taxes to equalize the
cost. I will support such increases under
such circumstances; but this is wholly
beside the present point. Any reference
to -the expansion of the Social Security
System itself, and the increase in benefits, is merely a red herring across the
trail.h
The present point is that the pending
amendment says that pay-roil taxes
shall not be Increased unless and uni it
is necessary to create a larger revenue to
pay larger benefits. That can be done
any time in 1943, if and when Congress
extends and expands the benefits, regardless of the action taken today on the
pending amendment.
Today's action
simply decides whet~her the taxes shall
needlessly go up before the benefits rise
in proportion. That is the issue in a
nutshell.
Mr. President, I wish to submit one
further fact. I shall not labor the point
with the Senate. I could present
ad infinitum, from the best
social-security sources in this country,
that the collateral use of needless socialsecurity revenues is the most serious possible assault that could be made upon the
integrity and perpetuity of the socialsecurity fund. The greatest authority of
all upon this subject is the social-security
organization in New York City known as
the American Association for Social Security, which was operated for many
years by Mr. Abraham Epstein, who recently died-an association which has
bitterly condemned, from the very momeat Secretary Morgenthau first proposed the use of social-security taxes in
this fashion, any such diversion of the
taxing function.
Mr. President, I said I wished to refer
to one further fact. The social-security
pay-roll taxes which will be collected in
1943, at 1 percent, leaving the rate where
it irat this moment, will be equal to the
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taxes which Dr. Altmeyer and his board
estimated 3 years ago they could collect
In 1943 at 2 percent on employers and
employees alike.
In other words, when we maintain, and
freeze the rate where it is, we still are
producing the revenue which the Social
Security Board itself prophesied would
require a 2-percent tax in 1943 to obtain.
Mr. President, I leave the Issue with the
Senate. I shall be quite content, of
course, with the verdict. I submit that
protection of the tax function of the
Social Security System is vital to the
maintenance of the social-security prin
ciple; and I submit that In the face of
the tremendous S8,000,000,000 burden
which we are now placing on the Ameri
can people, it would be not only senseless,
but utterly crude, to add a needless
further burden of a 100-percent increase
in social-security pay-roll taxes, which.
under the definitions of the Secretary of
the Treasury himself, is not necessary
either to the functioning- or the solvency
of the fund.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques
tion is on agreeing to the committee
amendment on page 574, after line 22.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I ask for the yeas
and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, a parlia
mentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator will state it.
Mr. TAFT'. As I understand, a vote of
"Yea" is a vote to keep the committee
amendment in the bill, and freeze the
social-security taxes.
RSDN OFCR
hti
ThrecPEIIGtFIE..htI
core ct. kwl al h ol
Thclrwilaltero.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the
rol
Mr. REED (when his name was called).
I have a general pair with the senior Sen
atrfoNeYrk[.WA
ER.O
this vote I transfer that pair to the junior
Senator from New Hampshire ~Mr.
Teyadwl
oe
oe"e.
Mr. THOMAS of Utah (when his name
was called). I have a general pair with
the senior Senator from New Hampshire
[Mr. BRiDcEs]. I transfer that pair to the
semior Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
GREEN], who I am informed, if present,
would vote "nay." I vote "nay."
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. The senior Senator
from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS] is una-~
voidably absent. Were he present, his
vote would be "yea."
Mr. BYRD. My colleague the senior
Senator from Virginia [Mr. GLASS] is de
tained from the Senate on account of
illness. Were he present he wculd vote
"yea."
Mr. HILL. I announce that the Sea
ator from Delaware [Mr. HUGHES] Is ab-.
sent from the Senate because of illness.
The Senator from Florida iMr. AN
DREWS], the Senator from Idaho [Mr.
CLARx], the Senator from Rhode Island
[Mr. GRzEEN], the Senator from Georgia
[M1r. RUSSELL), the Senator from New
Jersey [Mr. Sm~mATHsl, and the Senator
from New York [Mr. WAGNER] are neces
sarily absent.
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1 am advised that, if present and VotIng, the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
GRnrNI, the Senator from New Jersey
[Mr. SMATHERS], and the Senator from
New York [Mr. WAGNER] would vote
14ny.1

Mr. McNARY. The Senators from
New H{ampshire [Mr. BRIDGES and Mr.
TOBEY] are necessarily absent. Their
pairs have been announced. Both Sen
ators would vote "Yea," if present.
The result was announced-yeas 50,
nays 35, as follows:
Aiken
Austin
Bailey
Ball
Barbour
Brewster
Brooks
Bulow
Biartoa
Butler
Byrd
Capper
Chavez
Clark. Mo.
Connally
flanaher
Davis
Bankhead
Barkley
Blibo
Lone
Brown
Bunker
Caraway
Chandler
Dlowney
Dloxey
Ellender
Hatch
Andrews
Bridges
Clark. Idaho
Glass

YEAS-50
George
Reed
Gerry
Rosier
Gillette
Schwartz
Guffey
Shipstead
Gurney
Smith
Herring
Spencer
Holman
Taft
Johnson, Calif. Thomas, Idaho
Johnson, Colo. Truman
Kilgore
Vandenberg
Lodge
Van Nuys
McNaiy
Walsh
Millikin
Wheeler
Nye
White
O'Daniel
Wiley
O'Mahoney
Willis
Radcliffe
NAYS-35
Hayden
Murdock
Hill-'
Murray
La Follette
Norris
Langer
Overton
Lee.
Pepper
Lucap..
Reynolds
McCarran
Stewart
McFarland
Thomas, Okla.
McKellar
Thomas, Utah
Maloney
Tunneil
Maybank
Wallgren.
Mead
NOT VOTING-11
Green
Tobey
Hughes
Tydings
Russell
Wagner
Smathers

So the committee amendment was
agreed to.
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The result was announced-yeas 77,
nays 0, as follows:

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is. Shall the bill pass?
Mr. BARKLEY and several other
Senators r~sked for the yeas and nlays.
The yeas and nlays were ordered, and
the Chief Clerk proceeded to call the

roll.

Mr. PEPPER (when Mr. ANDREWS'
name was called). The senior Senator
from Florida [Mr. ANDREWS] Is necessarily absent in Florida. If present, he
would vote "yea."
The roll call was concluded,
Mr. GERRY. I announce that the
junior Senator from Virgin!a [Mr.
)3YRDl Is unavoidably absent. If present, he would vote "Yea."
Mr. MEAD. My colleague the senior
Senator from New York (Mr. WAGNER]IIS
unavoidably absent. If he were present
he would vote "Yea."
Mr. HILL. I announce that the Senator from Virginia [Mr. GLASS]. and the
Senator from Delaware [Mr. HUGHES]
are absent because of illness.
The Senator from Rhode Island (Mr.
GREEN]. the Senator from New Jersey
(Mr. SMATHERSI, the Senator from Mon
tana, [Mr. WHEELER] * are necessarily ab
sent.
ICam advised that if present and votIng the Senators I have named would
vote "yea."
The Senator from Nevada (Mr. McCARRAN] Is detained in a conference at
the Treasury Department. If present he
would vote "Yea."
The Senator from California [Mr.
DOWNEY), the Senator from Iowa [Mr.
GILLETTE]. and the Senator from Geor
gia [Mr. RUSSELL] are necessarily absent.
Mr. MURDOCK. The senior Senator
from Utah (Mr. THOMAS] is unavoidably
absent from the Senate at this time. I
am advised that if he were present he
would vote "1yea."
Mr. McNARY. I announce that the
Senator from Vermont [Mr. AUSTINJ.
the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr.
BRIDGES], the Senator from North Da
kota [Mr. NYE], the Senator from Kan
sas [Mr. REED]. the Senator from New
Hampshire [Mr. TOBEYL. and the Sena
tor from Indiana [Mr. WILLIS] are nec
essarily absent. I am Informed that If
present and voting these Senators would
all vote "Yea."

Al ken
Bailey
Ball
Bankhead
Barbour
Barkley
Bilbo
Bone
Brcwster
Brooks
Brawn
Bulow
Bunker
Burton
Butler
Capper
Caraway
Chandler
Chavez
Clark. Idaho
Clark. Mo.
Connally
Danaher
Davis

Doxey
Ellender

Andrews
Austin
Bridges
Byrd
Downey

Gillette
Glass

YEAS-77
George
Gerry
Guffey
Gurney
Hatch
Hayden
Herring
Hill
Holman
Johnson. Calif.
Johnson. Colo.
Kllgore
La Follette
Langer
Lee
Lodge
Lucas
McFarland
McKellar
McNaty
Maloney
Maybank
Mead
Milltktn

Norris
O'Danlel
O'Mahoney
Overton
Pepper
Radcliffe
Reynolds
Roster
Schwartz
Shlpstead
Smith
Spencer
Stewart
Taft
Thcnias. Idaho
Thomas, Ok-la.
Truman
Tunisell
Tydings
Vandenberg
Van Nuys
Wa!lgren
Wa'rh
WhIte

Nya
Reed

Wheeler
Willis

WIlcy
Murdock
Murray
NOTr VOTING-i9
Thomas. Utah
Green
Tobey
Hughes
Wagner
MdcCarran
Ruisell
Smnatbers

So the bill H. R. 7378 was passed.
Mr. GEORGE. I move that the Sen
ate insist upon Its amendments, request
a conference with the House thereon.
and that the Chair appoint the conferees
on the part of the Senate.
'The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. GEORGE.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. BARKLEY, Mr. CONNALLY.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. CAPPER, and Mr.
VANDENBERG conferees on the part of the
Senate.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the bill be
printed with -theamendments numbered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Ocron~iR 10

(legislative day,

OCTOBER

5), 1942

Ordered to be printed with the amendments of the Senate numbered

AN ACT
To provide revenue, and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

2

tives of the United,States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That

4

and sections according to the following Table of Contents,

(a)

SHORT

TITLE.-This Act, divided into titles

5 may be cited as the "Revenue Act of. 1942":

584

13
14

(502)TITLE VII-SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES
SEC. 701. AUTOMATIC

INCREASE IN 1943 RATE NOT TO APPLY.

15

(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of the Federal

16

Insurance Co'ntributzon,is Act (Internal Revenue Code, see.

17 1400) are amended to read as follows:
18

"(1) With respect to wages received during the cal

19

endar years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, the rate

20

shall be 1 per centum.

21

"(2) With respect to wages received during the cal

22

endar years 1944 and 1945, the rate shall be 2 per

23

centum."

24

(b) Clauses (1) and (29)

of section 1410 of such Act

585
1 (Internal Revenue Code, see. 1410) are amended to read as
2 follows:
3

"(1) With respect to wages paid during the calendar

4

years 193.9, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1.943, the rate shall

5

be 1 per centum.

6
7

"(2) W'ith respect to wvages paid duri'ng the cale'n
dary!ears -1944and 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centuam."
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AN ACT
To provide revenue, and for other purposes.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
OCTOBER 10 (legislative day, OCTonER 5), 1042

Ordered to be printed with the amendments of the
Senate numbered
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House Is requested, a bill of the House
of the following title:
H.RS.?3'78. An act to provide revenue, and

for other purposes.
The Message also announced that the
Senate Insists upon its amendments to
the foregoing bill, requests a conference

with the House on the disagreeing votes
of the two Houses thereon, and appoints
Mr. GEORGE, Mr. WALSH, MR. BARKLEY, Mr.
CONNALLY, Mr. LA FOLLETTE, Mr. CAPPER,

and Mr. VANDENBERG to be the conferees

on the part of the Senate.

THE REVENUE ACT OF 1942
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to take from the

WWSAGE FROM THE 89NATE

A message from the Senate, by Mr.
F'razier, Its legislative clerk, announced
that the Senate had passed, with amendmnents In which the concurrence of the

Speaker's table the bill (F!. R. 7378) to
prov~de revenue and for other purposes,
with Senate amendments, disagree to the
Senate amendments and agree to the
conference requested by the Senate.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina?
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts., Mr.
Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
would like to ask the distinguished chairman of this great Committee on Ways
and Means when he expects to have the
conference report back to the House?
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Mr. DOUGHTON. I would say to the

distinguished minority leader that Is a
rather difficult question to answer. We
expect to get it back just as early as is
humanly possible. We hope to do it this
week, but I cannot give the gentleman
any such assurance.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. The
gentleman is going to try to get it back
as quickly as possible?
Mr. DOUGHTON. Absolutely. All this
talk about the bill not being brought
up until after the elections, as far as the
chairman of this committee knows, is all
bunk. It is our purpose to expedite It as
much as is humanly, reasonably possible.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. I am
sure, as far as the House is concerned,
there has been no effort to delay the
passage of this bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina [Mr. DOUGHTON]? [After a
pause.] The Chair hears none and ap
points the following conferees: Mr.
DOUGHTON, Mr. CULLEN, Mr. COOPER, Mr.
BozHNz, Mr. TREADWAY, Mr. KNUTSON,
and Mr. RzUD of New York.

OCTOBER 12
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THE REVENUE BILL, 1942
The SPEAKER. The Chair desires to
recognize the gentleman from North
Carolina [Mr. DOUGHTONI to submit a
unanimous consent request.
Mr. DoUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, by
request of my colleague the gentleman
from New York [Mr. CULLEN] a member
of the Ways and Means Committee, I ask
unanimous consent that he may be ex
cused from serving as one of the con
ferees on the tax bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina. [After, a pause.] The Chair
hears none and appoints the gentleman
from Oklahoma IMr. DISNZT] to serve as
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a1member of the conference on the part
of the House.
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MIESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

The message also announced that the
House had disagreed to the amend
ments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
7378) to provide revenue, and for
other purposes, agreed to the conference
asked by the Senate on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses thereon, and
that Mr. DOUGHTON, Mr. COOPUR, Mr.

BozHNE, Mr. Disiuy, Mr. TRzADwAY, Mr.
HmNrsox, and Mr. REED of New York were
appointed managers on the part of the
House at the conference.
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OF REPRESENTATIVES

REPORT

No. 2580

RE"VEPJ1 AIPT'OF 1942

OCTODEnt 19, i942.-Ordered

to be printed

Mr. DOUGHToN, from, the vonumittee of conference, submitted the

CONFERENCE REPORT
.[To acompany",H. it. 7378]

The ~onurittee of 'onference on the disagreeing votes of. the~two
Houses on the amendnments of tihe Senate to the bill (H. R. 7378) to
provide revenue,'and for other purposes, having met, alfter full and free
conference, have agre ed. to recomniend an d do recommend to their re
spective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 76, 114., 216,
243, 387, 388, 389, 392, 400,-407, 414, 415, 432, 436, 461, 484, 492,
and 501.

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments of
the Senate numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7., 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 10, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,. 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 4.71,48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 60, 61, 62, 63,'64, 65,66, 67, 68, 69,;72, 73, 74, 75, 79, 80, 82, 84,
85, 87, 89, 90, 91, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 91, 100, 101, 102, 108, 109, 113,
118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 126, 128,,129, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 138,
139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154,
155, 156, 1-57, 158, 162, 164, 165, 166, 1 67, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173,
174, 175, 176, 177, 180, 182, 183, 184,1iSO, 187, 188, 189, 100, 191, 192,
193, 194, 195,196, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213,
214, 218, 222, 2~3, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 235, 236,
237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253,
254, 255, 256, 257, 258,-259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268,
269, 270, 271, 272, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284,
285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 292, 293, 294, 295, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302,
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318,
319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334,
335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349,
350, 351, 352,353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364,
365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379,
380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 390, 393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 401, 403, 404,

2
405, 400, 4081 409,
424, 425, 426, 427,
443, 444, 445, 446,
463, 464, 465, 466,
479, 480, 481, 482,
496, and 502, and

REVEINUE ACT OF 1942

412, 413, 416,
430, 431, 433,
451, 452, 453,
469, 470, 471,
483, 485, 486, 487, 488,
agcree to the sarne.
410,
428,
447,
467,

411
429,
450,
468,

417, 419,
434,-437,
454, 455,
472, 473,
489, 490,

420, 421, 422, 423,
439, 440, 441, 442,
456, 457, 458, 462,
475, 476,.477, 478,
4911, 493, 49,4A
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ference, have agreed to recommend and do
recommend to their respective Houses as folIows:
That the Senate recede from Its amendmerits numbered 78, 114, 218, 248, 887. $888,
389, 392, 400 407, 414, 415, 432, 438, 481, 484.
492. and 501.
That the House recede from its disagree
ment to the amendments of the Senate numn
.bered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7. 8, 9, 10, 11. 12, 13. 15, 16.
17. 18, 19. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 27, 28, 29.
30, 31, 32, 33, 35. 38. 37, 38. 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 88. 57. 58.
59, 60, 81. 62. 83, 84, 85, 88, 87, 68. 89, 72. 78,
74, 75, '79. 80, 82, 84, 85. 87, 89, 900,91, 94, 95,
96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101. 102, 108, 109, 113, 118.
119. 120, 121, 122, 123. 128. 128. 129, 132. 183,
134, 135, 138, 138, 139, 140, 141. 142, 143, 144.
145. 148, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154. 155.
188, 157. 158. 162, 164, 185, 188, 187, 168, 169,
170, 171, 172, 173. 174. 175, 178, 177, 180. 182,
183, 184, 186, 187, 188. 189. 190, 191, 192, 193.
194, 195, 198, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 207, 209,
210. 211, 212. 213. 214, 218, 222, 228, 225. 228.
227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 235, 236. 237.
238, 239. 240, 241. 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249,
280. 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259,
280, 261, 282, 283, 284, 265, 286, 287, 268, 269.
270, 271, 272, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280,
281. 282, 283, 284. 285, 286, 287, 288, 289. 292,
293, 294, 295, 297, 298, 299. 800, 801, 802, 303,
304, 305, 306. 307, 308, 310, 811, 812, S1R, 814.
315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 820, 821, 822, 823, 824,
326, 327, 328, 329, 380. 331, 332, $338, 384. 335.
838. 337. 338. 339, 340. 341, 342. 848, 844. 845,
348, 347, 348, 349. 350, 851, 852, 858, 354. 885,
358, 357, 358, 359, 380. 361, 362, 808, 364, 365,
886, 387, 388, 369. 370, 371, 872, 878, 374. 878,
376, 377. 378, 379, 380, 381, 882, 383, 884. 390,
393, 394, 395. 396, 397, 398, 401, 403. 404, 405.
406, 408, 409. 410, 411, 412. 418, 416, 417, 419,
420, 421, 422. 423, 424, 425, 426. 427, 428. 429,
480, 431. 433, 434, 437, 439, 440, 441, 442. 443.
444, 445. 446. 447. 450. 451, 452. 453. 454. 455.
456, 457, 458, 462, 463, 484, 485, 466, 467. 488,
469, 470. 471, 472, 473, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479,
480, 481, 482, 483, 485, 486, 487, 488, 489. 490,
491, 493, 494. 495, 498, and 502, and agree to
the same.

CONFERENCE REPORT ON THE REVENUE
BILL.T
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I call
up the conference report on the bill
(H. R. 7378) to 'provide revenue, and for
other purposes, and askc unanimous con
sent that the statement may be read In
lieu of the report.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
North Carolina?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the statement.
The conference report and statement
are as follows:
coNmERMcB aZPos
The committee of confere305 on the dis
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. IL
7878) to provide revenue, and for other pur
poses, having met, after full and free oon
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Amendment No, 502: This amendment
postpones the Increase in the rates of tax Im
posed by the Federal Insurance Contritutions
Act by providing that the 1 percent rate shall
remaIn effective through the calendar year
1943, and that the 2 percent rate shall apply
to wages paid and received during the calen
dar years 1944 and 1945. The House recedes.

OCTOBER 20
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Mr. TREADWAY. So would I. I
think the Secretary of the Treasury chose
a rather poor time to broach that. I
think it is unfortunate that he took oc
casion to say that he wanted another tax
bill just at the time when we are finish
ing the present one. Even bsfore we had
finished the bill, he told us what he
wanted us to do in the next one. I think
that was a rather unfortunate time to
announce such a thing.
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Of general Interest is the action of the
conference committee In adopting the
Senate amendment providing for the
freezing of the present 1-percent rate
under the social -security pay-roll tax for
another year. Under existing law, it
would automatically increase to 2 per
cent on both employers and employees
on January, 1 next. - Under the present
1-percent rate, the reserves are already
twice the amount contemplated by Con
gress, and they will continue to Increase
with the expansion of pay rolls. Since
the pay-roll taxes are only intended to
meet the needs of the Sooial Security
System, and are not for general revenue
purposes, there Is no justification for ex
acting an additional 1 percent from both
employers and employees at this time.
I am personally very much opposed to
using social security taxes for other than
social security purposes, and for that rea
son am very much In sympathy with the
amendment freezing the present rate for
another year. The matter can be reex
amined later In the light of conditions
then existing.
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The SPEAKER. All time has expired
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker. I
move the previous question on the adop
tion of the conference report.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question Is on
agreeing to the conference report.
The question was taken; and on a divi
sion (demanded by Mr. PATMAN) there
were-ayes 130. noes 2.
So the conference report was agreed
to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

The message further announced that
the House had agreed to the report of the
committee of conference on the disagree
.ing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H. R. 7378) to provide revenue, and for
other purposes.
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REVENUE ACT OF' 1942--CONFERENCE
REPORT

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I wish
to present and have considered the con-

ference report on House bill 7378, the taX
bill, but before taking it up I suggest tile
absence of a quorum.
The
The PRESIDING OMFCER,
clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, ancd the
following Senators answered to their
names:
Pepper
Aikeen
Gerry
Gillette
Radcliffe
Andrews
Green
Reed
Austin
Guffey
Reynolds
Bailey
Rosier
Gurney
Ball
Russell
Hatch
Barbour
Hayden
Schwartz
Barkley
Shipstead
Hill
Bilbo
Johnson, Calif. Smatbers
Bone
Spencer
Brewster
Kilgore
La Follette
Thomas, Idaho
Hxulow
Langer
Thomas, Ohias.
Bunker
Thomas, Utah
Lee
Burton
Tobey
Butler
Mcrarland
Tunnell
Capper
M~cKellar
Tydings
McNary
Caraway
Vandenberg
chandler
Maloney
Van Nuys
Maybank
Chavez
Mead
Wagner
Connally
Wallgren
Dansber
Murdocic
Norris
Walsh
Davis
Nye
Wheeler
Downey
Wiley
Doxey
O'Danlel
Willis
O'Mahoney
Ellender
Overton
George
The PRESIDING OFFCER. Sev
ent~y-fouir Senators have answered to
their names. A quorum Is present.
Mr. GEORGE submitted tile following
report:
The committee of conference on the dis
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
7378) to provide revenue, and for other pur
poses, having met, after full and free con
terence, have agreed to recommend and do
recommend to their respective Houses as fol1
lows:
That the Senate recede from its amend
ments numbered 76, 114, 216, 243, 887, 388,
389, 392, 400, 407, 414, 415, 432, 436, 461, 484,
492. and 501.
That the House recede from Its disagree
ment to the amendments of the Senate nUmn
bered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16.,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 47, 48, 49. 60, 51, 82, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 68, 67, 68, 69, 72, 73,
74. 75, 79, 80, 82, 84, 83, 87, 89, 90, 91, 94, 98,
96, 97. 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 108, 109, 113, 118,
119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 126, 128, 12, 132, 133,
134. 130, 136. 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144,
148, 148, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 164, 155,
156, 157, 158, 162, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169,
170, 171, 172, 173, 1'74, 175, 176, 177, 180, 162,
185, 164, aS6, 187, 188, 189, 190, 1-91, 192, 193,
194, 195, 196, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202. 207, 209,
210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 218, 222, 223, 225, 226,
227, 228. 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 238, 236, 237,
238, 239, 240, 241, 244, 248, 246, 247, 248, 249,
250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 288, 257, 258, 2B9,
280, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 288, 269,
270. 271, 272. 274, 278, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280,
281, 282, 283, 234, 285. 286, 287, 288, 289, 292,
293, 294, 295, 297, 298, 299, 800, 301, 802, 303.
304, :305, 306, 307, 308, 310, 811, 812, 813, 314,
315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 828, 824,
326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 832, 333, 334, 535,
336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341. 342, 343, 344, 345,
34.6. 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 382, 353, 354, 355,
356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 383, 364, 365,
366, 367, 368, 389, 370, 371, 372, 373, 874, 875,
376, 377. 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 884, 390,
393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 401, 408, 404, 405,
406. 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 416, 417, 419,
42g. 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 428, 427, 428, 429,

430,
444,
456,
469:
480,
491,

431,
445,
457,
470,
481,
493,

433,
446,
458.
471,
482,
494,

the same.

434,
447,
462,
472,
483,
498,

437,
450,
463,
473,
485,
496,

439,
451,
464,
475,
486,
and

440, 441,
482, 463,
468, 466,
478. 477,
487, 438,
802, and

442, 443,
454, 455,
46'?. 488,
478, 479,
409, 490,
agree to
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the conference report?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the report.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I pro
pose to make only a brief statement with
respect to some of the material things
which were done in conference.

The Senate provisions relating to the
freezing of social-security taxes were
agreed to by the House, as well as the
amendments offered by the senior Sen
ator from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSH],
as chairman of the subcommittee, relat
ing to the renegotiation of contraet.
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The
The pRESI]DING OFFICER.
question is on agreeing to the confer
ence report.
The report was agreed to.
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[CHAPTER

619-2D SESSION]

[H. R. 7378]
AN ACT
To provide revenue, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and HOU86 of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) SHolRr
T~mE.-This Act, divided into titles and sections according to the
following Table of Contents, may be cited as the "Revenue Act of
-1942":
TABLE OF CONTENTS
[In the following table, a section number following the title of a
section of this Act indicates the provision of the Internal Revenue
Code to which such section of this Act makes the principal amend
ment.]
T~mE I-INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORAT'ION INcoME TAXES
PART I-AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 1
Taxable years to which amendments applicable.
Normal tax on individuals (sec. 11).
Surtax on individuals (sec. 12 (b)).
Optional tax on individuals with gross income from certain sources of
$3,000 or less (sec. 400).
Sec. 105. Tax on corporations (sec. 15).
Sec. 106. Tax on nonresident alien individuals (sec. 211).
Sec. 107. Tax on foreign corporations (sec. 231 (a) ).
Sec. 108. Withholding of tax at source (secs. 143 and 144).
Sec. 109. Treaty obligations.
Sec. 110. Transfers of life insurance contracts, etc. (sec. 22 (b) (2)).
Sec. 111. Income received from estates, etc., under gifts, bequests, etc. (see.
22 (b) (3) ).
Sec. 112. Amendments to conform Internal Revenue Code with Public Debt Act
of 1941 (sec. 22 (b) (4) ).
Sec. 113. Exclusion of pensions, annuities, etc., for disability resulting from mili
tary service (sec. 22 (b) (5) ).
Sec. 114. Exclusion of income from discharge of indebtedness (sec. 22 (b) (9)).
Sec. 115. Improvements by lessee (sec. 22 (b)).
Sec. 116. Recovery of bad debts, prior taxes, and delinquency amounts (sec.
22 (b) ).
Sec. 117. Additional allowance for military and naval personnel (sec. 22 (b)).
Sec. 118. Report requirement in connection with inventory methods (sec. 22 (d)
(2)).
Sec. 119. last-in first-out inventory (sec. 22 (d)).
Sec. 120. Alimony and separate maintenance payments (se. 22).
Sec. 121. Non-trade or non-business deductions (sec. 23 (a)).
Sec..t22. Deduction allowable to- purchasers for*State and local retail sales taxes
(see.23 (c))
Sec. 123. Deduction for stock and bond losses on securities In affilliated corpora
tions (sec. 23 (g)).
Sec. 124. Deduction for bad debts, etc. (sec. 23 (k))
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.

101.
102.
103.
104.

(Pua. LAw 753.1
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TITLE VII-SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES
SEC. 701. AUTOMATIC INCREASE IN 1943 RATE NOT TO APPLY.

(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act (Internal Revenue Code, see. 1400) are amended
to read as follows:
"(1) With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1939. 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, the rate shall be 1 per centuin.
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"(2) With respeci to wages received duritig the calendar years
1944 and 1945. the rate shall be 2 per centum."1
(b) Claus~es (1) andl (2) of section 1410 of such Act (Internal
Revenue Code, sex. 1410) are amenided to read as follows:
"(1) W~itli reslpect to wages paid during the calendar years
1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
"(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar vear's
1944 anld 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum."
* * ***
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Approved, October 21, 1942, 4.30 p. m.
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No. 107

CLARIFYING CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MERCHANT
MARINE LAWS

Fuaauaav 8, 1948.--Committed to the Committee of the Whole House au the
state Of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. Bwnm, from the Committee on the Merchant Marine. and
Fisheries, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 1831
The Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries, to whom was
referred the bill (H. R. 133) to amend and clarify certain provisions
of law relating to functions of the War Shipping Adminitration, and
for other purposes, having considered the same, report favorably
thereon with an amendment and recommend that the bill as amended
Tde amndmen is as follows:
Page 12, line 12, strike out "January 1" and insert in lieu thereof
"'June 30".
This amendment would correct an inadvertent failure to change
a date on reintroduction of the measure and would adjust the effec
tive date of the new paragraph with respect to proceedings to enforce
lien claims and also conform to the date in a comparable provision
found on page 9, lines 7 and 8.
GENERAL STATEMENT

The bill, H. R. 133, is a reintroduction of the bill H. R. 7424,
Sevenity-seenth Congress, substantially in the form in which it was
reported favorably by your committee (H. Rept. No. 2572) and
passed the House of Representatives without amendment on October
19, 1942. The bill was reported favorably with certain amendments
by the Committee on Commerce of the Senate on December 4, 1942
(.Rept. No. 1813). Because of the imminent adjournment of
Congress (December 16,1942) the bill was not pressed for consideration
in the Senate.
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The bill, H. R. 133, contains man~y provisions to facilitate efficient
operation of the merchant marine in. wartime, to clear up points of
uncertainty and difficulty, and is of particular interest and benefit to
Peamen and thcir dependents. The committee urge prompt con
sideration and early enactment of the bill.
The detailed provisions of the bill and its objectives are set forth and
discussed in the report of this committee on the predecessor biUl,
H. R. 7424, Seventy-seventh Congress (11. Rept. No. 2512) which is
attachedlhereto and made apart hereof (pages 8-41.
The few differ..
ences between H. R. 133 and the predecessor bill are explained at the
close of this general statement [pages 6-8].
SEAMEN'S BENEFITS

The effect of section 1 is to provide that officers and crew members
who are employed on behalf of the United States through the War
Shipping Administration shall be put on the saime basis as seamen in
private employment with respect to rights, benefits, andl privileges in
connection with employment, particularly in case of death, injury, or
other casualty. Under the bill, these ciuploycees of the War Shipping
Administration will have the seaman's 'right to wages, maintenance,
and cure, in case of illness or injury in the ship's service. They will
have the benefits of the Public Health Service, including marine
hospitals, like other seamen. They will have, old-age andl survivors'
insurance under the Social Security Act. They will containue to have
the right to indemnity through court action for injury resulting from
unseaworthiness of the vessel or defects in vessel appliflnces, andl they
(and their dependents) will have the right to action under the Jdnes
Act (1920) for injury or (leath rcsuilti~ii from negligence of the em
gloyer. Such seame(n will have the right to enforce claimis for thwse
onefits according to the procedure of the Suits in Admuirailty Acet
except that clatims with respect to social-security benefits shall he
prosecuted in accordlance with the procedlure providl(.d in the socialsecurity law. The seamen and their (lcpendlents or beneficiaries will
haeteprotection of war-risk insurance at the employer's expense
in accordlance with the (lecisions of the Maritime War Emergency
Board as required for all privately employed seamen.
To avoid confusion andl duplication of ( enefits, these seamen would
be expressly excluded from coverage under certain statutes which
otherwise w'ould in some cases at leanst apply to them. These seamen
employees would not be covered uinder th e Civil Service Retirement
Act because of the temporary character of their Government employ
ment and because as private employees they hat., e tile old-aige bel~en(its
of thle Social Security Act. They fire not to he covere tiunder the
United States Employees' Compensation Act because they and their
dependents have the right to sute for indemnity or damages uinder
the Jones Act in case of lath or injury and they and their benefici
aries have the protection of Government 'war-risk insurance. They
wotuld be excluded from coverage uinder Public Law 490, SeventySeventh Congress, because the pay and allowances provided in that
act for -missing and interned employees of the United States are fur
nished for seamen and their dependents under the requirements of
the Maritime War Emergency Board. They are not to be covered
under Public 784, Seventy-sevenIth Congress, which Provides war
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casualty compensation and detention payments for contract employ
ams. of the United States serving outside the United States, because
the seamen in question are protected under the right to sue for iii
demnity or damages and under the war-risk insurance coverage.
The basic scope and philosophy of the measure is to preserve
private rights of seamen while utilizing the merchant marine to the
utmost for public wartime benefit. Except in rare cases the ships
themselves are being operated as merchant vessels, and are therefore
subject to the Suits in Admiralty Act. Granting seamen rights to
sue undler that act is therefore entirely consistent with the underlying
pattein of the measure. This should follow even in the extraordinary
case where vessels might otherwise technically be classed as public
vessels.
The provisions of section 1 are made applicable with respect to
rights and claims which may have accrued prior to the enac~tment, of
the bill. Any claim or action of the scamnan emjployee accruing on or
after October 1, 1941, and prior to the enactment of the measure may
be enforced, upon election to do so, in accordance wvith the provisions
of section 1 as if it had been law when the claim or action accrued.
The specific amendments to existing law necessary to implement
the policy to continue or reinstate seamen employees of the War
Shipping Administration under the old-age and 'survivors' insurance
provisions of the Social Security Act are Contained in subsection (b)
(1), (2), (3), and (4) of section 1. These are amendments to section
1426 of the Internal Revenue Code and section 209 of the Social
Security Act. Coverage under the old-age benefits would be retro
active to October 1, 1941; subject to adjustmexit where the employees'
tax for the employment period had not been paid.
IMPROVED INSURANCE

PROTECTION FORl SEAMEN AND THEIR
DE PEN DENTS

Section 2 of the bill would amend the War Risk Insurance Act to
authorize insurance to be provided for officers and members of crews
not only against disability, deteiition, or death arising from war risks,
but also any risk ordinarily conside~red a marine risk but in fact arising
directly or indirectly out of war conditions, aiid would provide retro
active coverage for casualties to vessels and their crews occurring in
the first part of the war and just prior to the be~ginning of the war.
The amendment is designed to give complete protection to seamen and
their dependents or beneficiaries during the time of war on privately
operated or Government operated vessels. Several deserving cases
arose from the early casualties and the retroactive coverage would pre
vent discrimination against and unreasonable hardship for these sea
men and their dependents arising from the restricted type of insurance
available at the time, misunderstandings of legal rights, oversights, or
emergencies. Section 2 would authorize tho insurance of officers and
members of crews of vessels and other persons transported thereon
against death, injury, or detention arising from marine risks to the
exteftt determined to be necessary or desirable and would expressly
authorize such insurance benefits to be furnished on a similar basis to
cover cases arising during the period beginning October 1, 1941, and
before the enactment of the bill
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VESSEL REQUISITION PROCEDURE

The first four subsections of section 3 are designed to uimprove the
administration of the requisition laws (see. 902 of the Mecant
Marine Act, 1936, and Public Law 101, 77th Cong.). This bill does
not contain the anmendment heretofore proposed by the Senate Com
merce Committee in its report of December 4, 1942, on the bill H. R.
7424. This problem of just compensation and the enhancement
clause has been left for separate consideration.
The first amendment (see. 3 (a)) makes it clear that, confirming
existing practice, partial deposits may be made with the Treasurer
of the United States, on account of just compensation in order to
facilitate the pa,1ment of valid claims against the requisitioned vessel
other than the claim of the owner for just compensation.
Subsection (b) clarifies and prescribes standards to be followed in
case of a requisition of title when it subsequently appears that the
ownership of the vessel is not required by the United States. There
are cases where title requisition has been necessary in order to get
control of the vessel even though it later develops that use, and not

ownership, is required. The cases have involved primarily small
boat acquisition for auxiliary naval or military purposes and acquisi
tion of vessels in foreign ports or for diplomatic or governmental
reasons. Subsection (b) would'~require that any contemplated con
version of title requisition to use requisition be made prior to pay
ment in full, or payment of 75 percent, of just compensation therefor
and would requr tathdermnion be published in the Fedea
Register. It is also provided (as proposed by the Senate Conmnerce
Committee by amendment to H. R. 7424, the predecessor bill1) that
no determination to change title requisition to use requisition be
made in case of a vessel owned by a citizen of the United States, after
2 months following delivery of the vessel under title requisition, unless
consent of the owner is had. The subsection also provides (as pro
posed by a further Senate Commerce Committee amendment to H. R.
7424), in accord with a suggestion of the State Department, that the
War Shipping Administration, upon recommendation of the Secre
tary of State may clhange title requisition to use requisition where a
foreai
vessei has been lost or destroyed or converted to military or
naause by the United States.
Subsection (c) of section 3 specifically makes it the duty of officers
and agents of a court having possession of a requisitioned vessel, to
comply with the order of requisitioning and transfer custody upon 'the
filing of a certified copy of thre quisition order with the court.
Subsection (d) of section 3, amending section 902 (d) of the Mer
chant Marine Act, 1936, by adding a paragraph, sets forth a procedure
for the handling of valid lien's and encumbrances agiSt requisitioned
American-owned vessels. This procedure issila to that worked
out by the Senate Commerce Committee in the case of foreign vessels
under the Foreign Vessels Requisition Act (Public Law 101). Under
this amendment deposits may be made with the Treasurer of the
United States ~on accunt of just compensation for American-owned
ve.sses but only to the extent necessaiy to provide for the payment of
valid liens and encumbrances existing at the time of the requisition.
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ImPRoVUD INsvRANcz ADUMINTRTION AND COYuuAou
The last seven subsections of section 3 contain various amendments
to the War Risk Insurance Act and Public Law 101, Sevenlty-seventh
Congress, designed to clarify the administration of the act and to
cover some minor gaps in the insurance protection now provided
tb~o-suder.
,he amendments in suleection (e) would permit more effective
use of existing underwriting and adjustment facilities by permitting
an allowance to an agent for servicing insurance written by the
underwriting agent, and for services of an insurance carrier for han
din rensuanc,
sch lloane, however, not to provide for payment
bygen
he orthecarierof commissions in excess of 5 percent of
Subecion(f ofsetio 3would make it possible for Government
agnistoD procure, undr th
ahnr rovided in the War Risk
Inurnce Act coverage for maiersson vessels in which the
United States Las an interest, in accordance with the existing author
ity in section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as amended.
Subsection (g) of section 3 provides for interpleader proceeding
in war-risk insurance litigation. The amendment provides machinery
whereby all conflicting cliants would be brought into the litigation
or, if necessary, litigation might be initiated throu~gh an action in
the nature of a bill of interpleader. The provision is an adaptation
of the procedure provided to meet a similar problem in the World
War Veterans' Act, 1924, as amended.
Subsection (h) of section 3 would, for the purposes of the War Risk
Iusurance Act, define the term "risks of war" in such a manner as to
clarify the authority, to provide war-risk insurance for all risks arising
out of the war which are not covered by marine insurance available
commercially. If the private market narrows the scope of its insur
ance coverage, the Administration would be able to cover so much of
the abandoned coverage as may be nccessary to carry on needed
shipping.
Subsection (i) of section 3 would authorize the War Shipping
Administration to provide 'insurance or reinsurance protection against
lglliabilities of companies performing services or providing facilities
fopr vessels, public or private, especially in the case of ship repairs.
Such protection would be afforded only when not available at reason
able rates and on reasonable conditions from existing American
faciitis,
nd oul no beavailable to cover liabilities to employees
wit trepec
emloyr' libiltyor workmncm's compensation.
Subecton
j) f ecton woldmake it clear beyond controversy
thattheWarRis Inurace Act includes authority to provide
insurance protection for agent operators as well as owners or charterets
of vessels. The recent determination of the Supremo Court of the
United States in Afargaret Al. Brady v. Roosevelt Steamship Company,
Ine. (No. 269, October term, 1942, January 18, 1943), hold that there
is such an independent liability in certain cases.
Subsection (k) of section 3 would expressly extend the insurance
Cowers of the Administration to cover all vessels owned or controlled
bythe War Shipping Administration, including not only vessels,
requisitioned, chartered, or purchased under Public Law 101 Seventyseventh Congress, which are already expressly covered, but also vessels
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requisitioned under the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as well as
vessels constructed by the Maritime Commission.
MISCELLANEOUS
SECTION 4

Section 4 of the bill would eliminate any doubt as to the right of the
United States to all exemptions and to limit liability with respect to
vessels owned by or chartered to the War Shipping Administrator or
operated directly by him or for his account and would cover agent'.
liabilities under the Brady, case above referred to.
SECTION 6

Section 5 sets forth the effective date of section 1 (a) of the bill and
provides that it will terminate at the same time as title I of the First
War Powers Act, 1941, which will be 6 months after the end of the
war or such earlier date as the Congress by concurrent resolution or the
President may designate. The last sentence of section 5 makes it
clear that where certain former powers of the Maritime Commission
are placed in the Wor Shipping Administration for the war period,
suc'i powers as modified by the bill shall be exercised by the War
Shipping Administrator during the war period.
H. R. 133 IN RELATION TO H. R. 7424, SEVENTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS

The bill (H. R. 133) differs from the bill (H. R. 7424) as it was
by this committee and as it passed the House in these sub..
stnntial respects (omitting self-explanatory changes):
P'age 2, lines 14 to 18: This language would make it clear that sea
mnen covered by section I (a) of the bill are Diot to be included in the
coverage of Public Law 784, Seventy-seventh Congress, which provides
compensation for injury or death from war risk hazards to certain
contract employees of the United States for services outside the
United States. These seamen are already protected under the right
to suze for indemnity or damages and under the war-risk insurance
furnished seamen uinder the requirements of the Maritime War
Emiergency Board. This insurance coverage is comparable to the
casualty comnpensation and detention benefits which would be pro
vided under Public Law 784.
Page 4, line 3: At the end of this subsection there appeared in the
bill (H1. R. 7424) a provision vesting in the President the authority to
extend to seamen, tinder certain conditions, benefits of the United
States Employees Compensation Act. In 'view of certain objections
expressedl to this provision before the Senate Commerce Committee,
it is omitted from this bill in brder to permit further consideration of
the matter involved.
Page 6, line 8, and page 8, line 19: Originally the provision with
respect to determinations or findings of thre War Shipping Adminis-.
trator under the respective sections were not to be subject to review by
any governmental agency. This limitation is omitted with accord of
the Comptroller General in opposition to such provisions.
Page 7, lines 21 and 22: The words "or tinder the control" have been
added in order to make it entirely clear that,the authority of the War
Shipping Administration to provide insurance under the subsection in
IeJported
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question will be effective even though the vessel was not operated by
or under the direction of the Maritime Commission or the War Ship
ping Administration so lona as it was under the, control thereof
through ship warrants or otherwise.
Page 10, line 17, to page II, line 4: The proviso and the last sen
tence of subsection (b) comprise the language of amendments -pro
posed by the Senate Committee on Commerce to the bill, H. R. 7424,
to meet. certain problems in connection with the power to convert a
requisition of title of a vessel to a requisition of use. The proviso
limits the power of the Government to convert title requisition to use
reqisiionsotha suh atin cannot be taken after the expiration of
aof2
priomnth folowngthe delivery of the vessel pursuant to
tite rquiitin.
he entnceat the end of subsection (b) would
autorie
deermnaionbythe War Shipping Administration to
convert a requisition of title into a requisition of use, upon rec
ommendation of the Secretaiy of State in the case of any vessel
requisitioned pursuant to the Foreign Vessels Requisition Act of .June
6, 1941, where such vessel is lost or destroyed or convertedl to military
use by the United States.
Page 12, lines 2 and 3: The language "as may equal but not ex
ceed the amount of such claims in respect of the vessel" is inserted
to meet a possible interpretation that the langpuage of 11. R. 7424
calls for the deposit of the full amiount of just compcnsation with
the Treasurer of the United States, whereas the original provision is
designed for the protection of lien holders and such protection will
be accorded by depositing only thatp art of thle compettsation nieces
sary. to cover valid claims against the vessel by way of mortgage,
maritime claim, or attachment lien.
Page 15, line 19 to page 143, line 2: This subsection (h) (lid not ap
pear in the bill H. R. 7424. The new subsection would make it clear
that the War Shipping Admninistratioin may provide war-risk insur
ance for all risks arising out of thle war whiich are not at thle, time
covered by prevailing commercial marine insurance. 'I'lie object of
this provision (which wa proposed by the Semiate Commerce Conl
mittee as anl amendment in its report onl the hill in the 77th Cong.)
is to avoid any gap in insurance coverage necessary for the protec
tion of shipping during thle war. This provision (lot s not chfaiugc but
merely clarifies existing insurance powers of the Administrationl.
Page 18, lines 1 to 7: This sentence is added to make it clm ur tht
the authority which is gr-anted by amndments to existing law conl
tained in the bill and referring to the Maritime. ('oninssionl shall be
exercised by the Administrator of the War Shipping Administration
in accordance with the Executive order of Februaryv 7, 1942 (which
transferred to the War Shipping Administration certain funletiolis of
the Maritime Commission for the period of the war).
The -bill1 H. R. 133, does not contain any aienednent to section
902 (a) of the Merchant M1arine Act, 1936, as was proposed by the
Senate Committee in its Senate Report No. 1813 onl H. R. 7424. The
proposed amendment to section 902 (a) was designed to clarify the
application of that section in payment of just compen~sation for
requisitioned vessels, in view of a recent opinion of the Comptroller
General with respect to the interpretation of thle enhancement clause
in that section. There wats no such provision in the house bill as it
passed the House and it is contemplated that thle necessity for legisla
tion on the subject will be consideraed by this committee as a separate
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matter after full hearing permits adequate consideration of all
pertinent factors.
For ready reference and for information, the report on the prede
cessor bill, H. R. 7424, is set out below.
(H. RVpS Nto. NM2Mh Cong.,: 111114

The Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries, to whom
was referred the bill (H. R. 7424) to amend and clarify certain pro
visions of law relating to functions of the War Shipping Administra
tion, and for other purposes, having considered -te same, report
favorably thereon with an amendment and recommend that the bill,
as amended, do pass.
The amendment is as follows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
That (a) officers and members of crews (hereinafter referred to as "seamen") em
ployed on United States or foreign-flag vessels as employees of the United States
through the War Shipping Administration shall, with respect to (1) Jaws ad
ministered by the Public Health Service and the Social Security Act, as amended
by subsection (b) (2) and (3) of this sectioni (2) death, injuries, illness, mainte
nance and cure, loss of effects, detention, or repatriation, or claims arising there
from not covered by the foregoing clause (1), and (3) collection of wages and
bonuses and making of allotmients, have all ol the rights, benefits, exemptions,
privileges, and liabilities, under law applicable to citizens of the United States
employed as seamen on privately owned and operated American vessels. Such
seamen, because of the temporary wartime character of their employnaent by the
War Shipping Administration, shall not be considered as officers or employees
of the United States for the purposes of the United States Employees' Compensa
tion Act, as amended; the Civil Service Retirement Act, as amended; or the Act
of Congress approved March 7,1942 (Public Law 490, Seventy-seventh Congress).
Claims arising under clause (1) hereof shall be enforced in the same manner as
Suich claims would be enforced if the seaulan were employed on a privately owned
and operated American vessel. Any claim referred to In clause (2) or (3) hereof
shall, if administratively disallowed in whole or in part, be enforced pursuanlt to
thecprovisions of the Suits In Admiralty Act, notwithstanding the vessel on
whic the seaman Is employed is not a merchant vessel within the meaning of
such Act. Any claim, right, or cause of action of or in respect of may such sea
man accruing onl or after October 1, 1941, and prior, to the (late of enactment of
this section may be enforced, and upon the elect-lon of the seanman or his survivin
dependent or beneficiary, or his legal representative to do so shall be governedt
as if this section had been In effect when such claim, right, or cause of action'
accrued, suich election to be made in accordance with rules and regulations pre
scribed by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration. Rights of any
seaman uander the Social Secuarity Act, as amended by subsection (b) (2) and (3)
and claims therefor shall be governed solely by the provisions of such Act, so
Amended. When used in this subsection the term "adnministratively disallowed"
mecans a denaiaLof a written claim In accordance with rules or regulatio's pre
scribed by the, Administrator, War Shipping Administration. When used in'
this suhsection the terms "War 1lhipping Administratioii" and "Administrator,
War Shipping Administrattioni thalls he deemed to include the United States
Maritime Commnission with respect to the period bej~inning October 1, 1941, and
ar~dny February II, 1942, and the term 'seamnan' shall be deemed to include
aYseaman enmployerl as an employee of the United States through the War
Shipping Administration on vessipL4 made available to or ilubdhartered to other
agencies or departments of the United States. The President shall, whenever
he finds that convenience of adminifstration and the efficient prosecution of the
war require, extend to seamen upon such terne and conditions as he finds fair
andaapropriate any and all the benefits of employees of the United States under
the Ulnite d States Employcees' Compensation Act, as amended, and upon suich
event, the rights, benefits and privileges of suich seamen herein provide for wit
respect to death. in ury, illness, and maintenance and etire, shall cease to cuch
extent as the President finds that the termination of such rights, benefits, and
privileges Js necessrY to avoid duplicattion of payments on account of death,
Inury, illness, Or maintenance and cure.
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(b) (1) Section 1426 of the Internal Revenue Code (63 Stat. 177, 1383; 26
U. 8. C. 1426) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the foilowing new sub
"etiont:
",(I) Omrcmas AND M1110111111a1 OW CauWs EMPLOYED DY WAR SNIPPING AllMINIBUATION.-The term 'employment' shall include such service as Is determined
by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, to he performed after
September 30, 1941, and prior to the termination of title I of the First Wau
Powers Act, 1941, on or in connection with any vessel by an officer or member of
the crew as An employee of the United States employed through the War Shipping
Administration, or in respect of such service performed before February 11, 1942,
the United States Maritime Commission. The term 'wages' means, with respect
to service which constitutes eniploytnent by reason of this subsection, stich amount
of remuneration as Is determined (subject to the provisions of this section) by the
Administrator, War Shipping Administration, to be paid for such Service. The
Administrator and such agents as he may designate for the purpose are authorized
and directed to comply with the provisions of the internal revenue laws on behalf of
the United States as the employer of individuals whose service constitutes em
ployment by reason of this subsection, but the Administrator and his agents shall
not he liable for the tax on any employee imposed by section 1400 (unless the Ad
ministrator or his agent collects suich tax fromt the employee) with respect to service
perfrme
beore he ateof nactment of this subsection which constitutes
empoymnt
y raso oftheenatment of this subsection."
(2)Secion209of
he ocil Scurty Act, as Amended (U7.S. C., title 42, sec.
409) Isamededby
adin atth~endthereof the following new subsection:
"(o
Oriezs
(1
AD MMIERS OF CREWS EMPLOYED DY WAR SHIPPING
Azns~lsv~rzrr.-he trm emplymet' shall include such service as is deter
Administration, to be performed after
mined by the Administrator, Wa hpig
September 30, 194 1, and prior tthteination of title I of the First War Powers
Act, 1941, on or in connection with any vessel by an oflicer or member of the crew
as an employee of the United States eiiployed through the War Shipping Adininis
tratlon or, in respect of such service performed before February, 11, 1942, the
United States Maritime Commission.
"(2) The Social Security Board shall not imake determinations as to whether an
-individual has performed services which aee employment by reason of this sub
section, or the periods of suich services, or the amounts of remuneration for Suich
services, or the periods in which or for which suich remuneration was paid, but shail
accpt hedetrmiatonswitherto
rspet
f he dmiisratrWar Ship
pingAdmnisratin
ad sch aent asho my dsigmate aseviened by re
turs fledby uchAdmnisratr
s am eploer
ursantto ecton1428 (i) of
the ntenalRevnueCod
an cerifiatins adepuruan tothis subsection.
Suc deermnatonsshal
b coclsiv an shll ot e rvieedby any person
"(3AdinitraorWarShippitg
Th
Administration, is authorized and
uon ritenreqestofthe Social Security Board, to make certification
dirqie,
to espctto
t wth
ny attr eterminable for tile Board by the War Shipping
Admnisratr
uderthi susetion, which the Board finds necessary ill ad
ministering this title.
"'(4) This subsection shall be effective as of September 30, 1941."
(3) Section 907 of the Social Security Act Amnendmlents of 1939 is amended by
Inserting after the phrase "attaining age sixty-live," the followilng: "anid 1 per
centtim of any wages paid himi for services which constitute enlploylnent by virtue
of subsection (o) of section 209 of the Social Security Act, as atrend~ed"'.
(C) 'The War Shipping Administration arid its agents or persoins acting on its
behalf or for its account may, for convenience of administratioii, with the approval
of the Administrator, make payments of army taxes, fees, charges, or exactions to
the United States or its agencies.
SEC. 2. (a) Section 222 (f) of Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of the Merchant
'ct 136,as mened(Public Law r1,23, Seventy-seventh Congress), is
Marne
azneded~insrtig beoretheperiod at the end thereof a semicolon And the
follwing
'an, wenevr th Comission shall insure any risks iimcluded under
subecton
d) r () o ths sctin, or under this subsection insofar as it concerns
liailiiesreltin tothemaserofficers, and crews%of such vessels or to other
persons transpore teon,
the insurance on such. risks may include marine
risks to the exten taheCommission determiines to be necessary or advisable".
(b) Whenever the Administrator, War Shipping Administration finds that, on
or after October 1, 1941, and before thirty days after the date of enactment of
this subsecton, a master, officer, or member of the crew of, or any persons trans
ported on, a vessel owned by or chartered to the Maritime Commission or the
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War Shipping Administration or operated by or for the account of or at the
direction of the Commission or the Administration, has suffered death, injury
detentijon, or other casualty, for which the War Shipping Administration wou a
be aut~horized to jprovide insurance under Subtitle-I nsurance of Title II of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended by this Act, the Administrator may
declare that such death, injury, dretention, or other casualty. shall be deemed
and considered to be covered by such insurance at the time of the disaster or
accident, if the Administrator finds that such action is required to make equitable
provision for loss or injury related to the war effort and not otherwise adequately
provided for: Provided, That in making provision for insurance uinder this sub
section the Administrator shall not provide for paymnents in excss of those
generally provided for in comparable cases uinder insurance hereafter furnishedt
under the said Subt itle-Insurance of Title 11, as amended: Provided further,
T~hat any money paid to any person by reason of insurance p~rovided for uinder this
subsection shall apply in pro tanto satisfaction of the claim of such person against
the United States arising from the same loss or injury. The declarationq, findings,
and act-ions of or by the Administrator under this subsection shall be final and
conclusive and shall not be reviewed by any person, tribunal, or governmental 
agency.
SEC. 3. (a) The second proviso of section I of the Act of June 6, 1941 (Public
Law 101, Seventy-seventh Congress), as amended, is hereby amended to read as
follows: "Provided, further, That suich compensation hereunder, or advances on
account thereof, shall be deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, and
the fund so deposited shall be available for the payment of such compensation,
and shall be subject to be applied to the payment of the amount of any valid
claiii by way of mortgage or maritime lien or attachment lien upon such vessel,
or of any stipulation therefor iii a court of the United States, or of, any State,
subsisting at-the time of such requisition or taking of title or possession; the holder
of any such claim may commence prior to .January 1, 1943, or withiji six months
after the first such deposit with the Treasurer and publication of notice thereof
in the Federal Register whichever (late is later, and maintain in the United
States district court f rain whose custody such vessel has been or may be taken
or in whose territorial jurisdiction the vessel was lying at the tine of requisition
or taking of title or posses.-ion, a suit-in admiralty according to the principles of
libels in rem against the fuind, which shall proceed and- be heard and determined
according to the principles of law and to the rules of 'practice obtaining in like
cascs between private parties, and any decree in said suit shall be lpaid out of the
first and all subsequent deposits of compensation; and such suit shall he com-.
menced in the mianner provided by sect~ion 2 of the Suits in Admiralty Act and
service of process shall be made in the nanner therein provided by service
upon the United States attorney and by mailing by registered mail to the Attorney
General and the United States Maritime Commission and due notice shall tinder
order of the court he given to all interested persons, and any decree shall be subject
to appeal and revision as now provirled in other cases of admiralty and maritime
jurisdiction."
(b)- The Administrator, War Shipping Administration, may determine at any
time prior to the payment In full or deposit in full with the Treasurer of the
United -States, or the payment or deposit of 75 per centumin, of Just compensation
thmerefor that the ownership of any vessel (the title to which has been requisitioned
puruan
tosecion902of he
erhant Marine Act 1936, as amended, or the
Ac
un o 6 94 (uli
11 Seventy-seventh t~nrs),is
not'required
by
nitd
he Sate, ad atersuch determination has been made and notice
therof
as eenpublshe intheFederal Register, the use rather than the title
todtsuc v hese
shgiallbe(teeedgt have been requisitioned for all purposes as or
(c) In the evenit that a vessel the title or use and possessilon of which Is requisi
tIondo taken pursuaiit to section 902 of the Merchant Marine Act 1936, as
amneor the Act of June 6, 1941 (Public 101, Seventy-seventh &~ngress),
isi
h ustody of any court, State or Federal, it shall be the duty of all agents
an ofiesof the court having possession, custody, or control of said vessel,1
forthwith upon the filing -with the clerk of said couirt of. a certified copy of the
order of requisitioning or taking, and without further order of the court, to
com ply with said requisitioning or taking and to perinit the representatives of
the UOnited States N aritimne Commission or the War Shlyppng Administra~tion,
as the case may be, to take possession custody, and control of said vessel.
(d) Section 902 of the Merchant Mairine Act, 1930, as amended, is hereby
amended by adding at the end of subsection (d) thereof a paragraphl to0 read g
foliowsE
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"The existence of any valid claim by way of mortgage or maritime claim or
attachment lien upon such vessel shall not prevent the taking thereof pursuant
to this section: Provided, however, That in the event any such claim exists the
United States Maritime Commission may in its discretion deposit the coulpen
nation hereunder, or advances on account thereof, with the Treasurer of the
United States, and tho fund so deposited shall be available for the payment of
much compensation, and shall be subject to be applied to the payment of the
amount of any valid claim by way of mortgage or maritime lien or attachment
lien upon such vessel, or of any stipulation therefor in a court of the United States,
or of any State, subsisting at the time of buch requisition or taking of title or
possession; thle holder of any such claimt iay comnmlence prior to January 1, 1943,
or within Rix months after the first such deposit with the Treasurer and publication
of notice thereof in the Federal Register, whichever (lnto is later, and maimitain
in the Ummited States district court from whose custody such vessel has been or
may be taken or in whosc territorial jurisdiction thle vessel was lying at the! time
of requisitioning or taking of title or possession, a suit in admiralty according to
proceed and( be heard
the principiles of libels in rm aghinst the funld, which shall11
and determined according to the principles of law and to thle rules. of practice
obtaining in like cases between lpriv'ate p~arties, and any (lecree in said suit shall
be paid out of the first and all subsequent (lepo-4tm of coimpensation; and such
suit shall be commenced in thle mianner lprovid(le by 'section 2 of thle Sulits In
Admiralty Act and service of process shall be made in the miniuner therein provided
by service upon the United States attorney and by immailing, by registeredl iail
to the Attorney General and the United States N aritime Commission amtil due
notice shall under order of the court be given to all interested persons, and any
decree shall be subject to appeal anid revision as now provided in 6ther cases of
admiralty and maritime jurisdict ion.''
(e) (1) The second sentence of section 223 of Sujbtitle-Insurance of Title II of
the Merchant Mlarine Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 523, Seventy-seventh
Congress), is amended by inserting before thle period at thle end thereof a comma
and the following: "but the Commission may allow fair and reasonable comnpenlsa
tion to any company authorized to dlo an insurance businesss in any State of the
United States for servicing insurance wvritten by stich company as an underwriting
agent for the Commission, and such compensation may include an allowance for
expenses reasonahly incurred by such agent hut such expenses 9hall not include
any commission paid by such agent in excess of 5 per centumn of the lpremiums
in respect of such insurance".
(2) The last sentence of such section 223 is amended by striking out the clause
in parentheses, and by inserting before the period at the end of such sentence a
comma and the following: "but in no case shall such allowance to the carrier pro
vide for payment by the carrier of commissions in excess of 5 per centum of the
premiums paid for that portion of the direct insurance so reinsured".
(f) Section 224 (a) of Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of the M1erchant Marine
Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 523, Seventy-seventh Congress), is amended
by inserting after the word "subtitle" and before the comma following sucheword
the words "or in section 10 of thle Merchant 'Marine Act, 1920, as amended".
(g) Section 225 of Suibtitle-Insurance of Title II of the Merchant' Marine
Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 523, Seventy-seventh Congress), is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following: "All persons having or claiming to
have an interest in stich insurance, or who it is believed might assert'such an
interest, may be made parties to such suit, either initially or upon the motion of
either party. In any case where the Commission acknowvledges the indebtedness
of the United States on account of such insurance, and there may be a dispute
as to the person or persons entitled to receive payment, the United States may
bring an action in the nature of a bill of interlpleader against the persons having
or claiming to have any interest in such insurance, or who it is believed might
assert such an interest, in the District Court of the United States for the District
of Columbia, or in th'e district court in and for the district in which any such
person resides. In either of such actions any person claiming to have an interest
in such insurance, or who it is believed might assert such an interest, if not an
inhabitant of or found within the district within which either of such actions in
brought, may be brought in by order of the court to be served personally or bv
pulication or in such other reasonable manner as the court may direct, and if it
beshown to the satisfaction of the court that persons unknown might assert a
claim on account of such insurance, the court may direct service upon such persona
unknown by publication in the Federal Register. Judgment in -any such action
shall discharge the United States from further liability to any parties to such
action, and to all persons where service by publication upon persona unknown
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Is directe by the court. The procedure herein provided shall apply to all1 actions

now pending against the United States under the provisions of this subtitle, as
amended."
(h) Subtitle--Insurance of Title 1I of the Merchant Marine Act 1936, an
amended (Public Law 523, Seventy-seventh Congress), in amended by adding
at the end thereof a section to read an follows:
8"Szc. 229. In addition to the insurance functions authorized by the other
sections of this subtitle, the War Shipping Administration may Insure directly,
or may reinsure in whole or In part any company authorized to do business in
any State In the United States and which shall insure directly, any person who
shall perform services or provide facilities for or with respect to any public or
private vessel against legal liabilities (except liability to employees in respect of
employer's liability' and workmen'a compensation) that may be Incurred by such
person in connection with the perfornane of such services or the providing of
such facilities, whenever In the opinion of the Administrator, War Shipping
Administration, such insurance or reinsurance in required in the prosecution of
the war effort and cannot be obtained at reasonable rates or upon reasonable
conditions, from a pproved comp2anies authorixed to do an insurance business in
any State of the UnitedState.'
(i) The clause in parenthesesI the first sentence of section 3 (b) of the Act
of .June 6, 1941, as amended (Public Law 101, Seventy-seventh Congress), in
amended to read as follows: "(including any interest or liability of the owner.
chasrterer, or agent)".
(J) The second sentence of section 4 of such Act of June 6, 194 1, is amended by
inserting after the words "national defcnsel"and before the semicolon a comma
and the following: "and when so chartered or operated may be insured as pro
vided in said section 3".
Szc. 4. The United States shall, with respect to vessels owned by or chartered
to the War Shipping Administrator under bareboat charter or time charter or
operated directly by such Administrator or for his account, be entitled to the
benefits of all exemptions and of all limitations of liability accorded by law to the
owners of vessels. With respect to any such vessel, the term "the United States"
shal include agents or other persons acting for or on behalf of the Administrator
in connection with the operation thereof.
Smc. 6. The provisions of section 1 (a) of this Act shall remain in force until the
termination of title 1 of the First War Powers Act, 1941. The termination of the
proisins
f uchsecio shll otaffect any act done or any right accruing or
accued
oranysui orpr~ecdnghad or commenced In any cause before such
terinaion
bu al rihtsandliailties under law as modified by such provisions
shal cntiueandmaybe nfocedin the'same manner as If uch provisions

The amendments which would be made in the bill by the committee
substitute are explained in the discussion of the provisions of the

respective sections.

GENERAL STATEMENT
WARTIME CONTROL OF THE MERCHANT MARINE

This legislation must be considered in the light of the tremendous
scope and magnitude of the operations of the War Shippin Adminis
tration. The War Shipping Administration is actively engaged in
operating what is destined to be the largest merchant marine in the
world's history. The size of this fleet and the magnitude of the opera
tion is expected to grow, with acceleration in the shmpbuilding program.
These operations involve all Of the problems and difficulties inherent
in steamship operation and related activities, such as insurance,
stevedoring, repairs, and maintenance, plus the'added complications
of wartime operation which superimpose various regulatory and
economic functions and other emergency problems.
The action Of the President 'in vesting control over this entire fleet
and of all other merchant vessels in the War Shipping Administration
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rersnsthe policy of concentrating in one civilian agency full power
coordinate, and manage the oceangoing transportation
facilities Of the Nation.
In addition to, its functions as operator of the merchant marine, the
War Shipping Administration also performs many other functions in
the war effort. Under Public Law 498 (77th Cong.), it has full power
to coordinate and centralize control of the forwarding operations of
all other Goverunment agencies relative to oceangoing transportation.
Under Public Law 173 (77th Cong.), the Administrator has broad
pwer to control the rates, routes, and cargoes of American and
fioreg shipping through the issuance or withholding of ship warrants.
UnePubl
aw 523 (77th. Cong.), the Administrator has very
broad power in providing marine and war-risk insurance for vessels
tocotrl

and ad
argessamen Uner section 902 of the Merchant Marine
Act 196,
he dmiistatr acts as the sole procurement agency for
thepurhas
orchaterofmerchant vessels required by the armed
forcs.
nde PulicLaw101 (77th Cong.), the Administrator has
authority to requisition immobilized vessels under foreign flag, and to
acquire necessary vessels; either domestic or foreign, for operation in

the war effort. Under Executive Order No. 9198, the Administrator
is charged with the responsibility of training persomiel replacement
for the American merchant marine.
It has become trite to say that this is a war of transportation, since
ocean transportation is a limiting factor which will determine the
amount of supplies and number of troops that can be transported to
the many theaters of active combat. 'Fthe functions of th~e Adminis
trator therefore with respect to the operation and control of the
American merchant marine and the coordination of its activities with
those of our allies constitute one of the most vital civilian activities
of the war effort, if indeed it is not the most vital. The activities are
so broad and manifold, and the need for efficient emergency action
so great, that the Administrator cannot function with the usual
restrictions applicable too Government agcncies.
In section 207 of the Merchant Marine Act, .1936, Congress pro
vided that the Maritime Commission may enter into such contracts,
upon behalf of the United States, and may make such disbursements
as may, in its discretion, be necessary to carry on the activities
authorized by this act, or to protect, preserve, or improve the col
lateral held by the Commnission to secure indebtedness, in the same
manner that a private corporation may contract within the scope
of the authority conferred by its charter. The Administrator,
War Shipping Administration, in exercising his functions, duties,
and powers operates with like authority under these provisions
of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, and other applicable laws.
The Administrator also 'performs very important functions in the
conduct of the economic phases of our war effort, especially in connec
tion with the battle against inflation. Freight rates established by
the Administrator for ocean transportation and the insurance rates
chiarged in connection with the insurance of vessels and cargoes have
a direct bearing upon the cost of goods imported to the United States
and exported to our allies or friendly governments. Undor Public
Law 523, Seventy-seventh Congress, the Administration has author
ity to adjust its insurance rates in order to meet the economic,
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strategic, or military considerations of our war effort. Undor its
general operating authtority, the Administrator may adjust his freight
rates to conform to the same requirements. Under these powers,
tho Administrator has made insurance available at noncompensatory
rates so as not to interfere with the price ceilings established by the
agencies entrusted with the development of economic policy and so
as to assist in the maintenance of satisfactory economic and political
relations with our allies or friendly neutrals.
Noncompensatory
freight rates have also been provided where required by our economic
or military needs. As a consequence, shippers or consignees of ocean
.going cargo. are not required to assume tho full extraordinary cost of
transportation resulting from the war effort. This cost, which largely'
represents war risk insurance expenditures, extra cost of vr~yage
delays resulting from convoy and black-out operations, the cost, of
crew bonuses and many other factors, in reality constitutes part of
the cost of conducting the war and should properly be borine, at least
to a. large dlegree, by the taxpayers as a whole rather than by any
group of shippers or consignees.
In addition to its operating and economic functions, the War Ship
ping Administration has specific contrbl over the allocation of vessels
or space therein to all claimants for shipping space. Since the Admin
istration is not itself a claimant for shipping space it is in a position
to adlminister the various and often conflicting demands upon our

inadequate merchant marine with complete impartiality. Under this
arrangement no one agency is placed in the untenable position of
judlging the validity of its own claim for shipping space as against the
.claim of any other agency or any Allied Government. By use of its
power to determine space utilization on all vessels under its control,
the Administrator may insist upon and secure mixing of cargoes of the
various shipping agencies so as to obtain maximum utilization of the
defdweight and cubic capacity of all vessels with resulting economy
in ship space. The idea of a single fluid. pool of shipping a
yoprmt
maximum flexibility in. the assignment of ships so as to achieve the
highest, (egree of efficiency and utilization of the special character
istics of each vessel in regard to speed, equipment, and other features.
It also makes possible more efficient pln~ning of terminal and port
activities and permits full utilization of the facilities, managerial skill,
andl operating technique of established private organizations with
resulting increase in efficiency which otherwise would be lost to thes
war effort.
The Administrator, in theg.onduct of his duties and functions, makes
very extensive use of the private organizations including those en
gagedl in merchant marine insurance and related activities, steamship
operators, stevedore, and terminal facilities, freight forwarders, and
Ireight brokers and agents. 'Special skill, knowlege, and experience
are made available in this manner for use in the integrated war effort.
This development confirms the wisdom of the congressional policy
in the recent years of stimulating and assisting the development of
such private merchant marine and insurance facilities at substantial
Government cost. The policy has permitted a quick change-over
from peacetime to wartime operations of the entire merchant marine
without any substantial loss of efficiency or impairment of morale.
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The training of seamen represents another extremely important
resjponsibility of the Administrator. Thousands of young men re
quired to operate vessels are now being trained by the Administration.
I~n addition, the Administration is engaged in recruitment campaigns
throughout the count 7y to recruit the services of former seamen now
engaged in other activities. The personnel acquired through the
training and recruitment programs are made available to all American..
flag vessels. Pending assignment, such personnel are maintained by
the. Administration at various "poolq" in all principal seaports of thle
United States and while held in these pools, awaiting assignment, sea
men are provided by the Administrator with modest compensation and
living aollwances. In this manner, efrort is being made to solve the
d iffcult manpower problem in this fielId of our war activity. The
Administrator also provides finfancial assistance to agencies such as the
United Seamen's Service for the l)Irpiose of securing the use of facilities
for the rehabilitation of torpedoed and other (leservilng seamen.
PARTICULAR

I'IOiiLE.M8 REQUIRING

LEGISLATION

There are special problems, particularly those relating to labor,
requisitioning, and insurance, as to which it seems desirable, as a
matter of policy, notwithstanding the scope of existing statutory
authority, to reaffirm and clarify existing authority, and in some
cases to extendl the powers of the Administrator. It is believed that
the bill H. R. 7424 should accomplish these objectives.
The difficulties with which the War Shipping Administration is
confronted are very technical in nature but not very broad in scope.
Problems arising out qf Government employee status of seamen.
Because of the fact that seamen emp~loyed directly by the War
Shipping Administration on vessels owned by or bareboat-clhartered
to it have the status of Government employees, the Administrator
has not been able under existing law to carry out entirely his intended
policy of maintaining the pkeaetime statuis of seamen insofar as sva
men's rights to compensation for injuries, and so forth, wage credits
toward social security benefits and various other bent-fits which sea
men have enjoyed and to which they are entitled. The purpose of
section 1 of tile bill is to correct the situation so as to permit theo
complete extension into this area of the bnesic policy of ilaiintakining
thjetpri~vate statuis of merchant seamen for the duration' of the war.
Secto
d(eals with the rights andl benefits of se-amen who are Govr
ment employees by virtue of employment through agents of tile War
Shippg Administration for service on vessels owned by or bareboatchartered to it. 'rue section (loesl not afrect seamien employed on
vessels time-chartered to the War Shipping Administration ,Where the
vessels are as pplied with crews employed by the company from which
the vessel is chartered. As to them their status and the status of the
Government employees mentioned will be made Uniform.
Seamen employed as Govermnient eminployees oii vessels owned by
or bareboat-chartered to the Wair Shipping Administration are some
times precluded from enforcing against tile United States the rights
and benefits in case of death, injury, inlless, (letention1 and so onl that
would be available to them if employed by private employers, except
under the Suits in Admiralty Act. If they were Private emlilloyees,
rights to redress for death, injury, or illness could be prosecuted under
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the Jones Act and thie general maritime law. These same rights may
be asserted against the United States as the employer under the Suits
in Admiralty Act providing the vessel involved is a merchant vessel.
In case of public vessels the seaman must roly upon the Administrator's
policy for compensation recognizing contractual liability which this
legislation recognizes. Present-day operating conditions often make
uncertain whether the vessel is a merchant or a public vessel. As a
consequience the aforementioned rights of such seamen are frequently
in doubt. In addition to these rights which, at times, are uncertain
for the reasons mentioned, the seamen who arc employees of the United
States probably have rights under the United States Employees'
Compensation Act in the event of injury or death. Such compensa
tion benefits are not presently enjoyed by seamen under private
employment. Thus vital differences in these rights are made to
depend upon whether the seaman happens to be employed aboard a
vessel time-chartered to the War Shipping Administration or owned by
or bareboat-charte.red to the War Shipping Administration. Since
seamen constantly change from one vessel to another, their rights for
death, injury, or illness also constantly change, depending upon the
relationship of the War Shipping Administration to the vessel. This
fluctuation and lack of uniformity of rights leads to dependency of vital
rights upon chance with a result of confusion and inequities. The
bill is designed to remove this confusion and these inequities.
Furthermore, these seamen iAho are Government employees are
theoretically subject to the Civil Service Retirement Act, yet they are
actually exemp~t for the time being because of an Executive order
excluding employees engaged in certain types of services. Employees
of private companies earn credits toward benefits of the old-age and
survivors insurance provisions of the Social Security Act. Under
the present laws seamen who are Government employees through
employment by the War Shipping Administration do not have riglts
undler either the Civil Service Retirement Act nor is their employment
covered under the Social Security Act.
The vessels owned by the War Shipping Administration or under
bareboat charter to it are operated by experienced steamship com
panies as general agents for the Administrator. The agreements
between the Administrator and the general agents specifically pro
vide that the general agent shall p rocure and make available officers
and crews for War Shipping Administration vessels "through the
usudl channels and in accordance with the customary practices of
commercial operators and upon the terms and conditions prevailing
in the particular service or services in which the vessels are to) be
operated from time to time."
The intention of this provision is to authorize the general agent to
procure his seagoing personnel through his customary channels in
cases where the general agent had previously operated under union
contracts. This provision also avoids favoritism as to conditions
between one general agent and another or as between one union and
another.
Shortly after the appointment of the Administrator, he adopted a
statement of labor policy in which he specifically provided that "4the
provisions of the existing collective bargaining agreements be con
tinued and observed unless changed by mutual agreement." Accord

ingly, the seamen employed by the War Shipping Administration
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through its general agents are entitled to all of the contractual rights
of seamen on commercial vessels, including overtime compensation,
right to settle disputes through arbitration, special bonuses'and pen
and so forth. By this means, there has been pre
alty poiin
sevdexisting labor structures which have been built up in a process
of experimentation and evolution, maid there has been maintained and
utilized for the war effort the experience of responsible organizations
and leadership. Although employees of the Government, these sea
men are paid by the general agents directly in the same manner as
payment is made in commercial operations, the funds for such pay
ment having been lodged hi bank accounts maintained by the gen
eral agents out of revenues received from the operation or from
advances made by the Administrator.
onitent,of the Administrator, the Maritime War
Prior to the ftppom
Emergency Board had been created by a contract betwveen the em
ployer andl unions, known as the statement of principles. The
President has designated three individuals to constitute this 'Board
pursuant to this contract. The decisions of this Board, through such
agreement, have been adopted by the Administrator. Accordingly,
the Administrator, through the adoption of the collective bargaining
agreements, and by becoming a signatory to the statement of prin
ciples, has bound himself to comply with all the determinations of.

this Board concerning special compensation too seamen for extra risks

arising out of the war effort. It is understood that the Administrator
intends to continue to cooperate closel with the Board in this con
nection and that arevised statemen tofprinciplts enilarging the juris
diction of the Board is now being promulgated. It should be noted
in this connection that the Board has broad powers to adjust bonuses
and special benefits, either prospectively or retrociv ,as sound
picpes of justice anid equity may require, anid that by binding
h:,imself to comply with the Board's determinations, the Administrator
has effectively guaranteed to seagoing labor the full benefits, wvhether
prosjpective or retroactive, of this Board's (leterminations.
Insurance protection for seamen. -The provisions for broadening
the insurance coverage for seamen employed in the American merchant marine are included in section 2 of the bill, which would extend
the insurance coverage tinder the War Risk Insurance Act to comprise
ordinary marine risks in addition to war risks, and would make provi
sion for casualties occurring in connection with vessels under the
direction or control of the Maritime Commission or the War Shipping
Administration (Iiiring, and immediately preceding, the first months
of the war.
Other insurance problems.-Some gaps in the techinical coverage of
the War Risk Insurance Act with respect to certain classes~of vessels,
certain types of risk, or certain Government interests, diriect or indi
rect, require remedial attention in the interest of effectivo conduct of
shipping and related activities (luring the war. Some problems of
procedure in the administration and in the conduct of litigation under
the War Risk Insurance Act have become apparent and should be
remedied in time to avoid serious difficulty. These problems are
covered by amendments to the WVar Risk Insurance Act in section 3
of the bill and are discussed in detail hereinafter under appropriate
headings.
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Vessel requisitionproblems.-Vanious procedural problems have also
become apparent in connection with the administration of the ship
requisition law, particularly section 902 of the Merchant Marine Act,
1936, as amended, and Public Law 101 of the Seventy-seventh Con
gress. The amendments to existing law to meet, or to. remedy these
difficulties are also included in section 3 of the bill. The text of
various amendments in sections 2 and 3 to insurance and requisition
law refer to the 'Maritime Commission. The authority of the Com
mission thereunder has been placed in tbe War Shi pin Administra
tion by Executive Order 9054 for the war period. The authority
under the amended provisions will therefore be exercised by the War
Shipping Administration during that period.
Provisions to clarify find place beyond controversy the right of the
Government to limit liability in sliip opcrations conducted for it by
agents are made by section 4 of the bill.
SEAMEN AND THE MERCHANT MARINE

Because of the basically important and rather technically compli
cated aspects of the subject matter covered by the first section of the
bill, your committee deem it desirable to submit for the information of
the Members of the House a summary of benefits to seamen.
Your committee believe that there should be no delay in taking
legislative steps needed for the protection of the merchant seamen.
These men have faced hardships, capture, injury, and death in the
forefront of the battle with the enemy. Their courage has been high
and their spirits unflagging. Many of these men who- have had their
vessels torpedoed froni undler them have reached shore only to return
to the conflict again. At sea they must constantly be on the alert
and face danger and even death every hour of the (lay and night. No
words can be too Arong to express the value of their services to the
Nation is this war.
A seaman who falls ill or is injured in the service of the sbip has,
as an incident to his employment and without regard to fault, the
right to receive from the shipowner wages and maintenance and
cure. The ill or injured seanian gets wages as if he had completed
the voyage, anid lie receives food and 1odging (or an equivaleat
mohetary allowance) and treatment at a United States marine hos
pital, In case of a culpable failure to provide the seaman with
adequate mnaintenaince and cure, he has an additional cause of action
to recover necessatry expenses on account of, and compensation for,
the resulting injury.
A seaman lprivately emiployed is also entitled to indemnity for
injury sustained by reason ofthe unseaworth~iness of the ship or a
defect in her appliances or equipment.
All of these rights for which court action lies, although maritime
in nature, may be enforced either in Federal or State courts. The
suitmay be brought in admiralty if the seaman so desireq, and mflyt
the
b inre.
No jury is had in admiralty proceedings.
Since tile Passage of the Jones Act (1920), a seaman (in addition
to he ie
ighsnjuy
'~t
ecied)andthe
personal
representative
of the
manwhee
esutsin death,
hae
ncsswhich
cansea.
be
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railroad employees and their personal representatives by the Em
ployer's Liability Act of 1908 anid its amendments. The action bv
the seaman may be brought in eithcr Federal or State courts and, if
in the Federal court, may be maintained in admiralty in personam.
In addition to these peacetime remedial provisions, additional
benefits for war conditions are now provided to all seamen whether
private or Government employees uinder thle decisions of the Maritime
War Emergency Board.
Under thle decisions of the Board the operator of the vessel is obliged
to obtain insurance against loss of life, and bodily injury to masters,
officers, anid crews of vessels, both (loniestic anid foreign, engaged in
our trade anid war transport. The amnouint payable for loss of life
is $5,000 anid in case of specific injries suha oss of hands, feet, or
spybo
eyes, and so forth, a stated percentage oftecptlsI
sum
principal
of
the
In case- of total ((isabilit~y thle benefit is 2 percent
of
total
a
uintil
or
disability
the
of
continuance
dTuring
month
per
$5,000 has been paid. Payments are made only to the master; officer,
or crew member concerned, or in case of death, to thle hene-ficialT
designated by thle insured seaman, or if no beneficiary is designated
to others as provided in the policy. This insurance covers death or
injury resulting from or in connection with capture, seizure, destruc
tion by men-of-war andi other warlike operations, including collisions
icovy, hostilities, aerial bombardment, floating or stationary
mines, and stray or derelict torpedoes. 'fhis insurance may be
purchased by the operator from private insurance companies or from
the W'ar Shipping Administration. The Administration, with respect
to vessels ownedl or barehoat-chartered by it, also provides insurance
coverage in Rccordlanee with the'decisions of the said Board.
Und~er decisions of the Board provision is also mnade for thle operator
to reimburse seminen for their loss of personal eirects. Insurance
against this liaibility may also be purchased by the private oJperator
from private insurance companies or from the Admininstration.
Upon aplplicaitaion, thle Adminimistra tion 1rovides adldit ional insurance
for loss of life only, for which insurance a premnium is charged tile
applicant. Suich insurance is available for loss of life in litimionts
fromn SI,000 to $5r,000 per man for periods of 1 to 6 nimuitlhs.'
Bonuis paymnents to seainen by the operait or are providedI ly decisions
r dividL'd into classi
eisosvyae
of the Board. Undier thes
ficaitions and bonmuses, ranging froim 40 to lo(if perceent of the regular
monthly rate of conqpensattimn, are- palid inl at.ccordance wvith sutch
classifications. lit add it imi, phurt botiuise- matm.i-in, from $I~6)to $125
are p~aid for calls inl havaildolms ar-els. Ill t lw event of in terimlent of
thme crew or destruct ion of tlhe vessel I's a1r'sul t of war' rislis, Wva-es anid
allotments are continuied until the seaman is retuirned to thle con
tinental United Stutes.
Tim llitovisio-,s oF SE~cTION
Section I of the hill asr introduced has bee~n amplified andn worked
ouit in consultation with thle variousq (overninent ilgencies concerned,
includling the Departinent of ,Juistcev, the Treatsutry Deupart ment, thle
War Department, thle Federal' Security Agency, 'the Untited States
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Employees' Compensation Commission, and the f.ivil Service Commis
sion. The g~ncral policy of section 1 has thus been carefully imple
mented and clarified.
Under section 1 officers and members of crews employed on vessels
by or on behalf of the United States through the War Shippin Admin
istration are, for the purpose of determination of the rights an benefits
of such seamen and their dependents or beneficiaries, referred to those
provisions of statutory and general maritime law which are applicable
to seamen in private employment. All seamen are included in such
provision without re-gard to their nationality or the flag of the vessel
-on which they are serving so long as their employment is by or on
behalf of the United States through) the War Shipping Administration.
Their rights and benefits with respect to the matters specified are to be
determined under law which is applicable to citizens of the United
States employed as seamen on privately owned and operated American
vessels.
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS' INSURANCE

BENEFITS

Such seamen will have the benefits of and be subject to the pro
visions of the laws relating to seamen administered by the Public
Health Service and their employment will be treated as private em
ployment under provisions of the social-security laws relating to
old-age and survivors' insurance benefits and the taxes in connection
therewith under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. These
specific amendments necessary to implement this policy with respect
to old-age benefits are found in subsection (b) of section 1 as proposed
to be amended by the committee. Under these amendments, cover
age under the old-age benefits would bo retroactive in respect of Gov
ermnent service performed on or after. October 1, 1941 subject to
adjustment whiere a seaman had employment after Octob~er 1, 1941,
and prior to the date of enactment of the measure and such seaman
has not paid up the employee's tax for such period. However, in
some cases emploer' tax and deductions of employee's tax have been
made (luring this p(arst period xlotwithstanding the fact that such em
ployment was not technically subject to coverage under the old-age
and survivors' benefits title of the Sorial Security Act and the corre
sponding tax law. The retroactive provisions will confirm such past
payments and deductions and provid 3 for uniform application of the
laaw not only for the future but during the transition period. In view
of the interchange of seamen between time-chartered vessels on which
they are private employees and bareboated or owned vessels on which
the seamen become employees of the United States, it seems admin
istratively desirable, as well as in accord with the wishes of the sea
men themselves, 'that the right to old-age and survivors' insurance
benefits should be made continuous notwithstanding temporary
service from time to time as Government employees.
CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT ACT

As previously explained, Government employees of the War
Shipin
Aminstrtin ernno protection under existin law and
re~ltios,
f te ntur prvided in the Civil Service ;Retirement

Act.Howverto

voidanyconfusion on this matter, sectiou I
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expressly sets forth that such employees of the United States through
the War Shipping Administration are not officers or employees of
the United States for the purposes of the Civil Service Retirement
Act.
CLAIMS AND SUITS THEREON ON ACCOUNT OF DEATH OR INJURY

The various rights and remedies under statute and general maritime
law with respect to death, injury, illness, and other casualty to sea
men, have been rather fully set forth hereinabove. Under cilausc 2 of
section I (a) these substantive rights would he governed by existing
law relating to privately employed seamen. The only modification
thereof arises from the remedial provision that they shall be enforced
in accordance with the provisions of the Suits in Admiralty Act.
This procedure is appropriate in view of the fact that the suits will be
against the Government of the United States. In such a suit no
provision is made for a jury trial as may otherwise be had in a pro
ceeding such as one under the Jones Act for reasons set. forth in the
letter of the Attorney General (September 14, 1942). The provision
of the Suits in Admiralty Act that suit lies thereunder only if the ship
involved is employed as a merchant vessel or a tugboat is waived for
the purposes of section I so that the claim may be enforced regardless
of the nature of the vessel on which the 4eaman is serving as an em
ployceeof the War Shipp~ing Adminiistration. To prevent unnecessary
or premature litigation against the United States, it is required that
before suit there shall be an administrative (hisallowance of the same
in accord with rules or regulations to be prescribed by the Adminis
trator, WVar Shipping Administration.
Other claims under clauses 2 and 3, such as claims for maintenance
and cure, collection of wages and bonuses, and making of allotments,
shall also be enforced under the Suits in Admiralty Act. Inasmuch as
the benefits referred to in clause I of subsection (a), that is Public
Health Service care and the social-security benefits (under thle amend
ments in section I (b) (2)), are benefits administered by Government
agencies, it is provided that such claims shall be enforced only in
accordance with existing applicable law.
Special proVIsion is made with respect to rights and with respect to
claims and(causes involved in section I (a) (2) hand (3) which may' have
accrued on or after October 1, 194 1, naid prior to thle date of enact ment
of thle measure. Under this provision the seanian or other claimiant
may elect to enforce thle claiim as if section 1 had been in effect at the
time the claim accrued. In exeris(ing,-thtis op~tionttheclaimant would,
of course, accept the incidental consequence-4 of schel election, would
be prevented from proceed(ing to secuire droidlc recovery under other
procedure without regrard to section 1, and would be bound by the
applicable statutes or principles of limitations.
Inasmuch as certain vessel operations on account of thle Govern
ment were undertaken prior to thle establishment of the War Shipping
Administration by or through thle Maritime Commission, thle pro
visions of section 1 and all amendlments therein are made applicable
to the United States Maritime Commission with respect to the period
beginning October 1, 1941, to the time of taking office of the Ad
mninistrator, War Shipping Administration (February 11, 1,942).
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To avoid administrative confusion and uncertainty as to the exact
status of employment of seamen employed on War Shipping Ad
ministration vessels, it is provided that seamen employed through
that agency shall be included under the provisions of section 1 even.
though the seamen may be employed on a vessel chartered or made
available to another department or agency of the United States for
purposes of. convenience in the war effort.
It has also been t~he fixed policy of the War Shipping Administra
tion as far as possible to treat claims for injury, illness, death, and so
forth, relating to seamen who are employed aboard vessels that might
*1e classified technically as public vessels in the same manner as such
claims relating to seamen who are employed aboard merchant vessels
are treated. At the time they accept employment aboard a vessel,
seamen, of course, are not in possession of necessary information or
knowledge to determine whether the vessel is technically' a merchant
vessel or a public vessel. Furthermore, in view of the niceties of this
legal question, it would be unreasonable to expect that they would
be able to make such a determination even if they were in possession
of such information and knowledge. Accordingly, these seamen ex
pect that they will have the same substantive xights in the event of
injury, illness, death, and so forth, irrespective of whether the vessel
is a merchant vessel or technically is a public vessel.

The War

Shipping Administration has recognized this understanding on the
part of the scamen and has treated the same as being included in the
contract of employment. In discharge of this contractual obligation
the Administration has properly adjusted claims with respect to
seamen who have suffered injury, illness, or death aboard vessels that
might be technically classified a's public vessels in the same manmer as
if such seamen were employed aboard merchant vessels.
UNITED STATES EMPLOYEES' COAIPENS9ATION ACT

Seamen coveredl by section 1 being entitled thereunder to the rights
provided under the Jones Act and the general maritime law and to
the remedies undler the Suilts in Admiralty Act would be expressly
excliide(I from the benefits which otherwise would accrue, to them as
employees of the United States uinder the United States Employees'
Compensation Act. This provision carries out the basic polic-y of
section 1 mider which seamen employed through the War Shipping
Administration, tholigh technically Government employees, have their
rights determined as if they were in privat~e employment under the
applicatble statutes an(l law. This is in conformity with the views and
desires of seamen in general as expressedl through their representatives.
In view of the uncertainties inherent in the war effort with res ~ect
to ship operations and the problems connected therewith ans in
order to avoid what might turn out to be too inflexible a policy, the
committee have recommended the addition of a provision which would
place it in the power of the President, when ho finds that the efficient

prosecution of the war requires

it, to

ext~end the application of the

United States Employees' Compensation Act to seamen employed
through the War Shipping Administration and, in such event, to
provide that the righits and remedies given or clarified by the section
in lieu thereof shall be reduced or set aside Bs the President may find
necessary to avoid duplication of benefits.
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DUPLICATION OF BENEFITS

It should be borne in mind that it is the spirit and intent of moc
tion 1 to avoid possibilities of double recovery which might otherwise
arise if a seaman pursued his right~s under section 1 and then attempted
to pursue comparable rights; or such recovery for the same or similar
events under other law or provision, and on the other hand which
might arise with respect to retroactive rights which the cfaimant
elects to pursue as if section I was in effect at the time of accrual of
the claim.
The effect of this legislation is to eliminate the (langer that seamen
mnay recover both against, thle Federal employees' compensation fund
and under his statut'or or common-law remnedies for the same injury.
Such double recovery hn.' been avoided in thle past by administrative
antiljdicial action which thils legi-Alation will serve to confirm. This
legiiaitlion, however, dloes not e'iminaiitt daniger of double recovery in
coimnection with payments madlo under benefits provided by decrees
of the .Maritinie WVar Emergency Board in all cases. The committee
undlerstanids that that, 1oard is giving consideration to and will under
take to adopt appropriate saft-guards so that duplicate payment of
benefits to seamnen for the samne injury or casualty through the opera
tion of tlheir benefits and through thle benefits provided for under this
legislation will be avoided.
It is in line with thle policy of avoiding confusiion and duplication
that specific reference is mado for tht-exc'iisiomi of seamen employees
of thle United States from tho benefits of Public Law 490. This law
provides for the continuance of p~ity andl allowances in case of missing
or interned civilian officers or emiployees3 of the United States and
might be construmed to include seamen employed lbv thle War Shipping
Adiiiinistration. lDecisionus of tile' Maritime War Emergency Board
extcfld similar ri-ghts andi benefits to seamen serving aboardl United
States filag vessels of thle Amierican ilerchaint marine, and hence if
,benefits, Were extenided unlder Public Laiw 490 there would be a dupli
cation of commiparable benefits for similar circumnstances.
W~ith respect to seamnen onl foreign-flag- vessels, tile remedy provided
by this legislation is of couzsc in substitution for remedies that might
exist under the hiws of at country tin which thle vessel may be docu
mented, timid seamen procceeding under this section by suche choice of
remedies will have watived benefits under laws of any other country
that mnight, otherwise be available.
Suggestions have beemtinmade that time, National Labor Relations
Act ho uniade sipplicahbhe to seamien, notwithistalmdling thle fact that
seamien emlploved by the Governmnent would not be enatitled to bene
fits uinder that. act. rl'le committee mwinlestands theat it is thle inten
tion of the Adivnimistrattor of the War Shippiing Adminiiistration to
avail himself of thle fac(ilities of thle Nationlt Labor Relations Board
for the purpose of aiding in thle maintenance of collective bargaining
processes andh adjusting problemis in such connection when consistent
with the prime objeactive of a vigorous aind successful prosecution of
the war. Unider thes Executive order creating the NN'r Shipping Ad

ministration, the Administrator has full authority to avail himself of

such services, and in view of the expressed attitude in this connec
tion, it seems unnecessary to consider further suggestions for making
the National Labor Relations Act specifically applicable to seamen by
statute.
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The Administrator's proposed solution to this problem would appear

to assure seamen the substantial benefits of the National Labor Rela

tions Act without infringing upon the well-established principles that
the United States as an employer is not subject to the National Labor
Relations Act. The Administrator could avoid subjecting disputes
or other problems to the National Labor Relations Board in cases
where tide might interfere with the effective prosecution of his duties
and functions. Accordingly, this solution of the problem seems to
make legislative action unnecessary.
WAI VER OF FEDERAL TAX IMMIUNITY

The operation of vessels for the account of the United States through
the War Shipping Administration raises the general question of
immunity from payment of Federal taxes in respect of the operations
and activities of the War Shipping Administration in the management
of the merchant fleet. The War Shipping Administration has gen
erally the powers of a business or commercial organization in the
operation of the fleet, and apparently, under its existing powers,
has the right to make the payment of these taxes and to waive govern
mental immunity. The administrative costs in setting up the im
munity from Federal taxation, however, constitute in fact only an
additional expense to the United States because the United States
collects the taxes in any event. In order to avoid expensive and
unnecessary controversy, it seems desirable to expressly provide in the
law that the War Shipping Administration shall not be required to
assert this immunity from payment of Federal taxes, and subsection
(d) of section 1 would expressly provide that the War Shipping
Administration and its agents may, with the approval of the Admin
istrator, make payments of any taxes, fees., charges, or exactions to
the United States or its agencies.
2
Section 2 of the bill covers thle matter of providing more complete
protection for seamen and their dlependents in cases of loss of life or
bodily injury to the seamen. Ample insurance protection for risks
which are strictl war risks is provided by the War Risk Insurance
Act as revised byl the act of April 11, 1942 (Public Law 523, 77th
Cong.). Thle committee believes that Congress intended in that act
to providle the seamen(1 benefits in cases of death or injury, arising in
connection with war conditions without the limitations wbich would
follow technical distinction between m~arine risks and war risks. In
order to accomplish thlis it is necessayt mn helwspoie
in sctin
2(a)in rde toprevent a possible denial of insurance
benefits in cases of death and injury from such risks as collisions in
convoy, accidents due to running under black-out conditions., and
stranding or other accident due to removal of peacetime aids to
navigation.
Section 2 (a) of the bill would amend section 222 (f) of the War
Risk Insurance Act as to enable the Administrator to provide insur
ance. for the benefit of seamen and their dependents in all cases of
death or injury arising from causes engendered Out of the war and
SECTION
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limited only in that the risk shall, be "marine risks." The effect Of
the amendment in section 2 (a) would be to authorize the insurance
of masters, officers, and members of crews of vessels and other per
sons transported thereon, against loss of life, personal injury, or enemy
detention arising from war risks or marine risks, to the extent that the
Administratordtermines necessary or desirable.
A new subsection (b) in section 2 covers cases of death or injury of
seamen with respect to the period beginning October 1, 1941, and
ending with the enactment of the bill. This new subsection would
expressly authorize thle Administrator to provide insurance benefits
in the case of injuy death, or other casualty to seamen on vessels
operated by or tinder the control of thle MiaritimeoCommission or the
War Shipping Administration during that period.
Thle Administrator of War Shipping Administration has authority
to make retroactive adjustments in wages, bonuses, war-risk--compen
sation, and other matters covered by dleterminlations of the Maritime
'War Eimergency Board, or otherwise withiin his powers. It'is believed
that he also has power to make retroactive provisions for "marine"
insurance to cover risks arising out of the war which for humanitarian
purposes should be compensated for as war risks rather than marine
risks. However, in view of the large amounts involved in this type of
retroactive provision of insurance, it is-felt desirable that the matter
shiould be covered l)y an exp~ress;i~rovision of law. lt is intended by this
section to cover cases of t-essels capturedhby enemly powers at a time
when adlequate insuranee provision against Jeathl, injury, detention, or
other war risks had not been providled; vessels which have been lost for
reasons unknown or principally because of developments arising from
the war; vessels which are only pairtially insured because of limitations
of the insurance market or estublished practices, and various other
special cases where relief is needled to achieve justice and equity.
It appears to tile committee to be highly desirable to make retro
active provision for these cases because. of the unreasonable hardship
on seamen and dependents, which in fact aroso from thle restricted
type of insurance coverage then availabke, misunderstandings of legal
rights, emergencies, or oversights. Th6 Administrator would ba
authorized to provide such iensurance substantlally.under the circumn
stances which would be covered in respect of .insuraiice issued under
the preceding subsectiony (a) of section 2, -and only if the Administrator
finds that such action is required to make erjuitablo provision for such
casualty. Any funds paid under retroactive insurance placed in
effect under this subsection would be app~lied in pro tanto satisfaction
of claims agai'nst the United States arising from thle same loss or
injury. Detrinations and acts of tite Administrator under the
suscion will be final and conclusive.
REQUISITION OF FORIEIGN-FLAG VESSELS (SEC. 8)

Section 3 (a) Lis intended to improve the administration and opera-.
tion of the Foreign Vessels Requisition Act (Public Law 101, 77th
Cong.). It has been necessary in the administration of section I of
that law to make deposits "on account of" just compensation for
requisitioned vessels before a final determination as to thio amount of
just compensation for such vessel. American creditors often hold
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encumbrances on these vessels which are, of course, owned by foreign
citizens. The advance pakyments place the American lienors fiad
other claimants in a position to proceed with the prosecution of their
claims without awaiting the final determination as to just compensa
tion to the owners which may take many months, or even years. Theo
existing law, however, does not expressly provide for such deposita
on account and the right to make such payments; has been challenged.
Thle amendment in section 3 (a) would co'nfirm the authority to make
tho amend
such paymenta andl avoid controversies conc-erning them.
ment would also help to clarify the procedure applicable to thle enforce
ment of claims of the creditors and will expedite collections of. claims
by American creditors.
REQUISITION OF TITLE TO VESSELS

Section 3 (b) of the proposed committee substitute is desig aed to
implement and clarify thle operation of section 902 of the Meichanti
M~arine Act, 1936, as amended, and of the act of June 6, 1941, in
stiuations in which, following a requisition of title, it appears that
thle ownership of the vessel is not required by the United States.
Subsection (a) of section 902 of the 1936 act directs that in such a
situation the vessel be restofed to the owner when its use is terminated,
andl requires that upon restoration it must be in as good condition as
when taken, less ordinary wear .and tear, or that an allowance for
recondlitioni ng be made. 'As enacted in 1936, this provision (lescribed
such a situation as one in which "a vessel lisi taken and used, but
not purchased." Since throughout the subsection the words "taken"
andl "taking" uniformly refer to a requisition of title in contradis
tinction to a requisition of use, the word "purchased" in thle quoted
phrase evidlently referred to the ultimate consummation of the trans
action. Theo act of August 7, 1939 (53 Stat. 1254. 1255), revised the
language, to dlescribe thle situation as one in which "any property
is taken and used tinder authority of this section, but the ownership
thereof is not required by the United States." Thus the present
law, nhthough it specifically provides for converting a requisition of
title into at requisition of use, dloes not satisfactorily specify ]how it
is to be (heterminedl after a requisition of title that the ownership is
not reqruired by the United States, how such a determination is to
be manifested, nor whether the (hetermination mnay stillemd fe
full com~pensation for the title has been paid. Since section 1 of the
act of June 6, 1941 (Public, 101, 77th Cong.), incorporates by reference
thle compensation provisions of section 902, the problenis are the same
when a like situation arises after a vessel has been taken pursuant to
that act. Consequently, provision made in section 3 (b) would, to
clarify these situations, provide that at any time after title has been
requisitioned under either act and before payment or deposit in full
or payment or (depositof 75 percent of the compensation, the Adminis
trator of the War Shipping Administration may determine that the
ownership is not required. by the United States; to be effective, notice
of the determination must be published in the Federal Register, and
,when these steps have been taken all legal consequences are the same
as though use rather than title has been initially requisitioned.
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REQUISITIONED VESSELS IN CUSTODY OF COURT

Another propoed aniendment of the law for requisitioning is

contained in subsection (c) of Section 3 Of Lthe committee substitute
relating to the procedure in reqjuisition of vessels whichi are iin thle
custody of either State or Federal courts.

ment provides that in such cases, whietlier

'1 he committee amend

tIle vessel

be taken tinder

section 902 of thle 1936 act or the act of June 6, 1-941, it shall be the
duty of oflicers of the court having )o~sesvion~ or coiltrol of the vessel
to comply with tile recpimsitionuig upian filiing with the clerk of thle
court a certified copy of the order of re(lItisitiflhl. 'I hie amendment
will further require suchi oflicia Is to perili t, representatives of tile
re~luisitioiiung (Novelilienet iigeitcy, thc 'Maritime Commission, or thle
War Shipping Administration, to tai~e pwst-ssion or control of thle
vessel.
Subsection (d) of aection 3 of the p~roposed committee substitute
would 'clarify the requisittiolilig procedure under section. 902 of thle
1936 act ill cases where there tare valild h~els and encumbrances against
the requisitionedl vessel. Specific provision to cover similar cases was
iacdc in st-etioji I of thet act of June 6, 194 1, relating"' to rc quisition of
foreign-flu.- vessels li~g, idle in ports oif time United States. Tihe 1936
act hasg no specific provisions (of sitmilar nultutle (In this4 sUbhect, and
it seemis hidghly desirable t~hat comapuarale p~rovisiolls slhould be pro
vidled hin section 902 of thle 1936 &actto protect lien clajimmants in cases
where Amnericani vessels are requnisitionied tuitler thkat act. The pro
posed anilendinent aluthorzes tLaw Imlllktll of itilvanevs on accoulit of
just comupensation its provided lit respeet of forepin-flag vessel rPequi
sitiolls in section 3 (a). It furthier provides for thme dep.1osit of coinl
lpc.m1stiotm withi tbe TIreasurer of theiv Unit ed Stit cs, tble fund to be
available for the( pavimelit of such coinpelisatioli, 1411d shiall he sub
ect to he app~lied to thme Ipal~lllct of vitlid mortgage or attachment
liens suibristing at thle till"e of requisitionl. It. further provides thaitt
tile holder of a claimt may bring, it suit ill admiiralty not later thlan 6
months after thle first diepo)sit oil accounit of compensation, to secure
a dleterminalition of tile-chmtim.
This amencidir.enit would p~rovidle a uniform p~rocedure ill contiection
With thle dep)osit of compensa~ltionl and thet enmforcemnent of liens and
wis out of time- compensation fund in
ejicumbrIances agitiliSt tme. VVe
similar manner under both tile 1936 act and thle act of June 6, 1941.
WAR IIISK INSURANCE AMENDWIENT6

Subs)-ection (e) (1) of section 3 of tihe proposedl committee substitute
would amendi Fection 2231 of time War It isl I usurance Act to improve tile
It appears tluit, especially ill
administration Of tile- Insurance Act.
those cases where tile War Shipping Admiinistratiton provides war
risk inrurane on cargoes at tionconinier(cial raites in connection with
the prict-coiitrol programn of tile Mfice Of Priice Administration,
insurance has been and shlould 1)0 made available through existing
commnercial chlannels, bY mensL". Of appoilltnfeut Of exi`tn nl'~c
companies. as underwtiting i'geitts foe thle issuance of dfirect pohicive
rather thaln by me1anls Of reilnsUrance. '11lw proposed aumendmnent
wouild confirm this authority by exPressly provid ing for till utilization
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of insurance companies as underwriting agents for the Administration,
and permit the payment by it of an aI1own
o xpnesc
expenses not to include any commission paid by the agent in excess
of 5 percent of the premiums involved. In'this connection. it may
be noted that war risk activities of the War Shipping Administration
are likely to be greatly increased by a revision of the "freedom from
cature and seizure" clause.
Saubsection (e) (2) of section 3 of the committee substitute covers
anotber minor gap in the insurance law. Section 223 of the War Risk
Insurance Act now provides that in the case of reinsurance, the allow
ance for taxcs, commissions, overhead, and other customary expenses
to the original insurer may not exceed 5 percent of the premium paid.
Reinsurance, particularly in the marine field, becomes increasingly
necessary, and such reinsurance would embrace an entire field of
insurance not isolated situations. The 5-percent limitation stultifies
the use of reinsurance since it is insufficient to cover the cost of doing
business by the underwriters requesting reinsurance. The services of
such underwriters can be obtained at a very moderate cost and without
substantial profit. To make use of their facilities would be in the
best interest of the Government. They perform many important
functions, including not only the preparation and issuance of the
policies but the handling of claims, adjustments, inspections and
numerous other activities, which, unless performed by such under
writers, would have to be undertaken by the Government itself. This
involves increased expenses, with substantial loss of efficiency. The
existing provision seems to have. been intended as a prohibition against
payment of excessive commissions to brokers and others concerned
and the probibition is contained' in the amendment and fortified
thereby.
Section 3 (f) of the committee substitute covers another small gap
in the insurance law. Under section 224 of the War Risk Insurance
Act, other departments and agencies of the United States can procure
insurance from the War Shipping Administration to cover war risks
and thereby make use of the existing insurance organization in War
Shippin Administration. The act, however, does not specifically
embrace marine risks. There are cases in which it would be desir
able for Government agencies to procure such insurance service for
marine risks on vessels in which the United States has an interest.
The amendment would provide for this by authorizing departments
to procure insurance from the War Shipping Administration as po
vided for in section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as amendgeed-,
which authorizes insurance of marine hazards in respect to vessels in
which the United States has an interest.
INTERPLEADER IN INSURANCE

PROCEEDINGS

Subsection (g) of section 3 of the Proposed committee substitute
would Provide for interpleader proceedines in litigation with respect+
to war risk insurance, particularly insurance upon the lives of officers
and members of crews. In these cases claims of several claimants may
be asserted raising' conflicting interests. The amendment would
permit the determination in a single suit of the rights of ali persons
in interest. For example, the situation may arise where admiinistra
tive officers do not acknowledge any indebtedness under a policy but
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there is doubt me to which of two or more persona is entitled to collect
if an indebtedness has in fact arisen. In other cases the iudebtedness
of the United States may be acknowledged but there may be Su&h
doubt as to who is entitled to collect that it is unsafe for the Govern
melit to make payment without a judicial determination. The
amendment provides machinery whereby aLl' conflicting claimants
would be brought into the litigation, or if necessary litigation might
be initiated through an action in the nature of a bill of initerpleader.
The failure of potential claimants to assert their claims, or inability to
locate actual or potential claimants, or any uncertainty as to identity
of claimants would not be permitted to bring about an indefinite
postponement of the determination of rights involved. The amend
ment would provide for the naming of such claimants as parties and
services by publication or other form of reasonable notice. The
language of the proposed amendment is an adaptation of a provision
directed to the same problem in the World War Veterans' Act, 1924,
as amended.
OTHER INSURANCE PROVISIONS,

Subsection (h)' of section 3 of the committee substitute would assist
in avoiding delays and uncertainties in connection with the perform
ance of services or the provision of facilities for public or private vessels.
Difficulties have been encountered in procuring the necessary insurance
protection for comnpanies performing services or providing facilities
for vessels especially in the case of ship repairs. The amendment
would authorize the War Shipping Administration to provide such
insurance or reinsurance against legal liabilities of such companies in
connection with such servilces and facilities. Such insurance or re
insurance may be provided whenever the Administrator is of the
opinion that It is required in the prosecution of the war effort and
cannot be obtained at reasonable rates or upon reasonable conditions
from approved and authorized American insurance co)mpanies. Such
insurance or reinsurance would not be available to cover liabilities to
employees with respect to employers' Iii~bility or workmen's compen
sation.
It is believed that under section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act,
1920, the War Shipping Administration has authority to provide
insurance for this type in all cases involving vessels in which the
Government has an interest. The legislation is therefore in part
merely a reaffirmation and clarification of existing law.
Section 3 (i) ' of the committee substitute is intended to avoid po
tential difficulty by specifically providing that the insurance powers
of the- War Shipping Administration include the power to cover the
agents as well as- the owners or charterers of the vessels. It has al
ways beer, assumed that the agents dio not have a-.liability which is
separate or independent of that of the vessel owner or charterer.
However, sonmc recent decisions have given rise to the possibility
that some agents may have an independent liability (Quinn v.
Southgate Neleem CorportOioni, 121 F. (2d) 190 (C. C. A. 2d, 1041),
certiorari denied, 314 U. S. 682; Margaret M. Brady v. Roosevelt
Steamship Company, Inc., 128 F. (2d) 169 (C. C. A. 2d, 1941)). At
the present time the War Shipping Administration may provide in
surance for the interests of the owners or charterers of the vessels.
(1)of U. R. 133; subs., (b f Rf. R. 7424.
'Subsecs. U) a04 (h) of the bil H ?3.R.i.
H.RePtL. TS-1. VOL 1-44

ISubsec.
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The right to include the interests of agents is not specifically men
tioned in the law but is believed to be implied therein. In View of
the possibility that aigents may have an independent liability it is
desirable to amend section 3b of Public, 101, Seventy-seventh Con
gress, to specifically include agents among those entitled to coverage
undler the Administration's insurance powers.
Section 3 (i) 2 of the committee substitute is another insurance
provision intended to clarify the scope of the Administra~tion's in
surance powers. The War Shipping Adm~inist~ration has authority
tindler section 4 of Public, 101, Seventy-seventh Congress, to charter
and operate vessels owned, requisitioned, or charteredl by it. This
auithority extends to immobilized vessels taken over tinder Public, 101
vslschartered under section 3 (a) of Public, 101, vessel uca~
under section 4 of Public, 101, and also vessels requisitioned under
section 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, for title or use, as well
as vessels constructed by the Maritime Commission. Provision is
made for the insurance of the first three classes of vessels named by
section 2 of Public, 101, but it is doubtful that insurance can be pro
vided uinder that section with respect to vessels in the other classes
described. It is clear that the insuiance provisions of section 3 (b)
should be made ats extensive as the operatioins and charter provisions
of section 4. This objective would be carried out by section 3 Sj).
It is understood that while the War Shipping Administration desires
to have this full authority to meet all probable needs, it is not the
present intention of the VINar Shipping Administration, if this amend
ment were enacted, to cover ordinary marine risks on hulls.
SECTION

4

Section 4 of the bill relates to the technical question of limitation
of liability and is intended to eliminate any doubt that may exist as
to the right of the United States to lim-it liability wvith respect to the
vessels operating for its account either as time charter or otherwise.
It is the oTpinion of the War ShipPing Administration counsel that the
United, States is entitled to limit liability with respect to cargo or
otherwise in the same manner ats owners of commercial vessels. This
conclusion, however, has been questioned by some, aild the enactment
of section 4 would eliminate any doubt. Since car-go is invariably
insured, section 4 for all practical purposes is not intended to protect
against shippers' claims but against claims of cargo underwriters
whose premiums are based on the assumed right of the carrier to
limit liability in such cases. The provision is', therefore, entirely
equitable to all concerned.
The amendment to. this sectiob proposed by the committee is a
perfecting amendment making it clear that it would apply to vessels
ownedl by the War Shipping Administration as well as thlose chartered
to the War Shipping Adminh~istrator or operated by him or for his
account.
lit this connection it may be pointed out that the policy of the War
Shipping Admiinistration has been to maintain the normal relationship
of carrier and shipper with- respect to transportation of commercial
cargo on vessels owned or controlled by it. This has not lbeen entirely
possible in the case of public vessels in view of the limited scope of the
Public Vessels Act. In such cases, 3hippers apparenitly have no relief
'SUbiw.,.u

(J) *"d (ih) of the bill Ri. R. 123.
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aginst the Government on public-vessel shipments under the Suits
in Admiralty Act or Public Vessels Act. It is understood that this
situation will be cured by modifying the standard form of bill of
lading so as to provide, contractually, protection to shippers on this
class of vessels comparable with that enjoyed by shippers on merchant
vessels.
SECTION

5

Section 5 of this bill is a mniscellaneous section setting forth the
appropriate effective dates of the various provisions of tihe bill and
with respect to social-security taxes ratifying and confirming the
validity of past payments of such taxes.
The committee amnendinent to this section strikes out the language
relating to Federal social-security taxes to conform with the amend
ments to section I of thle bill which, when adlopted, would cover the
entire'~subject matter of social-security benefits by specific amend
ments and make these provisions of section 5 unnecessary.
Thle termination clause in title I of the First War Powers Act, 1941,
provides that thle title shall terminate 6 months after the end of
the war or at such earlier (late as the Congress by concurrent resolution
or the President miay designate.
Re-ports on) thle prFoposed legislation received by your committee
from various interested departments follow:.
Hon.SCHULER
. BLNDWashington,

OFFICE OF THE ArronNzT GENERAL,
Li. C., July 30, 194*.

Chairman, Committee on the Merchant Mlarine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives, lt'ashitagion. D. C'.

MY DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: T[his

ackziawle'lgis

your letter of July 24, 1942,

requesting iany views relative to a bill (11. It. 7424) to aniendu and clarify certain
rosions of law relating to functions of the WVar Shipping Adminiistration., and
ror o'ithe~r purp~oses.
Section 1 of the hill would nmake applicable to searnien rinplloyed by or on behalf
of the War Ship.phiig Adlnuiauitraticki, all the rights, beinefits, anid nimmunities that
they would have if they were eipiployed onl privately owned vessels. It would
also expre'.sdy provide thfat such meunien shall nlot be entitled to any of the benefits
or be sulbject to anty of IIlw charges- pro%hind fur vitiployees of the Tinited States.
Section 2 wouild amiend tho- haw nulatitig to naarmaw insurance ill ltime of war so
as to lierinit the- Wa'r Shippuing Adminiiistratioam to furuii~h p~rotection to seamnen,
which would include all iaturine ri.kks which Peazneu iisight, enicounter in wartinme;
for exainiple, injuries MItai~sthit- inl eulli.siuns inl convoy duell to bilack-out conditions.
,Section 3 (a) would aualuuorize thke Watr Shipping Adiniaiistrat ion, prior to miaking
conajieza-ation. to inake a depliit wit h the Treasurer
a deflinite deterinination of jisl51
of the United slates Onl aonte ofuch just conipensation for foreign merchant

vessels which it

reqluisit ionedl.

Under existing law (act of April 1_ 1942. Public law No. 523, -cc. 223) the
amIount Of co11nna6il-jonS atiad VN'.pnSeM WhiiCh Ilany be allowed bay tile War Shipping
Admiinistration to anl iinstirittie carrier for cuaaaisinni.aias and exlen~ses onl reinsur
alice is restricted to a fixed perceviAtge of the priuiniunas. Svetion 3 (b) of thle bill
under consitharat ion would r'aaaove this restrict lion so far as4eqtenses are concerned.
CAect ion 3 (c) of the lnwwsule wouuldt atittlatirize any depalnrt tutwitur agentcv of thle
United States ta) procuire iuasuranca' against marine ri-k., oaahullis in wh ich thle
United States has a legal or etit~abitahl int-ruAt. Sectio~ns 3 (if) andl (e) would
nmerely clarify certain ainbigitikic. iii exi-stinig law relating to thke ins~rance of the
interest of a' Keneral agent for a vessel anil thle insurance of certain classes of
ve-Sselx acqliri"I by the War -Shipjhug Ahlmnihistratiou.
-ection 4 WuIlld accordl to thle U. it ed States illnisre-et to all vessels under tlae
control of thle War Shipp~ing :Adniaiiistration, tlike Smiae right to linit liability and
to receive Ibenfts as is accoraled to owners of privute vessels
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Section 5 would provide that section 1 of the bill shall remain in force until 6
months after the termination of-the war or until such earlier date as the Congress
by concurrent resolution or the President by proclamation may designate.
I find no olbjection to the enactment of the bill.
Sincerely yours,
FaesBDU
Attorney GeneraL.
FtDaRAL SECUaRIry AoENcr,

August 81. 1945.
Chairman, Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives, W~ashington, D. C'.
Mr DFAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to your letter of July 24, 1942.
requesting a report from this Agency to your committee on H. R. 7424, a bill to
amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to functions of the War
Ship~ping Administration and for othei purposes.
'Ihis Agency is (iirectiy interested only in section 1 of H. R. 74241, which is
intended to clarify the status of seamen employed by the War Shipping Adminis..
tration with respect to their rights and benefits, and to preserve to seamen who,
by reason of their employment by the War Shipping Administration, might become
employees of the Unite States, those rights and benefits to which they would be
entitled if they were employed on privately owned and operated vessels. This
Agency Is in complete agreement with this objective. It is currently carrying
on three major programs which are of direct benefit to merchant seamen: the
old-age and survivors' insurance program of the Social Security Board medical
relief benefits provided by the Public Health Service, and vocational rehabilitation
administered by the Office of Education.
As a matter of general policy, this Agency Is opposed to the extension of Social
Securit~y Act coverage to particular groups of employees within a larger category
of employment. However, it is highly desirable that employees who do not
change jobs shall not pass from private employment to Federal employment and
back again, and it is felt that the employees of private operators taken over by
the Government as a war measure are a special class of Federal employees with
spe!cial coverage problems. It Is further felt that seamen In the employ of the
war Shipping Administration are a special group within this category of Govern
ment employment. Seamen in private employment obtained coverage 8 years
later than other categories of private employees and are not so likely to have
attained a "fully insured" status uinder the program; they have a distinctive
vocation which is especially hazardous in the war situation and, therefore, are in
special need of the benefits of old-age and survivors' Insurance coverage; and they
are less apt to shift from their special category of employment to other wartime
Government employment to which coverage has not yet been extended.
For these reasons, while It would prefer legislation which would extend coverage
to all employment taken over from private employers as a temporary war measure,
the Agency is in favor of the enactment of legislation which would extend coverage
under the old-age and survivors' insurance program to seamen who are In tihe
employ of the War Shipping Administration.
There are, however, numerous technical questions involving the mechanism for
achieving the policy described above. The existing draft Auggests a number of
serious drafting problems which we would like to discuss with the Bureau of
Internal Rlevenue and other agencies Interested In the administration of the social.
security system before presenting proposed language revisions. If the committee
Intends to6 report the
favorably, we shall be glad to make available to it such
suggestions with respect to langimage.
Medical relief benefits are provided by the Public Health Service under existing
law and regulations to merechant seamen on vessels documented under the laws
of the United States, to seamen on vessels of the United States Government of
more than 5 tons' burden, and to seamen on forejgn vessels subject to a charge
toa be paid by the master of the foreign vessell. This Agency agrees that there
should be available to all seamen empkloyed br the War
gAdiitrto
the medical relief afforded by the ublic health Servi~ee!Itisrcomede
that section 1 be revised to avoid the possibility that seamen an ships under
foreign registr and chartered by the War Shipping Administration may be earn
sidered as havi7n~g the status of seamen on foreign ships rather than that of seamen
an ships of the United States Government,
Hon.S.

.

bill

BLNDWashington,
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leisat~n cnteplaesthat disabled seamen may be eompenTheproose
satd b adinitraiveacton r b reovey uder the Suits In Admiraltv Act.
aminstrt~e poceureibe established for the ipromp
It s Iporanttht
re ligbleforvoctioalrehabilitation. It woud see
of'thse
refrra ho
conside IldIng in this legislation a specific legislative
advisable, thrfrto
basis for making arrangement bwhch the name and address of each seaman
to whom compensation is awardd by.either method may he forwarded wth the
relevant medical Information, to the Appropriate Hoard of Vocational education.
The Agency is in favor of the objectives of section 2 of the proposed legislation
which broadens the insurance provisions of the Merchant Marnn. Act with respect
to seamen. However. no recommendation Is made with respect to this section
or the exclusion of seamen by section I from the benefits of the United States
ct.These niatters are beyond the scope of the
Cmpesaton
Emplyee'
Ageny'sadmiistativ reponibility.
n fvorof heenactment of legislation which would accomplish
Thi Agncyas
f sctin 1of . R. 7424.
theobjcties
oftheBudgt aviscs'that there is no objection to the submission
The ureu
of this report to your committee.
WATSON B. MILLSM,
Sincerely yours,
Ailing A'dminiutrator.
UNITED STATES Eaawwvnsn' COMPENSATION COMMISSION,

Now. York, N. Y., July SI, 1949.
BOnL SCnUnISa 0. BLAND,
Charirmn, Commiflee on th. Merchang Marine and Fiaherice
Hous. of Represenotaives, lVaslington, D). C.
DuAR Mn. CEAIRMAN:

The Commission has received your letter of July 24,

1942 transmitting copy of the bill (H. R. 7424) to amend and clarify certain
rviso-ns of law relating to functions of the War Shipping Administrationan
frother purposes, with request for the views and recommendations of the b
mission with respect to this proposed legislation.
The only part of the bill with respect to which the Commission Is In aLposition
to make any comment is that part relating to benefits and remedies for seamen
employed by or on behalf of the United States through the War Shipping dmin
istration, or agents or other persons acting for or on behalf of that Azinistration.
It appears from Information received by the Commission that the employment
arrangement, with respect to seamen engaged upon vessels operated by or for
the War Shipping Administration, Is such as to give scamnen upon such vessels
status as civil employee" of the United States. As such, they or their dependent.
would be entitled to receive the full protection entitled to workmen under the
Federal Employees' Compenasation Act, administered by this Commission, in
ease of injury or death occuring while in the course of their employment, irre
spective of tbe fault of the emnployee or the negligence of the empiloyer. During
the last war, and subsequent thereto, employees aboard vessels operated by or
for the Emergency Fleet Corporation and the former United Statesi Shipping
Board, where eamploymnent relationships with the United States existed, were
afforded protection under the Federal Employees' Coampensationi Act.
The bill, H. It. 7424, however, in effect provides that seamen employed by or
on behalf of the United States, through the War Shipping Adamuiiiistration, shall
not be entitled to any worknmen's comupeansationi heiwlits provided for Federal
employees. The bill proposes that they shall have "all of the rights, benefits
exeptons prvilgeand liabilities of sea&men employed on privately owne
eset to (1) death, injuries, illness, torn
wt
and o.perated American vesl,
of effects, detnioor repatriation, or claims arising therefrom; (2) the Federal
social-security laws and Fedieral employment-tax laws'; and (3) allotments."
Borne of the rights, benefits, privil.eges, etc., referred to above, are not statutory,
and pparntlyhav aneely cotractual basis, the extent of benefits presumably
upn wat tayparicular contract way eontaiA (Rnd to that extent
depedin
appaenty
mkin It iffcul ifnot impossible, to give an acceptable or uniform
t th peson whoac ntededto be affected
The
isnotcerainas
ommssin
oseamen,
orlt
sitne
taprnl
by section1 of the bil H.R 44
,proaohrtasemnwudemtobIncluded.
yt on line 4 and 5, pe
This arises because otmehrase "or aetsOr te persons acting for or an
If ote than seamen should be
behalf of the War ShpigAdrministratio.
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included, the remainder of section 1 becomes difficult to apply, as the rights and
remedies referred to are those of seamen. Also this "or" Inclusion might possibly
be construed to bring under the measure &ertain civilian employees of 'the United
States, employed by the War Shipping Administrat~ion or possibly some other
agency, who may not he employed as seamen. This result obviously is not
intended and proper language revision should be made. Cftherwise many
Incongruous situations would result.
Apparently the purpose of the proposed legislation is to place seamen in the
same relative position, while employed by the United States, as they waere when
engaged in lprivate employment, so far as the right to damages and remedies for
Injury or death are concerned. Such rights heretofore existing under admiralty
law and by statute were (1) the right to maintenance and cure, with respect to
disability incurred while in the ship's service-an ancient right which exists regard
less of any question of negligence of the employer as to the cause of disability,
uinder which a seaman may receive hospitalization, medical care, and maintenance
for a period of temporary disability, the period to some extent being arbitrarily
determined, bitt not for any long durtopte right to sue the employer in a
negligence action tinder the so-called Jones Act (title 46 U. S. C., sec. 688), which
Is a very similar law to the Federal Employers' Liability Act relating to railroad
employees; (3) the right of dependents to sue on account of death on the high seas
by Wrongful act (title 46 U. S. C., see. 761); and (4) the right tinder the general
admiralty law to~sue for Injuries sustained because of the unscaivorthlness of aL
vessel. Under the Suits In Admiralty Act of March 9, 1920, an action (accruing
bi raso of negligence maintainable on, any basis above mentioned) may h
gildaainst the United States, provided the vessel upon which the person was
Injured was employed as a merchant vessel (title 46, U. S. C., sec. 742).
it is the Commission's understanding of the prqposr.ed legislation that. its
application is to be limited to seamen employed by or on behalf of the WVar
Shipping Administration, and that the rights heretofore long enjoyed by seamen
In other Federal services, who have acquired status as civil employres of the
United States, will not be disturbed or affected. In this connection' it may be
outt that in services such as the Army Transport Service, seamien have
en employed directly as civil employees of the United State-s and for many
years have received the protection of the Federal Employees' Compensat ion Art.
As to seamen in the Army Transport ServiceC, it should be noted that the
protection afforded by the Federal Employees' Cmpensation Act as far greatter
than that contemplated for seamen by the bill II. It. 7424. The hill apparentlv
would merely provide a basis for recovery of damages for injury or death only fin
the very limited clnass of cases where the employer was negligent. Negligence of
the employer or contributory negligence or fault of the employee is not a factor
in determining the payment of workmen's compensation benefits, and employees
and dependents receive the same protection in all injury or death cases, whe'ther
aor not the employer Was at fautlt. This is particularly important at the present
time to seamen who have long qualified as Federal employees, because of the
greater hazards to which such seamen are presently exposeA. According tn the
Eublic press, due to enemy attacks great loss of life and severe injuries are suffered
yAerican seamen, which obviously far exceed the loss of life and injuries due
to normal maritime operations. Against such perils, as well as normal ind'tqtrial
injuries, these Federal seamen are presgently fully protected by the Federal
Employees' Compensation Act. Should they be included in the present measure
It would mean substantial loss of protection, as it would require them in every
ease to prove negligence of the employer before recovery of damages could be
had, a burden which they do not have uinder the Compensationt law. Ftirther
more, as injury or death due tii enemy action would not be due to negligence of
the employer, no possibility Of recovery damages would exist for the greatest
perils they encounter. Moreover, their stilts would be subject (under the Suits
in Admiralty Act) to the provisions limiting the employer's liability to the value
Of the vessel (which, if lost, would have no value).
We do not believe- that the present Hill intends to disturb the protection here
tofore afforded to such Federal employees; therefore, the ComminlssIon recommends
the acceptance of the policy that no change shall1 be made in the bill which would
affect the rights of such persons, and, as further assurance that their existing
rgphts will be fully protected, that the committee include In Its report a statement
othis policy and intention.
The Com-mission has no comment or su gsion to offer as to the other parts
Of the proposed leuislation, nor does It desireito make any gtatement relative to
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aymatter of policy, other than that above mentioned with respect to seamee In
other Federal services.
In accordance with your request, four complete copies of this report ane here
with enclosed.
Pursuant to Budget Circular No. 390, dated June 1, 1942 th Commission
has submitted this report to the Bureau of the Budget, and it ~i= een returned
with the Advice that there in no objection to the presentation to the appropriate
committees of Congressof the views of the Commission as expressed herein.
J. KZZOAN, Acting Chairman.
Verytruy
yorsJNO.

WAn S3HIPPING ADMINISTRATION,
Aiiguet S1, 1949.
UDWashington,
Ron. &
Chairman,com;mittee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives..
DXAR JUDGE BLAND: You have requested the views of the War Shipping Admin
istration with respect to H. R. 7424, a bill to amend and clarify certain provisions
of law relating to functions of the War Shipping Administration, and for other
Thie Wa ShlppingAdmlnistration was established In the Office for Emergency
Management of the Executive Office of the President on February 7, 1942, by an
Executive order (No. 9054; 7 F. R. 837) issued under the First War Powers Act.
The frnctions and duties of the agency are set forth generally in paragraph 2 of
the order. Briefly, these functions are to control the operation, purchase, char
seandallcatonof ocean vessels, with certain exceptions, under
ter reuistio,
oftheUniedStates. The Administrator was vested with all
thefla
orconro
aritime Commission with respect to these
ofthe nite Staes
lega autorit
nd arnspeifiall veted with the administration of the pertinent pro
mattr.
ercant~iaineAct, 1936, as amended, and the War Risk Insur
he
visonsof
atces Act, the Foreign Vseseuisition Act, and the Ship Warrants Act. The
last-named act ~ercnl bee extended for thc (hiration of the war, and pro
vision was expe ymd othe effect that the authority of the M~aritime Com
mission une texended laws, insiofar as the amie relates to functions of the
Commission transfcrred to the Adniiniuitrator undlcr the said Executive order, are
to be performed by the Administrator in conformity with the Executive order.
The First War Powers Act, 1941, provides that 6 months after the war all govern
mental agencies shall exercise the same f unction%a4 heretofore or hereafter by law
ma.v be provided, notwithstanding any action of the President under title 1 of the
The War Shipping Administration, on April 19, 1942, gave notice of general
ruiiion of all oceangoing vessels, and is now operating as owner or under
requ1isition charter., bare-boat charters, or time charters, most of the merchant
marine of 'the United States. These operations give rise to certain p~roblemns
which require or make very desirable legislative action In the interests of clarifica
tion and effective administration during the war.
NEED FOR LEGISLATION
Various questions have arisen in connection with the benefits and remedies
for seamen employed by or on behalf of the War Shipping Admininstration on
vessels owned or bareboat-chartered by it, especially where such enmployment by
the War Shipping Administration gives seamen tlhe status of employees of the
United States. The status of these seamen with respect to their rights and
benefits should be clarified.
Another problem primarily affecting seamen and thbir dependents is the need
Of providing more complete protection to seamen and dependents In case of loss
Of 'life or bodily injury. The War fRisk Insurance Act, which was rovise& an
April 11, 1942 (Public, 523, 77th Cong.), provides insurance protection for strictly
war risks. This act does not cover certain marine risks such as collisions in
convoy collisions due to running under,black-out conditions, and stranding due to
reova of peacetime aids to navigation, which, while not strictly "war risks"
arise out of conditions engendered by the war.
The authority of War Shipping Administration to provide Inmutrance under
Public, 101, Seventy-seventh Congress, is not commensurate with the needs of the
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War Shipping Administration to protect interestsIn vessels owned or controlled by,
It. The War Shipping Administration, for example, is unable properly to protect
its general agents in respect of the operation of the vessel and it is also unable to
provide the necessary insurance protection with respect to vessels owned or
controlled by it.
In the course of the proccedings to provide just compensation for requisitioned
Idle foreign merchant vessels under Public, 101, Seventy-seventh Congress, the
War Shipping Administration has made deposits on account of compensation in
advance of making any final determination as to the amount thereof, in order to
avoid delays in the adjustment of liens and claims involved. Sotne doubts have
been exprcssed as to the validity of such deposits on account, and Congress
may deem it desirable to clarify this point.
'The Wartime Insurance Division of the War Shipping Administration has
found it necessary to consider the reinsurance of substantially all the risks in
given classes of risks. Some adjustment of the possible allowance to underwriters
on reinsurance of their business must be made in order to utilize the commercial
organizations of the underwriters and adljusters and avoid the expensive alternative
of setting up a large organization in the Wartime Insurance Division.
In view of certain special condiltionls, the Congress may deem it dcsirable to
make an express statutory declaration with respect to the power of the War
Shipping Administration to limit Its liability as to vessels operated by it divectly
or under time or bareboat chart~ers or other arrangement. In view of the extensive
operations of the Administration, it Is believed that such a declaration would
avoid uncertainties and unnecessary controversy.
THE PROV1SIONS

OF THE BILL

Section 1 of the bill provides that seamen employed by or on behalf of the
War Shipping Administration would have those rights, benefits, and immunities
to which they would be entitled if employed on privately owned and operated
vessels, and that they would not, by virtue of their status as Federal employees,
become entitled to the benefits generally provided for such employees. The
benefits to private seamen would include rights with respect to claims for death,
injuries, illness, loss of effects, detention, and repatriation, and wages, main
tenance, and cure, and old-age pension benefits. The claims would be enforce..
able by suit against the United States only u-ndcr the Suits In Admiralty Act.
This section would expressly exclude any benefits tinder the United States Em
ployees' Compensation Act or the Civil Service Retirement Act.
The section would authorize the War Shipping Administration with respect
to seamen employed by or on Its behalf to make payments and deductions as an
employer under the social-security laws and the Federal employment-tax laws,
and any such payments and dleductions made for such purpose prior to the
enactment of the measure would be confirmed by section S.
The section further provides that the War Shipping Administration shall not
be required to assert Immunity from payniejt of Federal taxes in respect of Its
operations and activities. The United States collects the taxcs In any event
and the administrative costs in setting up the immunity from taxation are only
an additional expense to the United States. This provision applies only to
Federal taxation. Undor its existing powers, especially having in mind Its powers
as a business or commercial organization, the War Slhipping Admninistrat ion does
have the right to make payments of these taxes (and waive its immunity), but
Congress may deem it desirable to have it expressly so provided in the law.
Section 2 of the bill wouldl amend the W.ar Risk Insurance Act. The War
Shipping Administration, under that act, may write insurance covering loss of
life of, or bodily injury to, seamen against wvar risks. Unlike the case of p~roperty
Interests where the combined fields'of war-risk insurance and marine insurance
afford fufl protection, there is no such complete in1suamicer coverage in the case
of life or limb of seamen. "War risk" coverage does riot include many losses
ariaftg from war conditions but which are not strictly in the nature of war risks
as interpreted by the courts. The doubt as to the extent of coverage comurised
within the term "war risk" has been increased by a recent.House of Lo&rds (lecision,_
which, while perhaps liberal in result, tends to make more uncertain the scope
of war-risk coverage. Section 2 would broaden the authority of the War Shippig
Administration to furnish protection for searnenfso as to cover such navigational
risks as collisions in eonvoy, collisions due to running under black-out conditions,
and stranding due to removal of peacetime aids to navigation. These and other
dangers to seamen, as a practical matter, result from or are greatly increased
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b~wartime operation of the merchant marine. The amendment of aection22
would provide general anid flexible authority to cover all marine risks of sae
to which war conditions may contribute.
Section 3 (a) of the bill is designed to confirmn, and avoid any controversy an
to, the authority of the War Shipping Administratioz. to make deposits "on
account" of just compeniation for requisitioned idle foreign merchant vessels
unider sectIonl1of the act ofJune 6, 141. Ithsasbeen ncccsiary w make deposits
"'on account of" such compensation in advance of making any definite determina
tion with respect to the amount of just compensation, in order that the hoenors
and other classants may proceed with -the prosecution of their claims at the
end~ of the 6 mouoths without waiig o fnldetenninations (an full deposits),
which often cannot be made formnmohs
Subsection *1b)of the bill would remove the restrictions In section 223 of the
subtitle "Insurance of the Merchanit Marine Act, 1936, as amended," which
limits, by a fixed ratio to premiums, the ankount of commissions and expenrse
which may be allowed by the War Shipping Administration to the insurance carrier
on reinsurance with the, War Shipping Administration. The section would still
require that the allowance to the insurance carrier oin account of commissions be
litdto 5ercent.
The fixed lim~ito'n, allowance for expenses onl reinsurance of commercial under
writers was somiid at the time of its enactment when the reinsurance conteinplated
was that of, pecific risks and wheti only Aportion of the underwriter's businesws was
reinstared. rIThe provision is unworkable wheni it becomes necessary to rcinsure an
entire class of risks. For example, the problem may become critical in the case
of cargo war-risk reinsurance, where it itafy 1e necesslary to write insurance on a
nonconnuercial level (as provided in the War Risk Insurance Act) in connection
with p rice ceilings fixed bly the Price Administrator. Unless this provision is
amended, inistead of utilizing the existing conuiereial organization whlich is well
eqv'ipp~ed aond trained to do the work involved on the most eflicient dnid economical
basis, it world be necessary to set up a very lurge organization in the WVar Ship
ping Adminkistration.
&cetion 224 of subtitk5 "Insuirance of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as
amended," enables Government departments to procure unmder such act necessary
insurance protection for 'var risks, and to make uisc of the existing insurammce or
ganization in the War Shipping Adminiiistration. Subsection (c) of the bill would
enable departments and agencies to procure iusuramace service for marine risks on
hulls in which the United States has an interest., as described in section 10 of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as amncided.
The War Shipping Adminimistrationa is authorized under section 3 (b) of Public
101, Seventy-seventh Congre~ss to provide insurance and reinsurance with respect
to vessels and any interest of the owner or charterer therein. It. is the opinion of
the War Shipping Administration that the interest of the general agent can be
insured under this language, but it may be contended under certain decisions of
the courts that a general agent for the vessel might be held liable as an independ
ent contractor with respect to claims arising out of the operation of the vessel.
As a safeguard, the proposed aniendmnent. in section 3 (d) would authorize protec
tion against this possible liability of a general agent by mneans of imisurance under
Public 101 rather than through ami indemnnity agreement between the agent and
the War Shipping Adniministration as the owner or charterer of the'vessel.
While section 3 (b) of P'ublic, 101, clearly authorizes insurance of (a) immobilized
vessels purchased, chartered, ot requisitionied for use under section 1, (b) vessels
chartered under section 3 (a) and (c vessels purchased under section 4 of Public,
101, it is not clear that insurance can be provided under this section with respect
to vessels otherwise acquired by the W~ar Shipping Administration, including, for
example, vessels requisitioned under section 002 of the Merchant Marine Act,
1936, for title or use, and vessels constructed by the Conisission under various
statutes. Provision for the charter or operation of such vessels is made in section
4 of Public, 101, amid it is considered that the insurance provisionsl of section 3 (b)
should be made as extensive as the operation and charter provisions of section 4,
as provided in slection 3 (e) of the bill. Except in unusual situations, it is not the
intention of the War Snipping Administration (under thils anmendinent) to cover
ordinary marine risks onl hulls.
The War Shipping Administration has power to limit its liability As to vessels
opertedby
t drecly r udertime or bareboat charters or other arrangement.
It i vsses
opratig boh drecty adruder such charters. There is no liability
on te f agnt
th WarShipingAdniniration under such charters, and it is
thughsecion4 of the bili may be said to be virtually
beleve deiraleeve
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a restatement of existing authority, to have an express statuitory declaratlon on
this point in order to avoid uncertainties and delays or unnecessary claims
especially in view of the fact that only the Administration is liable under the
charters in question.
Section 5 of the bill would limit the life of section 1 above considered to the
same life as title I of the First WVar P'owers Act of 1941. That act provided that
upon termination of said title I (6 months after the termination of the present
war or until such earlier time as the Congress by concurrent resolution or the
President may designate). all functions, duties, and powers shall be, exercised
without regardt to action of the -President under the title (in this case the creation
of the War Shipping Administration by Executive order on February 7, 1942).
Section 1 wo~uld be retroactive in operation so far as social-security payments
actually made before the enactment of this measure are concerned. Provisibn
Is also made to protect the prosecution and enforcement of any rights and liabilities
which accrue, before the termination of section 1, under section 1.
The bill under consideration embodies the policies and purposes with some
changes in language of a clarifying or technical nature, of a proposed Measure
which, together with a proposed report to the Congress thereon, was submitted
by the War Shipping Administration to the IDirector, Bureau of thc B~udget, for
advice as to the relationship of the measure to the program of the President. The
Director, Bureau of the Budget, has advised that there would be no objection to
the presentation for the consideration of the Congress of a report in consonance
with the views of this agency as heretofore submitted to the Director, Bureau of
the Budget, including the views of this agency as to the suggestions of other
Government agencies.
SUGGESTIONS FROM OTHER AOENCIES

With respect to 'the suggestions of other agencies, it appears that those of
the Att~,rncy General with respect to the measure are embodied in H. R. 7424.
The Federal Security Agency has suggest~ed the need for certain technical amend
ments to section 1 of the bill, particularly with respect to social-security benefits.
These amendments are not yet available, but this agency is prepared to cooperate
in the drafting thereof in accord with the wishes of the committee. It further
appears that the technical suggestions of the United States Employees' Corapeui
sation Commission, with respect to the bill, can readily be worked out. The
Secretary of War has recommended the addition of three new sections to the bill
to be applicable with respect to seamen employed by the Army Transport
Service and other branches of the War Department. This agency has informed
the Director, Bureau of the Budget, that it has no objection to the submission
of the proposed amendments to the Congress for its consideration.
The War Shipping Administration urges prompt enactment of the measure.
Sincerely yours,
E. 5. LAND, Administalrtor.
UNITED STATES CIVIL SZRVlCE COMMISSION,
Washington, D). C., October 5, 1945.
Chairman,'Comnmittee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives.
DEAR MNT.BLAND: Further reference is madhe to your conmmunication dated
July 24, 1942, transmitting copy of H. R. 7424. a bill to amend and clarify certain
provasmuos of law relating to function~s of the War Shipping Administration, and
for other purposes, and requesting the comnment~s of the Commission thereon.
The bill would, among other things, exclude from the operation of the Civil
Service Retirement Act of Mlay 29. 1930. as amended, all seamen employed by
or on behalf of the United States through the War Shipping Administration. In
lieu of this coverage, such seamen would be subject to the obligations of and
entitled to benefits under the SociaL Security Act, the same as seamen emploved
on priately owned and operated American v.essiels.
Tphe War Shipping Administration was created in the Executive 0111ce of the
President by ExecutiveOr~der No. 9054, dated February 7, 1942. It I.of course
a Federal agency, and officers and employees thereof (except those, If any, exclude~I
Ron. S. 0. B3LAND,

by the President because of

internmittency or uncertainty of tenure) are auto

matically subject to the civil-aerylee retirement law am a condition of employment.
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This Commission does not believe that employees of the United States appointed
by and serving directly under a Federal agency such as the War Shipping Adminia
trat ion should be excluded from Federal retirement coverage and thereby placed
in a different category from other employees. However, certain points raised by
the War Shipping Admninistration have been discussed with officials of that Admin
istration and, in the light of the representations made, thin office is inclined to
agree with their views that existing circumistances warrant a modified opinion.
It is, therefore, recommnended that the second sentence of section I of the bill be,
"odTfedtor 'sead:n as used in this section shall embrace offieers and members
of crews who, because of the temnloraryv wartime character of their employment
by the War Shipping Administration. slhafl not be considered officers or employees
of the United St ates for' the purposes of the Civil Service Retireaenit Act or the
Emaployees' Ceompezisation Act."
SIhould this amendment be included as suggested by the War Shipping Ad
ministration, the Comminis'ion would interpose no objection to time favorable
consideratican of the proposal.
The Bureau of the Budget advises that there would be no objection to the sub
mission. of this report to y-our ouinutittee.
With kind regards, I amn
HARaT B. MITCHELL. President.
Very sincerely yours,
TitzAsURT DICPARTMENT,
Washington, October 5, 1949.
HOD. SCHUYLER Gria BLAND
Chairman Committee on 1h. Merchant Marnna
and.Pisiheries.liouse of Representativese.
NIT DARA MR. CHAIRMAN: My attention has been directed to the provisions
of H. R. 7424 (M7lh Cong., 2d scess,) entitled "A bill to amend and clarify certain
prrovisions of law relating to functions of the War Shipping Administration, and
forother purposes."
Among the purposes of the bill Appear to be those of providing social-security
henefits for seamen employed by the United States through the War Shipping
Administration. and of pnividing for the payment oif corresponding employment
taxes.
No comment is made herein concerning the policy of making the lproposed
extension of coverage, which is, of Course, a matter pruimarily, for the Congress to
determine. If conment upon that po~licy is desired from an .agency -in the execu
tive branch of the Government, the Federal Security Agency is the one most
directly concerned ini adivising onl that Questioil.
However, the bill, insofar as it affects the Treasuiry Nepartment, would appear
to be suibject to certain objections concerning which it is desired to invite your
attention.
d yo n eafofteUitdSae
H. R, 7424 provides in part:
ntdSae
o h
yo nbhl
"[SEC. 1.1 That 'all -seamen emp.oe
through the War Shipping Adniminstrution, or agents o~r other persomas acting for
*
or on behailf of thie War Shipp~iingAdamaimiistrationk shIall, withire~sp~ectto
(2) th6 Federal wocial-sectirity laws amid F'ederal imaployment-tax laws**
have all of the rights, benefits, exenaPtiolls, privil.'ges, and liabilities of seamen
an opratd Aerian essls.Such seamnen shall
prvatly
empoyeouwne
not lie entitled to any hellefites 'lor be subject to any charges providedl for Federal
empllloyees unrder the Unitedl States Emlapluyees'j Conmpenisationa Act, as4 amenmdled, or
'rithe War Shi pping
the Civil Service 11etiretnemat Act, &s anteuded.
Admninistr~ation. witla respect to seftumela emplloyed bj'it or on its behalf, is hereby
aumtlorized to make paynients liv way of coaatribamtioii's, and to make deductions
from wages of such seamen, as if an'emaployer muader the Fedeval social-security
laws and Federal emmploymIent-tax laws. rThe War S'hipping Administration and
its avents or persor's acting onl it., behalf or for its accalitit amay, for convenience of
adiminisdration, -with the approvil of the Adnministrator. make payment of any
taxes, fees, charges, or exactions to the United States or its agencies.
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deStc. .5. The provisions of section I of this act shall take effect on the date of
enactment hereof, but paymenth and deductions under the Federal 8ocial-security
laws and Federal employment-tax laws of the nature authorized by said section
1 made prior to such date are hereby ratified and confirmned. The provisions of
such section I shall remain in force until the termination of title I of the First
War Powers Act, 1941. The termination of the provisions of such section shall
not affect any act done or any right accruing or accrued, or any suit. or proceedIng had or commenced in any cause before such termination, hut all rights and
liabililies under law as modified by such provisions shall continue and may be
enforced in the same manner as if such provisions had not terminated."
Reference is made In section 1, quoted above, to "the Federal social-security
laws and Federal employment-tax laws." No liability for taxes is currently in
curred uinder the Social Security Act. The tax-imposing sections of that act
were superseded by the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (sulich. A, ch. 9,
Internal Rovcniie Code) and the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (subeh. C,
cb. 9, Internal Revenue Code). The taxes lmposed by the two acts referred to
in the preceding sentence are denominated 'employment taxes." However,
other taxes are also called employment taxes-namely, those imposed by sub
chapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code, which superseded the
Carriers' Taxing Act of 1937.
It is believed likely that the only employment taxes which the bill Intends be
Imposed with respect to remuneration of the seamen in question are those Im
posed by the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. Whatever may be the intent
In this respect, this Department consiaers it desirable that the intent be stated
expressly and clearly In the bill as distinguished from the present reference therein
to the emnployment taxes generally.
The benefits correlative with the taxes Imposed by the Federal Insurance Con
tributions Act are the old-age and survivors insurance benefits and are provided
for by title II of the Social Security Act, as amended. Those benefits are ad
ministered by the Social Security Board of the Federal Seciirity AXe-ey.
A trust fund out of which old-age and survivors' insurance benefits are paid,
was established and is maintained under the provisions of section 201 of title
1I of the Social Security Act, as amended. Such section approprintes to the trust
fund amounts equivalent to the taxes (including interest, p~enalties, and additions
to the taxes) received under the Federal Insurance Contribifmtions Act from all
emnployers and employees subject to the provisions of such act.
Section I of the hi Ii wouild authorize, but not require. the War Shippn Admin
istration to pay Federal employment taxes. Since it, Is appairently intnde thnt
corresponding benefits would be paid out of the old-age and survivors' insvur trce
trust fund, the payment by the War Shipping Administration of the tax on
employers and the tax on employees imposed by -the Federal Insurance Contribu
tions Act should be made mandatory In order that no b~enefits with respect to
employment of any class of individuals shall be payable out. of the trust fun'l
without a correlative requirement of payment of taxes with respect to such
employment.
Quarterly returns are required of each employer subject to the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act. On these returns the employer lists the. name and sociall
seuiyaccount number of each employee and the amount o~f wagos4 paid by him
tothre emiployee during the quarter. The employer sends to the collector of
Internal revenue, with the return, both the Rmount of tax on the employer and
the aggregate of the tax on his employees. The tax on employrees is collected by
the employer by withholding the amount thereof from wages as and when pald.
The employer is liable for the tax on employees whejther or not he collects it from
employees. The portion of the return listing the employees and their respective
wages is forwarded to the Social Security Board for use in minaltaining a permanent
wage record of each employee. It in assumed, though It is not entirely clear, that
the bill contemplates that like returns and payments would be made by the War
Shipping Administration.
The employer Is also required by the act (sec. 1403. Internal Revenuze Cede)
to furnish to eaeh emlonyee writte *statement-s showIng, among other things,
the wages paid by the employer and the amount of the tax on the employee.
The statue of this requirement is not clear. under the bill.
in the interest of certainty as to rights, duties, and liabilities both of the em
ployees and of the War Shipping Administration, It is preferred by this Depat

ment that the intent of the bil] with respect to taxes be carried out by direst
amendments to the appropriate Provsidon of the Internal Revenue Code.
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11, an stated previously In this letter, it ts intended that the taxes Imposed by
the Federal Insurance Contribution. Act (suboh. A, ch. 9, Internal Revenue
Code) be paid with respet to the wages of the seamen in question, it is suggested
that the provisions of thlat act be amended. Those taxes are measured by
"via.." with repet to "employment" as those terms are defined in section 1426.
Servie performed "inthe employ of the United States Government is now expressly
excluded from "employment." It is believed that the purpoise of the bill, insofar
as It relates to such taxes, can be accomplished by eliminating the provisions
thereof applicable to taxes and by inserting therein a provision substantially as
follows:
"Section 1426 of the Internal ]Revenue Code (53 Stat. 177. 1383; 28 U. S. C.
1426) is amended byv adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"'"0) Seamen empiloyed by W~ar Shipping Adiministration.-The term "employ
ment" shall include such service as is determined by the War Shipping Adminis
tration to be performed on or in connection with a vessel as an employ'ee of the
United States by a seaman employed by the War Shipping Administration or any
ibefore--------
agent thereof, if performed after--------------andThe War Shipping Administrator and such agents as he may designate for the
purpose are authorized and directed to comply with the provisions of this sub
chapter on Ixehalf of the United States as the employer of individuals whose
service constitutes employment by reason of this subsection."'
The foregoing method of covering the seamen for tax purposes would eliminate
the objections previously nieeitiomied. The last clause-of thle first sentence of the
suggested section 1426 (In)would eliminate tile necessity for leutislatlve ratification
of any paynients previously- made as taxes which is provided in section 5 of the
bill. Tax coverage would be effected retroactively by inserting in the first blank
in the clause referred to the date whbich precedes'the day on which it Iis(itsired
that such coverage commence. FTit is now possible clearly to prescribe thle time
when 5 ueh coverage should ceasec, the lost lilaink in the clause should be appro
priately Clled in. The draft quot ed above would leave to the War- Shipping
Administration, rather than to this Department or the Bureau of Internal Iteve
nue~, thle determination of what individuals are covered, which would seem to be
desirable in view of all of the cire'n-stances and particularly in view of the various
arrangements under which that Administration provides for the operation Of
vessels.
If further correspondence relative to this matter is necessary, please refer to
IR:A&CRR.
The Director, Bureau of the Budget, has advised the Treasury Department that
there is no objection to the presentation of this report.
Very truly yours,JON.SLIV,
Acding Secretary of the Treasury.
CHANGES IN ExisTiNGoLAW

In compliapce with paragraph 2a of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill
are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in
black brackets, existing law in whiich no change is made is in roman,
and new language is in italics):
Section 1426 of the Internal Revenue Code (53 Stat. 177, 1383; 26
U. S. C. 1426) (sec. 1 (b) of the bill):
SEC. 1426. DEFINITIONS.
When used in this subchapter
(a) WAOzs.-The term "wages" means all remuneration for employment,
Including the cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium other than cash;
except that such term shall not Include
(1) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration equal to
$3,000 has be-n paid to anindi~ividuialby an employer with respect to emtploy
ment during any calendar year. isi paidr to much individual by such employer
with resp~ect to e'mploynient during such calendar year;
(2) Te amount of any payment made to. or on behalf of. in employee
under a plan or system testar ishetd by an employer which makes provision
for his employees generally or for a clams or classes of hiq employees (aincluding
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any amount paid by an employer for insurance or annuitiesq, or. into a fund,
to jprovide for any suich payment), on account ot (A) retirement, or (B)
sickness or accident disability, or (C) medical and hospitalization expenses in
connection with sickness or accident disability, or (1)) death, provided the
employee (I) has not the opt-ion to receive, instead of provision for such death
benefit, any part of such payment or, if such death benefit is insuired, any
part of the jpremiums (or contributions to prerinimns) paid by his employer,
pand (ii) has not the right, uinder the provisions of the plan or system or policy
of insurance providing for such dcath benefit, to assign such benefit, or to
receive a cash consideration in lieu of surch benefit (either upon his withdrawal
from the plan or system providing for such benefit or tapon termination of
such plan or system or policy of insurance or of his employment with such
c(3J)loThe payment by an employer (without deduction from the remunera
tion of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon an employee under section
1400 or (B) of any payment required from an employee tinder a State unem
ployment compensation law; or
(4) Dismissal payments which the employer is not legally required to
make.

(b)

EMPLOYMENT.-The

term "employment" means any service performed

prior to' January 1, 1940, which was employment as defined in this section prior
to such date, and any service, of whatever nature, performed after December
31, 1939, by an employee for the perion employing him, irrespective of the citi
zenship or residence of either, (A) within the United States, or (B) on or in con
nection with an American vessel under a contract of service which is)entered into
within the United States or during the performance of which the vessel touches
at a port in the United States, if the employee is employed on and in connection
with such vessel when outside the United States, except
*(1) Agricultural labor (as defined in subsection (h) of this section);
(2) JDomestic service In a private home, local college club, or local chapter
of a college fraternity or sorority;
(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or business;
(4) Service performed by an individual in the employ of his son, daughter,
or spouse, andl service performed by a child under the age of twenty-one In
the employ of his father or mother;
(5) Service performed on or in connection with a vessel not an American
vessel by an employee, if the employee is employed on and !in connection
with suich vessel when outside the United States;
(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States Government,
or of an instrumentality of the United States which is (A) wholly owned by
the United States, or (1B)exempt from the tax imposed by sect-Ion 1410 by
virtue of any other provision of law;
(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, or any political subdivision
thereof, or any instrumnentalitZ of any one or more of the foregoing which In
wholly owned by one or more Zhtates or political subdivisions; and anly service
performed in the employ of any Instrumentality of one or more S5tates or
political subdivisions to the extent that the instrumentality is. with res.pect
to such service, immune uinder the Constitution of the United States frorq
the tax imposed by section 1410;
(8) Service pertormed In the employ of a corporation, community chest
fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, chari
table, scientific, literary, or educational purpose's, or for the prevention of
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which intures to
the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting.
to, influence legislation;
(9) Service performed by an individual as an employee or employee
representative as defined in siection 1532;
(10) (A) Service performed in any calendar auartor in the, omnlov of any
Organization exempt from income taxt under section 101, if
(I) the remuneration for such service does not exceed $45, or
8Ii umuch service is In connection with the collection of dues or pre
miums for a fraternal beneficiary society, order, or association, and
is performed away from the home office or is ritualistie service in con
nection with any such socIety, order, Or association, or
(III) such service is performed by a student who is enrolled and is
regularly attending classes at a school, college, or university;
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(B) Service performed In the employ of an agricultural or horticultural
xemp frm inometax under section 101 (1);
orgaizaton
erfrme intheemploy of a, voluntary employees' beneficiary
(C) ervce
rovdin fo th pament of life, sick, accident, or other benefits
assoiaton
or their dependents, if (i) no part of its
ofsuc asocit ~n
to te mmbes
payments) to the benefit of
net earning inures (other tathogsuch
inidul ad(ii) 85 per centum or more of the
any privat shareholder or
income Consists of amounts collce rmmembers for the sole puspose Of
nd eetng expenses;
sch
makig aymets
(II)Sericel~efored n te eploy of a voluntary employees' beneficiary
assoiaton
Jrovdin forthopayent of WVf,sick, accident, or other benefits
o suh asocatin or their dependents or their designated
to te mmbes
beneficiaries, if (i) admission to membership in such association is limited
to individuals who are officers or emiployees of the United States Govern
nment, and (ii) nso part of the net earnings of such association inuires (other
than through such payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder or
individual;
(E) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the employ of a school,
college, or university, not exempt fromt incomne tax under section 101, if such
service is performed by a student who is enrolled and is regularly attending
classesc at such school, college, or university, and the remuneration for such
service does not exceed $45 (exclusive of room, board, and tuition);
(I11) Service performed in the empiloy of a foreign government (including
service as a consular or other oflicer or employee or a nondliiloniatic repre
sentative;
(12) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality wholly owned
by a foreign government
(A) If the service is of a character similar to that performed in foreign
countries by employees of the United States Government or of an instru
mentality thereof; and
(B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to the Secretary of the
Treasury that the foreign government, with respect to whose instru
mentality and employees thereof exemption is claimied, grants an
eqialent exemption with respect to similar service performed In the
frincountry by employees of the United States Government and of
instrumentalities thereof;

(13) Service perforined as a student nutrse in the employ of a hospital or
a nurses' training school by an inmlividual who is enrolled and is regularly
attentilig clasNCes in a nurses' training school chartered or approved pursuant
to State law; andl service performed as an interne in the emiploy of a hospital
by an individual who has completed a four years' course in a medical school
chartered or approved lpur~uaant to State law;
(14) Service performed by an individual in (or as an officer or member
of the crew of a vessel while it is engaged in) the catching, taking, harvesting,
cultivating, or farming of any kind of fish, shellfish, crustacea, sponges,
seaweeds, or other aquatic forms of aninial and vegetable life (including serv
ice performed by any such individual as an ordinary incident to any such
activity). except (A) service performed in connection with the catching or
taking of salmon or halibut, for coummercial iiurpose, and (B) service per
formed on or in connection with a vessel of more than ten net tons (deter
mined in the mannier provided for determining the register tonnage of
merchant vessels uinder the laws of the United States); or
(15) Service performed by an individual uinder the age of eighteen in the
delivery or distrihution of newspapers or shopping news, not including
delivery or distributi'us to any point for subsequent delivery or distribution.
(0) INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED SERiVICE.- If the services performed during onehalf cr mnore of any pay period by an employee for the person employing him
constitute emjiloyment, all the services of such employee for such, period shall be
deemed to be eirnploymnent, but if the services performed during more than onehalf of any such pay period ya employee for the person employing him do not
constitute employmenit, thenoe of the services of such employee for such period
shall be deemed to be enilloyment. As used in this subsection the term "pay
period" means a period (of not more than thirty-one consecutive days) for which
a payment of remuneration is ordinarily made to the employee by the person
employing him. This subsection shall not be applicable with respect to services
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performed in a pay period by an employee for the person employing him, where any
of such service is excepted by paragraph (9) of subsection (b).
(d) EMPLOoTaz.-The term "employee" includes an officer of a corporation.
(e) 8TATY.-Th~e term "State" includes Alaska. Hawaii, and the D~istrict of
Columbia.
(f) PEztsoN.-The term "person" means an Individual, a trust or estate, a part
nership, or a corporation.
(g) AMERICAN VICSSEL.-The term "American vessel" means any vessel docu
mented or nimbered tinder the laws of the United States; and includes any vessel
which is neither documented or numbered tinder the laws of the United States
nor documented uinder the laws of any foreign country, if itm crew is employed
solely by one or more citizens or residents of the Urited States or corporations
organized tinder the laws of the United States or of any State.
(h) AGRICULTURAL LABOR.-The term "agricultural labor" Includes all serv
lees performed
(I) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in connection with cultivating
the soil, or in connection with raising or harvesting any agricultural or horti
cultural commodity, including the raising,, shearing, feeding, caring for,
training, and management of livestock, bees, poultry, and fur-bearing animals
and wildlife.
(2) In the employ of thei owner or tenant or other operator of a farm, In
connection wit~h the operation, management, conservation, improvement, or
maintenance of such farm and its toolu and equipment, or in salvaging timiber
or clearing land of brush aind other debris left by a hurricane, if the major
part of such service is performed on a farm.
(3) In connection with the production or harvesting of maple sirup or
maple sugar or any commodity defined as an agricultural commodity in
section 15 (g) of the Agricult ural Marketing Act, as amenr'erl. or in connection
with the raising or harvesting of muishroomns, or in connection with the
hatching of poultry, or In connection with the ginning of cotton, or in connee
tion with the operation ornmaintenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or water
ways used exeltiqivelv for supplying and Rtqring wvater for farming puirposes.
(4) In handling, planting, drying., packine, packaging. procces'ing, freezing,
grading, storing, or delivering to storage or to market or to a caurier for trans
portation to market, ainy agricultural or horticultural commodity; but, only
if such service is iwrformed as an incident to ordinary farmning op~erations or'.
In the case of fruits aiid vegetables, as an incident to the preparation of such
fruits or vegetables for market. The provisions of thiq paragraph shall not
be deemned to be applicable with respect to service performed in connection
miujl commercial canlning or commercial freezing or In connection with any
agrIcultural or horticultural commodity after its delivery to a terminal
market for distribution for consumption.
As used in this suibsection, the term "farm" Includes stock, dairy, poultry,
fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farmsq, plantations, ratiches, nurseries, ranges,
greenhouses or other similar structures used primarily for the raising of agricul
tural or horticultural commodities, and orchards.

(i) OFrFICFERS AND MEMBERS OF CREWa-S EMPLOYED Br WAR .SmlPPJNO ADv.Yt~S
rRArIOZJ.-The term "employment" shall include such service as is determined by the
Administrator, W~ar Shipping Administration, to be performed after September 30,
1941, and prior to the termination of title I of the First W~ar Powers Act, 1941, on
or ini connection with any vessel by an officer or member of the crew as an employee
Of the United States emplopcd through service. The Administrator and such agents
as he may designate for the purpose are aulhorised and directed to comply with the
provisions of the internal revenue laws on behalf of the United States as the emplo er
of individuals whose service constitutes employment by reason of this subsection, Out

tek Administrator and his agents shall not be liablefor the tax on any employee imposed
b1 section 1400 (unless the Administrator or ht.. agent collects such tax from the
employee) with respect to service performed before the date of enactment of this sub
section which canstilt"%- employment, by reason *,' the enactment of tMe uuos cnn.
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Bzc. 209. When used in this title
(a) The term "wage." means all remuneration for employment, including the

cash value of sll remuneration paid In any medium other than cash; except that
such term shall not laclude

(1) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration equal to
$3,000 has been paid to an Individual by an employer with respect to em
ployment during any. calendar year prior to 1940, Is paid to such Individual
by such employer with respect to employment during such calendar year;
(2) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration eult
$3,000 has been paid to an individual with respect to employmetdrn
any calendar year after 1939, Is paid to such indivdual with respect to em
ployment duning such calendar year;
(3) The aniount of any payment made to, or on behalf of, an employee
under a plan or system established by an employer which makes provision
for his employees generally or for a class or classes of his employees (including
any amount paid by an employer for insurance or annuities, or Into a fund,
to provide for any such payment), on account of (A) retirement, or (B)
sickness or accident disability, or~(C) medical and hospitrnlization expenses
in connection with sickness or accident disability, or (D) death, provided the
employee (i) has not the option to receive, instead of provisinn for such death
benefit, any part of such lpayment or. if such death benefit is insured, any
part of the premiums (or contributions to premiums) paid by his employer,
and (ii) has not the right, under the prvsin of the plan or system or policy
of insurance providing for such death benefit, to assign such benefit, or to
receive a cash consideration in lieu of such benefit either upon his withdrawal
from the plan or system providing for such benefit cr upon termination of
such plan or system or policy of insurance or of his employment with such
&
Tepayment by an employer (without deduction from the remunera
tion of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon an employee under section
1400 of the Internal Revenue Code or (11) of any payment required from an
employee under A State unemployment compensation law;
(e5) Dismissal payments which the employer is not leg'ally required to
make; or
(6) Any remuneration paid to an individual prior to January 1, 1937.
(h) The term '-employment" means any service performed after December 31,
1936, and prior to January 1, 1940, which was employment as defined in section
210 (b) of the Social Security Act prior to January 1, 1940 (except. service per
formed by an Individual after he attained the agze of sixty-five if performed prior
to January 1, 1939), and any service, of whatever nature, performed after Decem
ber 31, 1930, by an'employee for the person employing him. irrespective of the
citizenship or residence of either, (A) within the United States, or (B) on or in
connection with an American vessel under a contract or service which is entered
into within the United States or during the performance of waich the vessel
touches at a port In the United States, if the employee is employed on and In
connection with such vessel when outside the United States, except
(1) Agricultural labor (as dlefined in subsection (I) of this section);
(2) Domnestic service in a private home, loc.±l college club, or local chapter
of a college fraternity or sorority;
(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or business;
(4) Service performed by an individual in the em~ploy of his son, daughter,
or spouse, and service performed by a ctiild under the age Zbftwenty-one in
the employ of his father or mother:
(5) Service performed on or in connection with a vessel not an American
vessel by an employee, if the employee is employed on and In connection
with such vessel wh'en outside the United States;
(6) Service performed in the em ploy of the United States Government, or
of an instrumentality of the United States which is (A) wholly owned by the
B. Bevts.. 78-1, Vol. i-5e
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United Statcs, or (B) exempt from the tax imposed by section 1410 of the
Internal Revenue Code bv virtue of any other provision of law;
(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, or any political subdivision
thereof, or any instr~iuentality of any one or more of the foregoing which is
wholly owned by one or more States or political subdivisions; and an~y service
performied in the employ of any instrumentality of one or more States or
political subdivisions to the extent that the instrumentality is, with resiect
to such service, Immune under the Constitution of the United States from
the tax Imposed by section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code;
(8) Service jperformed in the employ of a corporation, community chest,
fund, or foumidation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, chari
table, scicut ifie, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which Inures
to the beniefit of any private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting,
to influence legislation;
(9) Service performed by an individual as an employee or employee
representative as defined In section 1532 of the Internal Revenue Code;
(10) (A) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the employ of any
organization exempt from income tax under section 101 of the Internal
Revenue Code, if
(I) the remuneration for such service does not exceed $45, or
(ii) such service is in connection with the collection of duies or pre
mitums for a fraternal beneficiary society, order, or association, and Is
performed away from the home office, or Is ritualistic service in connec
tion with any such society, order, or association, or
(iii) such service Is performed by a student who is enrolled and is
regularly attending classes at a school, college, or university;
(B) Service performed in the employ of an agricultural or horticultural
organization exempt from income tax uinder section 101 (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code:
(C) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary employees' beneficiary
association p~rovidling for the payment of life, sick, accident, or other benefits
to the membcrs of such association or their dependents, if (i) no part of its net
earnings inuires (other than through such payments) to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual, and (ii) 85 per centum or more of the income
consists of amounts collected from members for the sole purpose of making
such payments and mieeting expenses;
(D) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary employees' beneficiary
Association providing for the payment of life, sick, accident, or other benefits
to the members of such association or their dependents or their designated
beneficiaries, if (i) admission to membership in such association is limited to
individuals who are officers or employees of the United States Government,
and (ii) nop art of the net earnig of such association inures (other than
throu~h such payments) to the benfit of any private shareholder or indi
(E) Service performed in any calender quarter in the employ of a school-,
college, or university, not exempt from income tax uinder section 101 of the
Intern~al Rtevenuec Code, if such service is performed by a student who is
enrolled and is regularly attending classes at such school, college, or university,
and thle remuneration for such service does not exceed $45 (exclusive of room,
board, and tuition);
(11) Service performed in the employ of a foreign government (including
service as a consular or other officer or employee or a nondiplomatio repre
sentatIvel:
(12) Service performed in the employ of an Instrumentality wholly owned
by a foreign government
(A) If the service is of a character similar to that performed in foreign
countries by employees of the United States Government or of an
instrumentality thereof; and
(B) If the Accretary of State shall certify to the Secretary of the
Treasury that the foreign government, with respect to whose inistru
mentality and employees thereof exemption is claimed, grants an
equivalent exemption 'with respect to similar service performed in the
foreign country by employee of the United States Government and of
instrumentalitIes thereof;
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(13) Service performed as a student nurse In the employ of a hospital or lb
nurses' training school by an individual who Is enrolled and In regularly
attending classes in a nurses' training school chartered or approved pursuant
to State law; and service performed as an interne in the employ of a hospital
by an individual who has completed a folur years' course In a medical school
chalrtered or approved pursuant to State lawr;
(14) Service performed by an individual in (or as an officer or member of
the crew of a vessel while it is engaged in) the catching, taking, harvesting,
cultivating, or farming of any kind of fiph, shellfishi, crustacea. sponges,
seaweeds, or other aquatic foris *of animial anid vegetable life (including
service performed by any such individual as an ordinary incident to any such
activity), except (A) service performed in connection with the catching or
taking of salmon or halibut for commercial purposes, and (B) service per
formed on or in connection with a vessel of more than ten net tons (determined
In the manner provided for determining the register tonnage of merchant
vessels under the laws of the United States); or
(15) Service performed by an individual under the age of eighteen in the
delivery or distribution of ncwspapers or shopping news, not including delivery
or distribution' to any point for subsequent delivery or distribution.
(a) If the services performed during one-half or more of any pay period by an
employee for the peso employving himn constitute Cfpllloymetlt, all the services
of such employee for such perio'd shall be (clenied to be employment; but if the
fr uchl~cio~ shll e deme t be employment.
ofsuc
emloye
theserice
payperod"imean a ~erod(of not more than
Assedin hissusecionthetena
pamen of emueraion is ordinarily
fr
cosectivwich
thiry-oeday)
hissubection shall not
pisem emloyng hm.
mploee
y te
madetohe
hee ay o suh ervce s eceted by paragraph
hm,mpoyig
fortheperon
(9) osubsection (b).
(d) The tertu "American vessel" means any vessel documnented or mnumered
under the laws of the United States; anid includes anly vessel which is neither docu
mented or numbered under the laws of the Unifted States nor documented under
mare
the lawvs of any foreigtm country, if its crew is employed solely by one~or
citizens or resiaentsl of the United States or corporations organized under the laws
of the United States or of any State.
(e) The term "p~rimary insurance bemicfit" means an amount equal to the sum
of the following
(1) (A) 40 per ccntmmm of the amount of an individual's average monthly
wage if such average mont hly wage does not exceed $50. or (11) if such average
monthly wage exceeds $50, 40 per centuin of $50, plus 10 per centum of the
amount by which such average mnonthly wage exceeds $50 and does not exceed
$250, and
(2) an aimount equal to 1 Per centum of the amonoimt computed under parat
graph (1) multiplied by the number of years iii which S200 or mcire of wages
were paid to 'such individual. Whcre the primary insurance benefit thus
computed is less than $10, such benefit shall be $10.
(f The termn "average mnonthly wage" means thim quotient obtained by dividing
the total wages paid an individual before the quarter in which he died or becamle
entitled to receive primnary insurance b~enefits, whichever first occurred,Iby three
times the nuivber of quarters elapsing after 1936 anid before such quarter in which
he died or becamne so entitled, excluding anly quarter prior to the quarter in which
he attained the age of twenty-two during which lie was paid less thaim $50 of wages
and any quarter, after the quarter in which hie attained age sixty-five, occurring
prior to 1939.
(g) The termn "fulrly insuired indlividilal" means any individual with respect to
whom it appears to the satisfaction of the Board that
(1) lie had not less than one quarter of coverage for each two of the
quarters elapsing after 1936, or after the quarter in which he attained the age
of twenty-one, whichever quarter is later, and up to but excluding the quarter
in which he attained the age of sixty-five, or dlied, whichever first occurred,
and in no case less than six quarters of coverage; or
(2) He had at least forty quarters of coverage.
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As used In this subsection, and in subsection (h) of this section, the term
e"quarter" and the term "calendar quarter" means a period of three calendar
months ending on March 31, June 30. September 30, or December 31; and the
term "quarter of average" means a calendar quarter in which the individual has
been paid not less than $50 in wages. When the number of quarters specified in
paragraph (1) of this subsection is an odd number, for purposes of such paragraph
such number shall be reduced by one. In any case where an individual has been
,aid In a Cale~ndar year $3,000 or more In wages, each quarter of such year following
is first quartr of cov'erage shall be deemed a quarter of coverage, excepting any
qatrin such year in which such individual dies or becomes
to a primary
inuance benefit and any quarter succeeding such quarter entitled
In which he died or
became so entitled.
(h)I The term "currently insured individual" means any individual with respect
to whom it appears to the satisfaction of the Board that he has been paid wages
of not less than $50 for each of not less than six of the twelve calendar quarters,
immediately preceding the quarter in which he died.
(i) The term "wife" means the wife of an individual who either (1) is the mother
of such individual's son or daughter, or (2) was married to him prior to January
1, 1939, or if later, prior to the date upon which he attained the age of sixty.
(j) The term "widow" (except when used in section 202 (g)) means the surviving
wife of an individual who either (1) Is the mother of such individual's son or
daughter, or (2)\wss married to him prior to the beginning of the twelfth month
before the month in which he died.
(k) The term "child" (except when used in section 202 (g)) means the child of
an individual, and the stepchild of an individual by a marriage contracted prior
the the date upon which he attained the-age of sixty and prior to the beginning of
the twelfth month before the month in which he died, and a child legally adoptedby an individual prior to the date upon which he attained the age of sixty and
prior to the beginning of the twelfth month before the month in which he died.
(I) The term "agricultural labor" includes all service performed
(1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in connection with cultivating
the soil or in connection with raising or harvesting any agricultural or horti
ciilturai commodity, including the raising, shearing, feeding, caring for, train
inl, and management of livestock, bees, poultry, and fur-bearing animals and
(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or-other operator of a farm, In
connection with the operation, management, conservation, improvement, or
maintenance of such farm arid its tools and equipment, or in salvuging timber
or clearing land of brush and other debris left by a hurricane, if the major
part of such service is performed on a farm.
(3) In connection with the production or harvesting of maple sirup or
maple sugar or any commodity defined as an agricultural commodity in sec
tionp 15 (g) of the Agricultuiral Marketing Act, as amended, or in connection
with the raising or harvesting of mushrooms, or in connection with the hatch
ing of pouiltry, or in connection with the ginning of cotton, or In connection
with the operation or maintenance of ditches, canals reservoirs, or waterways
used excluisively for suapplyiii and storing water for farming purposes.
(4) In hardling, planting, dring, packing, packaging, processing, freezing,
grading, storing, or delivering to storage or to market or to a carrier for trans
portation to market, any agricultural or horticultural commodity; but only
if such service is perfornied as ant incident to ordinary farming operations or,
in the case of fruits and vegetables, as an incident to the preparation of such
fruits or vegetables for niarket. The provisions of this parag raph shall not
be dlecned to .be applicable with respect to service performed in connection
with conimercial canning or commercial freezing or in connection with any
agricultural or horticultural commodity after its delivery to a terminal
market for distribution for consumption.
As used in this subsection, the tenn "farm" Includes stock, dairy, poultry,
fruit~, fuir-bearing animal, and truck farmsa, plantations, ranches, nurseries,
ranges, greenhouses or other similar strucetures used prim1arilly for thle raisin1-g
of agricultural or horticultural commodities, and orchards.1
(in In determining whether an applicant Is the wife, widow, chid or parent
of a fully insured or currently Insured Individual for purpoe fti
ilthe
Board shall apply 'such law as would be applied in determi=ning t
eoutOn f
Intestate personal property by the courts of the State In which suc nsured Indi
vidual Is domicilaed at the time such applicant files application, or,.i such insured
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Individual to dead, by the courts of the State in which he was domiciled at the
time of his death, or If such insured Individual in or was not so domiciled In any
State by the courts of the District of Columbia. Applicants who according to
such isa; would have the same status relative to taking intestate personal propArtas a wife, widow, child, or parent shall be deemed such.
(n A wife shall he deemed to be living with her husband if they are both
members of the same household, or she is receiving regular contributions from him
towrd
er up~t~ r h ha ben ordered by any court to contribute to her sup
bedeeed to have been living with her husband at the
port
a wdowshal
an
ofhi heywee bthmembers of the same household on the date
timdethif
regular contributions from him toward her
of hs orshewasrecIing
dath
support on such date, or hehdbeen ordered by any court to contribute to her
support.
(a) (1) Orrcsras AND MiraxitEs op Cazxws EmpiLorYEDrEl WAR. SNIPPING
ADm,r,y1sRaArior.'.-The term "emnployment" shall include such service as is deter
mined by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, to be performed after
September 80, 1941, and prior to the termination of title I of the First War Powers.
Ad, 1941, on or in connection with any vessel by -an officer or member of the crew as
an employee of the United States employed through teWar Shipping Administra
tion or, in reapect of such service performed before February 11, 1942, the Unitedl
States Maritime Commission.
(2) The Social Security Board shall not make determinations as to whether an indi
vidual has performed services which are employment by reason of this subsection, or
the periods of such services, or the amounts of remuneration for such services, or the
periods in which or for which such remuneration was paid, but shall acceprt the deter
minotions with respect thereto of the Administrator, War Shipping Administration,
and such agents as he may designate, as evidenced by returns filed by such Adminis
trator as an employer pursuant to section 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code and
cerifications made pursuant to this subsection. Such determinations shall be final
and conclusive.
(8) The Administrator-, War Shipping Administration, is authorized and directed,
uponwrien
equst o th Soa! ecurity Board, to make certification to it with respect
to nymaterdetrmnabe or heBoard by the llar Shipping Administrator under
hichtheBoad fnds necessary in administering this title.
thissubecton
(41Thi
sj~scton hal b efecive as of September 30, 1941.
Section 907 of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1939 (53

Stat. 1402) (sec. I (b) (3)1 of the bill:

SEc. 007. In addition to any other deductions made under section 203 of the
Social Securitv Act,. as amended, deductions shall be made from any primary
insurance benefit or benefits to which an individual is entitled or from any other
insurance benefit.payable with respect to such individual's wages until such deduc
tions total I per centuin of any wages paid him for services performed in 1939 and
is ttinig ae ixt-fieand I per centum of any wages paia him
subequntto
forserice
whch onsitue eplomen byvirtue of.subsectio (o) of section 209 of
theSocal
ecuityAct asaimnde, wthrespect to which the taxes imposed by
secion140
oftheInernl Rvene Cdehave not been deducted by his employer
from his wagves or paid by such employer.

The second proviso -of section I of the act of June 6, 1941 (Public
Law 101, Seventy-seventh Congress) (sec. 3 (a) of the bill):
Provided further, That~such comnpensation hereunder, or advances on account
thereof, shall be depoited with 'the Treasurer of the United States, and the fund
available for the payment of 'such compensation,- and shall
so depoited shall
to be applied to the -payment of -the amount of any valid claim by
be sbet
way of mortgage or maritime lien or attachment lien upon isuch vessel,'or of any
stipulation therefor in a court of the United -States, or of any State, subsisting
at the time of such requisition or taking of title or possession; ;the holder of any
such claim may comnmence p ior to June SO, 194S, or within slxnmonths after the
frtsuch deposit with the Treasurer and publication ofnotice thereof in the Federal
Register, whichever date is later, and maintain in the United States district court
from whose custody such vessel has been or may be taken or in whose territorial
jurisdiction the vessel was lying at the time of requisition or taking of title or
possession, a suit in admiralty according to the principles of libels in'rem against

re
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the fund, which shall proceed and be heard and determined according to the
principles, of law and to the rules of practice obtaining in like cases between
privatc parties, and any decree in said siti shall be paid out of the first and all aub
sequent deposits of comnpensation; and such suit shall be conmnenced in tile manner
provided lby section 2 of the Suits in Admiralty Act and service of process shall be
siade in the manner therein providied by service upon the United States attorney
and lby mailing by registeredl mail to the Attorney General anl the United States
Maritime Commission and due notice shall tinder order of the court be given to
all intcrestedl persons, andl any decree shall be subject to appeal and* revision as
now-provided iii other cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction.

Section 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (49
St-at. 2015; 53 Stat. 1254) (sec. 3 (d) of the bill):
ISEC. 902. (a) Whenever the President shall proclaim that the security of the
of the President, it shall be lawful for the Commission to requisi
tion or purchase any vessel or other watercraft owned by citizens of the United
States, or uinder construction within the United States, or for any period during
such emergency, to requisition or charter the use of any such property. The
termination of Any emergency so declared shall be announced by a further
proclamation by the President. When any such property or thle use thereof is
so requisitioned the owner thereof shall be paid just compensation for the property
taken or for the use of such property, but in no case shall the value of the property
taken or used be deemed enhanced by the causes necessitating the taking or use.
If Any property is taken and used under authority of this section, but the owner
ship thereof is'not required by the United States, such property shall be restored
to the owner in aLcondition at least as good as when taken, less ordinary wear and
tear, or the owner shall be paid an amount for reconditioning sufficient to place
the property in such condition. The owner shall not be paid for any cons~equential
damage arising from a taking or use of property under authority of this section.
(b) When any vessel is taken or used under authority of this section, upon
which vessel a construction-differential subsidy has been allowed and paid, the
value of the vessel at the time of its taking shall be (letermined as provided in
section 802 of this Act, and in determining the value of any vessel taken or used,
on which a construction-differential subsidy has not been paid, the value of any
national defense features previously paid for by the United States shall be
excluded.
(c) If any property is taken and used under authority of this section,
the
ownership thereof is not required by the United States, the Commission, but
at the
time of the taking or as soon thereafter as the exigencies of the situation may
permit, shall transmit to the person entitled to the Possession of such property a
charter setting forth the terms which, in the Commission's judgment, should
govern the relations between the United States and such person and aLstatement.
of 'lie rate of hire which, int the Commissgion's judgment, will be just compensa
tion for the use of sutch property and for the services required unle'r the terms of
such charter. If' suich person does not execute and deliver s,--I charter and
accept such rate of hire, the Commission shall pay to such per-on on account of
just compensation a sumt equal to 75 per centunt -ofsuich rate of lire as the~same
may from time to time be due under the,terms of the charter so tendered, and such
person shall be entitled to sute the United States to recover sutch furt'ier siml as
Added to such 75 per centuim will make uip such amount as will be just compensa
tion for the use of the property and for the services required in connection with
such use. In the event of loss or damage to suchl property, due to operation of
a risk assumed by the United States under the terms of a charter prescribed in
this subsection, but no valuation of such vessel or other property or mode of
compensation has been agreed to, the United States shall PAY Just compensation
for such loss or damage, to the extent the person entitled thereto is not reImbursed
therefor through Policies of insurance Against such loss or damage.
(d) In all cases, the just compensation authorized by this section shall be
determined and paid by the Commission as soon as practicable, but if the amount
of just compensation determined,-by the Commission is unsatisfactory to the
person entitled thereto, such person shall be~paid 75 pr centumn of the amount so
determined and shall be entitled to sue the United States to recover such~further
skim as. added to said 75 per centum will make up such amount as will be Just
compensation therefor, In the manner provided for by setion 24, paragraph 20,
and section 145 of the Judicial Code (U. S. C., 1934 edtiton, titI. 28, mces. 41, 250).

national defenlse makes it advisable or during Any national emergency declared
by proclamation
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The. existence of any valid claim by way of mortgage or maritime claim or allac&
mient lien upon #suchvessel shall nitt prevent the taking thereof pursuantto this section:
,Provided, however, That in the event any such claim exists the United States Maritime
Commission may in its discretiondeposit suich portion of the corrpensationhereunder,
or advances on account thereof, aa may equal bnat not exceed the amount of such claim.
in respect of the vessel, with the Treasurer of the United States, and the fund so de
posited shall be availablefor the 'payment of such comnpensation, and shall be subject to
Ie applied to the payment of the amiount of any ealid claim by way of mortgage or mari
time lien or attachment lien upon such vessel, or of any stipulation therefor in a court
of the United States,,or of tiny State, subsisting at the time of such requisition or taking
of title or possession; the holder of any such claimt miay commcence prior to Junie 30.
1943, or within six monith.. after the first such deposit with the Treasurerandl publica
tion of notice thereof in the Fedcral Register, whichever date is leter., anid maintain in
the United States district court fronm whose custody such vessel has been or may be
taken or in whose territorialjurisdictionthe vessel was lying at the timec of requisitioning
or taking of title of posstessi~on, a suit in admiiralty according to the principles of libels
in rem against the fund, which shall proceed and be heard and determincd according
to the princi4 )les of law and to the rules of practice obtaining in like cases between
private parties, dndl any decree in said suit shall be paid out of the first and all subse
quent deposits of compensation; anid suck suit shall be commenced in the manner
provided by section 2 of.the Suits in Admiralty Act and service of process shall be ,nade
in the manner therein provided by service upon the United S totes attorney a-Ad by
mailing by registered mail to the Attorney General and the United States Maritime
Commission and due notice shall under ordei of the court be given to all interested
persons, and any decree shall be subject to appeal and revision as now provided in
Other cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction.

(e) The Conunitsion is authorized to relpair, recondlition, reconstruct, and
operate, or charter for operation, any property acquired under authority of this
section. The Commission it; further authorized to transfer the possession or
control of anyf such property to any department or agency of the Government of
the United tates upon such ternms and conditions as may be ap~proved by the
President. In case of any such transfer the department or agency to whiclh the
transfer is made shall promptly reimrburse the Commission for its expenditures on
account of just compensation, purchase price, repairs, reconditioning, recongtruc
tion, or charter hire for the property transferred. Stich reimbursements shall be
deposited in the construction fund established by section 206 of this Act.

Subtitle-Insurance of Title 11 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
as amended (Public Law 523,77th Cong.) (see. 3 (e), (f), (g), (h), (i) of
the bill):
SUBTITLE-INarnRANCE

SEc. 221. (a) Until six months after the termination of the present war in

proclaimed or until such earlier date as the President may designate, the Com
mission is authorized to provide marine insurance and reinsurance against lows or
damage by' the risks of war amid reinsurance against loss or damage by marine
risks, as prescribed in this subtitle, whenever it appears to the Commuission, that
(1) such insurance ad tuate for the neceds of transportation in'the water-borne
commerce of the UDii ted states and its Te rritories and possessions (including the
Philippine Islands, the Canal 7Zone, anid any hase~s or lands leased or occupied by
or on behalf of the United States), or of other transportation by water or other
vessel services deemed by the Commission to bc in the interest of the war effort
or the domestic econoiny of the Unmited States, cannot be obtained on reasonable
termns and conditions from companies authorized to do an insurance business in a
State of the United States, or (2) the furnishing by the Comimntission of such insur
ance or reinsurance with respect to any suich transportationl or other vessel
services at nominal or other rate basis would ',e of inaterinl benefit to the war
effort, or (after consultation with thme Office of Price Administration or other
agencies) to the domestic economy of the United states, or- (after consultation
with the Secretary of the Navy or the Secretary of War) is necessary or advisable
for military or naval reasons: Provided, That there shall be reported on the last
day of each calendar month to the clmairanam of the Committee omComnmerce of
the United States Senate, and the chairman of the Committee on the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries of the House, the insurance or reinsurance written under
clause (2) of thi' subsection (a), daring the preceding month, together with the
rates and the reasons for such rates and such insurance and reinsurance.
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(b) There shall be in the Treasury of the United States a revolving fund to be
known as the marine and war-risk insurance fund (hereinafter referred to as the
fund), to he used for carrying out the provisions of this subtitle, and to be con
stituted of such sums as may be appropriated to such fund and of moneys and
receipts credited thereto as herein provided. There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated to such fund such sums as may be necessary to carry out the pro
visions of this subtitle. All moneys received from premiums and from salvage. or
other recoveries, and all receipts in connection with this subtitle, shall be deposited
to the credit of such fund. Payments of return premiums, losses, settlements,
judgments, and all liabilities incurred by the United States under this subtitle
shall be made from suich fund.
Sxc. 222. The Commission may insure. against loss or damage by the risks of
war, persons, property, or interests, as follows:
(a) (I) American vessels (including vessels uinder construction), (2) vessels
registered under the law of the Philippine Islands, (3) foreign-flag vessels
owned by citizens of the United States (as said term "Citizens" is used in
Public Law 173, Seventy-seventh Congress, approved July 14, 1941) or
owned or controlled by, or made available to, the United States or any
department or agency thereof, and (4) any foreign-flag vessel not owned
or controlled or made availahle as described in clause (3) hereof, but engaged
In the water-borne foreign commerce of the United States or other transpor
tation by water or other vessel services deemed by the CommissIon to be In
the interest of the war effort or the domestic economy of the United States,
while so engaged.
(b) Cargoes shipped or to be shipped on any vessels specified in subsection
(a), including shipments by express or registered mail.
(c) The disbursements (including advances to masters and general average
disbursements) and freight and passage moneys of such vessels.
(d) The personal effects of the masters, officers, and crews of such vessels,
and of other lpersons transported on such vessels.
(e) Masters, otficers, and crews of such ves"'Is and other persons employed
or transported thereon against loss of life, personal injury, or detention by
an enemy of the United States following capture.
(f Statutory or contractual obligstions or other liabilities of such vessels
or of the owner or charterer of such vessels of the nature customarily covered
by Insurance; and, whenever the Commission shall insure any risks included
under subsection (d) or (e) of this section, or under this subsection insofar as it
concerns liabilities relating to the master, officers, and crews of such vessels or
to other persons transported thereon, the insurance on such risks may include
marine risksa to the extent that the Commission determines to be necessary or
advisable.
SF.c. 223. The Commission may reinsure, in whole or In part, any company au
thorized to do an insurance business in any State of the United States, on account
of marine and marine war risks, including Protection and indemnity risks, es
sumed by any such company, on persons, property, and interests specified in
section 222 of this subtitle, and may reinsure with, or cede or retrocede to, any
much company any war risk insured pursuant to such section 222. or any marine
or war risk reinsured with the Commission as hereinhefore provided. No insur
ance broker or other person acting in a similar intermediary capacity shall be
paid any fee or other consideration by the Commission by virtue of his partici
pation in arranging Any insurance wherein the Commission directly insures any
of the risk thereof, but the Commission may allow fair and reasonablecompensation
to any company authorized to do an insurance business in any State of the United
Statesfor servicing insurance written by such company as an underwritingagent for
the Commission, and such compensation may include an allowancefor expenses rca
sonably incurred by such agent but such expenses shall not include any commission
paid by such agent in excess of 5 per centum Of the Premiums in respect of such in
surance. Reinsurance. shall not be provided by the Commission at rates les
than (1) the rates established by the Commission on the same or aimnila, Lur ai~
or (2) the rates charged by the insurance carrier for the Insurance so reinsured,
whichever is the higher, except that the Commission may7 make to thei Insurance
carrier such Allowance for taxes, commissions, and oth~er customaryepns
[E(not to exceed 5 Per centum of the premiums paid for that portion ot texdiecte
Insurance so relnsured)J as It may deema reastonably to accrd with good business
Practice, but in no wase shall such alowleance to the carrier Provide for pavneen by
the carrier of commissiOns iR excess .15 Per esunt of the preseiumss p for hIQ
Portion of the direct insurance so reinsired.
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Buao. 224. (a) Any department or agency of the United States is hereby author
bxed to procure insurance fronm the Commission as provided for In section 222 of
this subtitle or in sediwit 10 of the Merchant Marine Adt, 1910, as amended, except
an provided in the Government Losses in Shipment Act, approved July 8, 1937, a
amended (50 Stat. 479; U. S. C., SuppF. VI, title 6, sees. 134 to 134h).
(b) The Commission is authorize to provide such insurance at the request of
the Secretary of War or the Secretary of thve Navy on a nominal premium basis
In consideration of the agreement of the department concerned to Indemnify the
Commission against all losses covered by such insurance, and the Secretary of
War or the Secretary of the Navy is authorized to execute such idemnity agreement
with the Commission.
Sac. 225. In the event of disagreement as to a claim for losses or the amount
thereof, on account of insurance under this subtitle, an action on the claim may
be brought and maintained against the Unitcd States In the district court of the
United States sitting in admiralty in the district in which the claimant or his
agent may reside, or in case the claimant has no residence in the Unitcd States
In a district court in which the Attorney General of the United States sha
ervce.Sai suts shall proceed and shall be heard and determined
agre toaccpt
accrdi
g o te poviion ofanAct entitled "An Act authorizing suits against the
Sate insits or alvge erviesandproIdng for the
Unitd
dmialt,
t th UntedStaes romarrstand attach
relaseof ercantveselsbelngig
larch 9, 1920,
apoe
ment in foreign jurisdictions, an foteproe"
provisions are
as amended (known as the Suits iAdratAc)inorasuch
not inapplicable and are not contr~ toor inconsistent wit th provisions of this
subtitle. AU persons having or camn to have an interes in such insurance, or
who is believed might assert such aninerest, may be made parties to such suit,
either initially or upon the motion of eithe party. In any case where the Commission
acknowledges the indebtedness of the Unted States on account of such insurance,
and there may be a dispute as to the person or persons entitled to receive payment,
the United States may bring an action in the nature of a bill of inter pleader against
the ersns
avig orclamin tohave any interest in such insurance, or who it is
asertsuc anintres, in the District Court of the United States for the
belivedmigt
o inthedisrict court in and for the district in which any such
Disric ofColmbi,
ithr o suh atios ny person claiming to have an interest in
peronesies.In
o wh it s blievd mghtassert such an interest, if not an inhabitant
suchinsranc,
hihetrofsuch actions is brought, may be
of or fudwithin the district witi
brough in by order of the court to be see pesnlyor by publication or in such
other renble manner as the court may diet n fit be shown to the satisfaction
of the court that persons unknown might assert a-claim on account of such insurance
the court may direct service upon such persons unknown by publicahion in the Federa
Register. Judgment in any such action shall discharge the United States from further
liabilityto any parties to such action, and to all persons where service by publication
uponperonsunkownis iretedby the court. The procedure herein provided shall
pndin aginst the United States under the provisions of this
Pp
Cmmisionin the administration of this subtitle Is authorSac.226he
a)
ized to adjust and pay losses, compromise and settle claimis whether in favor of
or against th Government, and to pay the amount of any judgincnt rendered in
respect of any suit or settlement agreed upon in respect of any clainm. The
determinations of the Cominnssion with respect to adjuistmcntm, cou"-romnhses,
settlements, and payments hereunder shall not be subject to review by any other
executive or accounting officer of thc Governmient.
(b) The Commission is authorized to prescribe such forins and policics, to
change or modify such fornis amid policies as may be n~ecessary or appropriate
under the circumstances, aind to fix amnd adjuist, as may be required by ciremin
stances, the rates and changes of rates of insurance provided for in this subtitle.
(c) The Commission is authorized and directed to prescribe siich rules and regu
lations as may be mnecessary or appropriate to carry out the lprovisions of this sub
title. The Commission is authorized, in adlministeriiig the provisions of this
subtitle, to exercise its powers, perform its duties and functions, and make its
expenditures, in accordance with counnercial practice in the marinle insurance
business.
(d) The Commis4sion, without regard to the laws, rules, or regulations relating
to the employment of employees of the United States, may appoint and prescribe
the duties of such number of experts in marimne insurance as the Commission
MAY deem necessary in carrying ouit the provisions of this subtitle. The Com
mission, with the consent of any executive department, independent establish
ment, or other agency of the Government, imicluding any field service thereof.
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may av.ail itself of the use of information, services, facilities, officers, and employees
threof in carryinI5 ouit the provisions of this subtitle.
(e) The Commission shall include in the annual report to Congress a detailed
statement of all activities and of all expenditures and receipts under this subtitle
for the period covered by such report.
(f) When used in this subtitle
(1) The term "American vessels" includes any vessel registered, enrolled, or
licensed uinder the laws of the United States and any undocumented vessel owned
or chartered by or made available to the United States or any department or
agcncy thereof anid any American-owned tug or barge or other watercraft (docu.
mented or undocunmentcd) used in essential viater transportation or in the fishing
trade or industry. This subsection shall not be construed as including any water
craft used exclusively in or for sport fishing.
(2) The term "transportation in the water-borne commerce of the United
States" shall be deemed to include the operation of vessels in the fishing trade or
industry.
(8) The term "risks of war" shaUl include those losses which, in accordance with
commercial practice prevailing from time to time, are excluded from marine insur
ance coverage under "free of capture and seizure" clazuses or clause. analogous
thereto.

S~c. 227. Nothing in this subtitle shall be deemed to affect the rights of seamen
under any provision of existing law.
SEc. 228. In conformity with the President's Executive order of February 7,
1942 (Numbered 9054; 7 F. R. 83'T), the authority conferred upon the Commission
by this subtitle shall be vested in and exercised by the Administrator of the War
SZip~ping Administ ration.

,Ssc. 229. In addition to the insurance functions authorized by the other sections
Of this subtitle, the War Shipping Administrationmay insure directly, or may reinsure
in whole or in part any company authorized to do business in any ,State in the United
States and which shall insure directly, any person uho shall perform services or provide
facilities for or with respect to any public or private vessel against legal liabilities
(except liability to employees in respect of employer's liability and workmen's com
pensation) that may be incurred by such person in connection uith the performance
of such services or the providing of such facilities, uhenever in the op~inion of the
Administrator, War Ship ping Administration, such insurance or reinsurance is
required in the prosecution of the nar effort and cannot be obtained at reasonable
rates or upon reasonable conditions from approved companies authorized to do an
insurance business in any State of the United States.

Section 3 (b), Public Law 101, Seventy-Seventh Congress (se. 3
(j) of the bill.)
(b The Commission is authorized to provide such insurance and reinsurance
with resp~ect to vessels (including any interest or liability of the [owner or
chartererj owner, charterer, or agent) chartered, purchased requ9isitioned, or the
title to which or the posscssion of which is taken over, under th is Act, as it may
deem nccessary in connection with the operation, use, or disposition thereof under
this Act, whenever it appears to the Commission that adecquate and satisfactory
insurance Is niot otherwise obtainable at reasonable rates and upon reasonable
terms and conditions. The fund established pursuant to Public Resolution
Numbered 94, Seventy-sixth Congress, approved July 18, 1940 (54 Stat. 766),
shall be available for all purposes of this subsection; and all moneys received from
premiums and fromt salvage or other recoveries and all receipts In connection
with such insurance shall be deposited to the credit of such fund, and all disburste
menits made by the Commission in carrying out the provisions of this subsection,
including the payment of return premiums and all liabilities incurred hereunder,
shall be paid from such fund. The provisions of sections 225 and 226 (a) to (e),
Inclusive, of the Merchant Marine A ct, 1936, as amended, shall be applicable In
the administratIon of this subsection.

Section 4, Public Law 101, Seventy-seventh
the bill):

Congreaa

(sec. 3 (k of

Whenever the United States Maritime Commission is authorixed to charter
vessels under section 8 hereof, it Is further authorited, notwithstanding any other
provision of law, to purchase any vessel whether undocumented or documented
under the laws of the United States or ola foreign country, deemed by the Comn
minsion to be suitable for transportation Of foreign commnerce of the United States
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or of commodities essential to the national defense, without regard to the provisions
of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, at such price and upon such terms and
conditions as it may deem fair and reasonable and in the public interest. Such
vessels and vessels otherwise acquired by or made available to the Commission
may be chartered as provided in section 3 of this Act, or operated by the Commis
sion, upon such terms and conditions as it may deem desirable and In the public
interest, giving primary consideration to the needs of national defense, and when so
chartered,or operated may be insured as provided in said section S, but no vessel
constructed under the provisions of the Merchant Marine Act, 1938, as amended,
may be chartered to a private operator hereunder. All moneys received by the
Commission under the lprovisions of this section shall be deposited in the con
struction fund of the Commission, and all disbursements made by the Commission
lin carrying out the provisions of this section or section 6 (f) (except as provided
in section 2) shall be paid fraon such fund.

0
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has a great many provisions In it which provisions of the Suits in Admiralty Act, notare wanted by the War Shipping Admin- withstanding the vessel on which the seaman
istration. It has a few changes, none of ts employed is not a merchant vessel within
the meaning of such act. Any claim, right, or
whichweremade
cause of action of or in respect of any such
ermae
any great Importance, wih
to conform with amendments presented seaman accruing on or after October 1, 1941,
and prior to the date of enactment of this secIn the Senate during the last session,
tion may be enforced, and upon the election
The bill did not pass the Senate. We
of the seaman or his surviving dependent or
have not Included in the bill, however,
one controversial amendment which the beneficiary, or his legal representative to do
so shall be governed, as if ths section had
Senae
inits
pu illan men~ent
been in effect when such claim, right, or
amerchant
denalin with scion 902 ofllthe
cause of action accrued, such election to be
dealng
ectin
wth92 oftheMercant
Marine Act, which has to do with the made in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the Administrator, War
enhancement clause of the Merchant Marinle Act. That was left out because we Shipping Administration. Rights of any
did not want anything controversial in~ seaman under the Social Security Act, as
amended by subsection (b) (2) and (3), and
this bill,
This bill deals with seamen's benefits, Claims therefor shall be governed solely by
the provisions of such act, so amended.
potecionforseaer~
withinsrane
When used in this subsection the term "ad
withinsuanc
proectin fr semen
and their dependents, with the procedure ministratively disallowed" means a denial of
of the requisition of vessels but not the a written claim in accordance with rules or
payment of the price under section 902, regulations prescribed by the Administrator,
War Shipping Administration, when used
and with the insurance administration,
and coverage of vessels, and it contains In this subsection the terms "War Shipping
Administration"' and "'Administrator, War
some miscellaneoup provisions.
I may say to the gentleman that I am Shipping Administration" shall be deemed to
include the United States Maritime Commis
not as familiar with the bill as the chair- sIon with respect to the period beginning
man of the committee would be if he October 1, 1941, and ending February 11,
could be here, but I can assure him that 1942, and the term "ireaman" shall be deemed
the bill passed the House once without to include any seaman employed as an emany question and has been reported in ployee of the United States through the War
the Senate with the provisions in the Shipping Administration on vessels made
available to or subchartered to other agen
bill which are now presented.
re les or departments of the United States.
c (b) (1) Section 1420 of the Internal Reve.
Mr. KEAN. This is a unanimousre
nue Code (53 Stat. 177, 1383: 28 U. S. C. 1426)
port?
Mr. RAMSPECK. It is.
Mr. KEAN. I withdraw my reservation of objection, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to

the present consideration of the bill?

WRSHIPPING ADMINISTRATION
WRStates

The Clerk called the next bill, H. B.
133. to amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to functions of the
War Shipping Administration, and for
other Purposes.

Ivr. KEA.N. Reserving the right to
object, Mr. Speaker, this is a very corn-

plicated bill. Will the gentleman from
Georgia givc an explanation of the bill
toteHosunder
AMSECheMayIosystothe
t
ote
a
a
Mr. RASEK
gentleman from New Jersey that this bill
was reported In the last Congress and
passed the House In almost the Identical
form in which it is presented here. It

Is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:
"(i) Officers and members of crews employed by War Shipping Administration.
The term 'employment'

shall Include such

There was no objection.
lerkrea
thebill asfollws:
The
The lerkrea
thebill asfollws:
Be it enacted, etc., That (a) officers and
members of crews (hereinafter referred to as
."semen") employed on United States or
foreign-flag vessels as employees of the
United States through the War Shipping Administration shall, with respect to (1) laws
administered by the Public Health Service
and the Social Security Act. as amended by
subsection (b) (2) and (3) of this section;
(2) death. injuries, illness, maintenance and
cure, loss of effects, detention, or repatriation, or claims arising therefrom not covered
by the foregoing clause (1); and (3) collection of wages and bonuses and making of allotments, have all of the rights, benefits,
exemptions, privileges, and liabilities, under
law applicable to citizens of the United
States employed as seamen on privately
owned and operated American vessels. Such
seamen, because of the temporary wartime
character of their employment by the War
Shipping Administration, shall not be considered as officers or employees of the United
for the purposes of the United States
Employees Compensation Act, as amended;
the CivUl Service Retirement Act, as amendedl; the act of Congress approved March 7.
1942 (Publlc Law 490, 77th Cong.); or the act
entitled "An act to provide benefits for the
injury. disability, death, or detention of employees of contractors with the United States
and certain other persons or reimbursement
therefor". approved December 2, 1942 (pub-

service as to determined by the Administrato be perShipping Administration,
tor,
Warafter
formed
September 30. 1941, and prior
to the termination of title I of the First War
Powers Act, 1941. on or In connection with
any vessel by an officer or member of the
crew as an employee of the United States
employed through the War Shipping Admin
istration, or, In respect of such service performed before February 11. 1942. the United
The terra
States Maritime Commission.
'wages' means, with respect to service which
constitutes employment by reason of this
subsection, such amount of remuneration as
is determined (subject to the provisions of
this section) by the Administrator, War
Shipping Administration, to be paid for such
service. The. Administrator and such agents
as he may designate for the purpose are authorized and directed to comply with the
provisions of the Internal revenue laws on
behalf of the United States as the employer
of individuals whose service constitutes employment by reason of this subsection, but
the Administrator and his agents shall not
be liable for the tax on any employee Im..
posed bj section 1400 (unless the Aaministrator or his agent collects such tax from the
employee) with respect to service performed
before the date of enactment of this subsec
tion which constitutes employment by reason of the enactment of this subsection."
(2) Section 209 of the Social Security Act.
as amended (U. S. C., title 42, sec. 409). is'
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:

lic Law 784, 77th Cong.). Claims arising
clause (1) hereof shall be enforced In
the same manner as such claims would be
enforced If the seaman were employed on a
privately owned and operated American vessel.
Any claim referred to in clause (2) or (a)
hereof shall, if administratively disallowed In
whole or in part, be enforced pursuant to the'

"1(o) (1) Officers and members of crews
employed by War Shipping Administration;
The term 'employment' shall include such
service as is determined by the Administra..
tor, War Shipping Administration, to be performed after September 30. 1941, and prior to
the termination of title I of the First War

Powers Act, 1941, on or In connection with
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any vessel by an officer or miember of the
orally provided for in comparable cases under
crew as an employee of the United States
insurance hereafter furnished under the Bald
employed through the War Shipping AdminSubtitle--Insurance of Title II, as amended:
istration or, In respect Of such service perProvided lurt her, That any money paid to
formed before February 11, 1942, the United
any person by reason of insurance provided
States Maritime Commission,
for under this subsection shall apply In pro
"(2) The Social Security Board shall not
tanto satisfaction of the claim of such permake determinations as to whether an Indison against the United States arising from
vidlual has performed services which are emthe same loss or injury. The declarations,
ployment by reason of this subsection, or the
findings, and actions of or by the Adminisperiods of. such services, or the amounts of
trator under this subsection shall be final and
remuneration for such services, or the periods
conclusive.
In which or for which such remuneration was
Szc. S. (a) The second proviso of section 1
paid, but shall accept the determinations with of the act of June 6, 1941 (Public Law 101,
respect thereto of the Administrator, War
77th Cong.), as amended, is hereby amended
Shipping Administration, and such agents as
to read as follows: "Provided further, That
he may designate, as evidenced by returns
such compensation hereunder, or advances
filed by such Administrator as an employer
on account thereof, shall be deposited with
pursuant to section 1426 (1) 0/the Internal
the Treasurer of the United States, and the
Revenue Code and certifications made pur.
fund so deposited shall be available for the
suant to this subsection. Such determinapayment of such compensation, and shall be
tions shall be final and conclusive,
subject to be applied to the payment of the
"(3) The Administrator, War Shipping Adamount of any valid claim by way of mortgage
ministration, Is authorized and directed, upon
or maritime lien or attachment lien upon
written request of the Social Security Board,
such vessel, or of any stipulation therefor
to make certification to it with respect to any
In a court of the United States, or of any
matter determinable for the Board by the
State, subsisting at the time of such requiWar Shipping Administrator under this subsition or taking of title or possession; the
section. which the Board finds necessary In
holder of any such' claim may commence
administering this title,
prior to June 30, 1943, or within S months
"(4) Tssuscinsalbefetvas
after the first such deposit with the Treas.
oSethise susetin hal9e4ffctvea
urer and publication of notice thereof in the
of) Septembe 9071941.
ScalSeuitAt
Federal Register, whichever date is later, and
(3)ndSectios
0of
thei Sociald
Seuiy Acset, maintain In the United States district court
Inamtendm hent
ofh93,ase "tameindaed by inetfrom whose custody such vessel has been or
in, prse"atinngae
ftrth
5" he
may be taken or in whose territorial junesfollowing: "and 1 percent of any wages paid
diction the vessel was lying at the time of
him for services which constitute employrequisition or taking of title or possession, a
ment by virtue of subsection (o) of section
suit In admiralty according to the principles
209 of the Social Security Act, as amended,",
of libels In rem against the fund, which shall
(c) The War Shipping Administration and
proceed and be heard and determined accordIts agents or persons acting on its behalf
Ing to the principles of law and to the rules
or for Its account may. for convenience of
of practice obtaining In like cases between
administration, with the approval of the
private parties, and any decree in said suit
Administrator, make payments of any taxes,
shall be Paid out of the first and all subsefees, charges, or exactions to the United States
quent deposits of compensation; and such
or Its agencies.
suit shall be commenced in the manner pro.
Ssc. 2. (a) Section 222 (f) of Subtitle-Invided by section 2 of the Suits In Admiralty
surance of Title II of the Merchant Marine
Act and service of process shall be made in
Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 623, 77th
the manner therein provided by service upon
Cong.), Is amended by inserting before the
the United States attorney and by mailing
period at the end thereof a semicolon and
by registered mail to the Attorney General
the following: "and, whenever the Commisand the United States Maritime Commission
sion shall Insure any risks Included under
and due notice shall under order of the court
subsection (d) or (e) of this section, or under
be given to eli Interested persons, and any
this subsection insofar as it concerns liabilidecree shall be subject to appeal and revi.
ties relating to the master, officers, and crews
sion as now provided In other cases of adof such vesselF or to other persons transmiralty and maritime jurisdiction."
ported thereon, the insurance on such risks
(b) The Administrator, War Shipping Admay Include marine risks to the extent that
ministration, may determine at any time
the Commission determines to be necessary, prior to the payment in full or deposit In
or advisable."
full with the Treasurer of the United States,
(b) Whenever the Administrator, War
or the payment or deposit of 75 percent, of
Shipping Administration, finds that, on or
just compensation therefor that the ownerafter October 1, 1941, and before 80 daye
ship of any vessel (the title to which has been
after the date of enactment of this subsecrequisitioned pursuant to sec. 902 of the
tion, a master, officer, or member of the crew
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, or
of, or any persons transported on, a vessel
the act of June 6, 1941 (PUblic Law 101. 77th
owned by or chartered to the Maritime CoinCong.) ), Is not required by the United States,
mission or the War Shipping Administratiov
and after such determination has been made
or operated by, or for the account of, or at
and notice thereof has been published in the
the direction or under the control of the
Federal Register, the use rather than the
Commission or the Administration, has suftitle to such vessel shall be deemed to have
fered death, injury, detention, or other casu.
been requisitioned for all purposes as of the
alty, for which the War' Shipping Adminisdate Of the original taking: Provided, howtration would be authorized to provide inever, That no such determination shall be
surance under Subtitle-Insurance of Title
made with' respect to any vessel Owned by
U3 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1938, aSo Citizens of the United States after the examended by this act, the Administrator may
piration of a period of 2 months after the
declare that such death, Injury, detention, or
date of delivery of such vessel pursuant to
other casualty, shall be deemed and considtitle requisition except with the consent of
ered to be covered by such insurance at the
the owner. Upon the written recomnmenda.
time of the disaster or accident, If the Adtion of the Secretary of State, such a deterministrator finds that such action is remnination may be made by the Administrator,
quired to make equitable provision for loss War Shipping Administration, with respect to
or Injury related to the war effort and not
any vessel, the title to which has been requiotherwise adequately provided for: Provided, sitioned pursuant to the act of June 6, 1941
That In making provision for insurance under
(Public Law 101, 7'7th Cong.), which shall
this subsection the Administrator shall not have been lost or destroyed or converted to
provide for payments in excess of those gennaval or military use by the United States,
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(c) In the event that a vessel the title or
use and possession of Which Is requisitioned
or taken pursuant to section 902 of the Uer.
chant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, or the
act of June 6, 1941 (Public Law 101, '77th
Cong.), Is In the custody of any court, state
or Federal, it shall be the duty of all agents
and officers of the court having possession,
Custody, or control of said vessel, forthwith
Upon the filing with the clerk of said court
of a certified copy of the order of requisition.
Ing or taking, and without further order of
the court, to comply with said requisitioning
or taking and to permit the representatives
of the United States Maritime Comulission
or the War Shipping Administration, as the
case may be, to take possession, custody, and
control of said vessel.
(d) Section 902 of the Merchant Marine
Act, 1936. as amended, is hereby amended by
adding at the end of subsection (d) thereof
a paragraph to read as follows:
".The existence of any valid claim by Way
of mortgage or maritime claim or attachment
lien upon such vessel shall not prevent the
taking thereof pursuant to this section: Pro.
vided, however, That In the event any such
claim exists the United States Maritime Coinmission May in its discretion deposit such
portion of the compensation hereunder, or
advances on account thereof, as may equal
but not exceed the amount of such claims in
respect of the vessel, with the Treasurer of
the United States, and the fund so deposited
shall be available for the payment of such
compensation, and shall be subject to be ap
plied to the payment of the amount of any
valid claim by way of mortgage or maritime
lien or attachment lien upon such vessel, or
of any stipulation therefor in a court of the
United States, or of any State, subsisting at
the time of suchi requisition or taking of title
or possession; the holder of any such claim
may commence prior to June 30. 1943. or
within 6 months after the first such deposit
with the Treasurer and publication of notice
thereof In the Federal Register, whichever
date is later, and maintain In the United
States district court from whose custody such
vessel has been or may be taken or in whose
territorial jurisdiction the vessel was lying
at the time of requisitioning or taking of
title or possession, a suit in admiralty accord
)ng to the principles of libels In rem against
the fund, which shall proceed and be heard
and determined according to the principles
of law and to the rules of practice obtaining
In like cases between private parties, and any
decree In said suits shall be paid out of the
firt and all subsequent deposits of compensa
tion; and such suit shall be commenced in
the manner provided by section 2 of the
Suits In Admiralty Act and service of process
shall be made In the manner therein pro
vIded by service upon the United States at
torney and by mailing by registered mail to
the Attorney General and the United states
Maritime Commission and due notice ,shall
under order of the court be given to all Inter
ested persons, and any decree shall be subject
to appeal and revision as now provided !in
other cases of admiralty and maritime junes
diction."
(e) (1) The second sentence of section 223
of subtitle--Insurance of title II of the Mer
chaent Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Public
Law 523, 77th Cong.), Is amended by InsertIng before the period at the end thereof a
comma and the following: "but the C01m
mission may allow fair and reasonable coml
pensation to any company authorized to do
an Insurance business In any State of the
United States for servicing insurance written
by such company as an underwriting agent
for the Commission, and such compensation
May Include an allowance for expenses rea
soniably Incurred by such agent but such ex
penses shall not Include any commisslon paid
oy such agent in excess of 5 percent of the
premiums In respect Of such Insurance."
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(2) The last sentence of such section 228 is
amended by striking out the clause In parentheses, and by inserting before the period
at the end of such sentence a comma and the
following: "but in no case shall such allow.
ance to the carrier provide for payment by the
carrier Of commissions in excess of 5 percent
of the premiums paid for that portion of the
direct Insurance so reinsured."
(f) Section 224 (a) of subtitle-Insurance
of title II of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
,.4s amended (Public Law 523, 77th Corng.), is
amended l-y Inserting after the word "sfubtitle" and before the comma following such
word the words "or In section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as amended."
(g) Section 225 of subtitle-Injurance of
title U of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as
amended (Public Law 528, 77th Cong.), is
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following: "AU persons having or claiming to
have an interest in such Insurance, Or who
It Is believed might assert such an interest,
may be made parties to such suit, either
initially or upon the motion of either party.
In any case where the Commission acknowledges the Indebtedness of the United States
on account of such Insurance, and there may
be a dispute as to the person or persons entitled to receive payment, the United States
may bring an action In the nature of a bill
of interpleader against the persons having or
claiming to have any Interest in such Insurance, or who It is believed might assert such
an Interest, in the District Court of the
United States for the District of Columbia,
or In the district court in and for the district
in which any such person resides. In either
of such actions any person claiming to have
an Interest in such Insurance, or who It Is
believed might assert such an Interest, It not
an inhabitant of or found within the district
within which either of such actions Is
brought, may he brought In by order of the
court to be served personally or by publication or In such other reasonable manner as
the court may direct, and If it be shown to
the satisfaction of the court that persons
unknown might assert a claim on account of
such insurance, the court may direct service
upon such persons unknown by publication
in the Federal Register. Judgment in any
such action shall discharge the United States
from further liability to any parties to such
action, and to all persons where service by

tees or the providing of such facilities. whenr
ever Ini the opinion of the Administrator,
War Shipping Administration, such Insur
ance or reinsurance Is required In the Prose
cution of the war effort and cannot be ob
tained at reasonable rates or upon reasonable
conditions from approved companies aulthOr
used to do an Insurance business In any
State of the United States."
(I) The clau~se in parentheses In the first
sentence of section 3 (b) of the act of June
6. 1941, as amended (Public Law 101, 77th
Cong.), Is amended to read as follows: "(in
cluding any interest or liability of the owner,
charterer, or agent)."
(k) The second sentence of section 4 of
such act of June 6, 1941, is amended by In
serting after the words "national defense"
and before the semicolon a comma and the
following: "and when so chartered or op
erated may be insured as provided in said
section 3."
Szc. 4. The United States shall, with re
spect to vessels owned by or chartered to the
War Shipping Administrator under bareboat
charter or time charter or operated directly
by such Administrator or for his account, be
entitled to the benefits of all exemptions and
of all limitations of liability accorded by
law to the owners of vessels. With respect to
any such vessel, the term "the United States"
shall include agents or other persons acting
for or on behalf of the Administrator in
Lonnection with the operation thereof.
Sic. 5. The provisions of section 1 (a) of
this act shall remain in force until the tar
mination of title 1 of the First War Powers
Act. 1941. The termination of the provi
5ione5 of such section shall not affect any act
done or any right accruing or accrued, or any
suit or proceeding had or commenced In any
cause before such termination, but all rights
and liabilities under law as modified by such
provisions shall continue and may be en
forced In the same manner as If such pro
visions had not terminated.
The au
thority conferred upon the United States
Maritime Commission by any provision of
this act shall be vested In and exercised by
the Administrator of the War Shipping Ad
ministration In conformity with the Execu
tive order of February 7, 1942 (No. 9054;
7 F. R. 837), as heretofore or hereafter
amended.

ed by the court. The procedure herein provided shall apply to all actions now pending
against the United States under the provtslons of this subtitle, as amended."

ment:
On page 12, line 12, strike out "January 1"
and insert "June SO."

once of Title U1of the Merchant Marine Act,

to.

publication upon persons unknown Is direct-

(h) Section 226 (f) of Subtitle-InsUr-

1936, as amended (Public Law 523, 77th
Cong.), is amended by adding at the end

thereof a new paragraph to reed as follows:

"(3) The term 'risks of war' shall Include
those losses which, In accordance with commercial practice prevailing from time to time,
are excluded from marine insurance coverage
under 'free of capture and seizure' clauses or
clauses analogous thereto."'
(1) Subtitle-Insurance of Title 11 of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Pub
lic Law 523, '77th Cong.), is amended by
adding at the end thereof a section to reach
as follows:
"Szc. 229. In addition to the insurance
functions authorized by the other sections of
this subtitle, the War Shipping Administra
tion may insure directly, or may reinsure
in whole or in part any company authorized
to do business in any State in the United
States and which shall insure directly, any
person who shall perform services or provide
facilities for or with respect to any public or
private vessel against legal liabilities (except
liability to employees in respect of employ
er's liability and workmen's compensation)
that may be Incurred by such person in con
nection with the performance Of such senr

With the following committee amend

The committee amendment was agreed
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, was read the third
tmadpseadamto
o-e
tiean psed
damtonor
consider was laid oni the table,
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has a great many provisions In it which provisions of the Suits in Admiralty Act, notare wanted by the War Shipping Admin- withstanding the vessel on which the seaman
istration. It has a few changes, none of ts employed is not a merchant vessel within
the meaning of such act. Any claim, right, or
whichweremade
cause of action of or in respect of any such
ermae
any great Importance, wih
to conform with amendments presented seaman accruing on or after October 1, 1941,
and prior to the date of enactment of this secIn the Senate during the last session,
tion may be enforced, and upon the election
The bill did not pass the Senate. We
of the seaman or his surviving dependent or
have not Included in the bill, however,
one controversial amendment which the beneficiary, or his legal representative to do
so shall be governed, as if ths section had
Senae
inits
pu illan men~ent
been in effect when such claim, right, or
amerchant
denalin with scion 902 ofllthe
cause of action accrued, such election to be
dealng
ectin
wth92 oftheMercant
Marine Act, which has to do with the made in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the Administrator, War
enhancement clause of the Merchant Marinle Act. That was left out because we Shipping Administration. Rights of any
did not want anything controversial in~ seaman under the Social Security Act, as
amended by subsection (b) (2) and (3), and
this bill,
This bill deals with seamen's benefits, Claims therefor shall be governed solely by
the provisions of such act, so amended.
potecionforseaer~
withinsrane
When used in this subsection the term "ad
withinsuanc
proectin fr semen
and their dependents, with the procedure ministratively disallowed" means a denial of
of the requisition of vessels but not the a written claim in accordance with rules or
payment of the price under section 902, regulations prescribed by the Administrator,
War Shipping Administration, when used
and with the insurance administration,
and coverage of vessels, and it contains In this subsection the terms "War Shipping
Administration"' and "'Administrator, War
some miscellaneoup provisions.
I may say to the gentleman that I am Shipping Administration" shall be deemed to
include the United States Maritime Commis
not as familiar with the bill as the chair- sIon with respect to the period beginning
man of the committee would be if he October 1, 1941, and ending February 11,
could be here, but I can assure him that 1942, and the term "ireaman" shall be deemed
the bill passed the House once without to include any seaman employed as an emany question and has been reported in ployee of the United States through the War
the Senate with the provisions in the Shipping Administration on vessels made
available to or subchartered to other agen
bill which are now presented.
re les or departments of the United States.
c (b) (1) Section 1420 of the Internal Reve.
Mr. KEAN. This is a unanimousre
nue Code (53 Stat. 177, 1383: 28 U. S. C. 1426)
port?
Mr. RAMSPECK. It is.
Mr. KEAN. I withdraw my reservation of objection, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to

the present consideration of the bill?

WRSHIPPING ADMINISTRATION
WRStates

The Clerk called the next bill, H. B.
133. to amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to functions of the
War Shipping Administration, and for
other Purposes.

Ivr. KEA.N. Reserving the right to
object, Mr. Speaker, this is a very corn-

plicated bill. Will the gentleman from
Georgia givc an explanation of the bill
toteHosunder
AMSECheMayIosystothe
t
ote
a
a
Mr. RASEK
gentleman from New Jersey that this bill
was reported In the last Congress and
passed the House In almost the Identical
form in which it is presented here. It

Is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:
"(i) Officers and members of crews employed by War Shipping Administration.
The term 'employment'

shall Include such

There was no objection.
lerkrea
thebill asfollws:
The
The lerkrea
thebill asfollws:
Be it enacted, etc., That (a) officers and
members of crews (hereinafter referred to as
."semen") employed on United States or
foreign-flag vessels as employees of the
United States through the War Shipping Administration shall, with respect to (1) laws
administered by the Public Health Service
and the Social Security Act. as amended by
subsection (b) (2) and (3) of this section;
(2) death. injuries, illness, maintenance and
cure, loss of effects, detention, or repatriation, or claims arising therefrom not covered
by the foregoing clause (1); and (3) collection of wages and bonuses and making of allotments, have all of the rights, benefits,
exemptions, privileges, and liabilities, under
law applicable to citizens of the United
States employed as seamen on privately
owned and operated American vessels. Such
seamen, because of the temporary wartime
character of their employment by the War
Shipping Administration, shall not be considered as officers or employees of the United
for the purposes of the United States
Employees Compensation Act, as amended;
the CivUl Service Retirement Act, as amendedl; the act of Congress approved March 7.
1942 (Publlc Law 490, 77th Cong.); or the act
entitled "An act to provide benefits for the
injury. disability, death, or detention of employees of contractors with the United States
and certain other persons or reimbursement
therefor". approved December 2, 1942 (pub-

service as to determined by the Administrato be perShipping Administration,
tor,
Warafter
formed
September 30. 1941, and prior
to the termination of title I of the First War
Powers Act, 1941. on or In connection with
any vessel by an officer or member of the
crew as an employee of the United States
employed through the War Shipping Admin
istration, or, In respect of such service performed before February 11. 1942. the United
The terra
States Maritime Commission.
'wages' means, with respect to service which
constitutes employment by reason of this
subsection, such amount of remuneration as
is determined (subject to the provisions of
this section) by the Administrator, War
Shipping Administration, to be paid for such
service. The. Administrator and such agents
as he may designate for the purpose are authorized and directed to comply with the
provisions of the Internal revenue laws on
behalf of the United States as the employer
of individuals whose service constitutes employment by reason of this subsection, but
the Administrator and his agents shall not
be liable for the tax on any employee Im..
posed bj section 1400 (unless the Aaministrator or his agent collects such tax from the
employee) with respect to service performed
before the date of enactment of this subsec
tion which constitutes employment by reason of the enactment of this subsection."
(2) Section 209 of the Social Security Act.
as amended (U. S. C., title 42, sec. 409). is'
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:

lic Law 784, 77th Cong.). Claims arising
clause (1) hereof shall be enforced In
the same manner as such claims would be
enforced If the seaman were employed on a
privately owned and operated American vessel.
Any claim referred to in clause (2) or (a)
hereof shall, if administratively disallowed In
whole or in part, be enforced pursuant to the'

"1(o) (1) Officers and members of crews
employed by War Shipping Administration;
The term 'employment' shall include such
service as is determined by the Administra..
tor, War Shipping Administration, to be performed after September 30. 1941, and prior to
the termination of title I of the First War

Powers Act, 1941, on or In connection with
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any vessel by an officer or miember of the
orally provided for in comparable cases under
crew as an employee of the United States
insurance hereafter furnished under the Bald
employed through the War Shipping AdminSubtitle--Insurance of Title II, as amended:
istration or, In respect Of such service perProvided lurt her, That any money paid to
formed before February 11, 1942, the United
any person by reason of insurance provided
States Maritime Commission,
for under this subsection shall apply In pro
"(2) The Social Security Board shall not
tanto satisfaction of the claim of such permake determinations as to whether an Indison against the United States arising from
vidlual has performed services which are emthe same loss or injury. The declarations,
ployment by reason of this subsection, or the
findings, and actions of or by the Adminisperiods of. such services, or the amounts of
trator under this subsection shall be final and
remuneration for such services, or the periods
conclusive.
In which or for which such remuneration was
Szc. S. (a) The second proviso of section 1
paid, but shall accept the determinations with of the act of June 6, 1941 (Public Law 101,
respect thereto of the Administrator, War
77th Cong.), as amended, is hereby amended
Shipping Administration, and such agents as
to read as follows: "Provided further, That
he may designate, as evidenced by returns
such compensation hereunder, or advances
filed by such Administrator as an employer
on account thereof, shall be deposited with
pursuant to section 1426 (1) 0/the Internal
the Treasurer of the United States, and the
Revenue Code and certifications made pur.
fund so deposited shall be available for the
suant to this subsection. Such determinapayment of such compensation, and shall be
tions shall be final and conclusive,
subject to be applied to the payment of the
"(3) The Administrator, War Shipping Adamount of any valid claim by way of mortgage
ministration, Is authorized and directed, upon
or maritime lien or attachment lien upon
written request of the Social Security Board,
such vessel, or of any stipulation therefor
to make certification to it with respect to any
In a court of the United States, or of any
matter determinable for the Board by the
State, subsisting at the time of such requiWar Shipping Administrator under this subsition or taking of title or possession; the
section. which the Board finds necessary In
holder of any such' claim may commence
administering this title,
prior to June 30, 1943, or within S months
"(4) Tssuscinsalbefetvas
after the first such deposit with the Treas.
oSethise susetin hal9e4ffctvea
urer and publication of notice thereof in the
of) Septembe 9071941.
ScalSeuitAt
Federal Register, whichever date is later, and
(3)ndSectios
0of
thei Sociald
Seuiy Acset, maintain In the United States district court
Inamtendm hent
ofh93,ase "tameindaed by inetfrom whose custody such vessel has been or
in, prse"atinngae
ftrth
5" he
may be taken or in whose territorial junesfollowing: "and 1 percent of any wages paid
diction the vessel was lying at the time of
him for services which constitute employrequisition or taking of title or possession, a
ment by virtue of subsection (o) of section
suit In admiralty according to the principles
209 of the Social Security Act, as amended,",
of libels In rem against the fund, which shall
(c) The War Shipping Administration and
proceed and be heard and determined accordIts agents or persons acting on its behalf
Ing to the principles of law and to the rules
or for Its account may. for convenience of
of practice obtaining In like cases between
administration, with the approval of the
private parties, and any decree in said suit
Administrator, make payments of any taxes,
shall be Paid out of the first and all subsefees, charges, or exactions to the United States
quent deposits of compensation; and such
or Its agencies.
suit shall be commenced in the manner pro.
Ssc. 2. (a) Section 222 (f) of Subtitle-Invided by section 2 of the Suits In Admiralty
surance of Title II of the Merchant Marine
Act and service of process shall be made in
Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 623, 77th
the manner therein provided by service upon
Cong.), Is amended by inserting before the
the United States attorney and by mailing
period at the end thereof a semicolon and
by registered mail to the Attorney General
the following: "and, whenever the Commisand the United States Maritime Commission
sion shall Insure any risks Included under
and due notice shall under order of the court
subsection (d) or (e) of this section, or under
be given to eli Interested persons, and any
this subsection insofar as it concerns liabilidecree shall be subject to appeal and revi.
ties relating to the master, officers, and crews
sion as now provided In other cases of adof such vesselF or to other persons transmiralty and maritime jurisdiction."
ported thereon, the insurance on such risks
(b) The Administrator, War Shipping Admay Include marine risks to the extent that
ministration, may determine at any time
the Commission determines to be necessary, prior to the payment in full or deposit In
or advisable."
full with the Treasurer of the United States,
(b) Whenever the Administrator, War
or the payment or deposit of 75 percent, of
Shipping Administration, finds that, on or
just compensation therefor that the ownerafter October 1, 1941, and before 80 daye
ship of any vessel (the title to which has been
after the date of enactment of this subsecrequisitioned pursuant to sec. 902 of the
tion, a master, officer, or member of the crew
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, or
of, or any persons transported on, a vessel
the act of June 6, 1941 (PUblic Law 101. 77th
owned by or chartered to the Maritime CoinCong.) ), Is not required by the United States,
mission or the War Shipping Administratiov
and after such determination has been made
or operated by, or for the account of, or at
and notice thereof has been published in the
the direction or under the control of the
Federal Register, the use rather than the
Commission or the Administration, has suftitle to such vessel shall be deemed to have
fered death, injury, detention, or other casu.
been requisitioned for all purposes as of the
alty, for which the War' Shipping Adminisdate Of the original taking: Provided, howtration would be authorized to provide inever, That no such determination shall be
surance under Subtitle-Insurance of Title
made with' respect to any vessel Owned by
U3 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1938, aSo Citizens of the United States after the examended by this act, the Administrator may
piration of a period of 2 months after the
declare that such death, Injury, detention, or
date of delivery of such vessel pursuant to
other casualty, shall be deemed and considtitle requisition except with the consent of
ered to be covered by such insurance at the
the owner. Upon the written recomnmenda.
time of the disaster or accident, If the Adtion of the Secretary of State, such a deterministrator finds that such action is remnination may be made by the Administrator,
quired to make equitable provision for loss War Shipping Administration, with respect to
or Injury related to the war effort and not
any vessel, the title to which has been requiotherwise adequately provided for: Provided, sitioned pursuant to the act of June 6, 1941
That In making provision for insurance under
(Public Law 101, 7'7th Cong.), which shall
this subsection the Administrator shall not have been lost or destroyed or converted to
provide for payments in excess of those gennaval or military use by the United States,
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(c) In the event that a vessel the title or
use and possession of Which Is requisitioned
or taken pursuant to section 902 of the Uer.
chant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, or the
act of June 6, 1941 (Public Law 101, '77th
Cong.), Is In the custody of any court, state
or Federal, it shall be the duty of all agents
and officers of the court having possession,
Custody, or control of said vessel, forthwith
Upon the filing with the clerk of said court
of a certified copy of the order of requisition.
Ing or taking, and without further order of
the court, to comply with said requisitioning
or taking and to permit the representatives
of the United States Maritime Comulission
or the War Shipping Administration, as the
case may be, to take possession, custody, and
control of said vessel.
(d) Section 902 of the Merchant Marine
Act, 1936. as amended, is hereby amended by
adding at the end of subsection (d) thereof
a paragraph to read as follows:
".The existence of any valid claim by Way
of mortgage or maritime claim or attachment
lien upon such vessel shall not prevent the
taking thereof pursuant to this section: Pro.
vided, however, That In the event any such
claim exists the United States Maritime Coinmission May in its discretion deposit such
portion of the compensation hereunder, or
advances on account thereof, as may equal
but not exceed the amount of such claims in
respect of the vessel, with the Treasurer of
the United States, and the fund so deposited
shall be available for the payment of such
compensation, and shall be subject to be ap
plied to the payment of the amount of any
valid claim by way of mortgage or maritime
lien or attachment lien upon such vessel, or
of any stipulation therefor in a court of the
United States, or of any State, subsisting at
the time of suchi requisition or taking of title
or possession; the holder of any such claim
may commence prior to June 30. 1943. or
within 6 months after the first such deposit
with the Treasurer and publication of notice
thereof In the Federal Register, whichever
date is later, and maintain In the United
States district court from whose custody such
vessel has been or may be taken or in whose
territorial jurisdiction the vessel was lying
at the time of requisitioning or taking of
title or possession, a suit in admiralty accord
)ng to the principles of libels In rem against
the fund, which shall proceed and be heard
and determined according to the principles
of law and to the rules of practice obtaining
In like cases between private parties, and any
decree In said suits shall be paid out of the
firt and all subsequent deposits of compensa
tion; and such suit shall be commenced in
the manner provided by section 2 of the
Suits In Admiralty Act and service of process
shall be made In the manner therein pro
vIded by service upon the United States at
torney and by mailing by registered mail to
the Attorney General and the United states
Maritime Commission and due notice ,shall
under order of the court be given to all Inter
ested persons, and any decree shall be subject
to appeal and revision as now provided !in
other cases of admiralty and maritime junes
diction."
(e) (1) The second sentence of section 223
of subtitle--Insurance of title II of the Mer
chaent Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Public
Law 523, 77th Cong.), Is amended by InsertIng before the period at the end thereof a
comma and the following: "but the C01m
mission may allow fair and reasonable coml
pensation to any company authorized to do
an Insurance business In any State of the
United States for servicing insurance written
by such company as an underwriting agent
for the Commission, and such compensation
May Include an allowance for expenses rea
soniably Incurred by such agent but such ex
penses shall not Include any commisslon paid
oy such agent in excess of 5 percent of the
premiums In respect Of such Insurance."
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(2) The last sentence of such section 228 is
amended by striking out the clause In parentheses, and by inserting before the period
at the end of such sentence a comma and the
following: "but in no case shall such allow.
ance to the carrier provide for payment by the
carrier Of commissions in excess of 5 percent
of the premiums paid for that portion of the
direct Insurance so reinsured."
(f) Section 224 (a) of subtitle-Insurance
of title II of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
,.4s amended (Public Law 523, 77th Corng.), is
amended l-y Inserting after the word "sfubtitle" and before the comma following such
word the words "or In section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as amended."
(g) Section 225 of subtitle-Injurance of
title U of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as
amended (Public Law 528, 77th Cong.), is
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following: "AU persons having or claiming to
have an interest in such Insurance, Or who
It Is believed might assert such an interest,
may be made parties to such suit, either
initially or upon the motion of either party.
In any case where the Commission acknowledges the Indebtedness of the United States
on account of such Insurance, and there may
be a dispute as to the person or persons entitled to receive payment, the United States
may bring an action In the nature of a bill
of interpleader against the persons having or
claiming to have any Interest in such Insurance, or who It is believed might assert such
an Interest, in the District Court of the
United States for the District of Columbia,
or In the district court in and for the district
in which any such person resides. In either
of such actions any person claiming to have
an Interest in such Insurance, or who It Is
believed might assert such an Interest, It not
an inhabitant of or found within the district
within which either of such actions Is
brought, may he brought In by order of the
court to be served personally or by publication or In such other reasonable manner as
the court may direct, and If it be shown to
the satisfaction of the court that persons
unknown might assert a claim on account of
such insurance, the court may direct service
upon such persons unknown by publication
in the Federal Register. Judgment in any
such action shall discharge the United States
from further liability to any parties to such
action, and to all persons where service by

tees or the providing of such facilities. whenr
ever Ini the opinion of the Administrator,
War Shipping Administration, such Insur
ance or reinsurance Is required In the Prose
cution of the war effort and cannot be ob
tained at reasonable rates or upon reasonable
conditions from approved companies aulthOr
used to do an Insurance business In any
State of the United States."
(I) The clau~se in parentheses In the first
sentence of section 3 (b) of the act of June
6. 1941, as amended (Public Law 101, 77th
Cong.), Is amended to read as follows: "(in
cluding any interest or liability of the owner,
charterer, or agent)."
(k) The second sentence of section 4 of
such act of June 6, 1941, is amended by In
serting after the words "national defense"
and before the semicolon a comma and the
following: "and when so chartered or op
erated may be insured as provided in said
section 3."
Szc. 4. The United States shall, with re
spect to vessels owned by or chartered to the
War Shipping Administrator under bareboat
charter or time charter or operated directly
by such Administrator or for his account, be
entitled to the benefits of all exemptions and
of all limitations of liability accorded by
law to the owners of vessels. With respect to
any such vessel, the term "the United States"
shall include agents or other persons acting
for or on behalf of the Administrator in
Lonnection with the operation thereof.
Sic. 5. The provisions of section 1 (a) of
this act shall remain in force until the tar
mination of title 1 of the First War Powers
Act. 1941. The termination of the provi
5ione5 of such section shall not affect any act
done or any right accruing or accrued, or any
suit or proceeding had or commenced In any
cause before such termination, but all rights
and liabilities under law as modified by such
provisions shall continue and may be en
forced In the same manner as If such pro
visions had not terminated.
The au
thority conferred upon the United States
Maritime Commission by any provision of
this act shall be vested In and exercised by
the Administrator of the War Shipping Ad
ministration In conformity with the Execu
tive order of February 7, 1942 (No. 9054;
7 F. R. 837), as heretofore or hereafter
amended.

ed by the court. The procedure herein provided shall apply to all actions now pending
against the United States under the provtslons of this subtitle, as amended."

ment:
On page 12, line 12, strike out "January 1"
and insert "June SO."

once of Title U1of the Merchant Marine Act,

to.

publication upon persons unknown Is direct-

(h) Section 226 (f) of Subtitle-InsUr-

1936, as amended (Public Law 523, 77th
Cong.), is amended by adding at the end

thereof a new paragraph to reed as follows:

"(3) The term 'risks of war' shall Include
those losses which, In accordance with commercial practice prevailing from time to time,
are excluded from marine insurance coverage
under 'free of capture and seizure' clauses or
clauses analogous thereto."'
(1) Subtitle-Insurance of Title 11 of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Pub
lic Law 523, '77th Cong.), is amended by
adding at the end thereof a section to reach
as follows:
"Szc. 229. In addition to the insurance
functions authorized by the other sections of
this subtitle, the War Shipping Administra
tion may insure directly, or may reinsure
in whole or in part any company authorized
to do business in any State in the United
States and which shall insure directly, any
person who shall perform services or provide
facilities for or with respect to any public or
private vessel against legal liabilities (except
liability to employees in respect of employ
er's liability and workmen's compensation)
that may be Incurred by such person in con
nection with the performance Of such senr

With the following committee amend

The committee amendment was agreed
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, was read the third
tmadpseadamto
o-e
tiean psed
damtonor
consider was laid oni the table,
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Treasurer and publication of notice thereof
In the Federal Register, whichever date is
later, and maintain In the United States
district court from whose custody such vessel
has been or may be. taken or in whose terri
torial jurisdiction the vessel was lying at the
time of requisition or taking of title or
WARt SHIPPING ADMINISTRATION
possession, a suit in admiralty according to
the principles of libels in rem against the
The Clerk called the next bil], H. R.
fund, which shall proceed and be heard and
7424, to amend and clarify certain prodetermined according to the principles of law
visions of law relating to functions of the
and to the rules of practice obtaining in iike
War Shipping Administration, and for
cases between private parties, and any decree
otherpurpses.In
said suit shall be paid out of the first and
otherpurpses.all
subsequent deposits of compensation; and
There being no objection, the Clerk
such suit shall be commenced in the manner
read the bill, as follows:
provided by section 2 of the Suits In Ad
Be it enacted, efc., That all seamen emmiralty Act and service of process shall be
ployed by or on behalf of the United States
made in the manner therein provided by
through the War Shipping Administration,
service upon the United States attorney and
or agents or other persons acting for or on
by mailing by registered mail to the Attorney
behalf of the War Shipping Administration,
General and the United States Maritime Comn
shall, with respect to (1) death, injuries, 111- mission and due notice shall under order of
ness, loss of effects, detention, or repatriation,
the court be given to all interested persons,
or claims arising therefrom; (2) the Federal
and any decree shall be subject to appeal and
social security laws and Federal employrevision as now provided in other cases of
ment tax laws; and (3) allotments, have all
admiralty and manitlsne jurisdiction."
of the rights, benefits, exemptions, privileges,
.(b) The last sentence of section 223 of
and liabilities of seamen employed on priSubtitle-Insurance of title II of the Mer
vately owned and operated American vessels,
chant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Public
Such seamen shall not be entitled to any
Law 523, 77th Cong.), Is amended by striking
benefits nor be subject to any charges proout the clause in parentheses, and by Insert
vided for Federal employees under the United
ing before the period at the end of such
States Employees Compensation Act, as
sentence a comma and the following: "~but
amended, or the Civil Service Retirement Act,
In no case shall such allowance to the car
es amended. Any claim referred to in clause
rier provide for payment by the carrier of
(1) hereof shall, if administratively disalcommissions in excess of 6 percent of the
lowed In whole or in part, be enforced purpremiums paid for that portion of the direct
suant to the provisions of the Suits In Adinsurance so reinsured."
miralty Act, notwithstanding the vessel on
(c) Section 224 (a) of Subtitle-Insurance
which the seaman is employed Is not a
of title II of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
merchant vessel within the meaning of such
as amended (Public Law 623, 77th Cong.), is
act. The War Shipping Administration, with
amended by inserting after the word "sub
respect to seamen employed by It or on Its
title" and before the comma following such
behalf, is hereby authorized to make payword the words "or in section 10 of the Mer
ments by way of contributions, and to make
chant Marine Act, 1920, as amended."
deductions from wages of such seamen, as If
(d) The clause In parentheses in the first
an employer under the Federal social security
sentence of section 3 (b) of the act of June
laws and Federal employment tax laws. Thbe
0, 1941, as amended (Public Law 101, '77th
War Shipping Administration and Its agents
Cong.), is amended to read as follows: "(in
or persons acting on its behalf or for its accluding any interest or liability of the owner,
count may, for convenience of administration,
charterer, or agent) ."
with the approval of the Administrator, make
(e) TIhe second sentence of section 4 of
payments of any taxes, fees, charges, or
such act of June 6, 1941, is amended by in
exactions to the United States or its agencies.
serting after the words "national defense"
Sxc. 2. Section 222 (f) of Subtitle-Inand before the semicolon a comma and the
surance of title II of the Merchant Marine
following: "and when so chartered or cp
Act. 1936, as amended (Public Law 523,
erated may be insured as provided in said
77th Cong.), Is amended by Inserting before
section 3.'
the period at the end thereof a semicolon and
Szc. 4. The United States shall, with re
the following: "and, whenever the Commisspect to vessels chartered to the War Shipping
sion shall insure any risks Included under
Administrator under bareboat charter or time
subsection (d) or (a) of this section, or under
charter or operated directly by such Adminis
this subsection Insofar as it concerns liatrator or for his account, be entitled to the
bilities relating to the master, officers, and
benefits of all exemptions and of all limita
crews of such vessels or to other persons
tions of liability accorded by law to the owners
transported thereon, the insurance on such
of vessels. With respect to any such vessel,
risks may Include marine risks to the extent
the term "The United States" shall include
that the Commission determines to be
agents or other persons acting for or on behalf
necessary or advisable."
of tile Administrator In connection with the
SEc. 3. (a) The second proviso of section I
operation thereof.
of the act of June 6, 1941 (Public LAW 101,
Szm. 6. The provisions of section 1 of this
77th Cong.), as amended, is hereby amended
act shall take effect on the date of enactment
to read as follows: "Provided further, That
hereof, but payments and deductions under
such compensation hereunder, or advances on
the Federal social security laws and Federal
account thereof, shall be deposited with the
employment tax laws of the nature author
Treasurer of the United States, and the fund
ized by said section 1 made prior to such data
so deposited shall be available for the payare hereby ratified and confirmed. The pro
ment of such compensation, and shall be
visions of such section 1 shall remain in force
subject to be applied to the payment of the
until the termination of title 1 of the First
amount of any valid claim by way of MortWar Powers Act, 1941. The termination Of
gage or maritime lien or attachment lien
the provisions of such section shall not affect
upon such vessel, or of any stipulation thereany act done or any right accruing or accrued,.
for In a court of the United States, or of any
or any suit or proceeding had or commueniced
State, subsisting at the time of such requisiIn any cause before such termination.,but all
tion or taking of title or possession;, the
rights and liabilities under law as modified
holder of any such claim may commence
by such provisions shall continue, and may
prior to January 1, 1943. or within 6 months
be enforced In the same manner as if ouchl
after the mArt such deposit with the
provisions had not terminated,
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With the following committee amendEnent:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and
Inset th folowig:
"Thartthe
ofoloing:s an
ebr
fces
"Theriafte(a Oeferset and meambers) ofplcrews
(hrenate t rfere
a 'eaen) mpoyd
On United States or foreign-flag vessels as
employees of the 'United States through the
War Shipping Admilliatration shall, with resPect to (1) lftws administered by the Public
Health Service and the Social Security Act,
as amended by subsection (b) (2) and (3) of
this section; (2) death, injuries, illness, maintenance and cure, loss of effects, detention,
or repatriation, or claims arising therefrom
not covered by the foregoing clause (1); and
(3) collection of wages and bonuses and
making of allotments, have all of the rights,
benefits, exemptions, privileges, and liabilities, under law applicable to citizens of the
United States employed aseseamen on privately owned and operated American vessels.
Such seamen, because of the temporary wartime character of their employment by the
War Shipping Administration, shall not be
considered as officers or employees of the
United States for the purposes of the United
States Employees Compensation Act, as
amended; the Civil Service Retirement Act,
as amended: or the act of Congress approved
March 7, 1942 (Public, No. 490, 77th Cong.).Claims arising under clause (1) hereof shall
be enforced In the same manner as such
claims would be enforced if the seamen were
employed on a privately owned and operated
American vessel. Any claim referred to in
clause (2) or (3) hereof shall, if administratively disallowed In whole or in part, be
enforced pursuant, to the provisions of the
Suits In Admiralty Act, notwithstanding the
vessel on which the seaman is employed is
not a merchant vessel within the meaning
of such act. Any claim, right, or cause of
action of or In resp~ect of any such, seaman
accruing on or after October 1, 1941, and prior
may bhedaeo
enfreandmeupon theselectiono
thyeseamnfordhis survivng dhependeint or
bhensefary, or his lealreprngesentaiento dor
sonefshallyb govrnhsedas repthissecttivton hdo
bee inalbeffc whverned
asucfhclim, recignht,or
beenin
ffet uch lai,
wen
rght or
cause of action accrued, such election to be
made In accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the Administrator, War
Shipping Administration. Rights of any seaman under the Social Security Act, as amend-;
ad by subsection (b) (2) and (3) and claims
therefor shall be governed solely by the provisions of such act, so amended. When used
In this subsection the term 'administratively
dinaccoredancewith rulesl or regultions preim
inacribdabynte Adinistratsor, WeuartSiospping
scie
yteAdministratio.rhe
,ue
inr thisppinec
tdionstheaterms 'WaShippng Asdmintistration'
tionthetershipingAdmnisraton'
'ar
and 'Administrator, War Shipping Administration' shall be deemed to include the United
States maritime Commission with respect to
the period beginning October 1, 1941, and
ending February 11, 1942, and the term 'seaman' shall be deemed to include any seaman
employed as an employee of the United States
through the War Shipping Administration on
vessels made available to or subcbartered to
other agencies or departments of the United
States. The President shall, whenever he
,finds that convenience of administration and
the efficient prosecution Of the war require,
extend to seamen upon such terms and conditions as he fiods fair and appropriate any
and all the benefits of employees of the.
United States under the United States Employees Compensation Act, as amended, and
upon such event the rights, benefits, and
privlleges of such seamen herein provided for
with respect to death, injury, Illness, and
maintenance and cure, shall cease to such
extent as the President finds that the termination of such rights, benefits, and privileges
is necessary to avoid duplication of payments
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on account of death, Injury, Illness, or mainfollowing: land 1 percent of any wages paid
tenance and cure.
him for services which constitute employ
"(b) (1) Section 1426 of the Internal Revement by virtue of subsection (o) of sec
ue Code (58 Stat. 177, 1383: 26 U. B. C.
tion 209 of the Social Security Act, as
1426) Is amended by adding at the end thereof
amended.'
the following new subsection:
"1(c) The War Shipping Administration
"'(i) Officers and members of crews emand its agents or persons acting on its be
ployed by War Shipping Administration: The
half or for its account may, for convenience
term "employment" shall include such service
of administration, with the approval of the
as is determined by the Administrator, War
Administrator, make payments of any taxes,
Shipping Administration, to be performed
fees, charges, or exactions to the United
after September 30, 1941, and prior to the
States or its agencies.
termination of title I of the First War Powers
"Szc. 2. (a) Section 222 (f) of Subtitle-'
Act, 1941, on or in connection with any vessel
Insurance of Title II of the Merchant Marine
by an officer or member of the crew as anl
Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 523,
employee of the United States employed
Seventy-seventh Congress), Is amended by
through the War Shipping Administration,
Inserting before the period at the end thereof
or, in respect of such service performed bea semicolon and the following: 'and, when
fore February 11, 1942, the United States
ever the Commission shall insure any risks
Included under subsection (d) or (e) of this
Maritime Commission. The term "wages"
means, with respect to service which constisection, or under this subsection insofar as
tutes employment by reason of this subsecIt concerns liabilities relating to the master,
tion, such amount of remuneration~as is deofficers, and crews of such vessels or to other
termined (subject to the provisions of this
persons transported thereon, the insurance
section) by the Administrator, War Shipping
on such risks may include marine risks to the
Administration, to be paid for such service,
extent that the Commission determines to be
The Administrator and such agents as he may
necessary or advisable.'
designate for the purpose are authorized and
"1(b) Whenever the Administrator, War
directed to comply with the provisions of the
Shipping Administration, finds that, on or
Internal revenue laws on behalf of the United
after October 1, 1941, and before 30 days
States as the employer of individuals whose
after the date of enactment of this subsec
service constitutes employment by reason of
tion, a,master, officer, or member of the crew
this subsection, but the Administrator and
of, or any persons transported on, a vessel
his agents shall not be liable for the tax on
owned by or chartered to the Maritime Coinany employee Imposed by section 1400 (unless
mission or' the War Shipping Administration
the Administrator or his agent collects such
or operated by or for the account of or at
tax from the employee) with respect to service
the direction of the Commission or the Ad
performed before the date of enactment of
ministration, has suffered death, injury, de
this subsection which constitutes employtention, or other casualty, for which the War
ment by reason of the enactment of this
Shipping Administration would be author
subsection!'
ized to provide Insurance under Subtitle"(2) Section 209 of the Social Security Act,
Insurance of Title II of the Merchant Marine
as amended (U. S. C., title 42, sec. 409), is
Act, 1936, as amended by this act, the Ad
amended by adding at the end thereof the
ministrator may declare that such death, in
following new subsection:
jury, detention, or other casualty, shall be
"'(o) (1) Officers and members of crews
deemed and considered to be covered by such
employed by War Shipping Administration:
insurance at the time of the disaster or
The term "employment" shall Include such
accident, If the Administrator finds that such
service as Is determined by the Administrator,
action is required to make equitable provi
War Shipping Administration, to be performsion for loss or injury related to the war
ed after September 30, 1941, and prior to the
effort and not otherwise adequately pro
termination of title I of the First War Powers
vided for: Provided, That in making provi
Act, 1941, on or In conn~ection with any yession for insurance under this subsection the
eel by an officer or member of the crew as an
Administrator shall not provide for payments
employee of the United States employed
In excess of those generally provided for in
through the War Shipping Administration, or,
comparable cases under Insurance hereafter
In respect of such service performed before
furnished under the said Subtitle-Insurance
February 11, 1942, the United States Maritime
of Title II, as amended: Provided further,
Commission.
That any money paid to any person by reason
"' (2) The Social Security Board shall not
of Insurance provided for under this sub
make determinations as to whether an Indisection shall apply in pro tanto satisfaction
vidual has performed services which are emoi the claim of such person against the
ployment by reason of this subsection, or the
United States arising from the same loss or
periods of such services, or the amounts of
injury. The declarations, findings, and ac
remuneration for such services, or the periods
tions of or by the Administrator under this
In which or for which such remuneration was
subsection shall be final and conclusive and
pibtsalacp
h
eemntos
salntb
eiwdb
n esn rbnl
paidrspc
bu
thallaceptof the Aderminitations
shal notvernreviaaewedcy.ayprorbnl
Wit hirepect threoofte
dinistrat
an
or,
orh govenmeTal
.3
agecncy.
vioofscto
Waretsa
Shipping Adesiginitatio,
asevdncd such
ofc 3.e (a)t ThJue second1 (Proviso ofw
sectio
agetunts asihed may dsignAteitrto
aseidnedbs
ofeveth-evactho Juneg6,s194 (Puli Lawded i01
retuoyrn fiedbysucht Admtinitaoraon
146(
O
eventy-smevdenth Cnress)as
amens:'Povdedi
temployernapRsveuan todsectind12
cerifiainofurhereb
Tameddto reah asmpfollows: 'Provnder,
teItra
eeu
oeadcriiain
ut~r
htsc
opnainhrudr
made pursuant to this subsection, Such
or advances on account thereof, shall be de
determinations shall be conclusive and shall
posited with the Treasurer of the United
not be reviewed by any person, tribunal, or
States, and the fund so deposited shall be
governmental agency.
available for the payment of such compensa
"'(3) The Administrator, War Shipping
tion, and shall be subject to be applied to
Administration, Is authorized and directed,
the payment of the amount of any valid
upon written request of the Social Security
claim by way of mortgage or maritime lien
Board, to make certification to it with reor attachment lien upon such vessel, or of
spect to any matter determinable for the
any stipulation therefor In a court of the
Board by the War Shipping Administrator
United States, or of any State, subsisting at
under this subsection, which the Board finds
the time of such requisition or taking of
necessary in administering this title,
title or possession; the holder of any such
"'1(4) This subsection shall be effective
claim may commence prior to January 1,
as of September 30., 1941.
1943, or within 6 months, after the first such
"(3) Section 907 of the Social Security Act
deposit with the Treasurer and publication
Amiendments of 1939 Is amended by inserting
of notice thereof in the Federal Register,
after the phrase 'attaining age sixty-five.' the
whichever date is later, and maintain in the
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lUnlte4 States district court from whose
custody such vessel has been or may be
taken or In whose territorial jurisdiction
the vessel was lying at the time of requisition or taking of title or posseasion, a suit
in admiralty according to the principles of
libels In rem against the fund, which shall
proceed and be heard and determined according to the principles of law and to the
rules of practice obtaining in like cases between private parties, and any decree in said
suit shall be paid out of the first and all subsequent deposits of compensation; and auch
uilt shall be commenced In the manner Provided by section 2 of the Suits In Admiralty
Act and service of process shall be made In
the manner therein provided by service upon
the United States attorney and by mailing
by registered mail to the Attorney General
and the United States Maritime Commission
and due notice shall under order of the court
be given to all interested persons, and any
decree shall be subject to appeal and revision
as now provided in other oases of admiralty
and maritime jurisdiction.'
"(b) The Administrator, War Shipping Administration, may determine at any time
prior to the payment In full or deposit In full
with the Treasurer of the United States, or
the payment or deposit of '75 percent. of just
compensation therefor that the ownership of
any vessel (the title to which has been requisitioned pursuant to sec. 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, or the
act of June 6, 1941 (Public, No. 101, '77th
Cong.)), Is not required by the United States,
and after such determination lass been made
and notice thereof has been published in the
Federal Register, the use rather than the title
to such vessel shall be deemed to have been
requisitioned for all purposes as of the date
of the original taking.
"(C) In the event that a vessel the title or
use and possession of which is requisitioned
or taken pursuant to section 902 of the Marchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, or the
act of June S. 1941 (Public, No. 101, '17th
Cong.), is in the custody of any court, State
or Federal, it shall be the duty of all agents
and officers of the court having possession,
custody, or control of said vessel, forthwith
Upon the Wiing with the clerk of said court
of a certified copy of the order of requisitioning or taking, and without further order of
the court, to comply with said requisitioning
Or taking and to permit the representatives of
the United States Maritime Commission or
the War Shipping Administration, as the case
may be. to take possession, custody, and
control of said vessel..
"(d) Section 902 of the Merchant Marine
Act, 1930. as amended, is hereby amended by
adding at the end of subsection (d) thereof
a paragraph to read as follows:
"'The existence of any valid claim by way
of mortgage or maritime claim or attachment
lien upon such vessel shall not prevent the
taking thereof pursuant to this section:
Provided, however, That In the event any
such claim exists the United States Maritime
Commission may in its discretion deposit the
compensation hereunder, or advances on account thereof with the Treasurer of the
United States, and the fund so deposited shall
be available for the payment of such compensation, and shall be subject to be applied
to the payment of the amount of any valid
claim by way of mortgage or maritime lien or
attachment lien upon such vessel, or of any
stipulation therefor in a court of the United
States, or of any State, subsisting at the time
of such requisition or taking of title or possession, the holder of any such claim may
commence prior to January 1, 1943-, or within
6 months after the first such deposit with the
'Treasurer and publication of notice thereof
In the Federal Register, whichever date is
later, and maintain in the United States
district court from whose custody such vessel
has been or may be taken or In whose territorial Jurisdiction the vessel was lying at the

time of requisitioning or taking of title or
possession, a suit In admiralty according to
the principles of libel$ in rem against the
fund, which shall proceed and be heard and
determined according to the principles of law
and to the rules of practice obtaining In like
cases between private parties, and any decree
in said suit shall be paid out of the first and
all subsequent deposits of compensation; and
such suit shall be commenced In the manner
provided by section 2 of the Suits in Admiralty
Act and service of process shall be made in
the manner therein provided by service upon
the United States attorney and by mailing by
registered mail to the Attorney General and
the United States Maritime Commission and
due notice shall under order of the court be
given to all Interested persona, and any decree shell be subject to appeal and revision as
now provided in other cases of admiralty and
maritime jurisd~iction.'
"(a) (1) The second sentence of section
223 of Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of the
Merchant Marine Act, 19NS, as amended (Public Law 523. '77th Cong.), Is amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof
a comma and the following: 'but the Cornmission may allow fair and reasonable compensation to any company authorized to do
an insurance business In any State of the
United States for servicing Insurance written
by such company as an underwriting agent
for the Commission, and such compensation
may Include an allowance for expenses reasonably incurred by such agent but such cxpenses-shall not include any commission paid
by such agent In excess of 8 percent of the
premiums in respect of such Insurance.'
"(2) The last sentence of such section 22
is amended by striking out the clause in
parentheses, and by Inserting before the period at the end of such sentence a comma and
the following: 'but in no case shall such allowance to the carrier provide for payment
by the carrier of commissions in excess of
5 percent of the premiums paid for that portion of the direct Insurance so reinsured.'
"(f) Section 224 (a) of Subtitle-Insurance
of Title II of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
as amended (Public Law 523, '77th Cong.), is
amended by Inserting after the word 'subtitle'
and before the comma following such word
the words 'or in section 10 of the Merchant
Marine Act, 1920, as amended.'
"(g) Section 225 of subtitle-Insurance of
title II of the Merchant Marine Act. 1936, as
amended (Public Law 523, 77th Cong_ is
amended by adding at the end thereof~the
following: 'All persons having or claiming to
have an Interest in such insurance, or who It
is believed might assert such an interest, may
be made parties to such suit, either initially
or upon the motion of either party. In any
case where the Commission acknowledges the
Indebtedness of the United States on account
of such Insurance, and there may be a dispute
as to the plerson or persons entitled to receive
payment, the United States may bring an
action In the nature of a bill of interpleader
against the persons having or cla~iming to
have any Interest in such insurance, or who
It Is believed might assert such an Interest,
-In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Columbia, or in the district
court in and for the district In which any
such person resides. In either of such actions
any person claiming to have an Interest in
such insurance, or who it Is believed might
assert such an interest, If not an Inhabitant
of or found within the district within which
either of such actions Is brought, may be
brought In by order of the court to be served
personally or by publication or in such other
reasonable manner as the Court may direct,
and if It be shown to the satisfaction of the
court that persons unknown might assert a
claim on account of such insurance, the court
may direct service upon such persona un
known by publication in the Federal Register.
Judgment in any such action shall discharge
the United States from further liability to
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any parties to such action, and to all Persons
where service by publication Upon Persons
unknown is directed by the court. The pro
cedure herein provided shall apply to all ac
tions now pending against the United States
under the provisions of this subtitle, as
amended.'
"1(h) Subtitle-Insurance of title nI Of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended
(Public Law 523, '77th Cong.), is amended by
adding at the end thereof a section to read
as follows:
"'SEC. 229. In addition to the Insurance
functions authorized by the other sections of
this subtitle, the War Shipping Administra
tion may Insure directly, or may reinsure in
whole or In part, any company authorized to
do business in any State In the United States
and which shall Insure directly, any person
who shall perform services or provide facilities
icr or with respect to any public or private
vessel against legal liabilities (except liability
to employees in respect of employer's liability
and workman's compensation) that may be
incurred by such person in connection with
the performance of such services or the pro
viding of such facilities, whenever in the
opinion of the Administrator, War Shipping
Administration, such Insurance or reinsur
ance is required in the prosecution of the
war effort and cannot be obtained at reason
able rates or upon reasonable conditions
from approved companies authorized to do
an Insurance business in any State of the
United States.'
'(i) The clause In parentheses in the first
sentence of section 8 (b) of the act of June 6.
1941. as amended (Public Law 101, '77th
Cong.). is amended to read as follows: '(In
cluding any interest or liability of the owner.
charterer, or agent).'
`(J) The second sentence of section 4 of
such act of June 6. 1941, Is amended by in
sErting after the words 'national defense' and
before the semicolon, a comma and the fol
lowing: 'and when so chartered or operated
may be insured as provided in said see
tion 3.
SEC. 4. The United States shall, with re
spect to vessels owned by or chartered to the
War Shipping Administrator under bare-boat
charter or time charter or operated directly by
such Administrator or for his account, be en
titled to the benefits of all exemptions and of
all limitations of liability accorded by law to
the owners of vessels. With respect to any
such vessel, the terma 'the United States' shall
include agents or other persons acting for or
on behalf of the Administrator in connection
with the operation thereof.
"Sze 6. The provisions of section I (a) of
tis act shall, remain In force until the termi
nation of title I of the First War Powers Act,
11.The termination of the provisions of
such nection shall not affect any act done or
any right accruing or accrued, or any suit or
proceeding had or commenced In any cause
before such termination, but all rights and
11'~bilities under law as modified by such pro
visions shall continue, and may be enforced
In the same manner as If such provisions had
not~temnae
to

The committee amendment was agreed
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and read a third time, was read the third
time, and passed, and a Motion to recon

sider was laid on the table.
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FUNCTONS OF WAR SHIPMIG ADMINI

TPATION-BILL RECOb)DAITYE
The bill (H. R. 7424> to amend and
clarify certain provisions of law relating
to functions of the War Shipping Admin
istration, and for other purposes, was
announced as next in order.
Mr. President,
Mr. RADCUPMF.
since this important and highly desir
able bill was reported by one to the Sen
ate' some objections have been made to
certain of its provisions. It is believed
that the objections can be considered bet
ter in committee than on the floor. I,
therefore, intend to move that the bill be
recommitted to the Committee on Com
merce. where, we think, the various sug
gestions and criticisms can be consid
ered very quickly, the bill reported back
to the Senate, and then brought up for
consideration and action.
This bill, as I have said, Is very im
portant. I think the procedure I have
suggested will really make for expedition
in the consideration of the bill. The
chairman of the Committee on Com
merce, the senior Senator from North
Carolina [Mr. BAILEY], is in favor of this
course, and the junior Senator from
Maryland, who is chairman of the sub
committee, also believes that this is the
wiser course to pursue. I ask, therefore,
that the bill be recommitted to the Com
mittee on Commerce.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the bill is recommitted to the
Committee on Commerce.
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lation should go over to the next ses
sion, and therefore fee!s that he would
be justified in objecting to the Senate
considering it now. I will say to the
Senator that the bill contains several
amendments and, therefore, it would
have to go to the House for further con
sideration. it would not do to pass the
bill without one of the amendments.
'There is some objection to another
amendment which I shall be glad to move
to strike out. There may be other objec
tions to the bill. I am trying to be frank
witli the Senator from Oregon In saying
that I wish to discharge my duty by mov
ing that the Senate proceed to the con
sideration of the proposed legislation,
and if the Senator objects I shall not in
sist upon the motion.
Mr. MCNARY. Mr. President, I am
delighted at the courtesy shown me by
the distinguished Senator from North
Carolina. I discussed the matter with
the Senator some weeks ago, and recently
with the able Senator from Maryland

[Mr.

RADCLIFFE].

I thought at the time

it was understood that the bill would go
back to the Committee on Commerce.
of which the Senator from North Caro
lina is chairman, and be considered early
in the next \session of the Congress~.
There is some opposition to the bill. As
a member of the committee, I have re
ceived telegrams concerning the bill. In
view of the fact that amendments to the,
bill must be considered by the House, it
could not be passed by the House at this
time. Personally, I think it should be
returned to the Committee on Commerce
for further consideration.
Mr. BAILEY. It Is a House bill. It
came to the Senate, and was referred to
the Committee on Commerce. It was
reported from the committee to the
Senate, and then upon my motion was
recommitted to the committee, and has
now ,again been reported to the Senate.
Mr. MCNARY. Yes, and it now con
tains language which would have to be
considered by the House.
Mr. BAILEY. Yes. There is one
amendment which would have to go to
the House for Its consideration.
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, I think
that measure falls within the rule for
my Personal action, which I attempted to
promulgate. The Senator from North
Carolina places me in an embarrassing
position by moving to take the bill up
for consideration, which he has a right
CLARIFICATION OF MERCHANT MARINE
to do, and I have not control over that.
LAWS
'a.ked.uanimousCon=
Tf the Senator h~ad
PesidntI MoeMr. M.
AILY.
sent for consideration of the bill I should
i
t, ove
Mr.o Presideth
a r. BIsold ieY.
have politely objected. I shall object
.
and Ih Shnaoul lierom havegothe atenio
Oroegon [Mr Mce if the Senator Puts the matter In the
ofY-ta the Senatorfo
cnsidethatio the Senate proee to24the form of a unanimous-consent request,
epse
h ilcno
amend and clarify certain provisions of becueIko
by the House at this session. I think it
law relating to functions of the War
Shipping Administration, and for other should be further considered by the corn
Purposes. It is Calendar No. 1865. .1I mittee.
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, I said I
heard what the Senator from Oregon
would not press my motion if the Senator
said when consideration of a previous
from Oregon should object, and I think
bill was asked. My regard for the Senathe Senator has objected. Now I take
tor is such that I would not insist unduly on MY Motion if the Senator from It the bill can go over. I dislike to delay.
Mr. MCNARY. I do also.
Oregon feels that the proposed legis-
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Mr. BAILEY. But I am not Prepared
to say that delay would be fatal.
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, I re
gret the delay in many ways, but I think
that by reason of delay better provisions
Will come out than are now contained in
the bill. I shall cooperate with the able
Senator from North Carolina to have
early consideration of the measure on the
floor, and I am sure we can get the as
sistance of our very distinguished maJority leader to help us in January.
Mr. BAILEY. I would insist on my
motion, Mr. President, but for the fact
that the bill contains an amendment
which must go to the House. I agree
that the Position taken by the Senator
from Oregon is reasonable, andi I have
really no obJection to the measure going
over. So I shall withdraw the motion.
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22, I043.-Ordered to be printed

Mr. R~cuim~, from the Committee on Commerce, submitted the
Ifollowing

REPORT
(To accompany R. R. 1833
The Conmmttee on Commerce, to whom was referred the bill (H.
R. 133) to amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to
functions of the War Shipping Administration, and for other purposes
having considered the same, report thereon with amendments, and
recommend that the bill as amended do pass.
The amendments are as follows, and are indicated by line type and
italic in the bill as reported:
rage 4, at the end of line 3, insert the following:

In

cases of claims referred to In clauses (2) and (3) hereof asserted against the
Administrator, War Shipping Administration, or any agent of the Administrator,
If the claim is settled, adjusted, or paid without suit, the aggregate fee to attorney,
or agents on account of legal or other similar services rendered In connection with
the claim shall not exceed $100 except that the Administrator may approve an
aqgregate fee not In excess of $250 when he deems such services to be of an extraor
dinary character, and if judgment or decree is rendered in favor of the claimant
in a suit based upon such claim or a compromise of such suit is effected, the
aggregate fee or payment shall not exceed such reasonable amount as the court
may approve which shall not be more than 20 pr centumn of the amount recovered.
Before the payment of any such claim or judgment or decree, the attorney or
agent of the claimant shall, if required by the Administrator, file an affidavit or
affidavits of the attorney, agent, or the recipient or beneficiary in such form and
manner as the Administrator may prescribe, showing that the aggregate fee in
respect of such claim or suit does not exceed the maximum herein specified or the
amount approved by the court or the Administrator, as the case may be.

Page 10, line 19, strike out "owned by citizens of the United
States".
Page 10, line 22 through line 25, and page 11, line 1 through line 4,
strike out the sentence beginning in line 22, page 10, and ending in
line 4, page 11.
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EXPLANATION

oF

AMENDMENTS

The first committee amendment would prescribe limitations on
attorneys' fees in the prosecution and enforcement of claims and suits
thereon against, the War Shipping Adminisiratcr or any of his agents
on account of death, injury, illness, maintenance aind cure, loss of
effects, detention, or repatriation, wnges, allotments, and so forth, on
behalf of seamen (or their dependents) who are em ployees of the United
States through the War Shipping Administration. In case the claim
is settled without suit,. the fee for legal services may not exceed $100
except that. the War Shipping Administrator may a~pprove a fee not

in excess of $250 in extraordlinary cascs.

If a judgment or decree is

securedl in favor of the claimant in a suit on the claim, Or a compromise

of the suit is effected, the attorneys' fee-, shall not exceed such reason

able amount as the court may approve, in no event to he more than
20 percent of the,amiount. -reovcei(l(. The ~amen(lmntjifiirther requires

that before payment of such claim or judgment the attorney or agent
of the claimant., if required by the War Shipping Administrator, shall
file an affidavit or affidavits, showing that the aggregaie fee or pay
ment does not exceed the maximum specified in the measure or
approved pursuant thereto by the court or the Adirinistrator.
Dy the second amendment the requirement in respect of the exercise
Of the authority to convert requisition of title to a vessel into a
requisition of thie use thereof, to the effect that such action shall be
taken, in the case of vessel owned by citizens of the. United States
within 2 months after the delivery of the vessel under the origial
requisition of title unless the owner consents is made applicable to6
any vessel, whether domestic or foreign.
TIhe third amendment would delete the last sentence of section
3 (b) relating to the authority to convert title requisition to use
requisition in cases where foreign vessels have been lost or destroyed
or converted to military or naval use by tile United States. It is
contemplated that this provision will b'e the subject of separate
committee consideration.
GENERAL STATEMENT

The bill H-.R. 133 is a reintroduction of the bill H. R. 7424, Seventyseventh Congress, in the form in which it was reported favorably by
hour committee with certain amendments on December 4, 1942 (S.
~ept. No. 1813), with certain other changes hereinafter noted. Be
cause of the imuninent adjournment of Congress (December 16, 1942)
the bill was not pressed for consideration in the Senate.
THE NEED FOR LEGISLATION

The need for legislation arises out of the problems that have de
veloped in tlle operation of our merchant marine. The administra
tion of laws relating to the operation, acquisition, use, and allocation
of ocean vessels under the flag or control of the United States is vested
in the Administrator, War Shippin g Administration.
The action of the President in vesting control over this entire fleet
and of all other merchant vessels in the War Shipping Administration
represents the policy of concentrating in one ivf-an agency full power
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to control, coordinate, and manage the operation Of oceangoing trans
portation facilities of the Nation. Such operation encompasses all
phases of the enterprise including repairing, manning, loading, dis
hrgnsupplying, and insurancesevc.
norer to effectively discharge bis responsibilities, the War Ship
ping Administrator on April 19, 1942, gave notice of general requisi
tion of all oceangoing vessels and is now operating as owner or under
requisition charters, bare-boat charters, or time charters, most of the
merchant marine of the United States.' The size of this fleet and the
magnitude of its operations is rapidly expanding. These operations
involve all the difficulties inherent in shipping operations and related
activities together with the comrplications arising from wartime duties
placed on thee Administration with respect to iegulatory, economic,

and strategic, and other matters affc~ting wartime shipping.

The Administration also performs many other functions in the war
effort. It has been vested with full power to coordinate and cen
tralize the foreign-freight forwarding activities of Government agen
cies and private organizations, with the regulation of rates, routes,
and cargoes for American and foreign shipping~ under the ship war
rants law, the furnishiing of marine and wvar-risk insurance for vessels
cargo, and seamen, the procurement of merchant vessels for the armeda
services, the requisition of idle foreign-flag tonnage, the acquisition
of either domestic or foreign vessels necessary for the wai (effort, and
the training of replacements and newv personnel for the merchant
marine.
In addition to its operating and economic functions the War
Shipping Administration has specific control over the allocation of
vessels or space therein to all claimants for shipping space. Since
the Admninistration is not itself a claimant for shipping sp~ace, it is in
a position to admiinister the controlling policies as applied to the
various and often conflicting demands upon our inadequate merchant
marine with impartiality. Under this arrangement no one agency is
placed in thre untenable position of judging the validity of its own
claim for shipping space as against the claim of any other agency or
any Allied Government. By use of its power to administer spaceutilization policies on all vessels under its control the Administrator
may insist upon and secure mixing of cargoes of thie various shipping
agencies so as to obtain maximum utilization of the deadweight and
4;ubic capacity of all vessels with resulting economy in ship space.
The idea of a single fluid pool of shipping also permits maximum
flexibility in the' assiginment of ships so as to achieve the highest
degree of efficiency and utilization of the special characteristics of
each vessel in regard to speed, equipment, and other features. It
also makes possible more efficient planning of terminal and port ac
tivities, and permits full utilization of the facilities, managerial skill,
and operating technique of established private organizations with re
sulting increase in efficiency which otherwise would be lost to the war
effort. By control over routing of all such vessels further efficiency
is obtained.
The Administrator, in the conduct of his duties and fugctions, makes
very extensive use of the private organizations, including those engaged
in merchant marine insurance and related activities, steamiship opera
tors, stevedore and, terminal facilities, freight forwarers an freight
brokers and agents. Special skill, knowledge, and experience are made
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available in this manner for use in the integrated war effort. This
development confirms the wisdom of the congressional policy in the
recent years of stimulating and assisting the development of such
private merchant marine and insurance facilities at substantial Gov
ernment cost. The policy has permitted a quick change-over from
peacetime to wartime operations of the entire merchant marine with
out any substantial loss of efficiency or impairment of morale.
The vessels owned by the War Shipping Administration or under
bare-boat charter to it are operated by experienced steamship com
panies as general agents for the Administrator under supervision and
direction of the Administrator's staff which includes many officials
drawn from the industry. The agreements between the Administra
tor and the general agents specifically provide that the general agent
shall procure and make avabe officers and crews for War Shipping
Administration vesselsthrough the usual channels and in accordance with the customnary practices of
commercial operators and upon the termis and conditions prevailing In the partic
ular service or services In which the vessels are to be operated from time to time.

The intention of this provision is to authorize the general agent to
procure his seagoing personnel through his customary channels in
cases where the general agent had previously operated uinder union
contracts. This provision also avoids favoritism as to conditions
between one general agent and another or as between one union and
another.
In the exercise of its various functions and in the conduct of its
activities, the War Shipping Administration in general is authorized
to operate with the powers of a business or a commercial organization
under the provisions of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936. These
activities are so broad and so manifold and the need for emergency
action is so great that the Administrator cannot function with the
usual restrictions applicable to Government agencies. This is
particularly true with respect to activities carried on in foreign
countries where compliance with restrictions applicable to continental
activities cannot be observed. In section 207 of the Merchant Marine
Act, 1936, Congress provided that the Maritime Commission may
enter into such contracts upon behalf of the United States, and may
make such disbursements as may, in its discretions be necessary to
carry on 'the activities authorized by this act, or to protect, preserve,
or imp~rove the collateral held by the Commission to secure indebted
ness, in the same manner that a private corporation may contract
within the scope of the authority conferred by its charter. The'
Administrator, War Shipping Administration, in exercising all of his
functions, duties, and powers, operates with like authority under
these prvsions of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, and other appli
cable lawsV. Additional flexid~ity is obtained thrIough the Suits in
Admiralt~y Act, which furnishes authority for the settlement or
compromise by the Administrator of claims arisng out of the operation
of the merchant or public vessels under his control.
PARiTICULAR PROBLEMS REQUIRING LEGISLATION

There are special problems, particularly those relating to labor,
requisitioning and insurance, as to which it seems desirable, as a
matter of oi~icy, notwithstanding the scope 'of exristing statutory
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authority, to reaffirm and clarify existing authority, and in some
cases to extend the powers of the Administrator.
The specific difficulties with which the War Shipping Administration
is confronted are very technical in nature but not very broad in scope.
Problems arising out of Government employee status of seamen.
Various difficulties have arisen with respect to the benefits and
remedies for seamen employed by, or on behalf of, the War Shipping
Administration on vessels owned or bare-boat chartered by it. Thlese
quetios
aisebecuseofa technical status of such seamen as em
ploeesoftheUniedStaesby virtue of their employment through
the hippng
ar
dminstrtior for service on such vessels.
Becase
f tis acttheAdministrator has not been able under
existing law to carry out entirely his intended policy of maintaining
the peacetime status of seamen insofar as seamen's rights to com
pensation for injuries, and so forth, wage credits toward social-security
benefits, and various other benefits which seamen have enjoyed and
to which they are entitled. The purpose of section 1 of the bill is
to correct the situation so as to permit the complete extension into
1his area of the basic policy of maintaining the private status of
merchant seamen for the duration of the war.
Seamen employed as Government employees on vessels owned by,
or bareboat-chartered to, the War Shipping Administration are some
times precluded from enforcing against the United States the rights
and benefits in case of death, injury, illness, detention, and so on
that would be available to them if employed by private employers,
except under the Suits in, Admiralty Act. If they were private
employees, rights to redress for death, injury, or illness could be
proecuedundr
he one At ad he enealmartie law. These
sam
b riht
asered
ma gaisttheUntedSttesasthe employer
undr te dmialy
Sitsin At poviingtheveselinvolved is
a mechat
I vsse.
cae o pulicveselstheseaan must rely
for ompnsaionupontheAdmnisrato's oliy rcognizing con
tratua hic
libiltyths lgisatin rcogize.Present-day
operating conditos often make uncertain insome cases whether
th vessel is a merchant or a public vessel. As a consequence, even
though the vessels are generally merchant vessels and not public
vessels, there are some cases in which the aforementioned righ ts of
such seamen are in doubt. In addition to these rights which, at
times, are uncertain for the reasons mentioned, the seamen 'who
are employees of the United States probably have rights under the
United States Employees' Compensation Act in the event of 'injury
or death. Such compensation benefits are not presently enjoyed
by seamen under private employment. Thus vital differences in
these rights are made to depend upon whether the seaman happens
to be employed aboard a vessel time-chartered to the War Shipping
Administration or owned by or bareboat-chartered to the War
Shipping Administration. Since seamen constantly change from one
vessel to another, their rights for death, injury, or illness also con
stantly change, depending upon trhe relationship of the War Shipping
Administration to the vessel. This fluctuatioii and lack of uniformity
of rights leads to dependency of vital rights upon chance with a
result of confusion and inequities. The bill is designed to remove
this confusion and these inequities. The bill, does not affect seamen
employed on vessels time-chartered to the War Shipping Administra
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tion where the vessels are supplied with crews employed by tbe
company from which the vessel is chartered. As to them their
status and the status of the Government employees mentioned wvill
be made uniform.
Furthermore, these seamen who are Government employees are
theoreticailly subject to the Civil Service Retirement Act, yet they
are actually exempt for tbe time being because of an Executive order
excluding employees engaged in certain types of services. Employees
of private companies earn credits toward benefits of the old-ae and
survivors' insurance provisions of the Social Security Act. Undr the
present laws se~amen who are Government employees through em
ployment by the War Shipping Administration do not have rights
under either' the Civil Servico R1etirement Act nor is their employ-?
ment covered under the Social Security Act.
Ingurance protection fior ,zeamen.-Anot~her problem primarily affect
ing seamen and their dependents is the need of providing more comn
plet proecton
t seaen nd their dependents in case of loss of life
or odly
njry o uchsemen. Notwithstanding the apparent in
ten ofConres toproideadequate insurance protection under the
reviionto
he ar iskInsurance Act approved April 11, 1942
(Public Latw 523, 77th Cong.), it appears that amendment is necessary
to voith dager of a denial of insurance benefits in csso et
or injury arising from war conditions not within the strict interpre-.
tation of "war risks." That term was, of course, not intended to be
construed in its most limited and technical sense but rather as com
monly understood to cover all risks arising out of the war.
The Administrator of War Shipping Ad ministration has authority
to make retroactive adjustments in wages, bonuses, war-risk compen
sation, and other matters covered by determinations of the Maritime
War Emergency Board, or otherwise within his powers. It is believed
that he also has power to make retroactive provisions for "marine"~
insurance to cover risks arising out of the war which for humanitarian
purposes should be compensated for as war risks rather than marine
risks. However, in view of the large ambunts involved in this type
of retroactive provision of insurance, it is felt desirable that the matter
should be covered by an express provision of law.
It is intended by section 2 to cover cases of vessels captured by
enemy powers at a time when adequate insurance provision against
death, injury, detention, or other war risks had not been provided,
vessels which have been lost for reasons unknown or principally because
of developments arising. from the war, vessels which are only partially
insured because of limitations of the insurance market or established
]practices and various other special cases where relief is needed to
achieve justice and equity.
It appears to the committee to be highly desirable to make retro
active provision for these cases because of the unreasonable hardship
on seamen and dependents, which in fact arose from the restricted
type
.,~uuz~cecoveage
envaildable, misundertaundings of legal
rigts
emrgncisor vesights. .-The Administrator would be au
thoize
toproidesuc isurance substantially under the circum
stanes
hichwoud becovredin respect of insurance issued under
subsection (a) of section 2,adonly if the Administrator finds that
sucb action is required to mkequitable provision for such casualty.
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Otaer irsarance probleme.--Somne gaps in the technical coverage of
the War Risk Insurance Act with respect to certain classes of vessels,
certain types of risk, or certain Government interests, direct or indi
rect, require remedial attention in the interest of effective conduct of
shipping and related activities during the war. Some problems of
procedure in the administration and in the conduct of litigation under
the War Risk Insurance Act have become apparent and should be
remedied to avoid serious difficulty. These problems are covered by
amendments to the War Risk Insurance Act in subsections (e) to (k)
of section 3. It appears that, especially in those cases where the War
Shipping Administration provides war-risk insurance on cargoes at
noncommercial rates in connection with the price-control rogram of
the Office of Price Administration, insurance has been any should be
made 'available through existing commercial channels, by means of
appointment of existing insurance companies as undlerwriting agents
for the issuance of direct policies rather than by means of reinsurance.
Reinsurance, particularly in the marine field, becoiies incecasingly
necessary, and such reinsuranrce would embrace an entire field of
insurance, not isolated situations. The limitation on allowances to
the oiiginal in~urer stultifies the use of reinsurance since it is insufficient
to cover the cost of doing business by the underwriters requesting
reinsurance. The services of such underwriters can be obtained at a
very modlerate cost and without substantial profit. To make use of

their facilities would be in the best interest of the Government. They
perform many important functions, including not only the prepara
tion andl issuance of the policies but the hanidlinig of claims, adjust
ments, inspections and numerous other activities, which, unless
performed by such underwriters, would have to be undertaken by
the Government itself. This involves increased expenses with sub
stantial loss of efficiency.
Under section 224 of the War Risk Insurance Act, other (lepartments
and agencies of the United States can procure insurance from the War
Shipping Administration to cover war risks and thereby make use of
the existing insurance organization in War Shipping Administration.
The act, however, does not specifically embrace marine risks. There
are cases in which it would be desirable for Government agencies to
cure such insurance service for marine risks on vessels in which the
Unitcd States has an interest.
With respect to war-risk insurance~ particularly insurance upon the
lives of officers and members of crews, claims of several claimants
may be asserted raising conflicting interests. Determination in a
single suit of the rights of all persons in interest is desirable. For
example, the situation may arise where administrative officers do
not acknowledge any indebtedness under a policy, but there is (loubt
as to which of two or more persons is entitled to collect if any indebted
ness has in fact arisen. In other cases the indebtedness of the United
States may be acknowledged, but there may be such doubt as to who
is entitled to collect that it is unsafe for the Government to make
payment without a judicial determination. An amendmnent would
provide machinery whereby all conflicting claimants would be brought
into the litigation, or if necessary, litigation might be initiated through
an action in the nature of a bill of interpleader.
In view of this and other changes being effected in the scope of the
Administrator's war-risk insurance powers, it should be noted that.
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none of these changes are intended to subject the Administrator to
any restrictions applicable to commercial insurance companies with
respect to designation of beneficiaries, and State laws governing
devolution of property or insurance proceeds.' The Administrator
has full authority under the law to establish rules and regulations on
these points, and'such rules and regulations governing this essential
Federal authority have control irrespective of conflicting local laws.
O~bviously, it would be impossible to provide insurance in this comn
plicated maritime field for seamen and other interests without such
complete freedom from restrictions. This arrangement also permits
simplicity and administrative uniformity, and equitable treatment for
all persons interested in insurance proceeds, and avoids complica
tions, delays, and other difficulties which might interfere with the
most effective prosecution of the war. Although the Administrator
has all of the powers of a private insurer as to contracts, waivers,
lapse, estoppel, and defaults, he retains freedom from State regula
tions applicable to private insurers.
For the purposes of the War Risk Insurance Act, the term "risks
of war" should be defined in such a manner as to clarify the authority
to provide war-risk insurance for all risks arising out of the war which
are not covered by marine insurance available commercially. If the
private market narrows the scope of its insurance coverage, the
Administration should be able to cover so much of the abandoned
coverage as may be necessary to carry on needed shipping.
Difficulties have been encountered in procuring the necessary in
surance protection for companies performing services or providing
facilities for vessels, especially in the case of ship repairs. An amend
ment would authorize the War Shiipping Adinijistration to provide
such insurance or reinsurance against legal liabilities of such companies
in connection with such services and facilities. It is believed that
under section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, the War Slipping
Administration has author~ity to provide insurance for this type in
all cases involving vessels in which the Government has an interest.
The legislation is therefore in part merely a reaffirmation and clarifi
cation of existing law.
It has always been assumed that the agents do not have a liability,
which is separate or independent of that of the vessel owner or char
terer. The recent determination of the Supreme Court of the United
States in Margaret M. Brady v. IRooeevelt SteaMship Company, Inc.
(No. 269, October term, 1942, January 18, 1943), holds that there i,
such an independent liability in certain cases. At thep resent time
the War Shipping Administration may provide insurance for the inter
ests of the owners or charterers of the vessels. The right to include
the interests of agents is not specifically mentioned in the law but is
believed to be implied therein. In view of the agent's independent
liability in some cases it is desirable to amend section 3 (b) of Public
101 (77th Cong.), to specifically include agents among those entitled
to coveraze under the Administration's insurance powers.
The Wir.Shipping Administration has atoiyudrscin4o
Public, 101 (77th Cong.), to charter adoeaevsesond
requisitioned ,or chartered by it. This atoiyetnst
mo
bilized vessels taken over under Public, 10,vsescatrdudr
section 3 (a) of Public, 101, vessels purchased under section 4 of
Public, 101, and also vessels requisitioned under section 902 of the
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Merchant Marine Act, 1936 for title or use, as weil as vessels con
structed by tht Maritime (ommission. Provision is made for the
insurance of the first three classes- of vessels named by section 2 of
Public, 101, but there is some doubt whether insurance can be pro
vided under tht~t section with respect to vessels in the other classes
described. It is clear that the insurance provisions of section 3 (b)
should be made as extensive as the operations and charter provisions
of section 4.
Vessel-re quiSitio problems.-Various procedural problems have
also become apparent in connection with the administration of the
ship-requisition law, particularly section 902 of the Merchant Marine
Act, 1936, as amended, and Public Law 101 of the Seventy-seventh
Congres. It has been necessary in the administration of section 1 of
Public Law 101 to make deposits "on account of" just compensation
for requisitionedl vessels before a -final determination as to the amount
of just compensation for such vessel. American creditors often hold
encumbrances on these vessels which are, ot course, owned by foreign
citizens. The advance payments place the American lienors and
other claimants in a position to proceed with the prosecution of their
claims without awaiting the final determination as to just compensa
tion to' the owners which may take many months or even years. The
existing law, however, does not expressly provide for sucb deposits on
account and the right to make such payments has been challenged.
The amendment in section 3 (a) would confirm the authority to make
such payments and avoid controversies concerning them. The
amendment would also help to clarify the procedure applicable to
the enforcement of claims of the creditors and will expedite collec
tions of claims by American creditors.
In the operation of section 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
as amendled, andl the act of June 6, 1941, situations arise in which,
following a requisition of title, it appears that the ownership of the
vessel is not rcquired by the United States. Subsection (a) of section
902 of the 1936 act directs that in such a situation the vessel be re
stored to the owner when its use is terminated, and requires that upon
restoration it must be in as good condition as when taken, less ordi
nary wear and tear, or that en allowance for reconditioning be made.
As enacted in 1936, this provision described such a situation as one
in which "a vessel [is] taken and used, but not purchased." Since
throughout the subsection the words "taken" and "taking" uniformly
refer to a requisition of title in contradistinction to a requisition of
use, the word "purchase" in the quoted phrase evidently referred to
the ultimate consummation of the transaction. The act of August 7,
1939 (53 Stat. 1254, 1255), revised the language to describe the situa
tion as one in which "any property is taken and used under authority
of this section, but the owners~p thereof is not required by the United
States." Thus the present law, although it specifically provides for
converting a requisition of title into a requisition of use, does not
satisfactorily specify how it is to be determined after a requisition of
title that the ownership is not required by the United States, how
such a determination is to be manifested, nor whether the determina
tion may still be made after full compensation for the title has been
paid. Since section 1 of the act of June 6, 1941 (Public, 101, 77th
Cong.), incorporates by reference the compensation provisions of
section 902, the problems are the same when a like situation arises
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after a vessel has been taken pursuant to that act. Provision is
made in section 3 (b) to clarify these situations.
It is highly desirable to clarify the requisitioning procedure under
section 902 of the 1936 act in cases where there are valid linns and
encumbrances against the requisitioned vessel. Specific provision to
cover similar cases was made in section 1 of the act of June 6, 1941,
relating to requisition of foreign-flag vessels ling idle in ports of the
United States. The 1936 act has no specifi~c provisions of similar
nature on this subj et, and it seems highly desirable that comparable
provisions sli6)uld be provi ded in section 902 of the 1936 act to pro
tect lien claimants in cases where American vessels are requisitioned
under that act.
An amendment should provide a uniform procedure in connection
with the deposit of compensation and the enforcement of liens and
encumbrances against the vessels out of the compensation fund in
similar manner under both the 1936 act and the act of June 6, 1941.
The bill does not contain amendment to section 902 (a) of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as proposed by your committee in its
Senate Report No. 1813 on H. R. 7424. The proposed amendment to
section 902 (a) was designed to clarify the application of that section
in payment of just compensation for requisitioned vessels, in view of
a recent opinion of the Comptroller General with respect to the inter
pretation of the enhancement clause in that section. Without any
change of position as to this question, it has been determined that the
matter of such an amendment should be considered by this committee
as a separate matter after full hearing permits adequate consideration
of all pertinent factors.
Other problems.-It is the opinion of the War Shipping Administra
tion counsel that, the United States and its agents are entitled to limit
liability with respect to cargo or otherwise in the same manner as
owners of commercial vessels. This conclusion, however has been
questioned by some, and the enactment of

section 4 wouldi eliminate

any doubt. Sinice cargo is invariably insur-edi,section 4for all practical
purposes is not, intended to protect, against shippers' claimis but against
claims of cargo underwriters whose premiums are based on the
assumed right of the carrier to limit liability in such cases. Such a
provision would therefore be entirely equitable to all concerned.
Section 5 of this bill is a miscellIaneous section, setting forth the
appropriate effective dates of the various provisions of the bill and
with respect to social-security tq.xes ratifying and confirming the
validity of past payments of suich taxes.
The operaition of vessels for the account of the United States through
the War Shipping Administration raises the general question of
immunity from payment of Federal taxes in respect of the operations
and activities of the War Shipping Administration in the management
of the merchant fleet. The War Shipping Administration has
generally the powers of a business or commercial organization iD the
operation of the fleet, and appatrently under' ite existing powers, has
the right to make the payment oftese taxes ard to waive govern
mental immunity. The administrative costs in setting up the im
munity from Federal taxation, however, constitute in fact only an
additional expense to the United States because the United States
collects the taxes in any event. In order to avoid expensive and
unnecebsary controversy, it seems desirable to expressly provide in
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the law that the War Shipping Administration shall not be required
to assert tbis immunity from payment of Federal taxes.
PROVISIONS 0F THE BILL BY SECTIONS

The orn pnal bill was submitted to the Bureau of the Budget and, by
it, referred to various Government agencies concerned. These agencies
made several quggestions as to clarifying amendments to better carry
o~it the basic purposes of the measure. These suggestions were em
bodied in the bill H. R. 7424. The entire bill was carefully reviewed
by, and has the approval of, the Justice Department which, is directljr
interested in all of the provisions of the measure. Section 1 of the bill
relating to rights and remedies of seamen employed as Government
employees by War Shipping Administration, was worked out in con
sultation with the Department of Justice, the Treasury Department,
the War Department, the Federal Security Agency, the United States
Employees' Compensation Commission, and the Civil Service Com
mission.
The proleisions of .sectinfl 1. -Section 1 would provide 'that officers
and crew members' who are employed on behalf of the United States
through the War Shipping Administration on the same basis as seamen
in private emiployment with respect to rights, benefits, and privileges
in connection with employment, particularly in case of death, in'jury,
or other casualty. U)nder the bill, those employees of tile War Ship
ping Administration will have the seanman's right to wages, mainte
na~ice, and cure, in case of illness or injur in the ship's service. They
will have the benefits of thle Public Health Service, including marine
hospitals, like other -seamen. They will have old-age and survivors'
insurance under thle Social Security Act. They will continue to have
the right to indenmnity through court action for injury resultimig from
unseawortlhiress of the vessel or defects in vessel appliances, and they
(and their dependents) will have the right to action under thle Jones
Act (1920) for injury' or death resulting froim negligence oi the emn
ployer. Such seamen will have, the right to enforce claims for these
bellefits accordinig to the procedure of the Suits in Admiralty Act,
except that claims with respect to social-security benefits shall be
prosecuted in accordance with the procedure provided inthe socialsecurity law. The seamen and their dependents or beneficiaries will
have the protection of war-risk insurance at the employer's expense in
accordaiice with the decisions of th'fe Maritime War Emergency Board
as required for all privately employedl seamien.
Thle basic scope and philosophy of the measure is to preserve private
rights of seamen while utilizing the merchant marine to the utmost
for public wartime benefit. Except in rare cases the ships themselves
are being operated as merchant vessels, and are therefore subject to
the Suits in Admiralty Act in all respects. Granting seamen rights
to sue under that act is therefore entirely consistent with the under
lyig pattern of the measure. This shoul'd follow even in the extraor
dinary case where vessels might otherwise technically be classed as
public vessels.
It has also been thle fixed policy of the War Shipping Administration
as far as possible to treat clainms for injury, illness, de~ath, and so forth,
relating to seamen who are employed aboard vessels that might be
classified technically as public vessels in the same manner as such
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claims relating to seamen who are employed aboard merchant vessels
are treated. At the time they accept employment aboard a vessel,
seamen, of course, are not in possession of necessary information or
knowledge to determine whether the vessel is technically a merchant
vessel or a public vessel. Furthermore, in view of the niceties of this
legal question, it would be unreasonable to expect that they would
be able to make such a determination even if they were 'in possession
of such information and knowledge. Accordingly, these seamen
expect thaft they will have the same substantive rights in the event of
injury, illness, death, and so forth, irrespective of whether the vessel
is a merchant vessel or technically is a public vessel. The War Ship
ping Administration has recognized this understanding on the part
of the seamen and has treated the same as being included in the con
tract of emlployment.. In discharge of this contractual obligation the
Administration has properly adjust~ed claims with respect to seamen
who have suffered injury, illness, or death aboard vessels that might
be technically classified as public vessels in the same'nmanner as if such
seamen were employed aboard merchant vessels.
It is the spirit andl intent of section i to avoid possibilities of double
recovery which might otherwise arise if a seaman pursued his rights
under section 1 and then attempted to pursue comparable rights or
such recovery for the same or similar events under other law or pro
vision; and, on the other hand, which might arise with respect to retro
active rights which the claimant elects to pursue as if section I was in
effect at the time of accrual of the claim.
The effect of t'his leoislation is to eliminate the danger that seamen
may recover both against the Federal employees' compensation fund
and under his statutory or common-law remedies for the same injury.
Such double recovery has been avoided in the past by administrative
and Judicial action which this legislation will serve to confirm. This
legislation, however, does not eliminate dangerofdulreveyi
connection with payments made under beefits provided by decrees
of the Maritime War Emergency Board in all cases. The committee
understands that that Board is giving consideration to and will under
take to adopt appropriate Fafeguards so that duplicate payment of
benefit~s to seamen for the same injury or casualty through the opera
tion of their benefits and through the benefits provided for under this
lefgislation will be avoided.
It is in line with the policy of avoiding cofuso and duplication
that specific reference is made for the exclusion of sean-en employees
of the Unitedl States from coverage under certain statutes which ot'her
wise would in some cases at least apply to them. These seamen
employees would not be covered under thec Civil Service Retirement
Act. Their Government employment is tern porary and, as privat~e
eniployces, they have the old-age benefits of the Social Security Act.
They are not to be covered under the United States Employees' Coin
pensation Act because they and their dependents have the right to
sue for indemnity or damages under the Jones Act 'in case of death or
injury, and they and their beneficiaries have the protection of Gov
ernment war-risk insurance. This eliminates the danger that sea
men might recover both against the Federal employees' compensa
tion fund and under statutory or common-law remedies for the same
injury. They would be excluded from covera~e under Public Law
490 (77th Cong.), which provides pay and allowances for missing
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and interned employees of the United States. Comp~arable benefits
are provided. for seamen and their dependents under the requirements
of the Maritime War Emergency Board. They are not to be covered
under Public, 784 (77th Cong.), which provides war-casualty compen
sation and detention payments for contract employees of the United
States serving outside the United States. The scamen mn question
are protected under the right to sue for indemnity or dainages and
under the war-risk-insurance coverage.
At the wnd of subsection (a) of section 1 there appeared in the bill
(H. R. 7424) a provision vesting in the President the authority to
extend to seamen, under certain conditions, benefits of the United
States Employees Compensation Act. In view of certain objections
expressed to this provision before the Senate Commerce Committee,
it is omitted from this bill in order to permit further consideration of
the matter involved.
The provisions of section I are made applicable with respect to
rights and claims which may have accrued prior to the enactment of
the bill. Any claim or action of the seamnan employee accruing on or
aftcr October 1, 1941, and prior to the enactment ofthe measure may
be enforced, upon election to do so, in accordance with the provisions
of section 1 as if it had been law when the claim or action accrued.
In exercising this option the claimant would, of course, accept the
incidental consequences of such election, would be prevented~ from
proeedng
o scur doblerecovery under other procedure without
t setio 1,andwoud be bound by the applicable statutes or
regad
Inamuc
ascerainveseloperations on account of the Govern
ment were undertaken priort the establishment of the War Shipping
Administration by or through the Maritime Commission, the pro
visions of section 1 and all amendments therein are made applicable
to the United States Maritime Commission with respect to the period
beginning October 1, 1941, to the time of taking office of the Adminis
trator, War Shipping Administration (February 11, 1942). To avoid
administrative confusion and uncertainty as to the exact status of
employment of seamen employed on War Shipping Administration
vessels, it is provided that seamen employed through that agency shall
be included under the provisions of section I even though the seamen
may be employed on a vessel chartered or made available to another
department or agency of the United States for purposes of convenience
in the war effort.
All seamen are included in such provision without regard to their
nationality or the flag of the vessel on which they are serving so long
as their employment is by or on behalf of the United States through the
War Shipping Administration. Their rights and benefits with respect
to the matters specified are to be determined under law which is
applicable to citizens of the United States employed as seamen on
privately owned and operated American vessels.
With respect to seamen on foreign-flag vessels, the remedy provided
by this legislation is, of course, in substitution for remedies that might
exist under the laws of a country in which the vessel may be docu
mented, and seamen proceeding under this section by sue choice of
remedies will have waived benefits under laws of any other country
that might otherwise be available.
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The provision of the Suits in Admiralty Act that suit lies there
under only if the sliip invlv~led is employed as a merchant vessel or a
tugboat is waived for the purposes of section 1 so that the claim may

be enforced regardless of the nature of the Vessel On which the seamnan
is serving as an employee of the War Shipping Administration. To
prevent unnecessary or premature litigation against the United
States, it is required that, before suit there shall be an administrative
disallowance of the same in accord with rules or regulations to be
prescribed by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration.
Trle specitfic amendments to existing law necessary to implement the
policyr to continue or reinstate seamen (employees of the War Shipping
Administration under the old-age and surv~ivors' insurance provisions
of the Social Security Act are contained in subsection (b) (1), (2), (3),
and (4) of section 1. These are amendments to section 1426 of the
Internal Revenue Code 0.11( section 209 of the Social Security Act.
Coverage uinder the old-ago benefits would be retroactive to October 1,
1941, subject to adjustment where the emiployees' tax for the employ
ment period had not been paid.
Under tliese amendments, coverage uinder the old-age benefits would
be retroactive in respect of Government service performed on or after
October 1, 1941 subject to adjustment whecre a seaman had employ
ment after Octokcr 1, 1941, and prior to the (late of enactment of the
measure and such seamnan has not paid up the employee's tax for such
period. However, in some cases employer's tax and deductions of
employee' . tax have been made during this past period notwithbstand
ing the fact that such employ ment was not technically subject to
coverage under the old-age and survivors' benefits title of the Social
Security Act and the corresponding tax law. The retroactive pro
visions will confirm such past payments and deductions and provide
for uniform application of the la not only for the future but dur
iag the transition period.
Subsection (d) of section I would expressly provide that the War
Shipping Administration and its agents may, with the approval of the
Administrator make payments of any taxes, fees, charges, or exactions
to the United Atates or its agencies, thius confirming existing authority.
The vromision8 OJ 8ection 2.-Section 2 of the bill would amend the

War Risk Insurance Act (Public Law 523, 77th Cong.) to authorize
insurance to be provided for officers and members of crews not only
against (isability, detention, or death arising from war risks but
also any risk ordinarily considered a marine risk but in fact arising
directly or indirectly out of war conditions, and would provide retro
active coverage for casualties to vessels and their crews occurring in
tihe first part of the war and just prior to the beginning of tile war.
The amendment is designed to give complete protection to seamen
and their dependents or beneficiaries during the time of war on pri
vately operated or Government opecrated vessels. Several deserving
cases arose from the early casualties and the retroactive coverage
would prevent discriminat~ion acyainst and lunreasonable hardsh;ipfor
these seamen and their dependents arising from the restricted type of
insurance available at the time, misunderstandings of legal rights,
oversights, or emergencies. The amendment to the Insurance Act
would authorize the insurance'of officers and members of crews of
vessels and other persons transported thereon against death, injury
or detention arising from marine risks to the extent determinedt
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be necessary or desirable and would expressly authorize such insurance
benefits to be furnished on a similar basis to cover cases involving
in Ury death, or other casualty to seamen on vessels operated by the
Maritime Commission or War Shipping Administration arising during
the erod beginning October 1, 1941, and before the enactment of
It appears to the committee to be highly desirable to make retro
active provision for these cases because of the unreasonable hardship
on seamen and dependents, which in fact arose from the restricted
type of insurance. coverage then available, misunderstandings of legal
rights, emergencies, or oversights. The Administrator would be
authorized to provide such insurance substantially under the circum
stances which would be covered in respect of insurance issued under
subsection (a) of section 2, and only if the Administrator finds that
Wech action is required to make equitable provision for such casualty.
A~ny funds paid under retroactive insurance placed in effect under this
subsection would be applied in pro tanto satisfaction of claims against
the United States arising from the same loss or injury.
The prooision8 of section 3 (a), (b), (c), and (d) .- The first four sub
sections of section 3 are designed to improve the administration of the
requiition laws (sec. 902 Of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, and
Pulc Law 101, 77th Cong.). This bill does not contain the amend
ment heretofore proposed byyour committee in its report of Decem
ber 4, 1942, on the bill H. 9. 7424 (S. Rept. 1813). This problem of
just compensation and the enhancement clause has been left for
separate consideration.
Subsection (a) of section 3 would make it clear that, confirming
existing practice, partial deposits may be made with the Treasurer
of the United States oh account of just compensation in order to
facilitate the payment of valid claims of American creditors against
the requisitioned vessel.
Subsection (b) of section 3 would clarify and prescribe standards
to be followed in case of a requisition of title when it subsequently
appears that the ownership of the vessel is not required by the United
States. There are cases where title requisition has been necessary
in order to get control of the vessel even though it later develops that
use, and not ownership, is required. The cases have involved pri
marily small-boat acquisition for auxiliary naval or military purposes
and acquisition of vessels in foreign ports or for diplomatic or govern
mental reasons. Subsection (b) would require that any contemplated
conversion of title requisition to use requisition be made prior to
payment in full, or payment of 75 percent, of just compensation
therefor, and would require that the determination be published in
the Federal Register. It is also provided (as proposed by -your
committee by amendment to H. R. 7424, the predecessor bill) that
no determination to change title requisition to use requisition be
made in case of a vessel owned by a citizen of the United States, after
2months following delivery of thee vessel under title requisition,
unless consent of the owner is had. By the second committee amend
ment this provision would be made applicable in cases of any vessel,
American or otherwise.
The subsection also provides (as proposed by your committee by
a further amendment to H. R. 7424), in accord with a suggestion of
the State Department, that the War Shipping Administration, upon
S. Repts.. 78-1, vol. 1-23
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recommendation of tho Secretary of State may change title requisi
tion to use requisition wh'ere a foreign vessel has been lost or destroyed
or converted to military or naval use by the United States. This
provision would be deleted for separate consideration under the third
committee amendment.
Subsection (c) of section 3 specifically makes it the duty of officers
and agents of a court having possession of a requisitioned vessel, to
comply with the ordler of requisitioning and transfer custody upon the
filing of a certified copy of the requisition order with the court.
Subsection (d) of section 3 amending section 902 (d) of the Mer
chant Marine Act, 1936, by adding'a paragraph, sets forth a procedure
for the handling of validi liens and encumbrances against, requisitioned
American-owned vessels. This procedure is similar to that worked
out by your committee in the ease, of foreign vessels under the Foreign
Vessels Requisition Act (Public Law 101). Under this amendment
deposits may be made with the Treasurer of the United States on
account of just compensation for American-owned vessels, but only to
the extent necessary to provide for the payrneht of valid liens and
encumbrances existing at the time of the reqpuisition.
The provisions of section 3 (e) to 3 (k).-The last seven subsections
of section 3 contain various amendments to the War Risk Insurance
Act and Public Law 101 (77th Cong.) designed to clarify the admin
istration of the act and to cover some minor gaps in the insurance
protection now provided thereunder.
Subsection (e) of section 3 would permit more effective use of
existing underwriting and adjustment facilities by permitting an
allowance to an agent for servicing insurance written by the under
writing agent, and for services of an insurance carrier for handling
reinsimrance, such allowance, however, not to provide for payment
by the agent or the carrier of commissions in excess of 5 percent of
the premium. This would facilitate the use of existing insurance
companies as underwriting agents on behalf of the War Shipping
Administration and in connection with the reinsurance operations of1
the War Shipping Administration so that such agency may make use
of these private facilities by payment of allowances for the handling
of reinsurance and the work of handling of claims, adjustments, inspeo
tions and other activities connected therewith.
Subsection (f) of section 3 would make it possible for Government
agencies to procure, under the machinery provided in the War Risk
Insurance Act, coverage for marine risks on vessels in which the
United. States has an interest, in accordance with the existing au
thority in section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as amended.
The existing law covers war risk in such cases but does not specifically
embrace marine risks. The amendments would enable other depart.
ments to make use of existing facilities of the War Shipping1 Admin
istration in these cases where it is desirable to provide such insurance
service for marine risks on vessels in which the Government has an
interest.
Subsection (g) of section 3 provides for interpleader proceedings in
war-risk-insurance litigation. The amendment provides machinery
wherby
ll onflctig caimato would be brought into the litigation
orif eceaar'
ltigtio miht be initiated through an action in the
natureof
aer.
Tofe failure of potential claimants

toteirclim.
sset
orinailty to locate actual or potential claim
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ants, or any uncertainty as to ,identity dsf claimants would not be
permitted to bring about an indefinite postponement of the deter
miination of rights involved. The amendment would provide for the
naming of such claimants as parties and services by publication or
other form of- reasonable notice. The language of the proposed
amendment is an adaptation of a provision directed to the same
problem in the World War Veterans' Act, -1924, as amended. As
previously noted, this change does not change the rule of law exempt.
ing the Administrator from the State laws as to beneficiaries or
inheritance as to which the provisions of the Federal insurance policy
will control.
Subsection (h) of section 3 would, for the purposes of the War Risk
Insurance Act, deline the term "risks of war" in such a manner as to
clarify the authority in accrdance with the original intent, to provide
war-risk insur-ance for all risks arising out of the war which are not
covered by marine insurance available coiniercially. As the private
market narrows the scope of its insurance coverage, the Administration
would be able to cover so much of the abandoned coverage as may be
necessary to carry On needed shipping". This does not change but
merely clarifies existing insurance powers.
Subsection (i) of section 3 would authorize the War Shipping Ad
ministration to provide insurance or reinsurance protection against
legal liabilities of companies performing services or providing facilities
for vessels, especially in the case of ship repairs. This would cover any
vessel, regardless of documentation, engaged in the Allied war effort.
Such protection would be afforded only whien not available at reason
able rates and on reasonable conditions from existing American
facilities, and would not be available to cover liabilities to employees
with respect to employer's liability or workmen's compensation.
Subsection (j) of section 3 would make it clear beyond controversy
that the War Risk Insurance Act includes authority to provide insur
ance protection for agent operators as well as owners or charterers
of vessels. The recent determination of the Supreme Court of the
United States in Mfargaret M. Bradyj v. Roosevelt Steamship Company,
Inc. (No. 269,October term, 1942, January 18, 1943), holds that
there is such an independent liability in certain cases.
Subsection (k) of section 3 would expressly extend the insurance
p owers of the Administration to cover all vessels owned or controlled
bythe War Shipping Administration, includuing not only vessels
requstioned chartered, or purchased under Publie Law 101 (77th
Cong., whichi are already expressly covered, but also vessels requisi
tioned under the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as well as vessels
constructed by the Maritime Commnission.
The provisions of section 4.--Section 4 of the bill would eliminate
any doubt as to the right of the United States to all exemptions and
to limit liability with respect to vessels owned by, or chartered to,
the War Shipping Administrator or operated directly by him or for
his account and would cover agent's liabilities under the Brady case
above referred to. Inasmuch. as this provision is only a clarification
or confirmation of existing authority, it would be applicable in respect
of all past or present activities of the War Shipping Administration.
The provisions of section 5.-Section 5 sets forth the effective date
of section 1 (a) of the bill and provides that it will terminate at the
same time as title I of the First War Powers Act, 1941, which will
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be 6 months after the end of the war or such earlier date as the Con
gress by concurrent resolution or the President may designate. The
last sentence of section 5 makes it clear that where certain former
powers of the Maritime Commission are placed in the War Shipping
Administration for the war period, such powers as modified by the
bill shall be exercised by the War Shipping Administrator during the
war eriod.
There are hereinafter reproduced the reports made by the Bureau
of the Budget and the Government agencies.
ExzUTIVu Orricm or THU PRESIDENTr,
BUREAU Or THE BUDGET,
Ron.JOSIR
W.BAILCTWashington,

D. C., October 14, 1940.

Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
MT DEAR SENATOR IBAIIuii: I have your letter of August 7, 1942, requesting
an expression of the views of this Office regarding the enactment of S. 2695, a
bill to amend and clarify certain~provisions of law relating to functions of the
War Shipping Administration, and for other purposes.
This O~ffice feels that the objectives of S. 2695, and the House companion,
H. R. 7424, are desirable, and we, accordingly, heretofore advised the various
Interested departments and agencies, with respect to their proposed reports
upon these bills-which reports either favored or interposed no objection to the
general objectives of this legislation--that there was no objection to the present&
9tion thereof to your committee and the House Committee on the Merchant Marine
and Fisheries.
It is understood that the chairman of the House C~ommittee, at the conclusion
of he earngsupn te bllH.R. 7424, requested that representatives of the
War hipingAdmiistatin ad representatives of the various Government
ageniessuggstig amndmntsor clarifications of the text of the legislation
colaboateIn
oringoutproeramendments and, In ease of failure to agree
tm an repect, to report the difficulties to that committee
on
aenden
sch
fo ts dtrmination.
WAYNx Cor, Aessismnt Director.
Very truly yours,

TnAssuay

DEPARTMENT,

Washington, October 5, 1945.

Hon. JOSIAH WILLIAM BAILEY,

Chairman,Committee on Commerce,
United State. Senate.
My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: My attention has been directed to the provisions
of S. 2695 (77th Cong., 2d sees.), entitled "A bill to amend and clarify certain
proisinsof
aw eltin tofuctions of the War Shipping Administration, and
purose of he illappear to be those of providing social security
Amon
th
benfit
fo
semenempoye bythe United States through the War Shipping
Admnisraion
an o prvidngfor the payment of corresponding employment
No comment is made herein concerning the policy of making the proposed
extension of coverage, which Is, of course. a matter primarily for the Congress
to determine. If comiment upon that policy Is desired fromi an agency In the
executive branch of the Government, the Federal Security Agency Is the one most
directly concerned In advising on that question.
However, the bill, insofar as It affects the Treasury De artment, would appear
to be subject to certain objections concerning which It Edeaired to Invite your
4ttentica.
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S. 2895 provides, in part:
"[Szc. 1] That all seamen employed by, or on behalf of .the United States
throug the War Shipping Administration, or agents or other persons actini for
or onbehlalf of the War Shipping Administration shall, w~th respect to *
(2) the Federal social security laws and Federal employment tax laws * C
have all of the rights, benefits, exemptions, privileges, and liabilities of seamen
employed on privately owned and operated American vessels. Such seamen shall
not be entitled to any benefits nor be subject to any charges provided for Federal
employees under the United States Employees Compensation Act, as amended, or
the Civil Service Retirement Act, as amended. * * * The War Shipping
Administration, with respect to seamen employed by it or on its behalf, Is hereby
authorized to make payments by way of contributions, and to make deductions
from wages of such seamen, go if an employer under the Federal social security
laws and Federal employment tax iaws. The War Shipping Administration and
its agents or persons acting on its behalf or for its account may, for convenience
of adminietration, with the approval of the Administrator, make payments of any
taxes, fees, charges, or exactions to the United States or its agencies.
C

*

All

All

"Szc. 5. The provisions of section I of this Act shall take effect on the date of
enactment hereoj, but payments and deductions under the Federal social security
laws and Federal employment tax laws of the nature authorized by said section 1
made prior to such date are hereby ratified and confirmed. The provisions of such
section 1 shall remain in force until the termination of title I of the First War
flowers Act, 1941. The termination of the provisions of such section shall not
affect any act done or any right accruing or accrued, or ally suit or proceedin$ had
or commenced in any cause before such termination, but all rights and liabilities
under law as modified by such provisions shall continue, and may be enforced in
the same manner, as if such provisions had not terminated."

Reference is made in section 1, quoted above, to "the

Federal social security

taws and Federal employment tax laws." No liability for taxes is currently
incurred under the Social Security Act. The tax-imposing sections of that act
were superseded by the Federal insurance Contributions Act (subch. A, ch. 9,
internal Revenue Code) and the Federal Uneinploynient Tax Act (subch. C,
ch. 9, Internal Revenue Code). The taxes imnosed by the two acts referred to
in the preceding sentence are denominated 'emnploy inent taxes." However,
other taxes are also called employment taxes; namely, those imposed by sub
chapter B of chapter 9 of the Internal Rlevenue Code, which superseded the
Carriers Taxing Act of 1937.
Iteis belie'ved likely that the only employment taxes which the bill intends be
Imposed with respect to remuneration of the seamen in question are those imposed
by the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. Whatever mnay be the intent in
this respect, this Pepartment considers it desirable that the intent be stated ex
pressly and clearly in the bill, as-distinguished from the present reference therein
to the emiployment taxes generally.
The benefits correlative with the taxes imu osed by the Federal Insurance Con
tributions Act are the old-age and survivorsTinsurance benefits and are provided
for by title II of the Social Security Act, as amended. Those benefits are admin
isteied hy the Social Security Board of the Federal Security Agency.
A trust fund, out of which old-age and survivors insurance benefits arepaid
was established and is maintained under the provisions of section 201 of title It
of the Social Security Act, as amended. Such, section appropiiates to the trust
fund amounts equivalent, to the taxes (ircluding interest, peoalties, and addi
tions to the taxes) received under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act from
all emiployers and employees subject to the provisions of such act.
Section' I of the bill would authorize, but not require, the War Shipping Adminis
tration to pay Federal employment taxes. Since it is apparently intended that
corresponding benefits would be paid out of the old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund, the payment by the War Shipping Administration of the tax on
employers aind the tax on employees imposed by the Federal Insurance Contribu
tions Act should be made mandatory in order that no benefits with respect to
employment of any class of individuals shall be payable out of the trust fund
without a correlative requirement of payment of taxes with respect to such
employment.
Quarterly returns are required of each employer subject to the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act. On these returns the employer lists the namne and social
security account number of each employee and the amount of wages paid by him
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to the emp~loyee during the quarter. The employer sends to the collector of inter.
nal revenue, with the return, both the amount of tax on the employer and the
aggregate of the tax on his employees. The tax on employees is collected by the
employ-erby withholdinig the amount thereof from wages asand when paid. The
employer Is liable for the tax on employees whether or not he collects It from
employees. The portion of the return listing the employees and the irrespective
wages is forwarded to the Social Security Board for use in maintaining a permanent
wage record of each employee. It is assumed, though it is not entirely clear, that
the bill contemplates that like returns and payments would be made by the War
Shipping A4ininistratlon.
'1he employer is also required by the act (sec. 1403, Internal Revenue Code) to
furnish to each employee written statements showing, among other things, the
wages paid by the employer and the amount of the tax on the employee. The
status of this requirement is not clear under the bill.
In the interest of certainty svs to rights, duties, and liabilities, both of the
employees and of the War Shiippin '6Administration, it is preferred by this Depart
ment that the Intent of the bill with respect to taxes lie carried out by direct
amendments to the aippropriate provisions of the Internal Pevenue Code.
If as stated previously in this letter, It is int4 nided that the taxes imposed by
the K~deral Insurance Co'ntributions Act (subeh. A, ch. 9, Internal Revenue Code)
be paid with respect to the wages of the seamen inI question, it is suggested that
the provisions of that act be amended. Those taxes are measured by "wages"
with respect to "employment" as those terms are defined in sectio)n 1426. Service
performed in the employ' of the United States Government Is now expressly
excluded from "employment." It Is believed that the purpose of the bill, insofar
as it relates to such taxes, can be accomplished by eliminating the provisions
thereof applicable to taxes and by inserting therein a provision substantially as
follows:
"Section 1426 of the Internal Revenue Code (53 Stat. 177, 1383; 26 U. S. C.
1426) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
" '(I)

SEAMEN

EMPLOYED

UT

WAR

SHIPPING

ADMINISTRATION.-The

term

"employment" shall include such service as is determined by the War Shipping
Administration to he performed on or in connection with a vessel as an employee
of the United States by a seam an employed by the War Shipping Administration
or any agent thereof, if performed after ------------ and before------
The War Shipping Administrator and such agents as he may designate for the
purpose are authorized and directed to comply with the provisions of this sub
chapter on behalf of the United States as the employer of individuals whose
service constitutes employment by reason of this subsection.'
The foregoing method of covering the seamen for tax purposes would eliminate
the objections previously mentioned. The last clause of the first sentence of
the suggested section 1426 (1) would eliminate the necessity for legislative ratifi
cation of any payments previously made as taxes which is pro~vided in section 6
of the bill. Tax coverage would be effected retroactively by inserting In the
first blank in the clause referred to the date which precedes the day on which
It is desired that such coverage cornmence. [f it Is now possible clearly to Pre
scribe the time when such coverage should cease, the last blank In the clause
should be appropriately filled In. The draft quoted above would leave to the
War Shipping Administration, rather than to this Department or the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, the determination of what Individuals are covered, which
would seem to be desirable in view of all of the circumstances and particularly In
view of the various arrangements under which that Administration provides
for the operation of vessels.
If further correspondence relative to this matter io necessary, please refer to
IR:A&C:RR.
The Director, Bureau of the Budget, has advised the Treasury Department
that there is no objection to the presentation of this report.
Jonx L. B-CIL.-VAN,
Very truly yours,

Acting Secr.dar of &hTreon.u.

CLARIPMON

MZCHiW~

VAD
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Washington, D. C. August 10, 1940.
Ron. Josmu W. BEmLUT
Chairman, Committee on Commerce
United States Senat, Washington, D. C.
Dxin SzNAvoa: This acknowledges your letter of August 7, 1942, requesting
my view, relative to a bill (S. 2695) to amend and clarify certain' provisions of law
relatinF to functions of the War Shipping Administration, and for other purposes.
Seotion I of the bill would make applicable to seamen employed by or on behalf
of te WrSippng
dminstrtio, al te rghts, benefits, and Immunities that
theywoud
hve f tey ereempoye onprivately owned vessels. It would
alsoexpessy
povie tht sch eamn sallnot be entitled to any of the benefit.
or toanyof
b sujec he hares rovdedfor employees of the United States.
Secton men
wold thelawreltin tomarine Insurance in time of war so as
to permit the War Shipping Admiitato ofurnish protection to seamen which
would Include all marine risks which seamen might encounter In wartime; for
exaple
inuris sstanedIn olisions In convoy due to black-out conditions.
Secion3
a) oud athriz te War Shipping Administration, prior to making
*dterinaionof
deinie
ustcomensation, to make a deposit wt h raue
vefsthe UnitedIStaequsitonacoun of such just compensation for foreign merchant
Under existing law (act of April 1, 1042, Public Law No. 623, see. 223) the
amount of commissions and expenses which may be allowed by the War Shipping
Administration to an insurance carrier for commissions and expenses on reinsur
ance is restricted to a fixed percentage of the premiums.
Section 3 (b) of the bill under consideration would remove this restriction so
far as expenses are concerned.
Section 3 (c) of the measure would authorize any department or agency of the
United States to procure insurance against marine risks on hulls in which the
United States has a legal of equitable interest. Sections 3 (d) and (e) would
merely clarify certain ambiguities in existing law relating to the insurance of the
interest of a general agent for a vessel and the insurance of certain classes of
vessels acquired by the War Shipping Administration.
Section 4 would accord to the United States In respect to all vessels under the
control of the War Shipping Administration the same rights to limit liability and
to receive benefits as is accorded to owners at' private vessels.
Section 5 would provide that section I of the bill shall remain in force until
6 months after the termination of the war or until such earlier date as the Con
gress by concurrent resolution or the President by proclamation may designate.
I find no objection to the enactment of the bill.
Sincerely yours,
FRANC11s BIDDLIC,
Attoney Genera
DEPARTUENT OF THs NAVY,

Ron.JOSIH
W BAIZYWashington,

October 6, 1949.

Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
United State. Senate.
My DICAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The bill S. 2695, to amend and clarify certain
provIsions of law relating to functions of the War Shipping Administration, and
for other purposes, was referred to the Navy Department by your committee for
report thereon.
The proposed legislation provides for:
I. The securing of certain benefits for private seamen, Including insurance
beniefits.
2. The clarification of the authority of the War Shipping Administration to
make deposits in payment of just compensation for requisitioned Idle foreign
merchant vessels.
3. The removal of restrictions on the amount of comnmissions and expenses
which may be allowed by the War Shipping Administration to the insurance
carrier on reinsurance with the Administration.
4. The clarification of certain provisions of existing law concerning insurance
coverage on vessels In which the United States has acquired an interest.
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5. The clarification of the authority of the War Shipping Administration to
limit Its liability as to vessels opecrated by the Administration directly, or under
time or bareboat charters, or other arrangement.
The interests of tho Navy do not appear to be involved except indirectly. The
measure would clarify the provisions of law relating to the activities of the War
Shipping Administration and enable it to administer its duties and functions more
effectively. The Navy Department believes that any legislation which facili
tates the administration of war shipping Is desirable.
In view of the foregoing, the Navy Department Interposes no objection to
enactmnen~t of the bill S. 2fi95.
The Navy Department has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that
there would be no objection to the submission of this report.
Sinceely

yursJAmES

FORRESTAL, Acting.
FEDERAL SECURITY Aoziecy,

Washington, September 9, 1949.
Ban. JOSIAH W. 13AILEr,
Chairman, Cornmittee on Commerce,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
Mr DEAR MR. CHAIRmAN: This Is in reply to your letter of August 7, 1942,
requesting a report from this Agency to your committee on 5. 2695 a bill to
amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to functions ol the War
Shipping Administration, and for other purposes.
This Ageneyyis directly interested only in section 1 of S. 2695, which is Intended
to clarify the status of seamen employed by the War Shipping Administration
with respect to their rights and benefits arid to preserve to seamen who, by reason
of their employment by the War Shipping Administration, might become em
ployees of the United States, those rights and benefits to which they would be
entitled if they were employed on privately owned and operated vessels. This
Agency is In complete agreement with this objective. It is currently carrying
on three major programs which are of direct benefit to merchant seamen: the
old-age and survivors insurance program of the Social Security Board; medical
relief benefits provided by the Public Health Service; and vocational rehabilita
tion administered by the Office of Eduication.
As a matter of general policy, this Agency is opposed to the extension of Social
Security Act coverag to particulargroups of employees within a larger category
of employment. Ho0wever, it is highly dc-4rable that employees who (10 not
change jobs shall not pass from private employment to Federal employment and
back again, and It is cilt that the employees of private operators taken over by
the Government as a war measure are a special class of Federal employees with
pecial coverage problems. It is further felt that seamen in the employ of the
War Shipping Administration are a special group within this category of Govern
ment employment. Seamen in private employment obtained coverage 3 years
later than other categories of private employees and are not so likely to have
attained a fully insured status under the program; tehave a distinctive voca
tion which is especially hazardous in the war situtin and, therefore, are in
special need of the benefits of old-age and survivors' insurance coverage; and
they are less apt to shift from their special category of employment to other
wartime Government employment to which coverage has not yet been extended.
For these reasons, while it wouldprefer legislation which would extend cover
age to all employment taken over frm private employers as a temporary war
measure, the agency Is In favor of the enactment of legislation which would
extend coverage under the old-age and survivors' insurance program to seamen
who are in the employ of the War Shipping Administration.
There are, however, numerous technical questions involving the mechanism
for achieving the policy described above. The existing draft suggests a number
of serious drafting problems which we would like to discuss with the Bureau of
Internal Revenue and other agencies interested in the administration of the
Social Security System before presenting proposed language revisions. If the
committee Intends to report the bill favorably, we shall be glad to make available
to It such suggestions with respect to langua
Med~cal relief benefits are provided by thvub cHealth Service under existing
law and regulations to merchant seamen on vessels documented under the laws
of the United States, to seasnen on vessels of the United States Government of

more than 5 tons' burden, and to seamen on foreign vessels subject to a charge
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to be paid by the master of the foreign vessel. This aency agrees that there
should be available to all seamen employed br the War S1hipping Administration
the medical relief afforded by the Public Health Service. It is recommended
that section 1 be revised to avoid the possibility that seamen on ships under
foreign registry and chartered by the War Shipping Administration may be
considered as having the status of seamen on foreign ships rather than that of
seamen on ships of the United States Government.
The proposed legislation contemplates that disabled seamen may be com
pensated by administrative action or by recovery under thp Suits in Admiralty
Act. It is important that administrative procedures be established for the
prompt referral of those who are eligible for vocational rehabilitation. It would
seem advisable, therefore, to consider including in this legislation a specific legis
lative basis for making arrangements by which the name and address of each
seaman to whom compensation is awarded by either method may be forwarded
with the relevant medical Information, to the appropriate board of vocational
education.
The Agency is in favor of the objectives of section 2 of the r~oposed legislation
which broadens the insurance provisions of the Merchant M~ar ~eAt with respect
to seamen. However, no recommendation Is made with respect to this section
or the exclusion of seamen by section 1 from the benefits of the United Stated
Employees' Compensation Act. These matters are beyond the scope of the
Agency's administrative responsibility.
This Agency is in favor of the enactment of legislation which would accomplish
the objectives of section 1 of S. 2695. A similar report has been made to the
chairman of the House Committee on the Mecrchant Marine and Fisheries on H. R.
7424. In connection with that report this Agency was advised by the Bureau
of the Budget that there was no objection to the submission to that colnmittee
of a report containing the views herein expressed.
Sincerely yours,
WATSON B. MILLER,
Acting Administrator.
WAR SHippiNG ADMINISTRATION,

Hon. JOSIAH W~. BAILEY,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
Senate Building.

WauwoAgs

I
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DZAR SENATOR BAILEY: You have requested the views of the War Shipping

Administration with respect to 5 2695 a bill to amend and clarify certain pro.
visions of law relating to functions of the War Shipping Administration, and for

Thehiarpng dminstrtion was established in the Office for Emergency
Manaemen
ofthe xectiveOffce of the President on February 7, 1942, by an
Exeutie
OderNo 904; F.R.837, Issued under the First War Powers Act.
Thefuntios
ad dtie oftheagency are set forth generally In paragraph 2
of the order. Briefly, these functions are to control the operation, purchase
charter, requisition, use, and allocation of ocean vessels (with certain exceptionsl
under the flag or control of the United States. The Administrator was vested
with all legal authority of the United States Maritime Commission with respect
to these matters and was specifically vested with the administration of the ~er
tinent provisions of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, and the
at
Risk Insurance Act, the Foreign Vessels Requisition Act, and the Ship Warrants
Act. The last-namned acts have recently been extended for the duration of the
war, and provision was expressly made to the effect that the authority of the
Maritime Commission uinder the extended laws, insofar as the same relates to
functions of the Comimnission transferred to the Administrator under the said
Executive order, are to be performed by the Administrator in conformity with
the Executive order. The First War Powers Act, 1941, provides that 8 months
after the war all governmental agencies shall exercise the same functions as here
tofore or hereafter by law may be provided, notwithstanding any action of the
President under title I of the said act.
The War Shipping Administration, on April' 19, 1942, gave notice of general
requisition of al oceangoing vessels, and is now operating as owner or under
requisition charters, bare-boat charters, or time charters, most of the merchant
marine of the United States. These operations give rise to certain problems
which require or make very desirable legislative action in the interests of clarifi
cation and effective administration during the war.
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Various questions have arisen in connection with the benefits and remedies for
seamien employed by or on behalf of the War Shipping Administration on vessels
owned or bareboat chartered by It, especially where such employment by, the War
Shipping Administration gives seamen the status of employees of the United
States. The status of these seamen with respect to their rights and.benefits should
be clarified.
Another problem primarily affecting seamen and their dependents ISthe need
of providing more cornplete protection to seamen and dependents In case of loss of
life or bodily'injury. The War RisklInsuirance Act, which was revised on Aprill11,
1942 (Public, 523, 77th Cong.), provides insuranse protection for strictly war
risks. This act does not cover certain marine risks such as collisionsincvo
collisions due to running uinder black-out conditions, and stranding due to remnovai
of peacetime aids to navigation, which, while not strictly war risks, arise out of
conditions engendered by the war.
The authority of the War Shipping Administration to provide insurance under
Public, 101, Seventy-seventh Congress, is not commensurate with the needs of
the War Shipping Administration to protect interests In vessels owned or con
trolled by it. The War Shipping Administration, for example, is unable properly
to protect Its general agents in respect of the operation of the vessel and fit is also
unable to provide the necessary insurance protection With respect to vessels owned
or controlled by it.
In the course of the proceedings to provide juist compensation for requisitioned
Idle foreign merchant vessels under Public, 101, Seventy-seventh Congress, the
War Shipping Administration has made deposits on account of compensation In
advance of making any final determination as to the amount thereof, In order to
avoid delays in the adjustment of liens and claims Involved. Some doubts have
been expressed as to the validity of such deposits on account, and Congress may
deem it desirable to clarify this point.
The Wartime Insurance'Division of the War Shipping Administration has found
It necessary to consider the reinsurance of substantially all the risks in given
classes of risks. Some adjustment of the possible allowance to underwriters on
reinsurance of their business must be made in order to utilize the commercial
organizations of the underwriters and adjusters and avoid the sxpensive alter
native of setting up a large organization In the Wartime Insurance Division.
In view of certain special conditions, the Congress may deem it desirable to
make an express statutory declaration with respect to the power of the War
Shipping Administration to limit its liability as to vessels operated by It directly
or under time or bareboat charters or otherarrangements. In view of the extensive
operations of the Administration, it is believed that such a declaration would
avoid uncertainties and unnecessary controversy.
THE PROVISIONS OF THE BILL

Section 1 of the bill provides that seamen employed by or on behalf of the
War Shipping Administration would have those rights, benefits, and Immunities
to which they would be entitled if employed on privately owned and operated
vessels, and that they would not by virtue of their status as Federal employees
become entitled to the benefits Fenerally provided for Such employees. The
benefits to private seamen would include rights with respect to claims for death,
injuries, illness, loss of effects, detention, and repatriation, and wages, mainte.
nance and cure, and old-age pension benefits. Th claims would be enforceable
b~y suit against the United States only under the Suits In Admiralty Act. This
section would expressly exclude any benefits under the United States Employees'
Compensation Act or the Civil Service Retirement Act.
The section would authorize the War Shipping Administration with respect to
seamen employed by or on its behalf to make payments and deductions as an
employer under the social security laws and the Federal employment tax laws, and
any such payments and deductions made for such purpose prior to the enactment
of the measure would be eonfirmed by aewoU11n 5.
The section further provides that the War Shipping Administration shall not
be required to assert immunity from payment of Federal taxes In respect of Its
ID rations and activities. The United States collects the taxes in any event and
the administrative ctost In setting up the immunity from taxation are only an
additional expense to the United States, This provision applies only to Federal
taxation. Under its existing powers, especially having In mind its powers as a
business or commercial organization, the War SWhipping Administration does have
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the rigt to make paymenits of these taxes (and waive Its Immunity), but Congress
maleem It desirable to have it expressly so provided In the law.
Section 2 of the bill would amend the War Risk Insurance Act. The War
Shipping Admninistration, under that act, may write insurance covering loss of
life of, or bodily Injury to, seamen against war risks,. Unlike the came of property
interest, where the combined fields of war-risk insurance and marine Insurance
afford full protection, there is no such complete insurance coverage In the case of
life or limb of seamen. War-risk coverage does not include many losses airising
from war conditions but which arc not strictly in the nature of war risks as Inter
preted by the courts. The doubt as to the extent of coverage comprised within
the term "war risk" has been Increased by a recent House of Lords decision which,
whiie perhaps liberal in result, tends to make more uncertain the scope of warrisk coverage. Section 2 would broaden the authority of the War Shipping
Administration to furnish protection for seamen so as to cover such navigational
risks as collisions in convoy, collisions due to running under black-out conditions,
and stranding due to removal of peactime aids to navigation. These and other
dangers to seamen, as a practical matter, result from or are greatly Increased by
wartime operation of the merchant marine. The amendment of section 222 (1)
would provide general and flexible authority to cover all marine risks of seamen
to which war conditions may contribute.
Section 3 (a) of the bill Is designed to confirm, and avoid any controvermy as to
the authority of the War Shipping Administration to make deposits "on accMint';
of just compensation for requisitioned idle foreign merchant vessels under section 1
of the act of June 6, 1941. It has been necessary to make deposits "on account
of" such. compensation in advance of making any definite determination with
respect to the amount of just compensation, in order that the lienors and other
claimants may proceed with the prosecution of their claims at the end of the
8 months without waiting for final determinations (and full deposits), which often
cannot be made for many months.
Subsection (b) of the bill would remove the restrictions in section 223 of the
subtitle "Insurance of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936," as amended, which
limits, by a fixed ratio to premiums, the amount of commissions and expenses
which may be allowed by the War Shipping Administration to the insurance
carrier on; reinsurance with the War Shipping Adnministrat~ion. The section
would still require that the allowance to the insurance carrier on account of
commissions lie limited to 5 percent.
The fixed limit on allowance for expenses on reinsurance of commereial under
writers was soulnd at the time of its enactment when the reinsurance contemplated
was that of specific risks and when only a portion of the underwriters' business was
reinsured. The provision is unworkable when It becomes necessary to reinsure
an entire class of risks. For example, the problem may become critical in the
case of cargo war-risk reinsurance, where it may be necessary to write Insurance
on a noncommercial level (as provided in the War Risk Insurance Act) in con
nection with price ceilings fixed by the Price Administrator. Unless this provision
is amended, instead of iutilizing the existing commercial organization which is
well equipped and trained to do the work involved on the most efficient and
economical basis, it would be necessary to set up a very large organization in the
War Shipping Administration.
Section 224 of subtitle "Insurance of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936," a
amended, enables Government departments to procure under such act necessary
insurance protection for war risks, and to make use of the existing Insurance or
ganiatin
Wa Shppi~
i th Adinitraion
Susecion(c)of the bill would
enabe
ad
dparmens
agncis t prcur insrane srvie fr marine risks on
hulsnitd
i whch
Sate
he ha anintres,, s dscrbedinsection 10 of the
The ar
hiping
dmiistatin
isautoried udersecion3 (b) of Public,
101,Sevety-evenh
Cngres, o prvid insrane an re neane with respect
to intres
vsses anofab he wneror hartrertherin.
Its the opinion of
the ar hiping'Adinitraion
hattheintres ofthegenral agcnt can be
iurdunder this language, but itmyb otnded unde cran decisions of the
courts that, a general agent for th eslmgt
be held liable as an Independent
contractor with respect to claimsaiigoto the operation of the vessel. As a
safeguard, the proposed amendmn inscin3 (d) wouid authorize protection
againt this possible liability of a general agent by means of Insurance under
Public, 101, rather than through an indemnity agreement between the agent and
the War Shipping Administration as the owner or charterer of the vessel.
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While section 3 (b) of Public, 101, clearly authorizes insurance of (a) Im
mobilized vessels purchased, chartered, or requisitioned for use under section 1,
~b)vessels ohartered under section 3 (a), and (c) vessels purchased under section
4of Public, 101, it is n')t clear that insurance can be provided'under this section
with respect to vessels u'therwise acquired by the War Shipping Administration,
Including, for example, vessels requisitioned under section 902 of the Merchant
Marine Act, 1936, for title or use, and vessels constructed by the Commission
under various statutes. Provision for the charter or operation of such vessels
is made in section 4 of Public, 101, and it is considered that the insurance provisions
of section 3 (b) should be made as extensive as the operation and charter provi
sions of section 4, as provided in section 3 (a) of the bill. Except in unusual situa
tions, It is not the intention of the War Shipping Administration (uinder this
amendment) to cover ordinary marine risks on hulls.
The War Shipping Administration has power to limit its liability as to vessels
operated by it directly or under time or bareboat charters or other arrangement.
It is operating vessels both directly and under such charters. There Is no liability
on the agent of the War Shipping Administration under such charters and it
believed desirable, even though section 4 of the bill may be said to be virtually a
restatement of existing authority, to have an express statutory declaration on
this point In order to avoid uncertainties and delays or unnecessary claims
especally in view of the fact that only the Administration is liable under the
charters in question.
Section 5 of the bill would limit the life of section 1 above considered to the
same life as title I of the First War Powers Act of 1941. That act provided that
upon termination of said title I (6 months after the termination of the present war
or until such earlier time as the Congress by concurrent resolution or the Presi
dent may designate) all functions, duties, and powers shall be exercised without
Kregrud toaction of tbe President tinder the title (in this case the creation of the
Warhipping Adminitrtion by Executive order on February 7, 1942). Section
Iwoud be retroactv
=In
operation so far as social-security pavments actuaU?.
made before the enactment of this measure are concerneaf Provision Is also
made to protect tbe prosecution and enforcement of any rights and liabilities
which accrue, before the termination of section 1, under section 1.
The bill S. 2695 embodies the policies and purposes, with some changes in
]an uage of a clarifying or technical nature, of a proposed measure which together
wi roposed report to the Congress thereon was submitted by, the *ar Shippin
initraionto
A
he iretor, Bureau ol the Budget, for advice as to the
reltioshi
ofthemeauretothe program of the President. The Director,
Bureu
o
theBudet,
as dvied that there would be no objection to the pres
enatonfo
tecosiertin
fthe Congress of a report in consonance wi.hI
the views of this agenny as heretfore submitted to the Director, Bui~au of the
Budget, including the views of this agency as to the suggestions of other Govern
ment agencies.

rs

SUGGRSTIONS

FROM OTHER AGENCIES

With respect to the suggestions of other agencies, it appears that those of tile
Attorney General with respect to the measure are embodied In S. 2695. The
Federal Security Agency has suggested the need for certain technical amendments
to section 1 of the bill, particularly with respect to social security benefits. These
amendments are not yet available, but this Agency is prepared to cooperat~e in
the drafting thereof In accord with the wishes of the committee. It further ap
pears that the technical suggestions of the United States Employees' Comp'ensa
tion Commission, with respect to the bill, can readily be worked out. The Secre..
tary of War has recommended the addition of three new sections to the bill to be
applicable with respect to seamen employed by the Army Transport Service and
.othierbranches of theWar Department. This Agency hasinformed the Directot
Bureau of the Budget, that it has no objection to the submission of the propse
amendments to the Congress for its consideration.
The War Shipping Admiistration tirges prompt enaetment oif the measure.
Sineerely yours,
S. . LA-K9, Admritsi raw..
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for other purposes, which had been re
ported from the Committee on Commerce
with amendments.
The first amendment was. on Page 3.
line 25. after. the name "United States".
to insert:
In cases of claims referred to In clauses (2)
and (3) hereof asserted against the Mau:..

Istrator, War Shipping Administration, or any
agent of the Administrator. If the claim Is
settled. adjuateci, or paid without suit, the
aggregate fee to attorneys or agenta on ac
count of legal or other similar services ren
dered In connection with the claim shall not
exceed $100 except that the Administrator
may approve an aggregate fee not In excess of
0250 when he deems such services to be of
an extraordinary character. and if judgment
or decree Is rendered In favor of the claimant
In a suit baesed upon such claim or a comnpro
misc of such suit Is effectedi, the aggregate
fee or payment shall not exceed such reason
able amount as the court may approve which
shall not be more than 20 percent of the
amount recovered. Before the payment of
any such claim or judgment or decree, the
attorney or agent of the claimant shall, If re
quired by the Administrator, file an aMdavlt
or affidavits of the attorney, agent, or the
recipient or beneficiary In such form and
*manner as the Administrator may prescribe.
showing that the aggregate fee In respect of
such claim or suit does not exceed the maxi
mum herein specified or the amount approved
by. the court or the AdrnIistrator, as the
case may be.

CLARFICTION~
~I
C SAHCAPINOF
AFUNCTRTIONSO

WA

Mr. RADCLIFFIE. I move that the
Senate proceed to the consideration of
Calendar No. 57, House bill 133, known as
the bill to amend and clarify certain
Provisions of law relating to the functions of the War Shippikig Admilnistration. and for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on the motion of the Senator
from Maryland.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Senate proceeded to consider the bill
(IL R. 133) to amend and clarify certain
provisions of law relating to functions of

the War Shipping Administration, and

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page II.
line :4, after the word "vessel", to strike
out "owned by citizens of the. United
States.'
The amendment was agreed to.
The-next amendment was, on the same
page, line 17, after the-word ".owner.,to
strike out "Upon the written recommen
dation of the Secretary of State, such a
determination may be made by the Ad
ministrator, War Shipping Administra
tion, with respect to any vessel, the title
to which -has been requisitioned pursu
ant to the act of June 6, 1941 (Public Law
101. 77th Cong.), which shall have been
lost or destroyed or converted to naval
or military use by the United States."
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That
completes the committee amendments.
Mr. BAILEY.. Mr. President, I call Up
and move the adoption of an amendment
heretofore presented by rue to the bill
now under consideration and request
that the proposed amendment be read
for the information of the Senate before
make some explanatory remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment offered by thre Senator frM
North Carolina will be stated.
The LEG~sLATIvz CLERK. On-page 11. at
the end of subsection (b)., It Is proposed.
to add-the following:
"Such a determination may be made by the

Admim-strator, war shipping Administration,
with respect to any vessel title to which ha.
been requisitioned pursuant to the act ot
June 6. 1941 (Public Law 101, 77th cong.).
except as provided by Executive Order N
901A Dcmber 27, 1941. and 'which
thereafter has been lost or destroyed orveed
eon
verted to naval or military use by the MMit5

states upon certification by the secretary CC
State that understanding had been reschwd
between the united states and the diiomnatla
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representatives of the country of which the

owner of such vessel was a national, that such

ment discretionary

power to change the

requisition for title to requisition for use,

1467.

to proceed with the mininster from Dben

'mark, and, through him, with the own

title requisition instead of requissition for use the difference being that when we requl- ers of these vessels, with a view to treatwas necessitated by the circumstances existIng at the date of requisitioning, but that~sition for title we take Possession and lag them with absolute justice, and gen
such vessel should be returned after the ownership. In the requisition for use
erous justice at that.
termination of the national emergency dewe charter and pay rent, or 'charter
I nov yield to the Senator from Ver
dlared by the President on May 27. 941.~'
hire," as it is called.
"I
mont.
Th RSDN FIE.Te
We took these ships, r think, under
'Mr. AIKEN. I wanted to
the
TeP SIDIoN
temndenFFfCER.Tedb
necessity but by force; arbitrarily, one Senator from North Carolina ask
whether
question iso h mnmn fee y might say, unjustly, although in a great these ships were not acquired through a
the Senator from North Carolina.
emergency what is just and what is uinWhite House order, in accordance with
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, this just is a matter of debate. At any rate,
an order from the President,
amendment relates, with one exception
our action was analogous to, the action,
Mr. BAILEY. I do not think so, They
to the 40 ships which the Government of if I may use an old legal phrase, of an
were acquired In pursuance of an act
the United States under the act of Conexecutor de son tort. Denmark was uinpassed by the C~ongress. Probably the
gress of June 6, 1941. seized and took
der duress; she was under the heel of White House, or, we may say, the Presi
from the possession of the Kingdom of the German tyrant. Her ships were 111 dent, issued the order, but I see no reason
Denmark. I take It a good many Sena
our waters We not only, needed them, to undertake to involve the President of
tors will recaUl the discussion at the time but it they should put Cut to the high seas
the United States In this matter. If any~
of the passage of the act authorizing the some other nation might get them. Very thing should be said concerning him, It
taking. It would clarify the matter, directly, Great Britain might get them,
must be said that he came to the Con
and, I think, fully explain the amendWe did not have time to enter into negress for the authority, and we gave him
ment, if I should read a rather brief let- gotiations, nor was it possible to enter
the authority.
ter from Mr. Berle, Assistant Secretary into negotiations with the Kingdom of
M~r. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
of State, who prepared the amendment
Denmark, which was occupied by the
Will the Senator yield?
at my instance and who appeared before
German ruler and his party. So we took
Mr. BAILEY, Certainly.
the Commiittee on Commerce on Novemthe ships
r ADNEG.TeSntrwl
be n8,14,skdthtte
oAt the time we undertook to say that probably recall that in the Committee on
mittee incorporate such an amendment
we had taken them by right of sugary. Commerce I was the one who was rein one of the shipping acts, I read the and I said on the floor of the Senate. not-. S~nibl fo delayn this particular
letter:
withstanding one representative of the spomenmt for a eeky otwo
As I explained to .the members of your State Department had taken a different
M.BAE.Iwil
ecommnittee the riderview, that the right of angary could not
M.BIE.Iwl
a oteSn
Thatis
mendentendng
he
arse xcet uder he ondtios o ac
ator that in the long period during
That I theendinamenmen
tuaris war;p andwer were ndtot at swar.
'which I have been associated with him
to the amendment which I proposed Is
think the; SatdeDeprtenot Is nwair. I In the Committee on Commerce I have
pected to assist the Department in finalzng
clined ntoissthatergtof
never known him to delay any matter
an agreement now being worked out with
no"oIss-ht
h
ih
funecessarily. and if he delayed this mat
the Danish Mfinister in Washington, who ts augary exidsted.
terhdeadIti
atecoevd
acting on behalf of his Government,
However that may be, the ships were to bthedeblaydItintwhat hyel
co
ancev.
Pursuant to the law of June a, 1941. requi-. in our harbors and we took them. Den- tobthpulciers.Iyldain
sition was made by the United States of 40 mark was not at arm's length with us.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I thank the
Danish merchant ships. This requisition was she was not negotiating. We -took the
Senator for his very generous and un
made with the approval of the Danish Min- ships by right of our power to do it and deserved compliment. I held the amend
Ister with the understanding that for the by reason of the necessity which existed.
ment up temporarily because I was in
ships requisitioned Denmark would receivedobaousmefittrsutnth
from the United States Government just
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the dobaousmefittrsutnth
compensation as provided In the act of June Senator yield?
finlal analysis, when I received a perrequsitin o
Mr. RAILEY. Just one word more, s~onal letter from Assistant Secretary of
Although reusto fthe ships in ques- and I shall certainly yield.
State Berle setting down categorically
tion was made for title by the Maritime
I said here, at the time the requisition the fact that this amendment does
Commission, it was understood by all parties
act In this case was passed, that under nothing more than validate the promise
concerned that the Maritime Commission
the circumstances I have narrated we made by the Government of the United
was disposed to agree to the return of these were under obligation to treat the KingStates to the utterly brave Danish Min.
ships to the former owners upon the termt- do
fDnakntol
ihjsie
ister, who dared to stand out front~under
nation of the national emergency, and that but wit thenumarost generosity. Iusthink hshmcovrmnentk
h
efforts would be 3made to see that compensation for the requisition of the ships should

be paid on the basis of use rather than for
transfer of title,
Seventeen of the 40 ships which were requisitioned Dave already been lost permanently
to Denmark In enemy action,
The purpose of the rider which I suggested to the War Shipping Administration
amendmen,, was so worded that just compensation could be made to Denmark for the
use of ships which were rtquisitioned from
the time they were taken over until the time

they were sunk or converted Into Army trans-.
ports by the United States.

The vessels were

requisitioned, It should be emphasized, fro
a friendly nation at a time when the United
States was not at war.
The Department is still working on an
agreement with tha Danish Government on
the question of just compensation for these
ships and the passage of the proposed legislation should aid materially In the satis-

factory finaifzation of this agreement.
Sincerely Fors
Assfs*nt Secretary
Azsat

The Intent and effect of the amendmnent will be to give to the State Depart-

btwt

h

totgnrst.Itik

a court of equity would impose such generosity upon us. As I stated a moment
ago, the man who undertakes-to adminlater upon an estate without right, who,
when someone dies steps in and takes~
charge of the affairs of the decedent. is
hltoafrigedgeefcrend
hl

oafrhge

ereo

aead

to a far greater degree of liability than

the executor who qualifies under a w~ii
or an administrator who Is appointed by
the court, because he is acting of his own
power, he is acting arbitrarily, he is actIng without authority of the law; and
the rule of strict conduct and the highea ereo
aei ple
ota
ye
etdge
fcr
sapidt
http
of executors
Here was Denmark, stricken down and
helpless, Her ships were In our possession. We took them. It is very importaut to me that the United States of
America shall always present to all the
other nations of the world the spirit and
the example of Justice, of fairness, and
of generosity,

It the amendment shall be adopted,
the State Department Will be authorized

hshm
oenetadtk
h
e
sporisibility in his own hands to deliver

us these 40 ships we needed, plus the de
livery agreement--when I discover that
this is nothing more than a validation
of our promise to the Danish Minister
under those circumstances, I have no
interest In what the amendment may
cs.TeDns

~

TeDns

iitri

nildt

iitrI
nildt
100-percent reciprocity and good faith,
In the presence of the courageous stand
Which he took, not only to his jeopardy,
but to our everlasting advantage_
Mr*BALY The Senator Is correct.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. President, 'will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAILEY. I yield to the Senator
from Ohio.
Mr. BURTON. Speaking to the pointd
which has lust been raised by the Senator
from Michigan, and agreeing entirely,
with It, I have, however, a question I
should like to address to the Senator
from North Carolina. 'As I understand.
these ships were privately owned.

Mr. BAILEY. I think we placed In the
act. at My instance, an amendment for
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-bidding the seizure of ships belonging to

any government. it being my view that
that would be an act of war. I think
they were all privately owned ships.
Mr. BURTON. Starting with the
premise that these ships were privately
owned by Danish owners, there is included in lines 12 to 17 the clause with
regard to sound ships, ships still on the
seas, that "no such determination" on
our part--namely, to turn them over
from a sta~tus of requisition for title to
one of requisition for use--"shall be
made with respect to any vessel after the
expiration of a period of 2 months after
the date of delivery of such vessel pursuant to title requisition except with the
consent of the owner." That is, no such
determination would be made, as to one
of these Danish ships which Is on the
high seas, to convert our theory from one
of requisition for title to one of requisition for use, except with the consent of
the owner. That is in the bill. The
clause we are referring to deals, as I understand, only with those ships which
have been "lost or destroyed or converted
to naval or mItary use,Mr. BAILEY. That 1s correct.
Mr. BURTON. I should like to address
a question to the Senator. Would it not
be in accordance with the understanding between our Secretary of State 'and
the Danish Government. and would it
not be in accordance with our desire to
recognize most fully and generously and
appropriately the right of the owners of
these ships, if we were to make rrovision with respect to sunken ships on the
-same basis as we do with respect~_to the
sound ships, and make the action with
respect to sunken ships also subject to
the owners' consent and the certification
of the Secretary of State and the Danish
Minister? That would be accomplished
by Inserting in the Senator's amendment
the words "owner's consent and."
Would the Senator agree that that be
done?
Mr. BAILEY. I do not think so, Mr.
President. Of course, I realize the force
of the suggestion, but if we examine it.
we find that it would put the State Department In the position of dealing with
the owners. That can be done, but that
would bring on no end of complications.
Mr. BURTON. May I suggest that
that is what we are doing as to the sound
vessels?
Mr. BAILEY. We have the question as
to the owners, and we have the question
as to whether or not they may be under
duress in on-e way or another.
The
United States Government should deal
in so large a matter through its State
Department with the representatives of
the Danish Government at Washington.
That is the proper procedure. I can assure the Senator-I feel perfectly assured of it myself-that the Danish Minister will protect the rights of the nationals of his Government. I can assure
the Senator that the State Department
feels-I think pretty much as I have expressed myself here-that in this matter
we must be not simply legally and strictly
Just, but we must be so Just in our actiors that there will be no question, there
will be no misgiving. I would never have
agreed to support the bill authorizing the

requisitioning under the circumstances
unless I had had such assurance. When
I spoke on that subJect on the floor of
the Senate I quoted with a great deal of
satisfaction some paragraphs from a
statement made by President Woodrow
Wilson on the same subject during World
War No. 1. It is my view that we must
put the owners of the ships and the Danish Government in position to go ahead
with business the moment the war is
over and the seas are clear,
We must not take any advantage of
them, because we took the ships, not by
their consent, but by our power. We
took them on account of our own necessities, and not theirs. We have used the
ships. Let us now treat the owners, not
simply justly, as we might say with respect to a defendant in a court, but let us
treat them so fairly that the record of
history will say that the Government of
the United States in Its dealings under
necessity may exercise arbitrary power,
but that we shall not fail to make Just
and generous amends. That is the sort
of Government over which I think, my
flag fies.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes, I yield,
Mr. BURTON. It is In complete accordance with that policy that I recognize
the propriety of the certificate from the
Secretary of State and from the Danish
Government, but will the Senator explain
why In the case of the sound vessel, In
carrying out this same policy, we depend
upon the consent of the owner, but In
the case of the sunken vessel we omit the
consent of the owner of the vessel.
Mr. BAILEY. I think the basis of the
distinction lies in the fact that the Gov.
ermient of the United States deals d~i.
rectly with Its own nationals, its own citizens, but when we come to deal with a
body of citizens of another nation, we
deal through the duly constituted powers
representing the other nation. We trust
that the other nation, or Its representative, will see that the cause of Its nationals is properly presented. I think we
can trust the State Departme'nt to make
a proper disposition of their rights when
dealing with their Min~ister and their
Government.
Mr. BURTON. I can follow the Senator along that line, but in the case of
the sound vessel the law provides that
we shall deal directly with the owner of
the vessel, and I am merely inquiring as
to why there should be a different rule
applied when dealing with the owner of
the sound vessel than when dealing with
the owner of the sunken vessel,
Mr. BAILEY. MY amendment relates
only to the vessel which has been sunk.
Mr. BURTON. The preceding sentence provides that we may make this
conversion from requisition for title to
requisition for use In the case of the
sound vessel only with the owner's consent,
Mr. BAILEY. That is correct,
Mr. BURTON. If the Senator feels he
cannot consent to the amendment I sug..
gest, and if this matter goes to conference, as I presume it will, based on the
amendments presented by the Senator, I
wonder whether it might be appropriate
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to give consideration to the two sections
which are being amended, and the possj..
bility of making them treat alike the
owners of ships which are sunk and the
owners of ships which are not sunk.
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, I see no
objection to taking the matter to con
fei ence, and I will also say to the Senator
from Ohio that in the conference we win
treat what he has to say seriously. We
will not take It to conference for the
purpose of burying It.
Mr. BURTON. I appreciate what the
Senator says.
Mr. BAILEY. If I had authority to
do so, I would be glad to name the Sen
ator from Ohio a member of the con
ference committee, but, of course, the
rules of the Senate provide who shall be
conferees. I am perfectly willing, how
ever, to take the matter to conference
and to take it to conference in good
faith,
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAILEY, I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. I should like to ask the
Senator from North Carolina if the pro
posed amendment, which mentions spe
cifically the little country of Denmark,
with which we are all in sympathy, ap
plies~to vessels under the registry of any
other nation as well?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes. I am glad the
Senator prompted me on that point. I
might have taken my seat without callIng attention to the exception beginning
in lie 6:
Except aB provided by Executive Order Km.
9001-A, December 27, 1941.
Mr. AIKEN. What Executive order Is
that?
Mr. BAILEY. That relates wholly to
the Normandie.
Mr. AIKEN. Does the Senator under
stand that this arnendnmet would apply
to vessels under American registry, or
simply foreign registry?
Mr. BAILEY. This amendment re
lates to the ships of Denmark which we
seized from Denmark and put under our
registry, and then makes an exception
as to the Normandie, for which provi
sions have already been made.
Mr. AIKEN. Then this amendment
would not apply to American-built and
American-owned ships?
Mr. BAILEY. Oh, no, It relates only
to the ships which were seized from Den
mark.
Mr. AIKEN. I thank the Senator.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. President, will the
Senator again yield, so that I may place
In the RECORD some suggestions which I
should like to have considered In confer
ence?
Mr. BAILEY. I yield.
Mr. BURTON. The amendment Which
I would suggest would be in line 9 of the
amendment presented by the Senator
from North Carolina. Following the
words "military use by the United States
upon" I would Insert the words 'owners'
consent and." That language would
come Immediately preceding the words
"certification by the Secretary of State."
Mr. BAILEY. Pursuant to the assur
ances I gave the Senator, I shall accept
the Senator's modification of my aivend
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ment with the view that it be taken to
conference in good faith.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on agreeing to the amendment
offered by the Senator from North CaroUina.
Mr. BURTON. Am I to understand
that the words I propose have been inserted in the amendment?
Mr. BAILEY. I agreed to do so. yes.
I have accepted the Senator's modification of my amendment, and the amendment Ir now Presented as modifted.
Mr. BURTON. Has the amendment
been modified?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes; by the Junior Sen
ator from Ohio.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Presedent, I e
lieve It has not been modified. In order
to clarify the situation I will say that I
did not actually present the proposed
modification, but the Senator from North
Caroinaaccptedthewors whch prthew res bic anyr
tonertead ls
paoseda
the aeermae
Iessha
confsidoInsabot, Itd
qonuestgionaotiIshlmaeher-the
OFFCER.The
The RESDING
Senator from North Carolina has the
right to modify his amendment,
AILE.
Mr. Ihaveaccptedthe
hope tacetedwhaeve
Modifiation, adI
mayifbeanecessary to behone Inaordteer
be done.irdrt
show tha Inees thREoXIil
Thne.
G
PReSD REOFFICleR
Thewtati
The
OFFCML
The RESDIN
question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from North
Carolina, as modified,
Mr. AI1KEN. I should like to have the
Senator from North Carolina clarify the
matter a little further. Under the Executive order taking over these foreign
ships, the President directed that they
be taken in accordance with section 902
of the Merchant Marine Act. The
amendment offered by the Senator from
North Carolina would not be consistent
wIth that order but would permit the
Maritime Conmnission to arrive at what
they considered a fair price for the ships
with the representatives of the foreign
countries. That Is the effect of the
amendment, is it not?
Mr. BAILEY. The effect of the
amendment is to enable the Secretary
of State. by negotiation, and as the
amendment Is modified now, by consent
of the owners, and with certification by
the Secretary of State. to make a just
settlement with the Danish Government
with respect to these ships. It is in con
templation that when they are sunk they
are not to be paid for as If taken by title.
We are to pay charter hire and also carry
the insurance, as well as pay for the ship
If lost while In our Possession.
Mr. ArKEN. That would apply, only
to a foreign ship.
Mrt. BAILEY. It would apply, only to
Danish ships. An exception Is made
with respect to the Normandie,for which
other provision has been made.
OFFCER. The
The PRES3IDIN
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from North
Carolina [Mr. B~xr.yl, as modified.

The amendment, as modified, was
agreed to.
Mr. President, I offer
Mr. BAU"E.
another amendment'which I send to the
desk and ask to have stated.

The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
amendment offered by the Senator from
North Carolina will be stated.
The LEGmSArIV CLERK. On page 15.
line 2. after the word "amended". it is
proposed to insert "by striking out the
words 'section 222' and inserting in lieu
thereof the words 'sections 222 and 229
and' "; and on page 17, line 9. after the
word 'any", to strike out "public or
private vessel' and Insert in lieu thereof
.American or foreign flag vessel, public
or private, or any naval vessel of a for
eign government."
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, the In
tent and purpose of the amendment,
which I have offered at the req~uest of
representatives of the War Department.
and which has been agreed to and ap
proved by the Maritime Commission, is
to give to ships in our ports, in our care,
and under repair In our navy yards, the
benefits of the insurance provisions of
the proposed new section 229 of the act.
As I understand, those ships now have
benefit of the protection afforded
by section 222 of the present law. The
amendment would merely extn th
benefits of section 229.
At the present time a great many for
eign ships are In our yards for repair.
They may not be In there at our risk.
I do not know as to that. They are in
our yards at someone's risk. If they
should be destroyed or injured In such
a way as to raise the question of legal
liability, and there were no Insurance.
the loss would then be absolute and
without remedy. All the proposed
amendment would do would be to pro
vide insurance for vessels of that nature.
Mr. President. I ask for the sdoptionl
of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. Thbe
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from North
Carolina,
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Is open to further amendment. If there
be no further amendment to be pro
posed question is on the engrossment
of the amendments and the third readin of the bill.
The amendments were ordered to be
engrossed, and the bill to be read a third
tie.
The bill GT. R. 133) was read the third
time and passed.
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for other purposes, which had been re
ported from the Committee on Commerce
with amendments.
The first amendment was. on Page 3.
line 25. after. the name "United States".
to insert:
In cases of claims referred to In clauses (2)
and (3) hereof asserted against the Mau:..

Istrator, War Shipping Administration, or any
agent of the Administrator. If the claim Is
settled. adjuateci, or paid without suit, the
aggregate fee to attorneys or agenta on ac
count of legal or other similar services ren
dered In connection with the claim shall not
exceed $100 except that the Administrator
may approve an aggregate fee not In excess of
0250 when he deems such services to be of
an extraordinary character. and if judgment
or decree Is rendered In favor of the claimant
In a suit baesed upon such claim or a comnpro
misc of such suit Is effectedi, the aggregate
fee or payment shall not exceed such reason
able amount as the court may approve which
shall not be more than 20 percent of the
amount recovered. Before the payment of
any such claim or judgment or decree, the
attorney or agent of the claimant shall, If re
quired by the Administrator, file an aMdavlt
or affidavits of the attorney, agent, or the
recipient or beneficiary In such form and
*manner as the Administrator may prescribe.
showing that the aggregate fee In respect of
such claim or suit does not exceed the maxi
mum herein specified or the amount approved
by. the court or the AdrnIistrator, as the
case may be.

CLARFICTION~
~I
C SAHCAPINOF
AFUNCTRTIONSO

WA

Mr. RADCLIFFIE. I move that the
Senate proceed to the consideration of
Calendar No. 57, House bill 133, known as
the bill to amend and clarify certain
Provisions of law relating to the functions of the War Shippikig Admilnistration. and for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on the motion of the Senator
from Maryland.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Senate proceeded to consider the bill
(IL R. 133) to amend and clarify certain
provisions of law relating to functions of

the War Shipping Administration, and

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page II.
line :4, after the word "vessel", to strike
out "owned by citizens of the. United
States.'
The amendment was agreed to.
The-next amendment was, on the same
page, line 17, after the-word ".owner.,to
strike out "Upon the written recommen
dation of the Secretary of State, such a
determination may be made by the Ad
ministrator, War Shipping Administra
tion, with respect to any vessel, the title
to which -has been requisitioned pursu
ant to the act of June 6, 1941 (Public Law
101. 77th Cong.), which shall have been
lost or destroyed or converted to naval
or military use by the United States."
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That
completes the committee amendments.
Mr. BAILEY.. Mr. President, I call Up
and move the adoption of an amendment
heretofore presented by rue to the bill
now under consideration and request
that the proposed amendment be read
for the information of the Senate before
make some explanatory remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment offered by thre Senator frM
North Carolina will be stated.
The LEG~sLATIvz CLERK. On-page 11. at
the end of subsection (b)., It Is proposed.
to add-the following:
"Such a determination may be made by the

Admim-strator, war shipping Administration,
with respect to any vessel title to which ha.
been requisitioned pursuant to the act ot
June 6. 1941 (Public Law 101, 77th cong.).
except as provided by Executive Order N
901A Dcmber 27, 1941. and 'which
thereafter has been lost or destroyed orveed
eon
verted to naval or military use by the MMit5

states upon certification by the secretary CC
State that understanding had been reschwd
between the united states and the diiomnatla
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representatives of the country of which the

owner of such vessel was a national, that such

ment discretionary

power to change the

requisition for title to requisition for use,
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to proceed with the mininster from Dben

'mark, and, through him, with the own

title requisition instead of requissition for use the difference being that when we requl- ers of these vessels, with a view to treatwas necessitated by the circumstances existIng at the date of requisitioning, but that~sition for title we take Possession and lag them with absolute justice, and gen
such vessel should be returned after the ownership. In the requisition for use
erous justice at that.
termination of the national emergency dewe charter and pay rent, or 'charter
I nov yield to the Senator from Ver
dlared by the President on May 27. 941.~'
hire," as it is called.
"I
mont.
Th RSDN FIE.Te
We took these ships, r think, under
'Mr. AIKEN. I wanted to
the
TeP SIDIoN
temndenFFfCER.Tedb
necessity but by force; arbitrarily, one Senator from North Carolina ask
whether
question iso h mnmn fee y might say, unjustly, although in a great these ships were not acquired through a
the Senator from North Carolina.
emergency what is just and what is uinWhite House order, in accordance with
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, this just is a matter of debate. At any rate,
an order from the President,
amendment relates, with one exception
our action was analogous to, the action,
Mr. BAILEY. I do not think so, They
to the 40 ships which the Government of if I may use an old legal phrase, of an
were acquired In pursuance of an act
the United States under the act of Conexecutor de son tort. Denmark was uinpassed by the C~ongress. Probably the
gress of June 6, 1941. seized and took
der duress; she was under the heel of White House, or, we may say, the Presi
from the possession of the Kingdom of the German tyrant. Her ships were 111 dent, issued the order, but I see no reason
Denmark. I take It a good many Sena
our waters We not only, needed them, to undertake to involve the President of
tors will recaUl the discussion at the time but it they should put Cut to the high seas
the United States In this matter. If any~
of the passage of the act authorizing the some other nation might get them. Very thing should be said concerning him, It
taking. It would clarify the matter, directly, Great Britain might get them,
must be said that he came to the Con
and, I think, fully explain the amendWe did not have time to enter into negress for the authority, and we gave him
ment, if I should read a rather brief let- gotiations, nor was it possible to enter
the authority.
ter from Mr. Berle, Assistant Secretary into negotiations with the Kingdom of
M~r. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
of State, who prepared the amendment
Denmark, which was occupied by the
Will the Senator yield?
at my instance and who appeared before
German ruler and his party. So we took
Mr. BAILEY, Certainly.
the Commiittee on Commerce on Novemthe ships
r ADNEG.TeSntrwl
be n8,14,skdthtte
oAt the time we undertook to say that probably recall that in the Committee on
mittee incorporate such an amendment
we had taken them by right of sugary. Commerce I was the one who was rein one of the shipping acts, I read the and I said on the floor of the Senate. not-. S~nibl fo delayn this particular
letter:
withstanding one representative of the spomenmt for a eeky otwo
As I explained to .the members of your State Department had taken a different
M.BAE.Iwil
ecommnittee the riderview, that the right of angary could not
M.BIE.Iwl
a oteSn
Thatis
mendentendng
he
arse xcet uder he ondtios o ac
ator that in the long period during
That I theendinamenmen
tuaris war;p andwer were ndtot at swar.
'which I have been associated with him
to the amendment which I proposed Is
think the; SatdeDeprtenot Is nwair. I In the Committee on Commerce I have
pected to assist the Department in finalzng
clined ntoissthatergtof
never known him to delay any matter
an agreement now being worked out with
no"oIss-ht
h
ih
funecessarily. and if he delayed this mat
the Danish Mfinister in Washington, who ts augary exidsted.
terhdeadIti
atecoevd
acting on behalf of his Government,
However that may be, the ships were to bthedeblaydItintwhat hyel
co
ancev.
Pursuant to the law of June a, 1941. requi-. in our harbors and we took them. Den- tobthpulciers.Iyldain
sition was made by the United States of 40 mark was not at arm's length with us.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I thank the
Danish merchant ships. This requisition was she was not negotiating. We -took the
Senator for his very generous and un
made with the approval of the Danish Min- ships by right of our power to do it and deserved compliment. I held the amend
Ister with the understanding that for the by reason of the necessity which existed.
ment up temporarily because I was in
ships requisitioned Denmark would receivedobaousmefittrsutnth
from the United States Government just
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the dobaousmefittrsutnth
compensation as provided In the act of June Senator yield?
finlal analysis, when I received a perrequsitin o
Mr. RAILEY. Just one word more, s~onal letter from Assistant Secretary of
Although reusto fthe ships in ques- and I shall certainly yield.
State Berle setting down categorically
tion was made for title by the Maritime
I said here, at the time the requisition the fact that this amendment does
Commission, it was understood by all parties
act In this case was passed, that under nothing more than validate the promise
concerned that the Maritime Commission
the circumstances I have narrated we made by the Government of the United
was disposed to agree to the return of these were under obligation to treat the KingStates to the utterly brave Danish Min.
ships to the former owners upon the termt- do
fDnakntol
ihjsie
ister, who dared to stand out front~under
nation of the national emergency, and that but wit thenumarost generosity. Iusthink hshmcovrmnentk
h
efforts would be 3made to see that compensation for the requisition of the ships should

be paid on the basis of use rather than for
transfer of title,
Seventeen of the 40 ships which were requisitioned Dave already been lost permanently
to Denmark In enemy action,
The purpose of the rider which I suggested to the War Shipping Administration
amendmen,, was so worded that just compensation could be made to Denmark for the
use of ships which were rtquisitioned from
the time they were taken over until the time

they were sunk or converted Into Army trans-.
ports by the United States.

The vessels were

requisitioned, It should be emphasized, fro
a friendly nation at a time when the United
States was not at war.
The Department is still working on an
agreement with tha Danish Government on
the question of just compensation for these
ships and the passage of the proposed legislation should aid materially In the satis-

factory finaifzation of this agreement.
Sincerely Fors
Assfs*nt Secretary
Azsat

The Intent and effect of the amendmnent will be to give to the State Depart-

btwt

h

totgnrst.Itik

a court of equity would impose such generosity upon us. As I stated a moment
ago, the man who undertakes-to adminlater upon an estate without right, who,
when someone dies steps in and takes~
charge of the affairs of the decedent. is
hltoafrigedgeefcrend
hl

oafrhge

ereo

aead

to a far greater degree of liability than

the executor who qualifies under a w~ii
or an administrator who Is appointed by
the court, because he is acting of his own
power, he is acting arbitrarily, he is actIng without authority of the law; and
the rule of strict conduct and the highea ereo
aei ple
ota
ye
etdge
fcr
sapidt
http
of executors
Here was Denmark, stricken down and
helpless, Her ships were In our possession. We took them. It is very importaut to me that the United States of
America shall always present to all the
other nations of the world the spirit and
the example of Justice, of fairness, and
of generosity,

It the amendment shall be adopted,
the State Department Will be authorized

hshm
oenetadtk
h
e
sporisibility in his own hands to deliver

us these 40 ships we needed, plus the de
livery agreement--when I discover that
this is nothing more than a validation
of our promise to the Danish Minister
under those circumstances, I have no
interest In what the amendment may
cs.TeDns

~

TeDns

iitri

nildt

iitrI
nildt
100-percent reciprocity and good faith,
In the presence of the courageous stand
Which he took, not only to his jeopardy,
but to our everlasting advantage_
Mr*BALY The Senator Is correct.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. President, 'will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAILEY. I yield to the Senator
from Ohio.
Mr. BURTON. Speaking to the pointd
which has lust been raised by the Senator
from Michigan, and agreeing entirely,
with It, I have, however, a question I
should like to address to the Senator
from North Carolina. 'As I understand.
these ships were privately owned.

Mr. BAILEY. I think we placed In the
act. at My instance, an amendment for
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-bidding the seizure of ships belonging to

any government. it being my view that
that would be an act of war. I think
they were all privately owned ships.
Mr. BURTON. Starting with the
premise that these ships were privately
owned by Danish owners, there is included in lines 12 to 17 the clause with
regard to sound ships, ships still on the
seas, that "no such determination" on
our part--namely, to turn them over
from a sta~tus of requisition for title to
one of requisition for use--"shall be
made with respect to any vessel after the
expiration of a period of 2 months after
the date of delivery of such vessel pursuant to title requisition except with the
consent of the owner." That is, no such
determination would be made, as to one
of these Danish ships which Is on the
high seas, to convert our theory from one
of requisition for title to one of requisition for use, except with the consent of
the owner. That is in the bill. The
clause we are referring to deals, as I understand, only with those ships which
have been "lost or destroyed or converted
to naval or mItary use,Mr. BAILEY. That 1s correct.
Mr. BURTON. I should like to address
a question to the Senator. Would it not
be in accordance with the understanding between our Secretary of State 'and
the Danish Government. and would it
not be in accordance with our desire to
recognize most fully and generously and
appropriately the right of the owners of
these ships, if we were to make rrovision with respect to sunken ships on the
-same basis as we do with respect~_to the
sound ships, and make the action with
respect to sunken ships also subject to
the owners' consent and the certification
of the Secretary of State and the Danish
Minister? That would be accomplished
by Inserting in the Senator's amendment
the words "owner's consent and."
Would the Senator agree that that be
done?
Mr. BAILEY. I do not think so, Mr.
President. Of course, I realize the force
of the suggestion, but if we examine it.
we find that it would put the State Department In the position of dealing with
the owners. That can be done, but that
would bring on no end of complications.
Mr. BURTON. May I suggest that
that is what we are doing as to the sound
vessels?
Mr. BAILEY. We have the question as
to the owners, and we have the question
as to whether or not they may be under
duress in on-e way or another.
The
United States Government should deal
in so large a matter through its State
Department with the representatives of
the Danish Government at Washington.
That is the proper procedure. I can assure the Senator-I feel perfectly assured of it myself-that the Danish Minister will protect the rights of the nationals of his Government. I can assure
the Senator that the State Department
feels-I think pretty much as I have expressed myself here-that in this matter
we must be not simply legally and strictly
Just, but we must be so Just in our actiors that there will be no question, there
will be no misgiving. I would never have
agreed to support the bill authorizing the

requisitioning under the circumstances
unless I had had such assurance. When
I spoke on that subJect on the floor of
the Senate I quoted with a great deal of
satisfaction some paragraphs from a
statement made by President Woodrow
Wilson on the same subject during World
War No. 1. It is my view that we must
put the owners of the ships and the Danish Government in position to go ahead
with business the moment the war is
over and the seas are clear,
We must not take any advantage of
them, because we took the ships, not by
their consent, but by our power. We
took them on account of our own necessities, and not theirs. We have used the
ships. Let us now treat the owners, not
simply justly, as we might say with respect to a defendant in a court, but let us
treat them so fairly that the record of
history will say that the Government of
the United States in Its dealings under
necessity may exercise arbitrary power,
but that we shall not fail to make Just
and generous amends. That is the sort
of Government over which I think, my
flag fies.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes, I yield,
Mr. BURTON. It is In complete accordance with that policy that I recognize
the propriety of the certificate from the
Secretary of State and from the Danish
Government, but will the Senator explain
why In the case of the sound vessel, In
carrying out this same policy, we depend
upon the consent of the owner, but In
the case of the sunken vessel we omit the
consent of the owner of the vessel.
Mr. BAILEY. I think the basis of the
distinction lies in the fact that the Gov.
ermient of the United States deals d~i.
rectly with Its own nationals, its own citizens, but when we come to deal with a
body of citizens of another nation, we
deal through the duly constituted powers
representing the other nation. We trust
that the other nation, or Its representative, will see that the cause of Its nationals is properly presented. I think we
can trust the State Departme'nt to make
a proper disposition of their rights when
dealing with their Min~ister and their
Government.
Mr. BURTON. I can follow the Senator along that line, but in the case of
the sound vessel the law provides that
we shall deal directly with the owner of
the vessel, and I am merely inquiring as
to why there should be a different rule
applied when dealing with the owner of
the sound vessel than when dealing with
the owner of the sunken vessel,
Mr. BAILEY. MY amendment relates
only to the vessel which has been sunk.
Mr. BURTON. The preceding sentence provides that we may make this
conversion from requisition for title to
requisition for use In the case of the
sound vessel only with the owner's consent,
Mr. BAILEY. That is correct,
Mr. BURTON. If the Senator feels he
cannot consent to the amendment I sug..
gest, and if this matter goes to conference, as I presume it will, based on the
amendments presented by the Senator, I
wonder whether it might be appropriate
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to give consideration to the two sections
which are being amended, and the possj..
bility of making them treat alike the
owners of ships which are sunk and the
owners of ships which are not sunk.
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, I see no
objection to taking the matter to con
fei ence, and I will also say to the Senator
from Ohio that in the conference we win
treat what he has to say seriously. We
will not take It to conference for the
purpose of burying It.
Mr. BURTON. I appreciate what the
Senator says.
Mr. BAILEY. If I had authority to
do so, I would be glad to name the Sen
ator from Ohio a member of the con
ference committee, but, of course, the
rules of the Senate provide who shall be
conferees. I am perfectly willing, how
ever, to take the matter to conference
and to take it to conference in good
faith,
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAILEY, I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. I should like to ask the
Senator from North Carolina if the pro
posed amendment, which mentions spe
cifically the little country of Denmark,
with which we are all in sympathy, ap
plies~to vessels under the registry of any
other nation as well?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes. I am glad the
Senator prompted me on that point. I
might have taken my seat without callIng attention to the exception beginning
in lie 6:
Except aB provided by Executive Order Km.
9001-A, December 27, 1941.
Mr. AIKEN. What Executive order Is
that?
Mr. BAILEY. That relates wholly to
the Normandie.
Mr. AIKEN. Does the Senator under
stand that this arnendnmet would apply
to vessels under American registry, or
simply foreign registry?
Mr. BAILEY. This amendment re
lates to the ships of Denmark which we
seized from Denmark and put under our
registry, and then makes an exception
as to the Normandie, for which provi
sions have already been made.
Mr. AIKEN. Then this amendment
would not apply to American-built and
American-owned ships?
Mr. BAILEY. Oh, no, It relates only
to the ships which were seized from Den
mark.
Mr. AIKEN. I thank the Senator.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. President, will the
Senator again yield, so that I may place
In the RECORD some suggestions which I
should like to have considered In confer
ence?
Mr. BAILEY. I yield.
Mr. BURTON. The amendment Which
I would suggest would be in line 9 of the
amendment presented by the Senator
from North Carolina. Following the
words "military use by the United States
upon" I would Insert the words 'owners'
consent and." That language would
come Immediately preceding the words
"certification by the Secretary of State."
Mr. BAILEY. Pursuant to the assur
ances I gave the Senator, I shall accept
the Senator's modification of my aivend
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ment with the view that it be taken to
conference in good faith.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on agreeing to the amendment
offered by the Senator from North CaroUina.
Mr. BURTON. Am I to understand
that the words I propose have been inserted in the amendment?
Mr. BAILEY. I agreed to do so. yes.
I have accepted the Senator's modification of my amendment, and the amendment Ir now Presented as modifted.
Mr. BURTON. Has the amendment
been modified?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes; by the Junior Sen
ator from Ohio.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Presedent, I e
lieve It has not been modified. In order
to clarify the situation I will say that I
did not actually present the proposed
modification, but the Senator from North
Caroinaaccptedthewors whch prthew res bic anyr
tonertead ls
paoseda
the aeermae
Iessha
confsidoInsabot, Itd
qonuestgionaotiIshlmaeher-the
OFFCER.The
The RESDING
Senator from North Carolina has the
right to modify his amendment,
AILE.
Mr. Ihaveaccptedthe
hope tacetedwhaeve
Modifiation, adI
mayifbeanecessary to behone Inaordteer
be done.irdrt
show tha Inees thREoXIil
Thne.
G
PReSD REOFFICleR
Thewtati
The
OFFCML
The RESDIN
question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from North
Carolina, as modified,
Mr. AI1KEN. I should like to have the
Senator from North Carolina clarify the
matter a little further. Under the Executive order taking over these foreign
ships, the President directed that they
be taken in accordance with section 902
of the Merchant Marine Act. The
amendment offered by the Senator from
North Carolina would not be consistent
wIth that order but would permit the
Maritime Conmnission to arrive at what
they considered a fair price for the ships
with the representatives of the foreign
countries. That Is the effect of the
amendment, is it not?
Mr. BAILEY. The effect of the
amendment is to enable the Secretary
of State. by negotiation, and as the
amendment Is modified now, by consent
of the owners, and with certification by
the Secretary of State. to make a just
settlement with the Danish Government
with respect to these ships. It is in con
templation that when they are sunk they
are not to be paid for as If taken by title.
We are to pay charter hire and also carry
the insurance, as well as pay for the ship
If lost while In our Possession.
Mr. ArKEN. That would apply, only
to a foreign ship.
Mrt. BAILEY. It would apply, only to
Danish ships. An exception Is made
with respect to the Normandie,for which
other provision has been made.
OFFCER. The
The PRES3IDIN
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from North
Carolina [Mr. B~xr.yl, as modified.

The amendment, as modified, was
agreed to.
Mr. President, I offer
Mr. BAU"E.
another amendment'which I send to the
desk and ask to have stated.

The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
amendment offered by the Senator from
North Carolina will be stated.
The LEGmSArIV CLERK. On page 15.
line 2. after the word "amended". it is
proposed to insert "by striking out the
words 'section 222' and inserting in lieu
thereof the words 'sections 222 and 229
and' "; and on page 17, line 9. after the
word 'any", to strike out "public or
private vessel' and Insert in lieu thereof
.American or foreign flag vessel, public
or private, or any naval vessel of a for
eign government."
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, the In
tent and purpose of the amendment,
which I have offered at the req~uest of
representatives of the War Department.
and which has been agreed to and ap
proved by the Maritime Commission, is
to give to ships in our ports, in our care,
and under repair In our navy yards, the
benefits of the insurance provisions of
the proposed new section 229 of the act.
As I understand, those ships now have
benefit of the protection afforded
by section 222 of the present law. The
amendment would merely extn th
benefits of section 229.
At the present time a great many for
eign ships are In our yards for repair.
They may not be In there at our risk.
I do not know as to that. They are in
our yards at someone's risk. If they
should be destroyed or injured In such
a way as to raise the question of legal
liability, and there were no Insurance.
the loss would then be absolute and
without remedy. All the proposed
amendment would do would be to pro
vide insurance for vessels of that nature.
Mr. President. I ask for the sdoptionl
of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. Thbe
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from North
Carolina,
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Is open to further amendment. If there
be no further amendment to be pro
posed question is on the engrossment
of the amendments and the third readin of the bill.
The amendments were ordered to be
engrossed, and the bill to be read a third
tie.
The bill GT. R. 133) was read the third
time and passed.
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MESSAGE FROM TME SENATS

The message also announced that the
Senate had passed, with amendments in
,which the concurrence of the House Is
requested., a bill of the House of the fol
lowing title:
H. EL 133. An act to amend and clarify cer
tain provisions ol law relating to functions of
the War Shipping Administration, and for
other purposes.

1501
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OMINIBUS SHIPPING BILL-CONFERENCE
Mr. BLAND. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanImous consent to take from the Speaker's
table the bill (H. R. 133) to amend
and clarify certain provisions of law re
latling to func tions of the War Shipping
Administration, and for other purposes.
with Senate amendments, disagree with
the Senate amendments, and ask for a
conference with the Senate.
The Clerk read t~he title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Vir
ginia? (After a pause.] The Chair
hears none and appoints the following
conferees: Messrs. BLAND, RAMSSPECK,
MANSFIELD of Texas, WELCH, and 0`Bawix
of New York.

1637
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CLARIFICATIONV OF FUNCIIONS OF WAR
SHIPPING ADMINISTRATION

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the
Senate a message from the House of
Representatives announcing Its disa
greement to the amendments of the Sen
ate to the bill (H. R. 133) to amend and
clarify certalin provisions of law relating
to functions of the War Shipping Admin
istration, and for other purposes, and
requesting a conference with the Senate
on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses thereon.
Mr. BAILEY. I move that the Senate
insist upon its amendments, agree to the
request of the House for a conference,
and that the Chair appoint the confer
ees on the part of the Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Vice President appointed Mr. BAILEY, Mr.
RADcLiFFE, and Mr. McNARY conferees on
the part of the Senate.

1802
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MESSAGE PROM THE SENATE

The

message also announced

that

the

Senate insists upon its amendments to
the bill (H. R. 133) entitled "An art. to
amend and clarify certain provisions of
law relating to functions of the War
Shipping Administration, and for other
purposes." disagreed to by the House;
agrees to the conference asked by the
House on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses thereon, and appoints Mr.
BAILEY, Mr. RADCLIFFE, and Mr. McNARY
to be the conferees on the part of the
Senate.
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AMENDING AND CLARIFYING LAW RELATING TO FUNC
TIONS OF WAR SHIPPING ADMINISTRATION

MARcH 12, 1943.-Ordered to be printed

Mr. BLAND, from the committee of conference, submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
(To accompany H. R. 1331
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (Hw R. 133) to
amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to functions of
the War Shipping Administration and for other purposes, having
met, after ful

and free conference, ~iave agreed to recommend and do

recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 1.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments of
the Senate numbered 2, 3, 5, and 6; and agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 4:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 4, and agree to the same with an amendment,
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amiend
ment insert the following: Except qas provided by Executive Order
Numbered 9001-A, December 27, 1941, such a determination may be
made by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, with respect
to any vessel title to which has been requisitioned pursuant to the Act of
June 6, 1941 (Public Law 101, Seventy-sevemu Oongress), and which
vessel thereafter has been lost or destroyed or connrted to naval or militc ry
use by the 'United States, upon owner's consent and certification by -~
Secretary of State that understanding had been reached between the
United Slates and, the diplomatic representatives of the country of which
the owner of such vessel was a national,that such title requisitioninstead
of requisition for use was necessitated by the circumstances existing at
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the date of requisitonintg, but that such vessel shotld be returned after
the termination of the national emergency declared by the President on

May 27, 1941; and the Senate agree to the same.
S. 0. BLAND,

ROBERT RAMSPECK,

J. J. MANSFIELD,
RICHARD J. WELCH,
JOSEPH J. O'BRIEN
M~anagers on the part of tA.. Home'.
JOSIAH W. BAILEY,
GEORGE L. RAD;CLIFFE,
CRAB. L. MCNART,
Managers on the part ot the Senate.

STATEMENT OF THE MANAGERS ON THE PART OF THE HOUSE

The managers on the part of the House at the conference on the dis-~
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to
the bill (H. R. 133) to amend and clarify certain provisions of law re
lating to functions of the War Shipping Administration, and for other
purposes, submit the following statement in explanation of the effect
of the action agreed upon and recoinincaided in the accompanying
conference report as to each of such amendments, namely:
Amendment No. 1: This amendment prescribes limitations on the
amounts of attorneyc' fevs, in tie vrosecutioni and enforcement of
claims and suits thereon against the IWar Shipping Administrator or
any of his agents, on account of death, injury, Niess, maninteniance and
cur, loss5 of effmcts, detention, or repatriation, wages, allotments, etc.,
on behalf of seamen (or their dependents) who are employees of the
United States through the War Shipping Administration. The House
bill contained no similar provision. The ~enate recedes.
Amendment No. 2: Section 3 (b) of the House bill provides that
the exercise of authority to convert requisition of title to a vessel into
a requisition of the use thereof shall be carried out, in the case. of a
vessel owned by a citizen of the United States, only within 2 months
after the delivery of the vessel under the original requisition of title,
unless the owner consents to such conversion. Amendment No. 2
strikes out the reference to ownership of the vessel by citizens of the
United States so that the provision as to the limitation on time of
conversion without consent of the owner applies to any'vessel whether
domestic or foreign. The House recedes from its disagreement to this
amendment.
Amendment No. 3: This amendment deletes the last sentence of
section 3 (b) relating to the authority to convert title requisition to use
requisition in cases where foreign vessels have been lost or destroyed
or converted to military or naval use by the United States. The
House recedes on this amendment inasmuch as amendment No. 4,
covering the same subject matter in more'specific language has been
agreed upon in conference.
Amendment No. 4: This amendment in, effect substituted for the
sentence stricken by Senate amendment No. 3, a provision to the effect
that, with respect to any vessel (except a vessel covered by Executive
Order No. 9001-A) title to which was requisitioned under the Foreign
Vessels Requisition Act of June 6, 1941, and which vessel thereafter
was lost or destroyed or converted to military or naval use, the War
Shipping Administrator may make a determination converting title
requisition to use requisition, if the owner of the vessel consents and if
the Secretary of State makes the required certification as to the
diplomatic understanding concerning the requisition of the vessel.
Such certification shall set forth that understanding had been reached
between the United St'ates andl the diplomatic representatives of the
country of which the owner of such vessel was a national, that title
requisition of the vessel instead of requisition for use was necessitated
3
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by the circumstances existing at the time of requisitioning, but that
such vessel should be returned after the termination of the national
emergency declared by the President on May 27, 1941. The amend
ment thus requires before action may be taken under it, the loss,
destruction, or conversion for Government use of the requisitioned
foreign vessel, the consent of the owner to the action, a preexisting*
diplomatic understanding as to the conditions under which title
requisition was resorted to rather than use requisition, and a certifica
tion by the Secretary of State that the understanding called for return
of the requisitioned vessel after the termination of the unlimited
national emergency. The representatives of the State Department
have stated that the requirements can be met by the national of only
one country whose vessels were put in service for the United States
th rough title requisition.
The House recedes from its disagreement to the Senate amendment,
with an amendment which transposes a clause in the amendment in
the interest of grammatical clarity.
Amendment No. 5: Under section 224 (a) of the War Risk Insur
ance Act, as amended by section 3 (f) of the House bill, any Govern
ment agency may procure insurance from the War Shipping Adminis
tration as provided in section 222 of the War Risk Insurance Act
(relating to war risk insurance on hulls, crews, and cargoes) and as
provided in section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as amended
(relating to marine insurance on vessels in which the Government
has an interest). Amendment No. 5 would authorize any such agency
to procure insurance from the War Shipping Administration as pro
vided in section 229 of the War Risk Insurance Act, section 229 being
added to such act by section 3 (i) of the House bill (relating to builders'
risk insurance for persons performing services or providing facilities
for vessels, such as repair). The conference agreement adopts the
Senate amendment.
Amendment No. 6: This amendment makes more specific the scope
of the term "public or private vessel" in section 229 of the War Risk
Insurance Act (as amended by sec. 3 (i) of the House bill) by substi
tuting for the term "public, or private vessel" the words "American,
or foreign flag vessel, puiblic or private, or any naval vessel of a foreign
govornment". The Htouse recedes.

S. 0.

BLAND,
RoBERT RAMSPECK,

J. J. MANSFIELD,
RICHARD J. WELCH,
JosEPH J. O'BRiEN
Managers an ake part of ade Ilous.
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That. the Senate recede from its aniend
meat numbered 1.
That the House recede from Its disagree
ment to the amendments of the Senate
numbered 2, 3, 5. and 6, and agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 4: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amnend
mont of the senate numbered 4, and agree
to the same with an amendment, as follOws:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "Except as provided by Executive Order
Numbered 9001-A, December 27. 1941. such a
determination May be Made by the Admainis
trator, War Shipping Administration, with
respect to any vessel title to which has been
requisitioned pursuant to the Act of June 6,
1941 (Public Law 101, Seventy-seventh Con
gress), and which vessel thereafter has been
lost or destroyed or converted to naval or
military use by the United States, upon
owner's consent and certification by the
Secretary of State that understanding had
been reached between the United States and
the diplomatic representatives of the country
of which the owner of such vessel was a
national, that such title requisition Instead
of requisition for use was necessitated by the
circumstances existing at the date of requisi
tioning, but that such vessel should be re
turned after the termination of the national
emergency declared by the President on May,
27, 1941."1; and the Senate agree to the same.
JOSIAH W. BAIIE?,
GEoRtGE L. RADCLIFFE,
CHAs. L. MCNARY,
Managers on the part oj' the Senate.
S. 0. BLAND,
ROBERT RAssSPECi,
J1. J. MANSIPIELD,
RICHARD J. WELCH,
JOSrEPH J. O'BRIEN,

Managerson the part of the House.

CLARWICATION O
UC7NOFWR
SEUPIN ADlN1TRATOK-COF=ZNZREPORT
Mr. EAU-BY submitted the followin1g
report:
The committee of conference on the d1sagreeing votes Of the two Houses On the
znendments of the Senate to the bill (H. S.
183) to amend and clarify certain provisions
of law relating to functions or the war
ShIpplag AdministratIon,
peso,
~etaftr
~',~g tmand for other ur
oease bav* agreed to recommend and do
reoamawad to their respectiie Vouss as
followai

Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, a mo
ment ago the able Senator from New
Hampshire [Mr. BRiDGEs] stated he de
sired to ask a question or two about this
conference report before it should be
acted upon, Will the Senator from
North Carolina wait a few moments until
the Senator from New Hampshire can
return to the floor?
Mr. SAPLICEY.
Mr. President, I
should like to take advantage of this
moment to express the hope that we May
proceed without unnecessary delay to
dispose of the deficiency appropriation
bill, and then proceed without Unneces
sary delay to dispose of the Bankhead
bill. I have a feeling that it is possible
to dispose of that measure today, and it
is Very desirable to do so, in order that
the Senate may not be Compelled to have
a session tomorrow. I had contemplated
the Senate adjourning over until Tues
day, if we finish both these bills today.
and I still hope that that may be done.
I have reason to believe we may be able
to do It.
Mr. BRIMlES. Mr. President, I have
obtained the information I wanted, so
I have no obJection to the Senate proceeding to consider the report.
Mr. RUA]EY. Mr. President, it is
only necessary to say that the House
conlerees have agreed to the Senate
amendment. The Senate receded from
teaedetkona
o .Ta
teaedetkona
o .Ta
was
anbyamendment
offered from
in theLouisi
comn
mlittee
the senior Senator
usi [Mr. Ova=rox], fixing the compen
Naston Of attorneys in recoveries against
the Mhpping Administration on account
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of injuries to seamen. I thought It was
a good amendment, and'so did the Senate conferees. However, there was a
demand made for hearings. The demand was made by representatives of
labor organizations. I would not like
to say that they are opposed to limitation
of fees of attorneys in such matters. I
think the fees ought to be limited. But
we could not agree. I thought it well
to recede, with the view to coming back
with an independent bill at a later time
and providing hearings. So with that
amendment stricken out, the bill Is as
it passed the Senate, with the exception
of a little change in the construction of
a sentence, which does not change the
meaning in any degree.
Mr. President, I move the adoption of
the report.
Mr. OVERTON. Mr. President, may I
ask on what ground the House conferees
rejected the amendment?
Mr. BAILEY. I undertook to make a
statement about it. I do not wish to say
anything which would tend to the preju
dice of the conferees on the part of the
House. We received a great many 1pro
*tests from labor organizations. I re
ceived a good many messages myself by
wire. I think similar protests were
lodged in the House. At any rate the
House conferees took the view that since
there had been no hearings on this par
ticular phase of the matter, we would
really lose nothing by delaying a little
while, and coming in with an independ
ent bill, after having given those who
wished to be heard an opportunity to be
heard.
Certainly I do not subscribe to the view
that we ought to add a fifth freedom
'to the four, and have freedom for shyster
lawyers. I supported the amendment of
fered by the Senator from Louisiana.
But there are a great many important
matters in the bill. We have in it pro
visions with respect to seamen; we have
in it a provision giving the Government
the right to tacke 2 months in which to
ascertain the condition of ships which it
seizes in order to transfer title to char
ter, and we have in it the matter of com
pensation for certain ships which were
seized by the Government. All those are
matters which ought to be Provided for
regardless of the question of the compen
sation of attorneys.
I dislike to lbave the matter open, but
under the circumstances I thought It
best to recede. However, I hope to come
back some time with a Workmen's com
pensation bill which will provide com
pensation for those who are injured, and
will fix attorneys' fees, but it cannot be
done now without encountering a great
deal of friction and some delay.
Mr. OVERTON. Mr. President, I wish
to make the observation that I accede to
the statement made by the able Senator
from North Carolina. While I am the
author of this amendment, yet it was
unanimously reported by the Sena~te
--Committee on Commerce.
It is not a
new question. The question of the
charges made by shyster attorneys Is one
which has been before our committee for
several years. Charges by shyster attor
neys have been outrageous in a great
many instances. They have been bileed-

Ing the seamen. This ls~a bill which pro
vides for the institution of action against
representatives of the Federal Govern
ment, and I thought it was an opportune
time, since the Government wrei directly
concerned, to insert such a provision. I
am very glad, however, to hear from the
able chairman of the Senate Committee
on Commerce that this bill will in all
probability be followed by some other bill
In which such a provision can be inserted,
which will do justice to the Seamen.
Mr. BATTLEY. Mr. President, I'move
that the Senate agree to the report.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the conference
report.
The report was agreed to.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

The message also announced that the
Senate agrees to the report of the corn
miittee of conference on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses on the amend
mnents of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
133) entitled "An Act to amend and
clarify certain provisions of law relating
to functions of the War Shipping Admin
istration, and for other purposes."
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ST'ATEMENT

FUNCTIONS 01F WARt SHIPPING
ADMIANISTRATION

Mr. BLAND. Mr. Speaker, I call up
the conference report on the bill (H. R .
133) to amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to functions of
the War Shipping Administration, and
for other purposes, and ask unanimous
tatmen be eadifl
consnt hatthe
tatmen be ead'In
consnt hatthe
report.
the
lieu of
gentleman
The
SPEAKER.
The
from Virginia calls up a conference report and asks unanimous consent that
the statement be read in lieu of the
reot steeobjection?
Is
repor.
herevessel
There was no objection,
The Clerk read the statement.
The conference report and statement
are as follows:
CON1ERENCE REPORT

The committee of conference on the disagrceing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
133) to amend and clarify certain provisions
of law relating to functions of the War Shipping Administration, and for other purposes,
having met, after full and free conference,
have agreed to recommend and do recommend
to their respective Houses as follows:
rced frm It amndThattheSente
isaed
reeefo
That thmerSenad
ThentnumerHued

reeefrmIsdare

Thatthe
ous recde rom ts ~sageement to the amendments of the Senate numbered 2, 3. 5. and 6: and agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 4: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendSenateenumberedan4.vandeagreecep
follows:
thetsamtewihename ndmbent,4 asd
th aewthea amnmaternpropse folbeowsIn lieu of temteprpsdobeiserted by the Senate amendment insert the
following. "Except as provided by Executive
Order Numbered 9001-A. December 27, 1941,
such a determination may he made by the
Administrator, War Shipping Administraticn.
with respect to any vessel title to which has
been requisitioned pursuant to the Act of
June 6. 1941 (Public Law 101, Seventy-seventh
Congress). and which vessel thereafter has
been lost or destroyed or converted to naval
or military use by the United States, upon
owner's ccnsent and certification by the Secretary of State that understanding had been
reached between the United States and the

diplomatic representatives of the couimtry of
which the owner of such vessel was a national,
that such title requisition instead of requisition for use was necessitated by the circumnstances existing at the date of requisitioning.
but that such vessel should be returned after
the termination of the national emergency
declared by the PeietoMa271941"'
and the Senate agree to the same.
S. 0. ELAM,.
R.OBERT RASSspzcK,
J. J. MANSFIELD

RICHARD J1.WELCH,
JOSEPH J. 0'SiRsI,
Mansogers on the part of thme House.
JosrAH W. Bsssz,
Grosox L. RAx~cusrz
CnAs L. McNAaT,
Managers on the part Of the Senate.

Thbe managers on the part of the House at
the conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on the amendments of the
Senate to the bill (H. R. 133) to amend and
clarify certain provisions of law relating to
functions of the War Shipping Administra
tion, and for other pmsrpcses. submit the
following statement In explanation of the
effect of the nction agreed upon and recom
mended in the accompanying conference re
port as to each of such amendments, namely:
Amendment No. I: This amendment pre
scribes limitations on the amounts of attor
neys' fees In the prosecution and enforcement
of claims and suits thereon against the War'
Shipping Administrator or any of his agents.
on account of death, inj~ury, illness. mainte
nance and cure, loss of effects, detention, or

repatriation. wages. allotz~kents. etc.. on be
half of seamen (or thelr deltendents) %ho,are
employees of the United St~ktea through the
War Snipping Adminlstrations. The House
bill contained no similar provision. The
Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 2: Section '3 (b) of the
House bill provides that the exercise of au
thority to convert requisition of title to a
vessel Into a requisition of the use thereof
shall be camrned out, in the case of a vessel
owned by a citizen of the United States, only
after the delivery of the
within 2 months
under the original requisition of title.
unless the owner c'onsents to such conver
sion. Amendment No. 2 strikes out the
reference to ownership of the vessel by citi
zens of the United States so that the provi
sion as to the limitation on time of conver
sion without consent of the owner appies to

any vessel whether domestic or foreign. The
House recedes from Its disagreement to this
amendment.
Amendment No. 3: This amendment deletes
the last sentence of section 3 (b) relating to
the authority to convert title~ requIsition to
use requlsition In cases where foreign vessels
have been lost or destroyed or converted to
military or naval use by the United States.
The House recedes on this amendment Wass
much as amendment No. 4. covering the same
subject matter in more specific language, has
been agreed upon In conference.
Amendment No. 4: This amendment in ef
fect substituted for the sentence stricken by
h
o ,apoiint
mnmn
Snt
(exep
to.Sanprvesselt
Seffte tatewthmespet
efendtofhthe
a vessel covered by Executive Order No.
9001-A) title to which was requisitioned un
der the Foreign Vessels Requisition Act of
June 6. 1941, and which vessel thereafter was
lost or destroyed or converted to military or
naval use, the War Shipping Administrator
may make a determination converting title
rqstinouerqiiinIthowr
reusiin, if the ownretry
requisitioneltoousent
of State makes the required certification as
to the diplomatic understanding concerning
the requisition of the vessel. Such certiftca
tion shall sat forth that understanding had
been reached between the United States and
the dIplomatic representatives of the country
of which the owner of such vessel was a na
tional, that title requisition of the vessel

Instead of requisition for use was necessitated
by the circumstances existing ad the time of
requisitioning, hut that such vessel should
be returned after the termination of the
national emnorgency declared by the President
e
on My2,14.Teaedettu
Mayre27.or 1941.nThe abendmkent tusde rethe loss, destruction, or conversion for Uov
ermient use of the requisitioned foreign
vessel, the consent of the owner to the action.,
a preexisting diplomatic understanding as
to the conditions under which title requisi
tion was resorted to rather than use requis5i
tion, and a certification by the Secretary of
State that the understanding called for re
turn of the requisitioned vessel after the
termination of the unlimited national einer
gency. The representatives of the State De
partinent have stated that the requirements
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can be met by the nationals of only one coun
try whlose vessels were put In service for the
United State's throul'b title requisition.
The House recedes from Its disagreement to
the Senate amendment, with an amendment
which transposes a clause in the amendment
In the interest of grammatical clarity.
Amendment No. 5: Under section 224 (a)
of the War Risk Insurance Act, as an-ended
by section 3 Mf of the HUcse hill, any Gov
ernment agency may procure insurance from
the War Shipping Administration as pro
vided in -Section 222 of the War Risk Insur
ance Act (relating to war risk Insurance on
bulls, crews, and cargoes) and as provided
in section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act,
192-0. as amended (relating to marine insur
ance on vessels in which the Gcvernment
has an interest). Amendment No. 5 would
authorize as'y. uch agency to procure insur
ance from the War Shipping Administration
as provided in section 229 of the War Risk
Insurance Act. section 229 being adided to
such act by section 3 (1) of the House bill
(relating to builders' risk Insurance for per
sons performing services or providing facili
ties for vessels, such as repair). The confer
ence agreement adopts the Senate amendInent.
Amendment No. 6: This amendment makes
more specific the scope of the term "public
or private vessel" In section 229 of the War
Risk Insurance Act (as amended by sec. 3
(1) of the House bill) by substituting for the
term "public or private vessel" the words
"American or foreign flag vessel, public or
private, or any naval vessel of a foreign gov
The House recedes.
ernment.'
S. 0. BLAs,se
RoaxaT RAmspzcx.
J. J. MANSFIELD,
Rscxessw . wilcif,
JoazPn J7. O'BassE,

Managerson the part of the House.

Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, is the gentleman from Cali
fornia aware that this matter is coming
up?
Mr. BLAND. Yes. Thbis comes to the
House with a unanimous report.
The SPEAKER. The question Is on
agreeing to the conference report.
The conference report was agreed to.

MARCH 15
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

The

message further

announced that

the House had agreed to the report of
the committee of conference on the dis
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H. R. 133) to amend and clarify certain
provisions of law relating to functions of
the War Shipping Administration, and
for other purposes.

2021

17-78TH CONGRESS]
[CHAPTER 26-1sT SESSION]
[H. R. 133]

[PUBLIc LAW

AN ACT
To amend and clarify certain provisions of laow relating to functions of the War
Shipping Administration, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a). officers
and members -of crews (her cina'fter referred to as "lseanmen") employed
on United States or foreo flag vessels as emplloyees of the United
States. throu!gh the War Sipping Adiitaion'shall,
wvith rcspect
to (1) laws administered by the P ublic Health Service and the Social
Security Act, as amended by subsection (b) (2) and (3) of this
section; (2) death. ninulies, illness, mailitenance and ciuc, loss of
effects, detention, or rej atriation, or' claims arisinga thciefrom not
covered by the foregoing clause (1) ; and (3) collection of wages and
bonuses and making of allotments, have all of the rights, benefits,
exemptions, privileges, and liabilities, under law applicable to citizens
of the United States emlployedl as seamen on privately owned and,
operated American vessels. Such seamen, because of the temporary
wvartime character of their employment by the War Shipp~ing Admnin
istration, shall not be considered as oflicers or employees of the United
States for the purposes of the United States Employees Compensation
Act, as amended; the Civil Service Retirement Act, as aimended, the
Act of Congress approved March 7, 1942 (Public Law 490, Seventyseventh Congress) ; or the Act entitled "An Act to provitde benefits for
the in1jury, disability, death, or detention of employees of contractors
with the United States and certain other per-sons or reimbairscinlen't
therefor", approved December. 2, 1942 (Public Law 784, Seventyseventh Cong'ress). Clainis arising under clause (1) hereof shall be
enforced in the same mianner as such claims would be enforced if the
seaman were emnployed on a privately owned and operated Amejican
vessel. Ahy claim referred to in clause (2) or (3) hereof shall, if
administratively disallowed in whole or in part, be enforced pursuamnt
to the provisions of the Suits in Admiralty Act, notwithstanding the
vessel on which the seaman is employed is not a mnerchant vessel within
the meaning of such Act. Any claim, right, or cause of action of or in
respect of any such seaman accruing on or after October 1, 1941, and
prior to the date of enactment of this section may be enforced, and
upon the election of the seaman or his surviving dep'endent or benefici
ary, or his legal representative to do so shall be governed, as if this
section had been in effect when such claim, right, or cause of action
accrued, such election to be made in accordiance wvith rules and regu
lations prescribed by the Administrator, War Shipping Administra
tion. Righits of aniy seaman under the Social Security Act, as
amended by subsection (b) (2) and (3), and claimis therefor shall be
governed solely by the provisions of such Act, so amended. When
used in this subsection the terra ",administratively disallowed" means
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a denial of a written claim in accordance with rules or regulations
prescribed by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration.
When used in this subsection the terms "War Shipping Administra
tio'n" and "Administrator, War Shipping Administration" shall be
deemed to include the United States Maritime Commission with
respect to the period beginning October .1, 1941, and ending February
II, 1942, and the term "seaman" shall be deemed to include any
seaman employed as an employee of the United States through the
War Shipping Administration on vessels made available to or subchartered to other agencies or departments of the United States.
(b) (1) Section 1420 of the Internal Revenue Code (53 Stat. 177,
1383; 26 U. S. C. 1426) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subsection:
" (i) OFFICERS AND MEM1BERS OF CREWS EMPLOYED BY WAR SHIPPING
ADMINISTRATION.-The term 'employment' shall include such service

as is determined by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration,
to be performed after September 30, 1941, and prior to the termina
tion of title I of the First War Powers Act, 1941, on or in connection
with any vessel by an officer or member of the crew as an employee of
the United States employed through the War Shipping Adminis
tration, or, in respect of such service performed before February 11,
1942, the United States Maritime Commission. The term 'wages'
means, with respect to service which constitutes employment by
reason of this subsection, such amount of remuneration as is deter
mnined (subject to the provisions of this section) by the Adminis
trator, War Shipping Administration, to be paid for such service.
The Administrator and such agents as lie may designate for the
purpose are authorized and directed to comply with the provisions
of the internal revenue laws on behalf of the United States as the
employer of individuals whose service constitutes employment by
reason of this subsection, but the Administrator and his agents
shall not be liable for the tax on any employee imposed by section
1400 (unless the Administrator or his agent collects such tax from
the employee) with respect *to service per'formed before the date of
enactment of this subteetion which constitutes employment by reason
of the enactment of this subsection."
(2) Section 209 of the Social 'Security Act, as amended (U. S.
C., title 42, sec. 409), is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:
"()(1) OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF CREws EMPyoYED BY WAR SHIP
PING ADMInNISTRATIoiN.-.The term 'employment' shall include such
service as is determined by the Administrator, 'War Shipping Ad
ministration, to be performed after September 30, 1941, and prior
to the termination of title I of the First War Powers Act, 1941, on
or in connection with any vessel by an officer or mneiber of~the
crew as an employee of the United States employed through the War
Shipping Admin'istration or, in respect of such service nerformed
before February 11, 1942, the United States Maritime Commission.
"('2) The Social Security Board shall not make determinations
as to whether an individual has performed services which are einploy-.

ment by reason Of this suDsectionl, or the periods of such services,
or the amounts of remuneration for such services, or the periods in
which or for which such remuneration was paid, but shall accept
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the determinations with respect thereto of the Administrator, War
Shipping Administration, and such agents as he may designate, as
evidenced by returns filed by such Administrator as an employer
pursuant to section 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code and cer
tifications made pursuant to this subsection. Such determinations
shall be final and conclusive.
" (3) The Administrator, War Shipping Administration, is author
ized and directed, upon written request of the Social Security Board,
to make certification to it with respect to any matter determinable
for the Board by the War Shipping Administrator under this sub
section, which the Board finds necessary in administering this title.
"(4) This subsection shall be effective as of Septemb~er 30, 1941."1
(3) Section 907 of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1939
is amended by inserting after the phrase "attaining age sixty-five,"
the following: "and 1 per centum of any wages paid him' for services
-which constitute employment by virtue of subsection (o) of section
209 of the Social Security Act, as amended,".
(c) The War Shipping Administration and its aglents or persons
acting on its behalf or for its account may, for convenience of
administratio~i, wit~h the approval of the Administrator, make pay
ments of any taxes, fees, charges, or exactions to the United States
or its agencies.
SEC. 2. (a) Section 222 (f) of Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of
the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 523, Sev
enty-seventh Congress), is amended by inserting before the period
at the end thereof a semicolon and the following: "and, whenever the
Commission shall insure any risks included under subsection (d) or
(e) of this section, or under this subsection insofar as it concerns
liabilities relating to the master, officers, and crews of such vessels or
to other persons transported thereon, the insurance on such risks may
include marine risks to the extent that the Commission deterihines to
be necessary or advisable".
(b) Whenever the Administrator, War Shipping Administration,,
finds that, on or after October 1, 1941, and before thirty days after
the d.-te of enactment of this subsection, a master, officer, or member
of the crew of, or any persons transported on, a vessel owned by or
chartered to the Maritime Commission or the War Shipping Admin
istration or operated by, or for the account of, or- at the direction or
under the control of the Commission or the, Administration, has suf-,
fered death, injury, detention, or other casualty, for which the WarShipping Administration would he authorized to provide insurance
under Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of the Merchant Marine Act,
1936, as amended by this Act, the Administrator may declare that
such death, injury, detention, or other casualty, shall be deemed and
considered to be covered by such insurance at the time of the disaster
or accident, if the Administrator finds that such action is required
to make equitable provision for loss or injury related to the war effort
and not otherwise adequately provided for: Provided, Th at in makingprovision for insurance under this subsection the Administrator shall
not provide for payments in excess of those generally provided for in
comparable cases under insurance hereafter furnished under the said
Subtitle-I-7nsurance of Title 1I, as amended: Provided further, That
any money paid to any person by reason of insurance provided for
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under this subsection shall apply in pro tanto satisfaction of the claim
,of such person against the United States arising from the same loss
or injury. The declarations, findings, and actions of or by the
Administrator under this subsection shall be final and conclusive.
SEC. 3. (a) The second proviso of section 1 of the Act of June 6,
1941 (Public Law 101, Seventy-seventh Cong'ress), as amended, is
hereby amended to read as follows: "Provid~ed further, ThAt such
compensation hereunder, or advances on account thereof, shall be
deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, and the fund so
deposited shall be available for the payment of such compensation
and shall be subject to be applied to the payment of the amount o
any valid claim by way of mortgage or maritime lien or attachment
lien upon such vessel, or of any stipulation therefor in a court of
the United States, or of any State, subsisting, at the time of such
r~equisition or taking of title or possession; the holder of any such
claim inay commence prior to June 30, 1943, or within six months
after 'the first such deposit with, the Treasurer and publication of
notice, thereof in the Federal Register, whichever date is later, and
maintain in the United States district court from whose custody
such vessel has been or may be taken or in whose territorial jurisdic
tion the vessel was lying at the time of requisition or taking of title
or possession, a suit in admiralty according to the principles of libels
in rem against the fund, which shall proceed and be heard and deter
mined according to the principles of law and to the rules of practice
-obtaining in like cases between private parties, and any decree in
said suit shall be p id out of the first and all subsequent deposits of
compensation; and-such suit shall be commenced in the manner pro
vided by section 2 .of the Suits in Admiralty Act and service of
process shall be made in the manner therein provided by service
upon the United /States. attorney and by mailing by registered mail
to the Attorney General and the'United'States Maritime Commission
and due notice shall under order of the court be given to all interested
persons, and any decree shall be subject to appeal and revision as
now provided in other cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction."
*(b) The Administrator, War Shipping Administration, may deter
mine at any time prior to the payment in full or deposit in fu'll with
the Treasurer of the United States, or the payment or deposit of
T5 per centum, of just compensation therefor that the ownership of
any vessel (the title to which has been requisitioned pursuant to
section 902 of the, Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, or the
Act of June 6, 1941 (Public Law 101, Seventy-seventh Congress)),
is not required by the United States, and after such determination
has been made and notice thereof has been published in the Federal
Register, the use rather than the title to such vessel shall be deemed
to have been requisitioned for all purposes as of the date of the original
taking: Provided, however, That no such determination shall be
made with respect to any vessel after the expiration of a period of
-twomonths after the date of delivery of such vessel pursuant to title
requisition except with the consent of the owner. Except as pro
vided by Executive Order Numbered 9001-A, December 27, 1941, such
a determination may be made by the Administrator, War Shipping
Administration, with respect to any vessel title to which has been
requiisitioned pursuant to the Act of June 6, 1941 (Public Law 101,
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Seventy-seventh Congress), and which vessel thereafter has been lost or
destroyed or converted to naval or military use by the United States,
upon owner's consent and certification by the Secretary of State that
understanding had been reached between the United States and the
diplomatic representatives of the country of which the owner of such
vessel was a national, that such title requisition instead of requisition
for use was necessitated by the circumstances existing at the date of
requisitioning, but that such vessel should be returned after the
termination of the national emergency declared by the President on
May 27, 19411.
(c) In the event that a vessel the title or use and possession of
which is requisitioned or taken pursuant to section 902 of the Merchant
Marine Act, 1936, as amended, or the Act of June 6, 1941 (Public
Law 101, Seventy-seventh Congress), is in the custody of any court,
State or Federal, it shall be the duty of all agents and officers of the
court having possession, custody, or control of said vessel, forthwith
upon the filing with the clerk of said court of a certified copy of the
order of requisitioning or taking, and without further order of the
court, to comply with said requisitioning or taking and to permit
the representatives of the United.States Maritime Commission or the
War Shipping Administration, as the case may be, to take possession,
custody, and control of said vessel.
(d) Section 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, is
hereby amended by adding at the end of subsection (d) thereof a
paragraph to read as follows:
"The existence of any valid claim by way of mortgage or maritime
claim .or attachment lien upon such vessel shall not prevent the taking
thereof pursuant to this section: Provided, however, That in the event
any such claim exists ~he United States Maritime Commission may in
its discretion deposit such portion of the compensation hereunder, or
adv ances on account thereof, as may equal but not exceed the amount
of such claims in respect of the vessel, with the Treasurer of the
United States, and the fund so deposited shall be available for the
payment of such compensation, and shall be subject to be applied to
the payment of the amount of any valid claim by way of'-mortgage
or maritime lien or attachment lien upon such vessel, or of any stipu
lation therefor in a court of the United States, or of any State, sub
sisting at the time of such requisition or taking of title or possession;
the holder of any such claim may commence prior to June 30,
19'43, or within six months after the first such deposit with the Treas
urer and publication of notice thereof in the Federal Register, which
ever date is later, and maintain in the~United States 'district court
from whose custody such vessel has been or may be taken or in whose
territorial jurisdiction the vessel. was lying at the time of requisition
ing or taking of title or possession, a suit in admiralty according to
the principles of libels in~remn against the fund, which shall proceed
and be heard and determined according to the principles of law and
to the rules of practice obtaining in like cases between private parties,
and any decree in said suit shall be paid out of the first and all sub
sequent deposits .of compensation; and such suit shall be commenced
in the, manner provided by section 2 of the Suits in Admiralty
Act and service of process shall be made in the manner therein pro
vided by service upon the United States attorney and by mailing by
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registered mail to the Attorney General and the Unit ed States Mari
time Commission and due notice shall under order of the court be
given to all interested persons, and any decree shall be subject to
appeal and revision'as now provided in other cases of admiralty and
Maritime jurisdiction."
(e) (1) The second sentence of section 223 of Subtitle-Insurance
of Title II of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Public
Law 523, Seventy-seventh Congress), is amended by inserting before
the period at the end thereof a comma and the following: "but the
Commission may allow fair and reasonable compensation to any com
pany authorized to do an insurance business in any State of the
United States for servicing insurance written by such company as an
underwriting agent- for the Commission, and such comipensation may
include an allowance for expenses reasonably incurred by such agent
but such expenses shall- not include any commission paid by such
agent in excess of 5 per centum of the premiums in respect of such
insurance.
(2) The last sentence of such section 223 is amended by striking
out the clause in parentheses, and by inserting before the period at
the end of such sentence a comma a~nd the following: "but in no case
shall such allowance to the carrier provide for payment by the carrier
of commissions in excess of 5 per centum of the premiumns paid for
that portion of the direct insurance so reinsured".
(f) Section 224 (a) of Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of the Mer
chant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 523, Seventyseventh Congress), is amended by striking out the words "section 222"
and inserting in lieu thereof the words "sections 222 and 229" and
by inserting after the word "subtitle" and before the comma following
such word the words "or in section 10 of the Merchant Marine Act,
1920, as amended".
(g) Section 225 of Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of the Mer
chant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Public Law 523, Seventyseventh Congress), is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following: "All persons having or claiming to have an interest in such
insurance, or who it is believed might a-ssert such an interest, may
be made parties to such suit, either initially or upon the motion of
either party. In any case where the Commission acknowledges the
indebtedness of the United States on account of such insurance, and
there may be a dispute as to the person or persons entitled to receive
payment, the United States may bring an action in the nature of a
bill of interpleader against the persons having or claiming to have any
interest in such insurance, or who it is believed might assert such an
interest, in the District Court of the United States for the District
of Columbia, or in the district court in and for the district in which
any such person resides. In either of such actions any person claim
ing to have an interest in such insurance, or who it is believed might
assert such an interest, if not an inhabitant of or found within the
district within which either ofe sluc acios sroght, may bebrug t
in by order of the court to be served personally or by publication
or in such othpr reasonable manner as the court may direct, and
if it be shown to the satisfaction of the court that persons unknown
might assert a claim on account of such insurance, the court may
direct service upon such persons unknown by publication in the Fed
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eral Register. Judgment in any such action shall discharge the
United States from further liability to any parties to such action,
and to all persons where service by publication upon persons unknown
is directed by the court. The procedure herein provided shall apply
to all actions now pending against the United States under the
provisions of this subtitle, as amended."
(h) Section 226 (f) of Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of the Mer
chant Marine Act, 1936, as atnended (Public Law .523, Seventy-seventh
Congress), is amended by adding at the end thereof a new paragraph
to read as follows:
"(3) The term 'risks of war' shall include those losses wyhich, in
accordance with commercial practice prevailing from time to time,
are'excluded from marine insurance coverage under 'free of capture
and s'eizure' clauses or clauses analogous thereto."
(i) Subtitle-Insurance of Title II of the Merchant Marine Act,
1936, as amended (Public Law 523, Seventy-seventh Congress>, is
amended by adding at the end thereof a section to read as follows:
"SEc. 229. In addition to the insurance functions authorized by
the other sections of this subtitle, the War Shippin Admininstration
may insure directly, or may renuei
hole or~inpare any company
authorized to do business in any State in the United States and
which shall insure directly, any person- who slialj perform services
or provide facilities for or with respect to any American or foreign
flag vessel, public or private, or any naval vessel of a foreign govern
ment against legal liabilities (except liability to employees in
respect of employer's liability and workmen's compensation) that
may be incurred by such person in connection with the performance
of such services or the pro~iding of such facilities, whenever in the
opinion of the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, such
insurance or reinsurance is r'equired in the prosecution of the war
effort and- cannot be obtained at reasonable rates or upon reasonable
conditions f rom approved &inmpanies authorized to do an insurance
business in any State of the United States."
(j) The cluse in parentheses in the first sentence of section 3 (b)
of the Act of June 6, 1941, as amended (Public Law 101, Seventyseventh Congress), is ,amended to read a's follows: "(including any
interest or liability of-the owner, 'charterer, or agent) ".
(k) The second sentence of section 4 of such Act of June 6, 1941,
is amended by inserting after the words "national defense" and
before the semicolon a comma and the following: "and when so
chartered or operated may be insured as provided in said section 3".
SEc. 4. The Ijnited States shall, with respect to vessels owned by
or chartered to the War Shipping Administrator under bareboat
charter or time charter or operated directly by such Administrator
or for his account, be entitled to the benefits of all exemptions and of
all limitations of liability accorded by law to the owners of vessels.
With respect to any such vessel, the term "the United States" shall
include agenits or other persons acting for or on behalf of the Admin-'
istrator in connection with the operation thereof.
SEC. 5. The provisions of section 1 (a) of this Act shall remain
in force until the tcrmination of title 1 of the First War Powers
Act, 1941. The termination of the provisions of such section shall
not affect any act -done or any right accruing or accrued, or any suit
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or proceeding had or commenced in any cause before such termina
tion,* but all rights and liabilities under law as modified by such
provisions shall continue, and may be enforced in the same manner
as if such provisions had not terminated. The authority conferred
upon the United States Maritime Commission by any provision of
this Act shall be vested in and exercised by the Administrator of
the War Shipping Administration in conformity with the Executive
order of February 7, 1942 (Numbered 9054; 7 F. R. 837), as hereto
fore or hereafter amended.
Approved March 24, 1943.
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Mr. VANDENBERG, from the Committee on Finance, submitted the
following

REPORT
(To accompany H. J. Res. 1711

The Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the joint reso
lution (H. J. Res. 171) to permit the importation from foreign coun
tries free of duty, during a period of 90 days, of certain grains and
other products to be used for livestock and poultr feed, having
nt
considered the same, report favorably thereon withaed
and recommend that the joint resolution, as amended, do pass.
The joint resolution, as passed by the House, would permit the
free importation into the United States, the District of Columbia,
the Territories, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, for a period of
90 days, of wheat, oats, barley, rye, flax, cottonseed, or hay, or
products in chief value of one or more of the foregoing or derivatives
thereof, when they are to be used as, or as a constituent part of, feed
for livestock and poultry. The increased production of livestock and
poultry which is necessary to meet the present large demands, to
gether with the severe drought conditions which prevailed in certain
areas during this year, has resulted in acute shortage of livestock
and poultry feed in many sections of the United States and in sharp
increases in prices. It is the purpose of this legislation to help
relieve these conditions by making~available to livestock and poultry
producers feed in greater quantities and at lower prices.
The committee amendment postpones for 2 months the increase
in the tax rate under the Federal Insurance, Contributions Act.
Under existing law the present rates of 1 percent on the employee
and 1 percent on the employer will automatically increase to 2 percent
on each on January 1, 1944. In the consideration of the revenue
bill of 1943,which is now before the Finance Committee, the com
mittee has agreed to an amendment to that bill which would postpone
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the increase in these rates until January 1, 1945. However, it now
appears that the revenue bill will not- become law before January 1,
1944.
If the increase in these rates is permitted to take effect, pending the
final determination of the question as to whether or not the increase
should be postponed for a year, it will be necessary for employers to
begin making pay-roll deductions at the higher rate from January 1,
1944. This would involve a tremendous amount of clerical and
administrative work which would be totally unnecessary if the in
crease in rates is to be postponed until 1945. Moreover, if the revenue
bill when enacted should then provide for postponing the increase
until January 1, 1945, it would be necessary to provide for refunds
of part of the taxes which had' been collected at the higher rate.
Under these circumstances it seems evident that it is wise to postpone
the increase temporarily until the Congress has an opportunity to
determine whether or not it should be postponed for another year.
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IN THlE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
DECEmBER

9 (legislative day,

DEcEmBER

7), 1943

Read. twice and referred to the Committee on Finance
17 (legislative day, DEcEMBER 15), 1943
Reported by Mr. VANDENBERG, with amendments

DECEMBER

[Insert the part printed In Italic]

JOINT RESOLUTION
To permit the importation from foreign countries free of duty,
during a period of ninety days, of certain grains and other

products to be used for livestock and poultry feed.
1

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives

2 of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 That notwithstanding the provisions of the Tariff Act. of
4 1930, the following, when imported into the United States
5 from foreign countries, and when entered, or withdrawn
6 from warehouse, for consumption, during -the period of ninety
7 days beginning with tile day following the date of enactS ment of this joint resolution, to be used as, or as a con
9

stituent part of, feed.d for livestock and poultry, shall be

2
1 exempt from duty: Wheat, oats, barley, rye, flax, cottonseed,
2 corn, or hay, or products in chief value of one or more of the
3 foregoing or derivatives thereof: Provided, That this Act
4 shall not be construed to authorize the importation of wheat
5 for milling purposes.

As used in this joint resolution the

6 term "United States" means the several States, the District
7 of Columbia, the Territories, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
8 Islands.
9

SEC. -2. The exemptions from duties provided for by

10 this joint resolution shall be subject to compliance with
11 regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the
12 Treasury.
13

SEC. 3. (a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of

14 the Federal Insurance ContributionsAct (Internal Revenue
15 Code, sec. 1400) are amended to readas follows:
16

"(1) With respect to wages received during the calen

17 dar years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, and the first two
18 calendar months of the calendar year 1944, the rate shall be
19 1 per centum.
20

"(2) With respect to wages received during the last

21 ten calendar months of the calendar year .1944 and during
22

the calendaryear 1945, the rateshall be 2 per centum."1

23

(b) Clauses (1) 'and (2) of section 1410 of such Act

24

(Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1410) are amended to read

25

as -follows:

1

"(1) With respect to wages paid during the calendar

2 years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, and the first two cal
3 endar months of the calendar year 1944, the rate shall be 1
4 per centum.

5

"(2) With respect to wages paid during the last ten

6D ralbendar months of the calendar year 1944 and during the
7 calendaryear 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centurn."

Amend the title so as to read "Joint resolution to
permit the importation from foreign countries free of duty,
during a period of ninety days, of certain grains and other
products to be used for livestock and poultry feed, and
suspending for two months the increase in the tax rates
under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act.
Passed the House of Representatives December 8, 1'943.
Attest:

SOUTH TRIMBLE,
Clerk.
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portatlon from foreign countries free of
duty, during a period of 90 days. of cer
tain grains and other products to. be
used for livestock'and poultry feed, and
I submit a report (No. 607) thereon.
One of the amendments of the Commit-.
tee on Finance undertakes to treat the
social-security pay-roll tax problem for
the next 60 days by precisely the same
sort of a formula which it is prop~osed
to use in connection with the Commodity
Credit Corporation problem.
I am instructed by the committee, and
I have the consent of the majority iead
er, to say that after the pending busi
ness is concluded I shall ask unanimous
consent for the consideration of this
matter later in the day.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I wish
to say in that connection that the Sen
ator from Michigan has correctly stated
the situation. The action recommended
by the committee is necessary to be
taken on the House joint resolution deal
ing with the temporary suspension of
import duties on certain feeds for the
relief of dairies and cattle and other
stock feeders In the United States, which
is a tax measure.
The main tax bill cannot be enacted
into law before Christmas. That being
true, the pay-roll tax automatically
would be stepped up on the 1st day of
January, and the only way that can be
avoided under the action of the Finance
Committee, which has adopted the same
Proposal as an amendment to the tax
bill, is to add it as an amendment to the
Joint resolution to which the Senator
from Michigan has called attention. it
is agreeable that as soon as the Senate
shall have disposed of Senate Joint Reso
lution 103 that the Joint resolution be
taken up because it is necessary to 3b
tamn action in the House in order that
the Purposes to be carried out may be
effected.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, the report will be received and
the Joint resolution will be placed on the
calendar.

nwPORTATION OF LIVESTOCK FEED
SOCIAL-SECURITY
PAY-ROLL
TAX
REPORT OF FINANCE COIDdIITrEE

Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
from the Committee on Finance I report
back-favorably with amendments House
Joint Resolution 171, to permit the im.
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Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
Pursuant to the program announced
earlier in the day by the majority leader,
I ask unanimous consent that the Senate
Proceed to the consideration of House
Joint Resolution 171.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The joint
resolution will be stated by title.
The CHXEF CLERK. A joint resolution
(H. J. Res. 171) to permit the importation
from foreign countries free of duty, during a period of 90 days, of certain grains
and other products to be used for liveStock and Poultry feed,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the Joint resolution?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the joint resolution, which had been reported from the
Committee on Finance with an amendment.
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I understand it is the purpose of the Senator
from Michigan to propose an amendment
to House Joint Resolution 171l, affecting
the Social Security Act. Is that true?
Mr. VANDENBERG. If the Senator
will permit me I shall make a very brief
statement to indicate what is ~contemplated, and the necessity for it.
Mr. - President, the Senate Finance
Committee has voted by a very large majority in favor of maintaining the 1-percent pay-roll tax under social security, a
tax which under the existing statute otherwise would automatically increase to
2 percent on New Year's Day. Trhat action of the Senate Finance Committee
is in connection with the pending tax
bill. Unfortunately the tax bill cannot
reach the Senate for final action before
the new year. Therefore, beginning on
New Year's Day, except as we deal with
the situation today, there will be a state
of confusion and chaos in respect to the
pay-roll taxes, because, while there will
be pending a provision for the freezing
of the pay-roll tax, yet the action achieving that result will not occur until later
in January.
Therefore the Senate Finance Cornmittee Yesterday unanimously recoinmended that House Joint Resolution 171,
the only available House bill before the
Senate, be used as a vehicle to give this
problem precisely the same kind of
treatment which has been given to the
Commodity Credit Corporation problem.
In other words, as reported, the joint resolution carries an amendment which has
the unanimous approval of the Senate
Finance Committee and simply freezes
the situation for 60 days until Congress
has a chance to deal finally and deflnitely with the question of what the payroll tax shall be in 1944. Unless this is
done, Mr. President, every employer in
this country and every employee on social security, 40,000,000 of them, will be
in a state of confusion during the first
2 or 3 weeks in January. Employers
will have temporarily to change their
withholding bases, employees will ternporarily have to increase their contributions, yet the whole thing may retroactively he chanized when the tax bill is
passed.
The sole purpose of the amendment,
I will say to my able friend the junior
Senator from Montana, is not at all to
settle the question of what shall be' the
Pay-roll tax when it is standardized for
next year. I may say to the Senator
that in the committee those members
who oppose the "freezing"' of the payroll tax next year agreed that this device
is necessary in order to Prevent during
the first few weeks in January a state
of utter confusion Which would involve
every employer in the country and every
employee on social security,
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Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I
should like to inquire from the able senior
Senator from Michigan i1 it is not a fact
that the representatives of the labor
unions appeared at the hearings and ob
jected to the action proposed by the
Senator.
Mr. VANDENBERG. The Senator is
not discussing the pending question; the
Senator :s asking me whether the labor
unions do not oppose the "freeze" for
1944.
Mr. MURRAY. Yes.
Mr. VANDENBERG. The Senator Is
entirely correct;' but I suggest to him
that that question is not involved today.
We are not at all prejudging the issue for
1944. We are simply endeavoring to
create a situation whereby Congress can
deal with the issue after January with
out an interim of utter chaos and confu
sion when employers and employees Will
not know what the withholding tax is
ultimately to be.
Mr. MURRAY. It would seem to me
that this matter is one of such vital im
portance and serious consequence that it
should not be disposed of in this man
ner, as a rider to a measure which is ut
terly unrelated to the subject.
Mr. VANDENBERG. If the Senator
will permit me, let me say that I am
afraid I have not made it plain that we
are not proposing to dispose of anything.
We are simply endeavoring to create a
60-day Period during which the Senate
and the House will have time to act.
Mr. MURRAY. of course. However,
that would lay the basis for the taking
of action within that Period for the pur
pose of preventing the rise in the pay
roll tax, a rise which is necessary in or
der to carry out the purposes of the Social
Security Act.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I would not so
construe the proposed action of the Sen
ate, I will say to the Senator; and I cer
tainly would not undertake to use the
action today as any precedent or as any
prejudice in connection with the funda
mental question. I agree with the Sena
tor that the fundamental question should
have full and complete consideration by
the Senate and by the House. The 'only
thing in the world we are proposing to
do is to create such a situation that the
Senate and the House can give the subJect the full consideration which I agree
with the'Senator it requires.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr. BR=~Y. I wish to state f or
the benefit of my friend the junior Sena-.
tor from Montana (Mr. MURA~Y] that I
was one of those on the Committee on
Finance who voted against the freezing
of the social-security tax at its present
rate. I was in the minority on the com
mittee; and the committee adopted as
a Part of the tax bill the amendment
freezing the tax-that is to say., pro
hibiting the automatic increase on Jan
uary 1. That amendment is incorpo
rated in the tax bill as reported from the
committee and will be threshed out onl
the floor of the Senate when the t.ax bill
is taken up, Even though the%60day Pe
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Mr. VANDENBERG. I totally agree
riod of suspension is granted, if the Senwith the Senator that the issue is of that
ate rejects the amendment, then the inmagnitude, and I can assure him that the
crease will automatically go into effect;
because provision for the freezing is proposed device is only one to bridge a
gap during the first 1, 2, or 3 weeks in
not contained in the House bill, as I reJanuary, pending the time when We shall
call, and that matter would have to go
have a chance to give the subject the
to sonference. Even if the Senate
precise consideration which the Senator
adopted the amendment freezing the
tax at its present rate, it would still have requests in behalf of it.
Mr. MURRAY. I thank the Senator
to go to conference, to be threshed out
for the explanation. My understanding
there. If in the consideration of the
was that the proposed freezing of the
tax bill the Senate rejected the amendtax at its present rate would be opposed
ment, then the increased tax would allnot only by the labor unions but also by
tomatically go into effect,
many other persons who are interested
The amendment is offered to this bill,
in the successful administration of the
because the tax bill cannot be passed
Social Security Act.
before the 1st of January. What the
Mr. VANDENBERG. That may well
amendment now before the Senate
be, on the main Issue. I am not arguing
would do would be simply to hold the
that with the Senator today.
matter in abeyance until the Senate can
Mr. MURRAY. I have before me an
thresh out the matter on the floor, in
extract from an editorial, published in
connection with consideration of the tax
the Wall Street Journal, which disbill.
cusses this matter and points out the
In my Judgment, no rights will be lost
objections to the course proposed by the
by anyone interested in the matter, beSenator from Michigan.
cai~se, After all, it must be threshed out
MrSVEENEG.Nw h Snto
and determined by the Senate as a part
qustonw the iSenaot
isdicusNgDtemain
.
snt
anqeto;h
h
isdsusn
of the tax bill.
discussing the matter pending here
I desired to make that explanation as
today.
one of those who in committee voted
Mr. MURRAY. That Is correct.
against the proposed amendment to
Mr. VANDENBERG. Yes.
freeze the tax as it is now, commencMr. MURRAY. But I merely desire to
ing January 1.
call attention to the fact that there is
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, I
widespread and vigorous opposition to
should like to add to what was said by
ete prpoe.year
the
enaor isromKentckyin
ob
mark toten Setorfor fromckMontn thasr-t, eMr.pVANeNBR.Tee.sn
totheSentorfro
tht,
markMotan

M. VNDEBER.

while I do not agree with the labor unions
on this subject, and while I completely

about that,
Mr. MOCARRAN.

agree with those who would "freeze" the

the Senator yield?

tax as it is for the next calendar year, yet
I entirely agree with the wisdom of the
60-day device for preventing total disruption of the pay-roll system during the
first 1, 2, or 3 weeks in January. until the
Congress has a chance to consider the
matter further.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, if the
Senator will permit, I should like to say
further that if what is proposed by the
amendment is not done, and if on the
1st of January the increased tax automatically goes into effect, then it must
be withheld and collected by the employers. If subsequently the Congress should
adopt the proposal freezing the tax, then
the employers would be required to repay
the amounts collected, or make adjustments for them, and would immediately
be required to repay the money to those
from whom they might have collected it.
Mr. VANDENBERG. From approximately 40,000,000 persons,
Mr. BARKLEY. Yes; from aPProximately 40,000,000 persons, which undoubtedly would create a very confusing
situation.
Mr. MUJRRAY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr. MURRAY. I was merely going to
say that I was unfamiliar with the purpose of the Senator from Michigan in
proposing the amendment to House
Joint Resolution 171, but it occurred to
me that, if it would have the effect of
"freezing" the rise of the tax, it would be
a matter for which full opportunity for
discussion on the floor of the Senate
should be provided,

Tereis

o dubt

Mr. President, will

Mr. VANDENBERG. I yleld.
Mr. MCCARRAN. I have not had occasion to read the amendment upon
which the Senator from Michigan has
requested action by the Senate; but, as
I understand, it proposes that for the
first 60 days of 1944 the tax shall be
frozen at its present rate. Is that
correct?
Mr. VANDENBERG. That is correct.
It is simply to prevent the automatic operation of the existing statute during
those 60 days, while the Senate and the
House will have an opportunity to decide the basic question. No other purpose is involved.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield, so that I may say a few
words?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield to the
Senator from Georgia.
Mr. GEORGE.. I should like to say
that it is obvious, I think, that the House
will not have a quorum present next
week. After consultation with the majority leader, who talked with several
members of the Finance Committee, it
was deemed proper and advisable to have
the committe act on the bill and report
it to the Senate, with no expectation
that it could be taken up and disposed of
at this season of the year, prior to January 1. If the Congress should take a recess until January 3 or 5 or 10, the bill
would then be ready to be taken up immediately after the expiration of the
recess: and, after the passage of the bill
by the Senate, it would immediately go
to conference. If in the tax bill there
should be no provision for freezing the
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social security tax at its present rate, the
new rates or the stepped-up rates would
immediately become operative. I should
think the conferees would* be through
with the tax bill by the 15th or 20th of
January, at least.
Mr. GREEN rose.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield to the
Senator from Rhode Island.
Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, unfor
tunately I was not in the Chamber when
the amendment was being discussed.
May I have the clerk read it?
Mr. VANDENBERG. The language Is
rather technical. L~thlnk perhaps I can
explain it to the Senator.
Mr. GREEN. I should like to have the
amendment stated, as well as to hear the
explanation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. McCLELLAN in the chair). 'The amendment
will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERIC. On page 2, after
line 11. it is proposed to insert the fol
lowing:
3 a
lue
(a Cederal (1) and (2) of section

Act0 of teFdrlInsurance Contributions
At(Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1400) are

amended to read as follows:
(1) With respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1939, 1940. 1941, 1942, 1943.
and the first 2 calendar months of the calen
dar year 1944, the rate shall be 1 percent.

" (2) With respect to wages received during
the last 10 calendar months of the calendar
1944 and during the calendar year 1945,
the rate shall be 2 percent."
(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410 of

such act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1410)
are amended to read as follows:
.!(I) With respect to wages paid during
the calendar years 1939, 1940. 1941. 1942, 1943,

and the first 2 calendar months of the calen
dar year 1944, the rate shall be 1percent.
"(2) With respect to wages paid during the
last41 calndadrimnthg theo calendar year195th
1944eandaduring theeaendat

ya.14,"h

raesllb2prcn.
Mr. VANDENBERG. When all that
language is boiled down the net result is
simply to move forward from January 1
to February 28, the date when the stat
utory increase in pay-roll taxes becomes
effective. If the Senate and House act
on the question prior thereto the effective
date will be whatever date the House and
Senate decide upon. The sole purpose
is to avoid the hiatus in January, when
employers would be at a loss to know
whether they should take 1 percent or
2 percent from the pay rolls.
Mr. GREEN. What would be the re
sult if the Congress should not act dur
lag the 60 days?
Mr. VANDENBERG. If the Congress
should not act during the 6f)-day period,
the automatic increase would go into ef 
fect on March 1.
Mr. GREEN. The 2 percent?
Mr. VANDENBERG. That is correct.
The sole Purpose of the amendment, to
Which the Senate Finance Committee has
given it~ unanimous approval, is to bridge
the gap due to the fact that we are un
able to report the tax bill before the first
of the year.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on agreeing to the committee
amendment.
Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, a parUamentary inquiry.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator will state it.
M.'r. WHERRY. I should like to have
an explanation of the Joint resolution
to which this amendment is being attaehed, so that I may properly understand what the Joint resolution Provides.
I am not sure that this is the time to
ask for an explanation; but as a result
of the Information we received in the
testimony before the subcommittee of
the Committee on the Judiciary in the
investigation of the liquor business, I
am wondering whether we ought to open
up this provision of the tariff and permit the importation of grain to be
withdrawn from warehouses fo~r consumption during the next 90 days. If
we do, according to my information, it
will mean a loss to the Government of
four' or five million dollars.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I suggest to the
able Senator that his question does not
go to the pending amendment. I 8uggest that he allow the amendment to be
adopted, and then I shall be very glad
to answer his question.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the committee
amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
House Joint Resolution 11is the only
House revenue measure pending in the
Senate. That is the reason it was
chosen as the vehicle for this action.
Tejitresolution was passed in the
House on a yea-and-nay vote, by about
5 to 1. Its sole purpose is to permit, for
90 days, the importation, free of duty,
of certain grains and other products to
be used for livestock and poultry feed.
Therefore, I am unable to see how it
could possibly fall within the scope of
the question submitted by the able Senator from Nebraska.
M~r. WHERRY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr. WHE!RRY. I wish to assure the
distinguished Senator from Michigan
that I am in favor of the amendment
just adopted. However, I wish to point
out that according to the information
which we received, the sole purpose of
House Joint Resolution 171 is to permit 9,000,000 bushels of wheat now in
storage on boats on some of the Great
Lakes to be sold at a price which will
increase by 45 cents the price per bushel
which the Government pays. Does the
Senator know anything about that?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I am unable to
a,,swcr the Senator's question. All I
can do is to call his attention to the
yea-and-nay vote in the House on the
joint resolution. On the one hand, I
find some of the most rabid Republican
tariff protectionists in the history of the
country supporting the joint resolution
providing for the 90-day lapse. I also
find some of the ablest farm proponents,
such as Representative AuGUST H. ANDRESEN, of Minnesota, equally insistent that
the 90-day experiment is worth while
from an agricultural point of view. I am
sorry that I cannot give the Senator a
categorical reply to the question which
he submits; but from the debates and
from the long consideration of this question, which is apparent from the heai'ings

in the House, I am unable to believe that
there is any menace involved. On the
contrary, I am forced to believe it is a
worth-while adventure.
Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr. FERGUSON. I think the Senate
should know that thiAs morning Mr. UPson, of the Food Administration, stated
before the subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary that 9,000,000 bushels of wheat have been shipped to this
country from Canada. That wheat is
now held in storage in American boats,
In American waters. The pricing depends upon the outcome of House Joint
Resolution 171. If it should pass, that
wheat would net Canada 45 cents a bushel
more, or in excess of $4,000,000. The
price has not been put on it, because of
the pendency of this joint resolution,
which would permit the increased price,
I think the Senate should know that,
That is the fact, as given to the Judiciary
Committee.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
all I know is that on April 29 the President, by proclamation, provided that
wheat for feed could be imported dutyfree into this country. Therefore, I am
unable to understand how this particular
measure could have the slightest effect
on the situation involved in the discussion.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. it was my understanding that the primary purpose of the
joint resolution was to increase the supply of feed available to livestock and
poultry producers, in the hope that they
might to some extent thereby check the
flood of animals which are going to the
slaughter houses and packing plants in
such volume that they can hardly be
handled. If there is any private interest concerned in this measure, this is the
first time I have heard of it. I know
that the Representative from Wisconsin
who sponsored the measure, although he
is not a member of the party to which I
belong, would not under any circumstances be intei'ested in any private effect which the joint resolution might
have. He is concerned only with the
benefit which might accrue to the producers of livestock and poultry. I believe that the measure is meritorious, and
that it ought to pass speedily.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, the
joint resolution by its terms restricts the
purposes of imports to livestock and
poultry feed. It forbids the use of any
of the grain for milling, or anything of
that kind. It is as restrictive as a messure of this kind could well be made. My
undei'standing is that it has been strongly urged by the agencies which are
charged with the responsibility of Providing a greater quantity of cattle and
poultry feed than is now available in
the market. So far as I know that is
the sole purpose of the joint resolution,
and it is, of course, limited to 90 days.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
the Senator's final statement is correct.
The War Food Administration has very
earnestly requested the passage of the
joint resolution.
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Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr. WHERRY. I wish to make the
further statement that I am not only
in hearty accord with providing sufi
cient feed for livestock purposes in this
country, but will go along with the Sen
ate in any program of that kind. How
ever, the joint resolution does not involve
that question alone. I am not saying
the object proposed to be accomplished
can be accomplished in any other Way,
and possibly this is the only way ~odo it,
but it developed in the committee this
morning that this measure was being
urged for the purpose of enabling wheat
to be imported duty-free so that the
Canadian Government may obtain an
increased price for wheat which has been
loaded on boats more than 4 weeks ago,
and which will be held until March 15
next year, unless the joint resolution is
passed.
Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, will the
Sntryed
Sntryed
Mr. WILDEY.ERGMy undersadin. fh
urfe the
tha mondrthsagon
siuaioWIsEY
siutoishamnhsgudete
President's order, what we call second- or
third-grade wheat was permitted to come
whato thes jouniorySntfreeom Mityhigan
atomthemsiituatini
whas said juitrseems
etestaini
tsest
hssi
this: If we pass the joint resolution the
first-grade wheat, which is probably in
n
norhros
basadpoal
on which duty would have to be paid,
would not be subject to the duty.
Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, if
the Senator will yield, that statement is
in accordance with the testimony which
wvas given this morning before the comn
mittee.
Mr. WILEY. Yes; of course, then the
situation is very plain. We are simply
saying that because of our policy in rela
tion to livestock feed, we think it is ad
visable that for DO days all wheat, includ
ing the wheat which Is now in our ports,
shall be allowed to come in duty-free.
That is all there is to it.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr'. TAFT. Of course, the joint reso
lution expressly provides that it shall not
be construed to authorize the importa
tion of wheat for milling purposes.
Mr. WILEY. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. TAFT. So unless there can be
obtained for feed wheat the top Price
which is paid for milling wheat, the in
crease in price would not be received,
and I do not think the top Pi-ice can be
obtained for feed wheat.
Mr. WILEY. After listening to the
h a
om
em
oai
clou
em om h a
clou oai
tional explanation is that Canada has
wheat in our ports on which she would
otherwise have to pay duty, and that if
the joint resolution is passed, she will not
have to pay duty. That is all there is
to the question, as I see it.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Question!
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the engrossment of the
amendment and the third reading of the
joint resolution.
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Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, if the
Senator from Michigan still has the floor,
there is another question which I should
like to ask him.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield,
Mr. GREEN. The question relates to
the freezing of the tax, about which
the Senator has spoken, for 2 months
more.
I1did not hear all the discussion on the
subject. Perhaps the Senator from Michigan has already discussed the financial
consequences of the proposed extension
for 2 months. As I understand the Senator's argument-and I am not quite sure
that I understand it correctly-the result
will be that even if the Congress should
decide against changing the existing statutory law, it could not then recover the
difference between the 1 percent and 2
percent which the present law exacts.
Is that a correct statement?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I think it is correct; but, if I may interrupt the Senator,
I have no idea that the period will be
2 months: I have no idea that it will be
longer than 3 weeks, because I believe the
tax bill will be enacted by the middle of
January.
Mr. GREEN. Then, as provided in the
amendment, the extended time would be
not to exceed 2 months, during which
the Government would lose the revenue,
Mr. VANDENBERG. No; the Government would not lose the revenue. It
would not be revenue to the Government.
It would be revenue which inures to the
reserve fund of ilie old-age and survivors' benefit fund account.
Mr. GREEN. It should be called an
insurance premium, perhaps, but it is
called a fund. If it is not a tax, then
it has no business in the pending joint
'resolution. We are considering an
amendment to continue a tax, are we
not?
Mr. VANDENBERG. Yes.
Mr. GREEN. If it is a tax, the Govermient loses the 'tax, does it not?
Mr. VANDENBERG. No; because the
tax does not inure to the Government.
It inures to the reserve fund of the oldage and survivors' benefit account.
Mr. GREEN. Yes; but it amounts to
the same thing in the long run,
Mr. VANDENBERG.
That is the
trouble. That is why I disagree on the
merits of it, but I do not see why we
should argue the merits today.
Mr. GREEN. In order to avoid question, let us state the situation in this
*way: If we provide for extension of the
present tax for 2 months will not $200,000,000 less come to the Government?
Mr. VANDENBERG. If the period extends for as long as 2 months there will
be $200,000,000 less in the reserve fund
of the old-age and survivors' benefit account provided employers immediately
accept the statutory obligation on January 1. There seems to be a great deal
of doubt as to whether many of them
will do so because of the very reasonable
expectation that the Congress will freeze
the tax wvhen it comes to the ultimate
decision. That is the source of the doubt,
A great many employers wonder whether
they should not take a chance on waiting for 3 weeks, because there would be
a tremendous obligation upon them in
connection with large pay rolls to change
over their entire pay-roll withholding

system. They would hesitate to do so
if it were to apply only to a week or two.
I do not know what they would do.
Mr. GREEN. How could they justify
refusal to obey the law?
*Mr. VANDENBERG. I do not think
they could:
Mr. GREEN. Does the Senator think
they would not obey the law?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I have given the
Senator the best information I can give
him.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, may I
say to the Senator from Rhode Island
that in no event would any of the in
creased pay-roll tax, assuming it were
collected, reach the Treasury until the
end of the first quarter; that is, April 1.
The proposal temporarily to freeze the
tax is solely in the interest of the em
ployer and the employee until we later
pass upon the question of whether it
should be frozen. No money is due to go
into the Treasury until April 1, regard
less of when we commence to collect the
pay-roll tax.
Mr. GREEN. But even then there will
be more than $200,000,000 less in the
fund.
Mr. GEORGE. Yes, if it should take
60 days after January 1 definitely to settie the question, but I do not think it
will. I think this question will be settled
in January.
Mr. GREEN. If the period were only
30 days there would be more than $100,
000,000 less in the Treasury, would there
not?
Mr. VANDEINBERG. The Senator is
correct, and I will say that so far as I
am concerned-and I am the chief pro
ponent of this so-called freeze-that if
Congress decides in January or February
that the. pay-roll tax should not be
frozen, I should be perfectly willing to
make the decision retroactive to Janu
ary 1.
Mr. GREEN. That would satisfy my
objection. Will the language of the
Senator's amendment be. changed to
comply with his suggestion?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I cannot do that
In the pending amendment. It can be
done in an amendment to the tax bill,
and I will join the Senator in doing that
precise thing when the time comes.
Mr. GREEN. I shall be satisfied with
the Senator's assurance to that effect.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
joint resolution is before the Senate and
open to further amendment. If there be
no further amendment to be offered, the
question is on the engrossment of the
amendment and the third reading of the
joint resolution.
The amendment was ordered to be en
grossed and the Joint resolution to be
read the third time.
The joint resolution (H. J. Res. 171)
was read the third time and passed.
The title was amended so as to read:
"Joint resolution to permit the importa
tion from foreign countries free of duty,
during a period of 90 days, of certain
grains and other products to be used for
livestock and poultry feed, and suspend
ing for 2 months the increase in the tax
rates under the Federal Insurance Con
tributions Act."
Mr. VANDENBERG. I move that the
Senate insist on its amendment, request
a conference with the House of Repine
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sentatives thereon, and that the Chair
appoint the conferees on the part of the
Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. GEORGE,
Mr. WALSH Of Massachusetts, and Mr.
VANDENBERG conferees on the part of the
Senate.
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FROM THE SENATE

A further message from the Senate, by
Mr. Frazier, its legislative clerk, anflounced that the Senate had passed,
with amendments in which the concur
rence of the House is requested, a joint
resolution of the House of the following
title:
H. J. Res. 171. Joint resolution to permit
the importation from foreign countries free
of duty, during a period of 90 days, of cer
taiii grains and other products to be used
for livestock and poultry feed.

The message also announced that the
Senate insists upon its amendments to
the foregoing joint resolution, requests a
conference with the House on the dis
agreeing votes of the two Houses there
on, and appoints Mr. GEORGE, Mr. WALSHf
of Massachusetts, and Mr. VANDENBERG
to be the conferees on the part of the
Senate.
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IMPORTATION OF GRAIN FROM FOREIGN
COUNTRIES

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to take from the
Speaker's table House Joint Rlsolution
171, to permit the importation from for-.
eign countries free of duty, during a
period of 90 days, of certain grains and
other products to be used for livestock
and poultry feed, with S_-nate amend
ments, and concur in the Senate amend
inents.
The Clerk read the title of the resolu
tion.
The Clerk read the Senate amend
ments as follows:
On page 2, after line 11, insert:
"SEC. 3. (a) Clauses (1) and (2) of sec
tion 1400 of the Federal Insurance Ccntr~bu
tions Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1400)
are amended to read as follows:
"'(1) With respect to wages received durIng the calendar years 1939. 1940, 1941, 1942.
1943, and the first 2 calendar months of the
calendar year 1944. the rate shall be 1
percent.

" '(2) With respect to wages received- durIng the last 10 calendar months of the cal
endar year 1944 and during, the calendar
year 1945, the rate shall be 2 pt!rcent.'
"(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410
of such act (Internal Revenue Code, sae.
1410) are amended to read as follows:
"'(1) With respect to wages paid during
the calendar years 1939, 1940. 1941. 1942.
1943, aad the first 2 calendar months of th3
calendar year 1944. the rate fshall be 1 percent.
"'(2) With respect to wages paid during
the last 10 calendar months of the calendar
year 1944 and during the calendar year 1945.
the rate shall be 2 percent."'"
Amend the title so as to read: "Joint reso
lution to permit the importation from for
eign countries free of duty, during a period
of 90 days, of certain grains and other prod
ucts to be used for livestock and poultry
feed, and suspending for 2 months the in
crease in the tax rates under the Federal In
surance Contributions Act."

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina [Mr. D'O;GHTON]?
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker,
reserving the right to object, I voted for
the resolution when it was before the
House. This resolution simply provided
for the importation of feed, notwith
standing the tariff. When this resolu
tion went to the Senate an extraneous
amendment was added thereto, an
amendment which freezes the payment
of social-security tax for a period of 2
months. This amendment has been op
posed by all branches of labor. Conse
quently, Mr. Speaker, I am constrained
to object to the adoption of the Senate
amendment. Therefore, I object.
Mr. DOUGHTON., Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to take from the
Speaker's table House Joint Resolution
171 and consider the Senate amend
ments in the House.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina?
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Mr.
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas.
Speaker, reserving the right to object,
and I do not expect to object, I trust the
gentleman will give some of us on this
tide of the aisle who opposed the House
Joint resolution a little time in the consideration of it.
Mr. COOPER. Will the gentleman
Yield?
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. Of course, if this reQuest is granted, it will mean, after the
request to consider the Senate amendmnent in the House, that then the chairman of the committee will move to concur in the Senate amendments. Then
he will have 1 hour and can yield as he
sees proper to any Members of the House.
And any time up to the end of the hour
he can move tho previous question,
Mr.
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas.
Speaker, I do not want to object, but I
did want to be assured by the gentleman
from North Carolina, the chairman of
the Committee on Ways and Means, that
he would give some time to us on this
side of the aisle if this was granted.
Mr. DOUGHTON. The Members will
be given time if they desire.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina?
There was no objection.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I
move to concur in the Senate amendment to House Joint Resolution 171.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
North Carolina is recognized.
MT. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, under
the present law social-security taxes increase on January 1, 1944, from 1 percent for employee and employer, to 2 percent for the employer and employee.
This amendment to House Joint Resolution 171, adopted by the Senate, postponed the date of increase of the socialsecurity tax from 1 to 2 percent on employer and employee from January 1 to
March 1, 1944. In other words, for the
first 2 calendar months of 1944, the
present tax rate would be frozen. The
reason for this is obvious in my opinion owing to the situation with respect
to the tax bill that is now being considered by the Senate. We are informed
reliably that the Senate Finance Cornmittee has frozen this tax for 1 year, for
the calendar year 1944, that is, for the
entire year. And if the, action of the
Senate Finance Committee should be approved by the Congress, then, of course,
much confusion wo~uld result, hecause
under the present law if this amendment
is not adopted, on January 1, 1944, employers would begin to withhold the 1
percent, which is proposed to be postponed. Then if the Congress should approve the action or ratify the action of
the Senate Finance Committee-and I
understand that was adopted by a large
majority-then the collection of this
money from the employee by the employer would have to be refunded and
there would be untold confusion. Until
we can ascertain what the action of Congress is with respect to the amendments
for changes made in our tax bill which
w sent over to the Senate, until we
know what that action will be, I do not
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willI favor. The chairman favors the
see how we can intelligently and safely
action suggested by the gentleman from
permit this increase in the social-security tax to become effective, because, if Tennessee [Mr. COOPER).
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
it is, certainly much trouble will result.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Thiis only proposes to postpone or adMr. DOUGHTON. I yield to the gen
vance the effective date for 60 days.
Under the present law it is 1 percent for tleman from California.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I ami
1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, and then
It increases beginning with January 1, frank to tell the gentleman I do not think
this tax ought to be frozen. Am I cor
1944, to 2 percent. The Senate amendrect that this bill is brought in here
ment just proposes to advance that increase in the tax for 60 days, for the 2 because of the fact that we do not know
what action is going to be taken on the
calendar months of January and February, in order for us to determine what tax bill, and that you do not want to
let the tax automatically increase and
the action of Congress is. If the action
then have to cut back again?
of the Congress should not ratify the
Mr. DOUGHTON. That is the sole
action of the Senate Finance Committee,
purpose.
of course, beginning with March 1, 1944,
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I can
the increase would go on. In other
understand that, but I do not want this
words, I think it would be a great misrecord to go by without expressing my
take until we see what action Congress
opposition to freezing that tax.
takes with respect to this increase, not
Mr. DOUJGHTON. I welcome any
to adopt this amendment.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the questions and will be glad to express my
views'about them., and will say that the
gentleman yield?
matter will be thoroughly considered by
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
the committee, and the House will have
Mr. CQOPER. I want to ask the disthe benefit of everything we find out on
tinguished gentleman from North Carolina, the chairman of our Committee on the subject.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. Speaker, will
Ways and Means, if we may have it defthe gentleman yield?
initely understood that in the event this
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Senate amendment is concurred in and
Mr. MAGNUSON. There are many of
freezes this social-security tax for 60
us who would like to be heard on this
days, as provided Pin this amendment, if
mattcr when it comes back, and I am
the tax bill when it comes over from
sure the gentleman will accord us an op
the Senate includes a provision freezing
portunity.
this social-security tax, the Ways and
Mr. DOUGHTON. As far as I am con
Means Committee will hold adequate
cerned, we want to get all the facts and
hearings and go into the matter carewe will certainly give opportunity to
fully to determine whether or not, from
Members to be heard. Our committee
an actuarial standpoint, the fund actries to be fair, and tries to get all the
cumulated under the tax without the
increase going into effect, will be adelight we can on any subject.
Mr. MAGNUSON. My colleague from
cluate to safeguard and protect this fund.
Washington [Mr. COFFEE] and myself
Mr. DOUGHTON. I will state to the
want to be heard on the freezing of this
distinguished statesman from Tennessee
that, so far as my influence can go, I tax.
Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Speaker, will
will not only do that, but I would favor
the gentleman yield?
just such a cours e as lie has suggested.
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
I would not want to be in a position myMr. COFFEE. The gentleman from
self, and I am sure the other conferees
would not want to be in a position, of Ohio [Mr. JENKINSI raised a question,
which if I understand it correctly, con
adopting this without having held hearfuses me. D'd I understand you to say
ings on it, until all the facts were
there would be hearings before the corn
brought out and we were satisfied ourilcmst
h
mtebfr
h a
selves. At least I would want to satisfy
mottee bfore thsieratabill omeths tobjthe
myself and every other member of the
hssbet
Huefrcnieaino
conference would have an opportunity
Mr. DOUGHTON. Not before we find
to satisfy himself as to the soundness of
out what action the Senate takes.
the proposal made by the Senate amendIt may not ratify the action of the Sen
meint.
ate Finance Committee. After that is
Mr. JENKINS. Will thei gentleman
done I will call the committee together
yield?
and we will decide wvhat ccurse we will
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
pursue in order that our committee may
Mr. JENKINS. I think this is a matter of sufficient importance for the
get all the facts and have full informa
tion with respect to everything pertain
chairman, the distinguished Member
ing to this amendment.
from North Carolina, to be justified in
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the
asking the Ways and Means Committee
gentleman yield?
to hold a hearing, instead of arbitrarily
fixing the time. At least 1 day should
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. The proper procedure
be set aside to hear both sides of this
to follow, if I understand what the gei-1
so we might have the facts ourselves,
tleman from Ohio [Mr. JENKcINS] in
Mr. DOUGHTON. The chairman of
tended, certainly what I intended, is that
the Committee on Ways and Means will
when the tax bill comes back from the
pursue his usual consistent course. He
Senate, if it includes this provision freezis the servant of the committee. What
Ing the social security tax, the Ways and
the committee desires in that respect is
Means Committee will at least take it UP
what the chairman of the committee
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for thorough consideration in the cornmittee, and will hold adequate hearings
on that provision to get full information
and all the facts we can on that subject.
Mr. CRAWFORD. And before the
House is required to act?
Mr. COOPER. That will be before the
House conferees meet the Senate conferees in conference.
Mr. DOUGHTON.Iamsrthtwl
e thatoucmite will
be cour
th
il
betecushtorcmite
pursue in the event the amendment as
adopted by the Senate Finance Committee is ratified by the Senate. Otherwise,
it is out, and there will be nothing to go
into conference about on this matter.
yield
to the distinMr. Speaker,
M.
guse Ietea
rmKna
guised entlmanfroKanas
CARLSON] 5 minutes.

Commercial Policy and Agreement of the
Department of 15tate, on this very question. I want to read from that letter at
this time:
Canada has lower prices owing to more
effective price control, so equalization fee

takes account of that difference and prevents
Canadian supply from being raided by the
United States,
There is no specific provision in the Canadian agreement which would prevent
Canada from establishing equalization fee to

offset reductions here.

Under Canadian wartime measures to protect war economy of which this is one, there
can be no reduction in price to the Ameni- can consumer as a result of this bill as far as

oats
and barley are concerned,.ild
Any action Canada may take is in no way

~r.aimcd

Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, I do not rise in opposition to this
amendment that has been added to the
bill that passed the House last week. I
did want a few minutes to discuss that
amendment briefly, because I do not
think we ought to legislate that way. In
view of the statement that the chairman
of the committee has made, that we will
hold hearings on the amendment, I have
nothing further to offer, and nothing to
add.
I am somevihat concerned here about
freezing this social security tax at the
present figure. In view of the statements
that have been made from time to time
that we are building up an accrued liability that some day must be met by this
Congress, that will either require increased pay-roll taxes or a subsidy from
the Federal Treasurer, I think the time
has arrived when we should give it consideration. That was my only point in
asking for time today, and in view of the
fact that the chairman has so agreed, I
will yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Kansas
[Mr. HOPE].
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, I have asked
for this time, for the purpose of getting
into the record, a statement to clarify
what was said in the debate on this bill
when it was before the House originally.
At that time you will recall that I offered an amendment which would have
provided that the bill would not go into
effect if the country in which the iunports originated should put into effect
as to any of the commodities in question,
an equalization fee or other device to
raise the price of the commodity to purchasers in this country. It was stated
during the course of that debate that the
reciprocal trade agreement with Canada
would prevent any action of that kind
being taken as far as that country was
concerned. I did not know of any such
provision then. I have made inquiry' of
the Department Of State since as to
whether there was such a provision in
any of the reciprocal trade agreements
with Canada. I have been informed that
there is no such provision.
The gentleman from California [Mr.
PHILLIPS) also made Inquiry concerning
the same matter, and I have here a part
of a letter which was written to the gentleman from California [Mr. PHILLIPS],
by Mr. Southworth, of the Division of

at nullifying our duty removal. it is a

part of the Canadian wartime economic messures, and was established before our proposed
duty removal was ever thought of.
There exists the wartime escape clause
under >whicii Canada in wartime may take
action which in peacetime might be contrary to agreements.whnteeaesmbnfisobede

But as pointed out above Canada does not
need to resort to wartime ebcape clause in
this matter since there is no tspecific provi-

sion In the Canadian agreement forbidding
the establishment of equalization fee of its
increase to offset the duty reduction by the
United States,

I simply bring that matter to your attention to keep the record straight and
to point out that there will be no benefits
received by citizens of the United States
by reason of the passage of this resolution. It will bring no new feed supplies
into the country and the only result of
its pazsage will be to divert the tariff
duties which formerly went into our
Treasury to the pockets of Canadian
producers.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Kansas has expired.
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield the gentleman 2 additional minutes.
Mr. REED of New York. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HOPE. I yield.
Mr. REED of New York. I am the one
who raised the point, and I assumed that
provision was in the Canadian Trade
Agreement. If I aim in error, of course,
I wish to make amends for it. I had
understood there was such a provision in
the Canadian Trade Agreement. I know
the gentleman would not make this statement unless he had thoroughly investigated the subject. Did the gentleman
ascertain whether there was such a provision in any subsequent agreements?
Mr. HOPE. Yes. I am informed that
there is no such provision in any Canadian agreement. There is such a provision in some agreements with other
governments, but not with Canada.
Mr. REED of New York. I knew there
were these other agreements and I
thought I was correct when I stated it
was in the Canadian agreement. I am
glad the gentleman has pointed out the
real situation.
Mr. HOPE. I am sure the gentleman
would not have made the statement
unless he thoroughly believed that to be
the case.
Mr. PACE. Mr. Speaker, will the gemtleman yield?
Mr. HOPE. I yield.
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Mr. PACE. I understood the gentle
man to say that the temporary suspen
sion of these duties will not be of any
financial benefit to the American farmer.
It wilf automatically raise their price -an
equal amount?
Mr. HOPE. Yes. The benefits which
accrue will go to the Canadian Producers
and not to American consumers.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gen
gi
eprd
rmKna
a
tea
a
gi eprd
tea
rmKna
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
Iowa [Mr. GILCHRIST).
Mr. GILCHRIST. Mr. Speaker, every

one knows my belief on this question. It
fwet
mrcn ucae
fwet
oal ots h eAeia~ucae
ot,
corn, and grain no particular good.
For 100 years, the farming commnuni
ties have been voting for tariff schedules.
Ever since I can remember, I have heard
that it was right, out in Iowa, to protect
the manufacturers of the East. We did
it every election. Now the time has come
bnfisobe-
whnteeaeom
rived by the farmers from a tariff. The
tariff bill of 1930 helped in many par
ticulars, although the tariff rate on wheat
was passed aloilg in the twenties some
time. But the minute that the tariff
help's the farmer some, although it does
not make the grain cheaper, as pointed
out by the gentleman from Kansas, that
minute the Republicans, the ap6stles of
protective tariff, desert the farmers. It Is
not right.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gen
tleman from. Iowa has expired.
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield 5 minutes
to the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr.
COOPER].
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, it is my
opinion that this is a very unsatisfactory
way to legislate. The House of Repre
sentatives passed a simple resolution
providing for feed for livestock and poul
try to be brought in for a period of 90
days, without the payment of a tariff
duty. When the resolution providing for
that one simple'thing goes to another
body, then an amendment that has no
relation to the tariff law, not in any way
connected with it, but an amendment to
the Social Security Act, is placed on this
tariff bill and it comes back here, They
are two entirely different subjects.
Now, we meet that situation from time
to time, and I think It is a very unsatis
factory way to legislate. I voted for this
House Joint Resolution No. 171 to permit
this feed for livestock and poultry to be
brought in for a period of 90 days to help
our people who, we are told, are in great
need of this feed. Now, we have another
matter, an entirely different subject,
added by way of an amendment in -the
other body.
Now with respect to this amendment
freezing the social-security tax, let us
bear in mind that the matter was not
even considered by the Ways and Means
Committee. No hearings wer6 held, and
yet It involves one of the most important
questions connected with the social-se
curity program. Under title II of the
Social Security Act the people of this
country 'Who are now in the working
period of their lives are building up cer
tain rights to which they are entitled as
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matter of law when they reach the age
The SPEAKER., The time of the genof retirement. Unless you build up a
tleman from Tennessee.-has expired.
fund sufficient to provide for the payMr. DOUGHTON.
Mr. Speaker, I
ment of those benefits when they reach
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
retirement age, then one of two things
New York (Mr. RzED]
will have to happen. They will be disMr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
appointed, And, in all practical effect,
it was not my intention to take the
their own Government will not deal floor, but some things have been said in
,squarely with them, because they have
regard' to feed that I should like to disbeen Promised under the law all these
cuss,
Years that those benefits would be availIn the first place, remember that in
able for them when they reached-retirethe Northeast where we have thousands
ment age, or, on the other hand, if the
of fine dairy cattle and thousands of
retirement fund is not sufficient, the Fedpoultry farms, the entire strength, the
eral Government will have to appropriate
sovereign power, of the State of New
money out of the general fund and pay
York and of the New England States has
a subsidy,
been exerted in an effort to get feed
These people, now in the working peto keep these dairy herds from starving
riod of their lives, are paying in their
and to keef, the poultry from being ditaxes. They are paying the 1 percent.
minished so that we can produce food
They appeared before the Senate Fito help win this war. The feed was not
nance Committee, representatives of the
available in this country. We tried the
workers, and asked that the increase to West, the Northwest, and everywhere,
2 percent. be allowed to take place on
It is not a question of whether the
the Ist of January, as the law now proCanadians are going to get something
vides. The opposition to that came from more than we planned; that is not the
the employers. The employers get a
question. The farmers in New York
credit on their income tax for the taxes
State and in New England, looking to the
paid for social security.' The workers,
support of the people in the cities, the
the people who would be entitled to these
milk supply, the butter supply, and our
benefits, are asking that the increase go
soldiers, and the people abroad we are
into effect, that this fund be made safe
trying to support under lend-lease, are
and kept safe from an actuarial standwilling to pay, no matter where they
point. The employers are the ones who
get the feed, in order to save this counare asking that this be frozen,
try from the devastating results of a
Mr. COMPTON. Mr. Speaker, will the
shortage of feed for poultry and for
gentleman yield?
cows. That is the answer to that.
Mr. COOPER. Just let me proceed for
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker,
one moment, If I may. please,
will the gentleman yield?
This is a matter of such great imporMr. REED of New York. NO: I have
tance that we ought to have sufficient
only 5 minutes.
time to go into It carefully and be certain
In regard to social security, I do not
from an actuarial standpoint that the
approve this method of legislation, but
fundadar deuae,
ket sffiientandadeuat,
funs reket
uficen
the fact remains we face a condition heree
that sufficient money will be there so not a theory. Something
ought to be
people reaching retirement age may redone because we know that in a tax bill
ceive the benefits this law has provided
now, as has been pointed out, these taxes
forthe,
hve eenfroen t 1perentfora ear.
Ioyield wtplauetthgetmn
Thate billei roming back here.t Inr the
fro Conect
ict.pesrtotegnlmn
Tabilicoigbchr.Inhe
Mr.mCO
Tonnciu. M.Sekr
meantime something ought to be done to
Mr.COMTONMr
I
avoid the confusion of millions of blanks
wanted to ask the gentleman Spake,
from Tenbeing prepared and sent out, these paynessee if this action be taken affirmaroll taxes being collected that might have
tively today If it would irrevocably
to be refunded. So something has to be
amend the 2 percent requirement,
done in the way of freezing these taxes
Could it not be taken up again at some
athitme at tis
tme.(B)
later time?
As to the question of protecting the
Mr. COOPER. As the situation stands
reserve fund, Mr. Speaker, anybody with
now this Senate amendment provides
the mind of a 4-year-old knows that
that the tax for 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942,
those funds are being spent all the time
1943, and the first two calendar months
and the more that are collected the
of 1944 shall be 1 percent. That is what
more will be spent, The result will be
itI oa
paper instead of a reserve fund, a huge
Mr. COMPTON. And no harm is done
reserve fund on paper on which the
bypassing this resolution today,
people will . have to pay taxes in order
Mr. COOPER. We are passing it beto make that paper good.
fore we know whether it is right; we
Mr. JENKINS, Mr. Speaker, will the
are passing it before we know whether' gentleman yield?
it Is actuarially sound for our social seMr. REED of New York. I yield.
curity program.
Mr. JENKINS. As a matter of f act,
Mr. COMP'rON. No harm could be
these reserves now amount to five times
done after 2 months; Is 'not that true?
as much as any actuary, auditor, or
Mr. COOPER, That may be. The
accountant ever thought would be necesgentleman does not know, nor do I know;
sary; and they always figure that five
and I served on every subcommiittee that
times was the limit. They have reached
has worked on this thing. I have lived
that limit now.
with it for years, It is something we
Mr. REED of New York. Yes; this
ought to go into carefully and be certain
reserve fund has been collected but, of
that we are safe,
course, the money has been spent.
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Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Speaker, Wil
the gentleman yield?
Mr. REED of New York. I Yield.
Mr. CRAWFORD. If I understood the
gentleman from Ohio correctly, the adop.
tion of the Senate amendment will resuit in making the rate 1 percent for
January and February irrespective of
what happens to the tax bill when it
comes back to this body.
Mi. REED of New York. That is true.
We can modify the tax bill after we have
had a hearing, but all of this simply ad
vances the time just 2 months.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, if the
gentleman will yield, that statement is
correct.
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes; because some
people will wonder if they will have to
go back to January 1 and pay 1 or 2 per-.
cent when the new tax bill is passed.
Mr. COOPER. If the gentleman will
yield further, if this provision becomes
law it will mean that the present 1 per
cent from employers and 1 percent from
employees will continue for the first 2
calendar months, that is, January and
February 1944.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gen
tleman from New York has expir~ed.
Mr. DOUGHTON.
Mr. Speaker, I
Yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
Wisconsin [Mr. MURRAY].
Mr. MURRAY of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, I wish to read section 4 (a) of
the act entitled "An act to extend the life
and Increase the credit resources of the
Commodity Credit Corporation, and for
other purposes."
By inserting after the words 'so as to sup
port" alcomma and the followingIwateryMmrofCneswh
i
ateeyMme
fCnrs
h
isinterested
in having his
Government
live up to its obligations
to the
people of
this country to note this language:
"during the continuance of the present war
and until the expiration of the two-year
period beginning with the first
day of January
immediately following the date upon which
the President by proclamation or the congress
by a concurrent resolution declares that hos

tilities in the present war have termhiated.'"
No. 2: By striking out "85 percent" and
inserting in lieu thereof "90 percent."
No. 3: By Inserting after the word "'tobacco"
a comma,
the word "peanuts."
Theand
amendments
made by this section

shall, Irrespective of whether or not there is
any further pubic pronouncement under
subsectton (4a) be-applicable with respect to
any commodity to which a public announce~
ment has heretofore been made under this

subsection,
Mr. Speaker, I read that in the RECORD
for this purpose: Request was made on,
a nonbasic commodity on which the Sec-.
retary of Agriculture had the authority,
and on which, In my judgment, he used
the right procedure, made definite prom
ises to the People of this country as far
as hogs are concerned-and I will stick
to that one animal. Mr. Wickard, as
you know, went out and put a floor under
hots that was between 110 and 115 per-i
cent of parity the day he put the floor
there. He did it to increase the pork
products in this country.
Whether these farmers should have
raised so many hogs Is beside the ques
tion so far as what I am trying to point
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out is concerned. The fact is they did
so. I do not like to have to stand here
and admit that the hog producer has not
had the protection the law provides. It
clearly shows that some agency does not
take its Promises too seriously. These
same hogs, however, are selling at 66 pqrcent of parity on the farms of the country right today. That applies to certain
classes of the hogs, and I will explain
why that is so. The support price set
by the Secretary of Agriculture applied
to hogs weighing between 240 and 270
pounds and changed to 200 to 270 pounds.
At the Present time hogs below 200
pounds are selling as low as 8'cents on
some of the markets. While the support
r-rice applies to the 200-270-pound hogs,
the parity price applies to the farm price
and is not based on -the weight of the
animal. The situation gives the packer
what is known as a buyer's market,
Since 100-pound hogs are selling for only
8 cents in the market, this pork f rom
these lightweight hogs should show an
ample margin when the meat is sold on
0. P. A. ceiling prices based on $13.75
per hundredweight. This same situation exists for the hogs weighing over
270D pounds as well as It applies to the
ones marketed below 200 pounds each.
This reflects a price of about two-thirds
of parity, to the growers of the hogs. Is
there any reason in the world why our
Government should not live up to the
obligations and promises it has made to
our own people? Yes; even though it is
necessary for us to change our opinions
on the tariff or anything else that is
necessary to do that is in keeping with
fairessandjusiceto elpthe doit.
I do not think anyone has a very good
case against lifting these duties for 90
days.
As to the advantage to Canada, remember that Canada is only one country
from which this feed can be imported.
I noted the import figures as were given
over the radio the other night although
I did not suppose it was permissible to
give figures as to imports and exports
at this time; but if you did hear that
you know that there is plenty of op-'
portunity to get the needed feed in connection with the poultry industry, and
the egg end of the poultry industry, also
in connection with feed for the dairy indlustry from other places than Canada.
I want to make one statement at this
time. I want to ,keep within the rules
of the House, Mr. Speaker, and I will not
say -where I heard it, but there is just
one little insinuation I want to answer
here as far as I am concerned. No one
ever asked me to introduce this resolution, no group or individual. I did it
oil my own responsibility. Whether it is
right or wrong, I am willing to answer
for the outcome.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Wisconsin has expired.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I
yield the gentleman 1 additional minute.
Mr. SAUTHOFF. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MURRAY of Wisconsin. I yield.
Mr. SAUTHOFF. I wanted to raise
this point: If this Senate amendment is

adopted on this resolution and the 2
percent is remitted to 1 percent, and the
tax bill eventually contains the 2 percent, we are bound not to have any
That
retroactive provision in there.
should take care of the months of January and February and that will be lost.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker. I
trust that the Senate $amendment will be
adopted. Time is a very important ele
ment in this matter. Doubtless the Sen
ate had hearings and received informa
tion with respect to the merits of this
amendment. -This is evidenced by the
statement - made by the distinguished
gentleman from Tennessee EMr. COOPER)
that the employers are the ones urging
a postponement of the increase to 2 Perm
cent; that the employees themselves are
against postponement; that they want
the 2-percent rate to go into effect. So
evidently hearings were held and full 'in
formation obtained by the Committee on
Finance.
I do not believe the Senate can be
charged with undue delay In their con~
sideration of the tax bill the House sent
to them recently: I do not think they
have been unusually long in considering
that bill, bearing in mind the controver
sial nature of its subject matter.
The greatest possible loss cannot be
more than 2 months on this 1-percent
employer-employee contribution. I am
just as' anxious as anybody to keep thi's
fund sound and to protect the benefi
eiaries under the Social Security Act, but
the people of the United States are not
so anxious to pay these taxes unless they
aencsay
Unless the Senate is convinced that
this fund is adequate and interest of the
employees will not be jeopardized, of
course we will not be bothered with it.
But why take the risk when I under
stand that the vote of the Senate Finance
Committee was overwhelming? They
are just as anxious to protect the em
ployers and this fund as we are. .We are
not going to take what they say about
it. After it comes over here, we wiUl go
Into it. We will get full information and
if the action of the conferees Should not
be satisfactory to the House, when the
conference report is brought in, the
House will have the opportunity to ex
press its opposition.
I think it would be most unfortunate
now, inasmuch as we cannot pass on this
tax bill for perhaps 30 days, to have
the tax go into effect, and then by action
of the Congress freeze the tax from Jan
uary 1, 1944. There would be confusion,
and I do not think we can afford to be
responsible for that.
Mr. Speaker. I hope this amendment
will be agreed to.
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. REED of New York. There is only
one question involved here?
The SPEAKER. That is all, whether
or not the House will concur in the Sen
ate amendment.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I
move the previous question.
The previous question was ordered.
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The SPEAKER. The question is on
the motion offered by the gentleman
from North Carolina.
The motion was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
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The message further announced that
the House had agreed to the amend
ments of the Senate to the joint resolu
tion (H. J. Res. 171) to permit the im
portation from foreign countries free of
duty, during a period of 90 days, of cer
tain grains and other products to be used
for livestock and poultry feed.
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JOINT RESOLUTION
To permit the importation from foreign countries free of duty, during a period of
ninety days, of certain grains and other products to be used for livestock and
poultry feed, and suspending for two months the increase in the tax rates under

the Federal Insurance Contributions Act.

Resolved by th-e S~enate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in C~ongres as8embled, That notwithstanding the
provisions of the Tarif Aet of 1930, the following, when imported
into the United States from foreign countries, and when entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption,. during the period of
ninety days beginning with the day following the date of enactment
of this joint resolution, to be used as, or as a constituent part of,
feed for livestock and poultry, shall be exempt from duty: Wheat
oats, barley, rye, flax, cottonseed, corn, or hay, or* products in chiei
value of one or more of thd foregoing or derivatives thereof : Pro
vided, That this Act shall not be construed to authorize the impor
tation of wheat for milling purposes. As used in this joint resolution
the term "United -States'3 means the several States, the District of
Columbia, the Territories, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
SEc. 2. The exemptions from duties provided for by this joint
resolution shall be subject to compliance with regulation's to be pre
scribed by the Secretary of the Treasury
SEC 3. (a) Clauses (1) and (2 )of section 1400 of the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1400) are
'amended to read as follows:
"1(1) With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, and the first two calendar months of the
calendar year 1944, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
"4(2) With respect to wages received during the last ten calendar
months of the calendar year 1944 and during the calendar year 1945,
the rate shall be 2 per centum."
(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410 of such Adt (Internal
Revenue Code, sec. 1410) are amended to read as follows:
"1(1) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1939,
1940, 1941. 19D42 1943, and the first two calendar months of the calen
dar yar 1944, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
"(2) Wth respect to wages paid during the last ten calendar
months of the calendar year 1944 and during the calendar year 1945,.
the rate shall be 2 per centum."
Approved Decembor 22, 1943.
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DECEMBER 22,

Mr.

GEORGE,

1943.-Ordered to be printed

from the Committee on Finance, submitted the
following

REPORT
[To accompany H.

R. 36871

The. Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the bill (H. R.
3687) to provide revenue, and for other purposes, having had the same
under consideration, report favorably thereon with certain amend
ments and, as amended, recommend that the bill do pass.
GENERAL
Your committee concurs in the action of the House as to the
general magnitude of the additional revenue which ought to be pro
vided by the Congress at this time. It gave especial attention to

the factors tending toward inflation, to the mounting Federal debt,
and to the burden of present taxes imposed on the American people.

In arrivihg at its conclusion not to seek more than a fourth of the
$40,500,000,000 of additional funds requested by the Treasury your
committee was influenced by the fact that, between the time the
Treasury representatives testified before the Ways and Means Com
mittee and their appearance before your committee, the Bureau of
the Budget lowered by $11,000,000,000 its previous estimate of the

current year's deficit.
This reduction is due in a large part to the lowering of estimated

Government expenditures in certain lines of war goods. These
stoppages of output cannot free resources immediately for other
types of production and there are instances of at least small-scale
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unemployment of both ruen and resources. In view -of this, it would
appear that income payments in 1944 will be lower than the 3$156,900,
000,000, estimated by the Treasury. If any amount of steel and other
metals is released for limited civilian production, as now appears
inevitable, the total amount of civilian goods may be greater than in
1943. Together these trends would leave the inflationary gap smaller
than was anticipated.
Your committee was not convinced that a sum as great as proposed
by the Treasury could equitably be raised at this time in the manner
suggested by the Treasury, that is, in the main, by higher rates of
individual income taxes. In his testimony before your committee,
Secretary Morgenthau indicated that the Treasury Department pre
ferred a bill raising only two to three billion dollars to one which
would include more by resort to a general retail sales tax. Aside
from its merits, about which there was -some difference of opinion,
the Treasury's position in this matter weighed heavily in the minds
of committee members.
In general your committee agrees with the objectives of the House
bill. It is believed that the individual income tax burden should not
be appreciably increased over that of existing law, since individuals
will be paying for the next 2 years, a carry-over of liability for the
lesser of the years 1942 and 1943. So far as corporation taxes are con
cerned, your committee is in agreement with the House bill that any
increase in corporate taxes should be by way of excess-profits tax
rather than normal and surtax.
Your, committee has made a number of administrative or technical
amendments, which it is believed will improve the existing tax law
and remove certain inequities.
REVENUE ESTIMATES
It is estimated that your committee bill will increase Federal rev
enues by $2,275,600,009' during a full year of operation at calendar
yearl1944 levels of income and business activity. This figure compares
with an estimated increase of $2,139,300,000 under the bill as passed
by the House. Net receipts from income and excess profits taxes will
be increased by $1,167,600,000 under the committee bill, &l which
corporate taxes will account for $502,700,000 and individual $664,
900,000. Changes in the rates of tax applied to commodities and
services will add $1,011,100,000 to Federal receipts, while net postal
revenue will be increased by $96,?900,000. Net Federal receipts,
inefuding net postal revenue, will be increased from $41,324,000,000
under present law to $4'3,599,600,000 under the committee bill. As.
trust-fund items are not involved in the determination of the Budget
deficit, these figuires do not allow for the effect on Federal cash receipts
of freezing, at 1943 levels, the rates of certain social-security taxes,
which are, in the main, held in trust by the Government for the
purpose of paying social-security benefits.
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FREEZING PAY-ROLL TAX

The committee recommends that pay-roll taxes for old age and sur
vivors' benefits be frozen at existing rates of 1 percent upon employers
and 1 percent upon employees for 1 year from January 1, 1944, in
stead of increasing to 2 percent on employers and 2 percent on em
ployees as would otherwise be required by the existing social-security
law. The committee believes that the present and prospective rev
enues from this tax will amply protect the full and complete solvency
of the old-age and survivors' benefits fund. When the social-security
law was rewritten in 1939 the reserves for these purposes were changed
from the basis of a so-called full reserve to the basis of a contingent
reserve. And the statute itself indicates the congressional judgmentbased upon the report of ihn advisory committee of experts -as to
what yardstick should be applied to measure the adequacy of these
contingent reserves.
Title 2 of the Social Security Act was amended in 1939 to require
the board of trustees of the old-age and survivors' trust fund to 
report immediately to Congress whenever the Board of Trustees is of the opinion
that during the ensuing five fiscal years the Trust Fund will exceed three times
the highest annual expenditures anticipated during that five-fiscal-year period

In other words, Congress indicated that these contingent reserves are
adequate whenever they exceed three times the highest cost of the
system in any one of 5 subsequent years. Congress has twice applied
this rule and, as a result, has twice postponed the statutory increase
in pay-roll taxes.
The committee has again applied this rule to the current situation.
It finds that for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, $1,1300,000,000
was collected in these particular pay-roll taxes; that the cost of benefits
for the fiscal year was $149,000,000 plus $27,000,000 in administrative
expenses; that the balance of $954,000,000 went into the contingent
reserve; that this produced a reserve of $4,300,000,000 last June 30.
The heaviest annual cost in benefits and administrative expenses
from 1943 to 1948- is estimated by the Social Security Board from a
low of $415,000,000 under normal circumstances to a high of $813,
000,000 under abnormal circumstances. Thus the present reserve is
about 11 (instead of 3) times the low and better than 5 times the
highest. Chairman Altmeyer, of the -Social Security Board, testifies
that if no employer or employee contributions whatever were collected
in 1944 the reserve assets on December 31, 1944, will amount to about
$4,600,000,000, which is more than 3 times the estimated expendi
tures 5 years later in 1949. Manifestly, som~ething like another
billion dollars will be added to the reserve in 1944 by the maintenance
of the existing pay-roll taxes at existing levels. Therefore, it seems
apparent that these contingent reserves are far more than meet the
statutory test without any increase in pay-roll taxes in 1944. Under
such circumstances-and in view of all the other tax drains now
confronted by workers and employers-the committee does not
believe,-that these pay-roll taxes should be allowed to increase 100
percent on next January 1, as Would be the automatic, case in the
absence- of this legislation.
It should be further noted in this connection that the receipts of
these old age and survivors' benefits funds and their balances are far
greater than contemplated in the original establishment of the
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system. TIhe formal report of the Senate Finance Committee in
1939 estimated. the reserve at the end of 1943 at $2,651,000,000.
Actually it will he nearer $4,850,000,000. We shall collect more in
1944 pay-roll taxes at the existing 1 percent rates on employers and
1 percent on employees than it was expected and prophesied we would
collect at the contemplated rate of 2 percent on each.
It should be clearly understood that this recommendation of the
committee has nothing to do with. the question of, the expansion of
social-security benefits or coverage. Congress. will meet this issue
later. We are concerned at the moment solely with the problem of
financing existing benefits and coverage. New rates will have to be
arranged to meet new obligations. But it is the committee's judg
ment that present rates are~more than adequate for all present obliga
tions. It is for this reason that the committee recommends the
freezing of social-security pay-roll taxes for old-age and survivors'
benefits at existing levels for the calendar year 1944.
It should be clearly recognized in this connection that when Congress
changed the character of these reserve funds in 1939, putting them on a
contingent or a pay-as-wve-go basis, it recognized the difference in
character between private insurance and public insurance, which is
tax supported. For example, the system as originally set up con
templated an ultimate reserve of approximately $50,000,000,000 in
another 40 years. The interest on $50,000,000,000 at 3 percent is
$1,soo,ooo,ooo per annum. It makes no difference to the taxpayer
whether this $1,500,000,000 is appropriated to pay the interest (in
$60,000,000,000 of Government bonds in a reserve fund or whether it is
a direct appropriation to this support of the old age and survivors
system; but it makes a tremendous difference to the taxpayer whether
there has also been the needless accumulation of these enormous
Government reserves as the result of taxation. It is obviously true
that the change to the basis of contingent reserves, as contemplated
by the amended statutes, that Congress obligates itself in the future to
make whatever direct appropriations (in lieu of appropriations for
interest on bonds in reserve) are necessary to maintain the full and
complete solvency of the old-age and survivors benefits funds, because
there could be no more solemn public trust. This is inherent in the
decision made by Congress in 1939. The statutory rule, requiring
contingent reserves which are at least three times as large as the
total cost of the system in any one of 5 subsequent years, is a complete
measure of contingent protection and always gives Congress at least
5 years' notice of any possibility of delinquency.
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TITLE IX-SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES
SECTION

901.

AUTOMATIC

INCREASE

IN 1944 RATE NOT TO APPLY

This section, which was added by your committee to the House

bill, postpones the increase in the rates of the taxes imposed by the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act (subchapter A of chapter 9 of
the code). Under existing law, the rate of the income tax on em
ployees imposed by section 1400 increases from 1 percent to 2 percent
on January 1, 1944; and the rate of the excise tax on employers of
one or more employees imposed by section 1410 also increases from
1 percent to 2 percent on such date. In the case of each such tax
the amendment provides that the 1 percent rate shall remain in force
through the calendar year 1944, and that the 2 percent rate shall be
applicable to wages paid and received during the calendar year 1945.
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AN ACT
To provide revenue, and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That (a) SHORT TITLE.-This Act, divided into titles and

4 sections according to the following Table of Contents, may
5 be cited as the "Revenue Act of 1943":
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6
7
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9
10
1.1

12

TITLE IX-SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES

13 SEC. 901. AUTOMATIC INCREASE IN 1944 RATE NOT TO APPLY.
14

(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of the Federal

15 Insurance Contributions Act (internal Revenue Code, sec.
16 1400) are amended to read as follows:,
17

"(1) With respect to wages received during the

18

calendar years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, and

19

1944, the rate shall be 1 per centum.

20

"(2) With respect to wages received during the

21

calendar year 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum."

22

(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410 of such Act

23

(Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1410) are amended to read as

24 follows:

'25

"1")

With respect to wages pqid during the calen

190
dar year8 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, and 1944, the

1
2

rate shall be 1 per centum.
3 ~

4

"(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar
year 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum."

Passed the House of Representatives November 24, 1943.
Attest:

SOUTH TRIMBLE.,
Clerk.
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THE REVENUE ACT
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, after
the reception of the President's message, I shall ask unanimous consent that
the Senate proceed to the consideration
of House bill 3687. the Revenue Act of
1943. I desire to give notice to Senators,
so that they may be advised and adjust
their plans accordingly, that I shall also
ask unanimous consent that the last title
in the bill be first considered, the title
relating to the social-security taxes,
The reason for the request is very simple. and I think it proper to state it now.
Certain Members of the House of Representatives, including the chairman of
the House Committee on Ways and
Means, have indicated that since that
committee had not given consideration
to that matter It would be necessary that
a hearing of 2 or 3 days be held onl it, if
the amendment reported by the Finance
Committee shall be approved by the Senate. Therefore, after the bill Is taken
up by the Senate, I shall ask for the consideration of the amendment to that title
first; and if the Senate shall approve the
amendment, then the Ways and Means
Committee of the House will have ample
opportunity during the week to complete
such hearings as the committee may
wish to hold on thnt provision.
There is another matter I should men
tion at this time; that is, the title of the
bill relating to the renegotiation of con
tracts. The senior Senator from Ten
nessee [Mr. McKELLAR], who was the
author of the renegotiation-of- contracts
law, has not as yet returned from his
home in Tennessee. He desired that the
consideration of that subject go over
until he could be present, and, after con
ference, I agreed we would not take up
the contract-renegotiation title of the
bill until Monday next.
Mvr. Presi
Mr. LA FOLLE'rTE.
dentThe VICE PRESIDENT. Does the
Senator from Georgia yield to the Sen
ator from Wisconsin?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield.
Mr. LA FOLLET1'E. I assume that
would apply to one or two amendments,
if my memory serves me correctly as to
the number, relating to the subject of
renegotiation which do not appear in the
title to which the Senator has been
referring.
Mr. GEORGE. My request would
cover anything related to renegotiation.
I thought all the amendments having- to
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do with that subject werc included In the
last title.
I desired to make this statement be
cause, while, of course, we want the Sen
ator from Tennessee to return as soon as
possible, he may not be able to do so
for a day or two. At any rate, I have
assumed the authority to protect him
until Monday next, so far as the renego
tiation provisions of the bill are con
cerned.
Mr. WHITE. I inquire of the Sznator
from Georgia or the Senator from Ken
tucky whether we may understand that
the bill as reported, or at least in some
form, will remain before the Senate un
til disposed of.
Mr. GEORGE. It will be the unfin
ished business, but of course it might be
laid aside for some pressing matter. In
the opening days of a session it would
not be my purpose to hold the bill be
fore the Senate to the exclusion of
uncontested matters which should have
immediate attention.
Mr. WHITE. It will not be laid aside
for any matter that is controversial?
Mr. GEORGE. No.
Mr. BARKLEY. No, indeed. I might
say, if the Senator from Georgia will
permit, that inasmuch as we are to take
the bill up tomorrow, and since the re
negotiation provision, which is one of
the most controversial of the bill, will
go over until Monday, it is barely pos
sible we might conclude the considera
tion of other features of the bill before
the end of the week, in which case it
might be possible to take up uncon
tested measures.
Mr. WHITE. I thank the Senator.
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The LEGISLATIVE CLERKC. On page 189.
after line 11, it is proposed to insert a,
new title, as follows:
TITLE1X---8OCIAL-SECTURrY TAXES

SEC90. IcraseIn194
utoatc
rte ot
toc
901l.Auotiinraei194aent
(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1400) are amended
to read as follows:
"(1) With respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1939. 19.40, 1941. 1942, 1943,
and 1944, the rate shall be 1 percent.
"(2) With respect to wages received during
the calendar year 1945, the rate shall be 2
percent."
(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410 of
such act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1410)
are amended to read as follows:
"(1) With respect to wages paid during
the calendar years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943,
and 1944. the rate shall be 1 percent.
"(2) With respect to wages paid during the
calendar year 1945, the rate shall be 2 perTHE REVENUE ACT
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I ask cn.
unanimous consent that the Senate now
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I do
proceed to the consideration of House not intend at this time to make a general
statement with respect to the revenue
bill 3687, the revenue bill, and I further
ask that the formal reading of the bill be provisions of the bill. Such a statement
dispensed with, and that it be read first will be presented tomorrow morning.
when I anticipate we will enter upon the
for action on committee amendments,
consideration of the several features of
There being no objection, the Senate
Proceeded to consider the bill (H. R. the bill relating to Individual incomes,
3687) to Provide revenue, and for other corporate incomes, and sundry other
purposes, which had been reported from provisions.
The amendment now under considerthe Committee on Finance with amendation is in technical language, but it
ments.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, for the merely means that the majority muemreasons stated by me yesterday, I now ask bers of the Committee on Finance recommend that for 1 year from January 1,
that the first amendment to be considered be title IX, the title having to do 1944, pay-roll taxes for old-age and Surwith social security taxes, the last title in vivors' benefits be frozen at existing rates
of 1 percent upon employers and 1 perthe bill,
cent upon employees, Instead -of being
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
increased to 2 percent on employers and
objection? The Chair hears none,
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I 2 percent on employees, as would otherthink a quorum should be present when wise be required by the existing Socialthis matter is taken up, and I suggest the security law. The majority of the cornmittee believe that the present and proabsence of a quorum.
spective revenues from this tax will
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
amply protect the complete solvency of
will call the roll,
The legislative clerk called the roll, the old-age and survivors' benefit fund.
It will be recalled that when the social
and the following Senators answered to
security law was rewritten in 1939, the
their names:
Reed
reserves for these purposes were changed
Aiken
Green
Andrews
Guffey
Revercomb
from the basis of a so-called full reGurney
Reynolds
sevtotebssoacotnetrAustin
Hatch
RussellsevtotebssoacotnetrBall
Barkley
Hawkes
Scrugham
serve. Under the original Social SecuShipstead
rity Act, the law itself contemplated that
Bone
Hayden
Brewster
Hill
Stewart
the reserve fund would reach a very high
Bridges
Holman
Taft
level at a given date-several billion
Buck
Johnson, Colo. Thomas. Idaho
Burton
Kilgore
Thomas, Utah
dollars. in fact-but in 1939 the whole
Bushfield

La Follette

Tobeyqusinwsreaieanreosd

Capper
Caraway
Chavez
Clark. Mo.
Connally
Davis
Downey

Lodge
Lucas
Mcclellan
Maloney
Maybankc
Millikin
Murdck~
Murrayl

Tydlings
Vandenberg
Van Nuys
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, N. J.,
Wheeler

Byrd

Feagston
George
Gerry
Gillette

Langer

O'Mahoney
Overton
Pepper

Tunnellqusinwsreaieanrenid

Wberry
Whitey
Willis
Wilson

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GmLSeventy-one Senators having answered to their names,
a quorum is present.
The clerk will state the amendment of
the committee on page 189, Which is:
under the order of the Senate, to be considered first,
LETTE in the chair).

ered, and Congress in its wisdom departed from the full reserve fund basis
and adopted the contingent reserve fund
basis. At that time the advisory cornmittee of experts, in its report to the
Senate Committee on Finance, suggested a yardstick, whether absolutely or
conditionally I shall not myself discuss,
by which to measure the adequacy of the
contingent reserves,
Title II of the Social Security Act was
amended in 1939; therefore, to require
the board of trustes of the old age and
survivors' trust fund to "report immediately to Congress whenever the Board of
Trustees is of the opinion that during the
ensuing 5 fiscal Years the Trust Fund will
exceed three times the highest annual
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expenditures anticipated during that 5
fscal-year period."~ In other words,
Congress indicated that these contingent

reserves would be adequate whenever

they exceeded three times the highest
cost of the system in any one of the sub
sequent years.
Congress has twice applied that rule,
and as a result has twice postponed the
statutory increase in pay-roll taxes. In
other words, Congress has twice frozen
the tax at the existing level of 1 percent
on employers and 1percent on employees.
The Finance Committee by a clear maJority vote has again applied this rule to
the current situation. It finds as a mat
ter of fact that for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1943, $1,130,000,000 was collected
in these particular pay-roll taxes; that
the cost of benefits for the fiscal year was
$149,000,000, plus $27,000,000 in adminiis
trative expenses; that the balance of
$940,00wnitohecnngtr
serve, with the result that the contingent
reserve as of last June 30 amounted to
$4,300,000,000. It is estimated that this
contingent reserve will amount to $4,850.
ooo,ooo at the end of the current fiscal
year.
The committee was therefore of the
opinion that under the yardstick indi
cated or the rule by which to measure the
safety and security and integrity of the
fund created in the act of 1939, the re
serves were more than adequate to take
care of any call that could be made upon
them during the next ensuing 5-year
period.
Mr. President, I have no desire to ex
pand the argument. There are other
Senators who are interested in this mat
ter and who will discuss it at some length.
I have stated very briefly, and only
briefly, the essential facts.
There were some who held to the view
that probably it would be wise for the
automatic Increase to take place as of
January 1, 1944, for reasons other than
the preservation intact and the protec
tion of the integrity of the trust fund set
up under the Social Security Act. I my
self have never believed and do not now
believe that the social-security fund
should be used for general revenue Pur
poses.
Tesca-euiyfdIsotapt
Tesca-euiyfdisotapt
of the revenue. It does not increase
the revenue, and it does not decrease the
revenue by and large. I have always be.
lieved that the social-security fund ought
to be devoted entirely to the purposes set
fotanprvednthScaleuit
fotanprvddithScaleurt
Act.
In this connection, Mr. President, I
should call attention to the fact that the
committee amendment further freezing
the social-security tax at the existing
rates does not change the character of
the reserve fund, and that if the benefits
of the social-security system .are ex.
panded the freezing of this particular taxc
at this time will have no bearing whatso
ever upon that question, certainly not
without subsequent legislation by the
Congress itself.
Mr. President, that is all I desire to say
on this matter.
Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, on De..
cember 17 last, when this title was under
discussion in the Senate, I indicated my
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opposition to the proposed change freezIng the social-security taxes for the year
1944, and I now desire to explain my reasons for opposing the committee amnendinent to freeze the social-security taxes
for the year 1944.
In the first place, I should like to say
that I think the basic confusion and misunderstanding which has arisen on this
matter is due in large part to the decision in 1935 to call the collections for
social security by the erroneous name of
'taxes." The collections levied on employees and employers are not taxes in
the usual sense. They are not levied for
paying the general costs of the Government. They are levied to pay the costs
of the insurance benefits provided under
an insurarnce law. They are not taxes;,
they are really premiums for insurance
protection, and reference to the colloquies with respect to the law which took
place in the Senate on December 1'7 will
disclose the fact that there was a misunderstanding of the difference between
taxes and premiums,
I wish to give notice now that at the
appropriate time-irrespective of the action which the Senate takes on this
amendment-I shall offer an amendment to strike out the word "taxes" in
this part of the social-security law and
insert in lieu thereof the word "premiums." I might point out also that
Senate bill 281, which I introduced early
in 1943, broadening and expanding the
social-security program, specifically provides that all social-insurance contributions shall be called premiums so there
may be no further confusion on this
point.
Unless and until we recognize that the
old-age and survivors' insurance provisions of the Social Security Act are
financed by premiums, we will continue
each year to debate this issue on a false
basis. I say this deliberately, because it
seems to me that under any system of
old-age insurance we must take the longrun view, not merely a short-run view,
Here for the third time in 5 years we are
debating this same matter. I think it is
unwise and unsound to tinker so frequently with the financing of so important an insurance system. I think we
should put the financing of the insurance system on a long-run basis and then
revise the financing only if it seems necessary on the basis of the best actuarial
estimates available. No actuarial estimates would support the step we are
being asked tLotake. if we adjust the
premium rates every year or so, we shall
only confuse the beneficiaries, the contributors, and the public generally about
the insurance system. We shall give
them the impression that it is only necessary to look at the costs of insurance
payments today; that Congress may
change the rate, up or down, who knows
when. The result can only be to give
the people of the country a feeling that
the system is not a sound insurance program.
The basic reason why this insurance
plan must be looked at on a long-run
basis is that the number and proportion
of aged persons in our population is
steadily growing. Among the main rea-

sons for this are the longer life expectancy, the decreased birth rate, and the
decline in immigration. In 1900, there
were -only 3,000,000 persons 65 years of
age and over, representing 4 percent of
the population. At the present time
there are nearly 10,000,000 persons aged
65 and over, representing over 7 percent
of the total population, and within 40
years it is estimated that we may have
over 22,000,000 persons aged 65 and over,
representing from 14 to 16 percent of the
total population. It is clear from these
figures that the cost of any old-age insurance program will continue to increase steeply, and that the small cost
of the present program during the early
years of its operation, and particularly
during the war when few people are retiring, is misleading and deceptive as a
basis for judging the long-run costs of
the program. During the next 40 years
the annual benefit payments under our
old-age and survivors insurance program
are estimated to increase to 15 or 20
times the present levels.
It is clear and unmistakable, therefore, that the costs of the insurance system will steadily increase, year by year,
for many years to come. This fact is
certified to us by leading statisticians,
mathematicians, actuaries, and population experts. Knowing this to be true,
the Congress should plan the financing
of the insurance program on a sound,
long-run basis and not try to make yearto-year adjustments which completely
leave out of consideration these long-run
costs,
This is not merely my own view. The
Advisory Council on Social Security, appointed by the Senate Finance Committee and the Social Security Board, jointly stated in 1938, as follows-and I quote
this because it is applicable today:
Thle planning of the old-age insurance pro-

gram must take full account of the fact,

that, while disbursements for benefits are
relatively small in the early years of the
program, far larger total disbursements are
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fund is not unduly large in view of its
liabilities.
It was also brought out at the hearings
before the committee that the protection
provided under the Social Security Act is
equivalent to a face value of $50,000,
000,000. Think of itl The Congress has
provided $50,000,000,000 worth of lifeinsurance protection in this law. From
the standpoint of an individual the value
of the survivors' insurance. benefits at
the date of death-which corresponds to
the face value of life insurance-is be
tween $3,000 and $10,000 for most famil
lies, and as high as $15,000 for some
families. Obviously even the increased
contributions would be little enough to
pay for this protection.
Even with the automatic increase in
contributions the benefits paid to work
ers during these early years of operation
of the old-age and survivors' insurance
system are much higher in proportion
to the contributions made by them than
will be true in the case of later bene- 
ficiaries. Therefore, from the stand
point of equity, as well as from the
standpoint of financial soundness, the
automatic increase in contribution rates
is essential in order that those who draw
benefits in the next few years may not
get too large a bonus at the expense of
younger workers who in later years will
have to pay much higher premiums
than now scheduled, if we do not collect
more now.
Theeut
ficesn
h
oti
butiohe eqity
reofninceasing the contrib
utors themselves. Both the A. F. L. and
the C. I. 0. have testified that they are
wincesel
ccring
tohvh
thenexisutiong law.s
itcshould alsordbegnote that
eitheg Wall
Stet Jhournalothe noew York times thel
Chicag ouHrnaldAeia,
the okTmshicg
Ce
Suncand tHerWash-meicngto PothaeCiall
editorially endorsed the scheduled step-

up. Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have the editorials printed in the
RECORD as a part of my remarks.
inevitable in the future. 0 * *
The
There being no objection, the editori
Council wishes to reiterate the necessity of
als were ordered to be printed In the
taking full account of the greatly Increasing
RECORD, as follows:
costs of the old-age insurance program in
[From the Wall Street Journal of December
fureyas
27, 19431
It is my understanding that the graduTHE -AOE.-PENsioN TAx RATE
ated step-up in contribution rates was
Now that Congress has postponed for 60
incorporated in the law to permit the
days the rise which would otherwise have
employers and employees to know the
taken place In the age-pension tax rate on
long-run implications of the program January 1, we shall all have a little time In
and to be able to adjust their other conwhich to gain understanding of the Federal
tri-uions for SiMila----------age-pension system. This newananer believes
thin, awa
sund
that7 the Incr-ease in this pay-roll tax which
ingly. This, I tik
a
on
view,
the statute had scheduled for the opening of
and it is still sound.
1944 should have been allowed to go Into
Several other reasons seem to me to
effect; It believes that Congress should permit
justify the scheduled increase in the
that to happen on March 1 by allowing the
present law. It was brought out in the
60-day postponement to expire.
hearings on this matter before the SenIn another column on this page appears a
ate Finance Committee that on the basis
letter from Mr. Delmer Hubbell, who usually
ofcranatailcluainacrhas
his feet
planted
on the
ground
of
cturia
ertin cacultios, ccodand his
eyes firmly
wide open.
Much
of what
he
ing to the concepts of private insurance,
writes is correct as far as it goes. But Mr.
the present reserve fund already has a, Hubbell seems to assume that the amend
deficit of between five billion and thirments of the age-pension section of the SO
teen billion dollars, depending upon the
cial Security Act adopted in 1939 were both
assumptions used In making the calcuright and final. Those amendments made a
lations. Although social insuraice
departure from the "full reserve" theorY Of
the original act and put in its place the idea
should not be judged solely by private
of a mere contingency reserve. The change
insurance concepts, nevertheless, this
then made means that when the age-pensionl
comparison indicates that the existing
system has reached maturity-whena current
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OUtpayments have reached their maximum
excess over current age-pelasion collections-all but a minor fraction of thq excess will
have to be taken from the general tax revehlues from Other sources. Whereas a full
reserve system would derive the whole of the
excess from the Interest earned by the inVested reserve; any structure between the
contingency reserve and the full reserve systems would depend in part upon accruing interest and in part upon Treasury contributon.current
It is true, as Mr. Hubbell says, that Federal taxpayers as a body must provide the
means from which age-pensions are paid,
whether these are the interest earned by the
reserve or Treasury contributions. But it Is
not true that "current collections store no
value whatever out of which future payments are to be made." They do store value
for thp account of future pensionnaires.
Through their Investment in obligations of
the United States they have the effect of
earmarking a portion of the Treasury's general receipts for the benefit and use of the
age-pension system,
At the end of his fourth paragraph Mr
Hubbell comes close to stating the argument which may be made for a full reserve
system. In the amount that pension payments are less in a given year than the yield
of the age-pension taxes collected, the TrreasUry borrows that much from the reserve and
that much less from the public-or perchance from the banks. The full reserve
theory, or even a part-way acceptance of it,
assumes that the total Federal debt will be
what It will be regardless of the measure of
the age-pension tax rate and that the greater
the proportion of It which rests In the reserve fund, where It channels interest paymnent into pension recipients' hands instead
of those of other bondholders, the safer and
sounder the pension system will be.
Present age-pension tax collections are
admittedly much less than the present accrual of future pension liability, which is a
liability of the Federal Government outside
of and beyond its publicly held funded debt,
In view of this fact it must be said that the
Treasury never officially states the total
amount of the public debt of both varieties,
that evidenced by papers in the hands of cash
lenders and that represented by accumulating
pension rights under a section of the Social
Security Act. This state of affairs may account for Secretary Morgenthau's opposition
to postponing the tax rate increase. There Is
the further fact that the present tax collection from employees, even as supplemented
by the equal collection from their employers,
Is by no means fairly paying for the pensions
pledged by law to the former,
Mr, Hubbell's concluding paragraph, we
think. misstates the case. The age-pension
pay-roll taxes are not "exactly like all other
taxes," for they do not yield true tax revenue.
They put the Government in the Insurance
business, selling annuity insurance at premi
um rates much less than its ultimate total
cost.
[Fomth
Sret
Wl ounl f ovmbr
Wl 29,mth
19431ounl foeme
29, 9431This
THE AGE"PENsixO
TAx RATz
A manufacturer of the interior writes this
newspaper a letter Of inquiry respecting the
reserve fund of the old-age pension system
which indicates a probably widespread state
of confusion on the subject. On the one
hand there is official authority for the statement that the reserve is some twelve or thirteen billion dollars short of presently accumulated pension liabilities. On the other
hand, it is estimated that by the end of this
year the reserve will reach or approach
$5,000,000,000, a sum several times the present
annual outpaymenlts. Both statements are
correct approximations, but they seem contradictory.

Unless Congress Intervenes, the age-pension
tax rate will increase on January 1 next from
the 1 percent of covered pay roll each for
employer and employee to double that rate,
The statutory rise in tax rate has twice been
postponed by Congress, an attempt is to be
made to postpone it again,
Because the system was established only
a few years ago the number of actual pensioners has not nearly reached Its maximum,
hut it is increasing every year and in time
payments to pensioners are bound
to exceed current receipts from the agepension tsx plus interest on Government securities In the reserve fund. As originally
conceived the reserve fund was to be a 'full'
reserve, so that the system would support
Itself (not merely now but throughout the
long future) without contributions from the
Treasury's general tax receipts, that is, without support from the general body of Fed
eral taxpayers. But the social-security law
amendments of 1939 departed from the full
reserve principle in the direction of a merely
contingent reserve and dependence on supporting Treasury contributions,
What it means, to say that the reserve fund
is billions short of equaling already accrued
liabilities, is that the fund is that much
short of a sum which Would yield an interest
return covering what has already accrued to
the credit of covered employees, a credit not
payable to them now but when and as they
indivldually reach pensioning age. Insuri"
ance actuaries seem to~agree That what they
call the level premium rate (the cost of the
pension insurance) over the average contributing life of the beneficiaries Is about '7 percent of covered pay roll. If they are right, the
present combined tax of 2 percent is far short
of constituting a sound actuasrial basis for
the age pensions as fixed by existing law. it
will still be short of such a basis if the statutory rate increase is allowed to become effective in January, but It will move considerably
nearer self-support.
In passing the present law Congress expressed its judgment that a higher tax rate
on beneficiaries and their employers was required for the long-term protection of both
the Treasury and the age-pension recipients.
That judgment was not reversed by the two
postponements of the rate increase. So far
as this newspaper is aware, no good reason
bearing upon the merits of the pension system has been advanced for again postponing
the increase at a time when both employers
and employees are well able to bear It. 'For
the former, the added cost will be largely
offset by resulting reduction in Income-tax
liability. The latter, as a group, are in receipt of greater income than for a dozen years
past.
[From the Chicago Herald-American of
December 20, 19431
WHEN SHOULD WX PAY FOR SOCIAL SECURITY?

(By Robert P. Vanderpoel)
Once more the original social-security legislation has been emasculated through again
postponing, at least temporarily, the automatic Increases In social-security deductions
that were to begin January 1.
is a grievous mistake, for two reasons.
First of all, It means more than a, billion
dollars less revenue for the Government this
year and a billion dollars more spending power
(inflationary money) for the public and for
corporations,
With the Federal 'Treasury badly in need of
revenue and with the people and the corporations literally drunk with excess cash, It
just doesn't make sense again to postpone thesocial-security assessment rates.
It was argued, of course, by Senator VANuENxRsxa, who led the opposition against the
Increase, that payments Into the social-security fund continue to exceed outlays and
that we can afford to wait and see how the
matter works out In the future.
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CAN A37ORD rr NOW
ActuAlly, this Is the very reason we shouldn't do It that way. We can afford to make the
payments now. This is true In general of
both employers and employees. We will not
be In such fortunate position when the tables
turn and the outlays begin to exceed the In
take.
A squirrel stores nuts In the fall, when the
nuts are plentiful, so that he will not starve
during the winter, when there are no nuts
available. The United States should be storIng dollars now when dollars are more abund
ant than ever before in our history and each
one that Is taken out of circulation actually
serves to strengthen our economy so that it
will not have to collect as many dollars when
they become scarce and when each dollar
withdrawn: will tend to destroy jobs and feed
the fires of a deflationary spiral.

[From the New York Times of September 26,
1943]
SOCIAL-SECURITY TAXES
ntesac
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retrtxyed
ti
agin theingsearchsforgrate tocaxlyieldsityi
taxes be raised to siphon off part of the ex
cess purchasing power held by wage earners.
Two aspects of this proposal may be consid
ered: The rise to 2 percent already scheduled
for next January, and propored increases
which might raise the rate to 6 percent.
The tax levied on workers and employers
had been scheduled to increase from 1 per,.
cent to 2 percent in January of this year, but
this was postponed until 1944 by congres
sional action. One argument advanced
aantalwn
h nraet
eoeefc
tive was the size of the reserve fund, which
agratdmethn
3000000aso
aggregae moreanthno
i
abu $30,o00,000
as0of
HowerIplnigtestmpovin
was ever, inhplannigrautlyheisyser provision
the accumulation of a large fund during the
early years to meet the anticipated liabilities
when the benefits become fully effective. Be
cause of the high level of Incomes, the pres
ent time is'very favorable for the accumula
tion of such reserves, The scheduled increase
in the tax, therefore, should now be perImitted. The annual yield would be approxi
mnately $1,000,000,000.
An increase beyond this amount would fall
Into a different category unless it were ac
copnebyaorsodigleaiztn
cofmpeneiet baymacrensponIngth libyeralzaion
ofrensedi payments.o
the
levyiatono
werein
befisItslssikythtCnrswod
give fits ixteissles ofel thayteCongres woreuld
aonsiexateion
of thuies syte the carseful
of a simultaneous determination of benefits,
an Increase In social-security taxes might
lead prematurely to the adoption of plans
Which we could not normally afford.
Moreover, if there were an increase in the
emnployer's contribution as well as that of the
employee, costs would rise, thus adversely
affecting earnings and creating pressure for
higher prices. The reduction In earnings, in
turn, would mean a lower yield from corpo
ration taxes, which would offset to a large
extent the higher yield from social security
taxes. In this connection it should be noted
there is a fundamental difference between
social security taxes and other taxes. In
many respects social security taxes are simi
lar to compulsory savings or bond purchases
out of current incomes, since they represent
liabilities which must subsequently be met-.
although the maturity date Is longer, than
that for bonds. To the extent that higher
social-security taxes would mean a lower
yield from corporation taxes or appear to oh
viate the necessity to impose other taxes,
therefore, the proportion of the war financed
out of current incomes will be smaller than
It should be.
Finally, using the social-security mecha
nism for this purpose carries an additional
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danger. If the rate were now Increased pri..
marily as a fiscal measure, there would be
agitation to lower it in periods of depi'ession.
This would fit in well with the pump-priming
theory which has wide acceptance in WashIngton. But if the tax were lowered In bad
times, it would be politically diffIcult to restore It to the required level when conditions
Improved. This has been illustrated by the
past reluctance of Congress to permit even
scheduied increases. The soundness of the
whole social security program may be endangered if it is ccnverted into a mechanism
to implement a fiscal policy designed to
stabilize the economy.
[From the Chicago Sun of November 24,
1943[

any sum that could reasonably be required to

No TIME FOR A TAx FREEZE

Once again Senator VANDErNnERr, has come
forward with his proposal to freeze socialsecurity pay-roll taxes at their present level,
The law calls for an automatic rise in these
contributions on January 1, just as it did a
year ago. Senator VANDENBTERG succeeded iin
forestalling the rise then on the argument
that obligations of the social-security fund
In the immediate future could be muet at the
lower rate of taxation. He offers the same
argument for a tax freeze this year.
If the Senator has his way, individuals and
corporations will be relieved of $1,200,000,000
In scheduled pay-roll taxes, and thus the
job of controlling inflation will be rendered
that much harder. The Treasury assuming
that this $1,200,000,000 would be collected,
has told us that $10,500,000,000 additional
were needed to provide adcquate tax safeguards against inflation. The House reduced
this figure to slightly over two billion, and
now Senator VANDENBERG proposes to reduce
that by another $1,200,000,000. The net effect
would be to levy taxes of less than one billion
in the face of expert testimony that more
than $11,700,000,000 are needed. That comes
mighty close to a congressional strike against
inflation control,
Apart from the inflationary implications.
there is excellent ground for following the
original intent of the social-security law,
Due to heavy war employment, new obligations are being created every day, and to make
sure of meeting them contributions must
rise gradually, as previously contemplated,
Arthur J. Altmeayer, Chairman of the Social
Security Board, has warned Congress that "it
would be unwise to defer the increase in contribution rates now scheduled to take effect
on January I.' As he points out, deferment
of the increase can only mean that contributors will have to pay higher rates later, perhaps under less favorable circumstances.
The social-security fund is like a vast joint
savings account. With the national Income
at record heights, the time to build up that
account for future contingencies is now,
WahintonPos
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December 26, 19431

SEC~rrY

SEUTYTXMr.

A bill deferring for 2 months the auto-

matic Increases In old-age security levies

effective January 1 has been signed by the
President. But Secretary Morgenthau has
expressed strong disapproval of the Vanden-

berg amendment to the Senate tax bill freez.
ing these levies for a full year.

ever, we still maintain that tht Imposition of
higher pay-roll levies cannot be justified elmply as a means of fighting inflation. For
these levies are exacted from insured workers
to help defray the coats of the insurance syetem. They are not taxes imposed for the sake
of obtaining revenue to cover the Governmenit's running costs, either in time of war or
of peace.
In our opinion pay-roll levies can. be justifled only if those payments are required to
cover the costs of the insurance system. Arthur J. Altmeyer. of the Social Security Board,
testifying before the Senate Finance Committee, presented very persuasive arguments
of that general tenor. Indeed, after reading
Mr. Altmeyer's testimony, we are prepared to
retract a recent editorial assertion that the
old-age reserve fund is "now far in excess of

If that pro-

posal should be embodied in the completed
tax bill, therefore, It would greatly increase
the chances of a Presidential veto,
Z
Heretofore the Post has approved the free-

Ing of the pay-roll levies because It believed

assure the actuarial soundness of the system."
To be sure, the reserve is far in excess
of any sum likely to be needed in the near
future, because high wages and record high
employment have raised receipts from existing pay-roll levies far above expectations,
But Mr. Altmeyer Is not thinking of the next
few years. He Is looking ahead, trying to
estimate the long-run costs of the old-age
insurance system and the actuarial souindness of the system, judged by the tests applicable to private Insurance companies. In
his personal opinion the level premium cost
of the present insurance system
Is likely to be
in the neighborhood of 5 1/2 to 6 percent
of pay roll.
Mr. Altmeyer, however, is not urging that
pay-roll levies be raised to the extent necessary to make the Insurance system self -sustaining without contributions from the Govermient. Nevertheless, he believes that the
insured should be ask'ed to defray a larger
proportion of the long-run costs of the system, thereby reducing the amounts that will
eventually have to be contributed out of taxes
to cover deficits. Especially startling i~shis
assertion that a steep increase in future bene-7
fits costs resulting from the growing propor.
tion of the aged In the population and the
increasing amount of benefits payable per
person will probably necessitate eventual diebuirsements 15 to 20 times present annual
disbursements from the insurance fund.
To sum up: We conclude that the failure
of Congress to Impose adequate wartime taxes
on workingmen's Incomes has removed the
principal objection to an immediate acheduled increase in pay-roll levies. We further
conclude that such increases are warranted
because the current levies fall far short of
the amounts required to cover insurance costs
and make the insurance system self-sustainIng. Finally, we heartily agree with Mr.
Altmeyer's suggestion that Congress should
make up Its mind as to the financial policy
that it intends to pursue in respect to the
long-run financing of the insurance system.
We wish, too, that the public realized more
the real value and cost of the protection
is being afforded by the small payments
reni exctd
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they are getting

their money's worth,

a statement in

the

I should like also to call attention to

committee report

which appears to rest upon p6 misconception of the issues involved. The
statement in the committee report, which
I think has been quoted by another

strengthen resistance to comprehensive tax
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classes Of workers. That argument has now
lost Its validity owing to the refusal of Con.
gress to vote an adequate tax program. How.

For example, the system, as originally set
up, contemplated an Ultimate reserve of
approximately $50,000,000,000 In another 40

that raising the rates at this time would
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years. The interest on *50,000,000,000, at a
percent, is $1,500,000,000 pet~annum. It
makes no difference to the taxpayer whether
this $1,500,000,000 is appropriated to Pay the
interest on $50,000,000,000 of Governraent
bonds in a reserve fund or whether it is
a direct appropriation to the support Of the
old-age and Burvivors system, but It makes
a tremendous difference to the taxpayer
whether 'there has also been thd needless
accumulation of these enormous Goverrnment
reserves.

The fact is that it does make a big
difference-although the committee said
it make~ no difference-to the general
taxpayer how such a program is
financed-in this case a difference of
$1,500,000,000 a year. If the reserves
have been built up by contributions, then
tetutfn
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5,0,0,0
tetutfn
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u

5,0,0,0

worth of bonds which the Treasury mnust
otherwise~ sell elsewvhere. Later the trust
fund will receive $1,500,000,000 a year,
which it needs to balance its current
account, in the form of interest on these
bonds, and the taxpayer will pay this
amount only once. The Interest is at
th saeim
teGorn
n'scn
tesm

ieteGvrmn'
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tribution to the social-insurance System.
If these contributions are not collected
and reserves acquired, then the Treasury
must borrow the additional $50,000,000,
000 elsewhere. Later, when the trust
fund needs $1,500,000,000 to balance its
a
acount, this must be supplied from gen
eral revenues, and at the same time
another $1,500,000,000 must be provided
to Pay interest on the bonds, which then
will be held by the banks and other in
stitutions. The notion that it makes
no difference to the taxpayer how the
social-security program is financed has
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the committee report appears to give
support to such an erroneous view.
The committee also states that in the
amendments of 1939
Congress obligates itself in the future to
make whatever direct appropriations (in lieu
of appropriations for Interest on bonds In
reserve) are necessary to maintain the full
and complete solvency of the old-age and sur
vivors benefits funds, because there could
be no more solemn public trust. This Is
inherent In the decision made by Congress
In 1939.

It may be that the program, as amend
ed in 1939, would ultimately involve some
contributions from general revenue, but
I doubt that Members of Congress, gen
erally, are conscious of having Made such
a decision. I am inclined to question
whether Congress would now, constill further increase the future
burden by again postponing the con
tributions provided for in the law as it
std.
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meantscontribution
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system, if coverage is suffciently broad;
but it seems to me that the issue is of suf

ficient importance to be openly debated

on the Bloor of the Senate. I suggest,
therefore, that if such a step is contem
plated, the provision be submitted as a

separate and specific piece of legislation
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cussion the Congress wishes to continue

to freeze the tax, it is only reasonable
and proper, In order that workers and
employers be protected against unrea
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sonably high rates in the future, that
Congress also specify, in the law, that the
Government will provide a subsidy to the
insurance system whenever the contribution rates, shared equally between
employer and employee, would otherwise rise above a specified level,
Social insurance in the United States
is a relatively new institution. It is essential, therefore, that all changes in our
social insurance laws be considered not
only in terms of their short-run effects
but also in terms of their long-run implications. I have long been and still
am an ardent advocate of sound socialsecurity measures. But I recognize that
if social security is to continue it must
be financed on a sotind, permanent, and
long-run basis. I urge the Senate,
therefore, to reconsider this entire question in this light,
In conclusion, I wish to say that in my
opinion, after having studied this matter
as a member of the Special Committee
to Investigate the Old-Age Pension Systorn, appointed by the Senate in 1941,
this entire matter should be considered
in relation to a broadening and expansion of the social-security program. If
the coverage of the insurance system is
extended to cover the millions of persons now outside the system, as I recoinmended in my report-Senate Report No.
666. Seventy-seventh Congress, first session, August 28, 1941-there would be a
sound basis for revising the financial
structure of the insurance system and
providing a substantial contribution by
the Federal Government out of general
revenues. The broader the coverage of
the insurance system the greater the
justification for a governmental contribution in recognition of. the fact that
relief costs will be reduced thereby and
that all members of the community will
share in a basic minimum of protection,
I hope, therefore, that the distinguished Senator from Georgia, the
chairman of the Senate Finance Comnmittee, will, as soon as the pending bill
is out of the way, begin a comprehensive
review and hold public hearings on
necessary changes in our social-security
system. This, it seems to me, is a more
logical way to handle the matter than
in the tax bill,
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
this subject is technically dull, yet its
importance is measured by probably
$1,500,000,000 of taxation on the workers
and employers of the country in 1944.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me for the purpose of
suggesting the absence of a quorum?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I thank the
Senator for suggesting that a quorum
be summoned, but I know that practically all Senators are familiar with the
facts, and have made'up their minds as
to the stand they should take. My purpose in speaking as the author of the
pcnding amendment is to make a record
for the benefit of the House of Representatives, which has not this -year
passed upon the issue. Therefore I am
content to proceed. I wish to make the
record because the recent address by the
able Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
GREEN],

for example, indicates to me

that there is a total misconception of
the basis upon which our social-security
system is now proceeding.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. President, I can
understand the feeling of the Senator
and his desire to make a record, but I
cannot help feeling also that many Senators now absent would like to hear the
Senator's address.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I thank the Senator very much. At the conclusion of
the argument, when we are approaching
a yea-and-nay vote, I may again summarize the issue. For the time being,
I am making the record.
The problem involved in this amendment is comparatively simple when
shorn of complexities which are unavoidably present in the social-security laws
themselves, but which have no pertinent
or necessary place In this present discussion. Therefore, the first thing I
wish to do is to strip the pending issue
to its plainest, simplest terms.
The existing social-security statute
requires that old-age and survivor benefits shall be financed by pay-roll taxes
equally levied against employers and employees. The tax on each was 1 percent
until January 1, 1944-a date, however,
which was temporarily extended for 69
days by recent congressional resolution
in order to permit conclusive congressional action on this pending amendment to the tax bill.
The existing statute, as thus temporarily amended, would double this
tax-increase it 100 percent on both employers and employees to 2 percent payroll taxes on each-f or 1944. I may add
parenthetically that the existing statute
automatically increases this tax to 21/2
percent in 1947 and to 3 percent in 1949.
The Senate Finance Committee, by a
vote of 4 to 1, recommends that these
pay-roll taxes be frozen for 1944 at the
existing 1-percent level; that this rate
of tax will produce ample revenues to
pay all old-age and survivor benefits, and
all administration expense for 1944, and
wholly sustain fully adequate reserves;
that, therefore, the 100-percent increase
in pay-roll taxes should be Postponed
until 1945 at the earliest. This purpose
Is accomplished by the final title in the
pending tax bill.
Thus the pending question comes down
to this, shall the Senate vote, pursuant
to the heavily preponderant majority of
its Finance Committee, to freeze these
pay-roll taxes at 1 percent for another
year as Congress has done upon two
previous annual occasions? Shall it
keep a needless burden of $1,500,000,000
in unjustified taxation during 1944 from
the backs of our workers and our employers?
Obviously the right answer depends
upon whether the existing 1-percent tax
is sufficient to pay old-age and survivor
benefits in 1944, and also to sustain a
completely adequate reserve which shall
protect the unassailable integrity of the
social-security system. Upon the Importance of this latter objective there is
absolutely no difference of opinion. It
is a supremely sacred trust. Indeed,
those of us who advocate the pending

pay-roll tax freeze are so unequivocally
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committed to this trust that we decline
to have it used for any ulterior purpose,
no matter how worthy within itself, as
is the clear intent of the Secretary of
the Treasury in opposing the Senate Fi
nance Committee's recommendation. I
shall come to that later.
Whether the existing 1-percent tax is
suffcient for all legitimate purposes be
comes in turn almost exclusively a ques
tion of reserves, because, at current levels
and existing rates, about 90 percent of
these pay-roll tax proceeds go into re
serves.
To understand the -status of the re
serve problem requires a very brief r6
sumd of the history of the Social Secu
rity Act. It was originally set up, about
a decade ago, on the basis of a so-called
full reserve-that is to say, upon sub
stantially the same actuarial basis as a
private insurance company would re
quire, despite the clear fact that a pub
lic tax-supported insurance system can
invincibly rely upon a far different type
of resources and financing. This origInal set-up on a full reserve basis con
templated by 1980 a gargantuan reserve
of $47,000,000,000.
I have always been' advised that the
President's Committee on Economic Se
curity, which did yeoman service in lay
ing the groundwork for the Social Secu
rity Act, was opposed to the full reserve
idea for a public tax-supported system,
and that the Committee's actuarial ad
visers were a unit against it. I believe
that most of these expert advisers- fa
vored an even smaller contingent reserve
than we now maintain. But the Presi
dent insisted upon the full reserve; and
it went into the original Social Security
Act largely as a result of the appearance
of.Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau
before the House Ways and Means Comn
mittee on February 5, 1935. His testi
mony, which is available, speaks for it
self. He candidly stressed the interest
which the Treasury had-not in social
security but in retiring a large part of
the public debt from the proceeds of the
Pay-roll tax. He built up his case in
favor of clearing away the general pub
lic debt before the country should con
front the major burdens of the Social
Security Act. In other words, his posi
tion was primarily related to the gen
eral national debt and -not to social-secu
rity necessities.
Mr. President, I assert that this is the
Secretary's position today. He is not
contesting the pending recommendation
of the Senate Finance Committee-he is
not asking that these current' pay-roll
taxes on our workers and on our employ
ers be doubled-because he questions the
adequacy of social-security reserves.
He could not because he is on record
otherwise, as I shall presently explain.
No; he is interested in 1944 as he was in
1935, in what? In retiring a large part
of the public debt from these special
taxes, levied, for a trust purpose, and
assessed against only a portion of our
people. With the greatest sympathy,
Mr. President, for Secretary Morgen
thau's tough responsibility in financing
our war bills, and without intending the

slightest reflection upon his collateral
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motives in this respect, I simply cannot
1939 for the old-age and survivors Insurance
quired to pay interest on the bonds. If
agree with him that. social-security paysystem a pay-as-you-go planwe transfer to a contingent reserve, we
roll taxes should be levied for anything
And this is precisely what we did, and pledge the Congress to an equivalent di
except direct and essential social-secuwe did it conscientiously and we knew
rect appropriation to, social security to
rity obligations as written into our socialexactly what we were doing. I continue
preserve the integrity of its obligations.
security contracts with some 40,000,000
with the quotationBut, in the latter event, we have saved
workers. Such also is the position twice
orwresadorepoesfo
taken by Congress in recent years, and
supplemented by a contingency reserve to
orwresadorepoesfo
F- offset, during times of poor business, possible
the hard necessity of heavy taxes to ac
as once more taken by the Senate Fdecreasing tax receipts and increasing benefit
cumulate
the full reserve.
nance Committee.
payments. It was felt that th.le presence of
Perhaps I have oversimplified the Prob
Lest there be any unfortunate misuna large excess of income over outgo year after
lem in my anxiety to make it plain. But
derstanding about this business, let me
year. accumulating In a reserve fund that
in essence this was the issue in 1939 when
clearly say that the use of social-security
might reach a total of $40,000,000,000 or
Congress, upon expert advice, abandoned
pay-roll revenues to retire the national
$50,000,000,000, would make it difficult to pro- the full reserve and went cver to a con
debt does not even remotely suggest maltect the system against political pressure
tingent reserve. Congress has twice con
administration of the funds. This use is groups seeking to enlarge benefits dangerfimdtsdesonnthitrvig
ously
or
to
spend
the
extra
money
in
unfimdtsdesonnthitrvig
inherent in the system itself since all its
sound ways. Successful efforts by such
years. It is precisely the same issue,
reserves must be invested in Government
groups could easily undernmine the foundaMr. President, which once more con
bonds. The Treasury gets the money
tions of the whole system,
fronts the Senate today, because, beyond
and spends it on general obligations. It
prdetrteeitn
-ecn
puts equivalent bonds-its I '0 U, as
Thus it came to pass in 1939 that Conpeyradventurs thellexistingi-prentfra
it were-in the social-security reserve.
gress consciously abandoned the "full pa-oll-g taxn stoal
survvr'bnffiiets
fres ane
It pays interest on the bonds. But if reserve" basis and went over to a 'conIt only remains for me to prove this
Social Security ever wants to use the
tingent reserve."
suffcinc.I do it out of the mouth of
bonds themselves, they must be sold all
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, will the
SecrencryWret
.hmef n u
over again, The more bonds the TreasSenator yield?
Sfterextar Morgtensthatuthme. f n
u
ury puts into social security the less it
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. WILofThes texsothe
qustatute.lrg a"cn
has to sell to the public. Hence doubling
LIS in the chair). Does the Senator from
thisgn resterque"stion:d
Hwelargeida
icn
social-security revenues this year is
Michigan yield to the Senator from Monngdenr resouerve shoul weinprovide inm
equivalent to a War-bond windfall for tana?pltineryofheldaendsr
the Treasury. That has appealing, asMr. VANDENBERG. I yield.pleingrtofheldaends
petnthese hard-pressing, red-ink
Mr. MURRAY. I should like to have vivor benefit reserve under social secu
pects atteTesr.BttepitiIneSntrfo
ihgnpitott
rity? How large should the reserve be?
daysat
Bu he
th reaury
pont s
te Snatr fom ichganpoit ot te
That is the only question.
that it has nothing to do with social
statutory language by which Congress
Ia
o
oigt
ietase
security; and. it is our incorrigible conaccomplished that result,
to
mnwcmn o
ietase
tention-speaking for a majority of the
Mr. VANDENBERG. If the Senator
t the question submitted to me by the
Senate Finance Committee upon this
from Montana will bear with me, I am
able Senator from Montana.
issue-that social-security taxes should
coming to the point to which he refers
Testifying before the House Ways and
never be levied for anything but direct
in just a moment, and I shall quote the
Means Committee on March. 24, 1939,
and indispensable social-security purlanguage verbatim.
Secretary Morgenthau really addressed
poses. That is our idea of a public trust.
Let me interrupt the narrative long
himself for once to social-security con
But let me get back to my "
"eev,
enough to give one example why a pubsiderations and temporarily abandoned
narrative. The vice to which I have just lic, tax-supported insurance system does
his previous and his present "public debt"
referred is inherent in the "full reserve"
not require a full reserve, because an
theme. He laid down a specific yard
formula upon which the Social Security
understanding of this proposition is
stick to measure an adequate reserve.
Act was originally launched. Because a
essential to an understanding of the
This was it-Mr. Morgenthau speaking:
public, tax-supported insurance system
basic problem which we confront in this
We should not accumulate a reserve fund
does not require a "full reserve" for its
regard. Remember that the original
any larger than is necessary to protect the
own integrity. it is inevitable that a "full
social-security prospectus contemplated
system against unforeseen declines in reve
reserve" collects more pay-roll taxes than
an ultimate full reserve of $47,000,000,nues or increases in the volume of benefit
social security itself requires. This be000 at 3 percent in 1980. Call it $50,000,payments. Specificallygan to become apparent shortly after the
0oo,ooo for easy calculation . jn 1980
Mr. Morgenthau still speakingold-age and survivor program was the Government would have' to raise
Specifically. I would suggest to Congress
launched. Back in 1935, I quizzed 70 top
$1,500,000,000 in general taxes to pay the
that it plan the financing of the old-age
executives of old-line life-insurance
interest Ln the bonds in this $50,000,insurance system with a view to maintaining
companies-I am sorry that the able
ooo,ooo reserve, in addition to having for use In emergencies an eventual reserve
Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. GI.EENII
raised the $50,000,000,000 previously by
amounting to not more than three times the
is not present to confront this testipay-roll taxes. But if instead in 1980
highest prospective annual benefits in the
mony-I quizzed 70 top executives, exthe Government made a direct approensuing 5 years.
perts whose judgment on sucti a subject
priation of $1,500,000,000 to social secuThere Is only one weasel word in
should be the best available. Sixtyrity, the net result to social security and
that otherwise admirable definition-
nine out of the seventy replied flatly
to the taxpaver would be precisely the
"eventual." I do not know when "even
that the existing "full reserve" in the
same; and -it would not have been necestual" is. But I submit that "eventual"
Social Security Act was wrong and
sary to take the $50,000,000,000 Out Of
certainly Is now, when we have had
that the alternative of a much smaller
the hides and purses of the American
practically 10 years of experience with
"1contingent reserve" was right. Two
people at all. The faith of the Governthe social-security law, and when the
ex-presidents of the Actuarial Society
ment is behind social security precisely
reserves far exceed even what Secretary
of America were among these sustainas it is behind its bonds. A default in Morgenthau "eventually" approved.
ing witnesses. By joint action of the
either would be civil treason. In either
In any event, Congress gave the Sec
Senate Finance Committee and the Soevent, social security has to depend upon
cial Security Board, a special, external Congress for an adequate appropriation.
retary's advice immediate and current
advisory committee of experts was then
What difference does it make whether
application. It amended, in 1939, title II
set up to canvass this and other related
the appropriation is for bond interest
of the Social Security Act to read as
social-security matters. The result is or for direct contribution in the same follows:
well summarized in a recent speech by amount? What difference does it make
The Roard Of Trustees of the Old-Age and
Mr. M. Albert Linton, president of the to social security? What difference does
Survivors' Trust Fund is required *
Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co. of it make to the taxpayer? Noe xet
to report immediately to Congress when
ofth
tat
he axpyerhasbe
nsaed $50,-t ever
the Board of Trustees is of the opinion
Philadelphia, wowsammeofti whowasammbe
thttetxaehabenavd$0
that during the ensutng 5 fiscal years the
advisory council. I quote:
000,000,000 in the interim. 'If we keep
trust fund wiul exceed three times the highest
Following a 4-year discussion of the flnancthe full reserve, we pledge the Congress
annual expenditures anticipated during that
Ing of social sccurity, Congress adopted In
to 'vote whatever appropriations are re5-11scal-year period
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There is Morgenthau's rule embedded
in the law.
and whenever the Board of Trustees is of the
opinion that the amount of the trust fund
is unduly small,
In other words, the law, insofar as it
could, adopted the Morgenthau rule in
respect to the essential size of the rehil nd
sere;
itcoud nt seciicaly
servae; anthie
apiaticoul notspch
fiarlly
i
dctatey texapplsedictiown ofucgaruesitna
claprovly expresh
o
edtsrown
congresinal
dation; and when this rule is observed,
we have sustained wholly the integrity
of the social-security reserves.
Mr. URRY.
M. PesidntMr. MVRAND .N MRG. IPresidentoh
Meatr. VANDEMnBERG. I il
ote
SeaorfomMntn.the
Mr. MURRAY. I do not consider the
language the Senator has just read as
accomplishing what he states it accomplishes. It merely provides that whenever the board of trustees is of the
opinion that during the ensuing 5 fiscal
years the trust fund will exceed three
times the 'highest annual expenditures
anticipated during the fiscal-year-peniod, a report will be required from them;
but there is nothing in that language
to indicate that the Congress adopted
any plan in connection with the matter
at all. It merely calls for a report and
states the time when the report will be
required. That is all I can read from
that language so far as its actual wording i concrned.thaui's
Mr. VANDENBERG. I do not think
the Senator and I have any disagreement
with regard to the statutory effect of
the language and I tried to say so myself,
but otherwise I disagree with him totally,
for when the Congress consciously
changed in 1939 in respect to its attitude
toward these reserves and when by direct
and specific recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury it imbedded the
Secretary's rule in instructions to the
trustees of the social-security fund, I
submit that it created a yardstick by
which it intended the preliminary dec~isions at least to be made in respect to the
Mr.encMUo thAYoItseemsito mesethat
If theyhadAnY.Isuc
.
eprpse Inmindha
if tey
ny uchpurosein
ad
ind
they would have used appropriate language to express it so that there would
not be any doubt about it. All this language does is merely to provide for report,
Mr. VANDENBERG. I think they did
use the appropriate language. There
was no way by which they could dictate
specifically to the trustees of this fund
precisely what their course should be,
but no one can ignore the fact that this
action of the Congress was preceded by
a direct, specific, and unequivocal statement officially made by the Secretary of
the Treasury to the House Ways and
Means Committee in respect to this particular problem that a reserve three times
as large as the anticipated expenditure in
any one of 5 ensuing years was a reserve
wholly adequate for the purpose indicated. If the Secretary was within a
mile of being right, then we certainly
need no action today looking toward an;
increase in the rate, because I shall now
indicate how much safer we are than

even the Secretary himself would have
required,
Remember the language of the statute.
Congress in the statute put upon the
board of' trustees-and the Senator
from Montana cannot misread at least
this phase of the statute-the statute
Put upon the board of trustees of the
old-age and Survivors' trust fund the
obligation of notifying us if, as, and when
they thought the reserve was endangered, and particularly If It were endangered through any lapse in this Morgenthau rule.
Has the board of trustees reported to
us that the amount of the trust fund is
unduly small? It has not. Has the
board of trustees reported that "during
ensuing 5 fiscal years the trust fund
will exceed three times the highest annual expenditures anticipated during
that 5-fiscal-year period"? It most emphatically has, and I present the indisputable figures. Follow me, Senators,
This is the crux of the whole matter,
These figures must be the basis of our
verdict.
For the fiscal year ending June 30,
1943, we collected $1,130,000,000 in these
pay-roll taxes. We paid out $149,000,000
In contractual benefits and $27,000,000
in administrative expenses. The balance
of $954,000,000 went into the contingent
reserve. This brought the reserve up to
$4,300,000,000.
Now, let us -get back to Mr. Morgenrule. He volunteered it. He gave
it to us as his best judgment. He made
it officially. Let us apply his rule,
The heaviest annual cost of benefits
and administrative expenses from 1943
to £948 Is estimated by the Social Security Board from a low of $415,000,000 to
a remotely possible high of $813,000,000.
In other words--and remember the Morgenthau rule-the present contingent
reserve is about 11 times instead of 3
times the low estimate of the greatest
expenditure in the next 5 years and better than 5 times instead of 3 times the
highest,
The low estimate is the one which the
Social Security Board has made in respect to normal expectancy under existing circumstances. The normal expectancy under existing abnormal circumstances is that the reserve is 11 times
instead of 3 times the highest anticipated expenditure in the next 5 years,
and if we conjure every possible hazard
possible, and reduce the figure to a
mathematical magnitude, which is the
utter limit of the imagination of the Social Security Board, if we take its high
estimate of the highest expenditure to
be contemplated in the next 5 years, still
the reserve is about 5 times instead of
3 times the necessary size. And Mr.
Morgenthau certainly can sleep nights,
Mr. President, the situation Is even
more challenging than this set of figures
Indicates. The very able Dr. Altmeyer,
the Chairman of the Social Security
Board, although opposing this "freeze"
because he still thinks in terms of '~full
reserves" conceded in his current testimony before the Senate Finance Coinmittee-and listen to me-that if no em*ployer
or employee contributions were
at all in 1944, the reserve assets

Icollected
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on December 31, 1944, would amount to
about $4,600,000,000, which is more than
3 times the estimated expenditure 5
years later, in 1949. In other words, the
most authoritative witness there is, the
Chairman of the Social Security Board
himself, testified officially to the Senate
Finance Committee that if we did not
levy a penny of pay-roll taxes in 1944, at
the end of the year still the reserve
would be within the rule of complete
safety and integrity.
Mr. President, in the face of such sit
uations and such unanswerable statis
tics as those, I do not understand how
any responsible Member of Congress can
agree that pay-roll taxes should be in
creased 100 percent in 1944 upon the
workers and upon the employers of this
land.
I submit that Mr. Morgenthau's rule
is completely vindicated, and so is the
integrity of the social-security reserve,
by maintaining the present pay-roll tax
rate of 1 percent, the spirit of the
statute is fully observed, the social-se
curity reserves remain wholly adequate.
Indeed-and this is official-we shall col
'lect more iii 1944 in the way of pay-roll
taxes at the existing 1-percent rates
on workers and employers, than was
contemplated to have been obtained at
2 percent when the 2-percent rate was
written into the original statute. Let
anyone get away from that who can.
It is said we must live up to the literal
Intent of this section'which was written
into the law several years ago. Yet,
when this literal statute was enacted,
it contemplated a certain given income
from pay-roll taxes in 1944, at 2 percent.
We shall have more at 1 percent than
was contemplated at 2 percent.
Under such circumstances, I repeat,
there is not one scintilla of Justification
for doubling the pay-roll tax next year,
as will occur* automatically unless the
pending amendment shall be approved.
I submit that it would be an unconscion
able tax gouge, from which our workers
and our employers are entitled to be pro
tected when they confront so many per
plexing and difficult fiscal burdens.
I wish to add merely one or two des
ultory observations Mr. President. It
has been said that this tax should be
permitted to double next year by way of
attacking inflation. I totally agree that
we must be at all-out war against infla
tion, but the war against iflfation is the
problem of our whole people, and I sub
mit that we have no right to reach into
a trust fund of the Government of the
United States, held there presumably for
the trust benefit of the old-age and sur
vivor benieficiaries--in order to deal with
Inflation, or any other collateral objec
coltve.rWe cannotses
aitroust fuoatnd for
colterusalds
purposes witou violatingd the
Social Security Act is as solemn a trust
as it would be humanly possible for the
Government of the United States to
enter upon.
It has been said that we should wink
at the increase in the rate at this time,
and let it go. in spite of the fact that the
arithmetic denies any semblance of Jus
tifIcation for doubling the tax. It is said
we should do it because it is easy now for
workers to pay more taxes.
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Again, Mr. President, that is a collateral consideration; -but I wish to observe
this much in connection with it. There
are fifteen or twenty million white-collar
workers in this country who have had no
increased increment because of the war
effort. Practically all of them are included under social security, and if there
Is any group of citizens in this land who
need the sympathetic consideration of
the Congress, it is the classification of
white-collar workers, who are among
the prime casualties of the war effort,
The President himself in his message
sent today to the Congress, spoke most
feelingly about the necessity for remembering the plight of these people. I
Quote the President-it is nice to agree
with himAnd I hope you will remember that all of
us in this Government represent the fixed
income group just as much as we represent
business owners, workers, and farmers. This
group of fixed-income people include: teachers, clergy, policemen, firemen, widows, and
minors on fixed incomes, wives and dependents of our' soldiers and sailors, and old-age
pensioners. They and their families add up
to one-quarter of our 130,000O;000 people.
They have few or no high-pressure representatives at the Capitol. In a period of
gross inflation they would be the worst sufferers.
I am speaking for that particular
group, Mr. President, at this moment. I
am saying that that group has a. primary
right to expect Congress to save it from
a double social-iecurity tax when the
doubling of that tax has no relationship
whatsoever to the integrity of the socialsecurity system,
Then I hear it said that this is an easy
time for employers to confront a little
extra levy by the way of taxation. Mr.
President, that Is true in a great many
cases, but here again there are tens of
thousands of the small businesses of this
country which are just on the border line
between life and economic death. No
one knows that better than the able
Senator from Montana [Mr. MURRAY],
who has done such yeoman service in
their behalf. Without any exception, I
venture to say, these small businessmen
up and down the country are begging
Congress not to increase needlessly by
100 percent a pay-roll tax which is not
necessary to maintain the solvency of the
social-security trust funds. They are
entitled to bt heard,
Mr. Presi~dent, I wish to add that this
question has nothing whatever to do
with the expansion of social-security
coverage or the increase in social-security benefits. There can be no question
in the world that Congress ought to expand social-security coverage in many
sensible directions; there can be no
question in the world that social-security
benefits in many aspects ought to be increased; but when that time comes the
pay-roll taxes should be adjusted to the
new contracts, and the contracts should
never have to pay for anything except
the things which are in the contracts,
I submit that we have no right to use
the existing contractual obligation for
the creation of funds that shall be used
for some other expanded purpose. That
question will ba met on its own merits
when the time comes.

Mr. President, I could present countless letters from the country sustaining
the committee's recommendations. I
am content to present only two, but I
think they are highly significant. I suggest to the Senate that the National Association of Life Underwriters, which
ought to know more about the techniques of insurance responsibilities than
any othcr group of men In this land,
stands squarely behind the Senate Finance Committee in recommending the
approval of the pending proposal.
I present one other letter. Mr. President, I suppose the greatest pioneer in
behalf of social-security legislation in
the history of the United States was the
late Mr. Abraham Epstein, of New York,
who for many years was president of
the American Association for Social Security. Since his death his wife has
served as vice president of the same organization. Mrs. Epstein speaks today,
as her husband spoke before her, against
the full reserve syst~em in respect to the
social-security financial structure, and
speaks specifically and directly and appealingly in favor of a pay-as-you-go
basis, a contingent reserve, and the
amendment which once more is pending
before the Senate.
In conclusion I wish to say, Mr. President, that Congress has acted upon this
question twice before under similar circumnstances. The last time the Senate
voted on the question was on October 9,
1942, when it voted, 50 to 35, in favor
of the same kind of a freeze which once
more is contemplated by the pending
amendment. It is not a partisan question, as indicated by the fact that of the
50 Members of the Senate who upon the
last roll call upon this subject voted to
freeze the pay-roll tax, 26 were Republicans and 24 were Democrats. It is not
a question which divides upon political
or partisan grounds. It is a question
rooted in economics,
I submit that the amendment of the
Senate Finance Committee is sustained
by the record, it is sustained by the figures, it is sustained by the recommendations of the Treasury, and is sustained
by ordinary common sense,
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I am opposed to the amendment which the Finance Committee has added in title IX
of the 1943 tax bill. This amendment
would again delay the increase in oldage and survivors' insurance tax rates
from 1 to 2 percent, which is scheduled
to go into effect on March 1.
We believe that continued delay in increasing these rates is very unwise, not
only from the -standpoint of present and
future social-security contributors and
beneficiaries, but also from the standPoint of general taxpayers and the future
fiscal position of the Federal Treasury.
The reasons advanced by the committee
in support of the proposed amendment
absolutely fail to justify the proposed action. Finally, I will proceed to show that
the committee report on the tax bill contains statements which undertake to
modify the whole method of financing
social security and without Congress
having taken any corresponding action
on the law itself. I will discuss the comnmiittee report later,
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In 1935 Congress provided that Pay
roll tax rates for old-age insurance
should begin at 1 percent each on em
ployers and employees in 1937, and in
crease at 3-year intervals by one-half
percent until rates reached 3 Percent
each in and after 1949. The reason for
taking 12 years to reach the full 3 -per
cent rates was to impose the ultimate tax
burden of the program gradually.
In 1939, after careful deliberation both
by an advisory council and by Congress,
benefit provisions were changed so as to
increase benefits in the early years and
the original tax provisions were some
what modified. The 1939' legislation
provided that the rate of 1 percent each
on employers and employees would con
tinue through 1942. The rates were then
to rise to 2 percent each in the next 3
years-1943, 1944, and 1945, as originally
scheduled; and were to be 21/2 percent
each in 1946, 1947, and 1948, and 3 per
cent each in and after 1949. The Reve
nue Act of 1942 again postponed the
scheduled increase by amending the 1939
legislation to continue the 1-percent rate
of employees and employers throughout
1943. House Joint Resolution 171, after
amendment in the Senate, extended the
1-percent rates through February 1944.
The committee amendment now before
us proposes to freeze the 1-percent rates
throughout the whole of 1944.
Mr. President, the basic reason why It
Is unwise to freeze rates at 1 percent for
the eighth successive year is that the
social-security program is committed to
pay benefits which will lead to steadily
increasing disbursements for a long time.
Because the program is new, only a small
part of the present aged population can
qualify for benefits. As time goes on,
many more people will hold benefit
rights when they reach age 65. The
proportion of old people In our total
population also is increasing rapidly. In
addition, benefit payments increase
rapidly in the initial years of any in
surance program which pays long-term
benefits, because new beneficiaries are
added to the rolls more rapidly than
names are removed by death or for other
cause. Still another special factor has
held down current benefit costs. That is
the opportunity which older workers
have in wartime to continue in jobs or
go back to work rather than to retire
and claim benefits. There are more
than 600,000 aged workers-and in many
cases also the aged wives of such work
ers-who now hold rights to insurance
benefits which they can claim whenever
they wish to or must retire. We must
expect a sharp and sudden rise in bene
fit disbursements whenever war activity
slows down and young men return to
industry and the older workers retire.
Even more important, we must expect
that disbursements will. continue to rise
for a half century or more. Actuaries
estimate that the annual expenditure for
benefits will increase to as much as 20
to 25 times the amount spent in 1943.
Unless ample provision is made for
meeting high future disbursements,
there is grave danger that before long
we will find that our system of o1d-age
insurance is not soundly financed. This
requires that those receiving benefits In
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the early Years of the system, together
with their employers, shouald pay proper
premiums for their benefits. If unsound
financing should become evident later,
this situation would demand drastic
financial action by Congress or would
contitteseiou theatto the future
benefit rights of persons who are now
contributing regularly to the program
and who are looking forward to receiving

derstand how the committee has found
it possible to determine the effects of its
proposal on-the long-run solvency of the
fund. This problem requires intensive
actuarial analysis for which the cornmittee itself has no facilities. The cornmittee's conclusion asto the desirability
of freezing the rates is, it should be noted,
in direct conflict with -the judgment of
the Social Security Board and the Board
benefits in their old age. Thus, the
of Trustees of the system, agencies
poliy
cmmiteereprtwhic
lid ownin he
hae te ncesary echica
poliy
cmmiteereprt,
lid ownin he
whic hae te ncesary echica failfailagain freezing the tax rates, jeopardizes
ities for making a comprehensive acthe future finances of the program.
tuarial analysis.
Mr. President. no one has challenged
Leading newspapers whose editorial
the fact that the cost bf old-age insurviews are customarily given much weight
ance will be higher in later years. Actudiffer sharply from the committee on
aries both within and outside the Govthe soundness of its proposed amendermient have estimated at various times
ment. Among major newspapers which
that the annual disbursements may behave taken a forthright position* against
come as much as 10 or even 12 percent
the freezing of the pay-roll tax rates are
of pay rolls, though it may turn out to
the Wall Street Journal, the New York
be somewhat less. The highest contriTimes, the Chicago Sun, the Washington
bution rates now scheduled in the lawPost, and the Chicago Herald and Exthose for 1949 and thereafter-would
aminer. I shall read brief extracts from
total only 6 percent. It would be shortrecent editorials of each of these newssighted and dangerous to shut our eyes papers, which I understand have been
to these future costs by failing to lay
ordered printed in the RzCORD at the reaside money in the earlier years when
quest of another Member of the Senate,
disbursements are deceptively low. Such who spoke earlier in the day,
ill-considered action would pass almost
In the Wall Street Journal of Decemthe entire financial burden along to
ber 27, 1943, the editor states:
future generations, It would mean also
This newspaper believes that the Increase
that without more than cursory considin this pay-roll tax which the statute had
eration we took it upon ourselves to
scheduled for the opening of 1944 should
reverse the judgment of past Congresses
have been allowed to go into effect; it bewhich, after long deliberation, establieves that Congress should permit that to
lished the basic policy of an early and
happen on March 1 by allowing the 60-day
regular Increase in contribution rates up postponement to expire,
to the level of 3 percent each.
The editorial goes on at much length in
Tecommittee report advances as one discussing this matter,
The
justification of its proposal that collecThe Wall Street Journal, in an editorial
tions at the 1-percent rates are now
published on November 29, 1943, said:
actually higher than were originally estiSo far as this newspaper is aware, no good
mated for the same period at the 2-perreason bearing upon the merits of the pencent rates. This statement is only half sion system has been advanced for again postthe story, and Proves nothing by itself,
poning the increase at a time when both emsince it takes no account of changes in
ployers and employees are well able to bear it.
teolgtosof the system,
th bigtosThat
editorial likewise extends its reIt is true that high wartime employmarks to some considerable length in
ment and wages have led to an increaseonyaicretvewbualohtte
in contribution revenues not foreseen discussing the matter,
when the 1939 legislation was passed.
In the New York Times of September
But another equally unforeseen thing
26, 1943, the editor says:
has also happened.

The war has sub-

stantially increased the future obligations of the system as well. The number
of contributors to old-age and survivors
insurance, which determines the number of future beneficiaries, was less than
32,000,000 in 1938. By 1942 the number
had risen to nearly 45,000,000. Workers
are earning more than ever before,
Therefore, the individual benefits eventually payable to this larger number of
workers will also be larger than was estimated. Thus, the committee report
givesa
nadeuatepictre
whlly
o the
effect of thell wnareon athe
finances of oldeffctof hewaronthefiancs f odage and survivors' insurance by stressing
only the revenue side of the picturestressing only current income,. and ignoring currently accruing obligations,

Tile committee report records the be-

lief of the Finance Committee "that the
present and prospective revenues from
this tax will amiply protect the full and
complete solvency of the old-age and
survivors' benefits fund." I cannot un-

The scheduled increase in the tax, there-

fore, should now be permitted. The annual
yield would be approximately *i,ooo,ooo,oco.
The Chicago Sun said on November 24,
in discussing the matter:
The law calls for an automatic rise in these
contributions on January 1, just as it did a
year ago. Senator VANDENBERG succeeded in
forestalling the rise then on the argument
that obligations of the social-security fund
In the immediate future could be met at the
lower rate of taxation. He offers the same
argument for a tax freeze this year.
If the Senator has his way, individuals and
corporations will be relieved of $1,200,000000

in scheduled pay-roll taxes, and thus the job
of controlling Inflation will be rendered that
much harder. The Treasury, assuming that
this $1,200,000,000 would be collected, has told
us that $10,500,000,O0O additional were needed
to provide adequate tax safeguards against
Inflation. The House reduced this figure to
slightly over $2,000,000,000, and now Senator
VANDENBERG proposes to reduce that by another $1,200,000,000. The net effect would be
to levy taxes of less than $1,000,000,000 in the
face of expert testimony that more than $11,-
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70,0,0 are needed. That comes mighty,
close to a congressional strike against infla
tion control.
phertrmte iseeletgondfatonry foplowaiongh
thregna isnxclent ground
soilscritollow.n Due
tona ineavt
waf tempsocimecurityw oliaw. Dn
are being created every day, and to make sure
of meeting them contributions must riEe
gradually, as previously contemplated. Ar
thur J. Altmeyer, Chairman of the Social Se
curity Board, has warned Congress that it
would be unwise to defer the increase In con
tributlon rates now scheduled to takce effect
on January 1. As he points out. deferment
of the increase can only mean that contrib
utors will have to pay higher rates later, per
haps under less favorable circumstances.
T
The major labor organizations of the
country have taken an unequivocal stand
in opposition to the further freezing of
pay-roll tax rates. These organizations,
it should be noted, represent millions of
workers who stand ready to pay an in
crease in their contributions. State
ments from both the Congress of Indus
trial Organizations and the American
Federation of Labor were introduced at
the hearings before the Finance Comn
miittee in October on the freezing of pay
roll tax rates-pages 53 and 54-in oppo
sition to the course now proposed -by the
committee. Labor is fully willing to pay
the increased tax, because it knows th~tt
thprga
iswthhlendatst
maintained on a solid financial basis.
Therefore, it hardly,behooves persons not
representing labor to profess that they
are serving the interests of workers when
they oppose the increase in contributions.
Labor knows clearly that failure to
finance the program soundly now may
endanger
programIt itself in the nottoo-distantthefuture.
is unwilling to
take this risk.
The basic theme running through the
remarks on the Finance Committee repot

ags1an19ithtfezg

potags1an19ithtfezg
of pay-roll tax rates would represent cnly
a continuation of a policy established in
1939. I propose to show that this is not
onyaicretvewbualohtte
committee report actually undertakes to
rewrite the whole basis of financing oldage and survivors insurance. The re
port, moreover, proposes to do this, not

by amending the law but merely through
the medium of the committee report it
self. I trust that the Senate will agree
with me that changes involving billions
o olr napormo
h
rrah
Ing importance pf the social-security

Program should not be made simply

through the medium of the text in a
committee report. So sweeping a change
in policy should be made only through
specific statutory provisions on which
there have been full hearings and debate
nbtHossfCnge.
ohavoues
In
Iofdin13
Congress.
As Ihvindicated, i
99Cnrs
amended the benefit provisions and de
layed an increase In social-security
tax rates for 3 years, with the intention

of regaining the level of the original

schedule in 1943. Congress did not, in
any way, however, define the type of re
sevitwsetnguorddtst
sevitwsetnguorddtst
forth any policy as to what either the
maximum or minimum size of the re
serve should be.
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A provision-section 201 (b) (3) -was
inserted in the Social Security Act in
1939 requiring the board of trustees to
report immediately to Congress whenever the board was "of the opinion that
during the ensuing 5 fiscal years the
trust fund will exceed three times the
highest annual expenditures anticipated
during that 5-fiscal-year period, and
whenever the board of trustees is of the
opinion that the amount of the trust
fund is unduly small." The committee
report now claims that the first part of
this provision established a new congressional policy as to what the maximum
size of the ireserve should be. There is
absolutely nothing in the law itself to
confirm this claim, nor can anything- on
this point be found in the reports of the
Senate Finance Committee or the House
Ways and Means Committee on the 1939
legislation. The so-called three-times
rule means just what it says. That is, it
is a rule which does no more than specify
the circumstances in which the Board of
Trustees shall make interim reports to
Congress in addition to the regular annual report. It does not in an y way represent a binding congressional rule specifying when reserves are adequate or setting the maximum size of the reserve.
If, as the committee report asserts,
Congress intended that this provision,&hich deals solely with reports to be
made by the board of trustees-should
establish a new congressional policy,
such an intent would be similarly inherent in the latter part of the provision which requires a trustee's report
when the fund is unduly small. Moreover, there is nothing in the law or in the
1939 committee reports explaining that
part of the provision-there is no indication of what standard should be applied to determine when the fund is too
small or what action Congress would
take to rectify thcesmallness. The essential point I wish to make is that the provision of the law containing the threetimes rule, on which the present committee report primarily rests its argument for freezing the tax rates, does not
in actual fact prescribe any specific reserve policy-full reserve or contingent
reserve. In fact, these words do not appear in the law, and there is no agreement what those words mean,
Despite this fact the committee report-page 18, second paragraph, second
sentence-appears to be promulgating a
formal interpretation which would make
the three-times rule agree with the
views of those who now wish to freeze
the tax, although that rule was written
into the law only as a rule determining
when certain reports shall be made to
Congress by the board of trustees. The
present committee report reads the fol-~
lowing interpretation into the law:
Congress indicated that these contingent
reserves are adequate whenever they exceed
three times the highest cost of the system
In any 1 of 5 subsequent years.
Through this statement the committee
report actually undertakes to rewrite the
whole financial basis of old-age and survivors' insurance by s~tating up what is
not now in the Social Security Act,
namely, a rule to determine when the
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reserve Is adequate in size. I submit provide statutory recognition of the
that a change of thi§ magnitude is a process which is actually taking Place,
matter which should be debated and namely, the process of shifting to future
voted on by the Congress, on Its merits, taxpayers most of the cost of benefits
after adequate hearings and full debate,
now being earned by Present contribu.
It should not be effectuated merely tors. At the 1 percent rate, present con.
through a discursive phrase in a comtributors. together with their employers,
mittee report on a general tax bill. are paying only a fraction of the full cost
Whether or not the committee amendof their benefits. Congress should not
ment to the tax bill is adopted, it should
adopt so imprudent a fiscal policy; but if
be made perfectly clear by the Senate at
it does, Congress should make sure that
this time that the attempt to rewrite the
it is not adopted at the expense of future
basic financial provisions of the insurbeneficiaries.
ance system by means of the committee
Mr. President, I come to another aspect
report does not represent Senate action
of this subsidy question. I wish to refer
upon the matter.I
to a section of the committee report
In the last paragraph of the commitwhich makes a serious factual blunder,
tee's statement on social-security taxes
one which is so large and so serious as
(page 19), the report states that it is to suggest that this entire section of the
obviously true that the new reserve
committee report must have been hastily
policy which it reads Into recent congresprepared and inadequately considered.
sional actions on pay-roll taxes means- Perhaps this can be explained for us by
that Congress obligates itself to make
the distinguished chairman of the comn
wvhatever subsidies are necessary to
mittee, or by the Senator from Michigan,
who has been the most active Member
maintain the solvency of the trust fund,
That this commitment is less obvious of the Senate in pressing for the pay
than the committee's statement implies
roll-tax freeze.
is evident from the report by the same
On page 19, in the last paragraph of
committee on the social-security amendthe section on pay-roll taxes, the corn
ments of 1939-report 734 of the Sevenmittee report declares that it makes no
ty-sixth Congress, first session. In its
difference to the taxpayer whether one
1939 report the committee pointed out,
and one-half billion dollars is appropri
on page 18, that if future pay-roll tax
ated to pay interest on the investments
collections plus interest should prove inof a reserve fund, or whether one and
sufficient to meet future annual expendione-half billion dollars is directly ap
tures for benefits, it would be necessary
propriated as a Government subsidy to
to increase the pay-roll tax or to make up
the old-age and survivors' insurance Sys
the deficiency out of general taxes, or to t'em. I shall show that it makes a very
do both. In other words, in 1939 the
greatcdifference. In fact, it makes adif
committee declared that there were
ference of precisely one and one-half bil
three alternative ways-not one obvious lion dollars. Let me explain this very
way-of meeting a deficiency in social
important point.
security revenues: First, through raisThe committee report uses two illus
ing pay-roll taxes; second, through a trations. It assumes in one case that
Government subsidy;. or, third, through
there is no old-age reserve, and in the
both. The committee's 1943 report does
other case that there is a reserve of $50,
not mention the possibility of increasing
000,000,000 in Government securities. At
pay-roll taxes above the scheduled 3 pera 3-percent rate of interest, the interest
cent if the freezing of rates in early years earnings of $50,000,000,000 are one and
impairs the solvency of the fund: it says one-half billion dollars a year. There
only that Congress is obviously obligated
fore, if there were a reserve of $50,000,
to provide a Government subsidy if one
000,000 invested in Government securi
is needed. The disagreement between
ties, the taxpayers would provide the
Treasury with one and one-half billion
the 1939 and 1943 reports would indicate
that an implicit congressional obligation
dollars a year to pay the interest. And
to provide a subsidy was by no means so
this one and one-half billion would go to
the insurance system to help pay the
obviously intended as is now stated in
the committee report.
benefit disbursements as they come due
If contribution rates are kept pereach year. If there were no reserve, the
sistently below those originally schedinsurance system could get a subsidy of
uled, in direct confliict with the advice of
the same amount by the taxpayer paying
agencies administering the program, the
one and one-half billion dollars in taxes
least that Congress should do now to
to finance a direct subsidy. Up to this
protect the financial integrity of the syspoint, and only up to this point in the
tem is to incorporate a provision in the
analysis, the committee report is Correct.
Social Security Act itself, immediately
But beyond this, the report commits a
and explicitly authorizing a Government
serious error. It overlooks an essential
subsidy. This would replace revenues
point.
lost to the fund through congressional
The committee report completely for
action In scaling down the scheduled
gets or ignores that if there is a reserve
contributions. I assume that the Fiof $50,000,000,000 in the trustefund, the
nance Committee would have no obJecTreasury has had the use of that $50,
tion to such an amendment, since its re000,000,000 invested in Government se
curities, and that that is $50,000,000,000
port states that Congress has already
obligated itself to provide subsidies,
which the Treasury did not need to
Such an amendment would ensure that borrow from other sources. In other
the finances of the program would not
words, if there is this reserve fund; the
be endangered by past and projected
rest of the public debt is Just that miuch
freezings of the tax rate. It would also less than it would otherwise have been.
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The interest obligation on the public
debt, other than the trust fund, is therefore one and one-half billion dollars less
than It would have been if there were
riot this reserve in the trust fund,
On the other hand, if there Is not this
reserve fund, the rest of the public debt
would be $50,000,000,000 larger and there
would be an additional interest obligation of $1,500,000,000 on that additional
public debt in the hands of the public,
We must keep in mind that the size of
the total public debt depends on factors
additional to the presence or absence of
an old-age reserve, and that the total
amount of the public debt will be apProximately the same whether or not
there is an old-age reserve. What is
concerned here is how much of that
public debt Is owned by the old-age trust
fund,
Now let me summarize. If there is no
such reserve fund of $50,000,000,000,
taxpayers will have to pay out each
year $3,000,000,000-$1,500,000,000 in interest to private holders of $50,000,000,000
in Government securities, plus $1,500,000,000 as a subsidy to the social-insurance system. If there is such a reserve
fund, taxpayers will have to pay only the
Interest on that $50,000,000,000 to the
credit of the insurance trust fund, which
Is only $1,500,000,000 a year. The difference between $3,000,000,000 a year and
$1,500,000,000 a year, or $1,500,000,000 a
year, is what the paragraph on page 19 of
the committee report dismisses as something which makes no difference. Yet it
must be clear on careful inspection that
the taxpayers' burden will be double if
they pay in the form of a Government
subsidy. It will make a great difference-at least to taxpayers-which po1Icy is followed, whether a reserve is or is
not built up.
I have taken some time to explain this
point in detail, because it shows how
serious and how far reaching are the
changes proposed in the committee report in its defense of "freezing" the payroll tax. The mistakes made In the
committee report are so serious that they
deserve a full inspection and explanation. I repeat what I said earlier,
namely, that I hope the chairman of the
committee, or the Senator from Michigan, will address himself to this problem.
I can only say that the fallacy to which
I have called attention further confirms
what I have said, that the pay-roll tax
"freeze" has been inadequately considered, its full effects have not been realized, and the Senate should not accept
the amendment proposed in title IX of
the revenue bill now before us.
Next, I want to take up another point
which follows logically. Objection has
been raised in the past against a Govermient subsidy to the old-age and survivors' insurance system because the
system covers only a limited fraction of
the population. So long as coverage is
limited, only part of the population
would benefit from a direct Government
subsidy, while the whole population
would be taxed to finance such a subsidy. The limited coverage still exists,
so that a Government subsidy is not
wholly equitable. With each freezing of

the pay-roll tax rates, however, the likelihood that such a subsidy will be necessary in order to maintain the solvency of
the system, becomes increasingly probable and imminent. Thus, freezing the
tax rates contributes toward needing a
subsidy, but a subsidy should be preceded by broadened coverage,
The obvious solution of this dilemma
is to extend the coverage of the system
now. Such extension has been widely
urged, but no action has yet been taken.
The bill (S. 1161) which the Senator
from New York [Mr. WAGNER I and I have
introduced, providing for a unified socialinsurance system, would extend coverage
to nearly all groups now excluded. Nearly everyone would be covered. Then
there could be no objection to a Govermient subsidy, because all workers as
well as all business and the entire nation would be benefiting from the insurance system. The interrelationship between tax rates, Government subsidy,
and coverage is evident. Because of this
interrelationship and the importance of
the issues involved. I believe that the
only proper course for the Senate is to
reject the committee amendment to the
tax bill and to'lobk forward to prompt
consideration by the Finance Committee
of the whole field of social-security legislation. This course would permit careful review of the underlying financial
principles of the entire program. It
would avoid inadequately considered
changes in the present basic financial
policy of the program through the mere
medium of a short committee amendment tacked onto the end of a long tax
bill and a few brief statements in a
This committee
committee report.
amendment should be defeated.
I urge that, instead, the committee give
full and comprehensive attention to the
need for broad social-security legislation
at the first proper occasion. The public
has shown through many public-opinion
polls that it wants such legislation and
is prepared to pay for the benefits,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question before the Senate is on the
adoption of the committee amendment
Inserting Title IX-Social Security
Taxes.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I wish
very briefly to address myself to this
amendment as one of the members of
the Finance Committee who voted
against its adoption in the committee.
I think that this is the third time the
Congress has been asked to freeze the
pay-roll tax. It has been done heretofore, at the beginning of 1943 and 1942.
On one other occasion when the same
proposal was before the Senate I expressed my doubt of Its wisdom. I have
graver doubt now of its wisdom than I
have had heretofore,
I realize how attractive It Is to freeze
taxes; I realize that when taxes are not
for war purposes, freezing them offers
an attractive argument against further
increases, no matter what the purpose of
the taxation may be. But I think we
must consider the basis of the socialsecurity law and its purpose as wholly
independent from war taxation. It is
for that reason that the original act
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passed in 1935 provided for a pay-roll tax.
1 percent to be paid by employers, 1 per
cent by employees, which was to be
stepped up automatically until It reached
the total of 6 percent, divided equally
between employers and employees, with
a view ultimately of creating a fund of
some $50,000,000,000, which, at the 3-per
cent rate provided for in the law, would
yield one and one-half billion dollars a
year for the benefit of those who had
created the fund.
Of course, in passing that law the Con
gress of necessity had to take a longer
view than any 5-year period which we
could then contemplate or can now con
template. I do not believe any 5-year
period since the law was enacted, the
present 5-year period or any imaginable
5-year period within the next few years,
can be used as a yardstick or fair
criterion for determining what this fund
will ultimately need when the peak of
these obligations has been reached.
Those who were responsible for the
original enactment of the legislation held
long hearings and made exhaustive In
vestigations not only of the situation in
the United States, but of the experiences
of other countries in social-security leg
islation. The pro~visions of the act were
largely based upon the accumulated ex
perience of the world, including our own
country, our States, and other natiwins
In determining what sort of socialsecurity legislation would be necessary to
cover those who were taken into its folds.
We all realized then and I think we
must still realize that as time goes on,
notwithstanding any temporary inter
ference or interruptions with the nor
mal flow of manhood and womanhood
who will ultimately be entitled to the
benefits of this law we must all look for
ward to a larger number not only of those
who will be entitled to the benefits of the
fund as it may grow but those who will
be covered by additional legislation and
those who will be required under it to pay
their proportion into the fund from
which they will draw security payments
In their old age. Therefore, I think that
we must not be deluded by the present
favorable situation, nor lured from the
original Purpose by it or by the compara
tively small amount of benefits now being
paid, into doing something that will
jeopardize the stability of the fund and
of the system in the years to come. The
fact that the total outlay this year may
amount to not more than one hundred
and forty-nine or one hundred and fifty
million dollars offers no reason why I by
any thought I may utter should under
take to convince myself that because the
outlay now is comparatively small we can
overlook the long-term obligations which
it seems to me we labor under in dealing
with this entire social-security system.
One of the reasons why the outlay Is
small now is because men and women
who would now be entitled to the benefits
of it, either because they draw more in
wages due to employment which Is
traceable to the war or because of a
patriotic desire notwithstanding their
age to do a duty for their country In the
midst of war, are not claiming its bene
fits. Except for that situation, the
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amount of money now being paid out anrnually would largely exceed the figures
given by the Senator from Michigan [Mr.
VANDENBERG].

and rise tomorrow that that condition
will come about. We all know it, and we
all know that the longer we go on as a
government and as a people the more
men and women are going to make use
of this fund, and are going to be required
to contribute to it. I think we must
take a long-range view of conditions, not
a short-range view.
In the report of the committee occurs
this language, to which I agree:
The interest on $50,000,000,000 at 3 percent
is $1,5oo,Ooo,ooo per annum,

There is a debatable question involved
as to whether in 1939 by the change in
the language of the act we really went
from a full reserve system to a contingent reserve system. That has been
assumed by interpretation, but there is
nothing in the statute that refers to a full
or contingent fund.
Specifically it made no difference, but
by implication it did, because of the reqiuirement that the Board should report,
I do not agree to this particular
in addition to making its annual reports,
sentence:
whenever the fund was three times the
It makes no difference to the taxpayer
amount of the outlay in any one year of
whether this $1,500,000,000 is appropriated to
the 5-year period. It might well be aspay the Interest on $50,000,000,000 of Governsunmed that such a report would be for
ment bonds in a reserve fund or whether it is
theinoratonoftheCogrss
Tat
a direct appropriation to the support of the
did not automatically create a different
ol-g n uvvr'sseand
sort of fund, or a new basis upon which
I presume it would make no difference
the tax should be levied. That is a matto that portion of the taxpayers who are
ter for lawyers to disagree about, howboth paying taxes and making payever, and I happen to be one of those
roll contributions, but, as the Senator
who do not accept the interpretation that
from Montana [Mr. MURRAY], has point.
that was intended by Congress automatied out, it would make a considerable
cally, without specifically saying so. It
difference to those taxpayers who were
changed it from a full reserve to a connot in the .system, either as employers or
tingent reserve system.
employees, if they were required to conI would be the last man in the world
tribute out of the general fund of taxato desire to create an enormous fund
tion to the creation of a fund which
which was not needed, whether it were
should be in existence because of the pay
created by general taxation, or by the
roll tax levied upon those involved on one
application of the pay-roll tax to emside or the other, as employees or employers. and employees. Nor am I one of
ployers.
those who desire to create an enormous
The committee proceeds:
fund merely in order that the Treasury
It is obviously true that the change to the
may use it in lieu of other revenue. We
basis of contingent reserves, as contemplated
provided in the law that that might be
by the amended statutes, that Congress obli.
done, but in the midst of a great war,
gates Itself In the future to make whatever
not then anticipated, for which no prodirect appropriations (in lieu of anpropriavision was then made, which was not in
tions for Interest on bonds in reserve) are
contemplation when we provided that
necessary to maintain the full and comnthese funds might be used by the Treasplete solvency of the old-age and survivors
ur
ixd at ofitrsmore
itees,
benefits
funds,public
because
there could be no
ur a acetan
tacranfxdrt
solemn
trust.ponadIakuniuscsetht
I realize how attractive it is to have aponadIskuniuscsetht
large fund available at a rate fixed by
I agree with the statement of the comCongress. But I would not, because of mittee that if we should be short-sighted
that, vote to increase the fund.
enough-and I think we would be If we
I have always believed that taxation
adopted the pending amendment-to
should be levied for revenue purposes,
jeopardize the fund, so that in the years
and I have not been onp of those who
to come, in the long run, it would not be
have felt very strongly in favor of levysufficient, It would be necessary to make
ing a tax for some purpose other than
up the difference by double taxation, bethe raising of money with which to concause we cannot fail in our obligation
duct the Government of the United
and in our promise to the aged and the
States or any of the political subdiInfirm, for whose benefit the law was
visions in the United States. On the
originally enacted.
contrary, I would not vote against an
I certainly should not like to see the
increase of the fund merely because the
time come when we would have to go Into
Treasury could use it and wanted to use
the general funds of the Treasury, pt
it instead of going out Into the open
there by general taxation, to make up 8,
market and borrowing mopey from prideficit created by our desire to relieve
vate individuals or private institutions,
employers and employees now of an inI base my position on the pending
crease in the rate of tax, which autoamendment on my strong feeling, if it is matically steps up 1 percent unless the
not even a conviction, that in the long
pending amendment shall be agreed to
larg fud wll Ie ncesary
o no beiev wewoud rnde toInrun a verylagfudwlbencsay
Idontbleewwolredroiwhen the present favorable circumdustry or to the employees of industry
stances and conditions may have termiany service by making It possible that we
nated, when older men and women will
would have to make up a deficit In the
no longer find it convenient or possible
fund later. We certainly would render
to work at the high rates of pay they
no service to industry by relieving them
receive, which they prefer to the benenwoths1pretftandhn
- his1
no pecen
of
of axand hen
fits they would receive -under the oldlater on be required to levy higher taxes
age subsistence provisions of the socialupon them in order to make up the deficit
secur~ity law. I know that it is just as inwe would create by the action proposed
evitable as that the sun will set tonight
here today,
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Mr. President, without taking further
time of the Senate I may say that for the
reasons I have stated I voted against the
amendment in the committee, and I feel
it my duty to vote against it in the
Senate.
The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
GREEN) and the Senator from Montana
[Mr. MURRAY] have referred to editorials
contained in certain large newspapers.
Certainly those newspapers can fairly be
said to represent the interests of busi
ness-the Wall Street Journal, of New
York, the Washington Post, the Chicago
Sun, and other newspapers, to mention
only a few. None of them could be said
to be unfair in their general policy
toward business and industry, or to em
ployees, oi to labor. In my opinion they
are fair journals. Since the Senate com
mnittee adopt'ed the pending amendment,
even since the Senate extended the
time by 60 days, under the resolution
offered by the Senator from Michigan
[Mr. VANDENBERG],
these newspapers
have expressed themselves editorially as
convinced of the unwisdom of the policy.
The editorials have already been ordered
inserted in the RECORD on the request of
the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
GREEN].

In today's mail I received a letter ad
dressed to me yesterday by Mr. A. J. Alt
meyer, chairman of the Social Security
Board, in which he goes into some detail
in discussing the pending proposal. It is
a full-page letter, which I shall not read,
because the Senator from Montana
covered most of the points outlined in it.
I have merely mentioned them in a gen
eral way. But I think that for the REC
ORD, and in order that Congress may
know the implications, and the results
which are feared by the Social Security
Board, which is charged with the respon
sibility of administering the law, the let
ter should go into the RECORD at this
it may be printed as a part of xhy re
marks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. TuNNELL inl the chair). Is there objection?
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FEEA

SECURITY AGENCY,
SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD,

Washington, D. C., January10, 1944.

Hon.

W. BARKCLEY,
United States Senate,
EAO
W~ Ingotie from theC
ashiLE
Enewppr
SNThR
AtKEY
Sea
oriGeOrGE
thasAn
nounced that the first item of the 1943 reve
nue bill, which will be considers by the
Senate, is the provision dealing with the
ALDEN

so-called freezing of the present old-age and

survivors Insurance tax rate. I thought It
might be helpful to you if I marked certain
portions of the hearings before the Senate
Committee on Finance which cover the essen
tial facts and arguments. Therefore, You
wIll find enclosed a marked copy of this
dwocument.
There is very little that I can add to the
testimony I have already given before the
Senate Finance Committee. However, It may
if I summarize the situation as
Ibeseehelpful
It:
1. Senator VANDENBERG conteads that Con
gress amended the Social Security Act in 1939
to change "from the basis of a so-called full
reserve to the basis of a contingent reserve."
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However, there is nothing In the law itself
relative to the amount or character of the
reserve that is contemplated will be built up.
The terms 'full reserve" and "contingent
reserve" are nowhere used or defined. Moreover, actuaries are not. in agreement as to
just what these terms mean.
Therefore,
there seems to be no advantage in arguing
relative to terms that are-undefined, indefinite, and somewhat charged with an emotional content.
2. Senator VANDENBERG further contends
that when Congress amended the Social
Security Act in 1939 to require the Board
of Trustees of the Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund to "report immediate1'; to Congress whenever the Board of Trustees
is of the opinion that during the ensuing
5 fiscal years the trust fund will exceed three
times the highest annual expenditures anticipated during that 6-fiscal-year period,"
Congress indicated that "these contingent
reserves are adequate whenever they exceed
three times the highest cost of the system
In any one of 5 subsequent years." However,
Congress also Instructed the Board of Trustees to submit "a statement of the actuarial
stattis of the trust fund." Senator VANDENBERGo
Is under the Impression that what he
considers to be the congressional judgment
is supported by the report of the Advisory
Council on Social Security in 1939. However,
this Advisory Council did not recommend
aiiyspecific yardstick. In fact, the Chairman
of the Advisory Council on Social Security,
In the testimony which he gave in 1939.
warned against the danger of applying any
yardstick rigidly during the first few years
of the operation of the system.
3. 'Ihe abisormal situation as regards contributions and benefit payments brought
about by the advent of the war emphasizes
the hazard of basing any conclusion as regards the long-range financing of this system
upon such a short-range basis as 5 years. The
increased liabilities due to the fact that ben-

For example, a single individual who contributes for 10 'yearsto the system and at the
maximum salary taxable under the law ($250
per mounth) might have obtained from a comnmercial insurance company an annuity of $2
per month with his own contributions,
whereas this law entitles him to a benefit of
$44 per month-or 22 times the amount purchasable from an insurance company of his
owin contributions (S. Rept. '734, '76th Cong.,
P. 16). A married man might be entitled to
f66 per month, or 33 times the value of his
own contributions.
6. It is most important that contributors
who will not receive benefits until after many
years have elapsed shall not be treated inequitably because of failure to charge reasonably adequate rates In the early years of
the system. It Is a mathematical certainty
that the longer the present pay-roll tax rate
remains In effect the higher the future payroll tax rate must be if the old-age and survivors insurance system continues to be Ai.
nianced Wholly by pay-roll taxes. Therefore,
the indefinite continuation of the present
contribution rate (assuming a self-sustaining system, the costs of which are shared
equally by the employees and employers) will
eventually necessitate raising the employee's
contribution rate later to a point where futore beneficiaries will be obliged to pay more
for their benefits than if they obtained this
insurance from a private insurance company.
Consequently, from the standpoint of equity,
as well as from the standpoint of financial
soundness, it is essential that the automatic
increase In the contribution rate be permitted to go Into effect,
Retaining the present rate creates a moral
obligation on the part of Congress to provide a Government subsidy later on to the
extent necessary to avoid levying inequitably
high pay-roll tax rates in the, future. It
appears that the Senate Finance Committee
undertakes to recognize this responsibility in
the following statement appearing in its re

insurance system and also he required to pay
$1,500,000,000 interest to private investors on
securities held by them instead of by the OldAge and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund.
-With a $5o0oo0oo,ooo00 reserve fund the tax
payers would pay' only $1,500,000,000 into
the Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund in the form of interest on the
securities held by it.
Therefore, without
a reserve fund the taxpayers'
burden
would be cxactly double. I attempted to
present this explanation a little more fully
in a letter which I wrote Senator VANDEN
BERG under date of August 27 and which he
inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of Sep
tember 14, 1943. A marked copy of this letter
is Enclosed. But even though this explana
tion is completely rejected, there can be no
escaping the fact that in this present Cal
endar year of 1944 the Federal Government,
which must pay these social-insurance bene
fits, will actually receive $1,400,000,000 less
in contributions if the automatic step-up is
not permitted to go into effect.
As you may know, both the American Fed
eration of Labor and the Congress of Irldus
trial Organizations have urged that the in
crease in the contribution rate be permitted
to go into effect (pp. 53-54 of the hearings
before the Senate Finance Committee)- It is
also Interesting to note that three leading
newspapers which previously advocated freez
ing the rate now advocate that the auto
matic Increase be permitted to take effect.
These are the Wall Street Joui'nal, the New
York Times, and the Washington Post.
Copies of the editorIals appearing in these
papers are enclosed.
If there Is any further information I can
furnish you, I shall of course be only too
glad to do so.
Sincerely yours,
A. J. ALTMEYER,
Chairman.

wartime employment, will extend for many

serves, as contemplated by the amended stat-

ing amendment, and if they are ordered,

efits are geared to past wages, which will include the unusually high level and highly paid
years beyond the immediate 5-year period.

port (p. 19) : "It is obviously true that (sic)
the change to the basis of contingent re-

utes, that Congress obligates Itself in the

All acttiarial calculations indicate a steeply
future to make whatever direct appropriaincreasing Drnnual cost for many years to
tions (in lieu of appropriations for interest
come. These eventual annual disbursements
on bonds in reserve) are necessary to main
will probably be from 15 to 20 times their
tamn the full and complete solvency of the
preentannalrat.Eprese asa
prold-age and survivors benefits funds, because
centage of pay roll, these annual costs may
there could be no more solemn public trust,
range fronm 7i,'2 percent to 122%percent. UniThis is inherent In the decision made by
der certaiis assumptions the level annual cost
Congress in 1939."' However, It is doubtful
has een stiatedto7
b
ercet ofpay
whether this conclusion is "inherent in the
hals. ben ethimated toebe wolpercentyofxpay
decision made by Congress In 1939," since
rol.O
dfcthis
beasis there ouldlread0ex0s
the report of the Senate Finance Committee
a eii fnal
1,0,0.0.in
1939 (p. 18) specifically recognized three
4. The chief reason why a graduated achedpossibilities as follows: "If future annual
ule of contribution rates was incorporated in
pay-roll tax collections plus available intertpemit the
ea
r
nufcett
etftr
nul
the 1935 Social Security Act was tpeesarInufcntometuueanal
ultimate contribution rate to become effecbenefits it will be necessary, In order to pay
tive gradually, and thereby give employees,
the promised benefits, to Increase the payemployers, anid the economy generally an oproll tax or provide for the deficiency out of
portunity to become adjusted to the changes.
other general taxes, or do both." There is
The automatic step-up has already been posta further possibility which was not menpndtwice. These postponements have altioned and that is a reduction in the benepoeady a
h
feto
usiuiguc
rayhdteefcofsbtttn
unefits promised. Therefore, It is essential that
tainty for certainty, which should be an esthe law itself specify how the insurance syssential characteristic of social insurance. If
tem shall be financed in the event that the
we once again depart from the original achedpay-roll contribution rates, which reach a
ule of contributions at a time when ability
maximum of 3 percent each on employers
to make these contributions is at a maximum,
and employees in 1949, are inadequate to
we greatly Increase that uncertainty. Usually
finance the benefits promised.
tmecoes
mnyGeorge
whe
ncras
te
txes
o
wethtiecmstinraetxmay
7. The Senate Finance Committee report
reasons are advanced as to why the imposition
contains the surprising statement that "It
of additional taixes is unwise. But in this
makes no difference to the taxpayer whether
case there will never be a better time than
this $1,500,000,000 is appropriated to pay the
the present when the beneficiaries are able
Interest on *50,000,000,000 of' Government
to pay anid are willing to pay because they
bonds in a reserve fund or whether -it Is a

realize they are getting their money's worth,

direct appropriation to the support of the

5. It is only equitable that persons retiring
during these early years. should contribute
more thais they are now contributing, since

old-age and survivors system." This imdicates the basic misunderstanding which7.1
believe exists. With no reserve funds the

the actuarial value of their benefits Is very
many times the value of their contributions.

taxpayers would be required to pay $1,500,000,000 subsIdy .to the old-age and survivors

Mr. VANDENBERG.

Mr. President, I

think probably this concludes the debate.
I ask for the yeas and nays on the pend

I shall suggest the absence of a quorum.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I suggest

the

absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the
following Senators answered to their
nms

nms

Aiken
Andrews
Austin
Bail
Barkley
Brewster
Bridges
Buck
Burton
Bushifield
Byrd
Capper
Caraway
Chavez
Clark, Mo.
Connally
Davis
Downey
Eastland
Ferguson
Gerry

Green
Guffey
Gurney
Hatch
Hawkes
Hayden
Hill
Holman
Johnson, Colo.
Kilgore
La Follette
Langer
Lodge
Lucas
Maloney
Maybank
Millikin
Murray
O'Daniel
Overton
Pepper
Reed

Revercomb
Reynolds
Scrugharm
Shipaitead
Stewart
Taft
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Utah
Tlobey
Tunnell
Tydings
Vandenberg
Van Nuys
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, N. J.
Wheeler
Wherry
White
Wiley
Willis
Wilson

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Sixtyfive Senators having answered to their
names, a quorum is present.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I do

nowihttaenyim

atl,

nowihttaenyim

atlbuI

tI

should make a personal statement re
garding the pending matter. In corn

mittee I did not favor freezing the socialsecurity pay-roll tax, but nevertheless
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I feel bound by-the vote of the majority

of the committee, lbecause the Judgment
of the committee was overwhelmingly
against that view. I did not -oppose the
freezing of the tax for any of the reasons
or any of the fears advanced. I am sat-

Isfied in my own mind that there is no

reason for the automatic step-up of this
tax for the next 12 months. The period
is short. If at the end of this year there
is a necessity for stepping up the tax or
for increasing it, of course that can be
done.
Mr. President, I have only one view
about the social-security matter. I am
profoundly convinced that social security
should stand on its own basis, that funds
raised for social-security purposes should
be kept intact, and that the integrity of
those funds should be absolutely pre-

served.

This tax is a hard one.

It seems easy,

but in fact it is a hard tax. It is a capital tax.

It is a tax which the employer
mustompayeandnwhichectheeworkerlmust
mut ayad
hihth wrermut
pay, whether they are making money or
whether they are'running in the red. It
is a difficult tax so far as competitive
conditions between all competitors in the
same lines are concerned.
Itistretht
h smeta
als n
IIstuthttesm tafalon
eveyon inproportion to the number of
workers and the pay received by workesbuthtaisesnilyacptl
tax.buPherhaps unde tessentconditaionsaw
tax
onitonowwnrkey
do not worry about it so much .but I
haekony'
have paid this tax out of their capital
since the system has been inaugurated.
I think there is a strong view for a
Federally supported social-security system, in part at least, so that the tax will
not become so burdensome upon borderline employers and upon employees
whose income represents a bare subsistenc
I leel
hoghtitperap wold
be wiser not to freeze this tax again this
year, on the one, sole ground that to a
slight extent the increased tax would
reduce purchasing power and, in view
of the concern about inflation, that the
siphoning-off of the sum represented by
the tax would amount to at least the
dimunition by a little bit of the water in
the pail. It was on that theory that I
thought we would be unwise to freeze
the tax at the present rate, nevertheless
I did not take that Position because of
any of the reasons stated and presented
by other Senators in the debate today.
I say this with all due respect to those
who have presented them,
Solely because in committee I voted
the other way, but feel compelled to vote
now with a very clear majority of the
comitte
n tis aricuar sse,
commtte
onthi paricuar ssu, I
wished to offer this explanatory statement.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the committee
amendment inserting on page 189. new
title pertaining to the Social Security
Tax. On this question the yeas and
nays have been ordered, and the clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.

Mr. DAVIS (when his name was
called). I have a general pair with the
junior Senator from Kentucky [Mr.
CHANIDLER). I do not know how he would
vote on this question. I transfer that
pair to the junior Senator from Illinois
[Mr. BROOKS] who would vote as I intend
to vote. I am therefore at liberty to vote,
and vote "yea."
Mr. REED (when his name was called).
I have a general pair wit~h the Senator
from New York [Mr. WAGNER]. I transfer that pair to the Senator from North
Dakota [Mr. NYE] and will vote. I vote
"ya.
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. BARKLEY. The Senator from
Georgia [Mr. RUSSELL] desired to be recorded in the negative. He has been unavoidably called from the Chamber. I

make that announcement in his behalf.
Mr. HILL.

I announce that the Sena-

tor from Virginia [Mr.

GLASS] is absent

rmteSnt
eas
files
The Senator from Missouri [Mr. TRUMAN] and the Senator from Washington
[Mr. WALLGREN] are absent on official
business for the Special Committee to InvsiaeteNiolDfnePrga
vetgt h
ainlDfnePorM.
The Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
CHtv~zz and the Senator from Wyoming
[Mr. O'MAHONEY] are detained in Gov-
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Mr. WHITE. The Senator from Ore..
gon [Mr. McNARY] is absent because of
illness.
The Senator from Illinois [Mr.
Bnooxsa], the Senator from North D~a..
kota [Mr. NYE], and the Senator from
Wyoming [Mr.

ROBERTSON]

are neces-.

sarily absent. I am advised that if pres
ent they would vote "yea."
The Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
MOORE] is absent from the city attend-.
ing hearings of a subcommittee of the
Committee on Indian Affairs.
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
BUTLER] is necessarily absent. If Pres..
ent he would vote "yea."
The result was announced-yeas 49,
nays 16, as follows:
YA-4

Aiken
Andrews
Austin

George

ITaft

Gerry

Thomas, Idaho

'Bali

Gurney
Hawkces

Brewster
Bridges
Buck
Burtonl
Burshfd

Tobey
Tunnell

Johnson, Colo. Vandenberg
Lodge
Van Nuys
Luc~las
Walsh, Mass.
Mclelank
WaelsheNrJ

Holman

TS'dings

Capper
Milltkin
Wherry
Caraway
O'Daniel
White
Clark. Mo.
Overton
Wiley
Connaliy
Reed
Willis
D~avis
Revercomb
Wilson
Ergsolnd
Reynldsea
Fruo
hpta
ermient departments on matters per-NAS1
taining to their respective States.
aleNA
-1
Carolinarthse
Hi11
Pepper
The Senator from North Crln
~we
Kilgore
Scrugbam
[Mr. BAILEY], the Senator from Alabama
Green
La Follette
Stewart
[Mr. BANKtHEAD], the Senator from MisBuatch
Malngery
hmsU
sissippi [Mr. BILBO], the Senator from Hayden
?4urray
Washington (Mr. BONE], the Senator
N'OTr VOTrING-Si1
from Kentucky [Mr. CHANDLER], the SenBailey
Gillette
O'Mshoney
ator from Idaho [Mr. CLARK], the Senator Bankhead
Glass
Rad~cliffe
from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER I, the SenBilbo
Johnson, Calif. Robertson
ator from Iowa [Mr. GILLETTE], the SenBone
M~ra
usl
Brooks
McFarland
Smith
ator from Nevada [Mr. MCCARRAN], the
Butler
McKellar
Thomas, Okla.
Senator from Arizona [Mr. MCFARLAND].
Chandler
McNary
Truman
the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. McChavez
Mead
W~tgner
Clark, Idaho
Moore
Wallgren
KELLAR], the Senators from New York Danaher
Murdock
[Mr. MEAD and Mr. WAGNER], the Senator
Ellender
Nye
from South Carolina [Mr. SMITH], and
So the amendment was agreed to.
the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I un
THOMAS] are necessarily absent. I am
derstand that the Senator from Georgia
advised that if present and voting, the
[Mr. GEORGE] does not care to continue
Senators from New York would vote with the consideration of the tax bill at
"~nay."~
this time, because of the lateness of the
The Senator from Washington [Mr.
hour.
BONE] is paired with the Senator from
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I had
Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER]. I am advised
anticipated that this question would con
that if present and voting, the Senator
sume most of the afternoon. I stated to
from Washington would vote "nay," and
several Senators that we would not reach
the Senator from Nebraska would vote
the consideration of other features of
1yea.,
the bill until tomorrow.
The Senator from. Maryland rtr.
Mr. BARKLEY. That is satisfactory.
RADCLIFFE], who is detained on public
Mr. GEORGE. I should be very glad
business, is paired with the Senator from
to suspend at this time.
Nevada [Mr. McCARRAN). I am advised
that if present and voting, the Senator
from Maryland would vote "yea," and the
Senator from Nevada would vote "nay.",
The Senator from Utah [Mr. MUR
DOCK], who is detained in one of the Gov
ermient departments on matters per
taining to the State of Utah, Is paired
with the Senator from Wyoming [Mr.
ROBERTSON]. 1 am advised that if pres
ent and voting, the Senator from Utah
would vote "nay," and the Senator from
Wyoming would vote "Yea.-~

I
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Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I send
to the desk an amendment and ask that
It be stated,
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment will be stated.
The Cmzw CLERx. On page 190, after
line 4, it is proposed to insert the following:
Sze. 902. Sec. 201 (a) of the Social Security
Act, as amended. io further amended by
adding at the end of the subsection the following:
'There Is 9.1so authorized to be appropriated
to the trust fund such additional sums as
may be required to finance the benefits and
payments provided under this title."
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, in view
of the fact that the committee amendment, which has already been agreed to,
will freeze the social-security tax, this
amendment is being proposed by me to
make clear the Intent which I understand
the Committee on Finance had in mind
In connection with this matter. In the
report of the Finance Committee the following statement is made:
It Is obviously true that the change to the
basis of contingent reserves, as contemplated
by the amended statutes, that Congress obli-

gates itself In the future to make whatever

direct appropriations (in lieu of appropria
tions for Interest on bonds in reserve) are
necessary to maintain the full and complete
solvency of the old-age and survivors' bene
fits funds, because there could be no more
solemn public trust. This Is Inherent In the
decision made by Congress In 1939.

That statement is to be found on page
19 of the committee report.
Mr. President, In view of that state
ment in the report, and in view of the
fact that the able Senator from Michigan
[Mr. ANDENDEP0] has stated-and I
quote his exact language:
We pledge the Congress to an equivalent
direct appropriation to social security to pre
serve the Integrity of Its obligations.

I believe that the amendment which I
am proposing will be considered as non
controversial, and will be accepted as
merely stating in the law what the Sen
ate has implied by its previous actions
and by the statement contained in the
committee report.
Of course, I wish to make it clear that
I was opposed to the freezing of the
social-security tax. However, In view of
the fact that the Senate has voted to
freeze this tax, I think that the Senate
should in good faith enact this necessary

JANUARY 19

legislation to clarity the provision in the
law, and to make the long-run financing
of the Insurance program Completely
clear.
I think it was made very clear in the
debate that that Was the intent, and
therefore, as I say, the Intent should
be stated in the bill so there cant be no
doubt about it.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. MURRAY. I yield.
Mr. VANDENBERG. So far as the
principle contained In this amendment
is concerned I completely agree with the
Senator from Montana. I know of no
particular reason why it should not be
stated as Indicated In the Senator's
amendment. I wart to make it Perfectly
clear, however, that this carries with it.
so far as I am concerned, and So far as
the record is concerned, no implication
that any additional sums are necessary
now or in the foreseeable future. So far
as the immediate situation is concerned,
it is perfectly obvious that the current
pay-roll-tax collections will be probably
four times the sums required to finance
the "benefits and payments Provided
under this title" for the coming year.
And when the existing reserves, without
any additional collections whatever, are
added, it is the testimony of the Social
Security Board Itself that the funds
available are 11 times the "benefits
and payments provided under this title"
at the highest peak in the next 5 years.
IiInsist that the amendment has no im
mediate application, it has no Immediate
menace, It contemplates and anticipates
no immediate appropriation; but as the
statement of a principle, I agree with
the amendment completely, and so far
as I am concerned, I have no objection
to its inclusion in the bill.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques
tion is on agreeing to the amendment
offered by the Senator from Montana
[Mr. MuRaAyl.
The amendment was agreed to.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
having been read the third time, the
question now is, Shall the bill pass?
The bill H. R. 3687 was passed.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate insist on its amend
ments, request a conference with the
House thereon, and that the Chair ap
point the conferees on the part of the
Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. GEORCE,
Mr. WALSH Of Massachusetts, Mr. BARK
LEY, Mr. CONNALLY, Mr. LA FOLLETTE, Mr.
VANDENBERG, and Mr. DAVIS, conferees on
the part of the Senate.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
21 (legislative day, JANUARY 11), 1944
Ordered to be printed with the amendments of the Senate numbered
JANUARY

AN ACT
To provide revenue, and for other purposes.

11 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa
2 tives of the United States of America in Congress-assembled,
3

That (a)

SHORT TITLE.-This

Act, divided into titles and

4 sections according to the following Table of Contents, may
5 be cited as the' "Revenue Act of 1943":
(1)*4I* t4he 4 elReWift tftble- 6 SeetiOft R~ffiee
eee4i
fallewiftg the deseeiPtieft 04 the e*objeet Ietatel 04 fb seetion, esbseetieft
eP
srat-a
4 thie AAt iftdieses eftek ppevisit e4 Qhe ithternal Reven
Gede amfeftded 1qy 4aek seetiee, suseeetieetoeiara
p 4 this Aet4).

see-.

4"

ta~*'

Soff e e*~vita
Weees44.

Peerts iv seurees e4 $39O00 of less

4080:
Q),

212
1

(3 11)TITLE IX-SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES

2

SEC. 901. AUTOMATIC INCREASE IN 1944 RATE NOT TO APPLY.

3

(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of the Federal

4 Insurance Contributions Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec.
5 1400) areamended to read as follows:
6

"(1) With respect to wages received during the

7

calendar years 1939, 1940, 194.1, 1942, 1943, and

8

1944, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
"(2) With respect to wages received during the

9
10

calendar year 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum."

ii

(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410 of such Act

12

(Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1410) are amended to read as

13 follows:
14

."(1) With respect to wages paid during the calen

15

dar years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, and 1944, the

16

rateshall be 1 per centum.

17

"'(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar

18

year 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum."

19

SEC. 902. Section 201 (a) of the Social Security Act,

20 as amended, is further amended by adding at the end of the
21 subsection the following:
22

"There is also authorized to be appropriated to the trust

213
j

fund such additionalsums as may be required to finance the

2 benefits and payments provided under this title."

Passed the House of Representatives November 24, 1943.
Attest:

SOUTH TRIMBLJE,
Clerk.

Passed the Senate 'with amendments January 21 (legisIlative day, January 11), 1944.
Attest:

EDWIN A. HALSEY,
Secretary.
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AN ACT
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IN TUR SENATE OF TIM UNITED STATES
JANXIAII

21 (i.'1gl1MitV0 ilay, JANUARY 11), 1044

Ordered to be printed with tho anun',dments of the
Senate numibered
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MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

A message from the Senate, by Mr.
Frazier, its legislative clerk, announced
that the Senate hid passed, with amend
ments in which the concurrence of the
House is requested,

a bill of the House of

the following title:
H. R. 3687. An act to provide revenue, and
for other purposes.
The message also announced that the
Senate insists upon its amendments to
the foregoing bill, requests a conference
with the House on the disagreeing votes
of the two Houses thereon, and appoints
Mr. GEORGE, Mr. WALSH of Massachu
setts, Mr. BARKLEY, Mr. CoxwALLY, Mr.
LA FOLLETTE, Mr. VANDENBERG, and Mr.
DAVIS to be the conferees on the part of
the Senate.
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JANUARY 24

REVENUE BILL

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to take from the
Speaker's table the bill (H. R. 3687) to
Provide revenue, and for other purposes,
with Senate amendments thereto, dis
agree to the Senate amendments, and
agree to the conference asked by the
Senate.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER appointed the follow
ing conferees: Messrs. DOUGHTON, CUL
LEN, COCPER, DISNEY, KNUTsoN, REED Of
New York, and WOODRUFF of Michigan.

1944
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MESSAGE FR~OM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Repre
sentatives, by Mr. Chaffee, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the House
had disagreed to the amendments of the
Senate to the bill (H. R. 3@87i to provide
revenue, and for other purposes; agreed
to the conference asked by the Senate on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
thereon, and that Mr. DOtTGHTON, Mr.
CULLEN, Mr. COOPER, Mr. DiSNEY, Mr.
KNUTSON, Mr. REED of New York, and Mr.
WOODRUFF of Michigan, were appointed
managers on the part of the House at the
conference.
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REVENUE ACT OF 1943

FEBRUARY 4,

19414.-Ordered to be printed

Mr. DOUGHTrON, from the committee of conference, submitted the
following

CONFERENCE REPORT
ITo accompany H1R. 36871
The comnmitt'c of conference on the uli-a.c'reeino' votes of the two
Houises on time amendments of the Senate to time bill (H. R. 3687) to
provide revenue, and for other purp~oses, having met, after full land
free conference, heave agreed to recommend and dlo recomlmend~to their
respective Houses as follows:
That tile Senate recede from its ame, dinents numbered 2.33, 52~,
54, 56, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 100, 107, 108, 140,
165, IS5, 187, 200, 211.' 214, 215, 222. 223, 224, 226, 227, 228, 250,

253, 276, 279, 285, 286, 292. 294, 304, 3305. and 306.

I'limat the hlouse reced~e from it-,disagreemient to the amendments of
the Senate iumniered 3, 4, 5, 7, 20. 21, 22. 23, 24, 25, 26. 28, 38, 39,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 50, 51. 59, 610. 62, 63. 64, 65, 66. 74, 75, 76,
77, 78. 79, 82, S3, 84. 86). 87, 88, S9. 90. 91, 92, 93, 94. 05. 06, 110,
111, 112, 11:3, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 11 9, '20, 122, 123, 124, 125,
127, 128, 130, 131, 132, 1330, 134, 136, 1:37, 138, 139, 141, 142, 143,
145, 146, 147, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159,
160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174,
175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181, I182, I83, 1,84, 188, ISq, 190, 191, 192,
193, 194, 195,

196, 198, 201, 209, 210, 216 , 217, 218, 219, 220, 221,

225, 229, 230, 231, 234, 235, 236, 237, 23S, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243,
244,

245, 246, 247, 248, 251, 234, 2 53,256, 257, 258, 259, 261, 262,

263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 277, 278,
280, 281, 283, 284, 28S7, 2SS,.2S9, 291, 293, 297, 29S0, 300, 302, 303,
307, and 308, and agree to the samo.

IPEVENUE ACr OF 19437
TITLE

See. 801.
Sec. 8020.

VIII-REPRics'No

or WAR COKVTRAC?3

Repricing of war contracts.
Effective date.
TITLE IX-SOCIAL

Sec. 901.

,Skc-FItY

TAxErs

Automatic increase in :9~4. raei not to apply.
Amendment to clallses (1) 6'ud (2) of section 1400 of Federal In
surance Contributions Ade.
Amendment to clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410 of Federal
Insurance Contributions Act.
Appropriations to the trust fund.

(a)
(b)
Sec. 902.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 6:
That, the House recede from its disagreemnent to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 6, and agree to the same with an amendment as
followvs:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment and insert the following:
SEC. 102. ALTERNATIVE TAX ON INDIVIDUVALS WITH GROSS IN
COME FRO31 CERT.41N SOURCES OF LESS THAN $3,000.
(a) IN GENEFRAL.-Section 400 (relating to optional tax) is amended
to read asfollows:
"SEC. 400. IMPOSITION OF TAX.

"In lieuj of the tax imposed under sections 11, 10, and 450, an indi
vidual who malkes his return on the cash basis may elect,for each taxable
ijear, to ray the tax shown in the following table if his gross inccme for
such taxable year is less than $3,`000 and consists wholly of cne or more
ofthe following: Salary, wvages, compensationfor personal tertices, dirn
dends. interest, or annuities:
"Single person (not head of family)
the niimber of dependent* I.k

--icomeAnd
ifte
grss
"Irsh noe

1 I

0

5

an8

At least

t0

7ettetaxthall bt
so

$0

$0

$i15
650
675

$0

660o

6(8)
696
650

6715

10
14
19

0
V
0

0
0
0

1

1

675

700

s0

I

P

7fo
715
760
775

715
7.50
775
8l9

65
40
45
6!

S
5
1

S
8
4

J!
S

8.50
875
9(82
91

66
7V

M2
6.50
675
COO
M1

S8)0
$f3

81

860o
875
909
916

930
1,CSY)
1.01`5

1.030
1,075.
1,100

1,1in

,I50

97

975
01CA
1,013
1,050
1, 076
1,1(8)
1,1I35.
1.150

~7orrmore

6

I
5

14

6
St

Ft
$7

heS
97
105

108
Its
115
154

0
0

1

6

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

$0

0
0

0
0

0
0

61
71

6

5
6

A
6

S

7
8

7

8

7
8

7
8

9
9

9

9

9)

91

9

6.1
71
9
10
11
It

56

Is

is

47

14

14

1s

Is
1s

15'
Is
Is1

J?

6

9
10
11
It
It
1s
14
is
IJ5

0
1

Si

0
0

S
5
4

81

0
1

$0

S
4

0
11'
I*

F5
57

o0

0

0
1
I
S
S
4

7
8
10
1s
Pi
1*
St
41

el
0

$

0
1

4
6

6

'I

101
itJ
if;

1-si
14
151
ll

10
It
It
1
is
14

Is
is

9
10
It
1t
1it

Is

14

15
1
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Amendment No. 311: This amendment adds sections 901 and 902
to the House bill.
Section 901 postpones the increase in the rates of the taxes imposed
by the Federal Insurance Contributions Act by providing that in the
case of each such tax the 1-percent rate shall remain in force through
the calendar year 1944, and that the 2-percent rate shall apply to
wages paid anid received during the calendar year 1945.
Section 902 amends section 201 (a) of title II of the Social Security
Act, as amended. The existing section 201 (a) creates the Federal
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fuind and provides that the
fund shall, in addition to other items, consist of such amounts as may
be appropriated to the trust fund. Amounts equivalent to 100 perc'ent of the taxes (including interest, penalties and additions to the
taxes) received under the Federal Insurance dontributions Act are,
under existing law, permanently appropriated to the trust fund.
The amendment to section 201 (a) authorizes appropriations to the
trust fund of such additional sums as may be required to finance the
benefits and payments provided under title II of the Social Security
Act, as amended.
The House recedes with clerical amendments.
R. L. DOUGHTON,
Tnios. HI. CULLEN,
JERE, COOPER,
WESLEY E. DISNEY,
HAROLD KNUTSON,
DANIEL A. REED,

ROY 0. WOODRUFF,

Managers on the part of the LHouse.
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REXVENUE ACT OF 1943--CONPERENCE
REPORT
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I call
up the conference report upon the bill
(H. R. 3687) to provide revenue, and for
other purposes, and ask unanimous con
sent that the statement be read in lieu
of the report.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina?
There was no objection.
(The Clerk proceeded to read the
statement of the conferees.)
The conference report and statement
are as follows:
CONFERENCE REPORT

The committee of conference on the dis
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. Rt.
3687) to provide revenue, and for other pur
poses, having met, after full and free con
ference, have agreed to recommend and do
recommend to their respective Houses as fol1
lows:
That the Senate recede from Its amend
ments numbered 2, 33, 52, 54, 56. 97. 98, 99,
100. 101, 102. 103. 104, 106. 106, 107, 108, 140,
168, 188, 187, 200. 211, 214, 218, 222, 223, 224.
226, 227, 228, 250, 253, 278. 279, 288, 280, 292,
294, 304, 308. and 306.
That the House recede from Its disagree
ment to the amendments of the Senate nurn
bered 3, 4, 5, 7, 20. 21, 22, 23, 24. 28, 26, 28,
38, 39, 41. 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 50. 51, 59, 60,

62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 74. 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 82, 83,
84, 86, 87, 88. 89. 90. 91, 92, 93. 94, 98. 96, 110,
111,
122,
134.
147,
158,
169,
179,
193.
218,
236.
246,
261,

112,
123,
136,
149,
159.
170,
181,
194,
219,
237.
247,
262,

113,
124,
137,
150,
160,
171,
182,
195,
220.
238,
248,
263.

114,
125,
138,
151,
161,
172.
183,
196,
221.
229.
281,
264,

115, 116, 117, 118,
127, 128, 130. 131,
139, 141, 142, 143,
152, 153, 154, 155,
162, 163, 164. 166,
173, 174, 175, 176,
184, 188, 189, 190,
198, 201, 209, 210,
225, 229, 230, 231,
240, 241, 242, 243,
254, 255, 256. 257.
265, 266. 267, 269,

119,
132,
145,
156,
167,
177,
191,
216,
234,
244,
258,
270,

120.
133.
146,
157,
168,
178,
192.
217.
235,
245,
259,
271,

272, 273, 274. 275, 277, 278, 280, 281, 283, 284,
287, 283, 289, 291, 293, 297. 298, 300, 302. 303,
307. and 308, and agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 1: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 1, and agree to
the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by
the Senate amendment Insert the following:
uln the following table, a section number
enclosed in parentheses following the descrip
tion of the subject matter of a section, sub
section, or paragraph of this act Indicates
each provision of the Internal Revenue Code
amended by such section, subsection, or
paragraph of this act.1
"TAsLz or CoNrxwrs
"TrrIz i-INDrvmhAL AND CORPORATION INCOMIE
TAX~ES AND WITHHOLDING OF TAX AT SOURCE
ON WAGES

"Sec. 101. Taxable years to which amend
ments applicable.
"Sec. 102. Alternative tax on Individuals with
gross Income from certain sources
of less than @3.000 (sec. 400).
'(a) In general (sec, 400).
`~(b) Technical amendment: optional
tax Inapplicable to citizen en
titled to benefits of section 251
(eec. 404).
"Sec. 103. Determination Of status for pur
poses of personal exemption and
credit for dependents (sec. 25 (b)

(3))

"Sec. 104. Reduction of credits In case of EhOrt
year limited to Jeopardy (eec: 47
(e)).
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"Sec. 105. Returns of income (seec. 51 (b)).
"1(a) In general (sec. 114 (b)).
"Sec. 203. Certain fiscal-year taxpayers.
"(a) Determination of status (sec, 51
- (b) Discovery value (sec. 114 (b)).
"(a) Computation of tax for taxable
(f)).
"(c) Definition of gross Income from the
years beginning In 1943 and end
"(b) Joint returns where spouses have
property (sec. 114 (b)).
In in 1944 (sec. 710 (a) (6)).
different taxable years (sec. 51
"(d) Percentage
depletion for flake.
"(b) Computation of tax for taxable year
(Sc
b16
)Vcor)~.
g"(e) t retroactive to 1943.
beginning In 1941 and ending after
"(a). Chang incor
rate (se.40)
Termination of percentage depleJune 30, 1942 (sec. '710 (a) (3) ).
(arte(ee
CageI 50.tion
for certain minerals.
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"(b) Repeal of credits against Victory
"Sec. 125. Exclusion from gross income of
"Sec. 204. Increase in specific exemption.
tax (sec. 453).
certain 'cost-of-living allowances
"(a) In general (sec. '710 (b) (1)).
"(c) Technical amendments (secs. 456
paid to civilian officers and em" (b) Return requirement (see. 729 (b)
and 34).
ployees of the Government sta(2)).
"Sec. 107. Repeal of earned income credit.
tioned outside continental United
"(c) Consolidated returns (see. 141 (c))
"(a) In general (saes. 25 (a). 47 (d). and
States.
"Sec. 205. Reduction of excess profits credits
185).
"(a) In general (sec. 116).
based on invested capital in certain brackets
"NW Earned Income from sources with"(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
(sec. 714).
out United States (sec. 116 (a)).
"Sec. 126. Nonrecognition of loss on certain
"Sec. 206. Publicity of relief granted under
"Sec. 108. Certain fiscal year taxpayers.
railroad reorganizations made
section 722.
.,(a) In general (sec. 108).
retroactive to 1939.
"(a) In general (sec. 722).
"1(b)Taxable years to which applicamee.
"(a) Amendment of section 112 (b) (9)
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Sec. 109. Exclusion from gross income of
(sec. 112 (b) (9) ).
"e.27
taei
ieas
mustering-out pay of members of
"(b) Amendment of section 113 (a) (20)
Sec. 207 Stnratei
(iners.73)
armed forces (sec. 22 (b) (14))
(sec. 113 (a) (20)).
(a) Tanagenyeara(s 731).hapliabe
"Sec. 110. Last-in, first-out inventory.
"(c) Amendment of section 142 (d) of
,
()Txbeyast
hc plcbe
"(a) In general (sec. 22 (d) (6)).
the Revenue Act of 1942.
'See. 208. Nontaxable Income of certain in
"(b) Effective date,
"Sec. 127. Gain or loss upon the cutting of
dustries with depletable resources.
"Sec. 111. Dental of deduction for Federal
timber.
`(a) Technical amendment (sec. 735).
excise taxes not deductible under
`(a) In general (sec. 117 (k)).
"1(b) Definitions.
section 23 (a) (sec. 23 (c) ).
"1(b) Technical amendment (see. 117 (J1)
"(1) Definition of 'lessor,' 'natural
"Sec. 112. Deduction for losses on securities
(1))
gas company,' etc. (sec. 735
in affiliated corporations.
"(c) Effective date.
(a)(),
2,().()
n
"(a) Stock losses (sec. 23 (g) (4) (B)).
"Sec. 128. Acquisitions to evade or avoid in-(5)
"(b) Bond losses (sec. 23 (k) (5) (B)).
come or excess profits tax.
"(2) Definition of 'timber block'
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"(a) In general (sec. 129).
(sec. '735 (a) (8)).
"Sac. 113. Partially worthless bad debts.
"(b) Technical amendment (sec. 45).
"(3) Definition of 'unit net income'
"(a) In general (sec. 23 (k) ).
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
(sec. 735 (a) (12) ).
"(b) Years to which applicable.
"Sec. 129. Disallowance of certain deductions
"(c) Nontaxable income (sec. 735 (b)).
"Sec. 114. Corporate contributions to vetattributable to business operated
(d) Application where excess profits
erans' organizations (sec. 23 (q))
by individual at loss for five years.
credit computed under income
"Sec. 115. Special deduction for blind (sec.
"(a) In general (sec. 130).
cei
sc 1
a
I)
23).
"(b) Effective date of amendment.'
"(e) Application
where excess profits
"Sc
1.Credit for dividends paid on pre"Sec. 130. Technical amendments relating to
cei
optdudrivse
"Sc
1.ferred stock of public utilities,
foreign tax credit,
Capital credit (sec. 711 (a) (2)).
"(a) Dividends unpaid and accumulated
"(a) Limit on credit (sec. 131 (b)).
"(f) Retroactive effect of amendments
(sec. 26 (h) (1)).
"(b) Taxes of foreign subsidiary (sec. 131
affecting resources.
"(b) Stock issued to replace existing
(f)).
"Sec. 209. Exempt corporations (see. 727 (h))
securities (sec. 26 (h) (2) ).
"1(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Part1l-Post-warrefund of excess profits tax
"Sec. 117. Returns by organizations exempt
'Sec. 131 Extension of consolidated returns
"e.20
otwrrfn
rft
fecs
frmtxto.privilege
to certain corporations
Sec. 20 otwrrfn
fecs
rft
"(a) In general (sec. 54).
12 Nnesident
(Ss
(alin
brugtnt
(a) Credit in case of fiscal year begin
"(b) Years to which applicable."Se13.Nneietain
bruh inonnin94adedngferJe
"Sec. 118. Penalties In connection with estiUnited States under authority of
nin0 1941
se and endin afe. Jn
mate ta.
Wr Mnpoer ommssin (ec.
"(b Transfers to successors of taxpayer
"(a) In general (sec. 294).
1Sc
413
3Rle
inthb
as f xes
edc
(see. 780 (c)).
"(b) Technical amendment (sec. 60 (b)).
e.13.Rle
tiontecs esats
of
cedtrsts.ddc
(c) Exemption of proceeds of bonds
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"()
inognsfera stae. 182
trdst.
from tax (sec. 780 (d)).
"Sec. 119 Back pay attributable to prior years.
" (b) Effective date.
"d
ihsadlaiiiso
ucso
"(a) In general (sec. 107 (d)).
"Sec. 134. Trusts for maintenance or support I(sec.
730 (f) and (g))
"(b) Technical amendment (sec. 107).
of certain beneficiaries.
"(a) Effect of refunds (sec. 781 (b))
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"(a) Income for benefit of grantor (sec.
(f) Limitation on post-war credit (see.
"Sec. 120. Election as to recognition of gain
167).
781 (d)).
in certain corporate liquidations.
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
"(g) Taable years to which applicable.
"(a) in general (sec. 112 (b) (7))
"Sec. 135. Mutual fire insurance companies
"Sec. 251. Technical amendment to credit for
"(b) Basis (sec. 118 (a) (18)).
issuing perpetual policies,
debt retirement.
"(c) Effective date.
"(a) Taxability under section 204 (sec.
()In general (sec. 783 (b) (2))
-'Sec. 121. Reorganization of certain Insolvent
204 (a)).
(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
coprtin.(b)
Gross income (sec. 204 (b) (1))
"(c) Election with respect to prior tax
"(a) Nonrecognition of gain or loss on
"(c) Dividends (sec. 204 (c) (11)).abeyrs
certain reorganizations (sec. 112
"(d) Nontaxability under section 207
"'fTm M-ExcrsE~ TAXES
(b) (10)).(sec. 207 (a)).
"(b) Recognition of gain or loss of se"(e) Real estate; bond premium and dis"Sec. 301. Effective date of title Iln.
curity holders In connection with
count (sec. 20'? (C) and (d)).
"~See. 302. Increases In rates.
certain corporate reorganizations
"(f) Taxable years to which applicable.
(a) In general (chapter 9A).
(sec. 112 (1)).
"Sec. 136. Treaty obligations.
"(b) Effective date or period of certain
"(c) Basis (sec. 113 (a) (6) and (21)).
"Sec. 187. Status for withholding at source on
Increases.
"(d) Technical amendments (aeca. 112
wages (sec. 1622 (h) (1)).
'(1) Cabaret tax.
and 78).
(2) Billiard and pool tables and
ad18."TIrEz
II-EXCESS PRorr
TAX AND PosTrWAR
bowling alleys.
"(e) Effective date.
RFN
A
FECS-RrT
()Tlgah
eehnrdo
"Sec. 122. Reorganization by adjustment of
~
O
x~sPo'T
A
()Tlgah
eehnrdo
capital structure prior to Septemn"PartI-Excess Profits tax amendments
and cable facilities.
ber 22. 1938 (sec. 113 (a))."Sec. 201. '1'xable years to which amend"Sec. 303. Persons making fur articles from
"Sec. 123 Gain from sale or exchange of propments applicable,
pelts furnished by customer (sec.
arty pursuant to orders of Federal
"Sec. 202. Increase In excess profits tax rate.
2401).
Communications Commission.
"(a) In general (sec. 710 (a) (1)).
"Sec. 304. Suspension of manufacturers' ex
"(a) In general (sec. 112 (in)).
`(b) Technical amendment relating to
cise tax on luggage (sec. 3406 (a)
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable,
public utilitie~s (Smc. 710 (a) (1)
(2)).
"Sec. 124. Percentage depletion for flake
(B)).
"Sec. 305. Exemption fef billiard and pool ta
graphite, vermiculite, potash,
"(c) Credit for Income subject to excess
bles in hospitals from tax.
beryl, feldspar, mica, talc, lepidoprofits tax In special cases (sec.
"(a) In general (sec. 32468 (a)).
1ite, barite. anid spodumens.
36 (a)).
0(b) Effective date.
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"Sec. 409. Additional fee for delivery of regis.
.,TrITL IX-6oCZAL SECtsalrT TAME
"Sec. 306. Technical amendment of manu"Sec. 901. Automatic Increase In 1944 rate
facturers' excise tax on tires and
tered, Insured, and collect-ondelivery mail to addreS9,0e onlY,
not to apply.
inner tubes (sec. 3400).
"Sec. 410. Termination of increases.
`(a) Amendment to clauses (1) Slid (2)
"Sec. 307. Termination of certain governmental excise tax exemptions.
--(a) In general.
of section 1400 of Federal In
`(a) (1) Tax-free sales under chapter 19
"~(b) Definition of term 'termination Of
surance Contribu~tions Act.
"(b) Amendment to clauses (1) and (2)
(se.246
a).hostilities
in the present war'.
of section 1410 of Federal in
"(2) Tax on pistols and revolvers
"TITLE V-MIRcELAseZOUS ESTATE TAX AND
surance Contributions Act.
(sec. 2700 (b) (1)).
Gnur TAX AMENDMENTs, AND OTHERa MISME"1(3) Tax on firearms, shells, and
LANEOTJS AMlENDMENTS AND PROVISIONS
"Sec. 902. Appropriations to the trust fund."
cartridges (seec. 3407).
"Sc 0.Vlaino
nitdsokadsAnd the Senate agree to the same.
"1(4) Tax on electrical energy (secec.
c.51
auto
fulse
tc
~daAmendment numbered 6: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amaend
3411 (c)).
curities for estate tax purposes
"1(5) Tax-free sales under chapter 29
(sec. 811 (k)).
ment of the Senate numbered 6, and agree
(sec. 3442).
"Sec. 502. Certain discretionary trusts In conto the'samnoe with an amendment as follows:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken
"(6) Credits and refunds of taxes
nection with gift tax,
Imposed by chapter 29 .(see.
" (a) Amendment of Internal Revenue
out by the Senate amendment and insert the
following:
3443 (a) .(3) (A) (i) ). Code (sec. 1000).
"Sze. 102. Alternative tax on individuals
"(7) Tax on telegraph, telephone.
" (b) Amendment of the Revenue Act of
frm etinouesf
1932.wihgosncm
radio, and cable facilities
"(c) Interest on overpayments.
lesstha $3,000.efrmcetansoreso
(sec. 3466 (a)).
"Sc"0.Ueo cmisoesi
cssbM
a In General. Section 400 (relating to
"(8) Tax on transportation of pereons (sec. 3469 (f)).
foeTeTax Court of the United
"(9) Tax on transportation of propStates (sec. 1114).
op z.40.Ipstionaof
saeddt
tax.
ra sflos
"'Inleu. of0heta
impos
edioundesecion
erty (sec. 3475 (b)).
"Sec. 504. Retroactivity of seven-year statute
of limitations relating to bad
11,n
12. and
u 40, taxIndividualdwh maeshios
"(b) (1) Period with respect to which
return on the cash basis may elect, for each
apial
(ss.2406 (a), *ebs
tablyertopyheaxswnite
3411 (c). and 3442 (3)).
Sec. 505. Extension of time In connection
following table If his gross income for such
"(2) Relating to articles enumerated
winth.ees fpwr fapit
In ecion344."Sec.
506. Repeal of certain provisions ofte
taxable year Is less than $3,000 and consists
amn
c f13
wholly of one or more of the following:
"1(3) Relating to amendment of secCurn a
relating to increased income.
Slrwgs
opnainfrproa
tion 3443 (a) (3) (A) (i.
of
seec"
(a)
In
general,
services. dividends. Interest, or annuities:
"(4) Relating to amendment
"Single person (not head oj famttiy)
tion. 3466 with respect to
"(b) Technical amendments.
taxes Imposed by section 3465
"(c) Effective date.
And the number of dependents is-
(a) (1).
"Sec. 507. Importation of standard newsprint.
"(a) In general."Itegrs
"(5) Relating to amendments of
I
I
I
7r
scin36(f(1."
(b) Effective date.
income is"(6) Definition of 'date of the ten"Sec. B08. Exemption from tax on playing
0 I 2 I 2
83 4mor I
I IIII
mination of hostilities in the
cards exported for use of armed
present war'.
forces.
"(a) In general (sec. 1830).Bu
"(c) Authorization of exemptions by
lsThtasalb
Secretary of Treasury with respect
" (b) Effective date.At
to articles or services purchaser'
"Sec. 509. Retroactive effect of section 169 of
than
--
for the erclusive use of the United
Revenue Act 01 1942."(a) In general.
$0
525
$0 $0 10 $0 $0 $0 So $0
States.
525
NO
1
0
0
0 0 0 3) 0
"Sec. 308. Floor stocks taxes.
"(b) Certain transferees.
00
0
Capital
gains
and
losses
under
de6757
CM
10
0
00
(a itle
prt sc(a 80."Sec.
510.
570
10
0
0
0 0 0 0
0
isilepiisse.200.5750
0
cdared value excess profits tax.
(ao
6251 14
0
0
0 0 0 0
"(b) Fermented malt liquors (sec. 3150).
625
650' 19 0
0
0 0 0 0
0
" (c) Wines (sec. 3194).
"1(a) In general (sec. 602).
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
Mo
675, 24
1
1
1 1 1 1
"Sec. 309. Drawback on distilled spirits.
2
to 675
700' 30
2
2
2 2 2 2
2i13
3
3
a3
"(a Distilled spirits exported (sec. 2887).
"Sec. 511. Disclaimed legacies passing to
(bDitlesprtusdimaua-charities
(sees. 812 (d) and 861
725
750 40
3
3
3 3
3 3 3
(a) (3)).
7751 45
4
4
4 4 4 4
4
piit
se I
anfa-70
trofcrannneeaepo" (a) Deduction in case of citizens and
r,.
800' 51 5
5
5
5 5
5
ucs se.320(1oo).
0
825
M
6
e
e 6 6 6 6
31 6
6
6
6 6
itile
uc) (seci350its
())
residents (sec. 812 (d)).
ala
8501 CI
6
"()Dsildsiiswith respect to
" (b) Deduction in case of nonresidents
8.50 875, (A 7
7
7 7
7 7
7
which applicable,
not citizens (sec. 861 (a) (3)).
875
900.
71
5
58 8
8 8 A 8
9
*'(c) Estates with respect to which
OM0 925. 77 10
9
9 9 9 0
"1(d) Time of eligibility for draw-back
9 9
9
amnmnsapial.925
950O 82
55
9
9
9
with respect to distilled spirits
975
bri 21 10
3
01
01
amndetsa9lcal.0A
975 1,000' i2
26
JII 'II II I' 1
toI
used In manufacture of certain
"Sec. 512. Distributions by personal holding
nonbaverage products (sec. 3250
companies (sec. 115 (a)).
1,000 1.025 14t7 31 12 12 12I' 12.Il 12
12
(1)(1)."
()
n eneal(sc. 15(a).1,025
1.050 1013 36
12~ 112' 121 1. II
10100
1i 141
131
for)
"(a)iIngeneralmsec.
15r(a))
im(1))"()Tm
1331 41
47
1413141314131 13
" (b) Effective date.
o iigcamfrda-ack
1,075 1,7
1.100 10too
with respect to distilled spirits
ueprotoefciedtofttelated
III of Act.
"Scsec. xmpio
"Sc 1.Eepinoivrpae
ltae
from tax on jewelry (sec. 2400).
"Sec. 311. Repeal of manufacturers' excise
tax on vacuum cleaners (sec. 3406
()()."Sec.
Amment
"TlL VPsA
"Sec. 401. Effective date of Title IV.

"Sec. 402. First class mail.

"Sec. 513. Period of limitations in case of retaxes under chapters 1 and 2
(sc..87)
380lerpltd).awae1,
" (a) In general (sec. 3807).
" (b) Taxable years to which applicable.
VI-FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX"e
601. Credits against Federal unempoloytaxes (sec. 1601).
"Sec. 602. Credit against Federal unenploy
ment taxes for years 1936 to 1942.
CoserRAc'rs
"TITsLE VlI-RzNExco'rATJIoN op WARn
"Sec. 701. Renegotiation of war contracts.
" (a) Terms used.
" (b) Amendment to section 403 of the
Supplemental National De"Trms

" (a) Increase In rate for loc al.dlvr.
"Sec. 403. Increase in rate for fourth class
mail.
"Se. I 04rtefo
Icras
mne odes.Sixth
"e.04Inraeiraefrmnyodr.fense
"Sec 405. Increase in fees for registered mal
"Sec. 406. Increase in fees for Insured mail.
nrgsee
"Sc 0.Rcit
aladi"Se. o 47.Recipt
reisere mal nd n-section
urdmail.
"Sec. 40.
surlectod
eiysevc.mental
Colc-n4lvrevc.priation
" (b)

Effecting

delivery

upon

terms.
" (c) Demurrage
parcels.

oncleto-eiey

cagd

Appropriation Act, 1942.

)Tcnclaedet
ehia
"(d) Effective

"TITEc.81

c3)
mndet
se
86.
date of amendments to
403 of the Sixth SuppleNational
Act, 194. Defense Appro-

M-Repricin

cagd1,875
Se.81.RpI

OF WAR
cONtract.

31,100w1.125' 11s
52
is. is 1s is 15 is
1,12.5 1,150 1241 71
1 15 15 I3
IS
150 I.175 12
62' I0 3 16
16, It1 I.
175 1,200 134
71 I17 17 17 17 17 17
1-I
18
133 1I 8I
.
1,200 1.225 13
I
34
I.2
1,5
44 78. 13 18 13 18' '!
19 1 It Ju 11 II)'1
1,250 12,275. I rA I 83'
1,275 1.300 i5.s
88
72033i3
201 '233
2121 21
i
130,325 1M01114 19 327
1,350 1,3175 370 104! 37
2- 221 222
2
LA
1,375 1,4250 17
1094 43 231 124 2121
14301425:1
14
14W
3 I21
483 2'4 24 24 241'I
1,47
1,43') 1971 123) f,
25) 25 21.11 20
1,100 1, 525, lo3 1351 49' 27 27 Z27 2
'7
1,525
1,510 1,550
1,5751 2371
212 146 14 2,2,7
.1'1 2 rs r%
1,57.5 1,000,217 151, M4 29 29
"IV
1,600 1,6251 223 156 Ill:3
30~
So 331.3
l
1,625 1,650~ 2 1631 S 1 i 30
303) i
1601,675 233 167, 10
.34 33 33 3 3, I1
1,c6715 1,7300 268 172 1335. 30 32 3 :3
X3I
1.700 1.725, 244 177 1II' 44 i 11
33
t
Xi
1,725 1,750, 241 13, 116
431'
33 331
3,2
,7
5117
12
4' 24 24 ,41 34
35 1
.51
1,7735
1,
13832
3,
1,500 291
264I
1Mg
331 a)~
i!l33
615
1,8(5
S5 1,80
2701 2313
13
34 6

I

1:(5)

fwr otats

"Sec. 802. Effective dae.

1.920

1.95

230 12
'I333
214 141813j3

190

285
280

1,0

20512419

117

1"

I

37

.1

2Iq

39 9

39
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"Sec. 105. Returns of income (see. 51 (b)).
"(a) Determination of status (see. 51
(M).
"(b) Joint returns where spouses have
different taxable years (see. 51
(bc)16
)Vcor
a.
"Se.1D.Vitoy
a.
"(a) Change In rate (see. 450).
"(b) Repeal of credits against Victory
tax (sec. 453).
"(c) Technical amendments (sees. 456
and 34).
"Sec. 107. Repeal of earned Income credit.
"(a) In general (sees. 25 (a), 4'7 (d), and
185).
0(b) Earned income from sources without United States (sec. 116 (a)).
"Sec. 108. Certain fiscal year taxpayers.
",(a) In general (sec. 108).
".(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Sec. 109. Exclusion from gross income of
mustering-out pay of members of
"Sc
1.armed forces (sec. 22 (b) (14))
"Se
1.Last-in, first-out inventory.
"(a) In general (see. 22 (d) (6)).
" (b) Effective date.
"Sec. 111. Denial of deduction for Federal
excise taxes not deductible under
section 23 (a) (sec. 23 (c)).
"Sec. 112. Deduction for losses on securities
in affiliated corporations.
"(a) Stock losses (sec. 23 (g) (4) (B))
"(b) Bond losses (sec. 23 (k) (5) (B)).
" (c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Sac. 113. Partially worthless bad debts.
"(a) In general (sec. 23 (k) ).
"(b) Years to which applicable,
"Sec. 114. Corporate contributions to veterans' organizations (sac. 23 (q)).
"Sec. 115. Special deduction for blind (sec.
23).
"Sec. 116. Credit for dividends paid on preferred stock of public utilities,
"(a) Dividends unpaid and accumulated
(sec. 28 (h) (1)).
"(b) Stock issued to replace existing
securities (sec. 26 (h) (2) ).
"Sec. 11'7. Returns by organizations exempt
from taxation,
"(a) Ingeneral (sec. 54).
"(b) Years to which applicable.
"Sec. 118. Penalties In connection with estimated tax.
"aIn general (sec. 294).
"(b) Technical amendment (sec. 60 (b))
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Sec. 119 Back pay attributable to prior years.
"(a) In general (see. 107 (d)).
"(b) Technical amendment (sec. 107).
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Sec. 120. Election as to recognition of gain
in certain corporate liquidations.
"(a) In general (sec. 112 (b) ('7))
"(b) Basis (see. 118 (a) (18)).
"(c) Effective date.
"Sec. 121. Reorganization of certain Insolvent
corporations.
"(a) Nonrecognition of gain or loss on
certain reorganizations (sec. 112
(b) (10))..
"(b) Recognition of gain or loss of Becurity holders In connection with
certain corporate reorganizations
(sec. 112 (1)).
"1(c) Basis (sec. 113 (a) (6) and (21)).
"(1) Technical amendments (aees. '112
and 718).
"(e) Effective date.
"Sec. 122. Reorganization by adjustment of
capital structure prior to Septemher 22. 1938 (sec. 113 (a)).
",sec. 123 Gain from sale or exchange of prop-.
erty pursuant to orders of Federal
communications Commission.
'(a) In general (sec. 112 (in)).
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Sec. 124. Percentage depletion for flake
graphite, vermiculite, potash.
beryl, feldspar, mica, tale. lepidolite. barite, and spodumene.
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`(a) in general (see. 114 (b)).
"Sec. 203. Certain fIscal-year taxpayers.
'(b) Discovery value (sec. 114 (b)).
"(a) computation of tax for taxable
"(c) Definition of gross Income from the
years beginning In 1943 and end
property (sec. 114 (b)).
In in i94 (sec. '710 (a) (6)).
"(d) Percentage depletion for flake
"(b) Computation of tax for taxable year
"e
graphite retroactive to 1943.
beginning in21941 and ending after
1()Termination of percentage depleJune 30, 1942 (sec. '710 (a)(3)).
tion for certain minerals.
'(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Sec. 125. Exclusion from gross income of
"Sec. 204. Increase In specific exemption.
certain cost-of-living allowances
"(a) In general (sec. '710 (b) (1) ).
paid to civilian officers and em"(b) Return requirement (sec. '729 (b)
ployees of the Government sta(2)).
tioned outside continental United
"(c) Consolidated returns (sec. 141 (c)).
States.
"Sec. 205. Reduction of excess profits credits
'(a) In general (sec. 116).
based on invested capital in certain brackets
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
(sec. '714).
"Sec. 126. Nonrecognition of loss on certain
"Sec. 206. Publicity of relief granted under
railroad reorganizations made
section '722.
retroactive to 1939.
`(a) In general (sec. '722).
"(a) Amendment of section 112 (b) (9)
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
(sec. 112 (b) (9)).
"e.27
taei
ieas
"(b) Amendment of section 113 (a) (20)
"(ec ) In7
Staegica minerl.73.
(sec. 113 (a) (20) )."b)Txleyastwhcapial.
"(c) Amendment of section 142 (d) of
"Sec 08NoTaxable
incs
om
whfc certiainlin
the Revenue Act of 1942.'Bc20.Nnablicoefcrtni
"Sec. 12'7. Gain or loss upon the cutting of
dustries with depletable resources.
timber.
"(a) Technical amendment (see. '735).
'(a) In general (see. 117 (k)).
`(b) Definitions.
" (b) Technical amendment (see. 117 (j)
"(1) Definition of 'lessor,' 'natural
(1.))
gas company, etc. (sec. 735
"(e) Effective date.(a
(1,2)(),4)an
"Sec. 128. Acquisitions to evade or avoid in(5)).
come or excess profits tax.
"(2) Definition of 'timber block'
"(a) In general (sec. 129).
(sec. '735 (a) (8)).
"(b) Technical amendment (sec. 45).
"(3) Definition of 'unit net income'
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
(sec. '735 (a) (12) ).
"Sec. 129. Disallowance of certain deductions
" (c) Nontaxable Income (see. '735 (b))
attributable to business operated
(d) Application where excess profits
by individual at loss for five years.
credit computed under income
" (a) In general (sec. 130).
credit (sec. '711 (a) (1) ).
" (b) Effective date of amendment.
I
(e) Application where excess profits
"Sac. 130. Technical amendments relating to
credit computed under Invested
foreign tax credit,
capital credit (sec. 711 (a) (2)).
"(a) Limit on credit (sea. 131 (b)).
"(f) Retroactive effect of amendments
" (b) Taxes of foreign subsidiary (sec. 131
affecting resources.
Mf)).
"Sec. 209. Exempt corporations (sec. '727 (h))
"(c) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Part11-Post-~arrefund of excess profits tax
"Sec. 131 Extension of consolidated returns
"See. 250. Post-war refund of excess profits
privilege to certain corporations
tax
(sec. 141 (e)).
"()Cei
nes
ffsa
erbgn
"Sec. 132. Nonresident aliens brought Into
(a
nCeit in c91aseofnfiscaftyear buein
United States under authority of
ni0,
1941 andeendig aterJun
143 (b)).
rCmmsso (ec
"(b) Transfers to successors of taxpayer
ele
14c33.
inteb.u ae fexes
(sec. '780 (c)).
tions of estates and trusts.
()Eepino
rceso
od
"(a) In general (sec. 162 (d)).
from tax (sgm. '780 (d)).
"(b) Effective date.
"(d) Rights and liabilities of successor
"Sec. 134. Trusts for maintenance or support
(sec. '780 (f) and (g)).
of certain beneficiaries.
1(e) Effect of refunds (sec. '781 (b))
"(a) Income for benefit of grantor (see.
(fM Limitation on post-war credit (see.
167).
'781 (d)).
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
(g) Taxable years to which applicable.
"Sec. 135. Mutual fire insurance companies
"Sec. 251. Technical amendment to credit for
Issuing perpetual policies,
debt retirement.
"(a) Taxability under section 204 (sec.
"(a) In general (sec. '783 (b) (2))
204 (a)).(b) Taxable years to which applicable.
"(b) Gross income (sec. 204 (b) (1).
"(c) Election with respect to prior tax
"(c) Dividends (sec. 204 (c) (11) ).
able years.
" (d) Nontaxabil~ity under section 207
"Tr II-xii
~x
(sec. 207 (a))."Sc
0.EftiedeoftleI.
"(e) Real estate; bond premium and dis"S.30.EfciedtofileI.
count (sec. 207 (c) and (d)).
"See. 302. Increases In rates.
"(f) Taxable years to which applicable.
::(a) In general (chapter 9A).
"Sec. 136. Treaty obligations.
"(b) Effective date or period of certain
"Sec. 187. Status for witholdn atsuc nincreases.
wages (sec. 1622 (h) (1)).
"(2)atBilliardoand poolatablestand
2)Bliranpoltbead
"Tr'1LE nl-EXCESS P2OFrrS TAX AmS PosT-wAR
bowling alleys.
REFUNDiOF' EXCE5S-PitoFTra TAX
"(3) Telegraph. telephone, radio.
"PertI-Excess profits tax amendments
and cable facilities.
"Sec. 201. Taxable years to which amend"Sec. 303. Persons making fur articles from
ments applicable,
pelts furnished by customer (sec.
'Sec. 202. Increase in excess profits tax rate.
2401).
I'(a) In general (sec. 710 (a) (1) ).
"Sec. 304. Suspension of manufacturers' ex
'(b) Technical amendment relating to
cise tax on luggage (sec. 3406 (a)
pu~blic utilities (sec. '710 (a) (1)
(2)).
(B)).
"Bec. 305. Exemption faf billiard and pool ta
"(c) Credit for income subject to excess
bles In hospitals from tax.
profits tax In special cases (sec.
"(a) In general (see. 3268 (a)).
36 (e)).
"1(b) Effective date.
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"Sec. 308. Technical amendment of manufacturers' excise tax on tires and
Inner tubes (sec. 8400).
"'Sec. 807. Termination of certain governmeental excise tax exemptions.
(a) (1) Tax-free sales under chapter 19
(sec. 2408 (a)).
"(2) Tax on pistols and revolvers
(sec.
(b) (1)).
"(3) Tax on 2700
firearms, shells, and
cartridges (sec. 3407).
"4Taoneetiaenry(e.
3411 (c)).
"()Tax-free sales under chapter 2g
(sec. 3442).
".(8) Credits and refunds of taxes
Imposed by chapter 29 (sec.
3443 (a) (3)(A) (I)).
"(7) Tax on telegraph, telephone,
radio, and cable facilities

FEBRUARY
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"Sec. 409. Additional. fee for delivery, of regis`"Txv
IX-BSocIAL SECUMIT TAMl
tered, Insured, and collect-on"See. 901. Automatic Increase In 1944 rate
delivery mail to addressee only.
not to apply.
"Sec. 410. Termination of Increases.
"(a) Amendment to clauses (1) and (2)
"(a) In general,
of section 1400 of Federal in
"(b) Definition of term 'termination of
surance Contrib~ztions Act.
hostilities In the present war'.
"1(b) Amendment to clauses (1) and (2)
"Tcr~ V-MtsczuLANzous ESTATE TAX AND
of section 1410 of Federal In-.
02
A
MNMNS
N
TE
ICL.srnecnrbtosAt
GIT~
AMENMENTS, AND OTHER
Sec902 Aproriatieonsribtionth
Atrutfn.
=Na
sAN
Se
Anduthe Senoprateiagre to the trsame.
d.
"Sec. 501. Valuation of unlistedRVSIN
stock and BeAmendment numbered 8: That the Rouse
curities for estate tax purposes
recede from its disagreement to the arnend
(see. 811 (k)).
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"'Joint returns.-If a joint return of busbndan
owf
filed, the amount of tax shown in the above table shall
berdrdb
errou
ftesale
two spouses, but not by more then $19.'~

noeo

h

"(b) Technical amendment: Section 404
(relating to certain taxpayers Ineligible to
cmuetxudratraiemto)I
opt
a
ne
ltra~emto)I
amended by Inserting after 'nonresident allen.
individual,' the following: 'to a citizen of the
Untd
tte
etild
oth
bnfts
f
UntdSae
th
bnetso
ettldt
section 251l,'."
And the Senate agree to the same.

A ed
etnmee
:Ta
h
os
:Ta
h
os
mnmn
u brd
recede fronS Its disagreement to the amend.
ment of the Senate numbered 8, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken
out bythSeae
mnd
ntndIsrte

Seae

mnd

ntndisrth

following:
"SEc. 103. Determination of status for pur.
so
esnleepinadCei
o
Posesopronlee
to
edcdifi

dependents,
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"Section 25 (b) (relating to credits for both
normal tax and surtax) is amended by strikIng out paragraph (3) and Inserting in lieu
thereof the following:
"'(3) Determination of status: For the
purpose of determining the amount of the
personal exemption and credit for dependants, the status of the taxpayer shall be deternilned as of July 1 of the taxable year,
unless the taxable year does not Include July
1, In-which case such status shall be determined as of the last day of the taxable
year.'
"SEC. 104. Reduction of credits In case-of
short year limited to jeopardy.
"Section 47 (e) (relating to reduction of
personal exemption and credit for dependants in case of short taxable year) Is amended
by striking out ', except a return made under
subsection (a), on account of a change in
the accounting period' and inserting in lieu
thereof 'under section 146 (a) (1)'."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 9: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 9, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment and Insert the
following:
"SEC. 105. Returns of income,
`(a) Individual returns: Section 51 (relating to individual returns) is amended by
inserting at the end thereof the following:
"'(f) Determination of status: For the
purposes of this section and section 142 (a).*
the determination of whether an Individual
Is married and living with husband or wife
shall be made as of July 1 of the taxable
year. unless the taxable year does not Include July 1, In which case such determination shall be made as of the-last day of the
taxable year'."
"(b) Joint returns: Section 51 (b) (relatIng to joint returns) Is amended by Inserting before the period at the end thereof
'or If husband and wife have different taxable years'."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment -numbered 10: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 10. and agree
to the same with amendments as follows:
On page 8. line 10, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "SEc. 102" and Insert
"SEC. 106.'"
On page 24, line 21, of the House bill, strike
out "and 15" and Insert "15, and 450"; and
the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 11: That the House
reeefo
t iareett
h mnment of the Senate numbered 11, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert "107"1; and
the Senate agreed to the same.
Amendment numbered 12: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 12, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert '6i0a; and
the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 13: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 13, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
On page 9, line 4. of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "105" and insert
"109"; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 14: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 14, and agree
to the same With an amendment as follows:
On page 9, line 14, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike Out "106" and insert
"110"; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 15: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amnendment of the Senate numbered 15, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter Proposed to be Inserted

by the Senate amendment Insert "III"; and
the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 16: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 16, and agree to
the same with amendments as follows:
On page 11, line 20, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "1108" and insert
"1113"1;
On page 12, line 4, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, after "year". insert a comma;
and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 17: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendInent of the Senate numbered 17, and agree
to the same with anendments as follows: On
page 12 of the Senate engrossed amendments,
In line 9, strike out "1109"1 and Insert "-114",
and In line 14, strike out "end to" and insert
"end of"; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 18: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendmxent of the Senate numbered 18. and agree
to the Same With an amendment as follows:
ln lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert "1115"; and
the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 19: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendSnent of the Senate numbered 19. and agree
to the same With amendments as follows:
On page 13 of the Senate engrossed amendments, in line 2. strike out "111" and Insert
"116". and In line 25. strike out "(9)" and
Insert "(10). or so much of section 112 (d)
or (a) as relates to section 112 (b) (10)."1;
On page 28. line 1, of the House bill, 7strike
out "112" and Insert "117"; and the Senate
agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 27: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 27, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
On page 15. line 9. Of the Senate engrossed
amendments, after "exempt", insert "solely";
and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 29: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend.
ment nf the Senate numbered 29. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the fol.
lowing:
"SEC. 118. Penalties In connection with estimated tax.
"(a In General: Section 294 (relating to
additions to the tax) Is amended by striking
Out Paragraphs (3), (4). and (5) of subsection (a) and inserting at the end thereof the
following:caeteftenhdyotetirmnh
"'(d) Estimated Tax:
"'(1) Failure to file declaration or pay installment of estimated tax:
"'(A) Failure to File Declaration: In the
case of a failure to make and Oile a declaration of estimated tax within the time pre.
scribed, unless such failure Is shown to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner to be due to
reasonable cause and not to willful neglect,
there shall be added to the tax 5 per Centum
Of -each Installment due but unpaid, and In
addiftion, with respect to each such install.
ment due but unpaid, I per centum, of the
unpaid amount thereof for each month (ex.
cept the first) or fraction thereof during
which such amount remains unpaid. in no
event shall the aggregate addition to the tax
under this subparagraph with respect to any
Installment due but unpaid, exceed 10 per
centumn of the unpaid portion of such Installment. For the purposes of this subparagraph each Installment shall be considered
to be an amount equal to the amount that
would have been due and payable If a deadaration showing an estimated tax in the
aMount of the Correct tax had been timely
filed, and one such Installment shall be eonsidered due on the fifteenth day of the last
month of that quarter of the taxable year in
which the declaration Is required to be filed,
and another such installment shall be considered due on the fifteenth day of the last
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month of each succeeding quarter of the tax
able year.
"'I(B) Failure to Pay installments of psti
mated Tax Declared: Where a declaration of
'estimated tax has been made and filed WithIn the time prescribed, or where a declaration
of estimated tax has been made and filed alter
the time prescribed and the Commissioner
has found that failure to make and file such
declaration within the time prescribed was
due to reasonable cause and not to willful
neglect, in the case of a failure to Pay an
installment of the estimated tax within the
time prescribed, unless such failure Is shown
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner to be
due to reasonable cause and not to willful
neglect, there shall be added to the tax a
per centum. of the unpaid amount of such
Installment, and in addition 1 per centum, of
such unpaid amount for each month (except
the first) ori fraction thereof during which
such amount remains unpaid. In no event
Shall the aggregate addition to the tax under
this subparagraph with respect to any inStailment due but unpaid, exceed 10 per
centum of the unpaid Portion Of such In
stallment. 
"'Substantial underestimate of estimated
tax: If 80 per centum of the tax deterMined without regard to the credits under
sections 32. 85. and 466 (e) ) * in the case of
individuals other than farmers exercising an
election under section 60 (a). or 68% per
centUml of such tax so determined In the case
of such farmers, exceeds the estimated tax
(increased by such credits), there shall be
added to the tax an amount equal to such
excess, or equal to 6 per centumn of the
amount by which such tax so determined
exceeds the estimated tax so Increased.
Whichever Is the lesser. This paragraph shall
not apply to the taxable year In which falls
the death of the taxpayer, nor, under regu
lations prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary, shall it apply
to the taxable year in which the taxpayer
makes a timely payment of estimated tax
within or before each quarter (excluding, In
case the taxable year begins In 1943. any
quarter beginning prior to July 1, 1943) of
such year (or In the case of farmers exercising
an election under section 60 (a), *within
the
last quarter) In an amount at least as great
as though computed (under such regula
tions) on the basis of the taxpayer's status
with respect to the personal exemption and
credit for dependents on the date of the
filing of the declaration for such taxable
year (or In the case of any such farmer, or In
of the taxable year occurs after July 1, on
July 1 of tbe taxable year) but otherwise on
the basis of the facts shown on his return
for the preceding taxable year.'
"(b) Technical Amendment: Section 60 (bI
(relating to the application of declarations
of estimated tax to short taxable years) Is
amended by striking out '294 (a) (3). (4). and
(5), and inserting in lieu thereof '294 (di'.
NOc Taxable Years to WhIch Applicable:
The amendments made by this section shall
be appiicabie with respect to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1942."I
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 30: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 30, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows.
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment and insert the
following:
"Svc. 119. Back pay attributable to prior
years.
"(a) In General: Section 107 (relating to
compensation for certain services rendered)
Is amended by Inserting at the and thereof
the following new subsection:
"'(d) Back Pay:
"'(1) In gerieral: If the amount Of the
back pay received or accrued by an individual
during the taxable year exceeds I15per centum
of the gross income of the Individual for such
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year, the part of the taz attributable to the
'I(A) In a receivership, foreclosure, or simInclusion of such back pay in gross Income
Ilar proceeding, or
for the taxable year shall not be greater than
"'I(B) in a proceeding under section 717B or
the aggregate of the Increases in the taxes
Chapter X of the National Bankruptcy Act,
which would have resulted from the inclusion
as amended,
of the respective portions of such back pay in
to another corporation organized or made use
gross income for the taxable years to which
of to effectuate a plan of reorganization apsuch portions are respectively attributable,
proved by the court in such proceeding, in2
as determined under regulations prescribed
exchange solely for stock or securities In such
by the Commissioner with the approval of
other Corporation.'
the Secretary.
"(b) Recognition of Gain or Loss of Se"'I(2) Definition of back pay: For the purcurity Holders in Connection With Certain
poses of this subsection, "bacis pay" means
Corporate Reorganizations: Section 112 (re'
(A) remuneration, including wages, salaries,
lating to recognition of gain or loss) Is
retirement pay, and other similar compensaamended by inserting at the end thereof the
tion, which, Is received or accrued during the
following:
taxable year by an employee for services per"'(1) Exchanges by Security Holders In
formed prior to the taxable year for his emConnection With Certain Corporate Reorployer and which would have been paid prior -ganizations:
to the taxable year except for the intarven"'I(1) General rule: No gain or loss shall be
tion of one of the following events: (i) bank.
recognized upon an exchange consisting of
ruptcy or receivership of the employer; (it)
the relinquishment . or extinguishment of
dispute as to the liability of the employer to
stoc-k or securities in a corporation the plan
pay such remuneration, which is determnine4
of reorganization of which is approved by the
after the commencement of court. procqed.
court In a proceeding described in subsection
ings; (lit) If the employer Is the United
(b) (10), in consideration of the acquisition
States, a State, a Territory, or any political
solely of stock or securities in a corporation
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columcrganized or made use of to effectuate such
bia, or any agency or Instrumentality of any
plan of reorganization,
of the foregoing, lack of funds appropriated
I-- 2
xhneocrig4
aal
er
to pay such remuneration; or (iv) any other, beginning prior to January 1. 1943: If the axeyent determined to be similar In nature unchange occurred In a taxable year of the perrecrbeder bytheComis-ning
de rguatos
y eguatins
heComi- resribe
son acquiring such stock or securities beginsioner 'with the approval of the. Secretary:
ning prior to Jlanuary 1, 1943, then, under
and (B) wages or salaries which are received regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
or accrued during the taxable year by an emwith the approval of the Secretary, gain or
ployee for services performed prior to the
loss shall be recognized or not recognizedtaxable year for his employer and which con"'I(A) to the extent that it was recognized
stitute retroactive wage or salary Increases
or not recognized In the final determination
ordered, recommended, or approved by any
of the tax of such person for such taxable
Federal or State agency, and made retroactive
year, if such tax 'was finally determined prior
to any period prior to the taxable year; and
to the ninetieth day alter the date of the
(C) payments which are received or accrued
enactment of the Revenue Act of 1943; or
during the taxable year as the result of an
--'I(B) in cases to which subparagraph (A)
alleged violation by an employer of any State
is not applicable, to the extent that It would
or Federal law relating to labor standards or
be recognized or. not recognized under the
practices, and which are determined under
latest treatment of such exchange by such
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
person prior to December 18, 1943, In connec'with the approval of the Secretary to be attion with his tax liability for such taxable
tributable to a prior taxable year. Amounts
year.'
not Includible In gross Income under this
"1(c) Basis: Section 113 (a) (relating to
chapter shall not constitute "back pay"1.'
basis of property) is amended"(b) Technical Amendment: The title Of
"(1) by inserting after '112 (b) to (e), Insection 107 is amended by adding at the end
elusive,' in paragraph (6) the following: 'or
thereof the following: 'and back pay'.
section 112 (1),':
"(c) Taxable Years to Which Applicable:
"(2) by inserting after 'property permitted
The amendments made by this section shall
by section 112 (b)' in paragraph (a) the folbe effective with respect to taxable years belowing: 'or section 112 (1)'; and
ginning after December 31, 1940."
"-(3) by inserting after paragraph (21) the
And the Senate agree to the same,
following:
Amendment numbered 31: That the House
"' (22) Property acquired on reorganization
recede from Its disagreement to the amendof certain corporations: If the property was
ment of the Senate numbered 31, and agree
acquired by a corporation upon a transfer to
to the same with an amendment as follows:
which section 112 (b) (10), or so much of
on page 19, line 7, of the Senate engrossed
section 112 (d) or (a) as relates to section
amendments, strike out "1114"1 and insert
112 (b) (10), is applteable, then, not'with"1123"; and the Senate agree to the same,
standing the provisions of section 270 of the
Amendment numbered 32: That the House
National Bankruptcy Act, as amended, the
recede from Its disagreement to the amendbasis in the hands of the acquiring corporament of the Senate numbered 32, and agree
tion shall be the same as it would be In the
to the same with an amendment as follows:
hands of the corporation whose property was
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
so acquired, Increased In the amount of gain
by the Senate amendment insert the followrecognized to the corporation whose property
Ing:
was so acquired under the law applicable to
"SEC. 121. Reorganization of certain Inthe year In which the acquisition occurred,
solvent corporations.
and such basis shall not be adjusted Under
",(a) Nonrecognition of Gain or Loss on
subsection (b) (3) by reason of a discharge
Certain Reorganizations: Section 112 (b) (reof indebtedness pursuant to the plan of reorlating to recognition of gain or loss upon cerganization under which such transfer Was
tain exchanges) is amended by Inserting at
made.'
the end thereof the following:
"(d) Technical Amendments:
"'-(10) Gain or loss not recognized on reor"(1) Section 112 (c) (relating to gain from
ganization of corporations in Certain receiverexchanges not solely in kind) is amended by
ship and bankruptcy proceedings: No gain
Inserting after '(b) (1), (2), (3), or (5)',the
or loss shal be recognized If property of a
following: ', or within the provisions of subcorporation (other than a railroad corpora.
section (1),', and by Inserting alter 'paration, as defined in section 7'7m. of the National
graph' the following: 'or by subsection (1)',.13
Bankruptcy Act, as amended) is transferred,
"1(2) Section 112 (d) (relating to gain of
in a taxable year of such corporation begincorporation) Is amended by Inserting alter
ning after December 31, 1933, In pursuance of
'subsection (b) (4)' the following: 'or (10)',
an order of the court having jurisdiction Of
"(3) Section 112 (e) (relating to loss from
such corporation. exchanges not solely in kind) Is amended by
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Inserting after 'subsection (b) (1) to (5),
inclusive,' the following: 'or (10), or within
the provisions of subsection (1),'.
"1(4) So much of section 112 (g) (definingf
'reorganization') as precedes paragraph (1) is
amended to read as follows:
"' (g) Definition of reorganization: As
used in this section (other than subsection
(b) (10) and- subsection (I) and In section
113 (other than subsection (a) (22) )-. '
"(8) Section 112 (k) (relating to assump
tion of liability) Is amended by striking out
'subsection (b) (4) or (5)' wherever appearIng therein and Inserting In lieu thereof the
following: 'subsection (b) (4), (5), or (10)',
"(6) Section 718 (a) (6) (A) is amended
by striking out '112 (b) (3), (4), or (8), or so
much of section 112 (c), (d), or (e) as refers
toseto12
b(3.4)or5'anisr
sectIonlethro 112 (b) (4.
(3).o (5)'andinsrt
(10 ons
liuctherof 112io 1b2(3),(4),or(e),o
as ,refrsomuho
section 112 (c)(), (d),r(e).o
rees oscto 12() 3, 4,(5,o
"(1?)Efetvda:Prisoshinte
(a)ecEffetiveaedaete: Prviio
adb shavingth
eff
ubect
temndments3
io
mandebsubsectiond
(a), 'subsectio (c)(), and
()
sualbseto (deee
(2) (3) (4).de (5,ind (6), shallnbe
dasesemed
toibel apicuded in taxebrevyenuaws respec-n
after December 31, 1933, but shall not affect
antxlibiyfoaytxbeyaregn
antxlibitfoaytxbeyareg
January
1943. Provisions
havingprior
the to
effect
of the 1,amendments
made
by subsection (b), subsection (c) (1) and (2),
and subsection (d) (1), shall be deemed to
be included In the revenue laws respectively
applicable to taxable years beginning after
December 81, 1931."1
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 34: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
mcent of the Senate numbered 34, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be in
serted by the Senate amendment Insert the
following:
"Svc. 122. Reorganization by adjustment
of capital structure prior to September 22,
1938.
"(a) In general: Section 113 (b) (relating
to adjustments to the basis of property) is
amended by Inserting at the end thereof the
following:
"' (4) Adjustment of capital structure prior
to September 22, 1938: Where a p!an of reor
ganization of a corporation, approved by the
court in a proceeding under scction '77B of
the National Bankruptcy Act, as amended, is
consummated by adjustment of the capital
or debt structure of such corporation without
the transfer of Its assets to another corpora
tion, and a final judgment or decree In such
proceeding has been entered prior to Septem.
her 22, 1938, then the provisions of section
270 of the National Bankruptcy Act, as
amended, shall not apply In respect of the
property of such corporation. For the pur
poses of this paragraph the term "reorgani
zation" shall not be limited by the definition
of such term in section 112 (g).'
"1(b) Taxable years to which applicable:
A provision having the effect of the amendscent made by subsection (a) shall be deemed
to be Included in the revenue laws respec
tively, applicable to taxable years beginning
alter December 31, 1938."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 35: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 36, and
age to the same with an amendment as
fo~llows: I iuo h
atrpooe
ob
Inse lieu the
of
meatter proposednto bner
inetdb the
Sente menmenniner
the follow Ging: o sl-o xcageo
Gaint from salerorFeerangCof
Property pursuatooresfFdrlCin
munications Commission.
"(a) In general: Section 112 is amended
by adding at the end thereof a new subse
tion as follows:
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"1'(in) Gain from sale or exchange to
gross income from mining. The term
recognized In an amount equal to the deffer.
effectuate policies of Federal Communica"mining," as used herein, shall be considered
ence between the adjusted basis for depletion,
tiOns Commission: If the sale or exchange
to Include not merely the extraction of the
of such timber In the hands of the taxpayer
of property (including stock in a corporaores or minerals from the ground but also
and the fair market value of such timber.
tion) is certified by the Federal Communithe ordinary treatment processes normally
Such fair market value shall be the fair
cations Commission to be necessary or ap.
applied by mine owners or operators In order
market value as of the first day of the taxable
propriate to effectuate the policies of the
to obtain the commercially marketable minyear In which such timber is cut, and shall
Commission with respect to the ownership
eral product or products. The term "ordithereafter be considered as the cost of such
and control of radio broadcasting stations,
nary treatment processes," as used herein,
cut timber to the taxpayer for all purposes
such sale or exchange shall, if the taxpayer
shall Include the following: (I) In the case of
for which such cost is a necessary factor. If
so elects, be treated as an involuntary concoal-cleaning. breaking, sizing, and loading
a taxpayer makes an election under this parsa.
version of such property within the meanfor shipment; (ii) In the csse of sulfurgraph such election Shall apply with respect
ing of subsection (f) of this section. For
pumping to vats, cooling, breaking, and loadto all timber which is owned by the taxpayer
the purposes of subsection (f) of this secing for shipment; (ii) In the case of iron
or which the taxpayer has a contract right to
tion as made applicable by the provisions of
ore, bauxite, ball and sagger clay, rock as-. cut and shall be binding upon the taxpayer
this subsection, stock of a corporation operphalt, and minerals which are customarily
for the taxable year for which the election
ating a radio broadcasting station, whether
sold In the form of a crude mineral productis made and for all subsequent years, unless
or not representing control of such corporasorting, concentrating, and sintering to bring
the Commissioner, on showing of Undue
tion, shall be treated as property similar or
to shipping grade and form, and loading for' hardship, permits the taxpayer to revoke his
related in service or use to the property so
shipment; and (iv) In the case of lead, zinc,
election; such revocation, however, shall pre
converted. The part of the gain, If any,
copper, gold, silver, or fluorapar ores, potash,
clude any further elections under this parsupon such sale or exchange to which suband ores which are not customarily sold In
graph except with the consent of the Comn
section (f) of this section is not applied
the form of the crude mineral productmissioner.
shall nevertheless not be recognized, If the
crushing, grinding, and beneficiation. by con.. 1(2) In the case of the disposal of timber
taxpayer so elects, to the extent that It is
centratlon (gravity, flotation, amalgamation,
(held for more than six months prior to such
applied to reduce the basis for determining
electrostatic, or magnetic), cyanidation,
disposal) by the owner thereof under any
gain or loss upon sale or exchange of
leaching, crystallization, precipitation (but
form or type of contract by virtue of which
property, of a character subject to the allownot including as an ordinary treatment procthe owner retains an economic Interest in
ance for depreciation under section 23 (1) * ess electrolytic deposition, roasting, thermal
such timber, the difference between the
remaining in the hands of the taxpayer imor electric smelting, or refining), or by subamount received for such timber and the
mediately after the sale or exchange, or acstantially equivalent processes or combinaadjusted depletion basis thereof shall be con
quired in the same taxable year. The mantion of processes lused In the separation, or
sidered as though it were a gain or lose, as
ner and amount of such reduction shall be
extraction of the product or products from
the case may be, upon the sale of such tim
determined under regulations prescribed by
the ore, including the furnacing of quickber.' '
the Commissioner with the approval of the
silver ores. The principles of this subpara"(b) Technical Amendment, Section 117
Secretary. Any election made by the taxgraph shall also be applicable In determining
(j) (1) (relating to gains and losses from in
payer under this subsection shall be made
gross Income attributable to mining for the
voluntary conversion and from the sale or
by a statement to that effect In his return
purposes of sections 781 and 735.'"
exchange of certain property used in the trade
for the taxable year in which the sale or
And the Senate agree to the same,
or business) Is amended by Inserting at the
exchange takes place (or, with respect to
Amendment numbered 49: That the House
end thereof the following: 'Such term also
taxable years beginning before January 1,
recede from Its disagreement to the amendIncludes timber with respect to which sub
1944, by a statement to that effect filed
ment of the Senate numbered 49, and agree
section (k) (1) or (2) is applicable.!
within six months after the date of the ento the same with an amendment as follows:
"(c) Effective Date: A provision having
actment of the Revenue Act of 1943 In such
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
the effect of section 117 (k) (2) of the In
manner and form as may be prescribed by
by the Senate amendment insert "A provision
ternal Revenue Code inserted by the amend
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
having the effect of the amendment made by
ment made by subsection (a) shall be deemed
'with the approval of the Secretary) and such
subsection (c) shall be deemed to be Included
to be Included in the revenue laws respec
election shall be binding for the taxable year
in the revenue laws respectively applicable to
tively applicable to taxable years beginning
and all subsequent- taxable years.'"1
taxable years beginning after December 81,
after Februsry 28, 1913. The amendment
"(b) Taxable years to which applicable:
1931;" and the Senate agree to the same.
made by subsection (b) shall be effective as
The amendments made by this section shall
Amendment numbered 53: That the House
If It were made by section 151 of the Revenue
be applicable with respect to taxable years
recede from Its disagreement to the amnendAct of 1942."1
beginning after December 31, 1942."
ment of the Senate numbered 53. and agree
And the Senate agree to the same.
And the Senate agree to the same,
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Amendment numbered 58: That the House
Amendment numbered 36: That the House
On page 34. line 12. of the Senate engrossed
recede from its disagreement to the amend
recede from Its disagreement to the amendamendments, strike out "118" and insert
ment of the Senate numbered 58, and agree
ment of the Senate numbered 58, and agree
"125"; and the Senate agree to the same.
to the same with an amendment as follows:
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Amendment numbered 55: That the House
Ilieu
of the matter proposed to be in
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
recede from Its disagreement to the amendserted by the Senate amendment Insert
by the Senate amendment insert "124"; and
ment of the Senate numbered 55, and agree
"128"; and the Senate agree to the same.
the Senate agree to the same.
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Amendment numbered 61: That the House
Amendment numbered 37: That the House
On page 36. line 11, of the Senate engrossed
recede from its disagreement to the amend
recede from Its disagreement to the amendamendments, strike cut "120" and Insert
ment of the Senate numbered 61, and agree
ment of the Senate numbered 37, and agree
"126;" and the Senate agree to the same,
to the sames with an amendment as follows:
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Amendment numbered 57: That the House
In lieu of the matter proposed to be in
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
recede from its disagreement to the amendserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
by the Senate amendment insert "TALC,
ment of the Senate numbered 57. and agree
'following: "If (1) any person or persons ac
BARITE."; and the Senate agree to the same,
to the same with amendments as follows: In
quire, on or after October 8, 1940, directly or
Amendment numbered 40: That the House
lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by
indirectly, control of a corporation or (2) any
recede from its disagreement to the amendthe Senate amendment Insert the following:
corporation acquires, on or after October 8,
mentof
40
he
an
enat
nuberd
agee1940,
or indirectly,
property
of anor
meno
entenubeed40
te
ad gre
Sxc. 127. Gain or loss upon the cutting of
other directly
corporation,
not controlled,
directly
to the same with an amendment as follows:
timber.
idrclimdaeyj~rt
uhaqli
Inliu f hemate
roosd o e nsrtd
"(a) In general: Section 117 (relating to
tion, by such acquiring corporation or Its
by the Senate amendment insert the followcapital gains and losses) is amended by Instockholders, the basis of which property, in
ing:
serting at the end thereof the following new
the bands of the acquiring corporation, Is
"(A) In General:"
subsection:
determilned by reference to the basis in the
And the Senate agree to the same.
"'(k) Gain or loss upon the cutting of
hands of the transferor corporation, and the
Amendment numbered 47: That the House
timber:
principal purpose for which such acquisition
recede from its disagreement to the amnend"'(1) If the taxpayer so elects upon his rewas made Is evasion or avoidance of Federal
inent of the Senate niumbered 47, and agree
turn for a taxable year, the cutting of timber
income or excess profits tax by securing the
to the same with an amendment as follows:
(for sale or for use in the taxpayer's trade or
benefit of a deduction, credit, or other allow
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
business) during such year by the taxpayer
ance which such person or corporation would
by the Senate amendment Insert the fol.
who owns, or has a contract right to cut, such
not otherwise enjoy, then such deduction.
lowing:
timber (providing he has owned such timber
credit, or other allowance shall not be al
"(c) Definition of Gross Income From the or has held such contract right for a pericd
lowed. For the purposes of clauses (1) and
Property: Section 114 (b) (4) Is amended
Of more than six months prior to the begin.
(2), control means the ownership of stock
by adding at the end thereof the following:
ning of such year) shall be considered as a
possessing at least 50 per centum of the total
"'(B3) Definition of Gross Income From
sale or exchange of such timber cut during
combined voting power of all classes Of stock
Property: AS used in this paragraph the term
such year. In case such election has been
entitled to vote or at least 80 per centt'm of
"gross income from the property" means the
made, gain or loss to the taxpayer shall be the total value of shares of all classes of stock
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of the corporation"; and the Senate agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 67: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 67, and 'agree
to the same with an amendment as followsOmit the matter proposed to be inserted by
the Senate amendment and strike out thn
matter proposed to be stricken out by the
Senate amendment and Insert the following:
"after December S1, 1943. The determination of the law applicable to prior taxable
years shall be made as if this section had
not been enacted and without Inferences
drawn from the fact that the amendment
made, by this section is not expressly made
applicable to prior taxable years."; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 68: That the House~
recede from Its disagreement to the arfendment of the Senate numbered 68, and agree
to the same With an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following:
"SEC. 129. Disallowance of certain deductions attributable to business operated by individual at loss for five years.
"(a) In General: Supplement B of chapter
1 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
byadnEtteedthroLh
olwn
by adinnd atthe
herof te flloing
newSECtin
10Liiainodeutosl
"'Sbe. 130nimituatsion cetinddctioseas

'-(a)letomidiiutalsin cfertaIncases, If
"'(a
dedcmuttions(te
ofa taet
nInco e:the)deductionst(othernthandtaxeseandpinterteat allowableso toi
anctionndivd
alt(excpttfo
the provisions of thsinssection)iad attryibua
forfietonasraecuorv businles cearrie oae nbychi
forfiv
sconeasexcutiedtxbed byearse thave n each0
ofschyarexedd ymoethn*~~o
orbsnsthe
netssincome
drvdfof suchinadivd
oalbforneac, henticm ofyer
such
Isalberciniputed for tahe ups
of yassalb
such
recomptption inoth case pufpany
osuch
taabeyerpuchdductionsth cshal beallowedh onxaleyetorth scxtenutiofn5,0ls
ethal growdossyinomte attribtaboe to0s luchtrae gorbsnss,
Inoexcetthiuatbte nto opehratin loss deuctiones, toceth
etent atribuetoeable tosuc
g
trdedutor, busihess
shallnotatrbetalleowed,
taeorbsies
shal(bo bedetloermnaio ofTx
pnte
baIs of thedneterinctome compuTed: Upnde the
provsios of
subsnetIctone (a)mforeac ofde
the
froiveionsecfutivectaxabl yea)frs seacifie ine
such subsecutionvte taxalyer
impos
bytis
ifed
schape shallctibe rhedetermineddfor eahsuc
thaxaber year. Ifrdeemie
an for uc
axabl year
taassessment.Ifa dficiency isucprevented (excseptsforth provisionsienfysectionse3801 and3807) by the operation of any law or rule
of law (other than section 3761, relating to
compromises) any Increase in the tax previously determined for such taxable year shall
be considered a deficiency for the purposes of
this section. For the purposes of this section the term "-tax previously determined"
shall havg the meaning assigned to such
terms by section 3801 (d).
"' (c) Extension of statute of limitations:
Notwithstanding any law or rule of law
(other than section 3761, relating to compromises), any amount determined as a deficiency under subsection (b), or which
would be so determined if assessment were
prevented in the manner described in subsection (b), with respect to any taxable year
may be assessed as if on the date of the expiration of the time prescribed by law for
the assessment of a deficiency for the fifth
taxable year of the live consecutive taxable
years specified in subsection (a), one year remained before the expiration of the period
of limitation upon assessment for any such
taxable year.'
"(b) Effective date of amendment: The
amendment made by subsection (a) shall
be applicable to taxable years beginning after
December 31. 1939, but shall not affsect any

tax iability for any taxable year beginning
prior to January 1, 1944."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 69: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 69, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows,
On page 43, line 2, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out. "124" and Insert
"130"; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered '70: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered '70, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
On page 45, line 16, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "1125" and insert
"131"; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered '71: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered '71, and agree
to the same with an amendment asa follows:
On page 46, line 9, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "126" and insert
"132"; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered '72: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered '72, and agree
to the name with an amendment as follows:
On page 47, line 2, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "127" and insert
"133"; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered '73: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered '73, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment Insert
"134"; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 80: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 80, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
On page 49, line 7, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "129" and Insert
"1135"; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 81: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 81, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert "136": and
the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 85: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 85, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment and Insert the
following:
"Szc. 137. Status for withholding at source
on wages.
"Section 1622 (h) (1) (relating to withholding exemption certificates) is amended
to read as follows:
"'1(1) If furnished after the date of commencement of employment with the employer
by reason of a change of status, shall take
effect with respect to the first payment of
wages made on or after the first status determination date which occurs at least thirty
days from the date on which such certificate
is furnished to the employer, except that at
the election of the employer such certificate,
If furnished by reason of a change of status
occurring on or before July 1 of the calendar
year, may be made effective with respect to
any previous payment of wages made on or
after the date of the furnishing of such certificate. For the purposes of this paragraph
the term "status determination date" means
January 1 and July 1 of each year.'"1
And the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 109: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 109, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be Inserted by the Senate amendment Insert
the following:
"Sac. 209. Exempt corporations.
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`(a) Corporations Subject to Title IV of the
Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938: Section '727
(h) (exempting certain corporations subject
to Title IV of the Civil Aeronautics Act of
1938) is amended by adding at the end there
of the following new sentence: 'Such ex
clusion from gross income for such year shell
also be made In computing the unused excess
profits credit adjustment for any other tax
able year, but only for the purpose of deter
mining whether the corporation is exempt.ed
by this subsection from the tax imposed by
this Chapter for such other taxable year.'
"(b) Retroactive Effect: The amendment
made by this section shall be effective as If
It were a part of the Excess Profits Tax Act
of 1940 on the date of the enactment of
such Act."
And the Senate agree to the eame.
Amendment numbered 121: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 121, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the follow
ing:
"'I(2) Special rule In case of fiscal years be
ginning In 1941 and ending after June 30,
1942: In the case Of a taxable year begin.
ning in' 1941 and ending after June 30, 1942,
the credit under section 780 (a) for such tax
able year shall not be greater than the ex
cass of the tax paid under this subchapter
to the United States for such taxable year
(and not credited or refunded under the
Internal-revenue laws) over the amount of
tax which would be payable to the United
States under this subchapter if the portion
of the tentative tax determined under see
tion 710 (a) (8) (B) were reduced by 10
per centum.'"1
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 126: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 126, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 57, line 5, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, strike out "fiscal" and
Insert "taxable"; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Anendment numbered 129: That the House
recede from Its disageement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 129, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the Matter proposed to be In
serted by the Senate amendment insert the
following:
"Sac. 251, Technical amendment to credit,
for debt retirement.
".(a) In General: Section '783 (b) (2) (re
lating to a limitation on the credit for debt
retirement) Is amended to read as follows:
"'I(2) An amount equal to 40 per centuma of
the amount by which (A) the amount of
Indebtedness as of September 1, 1942, or (B)
the smallest amount of indebtedness as of
the close of any preceding taxable year endIng after September 1, 1942, whichever
amount is the lesser, exceeds the amount of
Indebtedness as of the close of the taxable
year.'
"(b) Taxable Years to Which Applicable:
The amendment made by subsection (a) shall
be applicable with respect to taxable years
beginning after September 1, 1942.
"(c Election With Respect to Prior Tax
able Years: If by reason of the amendment
made by subsection (a) a taxpayer would be
entitled, had the election provided for In see
tion 783 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code
been duly made, to take any credit under
such section with respect to a taxable year
ended prior to the date of the enactment
of this Act In aniy amount to Which such
taxpayer would not be entitled were It not
for such amendment, the election of the tax.
payer to take such credit in such amount may
be made within ninety days after the date
of the enactment of this Act."
And the Senate agree to the same,
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Amendment numbered 135: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 135,
and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: Strike out the matter proposed to
be stricken out by the Senate amendment
and on page 69 of the House bill, In the seetton columnr under "13465 (a) (1) (A) ", Insert "3465 (a) (1) (B3) (insofar as It relates
to domestic telegraph, cable, and radio dispatches) "; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amenidment numbered 144: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 144,
and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be Inserted by the Senate amendment insert
"20"; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 148: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 148,
and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be inserted by the Senate amendment insert
"20"; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 180: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 180,
and agree to the same, with an amendment
as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed
to be inserted by the Senate amendment Insert the following:
"(c) Power of Secretary of Treasury to authorize exemption: Notwithstanding the
amendments made by this section, the Secretary of the Treasury may authorize exemrption from the taxes imposed by Chapters 19, 29, or 30 of the Internal Revenue
Cod, as to any particular articles or services,
or class of articles or services, to be purchased for the exclusive use of the United
States. If he determines that the imposition of such taxes with respect to such
articles or services, or class of articles cr
servIces, Will cause substantial burden or
expense 'which can be avoided by granting
tax exemption and that the full benefit of
such exemption, if granted, will accrue to
the United States. This subsection shall not
be applicable to any contract entered Into
on or after the first day of the first month
which begins six months or more after the
date of the termination of hostilities in the
present war."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 186: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 186, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
'follows: On page 66. line 20, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "1310"1 and
Insert "311"1; and the Senate agree to the
same,
Amendment numbered 197: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 197, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: Restore the matter proposed to be
stricken out by the Senate amendment and
on page 92, lines 5 and 6. of the House bill,
strike out "comparable corporations" and
Insert "corporations engaged In the same or a
similar line of business"; and the Senate
agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 199: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 199, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the followIng:
"SEC. 502. Certain discretionary trusts in
connection with gilt tax.
"(a) Amendment of the Internal Revenue
Code: Section 1000 of the Internal Revenue
Code (imposing the gift tax) Is amended by
Inserting at the end thereof the following:
NOe Certain Discretionary L'rusts: in the
ease of property in a trust created prior to
January 1, 1939, it on and after January, 1,
1939, no power to revest title to such property
In the grantor could be exercised either by

the grantor alone, or by the grantor In conjunction with any other person not having a
substantial adverse Interest In the disposition
of such property or the income therefrom,
then a, relinquishment by the grantor on
or after January 1, 1940, and prior to January
1, 1945, of power or control with respect to
the distribution of such property or the inCome therefrom by an exercise or other termination of such power or control shall not
be deemed a transfer of property for the purposes of this Chapter. If such property was
transferred in trust, the grantor not retaining
such power to revest title thereto in himself,
or if such power to revest title to such propirty in the grantor was relinquished, while a
law was in effect Imposing a tax upon the
transfer of property by gift, this subsection
shall apply only if (1) gift tax was paid with
respect to such transfer or relinquishment,
and not credited or refunded, or a gift tax
return was made within the time prescribed
on account of such transfer or relinquishment but no gift tax was paid with respect
to such transfer or relinquishment because
of the deductions and exclusions claimed on
such return, and (2) the grantor consents, In
accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner witb the approval of the Secretary, for all purposes of this Chapter to treat
such transfer or relinquishment In the calendar year in which effected, and for all periods
thereafter, as having been a transfer of property subject to tax under this Chapter. This
subsection shall not apply to any payment
or other disposition of Income occurring prior
to the termination of power or control with
respect to the future disposition of income
from the trust property."
"1(b) Amendment of Revenue Act of 1932:
Section 501 of the Revenue Act of 1932 (imposing a gift tax) is amended by Inserting
at the end thereof the following:
'" (c)
Certain Discretionary Trusts: In the
case of property In a trust created prior to
January 1, 1939, it on and after January 1,
1939, no power to revest title to such property
In the grantor could be exercised either by
the grantor alone, or by the grantor in conjunction with any other person not having a
substantial adverse Interest In the disposition
of such property or the Income therefrom,
then a relinquishment by the grantor on or
after January 1, 1939, and prior to January 1,
1940, of power or control with respect to the
distribution of such property or the income
therefrom by an exercise or other termination
of such power or control shall not be deemed
a transfer of property for the purposes of this
title. If such property was transferred in
trust, the grantor not retaining such power
to revest title thereto in himself, or If such
power to revest title to such property in the
grantor was relinquished, while a law was In
effect Imposing a tax upon the transfer of
property by gift, this subsection shall apply
only if (1) gift tax was paid with respect to
such transfer or relinquishment, and not
credited or refunded, or a gift tax return was
made within the time prescribed on account
of such transfer or relinquishment but no
gift tax was paid with respect to such transfer
or relinquishment because of the deductions
and exclusions claimed on such return, and
(2) the grantor consents, In accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
with the approval of the Secretary, for all
purposes of this title to treat such transfer or
relinquishment In the calendar year in which
effected, and for all periods thereafter, as hayIng been a transfer of property subject to tax
under this title. This subsection shall not
apply to any payment or other disposition of
Income occurring prior to the termination of
power or control with respect to the future
disposition of Income from the trust prop.
,rty.'
"(c) Interest on Overpayments: No inter.
eat shall be allowed or paid on any overpay.
ment resfulting from the application of this
section."
And the Senate agree to the same,
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Amendment numbered 202: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 202, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 72, line 17, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "503" and
Insert "504"; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 203: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 203, and
agree to the same with an amendment as fol1
lows: On page 73, line 2, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, strike out "504' and
Insert "805"; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 204: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 204, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 73, line 16, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "505" and
Insert '506"; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 205: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 205, and
agree to the same with an amendment as fol
lows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Sanate amendment insert the
following:
"SEC. 507. Importation of standard news
print paper.
"(a) In General: For the purposes of para
graph 1772 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended
"(1) Paper which Is In rolls not less than 15
Inches in width shall be deemed to be stand
ard newsprint paper Insofar as width of
rolls Is concerned; and
"(2) Paper which weighs not less than 30
pounds (with a 5 per centum. manufacturing
tolerance permitted) per ream of 500 sheets
24 by 36 Inches shall be deemed to be stand
ard newsprint paper Insofar as minimum
weight Is concerned.
"1(b) Effective Period: The provisions of
subsection (a) shall apply with respect to
poper entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption, after the date of the en
actment of this Act and while United States
newspaper publishers are limited by law or
by governmental order or regulation as to
the amount of paper they may use in the
publication of their newspapers."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 206: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 206. alid
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Senate amendment Insert
tihe following:
'Stc. 508. Exemption from tax on playing
cards exported for use of armed forces outside
continental United states.
"(a) In General: Section 1830 (relating to
the exemption from the tax upon playing
cards exported) Is amended to read as fol
lows:
"'SEC. 1I30. ExemptioGn W, Cse of exporta
tion.
"'Playing cards may be removed from the
place of manufacture for export to a foreign
country or for shipment to a possession of
the United States (or, until the date onl
which the President proclaims that hostilities
In the present war have terminated, to a ter
ritory of the United States for the use of
members of the military or naval forces Of
the United States) without payment of tax.
or affixing stamps thereto, under such rules
and regulations and the filing Of such bonds
as the Commissioner, with the approval Of
the Secretary, may prescribe.'
'"(b) Effective Date: The amendment made
by subsection (a) shall be effective as Of
January 1. 1942."1
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 207: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 207, and
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agree to the sarne with an amendment. as
folws: Omit the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Senate amendment and, on
page 27 of the House bill, after line 8. Insert
the following:
"SEC. 112. Deduction for losses on securities
In affiliated corporations.
`(a) Stock Losses: Section 23 (g) (4) (B) of
the Internal Revenue Code (relating to losses
on stock of affiliated corporations) Is amended to read as follows:
" '(B) more than 90 per centumn of the aggregate Of its gross incomes for all taxable
years has been from sources other than
royalties, rents (except rents derived from
rental of properties to employees of the company tin the ordinary course of its operating
business), dividends, interest (except interest
received on deferred purchase price of opersting assets sold), annuities, or gains from
sales or exchanges of stocks and securities;
and'
"(b) Bond Losses: Section 23 (k) (8) (B) of
the Internal Revenue Code (relating to losses
on securities of affiliated corporations) is
amended to read as follows:
"(B) more than 90 per centumn of the aggregate of its gross incomes for all taxable
years has been from sources other than
royalties, rents (except rents derived from
rental of properties to employees of the company In the ordinary course of its operating
business), dividends, Interest (except interest received on deferred purchase price of
oprain sstssod,
nnite,
r ais
from sales or exchanges of stocks and securities; and'
"(c Taxable Years to Which Applicable:
The amendments made by this section shall
beapliabe
it rspcttotaabe eas
beginning after December 31, 1941."1
And the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 208: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 208, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Senate amendment insert the
following:
acie fec o ecin 6
ofxc 809.
Re troueActiv effec1 oscton18
ofath Inevenueract ofcio
1942.ofth
"(a I Scton16
Gneal
()
f he
Revenue Act of 1942 (relating to the effective
date of certain amendments to section 822) is
amended by inserting at the end thereof the
following: 'A provision having the effect of
the amendment Inserting section 322 (b) (3)
of the Internal Revenue Code, and a provision
having the effect of the amendment made by
subsection (b) of this section, shall be
deemed to be Included In the revenue laws
respectively applicable to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1923, but such
amendments shall be effective with respect to
taxale
ear beinnng rio toJanuary I
taxabole year begnningat prore tom atrh
date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of
1943 the Commissioner may assess the tax
for such taxable year solely by reason of havIng made (either before, on, or after the date
of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1943)
an agreement with the taxpayer pursuant to
section 276 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code
or the corresponding provision of the ap
plicable prior revenue law to extend beyond
the times prescribed in section 278 or the corresponding provision of such prior revenue
law the date within which the Commissioner
may assess the tax.'
"(b) Certain Transferees: If a transferee
of a taxpayer and the Commissioner executed
an agreement to extend the time within
which the liability with respect to the tax
of the taxpayer for a taxable year beginning
in 1936 might be assessed against such transferee, any overpayment of the tax of the taxpayer with respect to such taxable year which
the Tax Court of the United States finds has
been Paid by such transferee shall, when the
decision of the Tax Court of the United States
has become final, be credited or refunded to
such transferee. such credit or refund shall

not exceed the amount paid by the transferee
with respect to the tax of the taxpayer for
such taxable year within the four years Immediately preceding the execution of such
agreement."
And the senate agee to the same.
Amendment numbered 212: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendmenit of the Senate numbered 212, and agree
to the same with amendments as follows:
On page 81 of the Senate engrossed amendmerits, In line 2, strike out "513" and Insert
"512"; in line 3, after "(a)", Insert "In General.-"; and In line 8, after "(b) ", Insert
"Effective Date.-"; and the Senate agree tothe same,
Amendment numbered 213: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend,menit of the Senate numbered 213, a~nd agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following:
"SEC. 813. Period of limitations In case of
related taxes under chapter 1 and chapter 2.
"(a) In General: The Internal Revenue
Code is amended by Inserting at the end of
chapter 38 a new section to read as follows:
"'Sze. 3807. Period of limitations In case of
related taxes under chapter 1 and chapter 2.
"'(a) Definitions: As used In this section"'(1) The term "tax previously determined" shall have the meaning assigned to
such term by section 3801 ((1).
,
"'(2) The term "the same taxable year"
shall include any taxable year which coincides
In whole or in part with the taxable year for
which the determination referred to in subsection (b) is maede.
"'(b) Extension of Period of Limitations:
If"'(1) under a determination In respect of
a tax imposed by chapter 1 or chapter 2, a
deficiency Is assessed or a credit or refund of
an overpayment Is allowed, within the period
of limitations properly applicable thereto,
and
"'(2) the application of the law or facts
determined In the ascertainment of such deficiency or overpayment to any other such
tax of the taxpayer under chapter I or chapter 2 for the same taxable year would result
In an increase or decrease In the amount of
the tax previously determined In respect of
such other tax, and
"'(3) on any date prior to the expiration of
one year from the assessment of a deficiency
or the allowance of a credit or refund In respect of the tax referred to in paragraph (1),
the assessment of a deficiency or the allowac facei
rrfn
nrseto
h a
neoacrdtoreudirepcoftetx
referred to in paragraph (2) is prevented (except for the provisions of section 3801 or 734)
by the operation (whether before, on, or alter
the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of
1943) of any law or rule of law other than this
section and other than section 3761 (relating
to compromises)
then upon such date the increase or decrease in the tax referred to In paragraph (2)
shall be considered a deficiency or an overpayment, as the case may be. Such deficiency may be assessed and collected or such
overpayment may be credited or refunded as
If on the date the deficiency is assessed or the
credit or refund allowed In respect of the tax
referred to In paragraph (1) one year remained
before the expiration of the periods of limitatioti upon assessment Or filing claim for refund In respect of the tax referred to In parsgraph (2) for the same taxable year.
"'(c) Adjustment Unaffected by Other
Items, Etc.: In determining whether an Increase or decrease in the amount of
the tax previously determined shall be considered to result from the appicationX Of the
law or facts under a determination referred
to In subsection (b) (1) changes shall be
made in Items which are the subject of such
determination and In items which are affected thereby, and in no others. The
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amount which may be assessed or allowed
as a credit or refund under subsection (b)
shall not be diminished by any credit or set
off based upon any Item which was not the
subject of such determination or affected
thereby. Such amount, It paid, shaUl not be
recovered by a claim or suit for refund or suit
for erroneous refund based upon any Item
Which was not the subject of such determi
nation or affected thereby, except In connec
tion with a subsequent application of this
section.
"I (d) Application to AfIliated Groups: As
Used In subsection (b) the term "any other
such tax of the taxpayer" shall, If the tax
payer was a membsr of an affiliated group,
also include any other such tax of any other
member of the group.'
"(b) Taxable Years to Which Applicable,
The amendment made by this section shall
apply to taxable years beginning after Da
cember 31, 1939."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 232: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 232.
and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 86, line 20, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "and In the case of
carry-overs and carry-backs".
On page 104 of the House bill, after the
period In line 11, insert:
'C
owtsadn
n
ftepo
visions of this section to the contrary, no
amount shall be allowed as an Item of cost
(I) by reason of a recomputation of the
amortization deduction pursuant to section
14()
h nenlRvneCd
ni
after such recomputation has been made in
connection with a determination of the taxes
Imposed by Chapters 1, 2A, 2B, 2D, and 2E of
the Internal Revenue Code for the fiscal year
to which the excessive profits determined by
the renegotiation are attributable or (ii) by
reason of the application of a carry-over or
carry-back under any circumstances. The
hience of such a recomputation of the
amortixation deductions referred to In clause
(I) above shall not constitute a cause for
postponing the mtaking of an agreement, or
the entry of an order, determining the
amount of excessive profits, or for staying the
elimination thereof.
"'(D) Notwithstanding any of the provi
alone of subsection (o) (4) of this section to
the contrary, In the case of a renegotiation
'Which Is made prior to such recomputation,
there shall be repaid by the United States
(without Interest) to the contractor or sub
otatratrsc
eoptto
h
otatratrsch
eom tto.te
amount of a net renegotiation rebate com
puted in the following described manner.
There shall first be ascertained the portion of
the excessive profits determined by the rene
gotiation which Is attributable to the fiscal
year with respect to which a net renegotia
tion rebate Is claimed by the contractor or
subcontractor (hereinafter referred to as
.,renegotiated year"). There shall then be
ascertained the amount of the gross renego
tlation rebate for the renegotiated year,
Which amount shall be an allocable part of
the additional amortization deduction
'Which is allowed for the renegotiated year
upon the recomputation made pursuant to
section 124 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code
In connection with the determination of the
taxes for such year and which is attributable
to contracts with the Departments and sub
contracts, except that the amount of the
gross renegotiation rebate shall niot exceed
the amount of excessive profits eliminated
for the renegotiated year pursuant to the
renegotiation. The allocation of the addi
tional amortization deduction attributable
to contracts with the Departments and sub
contracts, and the allocation of the addi
tional amortization deduction to the renego
tiated year shall be determined in accorda'nce
with regulations prescribed by the Board.
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There shall then be ascertained the amount
of the contractor's or subcontractor's Federal
tax benefit from the renegotiation for the
renegotiated year. Such Federal tax benefit shall be the amount by which the taxes for
the renegotiated year under Chapters 1, 2A,
2B, 21), end 2E of the Internal Revenue Code
were decreased by reason of omitting from
gross Income (or by reason of the application
of the provisions of section 3808 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code with respect to) that
portion of the excessive profits for the renegotiated year which is equal to the amount
of the gross renegotiation rebate. The
amount by which the gross renegotiation rebate for the renegotiated year exceeds the
amount of the contractor's or subcontractar's Federal tax benefit from the renegotiation for such year shall be the amount of the
net renegotiation rebate for such year."
And the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 233: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 233,
and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed
to be inserted by the Senate amendment Insert the following:
"'(5) The term "subcontract" means"'(A) Any purchase order or agreement
to perform all or any part of the work, or
to make or furnish any article, required for
the performance of any other contract or
subcontract, but such term does not Inelude any purchase order or agreement to
furnish office supplies: or"
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 249: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 249,
and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
On page 110 of the House bill, after the
period in line 1, Insert the following: "Any
such agreement. if made, may. with the consent of the contractor or subcontractor, also
include provisions with res~pect to the elimination of excessive profits likely to be received
or accrued.";Amn
On page 110, line 2, of the House bill strike
out "such an agreement" and Insert "an
agreement with respect to the elimination
of excessive profits received or accrued";
and the Senate agree to the samc.
Amendment numbered 252: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 252,
and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be Inserted by the Senate amendment insert
"In The Tax Court of the United States as
proof of the facts or conclusions stated
therein"; and the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 260: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendmnent of the Senate numbered 260, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert "in respect
of amounts paid to the contractor from appropriations from the 'Treasury"; and the
Senat. agree. to the same.
Amendment numbered 268: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 268, and agree
to the same with amendments as follows:
On page 90, line 19, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, after "year", insert "(Or if such
fiscal year has closed on the date of the
enactment of the Revenue Act of 1943, on
or before the first day of the fourth month
following the month in which such date of
enactment falls) ";
On page 90 of the Senate engrossed amendments, beginning in line 20, strike out "actual
costs of production and such other Informa.
tion as the Board may by regulations prescribe" and insert "such information as the
Board may by regulations prescribe as necessary to carry out this section";
On page 91 of the Senate engrossed amendments, beginning in line 4, strike out "re-

quired by the Board" and Insert "which is
determined by the Board to be necessary to
carry out this section"; and the Senate agree
to the same,
Amendment numbered 282: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendInent of the Senate numbered 282, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Omit the matter proposed to be Inserted by
the Senate amendment, restore the matter
proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and on page 120, lines 23 and 24,
of the House bill, strike out "and (b "; and
the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 290: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 290, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: Strike out the matter appearing In
lines 22 and 23 on page 94 of the Senate engrossed amendments, and the matter appearIng In lines 1 and 2 on page 95 of the Senate
engrossed amendments, and Insert:
"shall be-"'(A) in the case of any contract or subcontract the performance of whlch requires
mnore than twelve months, or in the case of
any contract or subcontract with respect to
which the powers of the Board are exercised
separately pursuant to subsection (c) (1)
rather than on a fiscal-year basis, the portion
of the profits so derived which is determined
by the Board to be equal to the same percentage of the total profits so derived as the percentage of completion of the contract prior
to the termination date; and
"'(B In all other cases, the profits so derived which are received or accrued prior to
the termination date; and'"1
And the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 295: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 295, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 96. line 17, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "(F)" and
Insert "(H) "; and the Senate agree to the
same,.mnmn
et
numbered 296: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 298, anld
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
Inserted by the Senate amendment insert
"(F) "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 299: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 299, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be inserted by the Senate amendment Insert
"I(H), and (F) "; and the Senate agree to
the same,
Amendment numbered 301: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 301, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 126 of the House bill, after
the period In line 23, Insert "Notwithstanding
any other provisions of this section there
shall be excluded from consideration In determining whether or not a contractor or subcontractor baa received or accrued excessive
profits that portion of the profits, derived
from contracts with the Departments and
subcontracts, attributable to the Increment
In value of the excess Inventory. For the
purposes of this paragraph the term 'excess
Inventory' means Inventory of products,
hereinbefore described in this paragraph, acquired by the contractor or subcontractor
in the form or at the state in which contracts for such products on hand and on
contract would be exempted from this section by subsection (i) (1) (B) or (C, which
is In excess of the Inventory reasonably
necessary to fulfill existing contracts or
orders. That portion of the profits, derived
from contracts with the Departments and
subcontracts, attributable to the increment
In value of the excess Inventory, and the
method of excluding such portion of profits
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from consideration in determining whether
or not the contractor or subcontractor has
received or accrued excessive profits, shall
be determined In accordance with regula
tions prescribed by the Board. In the case
of a renegotiation with respect to a fiscal
year ending prior to July 1, 1943, the Portion
of the profits, derived from contracts with
the Departments and subcontracts. attrib
utable to the increment In value of the excess
Inventory shall (to the extent such portion
does not exceed the excessive profits deter
mined) be credited or refunded to the con
tractor or subcontractor, and in case the
determination of excessive profits was made
prior to the date of the enactment of the
Revenue Act of 1943, such credit or refund
shall be made notwithstanding such deter
mination Is embodied in an agreement with
the contractor or subcontractor, but In either
case such credit or refund shall be made only
if the contractor or subcontractor, within
ninety days after the date of the enactment
of the Revenue Act of 1943, files a claim
therefor with the Secretary concerned,"
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 309: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 309, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert "The
amendments made by subsection (b) shali
be effective only with respect to the fiscal
years ending after June 30, 1943, except that
(1) the amendments Inserting subsections (a)
(4) (C), (a) (4) (D), (i) (1) (C), (1) (1) (D).
(i) (I) (F), (i) (3), and (1) in section 403
of the Sixth Supplemental National Defenso
Appropriation Act, 1942, shall be effective as
If such amendments and subsections had
been a part of section 403 of such Act on the
date of Its enactment, and (2) the amend
ments adding subsection (d) and (e) (2) to
section 403 of such Act shall be effective from
the date of the enactment of this Act,"
And the Senate agree to the same.
ubrd
1:Ta
h
os
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 310, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the fol
lowing:
"TITLE VIII-REPRiciNG or WAS CoNT&Amr
"SEC. 801, Repricing of war contracts.
"(a) As used in this section the terms 'De
partment', 'Secretary' and 'article' shall have
the same meanings as in subsection (a) of
the Renegotiation Act.
"(b) When the Secretary of a Department
deems that the price of any article or service
of any kind, which is required by his Depart
ment or directly or Indirectly required, fur
nished, or offered In connection with, or as
a part of, the performance or procurement of
any contract with his Department or ot any
subcontract thereunder, is unreasonable or
Unfair, the Secretary may require the per
son furnishing or offering to furnish such
article or service to negotiate to fix a fair and
reasonable price therefor. If such person re
fuses to agree to a price for such article or
service which the Secretary considers fair
and reasonable, the Secretary by order may
fix the price payable to such person for fur
nishing such article or service alter the ef
fective date of the order, whether under
existing agreements or otherwise. The order
may prescribe the period during which the
price so fixed shall be effective and such other
terms end conditions as the Secretary deems
appropriate.
"1(c) Any person aggrieved by an order fixIng a price under this section may sue the
United States in any appropriate court. In
such suit, such person Shall be entitled to
recover from the United States the amount
of any difference between (1) fair and Just
compensation for the articles and services
furnished under the terms of the order and
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(2) the price filed for such articles and
services by the order; but If the prices so
fixed by the order are found to exceed fair
and Just compensation for such articles anid
services, such person shall be liable to the
United States In such suit for the amount
of this excesa. Any such suit shall be
brought within six months after the order
by the Secretary On Which It is based, or
after the expiration of the period or periods
speciftcd in such order, whichever last cocure.
Such a suit shaUl not stay the order In
volved.
"(d) Whenever any person wilfully refuses
or wilfully fails to furnish any such articles
or services at the price fixed by an order of
the Secretary In accordance with this section,
the Presedent shall have power to take Inmediate possession of the plant or plants of
such person and to operate them to accord
ance with section 9 of the Selective Training
and Service Act of 1940, as amended.
"(e) The authority and discretion herein
conferred upon the Secretary of each De
partment may be delegated In whole or In
part by him to such Individuals or agencies
as he may designate in his Department, or
In any, other Department with the consent
of the Secretary of that Department, and he
may authorize such Individuals or agencies
to make further delegations of such author
ity and discretion.
"(f) Every purchase order or agreement, or
contract to make or furnish any article or
service of any kind, which Is required by a
Department or directly or Indirectly required,

furnished, or offered in connection with, or
as a part of, the performance or procurement
of any contract with such Department or of*
any subcontract thereunder, shall, if made
thirty days or more after the date of the en
actment of this Act, be deemed to contain
a provision under which the person making
or furnishing such article or service agrees
that notwithstanding other provisions of the
purchase order, agreement, or contract, he
shall be entitled to receive for such art~cle or
service only the fair and just compensation
provided for In subsection (c).
"Szc. 802. Effective date.
"(a) Section 801 shall be effective from the
date of the enactment of this Act.
"(b) Section 801 shall not apply to any
contract with a Department or any subcon
tract made after the date proclaimed by the
President as the date of the termination of
hostilities in the present war or the date s.pec
ified In a concurrent resolution of the two
Houses of Congress as the date of such termi
nation, whichever is the earlier."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 311: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 311. and agree
to the same with amendments as follows:'
On page 106 of the Senate engrossed amend
ments, line 20, strike out "BEe:. 932." and be
tween lines 19 and 20 Insert "Szo. 932. Appro
priatiohe to the trust fund."
Beginning In line 23, on page 108 of the
Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"trust fund" and insert 'Trust Fund"; and
the Ssnate agree to the same,
B. L. DoucsaroN,
'leos. H. CTSLLEN,
JERE COOPER,
WEsLEY E. Diseerr.
HAROLD KNUTSON,
DArnIEL A. RxrD,
RoY 0. WOODRUM.

Managers on the part of the House.
WALmE 1. GORGEo,
DAVID I. WALSH,
ALoEN W. BA~ic~zy,
Tom CONNALLY,
RtoDERT Md.LA Foz~twrr,
A. H. VAsNxFERsxs,
4lAss5 J. DAvis,
Managers an the part ol the Senate.

ISTATh51314T
The managers on the part of the House at
the conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on the amendments-of the
Senate to the bill (H. R. 8687) to provide
-revenue,
and for other purposes, submit the
following statemen t In explanation of the
effect of the ac-tion agreed upon by the con~
ferees and recommended In the accompanytog conference report:
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Amendment No. 311: This amendment adds
sections 901 and 902 to the House.hill.
Section 901 postpones the Increase in the
rates of tihe taxes Imposed by the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act by Providing
that In the case of each such tax the I-per
cent rate shall remain In force through the
calendar year 1944, and that the 2 -percent
rate shall apply to wages paid and received
during the calendar year 1948.
Section 902 amends section 201 (a) of title
II of thle Social
Security Act, as amended,
The existing section 201 (a) creates the Fed
eral Old-Age and Survivors Insurance fTrust
Fund and provides that the fund shall, In ai
dition to other items, consist of such amounts
as may be appropriated to the trust fund.
Amounts equivalent to 100 percent of the
taxes (including Interest, penalties, and ad
ditions to the taxes) received under the Fed.
eral Insurance Contributions Act are, Under
existing law, permanently appropriated to the
trust fund. Thle amendment to section 201
(a) authorizes appropriations to the trust
fund of such additional sUms as may be re
qluired to finance tile benefits and payments
Provided under title II of the Social security
Act, as amended.
The House recedes with clerical amend
ments,
R. L. DouomrON,
THos. R1. CuLLErN,

JEREx COOPmR,

WESLEY E1. Disxzy,
HASOLD KzeursoN,

DhmEEL A. REED,
Roy

0. Woowtus1r,

Managerson thee Part D/ flhe House.

Mr. DOUGHTON (interrupting the
MOuW consent that the further reading
of the statement be dispensed with.
Tile SPEAXMJI. Is there objection?
Mr. DISNEY, Mr. Speaker, reserving
the right to object, in that connection I
Call attention to page 88; of the confer
ence report, line 10, wherein it States
"the Senate recedes." That is a clerical
error, a Printing error, It should be
"the House recedes."
The SPFAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina that the further reading be
dispensed with?
There was no obJeCtion.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, the
bill before US yields about $2,300,000,003)
of additional revenue, about five hundred
million Plus of that from increase in cor
porate taxes, about Six hundred million
from an Increase in individual income
taxes, and about $1000,000.000 increase
in excise taxes, with $100,000,O0jj increase
1l4 Postal rates.
In general the Sanate was in agree
ment with the main provisions of the
House bill. The Senate was in agree
ment that at this time there Should not
be any increase in the rate on individual
incomes, and substantially the Same so
far as rates on corporate incomes were
concerned. I do not know that I care to
make any general Statement In eXplar~a
tion of the bill unless somne Mernbcr de
sires to ask me some questions.
reading).- Mr. Speaker, I ask unani-
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Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the
Mr. DOUGHTON. I-yield to the disgentleman Yield?
tinguished minority leader,
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. I
Mr. COOPER. I am sure the distinwould like to ask the distinguished chairguished chairman of the Conmmittee on man of the Committee on Ways and
Ways and Means would want to point out Means the following question: I underthat there are no amendments reported
stand this renegotiation feature of the
In disagreement. It is a complete conreport is a compromise. If it 1s'a comnference report. It is printed, and it is promise I would like to ask If that is
available to all Members,
agreeable to the Army and-to the admmnMr. DOUGHTON. That is correct. I
Istration in general.
thank the gentleman for his contribuMr. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, will the
tion. It is a unanimous conference
chairman yield?
report.
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr.
Mr. KN`UTSON. I think the Army and
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Navy are about the only people who are
Mr. DOUGHTON. I ilsatisfied.
Certainly, we are not satisfied.
o
Inin.Mr.
M NSS
H
Bu etikta
etyawe
eae
Mpakr. HArNESSn ofi Indsiana.oth
in control of the House, we will fix things,
Spntemaker
fropouendethis [uetio tOOPtER]UP.
getlma
Tnnsse
fo
M. OOER.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I will
You say the conference report is availstate to the gentleman from Massachuable to all Members. Are there any setts that the report of the conferees ~
Members of the House who can underon the whole, agreeable to the Army and
tadiNavy
and Procurement Division, these
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, the statethat are primarily interested in handling
m toftemngronteprofte
renegotiation,
House is a clear statement of explanaMr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. And
tion. It is a simple narrative of what is it is the attitude of the administration In
in the report,
general?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. We can
Mr. DOUGHTON. As the reportsa,
understand the narrative if the gentlethose who appeared representing th
man on the committee can, but can we War Department, and the Navy Departunderstand the effect of this on the genment, and other departments, expressed
eral revenue laws and tax laws?
their approval and appreciation of the
Mr. COOPER. I might say to the genwork done in the House bill. As I have
tleman I have served on many conferheard no complaint from them so far as
ences. I think it is a fair statement to the report of the conferees is concerned,
say that a Member would experience
it is my understanding, though I cannot
about as little difficulty understanding
speak definitely and specifically, they are
the subject matter embraced in this consatisfied with the action agreed upon by
ference report as any I have ever known, the two Houses,
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, the
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr.
tax laws are necessarily so technical in Speaker, I would like to ask the gentlethe way they are drafted and the lanman one more question.
guage is necessarily so technical.
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, will the
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. It Is
gentleman yield?
not concerning this question of renegoMr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
tiation, but if it embarrasses him I would
Mr. JENKINS. I wish to confirm what
not feel too badly if he does not answer.
the distinguished gentleman from In- I would like to inquire if the gentleman
diana says, that these rePorts and the
knows there is a great deal of interest in
conference reports are really terrifying
the country about the simplification of
when one starts to look at them, espe- the tax-return forms. Do I understand
cially in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. I that the committee is planning, at an
confess when I first saw this report early date, to do something about that?
and started to work it out it was so overMr. DOUGHTON. Yes, sir. You may
whelming that I abandoned it. Since I understand, and I would like for the
have gotten this new report I can say for House and the country to understand
the benefit of the gentleman from Indi- that there has been considerable discusana that the only key for the solution of sion of that matter among the members
this is if he will get H. R. 3687 and read of the Committee on Ways and Means,
these together. You will find all along
and we are fully aware of the dissatisfacthere the amendments numbered, and tion throughout the country, much of It
that is a great help. If you have the Justified, as to the difficulty of making
longevity to stand it for about 3 or 4 hours out income-tax returns. It is understood
you can work through this thing. It wilt it is going to be the next principal work
never be easy because it is a very compliof our committee. We expect to get to
cated subject,
that In a few days. I am hoping to conMr. DOUGHTON. I thank the gentlefer with the chairman of the Senate
man for his contribution. I think if one Finance Committee and see if we can
would take the statement and read it
agree on a procedure and how we can do
carefully he will find that it is a comprethe best job in the shortest time with rehensive explanation of what is contained spect to simplification of the income-tax
in the bill as agreed to by the conferees,
return. We are going to get to that as
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr.
early as we can and do the very best Job
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
possible.
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Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. I
thank the gentleman. I know the corn
mittee will be anxious to do its full part.
I was wondering if they were getting any
cooperation from the Tax Dlivision of the
Treasury in that respect.
Mr. DOUGHTON. We are hopeful of
getting cooperation from not only the
Treasury but the Bureau of Internal Rev
enue, which actually administers the law
and is confronted with the daily prob
lems of the taxpayer. In this connec
tion the Revenue Act of 1942 gives our
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation authority to secure information
directly from the Bureau.
Afaastengitonpvsono
the conference report is concerned, it is
my purpose to yield to the gentleman
from Oklahoma (Mr. DIsNEY], who is
chairman of the subcommittee that made
aseilivsiainadsuidti
matter and whose subcommittee made
avr
opeerpr
ntesbet
He would be in a position to explain,
pras
l ftepoiin
ftebl
relating to renegotiation- better than my-e
self. It Is my purpose to yield to him a
little-later on this morning.
Mr. IZAC. Mr. Speaker, will the gen
tleman yield at this point?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. IZAC. Mr. Speaker, I have asked
the chairman of the conferees to give me
5 minutes so I might take the opposi-.
tion regarding the renegotiation features
of this bill. Does the gentleman feel he
will be able to give me that 5 minutes?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I hope to be able
to do so. Perhaps, if we do not have
enough time, we can get the time ex
tended. It is not- the purpose of the
chairman to shut off any legitimate In-.
quiry or discussion of this very important
matter.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, will the
gnlmnyed
gnlmr.DnGHONyiyildtothdn
Man fromMihigan, a miembe
tof thegn
tlmnfoMihgamebrfte
committee.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to state now for the record that, of
course, I am disappointed in the fact
that on the Senate side, as usual, there
originated another freeze of the socialsecurity taxes. But I am mindful of the
fact that so far as the Senate and House
conferees are concerned there was per
haps nothing that could be done about
it.
The bill provides a gross of about two
and a quarter billion dollars of addi
tional revenue. But unfortunately the
subtraction of $1,400,000,000 in socialsecurity taxes, reduces the net that the
country will be called upon to pay to
aot$2,0,0.Soe
rltr
Mru
850000.Soe
rltr
Mr Speaker, I think we are going to
have to get to a point where we are going
to have to build up this social-security
reserve fund rather than to make at
tempts repeatedly to freeze what we,
after due deliberation, have provided for
Its maintenance and expansion.
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Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. I think It is only fair
to call the attention of the House to
the fact that there is a provision included
in this bill providing that fiunds may
be paid out of the General Treasury of
the United States for this social-security
purpose.
Mr. DINGELL. I want to make it
clear that I am not criticizing the conference committee, because I think they
have done, especially the Members of
the House, the very best they could under the circumstances. But I do feel
rather keenly about the action of the
Senate in freezing the $1,400,000,000 of
additional revenue which should have
gone into the fund and which would have
started pouring in January 1 If they had
not taken such action.
Sooner or later we are going to have
to make a direct appropriation to bolster the reserve fund and that because
of these repeated freezes which weaken
the entire plan,
Mr. COOPER. Of course, It has always been understood that this socialsecurity fund should be kept self-sustainIag. It was not contemplated that
money would have to be taken out of the
General Treasury of the United States
to pay these benefits. But this provision, put in this bill in the other body,
now provides for taking money out of
the General Treasury of the United
States to pay these benefits.
Mr. LUDLOW. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield,
Mr. LUDLOW. Do I understand that
this conference report, in respect to
postage rates, retains all of the House
Increases except the increase on thirdclass postage, which was thrown out?
Mr. DOUGHTON. That is correct.
Mr. LUDLOW. What did the committee do with reference to air mail? Did
It increase the postage rate on air mail?
Mr. DOUGHTON. That was approved as the House passed it.
Mr. LUDLOW. Increased it 2 cents?
Mr. DOUGHTON. From 6 cents to 8
cents. Yes. All increases except the
Increase on third-class mail were agreed
to just as the bill passed the House.
Mr. LUDLOW. I would like to ask the
distinguished chairman this question,
The Post Office Department tells me
that on the basis of cost ascertainment
they are prepared to submit a schedule
ofrvie
psalrts
sa
aisfr
legislation. I wonder if that was considered by the conference committee on
the gentleman's bill, as to the advisability of leaving out the postal rates from
the tax bill and having it decided on the
basis of actual cost ascertainmnent by
the Post Office Department,
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON. .I yield to the distinguished gentleman from Tennessee.
Mr. COOPER. As far as this conference report is concerned, there was only
one item in conference, and that was

the third-class mail. All of the Other
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revenues received from the taxation of
provisions of the House bill with referemployer and employees does not suf.
ence to postage rates were adopted by fice for payments the Federal Treasury
the Senate, so that they were not In
will take care of them. To me that is
conference. The only thing In conferan important step that I would not agree
ence was this provision with respect to
to if it were not for the f act that this
third-class mail and that was eliminated
Is In a conference report. I think It is
In conference,
a dangerous step to take to have a
Mr. LUDLOW. I would like to say
social-security program that does not
that i appreciate the limitations of the
cover all the people of the Nation. We
Jurisdiction of the conference oommithave millions who cannot qualify; and
tee, but I would like to ask the distinnow you say in this language "if and
guished gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. when it becomes necessary we will take
COOPER] because I know his wisdom in
the money out of the Federal Treasury.,
these matters, Would it not be better to I think we should go slow in taking a step
allow an adjustment of postage rates to of that kind.
be made on the basis of cost ascertainMr. DOUGHTON. In my opinion that
meat by the Post Office Department,
"if and when" is very far away. I be
rather than to use it merely as a vehicle
lieve the fund is perfectly soind now.
to go out and get some revenue? I have
There is nothing to worry about because
great respect for the Ways and Means after the Senate adopted an amendment
Committee but I do not believe that a to our bill freezing the social-security
tax bill should be used as a vehicle for tax, we conducted hearings on that
making changes in postage rates. I
phase of the bll. To my mind, If any
think that postage rates should originate
one will read the hearings and all the
in the Post Office Department, taking
evidence contained In the hearings, I do
into consideration postal factors and not not think they need lose any sleep or
revenue requirements,
have the slightest uneasiness or fears
Mr. DOUGHTON. I would say to the
with regard to what we have done in
distinguished gentleman from Indiana,
connection with this provision of the
we have waited a long time for the CoinSocial Security Act. There Is not the
mittee on the Post Office and Post Roads
remotest danger, because the payments
to bring in a recommendation of that
have been much less and the receipts
kind. It has been a subject before our
have been much greater than expected,
committee on every tax bill we have had
and it Is now more than three times what
before us. It has been postponed and
was estimated in order to keep the sys
postponed. I am informed by the distern sound. The tax is only frozen for
tinguisbed chairman of the Committee
the remainder of this year and I do not
on the Post Office and Post Roads that
have the slightest apprehension that
they will be able to make a report on that
there is any danger of endangering the
soon,
soundness of the fund.
Mr. LUDLOW. Indeed, It Is a big
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. I think it is
task; but they have at last reached the
on sound ground now, but we are setting
point where they are ready to report.
a precedent for some folks in this Nation
Mr. DOUGHTON. We are thankful to say, 'let us let the Federal Govern
for that.
ment share the contribution In the pro
Mr. KNUTSON. Will the gentleman
gram that was supposed to be supported
yield?
by employers and employees." I think
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
we are opening the gates.
Mr. KNUTSON. The answer to the
Mr. DOUGHTON. There is no one
question of the gentleman from Indiana more opposed to that than the chairman
is that we have not closed the doors to
of the Committee on Ways and Means,
the Committee on Post offices and Post but at the same time, based upon the
Roads to give further consideration to computations of the actuaries and those
postal rates. They can take them up who are supposed to know, the fund is
tomorrow If they want to bring In an three times as large as they said was
entirely new set of rates. We have
necessary. As long as the fund is larger,
waited for them for 20 years to do someand at the same time the payments much
thing. They have not done anything as less, I cannot see why any sleep should
yet, so we took the bull by the horns and be lost about the soundness of the sys
decided to do something about it ourtemn.
selves.
M.COE.M.Sekr
i h
Mr. DOUGHTrON. We made a start, gentleman
yield?
anyway.
M.DUHO.Iyed
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas.
Mr.
Mr. COOPERO. Ithinkteldmoran
Speaker, Will the g~entleman Yield?
thin tOOPbEaR. In
m hinda the genotleant
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield to the disfrigom Keansas [mr.dCasthas
wetelln
tinguished gentleman from Kansas.
proine outis the. fCtRLthat Conres toll
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. I just dayiste gouing onerecr inapassngrsatla
want to discuss for a minute this secdaIsgigorerdnpsigalw
tion 902. That Is the section which the Providing that these benefits for social
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. COPR I security shall be paid out of the general
and the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
funds of the Treasury. That Is the pro
DINGELL] mentioned, which really revision in this bill.
writes a very important section on our
Mr. KN1UTSON. Oh, no, no.
social-security program. We definitely
Mr. COOPER. It provides in this bill
state In this bill that if and when the that If and when
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Mr. KNUTSON. That certainly is not
the Intention.
Mr. COOPER. it provides in this bill
that if and When the revenue from this
tax Is not sufficient to pay these benefits,
they shall be paid out of the general funds
of the Treasury. That means the Congress Is now enacting a law providing for
the payment of social security benefits
out of the general funds of the Treasury.
Mr. DOUGHTON. I would remind the
gentleman that that was In the original
act. That is nothing new, as far as what
we have done in this bill is concerned,
That is only a second safeguard, in order
that we may be assured that in case the
fund should not be adequate, then, of
course, they will appropriate money out
of the general funds of the Treasury, as
the law provides these. payments must be
made. However I have not the slightest
fear that such a contingency will arise,
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
*Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. DINGELL. Of course, I believe
the conferees have done the best thing
they could under the circumstances.
Mr. DOUGHTON. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. DINGELL. The error of the action as charged here has been taken oi
the Senate side, and this is true, that
when the original Social Security Act was
drawn, when we acted on it we calculated
the needs of the fund, not for the day,
not for 5 years in advance, but if I recall,
the increase anticipated in the load was
so great in the year 1965, and thereafter
that we faced bankruptcy of the fund if
we were not provident and careful. We
have no American-experience mortality
table as a guide upon which we can calculate what the future demands will be
upon the fund, as we have in life insurance. So the safety inargin was made
great purposely. There is no rhyme or
reason why the Senate, or any individual
Senator should repeatedly propose freezing this social security tax. And that
is what I object to. The conferees have
pledged the faith and credit of, the Treasury of the United States in the event of
impairment of the fund, and that is to be
said to their everlasting credit, they put
In a prop, a safety provision in lieu of the
tax but it is a substitute. I still disagree with the idea of constantly coming
back and doing that which we in our
wisdom thought was not the proper and
sound thing to do at the time the Social
Security Act was enacted,
Mr. COOPER. Will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. It should be clearly
understood that this provision to which
the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. CARLsoN] has properly called attention, because the House should understand It,
was not a part of Senator VANDENBERr'S
amendment.
The amendment simply froze the tax
for the remaining 10 months of this year.
This provision providing for payment
of benefits out of the general fund of the
Treasury was placed in the bill by an
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amendment offered on the floor of the
and individuals, for they do have some
Senate. 'It was not a part of Senator thing left for the,post-war period.
VANDENBERG'S well-thought-out and well'Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Then am I
considered amendment to which the Sento understand that the gentleman means
ate Finance Committee and the House by that, that there is nothing in the bill to
Committee on Ways and Means have grant additional relief over existing law?
both given consideration; this provision
Mr. COOPER. If the gentleman will
relating to providing for the payment of
allow me, I may state that under present
benefits out of the general fund of the law provision is made for post-war re
Treasury was an amendment put in the
serves. That is not changed by this bill.
bill on the floor of the Senate. This
There Is also the net loss carry-over that
should be clearly understood.
Is provided for under present law. There
Mr. FITZPATRICK. Mr. Speaker, will is included in this conference report a
the gentleman yield?
provision that will assist corporations to
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield,
this extent, the specific exemption from
Mr. FITZPATRICK. About a year excess-profits tax is Increased from five
ago I Introduced a bill to put second-,
to ten thousand dollars, it Is just double.
third-, and fourth-class-mail matter on So to that extent this conference report
a paying basis. As it is the taxpayers of
is helpful along that line.
the country give a subsidy to users of
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. That leaves
these three classes of mail of $130,000,000
this situation: The small corporation
a year. No action has yet been taken
that has had perhaps a 25- or 50-percent
on that bill, yet it would save the tax- Increase in income will have left some
payers a great deal of money and take
thing like 21 percent, whereas the big
off of their shoulders the load of this corporation that has had from 50 to 100
second-, third-, and fourth-class special
percent increase in income will have left
rates they are now supporting.
In excess of 50 or 60 percent.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker,
Mr. COOPER. The only way, of
will the gentleman yield?
course, by which an accurate picture of
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
that can be visualized Is to examine the
Mr. MARCANTONIO. What Is the structure of each corporation. There is
estimated loss to the social-security fund no way of determining that at this point
by this freezing?
in the consideration of a conference re
Mr. DOUGHTON. One billion and port.
four hundred million dollars for the full
The gentleman may rest assured that
year.
loftebnfswihrpctote
Mr. HARNESS
of Indiana. Mr. plofsthea
benefits wthaarespectidto the
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
present law are not disturbed in this bill,
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
adteeI
h diinlavnaeo
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I should adtherseisi texadditiona advantages-pofit
like to find out what provision of this
the supoesi exempiong
fcrexess-profits00
conference report relieves the individual to $10,000, which is double.
taxpayer from that indefensible penalty
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Daes the
that is in existing law whereby if he u-gentleman believe that is adequate?
derestimates his income or overestimates
Mr. COOPER. It may be adequate in
it 20 percent he must pay a penalty.
someIntceisoentaestmy
Mr. DOUGHTON. We have cured no
nstaeqances,anin some instances itma
that to a great extent because we have not bemoeta
adequate,.adTieso
e insacsi
inserted a provision to the effect that mo aybmorethainngadquthe.sheevaios
if the return is made based on the inn
towayof doreterinin theosiervarious
come for the previous year thre person is qluestosofcueithcnidrin
not subject to the penalty,
of a conference report.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Will the
Mr. DOUGHTON. I should like to say
gentleman yield for a further question?
one thing about the Senate amendment
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield,
which exempted from income tax the
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Is any re- mustering-out pay of servicemen. That
lief provided in this bill for the small
matter had not proceeded far enough
businessman, the small corporation, when the bill was considered in the
through providing some means whereby
House that it could be considered here,
a reasonable reserve can be laid aside but the Senate adopted such an amend
for post-war conversion and employing
ment and the conferees were very glad
people and continuing In business?
to accede to it.
Mr. DOUGHTON. That is already
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, will the
provided for. If you let every person, gentleman yield?
individual, and every corporation lay
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield to the dis
aside or plow back what they thought tinguished-gentleman from Ohio.
might be helpful to them in the postMr. JENKINS. I should like to refer
war period, you would not be able to
again to the social-security feature on
finance the war.
the last page of the bin. The distin
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. The dis- guished gentleman from Tennessee (Mr.
tinguished chairman of the Committee CoopsR] gave us the impression that this
on Ways and Means does not mean that law was suffcient in Itself to provide that
the present revenue act provides for that, the Treasury will supply the difference,
does he?
in case there should be a difference
Mr. DOUGHTON. I think we have ineeded, but.I understand that cannot be
shown great moderation in the taxes
done by this bill. By this 'bill it still
that were Imposed both on corporations remainsthat the Congress through the
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Appropriations Committee would have to
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the
appropriate the money.
gentleman yield?
Mr. COOPER. The gentleman Is carMr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
rect. This now authorizes that approMr. COOPER. I think both the genpriation.
tlemnan from Ohio and the gentleman
Mr. JENKINS. Yes; It Is an authorifrom Kansas are making a splendid conzation.
tribution to this debate and rendering a
Mr. KNUTSON. That is merely done, real service to the people of the country
if the gentleman wilIl yield, for the pur- In emphasizing the fact that this is a
pose of assuring the country that the
departure from the original concept of
fund will not be weakened to the extent
the whole social-security program. As
where It cannot meet its obligations,
the gentleman has well said it may be the
Mr. COOPER. The provision in ques- entering wedge for a disturbance, of this
tion consists of only three lines:
Program on the basis that it has always
There is also authorized to be appropribeen considered. Now, the employees,
ated to the trust fund such additional sums the workers, are willing for this increase
as may be required to finanoe the benefits in tax. The employers are the ones who
and payments provided under this title,
are asking that It be frozen.
Mr. ENKIS.
do ot
ant he
ow, then, if this provision of law is
Mr.et geNKNS Ih dmresonothwant thes
enacted whereby these funds may be
Hose to Imthera
gety
impttresio thcats ithi taken from the General Treasury to pay
is a very imaterial matter, becausey b
the benefits, certainly that would be an
isha vperynmat
gera
matter Tis may buue encouragement In the future for people
thoe wopein whedg whichin thefurturea
to say: "Let us quit paying this tax. Let
etholshedwh, when upocia teseurityhwa
it come out of the General Treasury of
restansblished took uponthemselvesthet
the United States."
respnsibltye epofe maindtaining-that
Mr. DOUGHTON. Suppose they did
unertns
theempoyer andl thef eployeef
say that, that is not any reason that the
unerok
odoi
wl sit
at f
Congress would adopt such a policy.'
ttheir l
roaditwsasued they would doIt
Mr. COOPER. It Is being adopted
It teyprmse
teywul d I.If
here today if this provision of the law
you carry this proposition clear through
atoiigteaporaini
ged
tloyter end itpcouldsmeanghat theser em-a to
plaer
canld emplnoyeneasemighteve againt
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, I am not
bheycalled upoyng tow
incras the Tramount
making this little speech to detract from
theyd harepoayinsnoman thet
Turdeasur
or to encourage anybody to refuse to
No such provision Is needed at the presadapt this report because we have to do
ent time because this fund is from five it on account of the fact it is so big, it is
to seven times as large as it needs to be
so colossal, it is so important. Here is
It Is In wonderful shape. It was placed
what miht happoer n: Atplthe presten
high enough so that it could never be
turime
theimloe
o
aunanemphoye oure the
Jeopardized. It went through the worst see to it that it is administered properly
depression the country ever had and It and that unjust encroachment should
never was jeopardized. As I say at the
not be Permitted against it. In other
Present time we have from five to seven
words, they ought to see to it that a
times as much In the fund as we need,
man who makes a claim does not make a
So this authorization provision is not
claim when he is not entitled to It. They
necessary.
hould protect the fund because they have
Let me say right here today that this
to pay it. If they come to believe that It
matter was never considered by the Ways
makes no difference whether the fund is
and Means Committee of the House or robbed or improper people may be paid,
the Finance Committee of the Senate. If or some employer declines to pay what he
we adopt this proposition it will be one should pay, that would be a mistake, begigantic step in a direction we never incause the Treasury will have to make at
tended when the Social Security Act was up. I want to hold them to the text of
passed. It is a very important provision
this, as It was solemnly agreed upon in
and the House should distinctly underthe beginning that they get all the benestand that this was a matter inserted on fit and they must maintain it.
the floor of the Senate without its having
Mr. COOPER. I just want to say that
been considered by either the Committee my reason for making the observation is
on Ways and Means of the House or the because In my opinion the House ought
Finance Committee of the Senate. it
to fuly understand what is involved
might lead to very disastrous consehere. That is my only Purpose in makquences.
ing these observations. I think we
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. Mr. Speakshould understand fully just what this
er, will the gentleman yield?
provision means,
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield.
Mr. DINGELLZ. Will the gentleman
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. I am in yield?
throg aremn
wt tegetemn
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield to the genfrom Ohio. I think it Is an invitation
tleman from Michigan.
to use at least one-third- of the revenues
Mr. DINGELL. I want to add at this
of the Government for the carrying on point for the benefit of my distinguished.
of this social-security program through friend from Ohio-I think he knows it
the Federal Treasury. That has been very well-that on three different occasuggested by the American Federation of sions the attempt was made, and sueLabor. It Is the first step, the entering cessfully. to freeze what we previously
wedge.
had authorized and directed& Should be
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done for the safety and solvency of the
social-security plan. I refer to the orig..
Inal action of Congress. Obviously, un-.
der circumstances such as this when a
third successive raid has been made on
the provision which obviously the con
ferees could do nothing about, the fund
should be propped because in three suc
cessful raids the raiders have detracted
from the strength the law provides. We
know, and we knew at the time we worked
on the social-security bill, and my friend
from Ohio was a member of the corn
mittee at the time, that there would be
a reserve accumulation as time went on.
We reckoned into 1965 and even 1985
to provide a sound fund. Now we are
faced with the problem of the freezing
provisions of the report, which is con
trary to the bill we passed in the be
ginning.
Mr. JENKINS. I do not agree with
the gentleman in his logic, but we do
agree generally for this reason: It is not
so Important to put a prop under this
fund now. It does not need any prop.
It went through the worst depression in
the history of the country, and it went
through unscathed. There is more
money there than there need be. We do
not need this. This is the opening of a
do htwl
nbesmbd
ong
lect his obligation or what he obligated
himself to do.
Mr. DINGELL. We did not reckon on
the Post-war period, when the bill was
first passed, because we did not antici
pate any war in 1935, yet there comes to
us now a new liability.
The SPEAKER. The Chair desires to
call the attention of the gentleman from
North Carolina (Mr. DouGHTON] that he
has consumed 35 minutes of the hour.
Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. speaker, a
parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKEtA. Does the gentleman
from North Carolina ti~r. DouG.HToN4
yield for a Parliamentary inquiry?
Mr. DOUGHTON. What Is the par
liamentary inquiry?
Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Speaker, I
would like' to know who has the floor?
The gentleman from Ohio is yielding and
the gentleman from North Carolina is
yielding.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
North Carolina has the floor.
Mr. EBERHARTER. Will the gentle
man yield to me?
Mr. DOUGHTON. After the distin
guished gentleman from Ohio gets
through with hits observations I wili yield
to the gentleman from P.annsylvania.
Mr. JENKINS. I thank the gentleman
for his consideration. I agreed to yield
to the gentleman from Ohio for a short
observation.
M.BNE.M.Sekr
drs
these remarks to the gentleman from
North Carolina. Is it not a fact we wiere
supposed to have in reserve some four
billion dollars in the social-security
fund? Is it not a fact that this money
has all been used by the-Federal Govern
ment and expended by the Federal Gov
ermient, transferred through a book
keeping transaction, or anl indication
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that there has been a transfer of these
funds to the general revenue?
Mr. DOUGHTON. It is handled like
all other trust funds.
Mr. EBERHAR~TER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Speaker, I
want to call attention to the intimation
that was left by the remarks of the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. JENKINS] when
he called attention to the fact that this
trust fund was 5 or 6 times perhaps the
size that they would need. According
to all the testimony which I heard before
the committee, it was brought out very
clearly that in the not-too-distant future, Perhaps In 1950, or perhaps in 1960,
the debt liability would rise to a sum at
least equal. if not greatly beyond, the
amount of the trust fund, and thereafter
unlesis a greater trust fund was built up it
would be necessary to draw on the general~fund, in which event all of the people of the country will have to pay additional taxes in order to comply with the
contracts which we made with the people
of this country to pay them a social-

than three times the benefits to be paid out
in tha year 1947, which Is the highest year
of the current 5-year period,
If we did not collect another dollar, It
would be more than three times the payment of benefits and if we collect the
1 percent that we are collecting now, it
will be 10 times as much as the payments. I do not see any need for having
a nightmare about the adequacy or suf
ficiency of this fund. That was the intent originally, and that intent has never
been changed. The intent was that this
fund shall be kept sound. There is no
use of piling up money in the Treasury
for one cause and appropriating for another cause. This money is being used
for the general expenses of the Treasury. It is not necessary to question the
soundness of the system. That has been
proven by all the testimony.
Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Speaker,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I yield to the genitleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. EBERHARTER. The gentleman
from whose testimony our distinguished
chairman read also said quite plainly
that the trust fund cannot be maintained

was made with the people of this country

we are charging now.

security tax,
The first break in the contract that

for the payment of the debt liability
against it at the same rate of taxation

was when we did not make the addi-

would be absolutely necessary at some

He admitted it

tional 1 percent increase in the taxes as future date to raise the present rates.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Does not the law
provided by the original bill. There is
do that as It is, 11 it is not further
where the first break came. If we can
wee,
o chngethe
he aw, s i menedThe
violte
he awas i wee,ameded
violter cangethe
Mr. EBERHARTER. Yes,
law that was originally passed, and not
Mr. DOUGHTON. Of course, it does.
put into effect the increases that were
Mr. EBERHARTER. The question
called for, by the same token we could
next year say that no employer and no arises of when we should collect these
employee need pay any social security taxes, when the country is prosperous or
tax; we will Just charge the taxes to all when we are in the midst of a depression,
Mr. DOUGHTON. This only freezes
of the people and pay it out of the gentis yar.
yar.
reainer oo ths
fo th
rae fo
th rae
Ii whre
he
irstmis
eralfun.
th reainer
whre th
Tat
irstmis
eralfun.
he Tat
Mr. Speaker. I now yield 5 minutes to
take was made insofar as this act is conthe distinguished gentleman from Mlin_
cerned, that is, when we did not put into
effect the increases called for by the nesota [Mr. KCNUsoN].
Mr. CASE. Mr. Speaker, will the genoriginal bill.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Of course, we tleman from Minnesota yield to me for aL
question?
could do that, but it is not in the realm
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentleor reason that we will do that. I had
man from South Dakota.
the honor of reporting out the original
Mr. CASE. May I ask the gentleman
Social Security Act, which I have always
been proud of. There is no one more if it is not true that the amendment
anlxious to keep the system sound and which has been under discussion merely
the fund adequate to pay the old-age authorizes to be appropriated to the
trust fund such additional sums as may
benefits than I am. But you can only
legislate by the information you have be required to finance the benefits and
today. When this act was passed it was payments provided under this title of the
estimated the receipts would be so muchi Social Security Act and that it does not
anti the payments would be so much, and make any absolute requirement of an
appropriation?
thsat a certain required fund would be
Mr. KNUTSON. The gentleman Is
necessary to keep the system sound.
The receipts have been many times correct. This is merely an authorization. I understand that the Senate
greater than the payments and the paywrote this section into the bill in order
menits less than estimated; consequently
to give assurance as to the integrity of
the fund to date is much larger than
the fund. It would become applicable
anticipated. I want to read from the
testimony as to the adequacy of this only when and if Congress failed to make
proper provision for the maintenance of
fund and this is from the testimony
the fund by taxation, which we may
when we conducted the hearings:
if we did not collec~t another dime In taxes assume will never be the ease.
Of course, we have a very peculiar sitbetween now and December 31, 1947, If we
paid up between row and the end of 1947
all of the benefits to be Paid under the uatlon as regards the social-security
highest benefit estimates given by the Board trust fund. It is somewhat illusory,, and
operates very much like a saloon where
of Trustees, then we would still neave in our
the saloonkeeper is hits own best cusfund at tite end of 1947 considerably more
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tomer. Every time he takes a drink he
goes to the cash register, but he cannot
make- up his -ind whether he is to ring
up a sale Or no sale. So it is every tiuS
'Uncle Sam goes to the till of the socialsecurity trust fund and takes out so
mnany million dollars. He merely drops
an I 0 U into the till. This means that
when the money becomes due and pay
able the American people will have to be
taxed again in order to replenish the
fund. In other words. we are going to be
taxed at least two times, and if the New
Deal stays on indefinitely, God knows
how many times we will have to be retaxed. But that Is something in the
future again.
I should like to call the attention of the
House to the Senate report on the matter
of freezing the pay-roll tax rate.
Mr. RAMSPECK. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield for a question before
he leaves that subject?
Mr. KNUTSON. I do not think I will.
The gentleman looks like a cat getting
ready to eat the canary.
I read from page 1S of the Senate
Finance Committee report on the Rev
enue Act of 194a:
In other Words. Congress indicated that
these contingent reserves are adequate when

ever they exceed three times the highest cost
of the system In any one of 5 subsequent

years. Congress has twice applied this rule
and, as a result, has twice postponed the
statutory increase in pay-roll taxes.
conmnittee had again applied this rule
tothe current aituation. it finds that for
the fiscal year ending June 50, 1948.
$1,130,O000000 was collected In these particular
pay-roll taxes; that the east of benefits for
the fiscal year was 6140,000.000 plus 627,000,000
in administrative expenses; that the balancs
of $954,000,000 went into the contingent ro
merve; that this produced a reserve of
The heaviest
30. administratfVe
June and
$4,300,000,000
benefits
annual cost Inlast
expenses from 1943 to 1948 Isestimated by the
Social Security Board from a low of
*415,000,000 under normal circumstances to a
high of $818,000,000 under abnormal circum
stances. Thus the present reserve Is about
11 (instead of 3) times the low and better
than 5 times the highest.
Secretary Morgenthau. than whom
there is no greater authority on this
question, testified in 1939 that it was only
necessary to keep a reserve of three times
the highest benefit payments in the en
suing 5 Years. Here we have several
times the actual requirements, according
to Dr. Altmeyer. So I do not believe the
House need concern itself very much over
the possibility of the social-security
fund being depleted at an early date.
The action of the Senate In freezing the
present rate is only for 1 year; it auto
matIcally increases to 2 percent next
January 1. Eventually, the rate in
creases to 3 percent under existing law,
and Congress can always increase the
rate further If the occasion arises.
Mr. MASON. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentle
man from Illinois.
Mr. MASON. The Congress has by
action frczan the social-security tax
some two or three times.
Mr. KNUTSON. Twice.
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Mr. MASON. But under the provisions of the Social Security Act it automnatically unfreezes itself, and the new
rates will take effect unless the Congress
In the future decides there are plenty of
funds in there and freezes it again,
Mr. KNUTSON. Precisely. As I said
the freezing by the pending bill is only
for 1 year.
Mr. MASON. The subsequent Increase is automatic.
Mr. KNUTSON. Yes.
Miss SUMNER of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the charming lady from Illinois.
Miss SUMNER of Illinois. The last tax
bill caused great confusion, in my district, at least. I am reluctant to vote for
anything that would increase that confusion, because the people cannot even
find out what they owe. They are all beIng told that they face penalties, without
being at fault. Is there any objection to
our voting down this conference report
long enough for those of us-and I think
there are many of us-who do not understand to any great extent what is in
the conference report to find out about
it?
I
Mr. KNUTSON. It would be most unfortunate if the conference report were
voted down. I hope that such a motion
will not be made,
Miss SUMNER of illinois. Why could
It not go over a couple of days?
Mr. KNUTSON. The committee contemplates going into the matter of tax
simplification this week. We hope to
take up the simplification bill introduced
by the gentleman from Kansas [Mr.
CARLS01qI or something along that line.
Of course, I cannot speak for the chairman of the committee, but I can say that
we are going to proceed immediately with
the work of simplification.
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. I have
received a great many letters and telegrams relating to the gains and losses
provision with regard to timber owned
and timber leased or to be cut,
Mr. KNUTSON. That is taken care of.
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. Is that
satisfactory to the timber people?
M.KNUTSON. It is what they
Mrte.
Mrte. UNE.M.Sekrwilte
Mr.tleUnE.
MrySeaerlwllth
M.KUSN
IyiltotegnlI iel tothegenleMr.KNUSON
man from Pennsylvania.
Mr. KUNKEL. Does this bill take care
of the credits against Federal unemployment taxes as applied to those people
who had the tax assessed against them in
the years 1940 and 1941?
Mr. KNUTSON. We have also taken
care of them. Title VI of the bill, which
covers the matter, was included on my
motion.
Mr. TABER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. TABER. I have been quite disturbed about three units of the Treasury

Department, because of their appearance
before the Committee on Appropriations5,
and I have been wondering if they are
the ones that are largely responsible for
these complex and intricate tax blanks
we are getting. One of them is the general counsel, one is the Division of Tax
Research, and one is the tax legislative
counsel. I am wondering if those units
are not to a very large extent responsible
for this mix-up and the fact that the
tax returns are so complex. I suspect
them from looking at them and the way
they acted.
Mr. KNUTSON. Of course, the gentleman appreciates that this is the seventeenth tax bill Congress has been called
upon to take action on since 1933. They
have come to us so fast that it has not
been possible to streamline them or to
take out the wrinkles. We have had to
slap one tax bill on top of another, and
before the ink was dry, we had to start
work on the next tax bill. The result has
been that our committee experts have
not had time to give to the matters of
simplification; but this Is the last revenue measure in this Congress and henceforth we are going to be able to devote
ourselves exclusively to tax simpliflcation. Of course, it is not possible to work
out tax returns that are completely simple. There are so many exemptions and
deductions and allowances involving
methods of calculation that it is out of
the question, but we can streamline the
tax structure to a considerable degree.
Primarily the duty of preparing these
blanks rests with the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The Bureau of Internal
Revenue is a part of the Treasury Department, and because of that fact we
cannot deal with It direct. Everything
that passes between the Ways and Means
Committee and the Internal Revenue
Bureau must clear through the Treasury
Department,
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Minnesota has expired,
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I yield
the gentleman I minute more,
Mr. KNUTSON. As I said, everything
must clear through the Treasury Department, and that is where the bottleneck
exists. I am now having prepared a bill
to completely divorce the Bureau of In
ternal Revenue from the Treasury Department.
Mr. TABER. And I venture the prediction, if the gentleman will yield, that
the committee will have to do the simplification Job, rather than the Treasury
Department.
Mr. KNUTSON. We are going to proceed at once to do the job.
Mr. DOUGHTON.
Mr. Speaker, I
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
New York [Mr. REED].
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
It was stated here a few moments ago
by the distinguished gentleman from
Minnesota [Mr. KNUTSON] that this is
the seventeenth new tax bill since 1933.
These tax bills remind me very much of
a Mexican grave. One tax bill has been
piled on another as bodies are in a Mexican grave until the grave is filled, or
else the stench becomes so great that*
they have to clean out the entire mess
and start over again,
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This bill does not carry quite as fluch
revenue as some people in high authority
feel It should. I think perhaps the comn
mittee has been circumspect in that re
gard. it is quite in accord now with
American philosophy to quote English
statesmen, so I shall refer to what Ed
mund Burke had to say. He said that
the struggle for Anglo-Saxon liberty has
always been fought on the battlefield of
taxation, that the man who controls the
money that is taken from the People in
taxes is, in effect, a*dictator, no matter
what position he holds, Irrespective of
the form of government. And Napoleon
once said, "Give me control of the purse
strings of the nation, and you can have
all of its armies."
When you consider that there has been
taken from the people, since 1933, $118,
422,000,000 in taxes and that the levy for
this fiscal year will be $41,000,000,000,
and in addition that there has been
piled up a debt of $174,000,000,000, it be
comes necessary to be cautious, even in
time of war, as to how much money
should be given to some persons who de
mnand countless billions to spend. The
first the committee heard about the
amount of revenue that should be raised
in this tax bill was $16,000,000,000. Then
that figure was finally dropped and our
committee was asked to raise $10,500,
000,000. Later, Mr. Eccles came before
our committee and suggested that the
committee ought to raise about $16,000,
000,000.
There is a limit to the tax load that
the people can carry until they become
adjusted to the load. Certainly you are
not going to take an athlete and run him
5 miles the first time he goes Into train
ing, or take a soldier and pile on too
heavy a load the first time he starts on
a long march. If you do, you will ruin
them both. Our country Is different
from others. Ovcr a period of time the
people have bought on the installment
plan, and they were told by the admin
istration that we were going to keep out
of war, and every piece of legislation that
was brought here was proclaimed as a
means of keeping out of war, so our
people kept on making their purchases
and payments under the installment
plan. Millions of them did that, and
once you start in doubling the taxes
year after year, as has been done for
I'j times in about 10 years, you are going
to break the morale of millions of peo
ple, when you strip them of all of the
household goods they have bought and
partly paid for on the installment plan.
So, we have to use common sense when
it comes to a question of raising money
by taxation.
Mr. KNUTrSON. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman Yield?
Mr. REED of New York. Yes.
Mr. KNUJTSON. I think the gentle
man should call attention to the fact that
a pseudo tax expert took to the air the
other day and deplored the fact tlhat
Congress had not levied as much as the
Treasury asked for, and the RECORD
should further show that if Congress
were to accede to this fantastic demand.
It would result in taking 40 Percent out
of every man's pay envelope.

Mr. REED Of New York. I am sorry
to say that I have not the slightest
Idea to whom the gentleman refers,
r
pae,
Mr BRATR
will th entemHARyeldM.?
pakr
Mr. RheE
oftlma
N iewlor.dano
yil.mnartv
yied.rectly
Mr. COCHRAN. If the gentleman
would like to know, I could tell him
his name.
Mr. REED of New York. I realize
Yucould ask questions all afternoon
yuTariff
on this tax bill. Heretof Ore on the tax
bills that we have prepared, an analysis
of them by question and answer has
been Prepared and included as a part
of my remarks instead of taking up the
time of the House in answering questwn.-TeefrIakunnmu
yremoeIarks bynanmoudlcng
sentsto Textn

point in the Intermediate brackets. No
change is made in the corporation Incometax rates, applying to so-called normal earnings. (See part IV).
Administrative changes affecting Individual
and corporate income tax: A number of adhne
r
aewihdl
or Indirectly affect the tax. burden.
(See parts V and VI).
Excise taxes: Many excise-tax rates are
Increased. (See part VII).
IPostal rates: Various postal rates are InVIII).
creased. (See part
status of -newsprint paper: The free
entry of newsprint paper is extended to include lighter weight newsprint (rolls not less
than 15 inches in width and sheets weighing
not less than 30 pounds per ream). (See part
foruneplysetraxe:chesim
wreithin
uepoyettxs:Tet
i-then which credit may be taken against
h Federal unemployment tax for contribu-

some 45 questions and answers relating
to this particular tax bill, which I think
will anticipate most of the questions that
would be asked if I were to yield for that
purpose.
beto?
Th PAE.I
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Thee
o bjetin.relating
as
Mr. REED of New York. First, before
entering upon the questions and answers,
I shall Insert the following table:
Taxes collected under New Deal
Fiscal year:
Net receipts

employers and employees under the old-age
and survivors Insurance provisions of the
Social Security Act is frozen at 1 percent
for 1944. (See part XI).
Renegotiation of war contracts: The law
to the renegotiation of war contracts
anrercgismnediandrericngIsamede
etanpiincetan prtculars. (See parts XII and XIII).
Revenue yield
3. Question. What is the Increased revenue
yield of the new law?
Anwr hsi Answr.
hw
ntefloigCigarettes
s sown
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o xtndmyrears

y

ncudng

1933 ------------------- *2, 080, 000, 000
1934-------------------- 3, 116,000,000
1935-------------------- 3,800,000, 000
1938-------------------- 4, 116. 000, 000
1937-------------------- 5, 029, 000. 000

5, 853,000,000
1939 -------------------- 5.165, 000, 000
1938--------------------

PART I.

GENERAL SCOPE

1. Question. Does the new tax bill affect

final returns on 194

individual income, to

yieldo

present
law
1. INTERNAL REvE&NUE

Continued
(5)Miscellanseous sstemoal
revenue--Continued
Taxes on commodities and
Disurtilledspiit
(domestic and
imported) (ex

-

of
B. Rt.
1887

General and special accounts and net postal

revenue

Yield of Yield of
pre-sent H. Rt.

law

3687

yield

Total

-Osoline

1

n

(1 noerades

co

ut

366.0

115---------340
7.0
0.

81.7
7.0

81.7.----
7.0.----

1.3

3.3----

.1

tolbacco

taxes..........-977.9
Stamp taxes:
of qscur ties,
bond transfers,
and deeds of

.

977.9

Ploying cards '---Silver bullion sales
or translers----

50---
19.0

7.8

(')

.

.

2.
19.0

Stock transfers---

7.5.--

---------

Total stamp
taxes...........81. 6

yield of
preen

I.5

_igars (large) I---&puff-------------Cigarette papers
tubes ---All other'-----------

+oroneae---decrease
(-)

1,101. 2

Wines (domestic
and
imported)
(excise tax)
36.6
84.6
18.0
Special taxes in
connection with
liquor occupations------------- 11.0
11.0.----
9.4
9.4.----
Container stamsp..
Floor-stocks taxes.6
.6.----
LB6---
All other ---------- 1.6
Total liquor
1,73.
45.
t-e .....
.0.
___
Tobacco taxes:8918
892.8----7
(small)'_
Tobacco (chewing
and smoking) I_45.0
45.0.----

-Iues

Increase

781.2

clse tax) I'4---=alt
letfiaiqors-3

(In millions of dollarsl
-

-

I+n ree
dec res
de)ofs
(leneral and special so. Yield of Yield of I. R.
counts and net postal present H. R.
567
revenue
law
1687
yield

table:

alO.
a--

Manufactrs'eie

Ga
----------- 261.1
211.1----Lubricating
oils ...
8~ 64.3
--
Passeger utomole n motor
,g.....
c-rfisycles
------------ *g
Automobile
trucks, busses,

rtion:

inceome '4 7464,667.06
-67.0
be made on or before March 16. 19447
683.0
Exceso-profits tax---- 10.8BS&5 11,521.8
Answer. In general, the individual Income
Declared value excese-. 6
profits tax-----------1018
106.0
tax changes affect only returns for the tax
able year 1944 and subsequent years.
Total corporation
2. Question What is the general scope of
666.4
(gos------ 16,729.0 18,294.4
1,0889. 1,162.2
6&
the Revenue Ac, of 1943?
ane
r
espst-war credit.--Answer. In brief, the principal ohane re--Electrlecligh'
Total corporation
as follows:
602.1
(net)------------- 14,640.1 15, 1422
Victory tax: The Victory tax Is reduced
Individual:
from 6 percent to 8 percent, with no post14,330.4
72
allowance
and
no
adjustment
for
Net
income
tax-.....14,106.8
war credit
Victory tax (net) ---3,491.8 8,481.8 -60.0
family or dependency status. The present
ToaBnivda
$624 exemption is not changed. (See part
ToalId).ua ... 17.87.3 18,26221'66&9
-

...-

Total income and
Individual Income tax: The regular incomexeaiotsae. 32,237.4 8,404.4 1,107.0
tax rates and exemptions remain at present
=machines
levels, and there is no change In the rates
(I) Mlsceflamseea Iaternal
?EPhotogpratusand exemptions unidsr the withholding provisions. The earned-income credit is no-emepaau
Cspliae:
lad stock, estate, and
pealed and the deduction for Federal excIse6.
862.0
"Clapital stock tax---txpayments is discontinued. (See part
Corporate excess-profits tax: The corporate
excess-profits tax is increased from 90 percent to 95 percent; the specific exemption
thereunder is increased from $5,000 to *1,000: and the excess-Profits credit baned onInvested capital is reduced by 1 percentage

-

Estimated tax liability under the revenue bill
of 1943 (B. R. 3687) as agreed to in concoprdsihtetrlaiiyand
5blt
ihth
a
ference. ascmae
under the present law, for a full year of
operation 1

1943------------------ 22,282,000,000
1944 ----------------- 41,186.000,000
Total --------------118.422,000,000
thstrii a
udn ~
Despite titerfctxbreheover
national debt has increased from $22,000,000,000 to $174,000,000,000 since 1933.
QVErIsNoS AN Aseswzis ONTH Rxvawux
AcT or 194%,LeKRA
3uy

Estlmate~d tax liability,etc.--Oontlnued
(In millions of dollars]

tlons to State unemployment funds Is extne.(epatX.Fermented
Social-security tax: The pay-roll tax on

1940 -------------------- 5.387. 000.000
1941 -------------------- 7, 607, 000,000
1942 ------------------- 12, 799, 000, 000

III).
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oee footnotes at end Of table.
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series for auto.
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15.0
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sets, phono
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efrigerators,
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paratus, and airconditioners ---.1
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Business and store
----.8
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It is estimated to raise two and one-qiuar-

that direction. I do not believe we are,
In this bill. I am convinced that we
could find many billions of dollars to decrease the public debt. I believe we ought
to be doing so. But we are not doing
so in this bill. It would not be easynothing in a war like this can or should
be easy-but taxes on both corporate

the roll.
The question was taken; and there
were-yeas 237, nays 102, not voting ea,
as follows:
LRou No. 211

up at a higher rate without really doing

harm to anyone.
My vote Is a vote of principle, Mr.

Speaker.

Tae

iete
rTae tatm
aeatatmelkete

ied

present the best way of preventing national debt Increases. Taxes afford the
problem
answer to the
only fundamental
ee
hne
ehveor
ofIflto.
hacehee
e av or
ofinlaio.
to meet that problem at its roots, whereas the work of some of the regulatory
agencies of Government is cutting at it
only in Its branches.
My second reason for opposing this reever was a
Ih think
port Is thattieI
forBrown,
l itr if there
tim
al te I hstry f urcountry
when it was right and proper and sound
policy to extend the social-security pron
aslgialtoprvie
grmwhn
t
n
oprvd
hn
grmtwslgia
increase of these taxes In order that the
people might have the best possible kind
of savings laid away against a day after
this war when the Nation will need support for consumer purchasing power and
gans
th il pope
nedprtetin
th ilnedpoetinaant
epe
the exigencies of life, that time is now.
We should not reduce the social-security
tax but Instead should provide an ex.
panslon of the social-security program.
I think such an expansion of Social
security should have been provided in
this bill instead of freezing the taxes as
has been done here. The day will come
when every Member of this .House and
millions of people throughout our country will wish we had done so.
Mr. Speaker, it is my judgment that
at th
by means of a tax bill that would
mr rvnu ha hes
saetieras

3 minutes to the gentleman from California [Mr. VooRueis].
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Speaker, it is no disrespect to the Coin.mittee on Ways- and Means nor its- very

one does, and include the simplification
is going to
of taxes that the committee
oenal eryme ette h
woko.w
ol
n ewudmr
wr
desires of our own people, even those
who would have to Pay higher taxes,

distinguished chairman for me to say to
the House that I am going to Vote against

this conference report. I am going to

am

tme

aie

or

rvene

ha

tis

than we can do with an inadequate measure like the present one now before us.
These are some of the reasons I am

voting "No" on this conference repot
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman ~has expired. All time has exI have been disturbed by some of the
pEe.fllswor~th
features of the bill bearing on renegotiaMr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I
tion. I believe my colleague [Mr. IZAC]
move the previous question on the adophas rendered the House a service In
tPno h ofeec eot
some of the dangers in this
ponigout
pointingcofrecereor.Fisher
The previous question was ordered.
regard. Some of the changes I believe
The SPEAKER. The question is on
are all right. Others may, I fear, lead
to the conference
which agreeing
profiteering
to opportunities for itism
do
astke;anreport.
h qesin
uthrmr,
dtyt peen.
ias akn;andona
hequetin
utytoprven.
it s y urheror,
and
PATMAN
Mr.
by
(demanded
vision
-bill to be
Mr. Slpeaker, I believe thisindeuaecosiern
wreaes12,
M. A~A~oo)ter
or a
2,
eeae
hr
M.MRATN0
wholly indqaecnieigorNnoes 36.
tion-s present needs. As a matter of fact
do It for several reasons including two

primary reasons: First of all let me say

Mr. Speaker, I ObJect

to the vote on the ground a quorum is
not present.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker, I
also object to the vote on the ground a,
quorum Is not present.

profits and also on individuals could go

Mr
Iyied
Mr.DOGHON
Seaer

Mr. PATMAN.

7

ter billions of dollars, but the freezing
of the social-security tax means a net reduction in taxes which otherwise would
be collected of $1,400,000.000; in other
words, the net increase of the tax revenue

In this bill is onlyl $850,000,000 at the
outside. I am convinced , Mr. Speaker,
that our country could come a lot closer
to paying for this war as it goes along,
I believe we should do our utmost In

r.Seae,
OUHON
Mr

FEBRUARY

The SPEAKER. Obviously a quorum
is not present.
The Doorkeeper will close the doors,
the Sergeant at Arms will notify the ab
sent Members, and the Clerk will call
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Pittenger
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Carlson, Kans.
Carrier
Carson, Ohio
Case
Celier
Ciienoweth
Chilperfleld
Church
Clark
ciason
Clevenger
cole. Mo.
Colmer
Compton
Coole
Cooper
Costello
Cravens
Crawford
Cunningham

Harness, IndS.
Harris, Ark.
Harris. Va.
Hendricks
Herter
Hill
Hinshaw
Hoch
Hoffman
Holmes, Wash.
Hope
Horan
Howell
Jarmanx
Jeffrey
Jenkins
Jennings
Jensen
Johnson,
Anton J.
Johnson.
Calvin D.
Johnson,
Luther A.
Johnson, Ward
Jones
Jonkman
Kean
Kilburn
Elmer
Knutson
Kunkel
Lafollette
Lalnbertsonl
LeCompte
Le~evre
Lewis
Lynch

Davis
Day
Dewey
Dies
Dingell
Disney
Dondero
Drewry
Durham
Eerarte
Elliott

McCormack
McCowen
McGregor
McMillan
Mcwilliams

Curtis

McCord

MA&,

Reed, Ill.
Reed, 14.Y.

Kens.
Bees.
Rivers
Riziey
Robertson
Robinson. Utah
Robsion. Ky.
Rockwell
Rodgers, Pa.
Rogers, Mass.
Rohrbough
Rolph
Rowe
Russell
Saescer
Satterfield
Schiffier
Scott
Scrivner
Shafer
Sheppard
Short
Sikes
Simpson. 1ll.
Simpson. Pa.
Slaughter
Smith, Maine
Smith. Ohio
Smith, ye.
WJ.Va.
Smith,
Sparkman
Spence
Springer
Sullivan
Sumnners, Tex.
Sundrsrom
Taber
Talbot
Talls

Tarver
Thomas, Tex.
Thonmason
Tibbott
Towe
Treadway

Engtel, Ohio
Fellows
enton
Forand
Gathings
Gavln
Gibson

Mansfield. Te.Vruinsoan.
Martin, Mass. Vorya, Ohio
Vurseli
Mason
Waltrd
Marheoe
Wasielewski
Miller, Mo.
Weaver
Mills
Weichel, Ohio
Monklewics
Welch
Muntt
Murray. Tenn. Whelchel. Ga.
Whittington
'Newsome
Wickerchiam
Norman
Wigglesworth
Norrell
O'Brien. Mich. Willey
Wilson
.
O'Brien, NT.
Wolcott
OlHara

Gillette
Gilue
Goodwin
Graham

Peterson. Mi. Wolverton. N.J.
Peterson, Ga. 'Wooruff, Mich.
Woodrum, ye.
Pfeifer
Phtibin

Ells

Gilchrist

O~Neal

Wolfendefll Pa.
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Mr. Bell with Mr. Gamble.

NAYS-102
Allen. La.
Andersen,
H. Cerl
Andresen'

Heldinger
Ho0even,
BiulI
fzac

Bland
Bonner
Brooks

Johnson,
Pace
Lyndon B.
Patman
Johnson, Ok1a. Patton

August H.
Angell
Arnold
Burdick

Canfleld
Cannon, Mo.
Capozzoli
Cochran
Coffee
Courtney
Cox
Crosser
D'Aleaandro
Dilweg
nworshak
Ellison. Md.
Engle, Calif.
Fitzpatrick
Fogarty
Polger
Fulbright
Gearhart
Gordon
Gore
Granger
Hagen
Hale
Harless, Aria.
Hartley

Johnson, rmd.
Johnson,
J. Leroy
Judd

Murdock
Murphy
Murray, Wis.
O'Brien, IUl.

O'Connor
O'Konaki
Outland

Phillpsdosweeopnd

Kearney
Poulson
Kee
Priest
Keef e
Richards
Kefauver
Rogers, Calif.
King
Rowan
Kirwan
Sabath
Landis
Sadowski
Lanharn
Sauthoff
Larcaede
Schuetz
Lemke
Smith, Wis.
Lesinski
Stefan
Ludlow
Stevenson
McGehee
Stewart
McKenzie
Sumner; Ill.
McMurray
Taylor
Madden
Vincent, KY.
Mahon
Voorhis, Calif.
Mlanasco
Weiss
Mansfield,
West
Mont.
Whitten
Marcantonto
Winstead
Miller, Conn.
Worley
Miller, Nebr.
Wright
Monroney
Zimmerman
Mrulc
NOT VOTING-_88
Anderson.
Flannagan
Lea
N. Mex.
Ford
Luce
Fuller
McLean
Arends
Baldwin, Md.
Fulmer
Magnuson
Baldwin. N. Y. Furlong
Maloney
Barden
Gale
May
Beall
Gallagher
Merritt
Bell
Gamble
Miller, Pa.
Bennett, Mich. Gerlach
Morrison, La.
Bradley, Pa.
Gifford
Morrison, N. C.
Brumbaugh
Gorski
Myers
Buckley
Gossett
Norton
Burchill. N. Y. Hare
O'Leary
Cannon, FIla.
Hart
O'Toole
Carter
Hays
Pracht
Chapman
H~bert
Scanlon
Cole, N. Y.
Heffernan
Schwabe
Cullen
Hess
Sheridan
Curley
Hobbs
Snyder
Dawson
Holifleld
Somers, N. Y.
Delaney
Holmes, Mass. Stanley
Dickstein
Jackson
Starnes, Ala.
Dirksen
Kelley
Stearns. N. H.
Domengeaux
Kennedy
Stock~man
Douglas
Keogh
Thomas, N. J.
Elmer
Kerr
Tolan
Fay
Kilday
Wadsworth
Peighan
Kleberg
White
Fernandez
Klein
Winter
FiLrh
Lane

So the conference report was agreed to.
The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
Until further notice,
Mr. Cullen with Mr. McLean.
Mr. Magnuson with Mr. Arends.
Mr. Hart with Mr. Dirksen.
Mr. Curley with Mr. Wadsworth.
Mr. Morrison of Louisiana with Mr. Brum
baugha.
Mrs. Norton with Mr. Gifford.
Mr. Kennedy with Mr. Schwabe.
Mr. D3laney with Mr. Thomas of New
Jersey.
Mr. Furlong with Mr. Fish.
Mr. Hob~bs with Mr. Elmer.
Mr. Pay with Mr. Beall.
Mr. Keogh with Mr. Holmes of Massachus
setts.
Mr. O'Toole with Mr. Miller of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Baldwin of Maryland with Mr. Gale.
Mr. May with Mrs. Luce.
Mr. Burchill of New York with Mr. Stearns
of New Hampshire.
Mr. Kilday with Mr. Gerlach.
Mr. Somers of New York with Mr. Bennett
of Michigan.
Mr. Kerr with Mr. Winter.
Mr. Feighan with Mr. Gallagher.
Mr. Klein with Mr. Carter.
Mr. Heffernan with Mr. Douglas.

Mr. Kleberg with Mr. Stockmanl.
Mr. Hare with Mr. Baldwin of New York.
Mr. Buckley with Mr. Hess.

The result of the vote was announced
as above-recorded.
Amto
orcnie
a ado
Amto

the table.
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the yield of the bill as It passed the House
by $175,900,000, and is $39,600,000 greater
than the yield of the Senate bill. Practically all the increase in yield over the
bill as it passed the Senate is attributable
to the conferees? action In agreeing to
rates of certain excise taxes somewhat
higher than contained in the Senate bill,
Under the bill as-agreed upon In conference It Is estimated that net Federal re

000,000 was retained at 5 percent as in.
existing law, rather than the 4 percent
provided in the House. The House con
ferees receded with respect to this Sen
ate amendment. Under the bill as
agreed to In conference, the credit al
lowed on invested capital will compare
as follows With that provided under
present law:
-__________

ceipts will total $40,840,200,000 in a full

C~i pret
Credit_(percent)

year of operation, compared with $38,-

525,000,000 under existing law

INIVDALINOE
AXSof

INDIIDUA
TXESlaw

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. McLeod, one of its clerks,
announced that the House had agreed
to the reports of the committees of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the
Senate to the following bill and joint
resolution of the House:
H. R. 3687. An act to provide revenue, and
for other purposes; and

.THEREVENUE AOT-OCONF'ERENCE REPORT

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I submit
the conference report on House bill 3687,
the Revenue Act of 1943, and move that
the Senate proceed to its consideration.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempr.The report will be read,
poere. otwa ea.Government
(For conference report on House bil
3687, the revenue act, see the proceedIngs of the House of Representatives of
February 7, 1944, pp. 1314-1325.)
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion of
the Senator from Georgia that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the
conference report.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to consider the report of
the committee on conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H. R. 3687) to provide revenue, and for
other purposes.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, after a
conference lasting less than a week the
managers on the part of the Senate and
House came to full agreement on the
revenue bill of 1943. Differences between the House and Senate bills, especially important with respect to renegotiation, were settled in a spirit of harmony and cooperation.
REVENUE ESTIMATES

It Is estimated that the revenue bill
of 1943, as agreed upon in conference,
will increase net Federal receipts by
$2,315,200,000 in a full year of operation
at calendar year 1944 levels of income
and business activity. This sum exceeds

Invested capital (in millions
INCME

dollars)

Exiating

H. R. 3687

With respect to individual income
8
8
taxes, it will he recalled that the Senate Under
5-----------------------5tolo ------------------------7
6
5
struck out the House provisions for a l0 Oto200------------ -----------5
minimum tax which would have been Over 200-----------------------substituted for the Victory tax in order____
to retain on the rolls those persons now
The House conferees agreed to the
subject only to the Victory tax. The
Senate amendments extending the lastSenate retained the Victory tax but made In first-out Inventory method to include
the rate 3 percent for all persons, re- taxable years beginning in 1941, to the
gardless of family status. The Senate amendment restoring former treatment
version represented at least a small of partially worthless bad debts, and to
the amendment permitting deductions
measure of simplification over present
law, and avoided Introducing an entirely f or corporate contributions to veterans'
new method of computing taxes at the organizations.
ThHoscnfrercddwiha
present time. While the House bill made
amendmuen cofrmteiree disagreementh to
certain changes in the withholding rates
thendSenatefo
amendent
hi
rermittng cor
and exemptions, the Senate bill retained
mnmn emtigcr
those provided in existing law. On these teSnt
porations emerging from receivership or
provisions affecting individual income
bankruptcy to use the capital structure
taxes the House conferees receded.
The House conferees also receded on of the predecessor company for tax pur
poses, and the amendment assuring that
the Senate amendment which excludes
fromgros
inome usteingout ay-certain reorganized companies shall not
ments for military and naval personnel.hvtebaiofhirppryrdud
by the amount of indebtedness canceled
The House conferees receded with respect to Senate amendments which in the receivership process. The effect
wsusuetyaan to providethsrle
for
14ano
lighten the penalties, and permits the
sueqntyaadtopviefro
use of the previous year's income, in congain or loss to the shareholder upon the
nection with the estimated tax, with rereceipt in 1943 of new securities for the
spect to the exclusion from gross income
old securities. A Senate amendment,
of certain cost of living allowances paid
to civilian officers and employees of the providing that fraternal organizations
stationed outside the conexempt from income tax shall not be re
tinental United States, and with respect
quired to file returns, was agreed to by
the House conferees.
to repeal of the second windfall tax proThe conferees agreed to retain the
vided in the Current Tax Payment Act of
Senate amendments relating to the
1943.
credit for surtax purposes for dividends
The Senate struck out the provision
paid on preferred stock of utilities, to the
In the bill as it passed the House relating
to the taxation of back pay attributable
taxation of gains resulting from the dis
position of radio broadcasting property
to prior years. The House conferees
pursuant to orders of the Federal Coin
receded from their disagreement to this
amendment, and agreed to it with an munications Commission, and to the tax
amendment which broadens the section ation of income from the sale of timber.
so that it will now apply to back pay reThe Senate had added talc and barite
to the list of minerals for which per
ceived from any source so long as the
amount of the back pay received during centage depletion is allowed for the dura
tion, and made the depletion allowance
the taxable year exceeds 15 percent of
the gross Income of the individual for for potash permanent. These provisions
were retained. The House conferees re
such year.
ceded from their disagreement to the
The so-called hobby loss amendment contained in the Senate bill was Senate amendment redefining gross in
modified in conference so that the limit come from mining operations, with an
on the deduction for such losses is raised amendment so as to include the ordinary
treatment processes normally applied by
from $20,000 to $50,000, exclusive of deductions for taxes and Interest. The mine owners or operators in order to ob
Provision will be applicable only when tamn the commercially marketable min
losses of more than $50,000 have been
eral product.
The Senate had partially rewritten the
sustained in each of 5 consecutive years.
Provision contained in the House bill de
CORPORATION INCOME AND EXCESS-PROFITS
TAXES
signed to close a loophole in existing law
With respect to the excess-profits tax which Permitted certain tax benefits
through the acquisition of corporations.
on corporations, the Senate bill differed
from the House bill in that the credit
The Senate language was, in general,
agreed to by the conferees, with the
allowed on invested capital over $200,-
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major exception that it was made effecthe Provision contained In the House bill
tive with respect to taxable years beginincreasing the rates on third-class mail,
ning after December 31, 1943, rather than
The House conferees agreed to this
retroactive for cases of fraud. it was
amendment.
further provided that determination of
MISCELLANEOUS
the law applicable to taxable years prior
A Senate amendment broadening for
to 1944 shall be made as if this section
the duration the class of duty-free imhad not been enacted, and without inported newsprint was agreed to by the
ferences drawn from the fact that this
House conferees.
section was not expressly made retroThe House conferees receded with reactive. The House conferees insisted,
spect to the Senate amendment freezing
and the Senate conferees receded, with
for the calendar year 1944 the rates of
respect to the Senate amendment excertain social-security taxes.
eluding a corporation engaged in the
SUMMARY AN4D AMENDMENTS WITH RESPECT TO
transportation of natural gas by pipe
WHICH SENATE CONFEREES RECEDED
line from the definition of a natural-gas
Naturally, in the consideration of matcompany entitled to special treatment
ters so important as those involved in
under the excess-profits tax.thstxbliwanesarfote
EXCISE TAXES AND POSTAL RATES
Senate conferees to recede with respect
In the House bill the tax on admisto a few of the amendments adopted in
sions was established at 2 cents for each
the Senate. It should be of interest,
10 cents or fraction thereof, and in the
however, that of the 311 total of Senate
Senate bill at 1 cent for each 5 cents or
amendments, the House conferees either
major fraction thereof. On this amendaccepted completely, or receded with an
ment the House conferees receded. The
amendment, with respect to 269, while
tax on cabarets was made 30 percent, as
the Senate conferees receded from only
in the House bill, rather than the 20 per42 amendments, some of which were
cent provided in the Senate bill. In conclerical,
nection with the tax on jewelry, the
We were unable to persuade the House
House conferees receded with respect to
conferees to agree to the amendment
the Senate amendment exempting from
desired by the Senator from Pennsylthe increase in rate watches selling at
vania relating to reorganization by adretail for not more than $65 and alarm Justmnent of capital and debt structure
clocks selling at retail for not more than
of an existing corporation; to the
$5, while the Senate conferees agreed to
amendment proposed by the Senator
restore the exemption contained in the from New Mexico concerning income
House bill of silver-plated flatware from
from potash mines or deposits; the
the Jewelry tax,
amendment by the Senator from Ohio
The House conferees agreed to the
pertaining to the loss on the sale or exlower rates of tax provided in the Senate
change of securities of' certain railroadbill for furs, toilet preparations, and company subsidiaries; to the amendment
bowling alleys. The taxes on furs and offered by the Senator from Missouri
toilet preparations were made 20 percent,
relating to the unused excess-profits
and the tax on bowling alleys was made
credit in the case of certain reorganized
$20 per year per alley, rather than 20
railroad companies; or to the amendp~ercent of the charge for bowling, as in ment of the Senator from Illinois prothe House bill. The House conferees
viding for a refund of the luggage tax to
agreed to the higher rates of tax Proavoid double taxation. Likewise, the
vided in the Senate bill for leased wires
Senate conferees found it necessary to
and for wire and equipment service, and recede with respect to the amendment
with respect to electric light bulbs and
relating to gains and losses from involuntubes, a compromise rate of 20 percent
tary conversions and from the sale or
was agreed upon. Similarly, a comproexchange of certain property used in
mise rate of 2C percent was provided in
trade or business, with respect to the
the case of the tax on luggage, handbags,
amendment introduced by the Senator
and so forth,
from Kentucky concerning the priority
The Senate action in striking out the
of Payments under the Settlement of
tax on parimutuel wagering contained in
War Claims Act of 1928. and with respect
the House bill was agreed to by the House
to the amendment offered by the Senaconferees. The Senate bill contained a
tor from New Jersey providing for quarprovision exempting servicemen from terly payments of the unforgiven tax
the tax on cabarets, but as it was felt uneih
urn
axPyetAto
this would be extremely difficult to ad93
eiv hscvr
h motn
minister, the Senate conferees were peramendments with respect to which your
suaded to recede. The House conferees
conferees receded.
receded with respect to the Senate
In regard to the renegotiation proviamendment exempting billiard and pool
sions, I will discuss some of the important
tables in hospitals from tax if no charge
provisions.
is made for their use. The drawback on
First. One of the most important
dastilled spirits used in the manufacture
changes made by the Senate and agreed
of certain nonbeverage products was
to in conference was the one relating to
made $6 in the Senate bill, whereas in
the termination date. The House conthe House bill it was $5. The result of
ferees accepted our termination date of
thle Senate's action was to make the tax
December 31, 1944, with power in the
on such spirits $3 as compared with $4
President to shorten or lengthen the date,
in the House bill. On this provision the
but in no case beyond July 1, 1945.
House conferees receded.
There were certain minor changes made,
In connection with increases in postal
but these related to determining what
rates, the Senate bill had stricken out
profits were attributable to the period
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before the termination date, and what
profits were attributable to the Period
after the termination date.
Second. We agreed to the House pro
vision allowing review by The Tax Court
of the United States instead of the Court
of Claims. However, the House con.
ferees accepted the Senate provision
which did not allow any review for cases
closed by agreement. Thc House con
ferees also agreed in principle to the
Senate provision for taking amortization
allowances into account in connection
with excessive profits determinations.
To get the benefit of the provision, the
amortization allowance must be recoin.
puted for tax purposes first, and the re
computed amortization allowance re
duced by the tax benefit is then refunded
to the contractor or subcontractor.
We were unable to induce the House
conferees to agree to the following, with
reference to certain factors required to
be taken as standards by the renegotiat
ing board:
1. Problems In connection with reconver
sions should be a factor to be taken into
account In determining excessive profits.
2. The factor as to the profits remaining
after the payment of estimated Federal in
ccrne and excess-profits taxes.
On both those amendments the Senate
conferees receded.
The provision in the Senate amend
ment that the factors used in determin
ing excessive profits be published was
adopted.
The House accepted the repricing pro
visions, with the exception of the crim
inal penalty, which would put a person
in jail for failure to deliver articles at the
price fixed by order.
It is also made clear that the repricing
provisions apply to war brokers.
A provision was adopted which carries
out the intent of existing law that there
i oatoiyt
eeoit
h rft
accrungo auhrt tomrenegotirate
theprft
o
increment In value of its long inventories,
that is, inventories over and above its
normal requirements to fulfill existing
contracts.
Recurring to the repricing provisions
in the bill, there is no termination upon
that authority, broad as it is, given to the
departments, except the termination of
the war in the usual language in which
prvsoismdfrthaceanet
povisiondis made for.teacrtimn
o h n ftewr
The House had an amendment exempt
ng canned, bottled, or packed fruits or
vegetables from renegotiation. The Sen-.
ate had an amendment exempting proc-.
essed dairy products from renegotiation.
Both amendments were disagreed to in
conference. It was believed that the
$500,000 over-all exemption would take
care of most of the canners or processors.
We were unable to gct the House con
ferees to agree to the Senate amendment
exempting machine tools, havinE: a life Of
over 10 years, from renegotiation. The
definition of subcontract as contained in
existing law, and in the Senate bill, was
adopted, except that office supplies were
specifically exempted from the articles
coming within the subcontract defini
tions. It is understood that office -suP
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plies are now exempt under administra
tive -interpretation.
We have received some complaints
from contractors whose total contracts
for the fiscal year aggregate slightly over
$500,000. For example, a contractor
might receive total amounts for his fiscal
year aggregating $510,000. While this
would make his contracts subject to re
negotiation, it is not intended that the
renegotiation shall reduce such amounts
received below $500,000, and, on inquiry,
I find that that is the disposition of cer
tain of the departments charged with
renegotiation.
The language of the statute is "con
tracts aggregating $500,000 received or
accrued", and it has been pointed out by
at least one of the secretaries that it
would be easy in the case of contracts
totaling just a little more than $500,000
for the contractor to decline to receive
that amount, in which event his total
contracts would not be renegotiated.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield.
Mr. McKELLAR. I simply ask the Sen
ator to yield for the purpose of express
ing my very great appreciation and ap
proval of the report of the committee,
which he, as its chairman, has made,
concerning the renegotiation of con
tracts.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. LA
FOLLETTE

in the chair). The question is

on agreeing to the conference report.
The report was agreed to.
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VETO MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED

STATES-TEE

REVENUE

ACT OF 1944 (71.DOC. NO. 443)

The SPEAKER laid before the House
the following veto message from the
President of the United States, which
was read:
To the House of Representatives:,
I return herewith, without my ap
proval, H. R. 3687, entitled "An act to
provide revenue, and for other purposes."
I regret that I find it necessary in the
midst of this great war to be compelled
to do this in what I regard as the public
interest.
Many months ago, after careful exam
ination of the finances of the Nation, I
asked the Congress for legislation to raise
$10.500,000,000 over and above the exist
ing revenue system. Since then persons
prominent in our national life have
stated in no uncertain terms that my
figure was too low.
The measure before me purports to
increase the national revenue by a little
over $2,000,000,000. Actually, however,
the bill in its net results will enrich the

Treasury by less than $1,000,000,000.

As a tax bill, therefore, I am compelled
to decide that it Is wholly Ineffective
toward that end.
More specifically the bill purports to
provide $2,100,000,000 in new revenues,
At the same time it cancels out auto
matic increases In the social-security tax
which would yield $1,100,000,000. in ad
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dition it grants relief from existing taxes
which would cost the Treasury at least
$150,000,000 and possibly much more.
In this respect it Is not a tax bill but
a tax relief bill providing relief not for
the needy but for the greedy,
The elimination of automatic increases
Provided in the social-security law comes
at a time when industry and labor are
best able to adjust themselves to such
Increases. These automatic increases
are required to meet the claims that are
being built UP against the social-security
fund. Such a Postponement does not
Seem wise,
The clause relating to renegotiating Of
war contracts terminates the present renegotiation authority on December 31
of this year. This seems unwise at this
time because no person can at present
determine what a renegotiation time
limit should be. More experience is
needed. The formal right of appeal to
The Tax Court that is granted by this
bill is an inept provision. The present
Tax Court exists for a wholly different
Purpose and does not have the personnel
or the time to assume this heavy load.
The bill is replete with provisions
which not only afford indefensible special privileges to favored groups but sets
dangerous precedents for the future.
This tendency toward the embodiment
of special privileges in our legislation is
In itself suffciently dangerous to counterbalance the loss of a very inadequate sum
in additional revenues,
Among these special privileges are:
(a) Permission for corporations reorganized in bankruptcy to retain the high
excess-profits credit and depreciation
basis attributable to the contributions of
stockholders who are usually eliminated
in the reorganization. This privilege
inures to the benefit of bondholders who,
in many cases, have purchased their
bonds in the speculative market for far
less than their face value. It may open
the door to further windfall profits in
this market because of the undeserved
benefit received by reorganized corporations.
(b) Percentage depletion allowances,
questionable in any case, are now extended to such minerals as vermiculite,
potash, feldspar, mica, talc, lepidolite,
barite, and spodumene. In the case of
some of these minerals the War Production Board refused to certify that current output was inadequate for war
needs.
Cc) The lumber industry is permitted
to treat income from the cutting of
timber, including selective logging, as a
capital gain rather than annual income,
As a grower and seller of timber, I think
that timber should be treated as a crop
and therefore as income when it is sold,
This would encourage reforestation,
(d) Natural gas pipe lines are exempted from the excess-profits tax without
justification and in a manner which
might well lead oil companies to request
similar treatment for their pipe lines,
Ce) Commercial air lines are granted
an unjustifiable extension of the tax subsidy on their air-mail contracts,
It has been suggested by some that I
should give my approval to this bill on
the ground that having asked the Con-

gress for a loaf of bread to take care of
this -war for the sake of this and succeeding generations, I should be content
with a small piece of crust. I might have
done so if I had not noted that the small
piece of crust contained so many extranleous and inedible materials.
In regard to that part of the bill which
relates to wholly unobjectionable tax increases, may I respectfully suggest to
the Congress that the excise taxes can
easily and quickly be levied. This can
be accomplished by the passage of a
simple Joint resolution enacting those
provisions of the bill which increase the
excise taxes. I should be glad to approve
such a measure. This would preserve the
principal revenue provisions of the bill
without the objectionable features I have
criticized.
In another most Important respect this
bill would disappoint and fail the Ameri
can taxpayers. Every one of them, in
cludinig ourselves, is disappointed, con
fused and bewildered over the practical
results of last year's tax bill. The Ruml
plan was not the product of this admin
istration. It resulted from a widespread
campaign based on the attractive slogan
of "Pay-as-you-go." But, as was said
many years ago in the State of New
York in regard to that same slogan "You
don't pay and you don't go."
The Nation will readily understand
that it Is not the fault of the Treasury
Department that the Income taxpayers
are flooded with forms to fill out which
are so complex that even certified public
accountants cannot interpret them. No,
it is squarely the fault of the Congress
of the United States in using language
in drafting the law which not even a dic
tionary or a thesaurus can make clear.
The American taixpayer has been
promised of late that tax laws and re
turns will be drastically simplified. This
bill does not make good that promise.
It ignores the most obvious step toward
simplifying taxes by failing to eliminate
the clumsy Victory tax. For fear of
dropping from the tax rolls those tax
payers who are at the bottom of the in
come sc~le, the bill retains the Victory
tax-while at the same time it grants
extensive concessions to many specialinterest groups.
The suggestion of withholding at
graduated rates, which would relieve mil
lions of people of the task of filing
declarations of estimated income, was
not adopted.
I trust, therefore, that the Congress,
after all these delays, will act as quickly
as possible for simplification of the tax
laws which will make possible the simpli
fication of the forms and computations
now demanded of the individual tax
payers. These taxpayers, now engaged
in an effort to win the greatest war this
Nation has ever faced, are not in a mood
to study higher mathematics.
The responsibility of the Congress of
the United States is to supply the Gov
ermient of the United States as a whole
with adequate revenue for wartime
needs, to provide fiscal support for the
stabilization program, to hold firm
against the tide of special privileges, and
to achieve real simplicity for millions of
small-income taxpayers.
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in the Interest of strengthening the
home front, in the Interest of speeding
the day of victory, I urge the earliest
possible action.
FRANxLiN D. RO~sEVELT.
THE WHIT: HousE, Februaryz 22, 1944.
The SPEAKER. The objections of the
President will be spread at large upon
the Journal, and the message and ac
companying document will be printed as
a House document.
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, r
move to postpone further consideration
of the President's message until Thurs
day next, February 24.
The motion was agreed to.
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The SPEAKER. The gentleman will
state it.
r.KNEY
IsteeotompaMr KNNDY
s
o smepaliamentary method by hee
which we who are
going to support the Pregident's veto
wilhv
nopruiyt
e
message wilhv
nopruiyt
e
heard before the vote is taken on the
veto? I am mindful of the fact that the
caraofteCm
iteoWasad
chirano
te
omite
o
ay ad
Means controls the time, the 1 hour provided by the rules of the House, and unless he makes time available for us we
will not be heard. As I do not believe
the issue has been given suffcient reconsideration, I hope we shall have an
opportunity to defend the veto message
of President Roosevelt.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is not
submitting a parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. KENNEDY. I should like, and I
believe the Chair should suggest, some
menywhich we would have an opmen yMcWilliams
Portunity to be heard in support of the
President and his courageous stand on
tepnigtxbill.
tepnigtxMansfield.
Mr. BRADLEY
of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, may I ask if the gentleman from
North Carolina would be willing to withhodhsmtoMarrow
hodhsmtoMichener
The regular order was demanded.
The SPEAKER. Without objection,
the Previous question is ordered.
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. Under the Constitution, the vote must be taken by the "yeas" ,,
and "'nays."
The question was taken; and there
were-yeas 299, nays 95, not voting 34,
as follows:

~ EEU ILBennett,
TH EEUILBishop
TeSEK
.ThunnihdbsTesihe vPEtoKEssaghe onfinthedPresiden
nsistevt esgoftePeiet
on the revenue bill.
The question is, Will the House on re-~
consideration pass the bill, the objections
of the President to the contrary notwithstanding?

The gentleman from North Carolina
[Mr. DOUGHTON] is recognized.
Mr OGTN r paete
Mr OGTN
r
paete
question before the House, the veto Of
the tax bill, has been debated both in
thn osnteSnt
n nte
publi pruessan
tink
th eae issu is whel
understood by thnthe hemerissoute Hoswel
unesodb
h
ebr
fteHue
and the country. Therefore, I think that
further debate is unnecessary, and I move
the previous question.
Mr.KENEY.
r.Spake,
prMr. ENNEY.
M. Seake, a arliamentary inquiry.

Bonner

Boren
Bradley. Mich.
Brehm
Brooks
Brown. Ga.
Brown.
Ohio
Brumbaugh

Bryson
Buffett

Dworshak
Eaton
Elliott

Ellis
Ellison. Md.
Ellsworth
Elmer
Elston, Ohio
Engel.

Mich.
Fellows
Fenton
Fernandez

Gossett
Graham
Grant, Ala.
Grant, Ind.
Green
Gregory
Griffiths
Gross
Gwynne
Hagen
Hale
Hall,Ccha
Edwin Arthur
Hali,
Leonard W.
Halleck
Hancock
Harness. Ind.
Harris. Ark.
Harris, Va.
Hartley
Hays
He6bert
Heidinger
Hendricks

Herter
Hess
Hill

HinshawFoad
HoevenFond
Hoffman
Holmes, Wash.
Hope

Horan
HowellNOVTIG3

Keberg
Knutson

Kunkel
LaFollette
Lambertson
Landis
Lanham
Larcade
Lea
LeCompte
LeFevre
Lemke
Lewis
Luce
Ludlow
McConnell
mccOwerl
McGehee
McGregor
McKenzie
McLean
McMillan
Maas
Mahon
Maloney

Jeffrey

Folger
Fuller
Gale
Gallagher

Jensen
Johnson,
Anton J.
Johnson.
Calvin D.

Carlson, Kans.
Carrier
Carson, Ohio
Carter
Case
Chapman
Chenoweth

Gearhart
Gerlach
Gibson
Gilchrist
Gillette
G~ilei
Goodwin

Johnson,
J. Leroy
Johnson,
Luther A.
Johnson, Ward
Jones
Jonkman

Fish

Fisher

Gathinge
Gavin

Jenkins

Jennings

Johnson, Ind.

Norman
Norrell
O'Brien,
N.Y.
O'Hara
O'Konaski
O'Neal
Pace
Peterson, Fla.
Phillips
Pittenger
Ploeser
Plumnley
Poulson
Powers
Pracht,
C. Frederick
Pratt,
Joseph M.
Price
Ramey
Randolph
Rankin
Reece. Tenn.
Reed, Ill.
Reed. N.Y.
Rees, Kans.
Richards
Rivers
Rizley
Robertson
Robsion. Ky.

Rockwell
Tax. Rodgers, Pa.

Mar~tin, Iowa
Martin, Mass.
May

Smith, Ohio
Smith, Va.
Smith, W.Va.
Smith, Wis.
Sparkman
Springer
Stanley
Stearns, N. H.
Stefan
Stevenson
Stewart
Stockman
Sullivan
Sumner, Ill.
Sundstrom
Taber
Talbot
Talle
Taylor
Thomas, N. J..
Thomas, Tex.
Thomason
Tibbott
'Towe
Treadway,
Troutman
Vinson, Ga.
Vorms Ohio.
Vursell
Wadsworth
Walter
Ward
Wasielewski

Rogers, Mass,
Rohrbough
Rolph
Rowe
Ru~ssell
Miller, Conn. Sasscer
Miller. Mo.
Satterfield
Miller, Nebr.
Schiffier
Miller,
Pa.
Schwabe
Mills
Scott
Monkiewicz
Scrivner
Morrison, N. C. Shafer
Mott
Sheppard
Mruk
Short
Mundt
Sikes
Murray, Tenn. Simpson, Ill.
MurrayWis.
Simpson. Pa.

Weaver
Weichel, Ohio
West
Whelchel, Oa.
White
Whitten
Whittington
Wigglesworth
Willey
Wilson
Winstead
Wolcott
Wolfenden, Pa.
Wolverton, N. J.
Woodruff, Mich.
Woodrum, Va.
Worley

Andersen,
H. Carl
Bates. Ky.
Bloom
Bolton
Bradley, Pa.
Buckley
Burchill, N. Y.
Byrne
Cannon, Mo.
Cpzoi
Cohaponl

Myers
Norton
O'Brien, Ill.
O'Brien, Mich.
O'Connor
O'Toole
Outland
Patton
Pfeifer
Priest

Coffee
Cooper
Courtney
Crosser
Davis
Dawson
Delaney
Dickstein
Dilweg
Dingell
Eberharter
Engle, Calif.
Felghan

Fitzpatrick
Flannagan
Fogarty

Ford
Furlong
Gordon
Gore

JarmanNO

Buiwinkle
Burchi. Va.
Burdick
Burgin
Busbey
Butler
Cap
Canfield

Judd
Kean
Kearney
Keefe
Kilburn
Kinzer

Newsome

[Roll No. 341
YEAS-299
Abernethy
Chiperfield
Allen. Ill.
Church
Allen, La.
Clark
Anderson, Calif. Clason
Anderson,
Clevenger
N. Mex.
Cole. Mo.
Andresen,
Cole. N. Y.
August H.
Colmer
Andrews
Compton
Angell
Cooley,
Arends
Costello
Arnold
Cox
Auchincloss
Cravens
Baldwin. N. Y. Crawford
Barden
Cunningham
Barrett
Curtis
Barry
D'Alesandro
Bates, Mass.
Day
Bealil
Dewey
Beckworth
Dies
Bell
Disney
Bender
Dondero
Bennett, Mich. Doughton
Mo.
Drewry
Durham

Biackney
Bland
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Baldwin, Md.
Boykin
Cannon, Fla.

Caller
Cullen
Curley
Dirkeen
DJomengesauc
Douglas

Fay

Smith, Maine
NAYS-PS
Gorski
Granger
Harless, Ariz.
Hart
Heffernan
Hoch
Hull
Izac
Jackson
Johnson, Okla.
KeRbu
Kefuer
favr
Kelley
Kennedy
Keogh
King
Kirwan
Klein
Lane
Leslnski
Lynch
McCord
McCormack
McMurray
Madden

RobanoUt
a
obnnta
Rogers, Calif.
Rowan
Sabath
Sadowski
Sauthoff
Scanlon
Sheridan
Snyder
Somers, M. Y.
Spence
Tarver
Tolan
Vincent, Ky.

Mont.
Mrnono
Mratno

Welch
We
W e

Magnuson
Mansfield,
Merritt
Monroney
Murdock

Zimmerman

Voorhis, Cal.
Weiss
Wickersham
Wright

Murphy

VTIGS
Gamble

Gifford

Hare

Hobbs
Holifield
Holmes, Mass.
Johnson,
Lyndon B.
Kerr

Kilday

Pulbright

Manasco

Fulmer

Mason

Morrison, La.
O'Leary
Patman
Peterson, Ga.

Philbin
Poage
Ramspeck
Slaughter

Starnes, Ala.

Surnners, Tax.

Winter

S
totid
aigvtdi
S
totid
aigvtdi
thereof) the bill was passed.
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The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this vote:
Mr. Winter and Mr. Hare for, with Mr. Lyndon B. Johnson against,
Mr. Dlrksen and Mr. Celier for, with Mr.
Morrison of Louisiana against,
Mr. Douglas and Mr. Peterson of Georgia
Sryaugaintr frwihr
n
for, withy Mr.
Famr.KayagandsM. luhefoit
Mr. Hobbs and Mr. Sumnners of Texas for,
wiih Mr. Cullen against,
Mr. Gamble and Mr. Mason for, with Mr.
Fay against,
Mr. Kerr and Mr. Boykin for, with Mr. Hollfield against,
General pairs:
Mr. Starnes of Alabama with Mr. Gifford.
Mr. Pulbright with Mr. Holmes of Massachusetts.
Mr. Cannon of Florida with Mr. Domengeaux.
Mr. Manasco with Mr. Curley.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded,
Mr. TARVER. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed for 1 minute and to revise and extend my remarks.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it
is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. TARVER. Mr. Speaker, I have
voted to sustain the President's veto.
I have differed with the President's
views on many occasions during the latt
11 years. I have tried to support his
leadership at all times when wellfounded reasons based on conscientious
convictions did not require otherwise. I
have not felt, and I do not feel now,
that such convictions can be, or should
be, surrendered under the obligations
that are assumed by a Member of Congress by his oath of office.
On this account IC did not support
many of the measures which have been
proposed by the Chief Executive during
the 11 years of his official tenure. When
other Members who are now bitter in
their condemnation of him joined with
the throngs who shouted "Hosanna" and
strewed Palm leaves in his path. I admired and supported many of his policies, and I felt then, and feel now, that
his leadership has been outstanding in
American history, particularly in his
handling of foreign affairs before and
during the present emergency. But I
have never regarded him, nor any other
human being, as perfect and infallible,
and have never been regarded as a
"hundred percenter" or "Yes man.",
While many of those who once shouted
"Hosanna", are now after his scalp,I1 prefer to stand by his side in all matters
where conscience does not dictate otherwise.
I do not find this to be an issue upon
which I cannot agree with him without
sacrificing firm convictions. I am not
enthusiastic about this tax bill. It Is
true, I voted for it, just as most of you
did, but nobody had anything tod&o with
writing It excepting the members of the
Ways and Means Committee. That that
committee labored long, diligently, and
conscientiously, no one familiar with the
facts will question. Under the rule

adopted for consideration In the House,
no individual Member could even offer
an amendment. We had to vote it up
or down as it was written. It contains
much of which I approve, much of which
I disapprove. I thought it was better
than no bill at all. But I am not so
strongly wedded to its provisions, as a
whole, that I am willing to join with
the enemies of my party, and of this administration, to renounce the leadership
of the President and bring about a condition of confusion in our national affairs which can redound to the advantage
of nobody so much as to that of Hitler
and Hirohito.
I believe that the veto message of the
President was intemperate in some of its
expressions and calculated to arouse just
resentment on the part of Members of
Congress who feel they have done the
best they could with a hard job; but I
am not willing to allow resentment, however just, to dictate my position on a
matter of such vital importance to the
American people. I have not voted in
anger,
Perhaps the President, with all of the
burdens resting upon his shoulders, may
be entitled to as much, if not more, sympathy for asperity, however unjustified,
in a message to Congress as was so gen.
erously showered in many quarters on
General Patton when he had an attack
of nerves. Perhaps the President sometimes feels the strain of leadership in
this crucial period of the world's history
and says things that upon more mature
reflection he would have left unsaid,
The outstanding feature of the President's message is the stress he lays upon
the necessity for raising more money to
pay for this war than is proposed in this
bill. With that viewpoint I am in hearty
accord. I voted against the Ruml plan.
I voted against repealing the Executive
order limiting salaries, above taxes, to
$25,000 per Year. I know the tax burden
is heavy. I have paid out in Federal,
State, county, and city taxes for 1943 approximately one-third of my total income. I am willing to pay more. When
American boys are fighting and dying
upon far-flung battlefields and on the
seven seas, most of them being Paid $50
a month, I am not willing to place any
limit upon what I am willing to pay, and
to have others pay, excepting the limits
indicated by our national need and by our
ability to pay. Hard, it may be; it will
involve sacrifice. I can sleep better at
night if I am able to feel that I am making every sacrifice I can that will help,
and rinety-"ine one-hundredths of the
American people feel the same way,
They do not want the boys in service to
do the fighting and then come back home
to spend the rest of their lives paying the
war debt.
So if our Commarder in Chief, with his
better sources of information on many
matters relating to this issue, feels we
should try to write a tax bill that will
raise more money than this bill wvill raise,
and that for the present it is better to
have no bill at all than this one, I, for
one, am willing for the Congress to try to
write a bill that will, raise more money,
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and I hope that when another tax bill is
written, it may be considered under a
rule which will at least allow Members
not on the Ways and Means Committee
to offer amendments to be voted on by
the House, suggesting methods they deem
proper for raising revenue. It is true the
Constitution provides that revenue bills
fRpeet
nteue
shall originats
atives, but I find no provision in that
instrument that the duty of writing them
shall rest altogether on the shoulders of
the Ways and Means Committee.
So I have not voted to over-ride this
veto. I am not one of those who want
to see the President discredited. I shall
not join with those who do. I know that
advocating high taxes is not Popular,
particularly in election years. 'I know it
is much more popular to appropriate
money, whether we have it or not. But
I have supported in this vital matter the
leadership of the President and leave to
those whom I represent the duty and
power to determine, as they soon must
do. whether in this, and, on the whole, I
speak for them and by their authority.
Mr. DINGELIJ. Mr. Speaker, in order
that my attitude may b2 recorded I ask
unanimous consent to address the Hcuse
for 1 minute, and that I may extend my
own remarks at this point.
The SPEAKER. Without objection,
it is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, in this
discussion involving the constitutional
right and privilege of the Congress to
pass legislation, many references were
made to the encroachment on the part of
the Executive, and it was inferred, if not
directly charged, that he is transgressing
upon the constitutional rights of the
legislative body.
I do not intend to discuss this at length
excepting to remind the Members of the
House that under our Constitution, the
three branches of Government, the
legislative, the judiciary, and the execu
tive, are coequal and, therefore, we must
concede that the President has the con
stitutional right to approve a tax bill or
to refuse approval by the exercise of
veto. Then, we in the legislative branch
can exercise our constitutional right and
can vote to either override or to sustain
the action of the President. Whether
the President was right or wrong on
many details of the bill, whether he was
properly or Poorly advised, I shall not be
concerned about here and now. My dis
cusis~on must of necessity be limited be
cause of the available time.
The bill with which we are concerned,
which has been returned to the Congress
without Executive approval, like any
other bill, has its strong and its weak
points, its virtues, and its faults. It is,
as has been stated repeatedly, a cOm~
posite involving the views of 435 Mlem
bers of this House and the 96 MemberS
of the Senate.
I, believe that the President would have
gladly given his approval to a tax bill
Iof $2,315,0100.000, which In addition to the
social-security tax of $1,400,000,000 would
have amounted to $3.'715.000,000, all of
which would have come out of the pcck
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ets of the American taxpayers and thus can Experience Mortality Table such as you, in the light of my remarks, to do
would be diverted, from the dangerous
serves the life-insurance companies as a likewise.
stream of inflation, to the Treasury for guide In establishing rates and providing Total of revenue bill-------- $2,315, 000,000
war purposes and to the social-security
reserves. We had to do the best we knew social-security tax freeze..--- 1,400,000,000
fund to guarantee the future solvency of how and to provide a margin for future
the plan,
safety. Accordingly, we charted a course
Total amount of drain
We can readily understand the Treasfor the accumulation of reserves early in
upon inflation pool.. 3. 715, 000,000
ury's position and the attitude of the
the life of the plan for we did know one Total of revenue bill-------- 2,315,000,000
President in his objection to the repeated
thing as a certainty, and that was that L~ess social-security-tax
freezing of the'social-security tax; and,
at the outset the drain would be less and
freeze ------------------ 1,400,000,000
while the tax bill and the freezing action
as the plan and the country became more
are separate and distinct, when you credit
mature, the revenues might be less and
Net minimum drain
a freeze of $1,400,000,000 against a revethe drain on the reserves become increasupon inflation pool915,000,000
nue bill of $2,315,000,000, you have a net
ingly heavier. We foresaw, and the ex
diversion from the inflationary stream of perts so advised, a substantial accumuDifference between maximum
only $915,000,000, and that is not only inlation of reserves in the early years but
and minimum possible diadequate but absolutely unjustified at
a tremendous increase in the drain beAersount ofovnetiond b
ooll--- 2,800, 000, 000
this time. Had there been no move to ginning somewhere, as I recall from
Amutoveedbl
2,1,0,00
freeze the social-security tax, due and
memory, about 1965 and increasing proAmount of vetoed bill
payable during the year 1944, the total
gressively until about 1985, at which time
(in itself) ia less
figure of $3,715,000,000 would have been
there would be a dip in the drain and
than the difference
$2,800,000,000 in excess of the visible total
thence a leveling off line toward the end
by ---------------485, 000, 000
diversion fr:om the inflationary stream,
of the chart.
Or to show it in another waywhich, as I pointed out before, amounts
The fault that I1find with the repeated Reenactment of the excise
and deliberate freezing of social-security
to a net of only $915,000,000.
taxes in the vetoed bill-- $1,100, 000, 000
We can understand the Treasury's parevenues is that it has been brought
Plus retention of the socialsition and the sustaining attitude of the
about by an off-hand amendmernt in the
security-tax freeze -------- 1,400,000,000
President. At least, I can see it in a qlear
other Chamber and this has been done
Total amount of these
perspective that he desires as much revewithout any hearings. I have no objecnue as is possible in addition to the retion to a revision of the tax rate or a
two items --------- 2, 500, 000, 000
tention of the social-security tax. We
freezing application but I want it to be Amount of vetoed bill---2, 315, 000, 000
can see it in the suggestion of the Execudone in an orderly manner and it must
Vetoed bill is less then
tive that if the Congress chooses to rebe done only after hearing every arguthe 2 items shown
ment, pro and con. It is not for us as
enact the excise taxes, which amount to
by ---------------165, 000, 000
approximately $1,100,000,000, he will legislators to arbitrarily freeze the reveMr. ANGELL. Mr. Speaker, I voted
promptly and gladly approve the action. nues of the social-security fund because aanttervnebl
hni
a e
If we will take this figure and add it to
we enjoy that privilege and because we agausins
thereveuse.bIwhten itowasybe
the $1,400,000,000 of social-security taxes,
might have the right to do. so. Let me foreveus in therHouse.
Ihvotesden' vtoday
which would be collectible should the
call your attention to the fact that the Ihowvernto ovanerrde the vrewswidet's veto.
Congress sustain the President in his veto
social-security reserve fund is
Irwn
have notchangedl
myslf
vIew wit rpoef..o
action, the total amount of money diright now because a great many men and some of the provisions contained in the
verted from the inflationary pool would
women who have been beneficiaries or bill, and I regret that it did not contain
amount to $2,500,000,000. or $165,000,000
who have been drawing upon the fund other provisions which, in my judgment,
more than the total amount of the reveare today employed in industry. Thus
should have been included within it. I
nue bill.thfudoftesca-euiypa
voeagisthbilwieiwssil
I am not an expert in accounting, but
tre fuownds
nofth socl-sbecauriofty plane
fotedgis
the
beisaill
whieparietwas still
it s eemetar
an clarto me that the
fare growing, notberonl benfciauseso the
boefrnenthe legi
uslaie
dept artmen ofnth
itiselemuentaryplu and scla -acshahcnmerouenfcireiitovrmetyecuethtwaaheol
pu tesoil-eurt
tx
smaller but also because, in addition,
available way I had to go on record with
reenel~l
would di'Vert $3,715,000,000 from the thyaecnrbtntotersrefn.reeceotemaue.Hwvte
spending spree, whereas a credit of
Ithe areontributsging to the reserv fundo,
refereinc to the cmpeasue.y howgeveh
$1,400,000,000 against the revenue bill It iestnotalays goigto be thantwayor,
sitatone isnnow competPelydnchang ted
leaves but a net of $915,000,000, which is
wat wleast,
ithma not.diWe dofnot kowfooedne
rih the
ovtn
ilprsesden hasCn
the
a difference between what might have wa ilb h meit
feto
h
ih
ovt n ilpse
yteCn
been and what we actually face if the war upon the reserve fund, and I believe
gress. That is not an issue here. In
President's veto is not sustained, of it is dangerous and unwarranted that passing, let me say that I am informed
$2,800,000,000. This $2,800,000,000 is, in
we should experiment and approve the that this is, however, the first general
turn, and in itself $485,000,000 larger repeated strangulation and raiding of revenue bill vetoed by a President in the
than the tax bill which has brought about
what is a trust fund for present and more than 150 years of our history. The
the President's disapproval,
future citizens, the beneficiaries of a present Chief Executive has vetoed about
As one who has always championed
great and benevolent plan.
600 bills passed by the Congress, out of
social security on a broad and liberal
i mcntand
o h
ups
f some 1,750 vetoed in the century and a
bass manaie areyarmreeue
l
ckingstheeattempt inrthe fuurpoe, tof half of our history. Jefferson vetoed
bssmanaindustrygand upon eeus
theseen-avoeetosust
bokn
inPrsie
the
t's reto,
none. The question before us is not veto
levied upon idsranupntebn-vttossantePeie'seo.
power, but the right of the President to
ficiaries, I am in agreement with the
To conclude, let me say that I concede
control taxation and override the powers
President that the time has come when to my distinguished chairman and to my of the Congress, composed of 531 rep
we must put a stop to the ill-advised and
colleagues on both sides the right to resentatives of the people. The merits
repeated underreaming of the social-sedifrwtmeimycnetosad
odmrtsfthrvnubllsntnw
isebfthe
curity plan by a method employed in the diffooerwthme opointm contsentIon anld oeeiso
revu.Tenquesbiisno nowis
Senate which could not prevail in the toachoo se theioppoitiee ouse I hold
te iSsuelbmefrca uos.thetuetiona
noweis,
House. I knew that some day the Presithat theyat
etoayiscrei
privlegtheir Ioocee
and Shl
American
cosittoal
goviern
dent, or possibly we in the House, would
thaostiothey are totllysidnceeithir'nsn
urAeia
ayoieb
opoiint
catch up with this' repeated weakening
h
rsdn'.
action, but upheld or rejected? It is a time to stand
of the social-security fund and would I am bound in conscience to defend and up and be counted, and I want to stand
stop this freezing method which endanprotect the Social Security Act until
up and be counted on the side of main
gers the future solvency of the entire facts and £lata shall have convinced me taining our Republic, foursquare with
structure,
that the reserves are excessive and unthe Constitution.
At the time of the consideration of the warranted. Therefore, I repeat I shall
The power to tax is the power to de
social-security plan, we had no Amenivote to sustain the President and urge stroy. It has been recognized from time
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immemorial that the control of the purse
strings is the control of the Government.
The founding fathers of our Republic
were painfully aware of this fact. They
provided in the Constitution that the
control of taxation should be lodged in
the Congress, and only the House of Representatives, being the most numerous
and nearest the people, elected every 2
years, should initiate all tax legislation.
When they met in Philadelphia to frame
the Constitution they had just emerged
from a long and bloody conflict, in which
one of the major issues was taxation.
The Boston Tea Party was still fresh in
their memories, and the magic words "no
taxation without representation" was
ringing in their ears. They could still
recite from memory the stinging indictments against despotic powers over them,
penned by the immortal Jefferson in the
Declaration of Independence, which
forced the struggling Colonies to sever
their connection with the government
which imposed them. They vividly recalled that the history of that despotic
rule was a history of repeated injuries
and usurpations. Among these grievances against which they complained
were that the King had made judges dependent on his will; that he had erected
a multitude of new offices and sent hither
swarms of officers to harass their peopile and eat their substance; that he had
imposed taxes on them without their
consent; that he had abolished the free
system of English laws, establishing
therein an arbitrary government; that
he had taken away and altered, fundamentally, the forms of their government; that he had suspended their own
legislatures and declared himself invested with power to legislate for them.
Gradually we have seen slipping away
the powers vested in the Congress by the
Constitution. The Congress is the one
bulwark that stands between the American people and despotism. If the Congress shirks its duty and permits the executive branch to take from it the control not only of taxes but of other legislation, the American way of life will be
doomed. We have seen the powers of
Congress surrendered, one by one, to the
Executive, and we have seen bureaucratic control reach out and draw within
its meshes the powers of government over
the lives and the property of the American people which were vested by the
founding fathers in the exclusive control of the Congress. We have seen the
tax revenues of the American people
squandered and dissipated in profligate

spending by an entrenched bureaucracy,
until the very financial foundations of
our Government are being undermined.
Every needed dollar for war expenditures
will be cheerfully provided, but today we
are spending at the rate Of $100,000,000,000 a year, and a national debt looms
ahead of three hundred billions, and we
are placing a tax burden upon our people
by this bill and existing tax laws of upward of $42,000,000,000 a year. We began
the war with a public debt of $65,000,000,000. We have since appropriated
$366,000,000,000.
We here in the Congress know that
much of this spending by uncontrolled
bureaus and Federal agencies is wasting

the people's substance, is interfering with
the successful prosecution of the war, and
is heading our Government toward bankruptcy. The Ways and Means Committee of the House, charged with the responsibility of originating revenue legislation and conserving our national
wealth, after months of arduous work,
has presented this tax bill, which has
likewise been approved by the Senate
Committee on Finance, and both
branches of .the Congress. The two obJectives uppermost in the minds of the
Members of the Congress in this tax legislation is, first, to provide the necessary
revenues for the prosecution of the war
and the maintenance of the Government, and second, to keep the burden of
taxation maintained at a level at which
the American people may meet the obligation and keep their own affairs solvent.
They rightfully rejected overtures to use
the taxing power as a vehicle for bringing about social changes.
Every American recalls that the American Patriots of 1776 concluded the
declaration of their independence with
these prophetic words:
And for the support of this Declaration,

with firm reliance on the protection of divine
providence, we mutually pledge to each other
our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor,
The pledge was kept. They paid with
their blood to keep It. Their fortunes
were sacrificed and their lives were
gladly given in exchange for their freedom, and that the Constitution and the
American Republic might be established,
Into our keeping has come that sacred
heritage from our forebears. We in the
Congress have taken a solemn oath to
maintain and uphold it.
Mr. Speaker, the time has arrived
again for the American people to make a
new declaration of independence. The
veto of the revenue bill is only one step
in a plan of the Executive to gain control of the purse, to override and destroy
the powers of the Congress and to undermine the Constitution, and to bring
under the complete control of the
executive department all of the functions of government in our country. We
were not elected to liquidate the Amer-.
ican Congress. The time has arrived for
the Members of the Congress in both
branches to take a stand either for or
against constitutional government and
the maintenance, unsullied, of the Complete independence of each of the three
coordinate branches of the Government-the legislative, the Judicial, and
the executive. Today we are ruled by
Presidential directives and Executive
orders. The time is here for the Congress to recapture its constitutional powers, to throw off the domination of the
Executive, and restore constitutional gov-.
ermient. The vote on this veto has
pointed the way,
Mr. IZAC. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to address the House for
i minute and to revise and extend my
remarks.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection,
Mr. IZAC. Mr. Speaker, I saw the
First World War from the other end;
this war I am seeing from this end-the
legislative end, But there is a striking
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resemblance in the feelings that mnen
have when they are doing the fighting
and someone else is doing the profiteerIng, and that feeling Is that there should
be no profits made out of any war.
Now we chafe under the sting or a
Presidential veto. And so, being slapped,
the House now wants to slap back. But
do you not think, my colleagues, there
is another and a higher consideration to
which we owe fealty? Just Suppose the
President is right. Just suppose that
when he says this bill "takes from the
needy and gives to the greedy" the facts
in the case justify his statement. Is it
good statesmanship on our part to say,
"Never mind about excessive war Profits;
let us get 'even' with the President"? My
colleagues, I have been into the files of
the Navy Department, the War Depart
ment, and the Maritime Commission
price-adjustment boards, and I know
every one of you having a similar oppor
tunity would react as I have. You could
no more countenance such unconscion
able profits as are being made by war
contractors making the things our sol
dierg have to have to win this war than
can I. Now the boards are recapturing
most of these profits and saving billions
of dollars to the taxpayers of our coun
try. But the bill the President vetoed
ends renegotiation on December 31, or,
at latest, 6 months after, and then, In
truth, the sky will be the limit. There
are other loopholes. True, loophole
after loophole was eliminated from the
bill in conference, and for this every one
of us should feel indebted to the con
ferees; but, my friends, in time of war
we must not permit a single loophole in
any bill which would permit a single
person to become rich. Oh, yes; the
President Is right-he knows the profits
this bill permits and he has taken the
same stand we should take. I hold that
there rests on his shoulders no more
solemn a duty to safeguard the interests
of the people of this country than rests
on ours. It Is not, as some would have
It, "How can we get even with the Presi
dent?" It is, "How can we act for the
greatest benefit of the people?" The
President Is right. I shall support his
veto.
Mr. HOIJFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to extend my own
remarks at this point in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it
is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I ar
rived on the floor after my name had
been called for a vote to sustain or re
ject the President's veto on the tax bill.
Due to an unavoidable appearance before
the State Department on an im~migra
tion matter for a constituent, I arrived
some 3 minutes late. In such a case the
rules of the House prohibit the Member
qualifying for the roll-call vote. I im
mediately entered my name on the pair
list in favor of sustaining the President's
veto. If I had been present in time for
qualification, I would have cast my vote
in favor of sustaining the President's
veto.
Mr. WICKERSAM. Mr. Speaker, I
ask unanimous consent to extend MY
own remarks in the RECORD at this point.
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The SPEAKER. Without objection, It
Is so ordered.
There was nlo objection.
Mr. WICKERSHAM. Mr. Speaker, in
connection with the overriding of the
President's veto of the tax bill, permit me
to say that the so-called $2,000,000,000
tax bill does not provide sufficient reveflue. Noineof us like to pay further taxes,
but we must bear in mind that it is necessary to furnish guns, weapons, and
materials to our fighting forces and that
we dare not fail our servicemen, even to
the extent of one gun; consequently taxes
are necesjsarily high. On the other hand,
we must not allow those whose incomes
have not increased or those whose incomcs have decreased to be overburdened. The tax should be placed on
these most able to pay. We cannot
escape the fact that many war millionaires were made in the other war; therefore, every Precaution should be taken
at this time to assure our people that
war contr actors shall not make excessive
profits as a result of the bloodshed of our
servicemen during this dreadful conflict.
I fear that this might happen if renegotiation of war contracts were suspended. At this time when we are considering the veto, we must remember
that the passions unloosed are still at
their flood stage at this hour and that
judgments made in the heat of passion
are not to be trusted and that deductions drawn from such judgments may
not survive the searchings of cool reason,
Thoughtful men will therefore be slow to
assess the significance of yesterday's
drama. Nothing of importance that has
happened will lose its significance during
a cooling-off period.

VETO OF THE TAX BILL

Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
I ask unanimous consent to address the
House for 1 minute.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it
is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
I have just voted to override the Presidential veto of the tax bill,
Two billions of dollars is more money
than all the farmers of Illinois received
for their farm products for 1943. In
order to receive even less than $2,000,000,000 it required the work and investment of over 600,000 Illinois farm families
working from 12 to 16 hours every day of
the year. Yet President Roosevelt tells
Senator BARKLEY and the Congress that
the $2,000,000,000 additional taxes which
would be raised under the bill vetoed,
which like all tax measures by reason of
numbers falls heaviest on the farmers

and laborers of America, Is to him, the
President, "a mere crust of bread."
Mr. Speaker, the American farmer, laborer and white-collared worker will be
found to have little sympathy with the
viewpoint of a President who so flippantly shrugs off such an accumulation
of the results of their sweat and toil,
representing as it does their patriotic
effort to maintain their homes while valiantly contributing to the purchase of
war bonds to back up the service of their
sons on the field of battle.
Mr. Speaker, does not the President
know that these patriotic citizens of
moderate income are now bearing tax
burdens to the very limit of their ability
to pay? I am certain that the Congress
knows this.

VETO OF THE TAX BILL
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to address the House
for 1 minute, and to revise and extend my
own remarks.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it
is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, as
one who has differed many times with
the President of the United States and
one who has voted against measures
sponsored by him and as one who voted
against the present tax bill, and against
the conference report, I find myself unable to agree with the distinguished
gentlemen who are advocating the overthrow of the veto of the President. The
President asked the Congress after going into the financei of this country for
$10,500,000,000 to carry on this war,
which is the most vicious, inhuman contest ever waged between nations or men,
where the lives of babies, women, and
children and innocents are sacrificed,
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and where our enemies are more than
devilish and savage. The Congress re
sponded to the request of the President
by the passage of a measure providing for
about one-fourth or 25 percent of
that asked for. Surely, the President did
not want to bleed white the taxpayers of
the country unnecessarily. Surely, he
must have thought the ten and one-half
bill'on would be the least we could get
along with. Surely, he must have
thought that we do not~ want to leave the
burden of paying for this war as well as
fighting it and dying in it on the boys
who are on the seven seas and on the
lands everywhere throughout the world,
whose voices for the present cannot be
heard.
The distinguished chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee said the
President must have been imposed upon
or deceived or both or he would not have
signed the message delivered to Con
grees. I am not so sure that it was the
President who was misled or deceived.
It may have been the Congress- when it
responded to the President's call, in the
manner in which it did. We must pay
taxes if we are going to win this war. I
am wondering how the boys who are
facing the bullets, bombs, and the dyna
mite coming from above and in front of
them and underneath them, who read the
scare headlines in their home papers of
the fighting and the quibbling over words
that is going on between the White House
and the Congress, will feel. I am won
dering if they are saying, "What is the
use, no cooperation at home, they have
only to pay money over there, over here
we have to give our blood and our lives,
What are we fighting for?"
We are reeling under the impact of a
blow to our pride. It has been stung and
maybe our Intelligence has been chal
lenged. I see nothing in the message to
indicate that the Congress did not exer
cise good faith. Suppose the President
has used intemperate language in his
veto measure. Suppose he has used
reasons for veto that are not compelling
aside from the inadequacy of the amount
provided for in the bill. Can we under
the Present war-emergency conditions
afford to let it go out over the world to
the boys who are fighting and dying for
us that we cannot unite and cooperate
at home and provide the money with
which to fight?
I cannot agree that the President's veto
of the tax bill is either a blunder or un
warranted. I for one refuse to be stain
peded into a hysterical mood by the
loud clamorings of either the press or
individuals and I would consider myself.
other than consistent and fair If I were
tovetovridthPesen'vt.
to vhotedtonoerider thselPrsdnot'cnsstvento
Ishudcniemylfotosset
because I have repeatedly said that the
tax bill, particularly as amended by
the Senate, is not commensurate with
either the needs of the war or our ability
to pay, as our ability to pay should be
the yardstick. I should consider myself
unfair because I would'thereby be bur
dening unborn generations with a debt
not of their making and one which could
and should have been more properly met
at the present time.
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Repre
sentatives, by Mr. Maurer, one of its
reading clerks, informed the Senate that
the House of Representatives, having
proceeded to reconsider the bill (H. R.
3687) to provide revenue, and for other
purposes, returned by the President of
the United States, with his objections, to
the House of Represerdtatives, in which
it originated, it was
Resolved, That the said bill pass, twothirds of the House of Representatives
agreeing to pass the same.
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THE REVENUE ACT-VETO MESSAGE

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair
lays before the Senate a message from
the House of Representatives accompanying a veto message from the President of the United States. Inasmuch as
the message from the House had already
been read when announced at the door,
the clerk will read the message from the
President.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
To the House of Representatives:
I return herewith, without my approval, H. R. 3687, entitled "An act to
provide revenue, and for other purposes,"
I regret that I find it necessary in the
midst of this great war to be compelled
to do this in what I regard as the public
interest,
Many months ago, after careful examination of' the finances of the Nation,
I asked the Congress for legislation to
raise $10,500,000,000 over and above the
existing revenue system. Since then
persons prominent in our national life
have stated in no uncertain terms that
my figure was too low.
The measure before me purports to
increase the national revenue by a little
over $2,000,000,000. Actually, however.

the bill in Its net results will enrich the
Treasury by less than $1,000,000,000.
As a tax bill, therefore, I am compelled
to decide that it is wholly ineffective toward that end.
More specifically the bill purports to
provide $2,100,000,000 in new revenues,
At the same time it cancels out automatic
increases in the social-security tax which
would yield $1,100,000,000. In addition
it grants relief from existing taxes which
would cost the Treasury at least $150,000,000 and possibly much more.
In this respect it Is not a tax bill but a
tax relief bill providing relief not for the
needy but for the greedy,
The elimination of automatic increases
provided in the social-security law comes
at a time when industry and labor are
best able to adjust themselves to such
Increases. These automatic increases
are required to meet the claims that are
being built up against the social-security
fund. Such a postponement does not
seem wise.
The clause relating to renegotiating of
war contracts terminates the present renegotiation authority on December 31 of
this year. This seems unwise at this
time because no person can at present
determine what a renegotiation time
limit should be. More experience is
needed. The formal right of appeal to
The Tax Court that is granted by this
bill is an inept provision. The present
Tax Court exists for a wholly different
purpose and does not have the personnel
or the time to assume this heavy load,
The bill Is replete with provisions
which not only aff ord indefensible special
privileges to favored groups but sets dangerous precedents for the future. This
tendency toward the embodiment of
special privileges In our legislation is in
itself sufficiently dangerous to counterbalance the loss of a very inadequate sum
in additional revenues.
Among these special privileges are:
(a) Permission for corporations reorganized In bankruptcy to retain the high
excess-profits credit and depreciation
basis attributable to the contributions
of stockholders who are usually eliminated in the reorganization. This privilege inures to the benefit of bondholders
who, in many cases, have purchased
their bonds In the speculative market for
far less than their face value. It may
open the door to further windfall profits
In this market because of the undeserved
benefit received by reorganized corporations,
(b) Percentage depiction allowances,
questionable in any case, are nowv extended to such minerals as vermiculite,
potash, feldspar, mnica, talc, lepidolite,
barite, and spodumene. In the case of
some of these minerals, the War Production Board refused to certify that current output was inadequate for war
needs.
(c) The lumber Industry Is permitted
to treat income from the cutting of timber, including selective logging, as a capital gain rather than annual Income,
As a grower and seller of timber, I think
that timber should be treated as a crop,
and therefore as income when it is sold.
This would encourage reforestation,
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(d) Natural-gas Pipe lines are ex..
empted from the excess-profits tax with-.
out justification and in a manner which
might well lead oil companies to request
similar treatment for their pipe ines.
(e) Commercial air lines are granted
an unjustifiable extension of the tax sub
sidy on their air-mail contracts.
It has been suggested by some that I
should give my approval to this bill on
the ground that having asked the Conl
gress for a loaf of bread to take care of
this war for the sake of this and suc
ceeding generations I should be content
with a small piece of crust. I might
have done so if I had not noted that the
small piece of crust contained so many
extraneous and inedible materials.
In regard to that part of the bill which
relates to wholly unobjectionable tax in
creases, may I respectfully suggest to the
Congress that the excise taxes can easily
and quickly be levied. This can be ac
complished by the passage of a simple
joint resolution enacting those provisions
of the bill which increase the excise
taxes. I should be glad to approve such
a measure. This would preserve the
principal revenue provisions of the bill
without the objectionable features I have
criticized.
In another most Important respect
this bill would disappoint and fail the
American taxpayers. Every one of them,
Including ourselves, is disappointed, con
fused, and bewildered over the practical
results of last year's tax bill. The Runil
plan was not the product of this admin
istration. It resulted from a widespread
campaign based on the attractive slogan
of "Pay as you go." But, as was said
many years ago in the State of New York
in regard to that same slogan, "You don't
pay and you don't go."
The Nation will readily understand
that it is not the fault of the Treasury
Department that the income taxpayers
are flooded with forms to fill out which
are so complex that even certified public
accountants cannot Interpret them. No;
it is squarely the fault of the Congress of
the United States in using language in
drafting the law which not even a dic
tionary or a thesaurus can make clear.
The American taxpayer has been
promised of late that tax laws and re
turns will be drastically simplified. This
bill does not make good that promise.
It ignores the most obvious step toward
simplifying taxes by failing to eliminate
the clumsy Victory tax. For fear of
dropping from the tax rolls those tax
payers who are at the bottom of the in
come scale, the bill retains the Victory
tax-while at the same time it grants
extensive concessions to many special
Interest groups.
The suggestion of withholding at grad
uated rates, which would relieve millions
of people of the task of filing declarations
of estimated income, was not adopted.
I trust, therefore, that the Congress,
after all these delays, will act as quickly
as possible for simplification of the tax
laws which will make possible the siniPli
fication of the forms and computations
now demanded of the individual tax
payers, These taxpayers, now enIgaged
in an effort to win the greatest war tlis
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The remaining part of the letter re
Nation has ever faced, are not in a mood man in a small town on the west coast of
to study higher mathematics.
Florida, who had just been elected to the lates to details of organization. The
The responsibility of the Congress of State legislature. He was a member of letter is signed by CLAUDE PEPPER.
Mr. CHAVEZ. Mr. Presidentthe United States is to supply the Gov- the State Democratic executive commitMr. PEPPER. If the Senator will allow
ermient of the United States as a whole tee, and as such received a letter from the
with adequate revenue for wartime Governor-elect of the State of New York, me, I am going to take such a short time
needs, to, provide fiscal support for the Inquiring as to the views of the recipient that I should prefer not to yield.
Mr. CHAVEZ. I should like to ask the
stabilization program, to hold firm
of the letter as to the future course of the
Democratic Party. With the indulgence
Senator a question with reference to the
against the tide of special privileges, and
letter, if I may.
to achieve real simplicity for millions of of my kind colleagues, I should lie to
Mr. PEPPER. Yes.
read that letter.
small income taxpayers.
Mr. CHAVEZ. When was the letter
Inthineetosteghnnth
FLA., December 22, 1928.
dated?
hoefot nthe
interest of strnt endingtheRY,
ER Dembr2198
Hon~. FR~m D. ROOSEVELT,MrPE
hmfrnithineetospeig
2 98
Governor-elect, New York, N. Y.M.PPE.Dcme
the day of victory, I urge the earliest
Mr. CHAVEZ. The letter contains expossible action.
My DEAR MR. ROOSEVELT: It was a pleasure
Pressions of noble principles and noble
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
to have from you an inquiry as to my opinion
THE- WHITE HOUSE, February22, 1944. of the conduct of the Democratic Party in thoughts on which I wish to congratulate
the able Senator from Florida. But can
the future. I may say. I hope, that the peoThe Senate proceeded to reconsider pie have implicit confidence in your own the Senator from Florida tell us what
the bill (H. R. 3687) to provide revenue, judgment and rely upon you to furnish to happened in Florida in that particular
our party its leadership In the coming years.
election?
and for other purposes.
Mr. PEPPER. Florida in that election
The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques- Your public record and your personal charo
r
ebr
ovr
n
a
tionisShal
th bil pas, he ojecion
acteristics, which are known to all, eminently
wn
ovr n
a
wn o
r
ebr
tionisShal
th bii pss, he bjetios qualify you for the position. I had the pleasregretted it ever since, [Laughter.)
of the President of the United States to ure for a while of living with Mr. Ferdinand
Mr. President, I believe, therefore-and
the contrary notwithstanding? Under A. Hoyt, of your State. who, as he advises, enthe Constitution, the vote must be by
joyed service with you In the New York As- I think, Senators, we now have a confir
yeas and nays.
sembly, and he hasa been enthusiastic In mation of the fact-that the great strug
your praise.
gle which has been in progress in this
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Presidentcountry
and inifra
the Congress
because
MArYSNAOS.Voe
Vt!
fIn your letter you suggest the necessity
MNSEAOSVoe
Voeofan
aggressive activity from our party durmnhnsl
owa is hudb
mnhnsl~ifra
owa hudb
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator Ing the entire time between this and the next
the course and the conduct of the major
from Florida.
election. That Is a capital idea. The Reity party. We do not have to indulge in
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, I am publican Party, In its publicity, has propapersonalities to have differences of opin
sure that there is no tradition of the gated In the public mind, a belief In the
ion, The able Senator from Pennsyl
Senate which it is more solicitous to pre- Inevitable success of that party. Persistent
vania [Mr. Gun'zy] honored me by pre
sere
te ha
igt o te
umlet f
uggestion has led the people to believe that
senting what was, of course, my senti
serv
te rghtof
thn
he umbestof
their own welfare depends upon the success
of that party. If that were true, good faith ment in the caucus, that I desired the
its Members upon important or momentous public questions to express their would demand that we encourage and not reelection of our distinguished and hon
oppose the idea. To those of us, however,
orable and able majority leader. We
earnest convictions. Many decisions,
Mr. President. which we are making in who dwell In the conviction that the welfare
of the majority of the people lies in the tricould not have thought of doing other
these tumultuous days have reverberawise.
tions far beyond our poor power to calcuumph of the principles espoused by the DemBut, Mr. President, it is not a question
late or to imagine. If I thought that ocratic Party, there is nothing we can bein the future of this country as to what
tody
hefe n bie wrd Ishllcomingly do but urge persistently that those
conribut tosal people adopt as their own, those principles,
we do about a detail, but if what has
toda
in hefwoulde
and add to our persuasion the Impetus of
happened, if what we do here today in
undertake to say I wudcnrbtto
hsbl hl
le h n
psiguo
anything other than an early victory, a their own faith.
pesassing
uon this bilsallo alterthun-n
permanent peace, and the general welTo do this with constancy and diligence
the fundamental spirit and character
fare of our Nation and the world, I should our party must proceed not from excitement
anpuosofteDmctiPryI
say nothing. I have nothing to gain but from conviction. The smell of battle
anpuosofteDmctiPryf
save the inestimable satisfaction of ex- and the hope of victory will stir men to tremendous effort. But such effort, having Its
there may be any doubt in the public
prssngmyon enimns ndcoorigin in excitement must wane with the
mind that we are no longer the crusadvrcssings
yonsnimnsadcn
reaction. It Is deep-rooted,
Ing party which has the greatest good of
victons.emotional
If the vote we are about to take re- dogged conviction of right that makes men the greatest number as paramount in our
purpose, it means a victory at too great
lated itself only to the passage or the endure and persist. We must, therefore,
cost for the Democratic Party.
failure to pass a tax bill, that would be a make our ranks solid with workers and peomatter of small concern to the country ple of laith who will give their time and
I do not ask the country always to
an tepepe.I
teisu
wr te
their money when the battle is not raging.
keep a liberal party in power. I know
and he feope.
th isue erethe
I am convinced, however, that we shall not
how sentiment acts and reacts. I know
right of the legislative branch of the have our greatest success until-we make more
Government to exercise legislative power, perfect in the public mind, the concept of how the tides from the beginning of time
have ebbed and flowed upon the surface
anyone who dared to question that right what our party Is and at what it aims. For
and duty would fly in the face of a di- one, I want the DemocraticParty genuinely of the earth. But at least, Mr. President,
to become the liberal party of this Nation. It is fitting that we all preserve such
rect provision of the Federal Constitucharacter that the people may be able to
tion. But, Mr. President, I believe the I want it not to compromise upon that matfiduwhntewatoususste
ter, bscause we cannot go to the people with
fiduwhntewatoususste
issue involved goes far deeper than that, conviction in our eyes unless we are sincere
instrument of their policy and of their
I believe I can say that the Issue is re.
in our liberalism-in our belief that right
aim.
lated to the winning of the -war and the In this respect is the conferring of the greatest good upon the greatest number. To do
I do not believe, Mr. President, there
future of America; certainly it is directly
Is one of us who will doubt that when
t te
Dmoraic
that It shall be necessary that we so declare
relte utreofth
most of us molder in the sleep of for
Party.ourselves,
that we shall lose some of those
are now with us. They are appreciated;
getfulness there will be a star that will
Pat.who
Mr. President, for a little more than 7~ they are as noble as we, but they cannot go shine in the history books and in the
hearts of mankind, that will be as lumi
years I have been honored by a great
with us in a straightforward policy of libernous and as fixed as the North Star. It
State with the right to sit in the Senate. alusm in politics. We must stand for princiwill be the name of the leader of our
From time to time as I, as a Senator, pie and not election always. We must be
a
rnlnD
osvl.H
have cast my votes. I have met in the so firm in our allegiance to a utilitarian po- pr~
held up the lightolieasm ndf
Senate and in my State the accusation
litical philosophy that the people of ths
a tarfc.H
ofe libercalimpiand of
that I was a "yes man" for the President
Nation shall know upon whom to call when
h hmino
othUntdSae.Ihpteeo
they are convinced that that philosophy Is
many causes,ehsbe
of many downcast
and op
ofteUntdStts
Ihp, hrfre,
right. Straightforwardness, honesty, and sciie
that my colleagues will indulge me to clearness of statement, sincerity of purpose, pressed peoples. I believe that when we
read one page of a letter written on the must characterize our party's relation with vote today we will not only be voting on
the tax bill-if that were the only issue
22d day of December 1928 by a young the public,
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I would vote to override the veto-but we
will be voting on what is to be the permanent course and character of our
party.
I see in the action which I contemplate,
for I know I am in the minority, the
specter of twenty-odd years ago; I see a
country so divided over detail that if they
win the war they will lose the peace;
they will have such lack of harmony in
their action that they will produce an
economic chaos which will condemn more
millions to sacrifice and toil and poverty,
and will retard the progress of mankind,
if it does not contribute to the coming
of a World War No. 3 to curse and to
destroy another generation of noble and
guiltless men,
So, Mr. President, when that issue, as
I earnestly see it, is presented, there is
but one side I can conscientiously take,
and that is the side that will be indicated
by voting to sustain the veto of the President.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, yesterday I was instructed by the caucus of
the Domocratic Members of the Senate
to read to the Senate today the wording
of a resolution it unanimously adopted:
Whereas Senator ALBEN W. BARKCLEY, Of

States, I have never attended committee
hearings where members were so diligent
and Interested. Members of the cornmittee in executive session extensively
debated the many provisions of the bill
In the utmost candor and frankness.
I am constrained to say that I should
like to have seen written a tax bill which
would produce more revenue. I so
stated in committee, and nothing has
happened since which has changed my
mind,
Yet, Mr. President, those who are unfamiliar with this complicated tax procedure sometimes fail to understand the
real difficulty legally to reach and tax
the new money which has been made
through the war effort, without doing
real violence to the taxpayers who have
not profited through the war effort. It
will be recalled that I, along with the
Senator from Massachusetts
[Mr.
WALSH],* the Senator from Wisconsin
[Mr. LA FOLLETTE],* and the Senator from
Texas [Mr. CONNALLY], filed minority
views on the provisions of the revenue
bill dealing with the renegotiation statute. We definitely said in our minority
views that we were opposed to unconscionable profiteering. We were opposed
togvn
noealcnet
ae
togvn
noealcnet
ae
large profits out of war business.
Later, after consultation and conference with the War Department and the
Navy Department, we rewrote the preSent Renegotiation Act, and the act as rewritten apparently is satisfactory to everyone. With that done, Mr. President,
the members of the Finance Committee
were unanimous in supporting the pend-
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The Senator from Tennessee [Mr.
STEWART], the Senator from Oklahoma
[Mr. THoMAS], and the Senator from
Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER] are absent on
important public business.
I am advised that if present and vot
ing the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
THOMAiS], and the Senator from Loui..
siana [Mr. ELLENDER] would vote "yea."1
Mr. WHERRY. The Senator from
Oregon [Mr. MCNARY] Is absent because
of Illness.
The Senator from California [Mr.
JOHNSON], the Senator from Kansas [Mr.
REED], and the Senator from Wyoming
[Mr. ROBERTSON] are necessarily absent.
amdvsdttifhehreSnos
IamdvsdttifhehreSnos
mentioned were present and voting they
would vote "yea."
The roll call resulted-yeas 72, nays 14.
as follows:
ES7
Aiken
Andrews
Austin

Davis
Eastland
Ferguson

Bailey
Bali
Bankhead
Barkley
Bilbo
Brewster
Bridges

George
Gerry
Gillette
Gurney

O'Dantel
Overton
Radcliffe

Revercomb
Reynolds
Russell
Scrugham
Shipsteadi
Smith
Taft

Kentucky, has served as majority leader in
the Senate of the United States nearly 7
years; and
Whereas throughout this period he has
proved his qualities as a legislative leader,
in a time of unprecedented difficulty, to such
a degree as to command the unqualified confidence of his fellow Democrats and the full
respect of the opposition, at all times being
capable and courteous, fatihiful. to his trust,
diligent and courageous In discharge of his
duties, and equal to all the trying demands
ngtxmaueConnally
ofhi psiio:
eaur.Danaher
ow terfoebeitIn tx
Rfehsposid ytion
Nowu
thrfore,beit
rt
Later on, with a few minor changes the
Sesotors, Tha twe casure oenator BemoRati
conference reported the bill back to the
of our confidence in him as our leader, of
Senate and it was passed by the Senate
our affectionate regard and abiding respect
with little or no opposition.
as a fellow Senator, and of our desire that
Mr. President, in conclusion let me say
he shall continue to serve us, our party, and
that I am not unmindful of all that has
our country in the great post of power and
occurred throughout the hearings upon
duty to which we have repeatedly called him
this measure and since the veto message
and which he has honored by service not
surpassed Ina the history of the Senate.
was sent to the Congress. I do not un-

Brooks
Buck
Burton
Bushfield
Btier
Byrd
Capper
Caraway,
Chandler
Chavez
Clark, Idaho
Clark. Mo.

Hatch
Hawkes.
Hayden
Holman
Jackson
Johnson, Colo.
La Follette
Lucas
McCsrran
McClellan
McFarland
Mc~ellar
Maloney
Maybank
Millikin
Moore
Nye

Bone
Green
Guffey
Hill
Kloe

Langer
Mead
M~urdock
Murray
Ppe

Thomas. Utah
Tunneil
Wagner
Wailgren
Stewart
Thomas. Oklat.

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I rise to
take Just a moment of the time of the
Senate. Much as I like my very able
friend the Senator from Florida [Mr.
PEPPER], I am forced to disagree with
him with respect to the question on
which I shall vote today. When I vote
upon this measure I shall be voting on
pending tax legislation, and that alone,
Mr. President, I wish to say that I am
one of the taxpayers of the Nation. I
have purchased every bond that my income would permit. I am paying more
taxes at this time than ever before. I
unhesitatingly and cheerfully say that
I am willing to pay more. In fact, Mr.
President, I would gladly give to the Govermient every bond I have if thereby I
could help in successfully prosecuting
this war, to the end that the basic principles of this Republic shall remain unchanged.
I am a member of the Finance Cornmittee. Few people can thoroughly understand or appreciate the days and
weeks which were spent by the committee in the examination and analyzation
oftemaycmle
a
polm
fud
of
pobles
te mny omplx
fund
tx
In the pending revenue measure.
In all my experience with committee
work in the Congress of the United

McNary
O`Mahoney
Reed
Robertson

The VICE PRESIDENT. On this ques
tion h esae7,adteny
r 4
nwotheiyes arof Sntrpesnay
,the
n
bare14
Tw-hrsoteSnarspsnthy
Ing voted in the affrmative, the bill is
passed, the objections of the President
of the United States to the contrary not
withstandinlg.
In order to prevent any doubt arising
as to the time of passage of the bill if
the question should arise hereafter, the
Chair announces the time as 12:49 P. m.
Mr. BARKJEY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the clerk read
from the desk at this point the letter of
the President of the United States ad
dressed to me on February 23, 1944, and
my reply to him, dated February 24,
1944.
TeVIEP SDN.Wtouob
TeVIEP SI NT Wtouob
jection, the clerk will read, as requested.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

derestimate the responsibility of my
decision.
I have weighed this matter
with due care and caution. When the
roll call comes, and I vote to override the
President's veto message, my vote will be
cast, Mr. President, in line with what my
conscience dictates,
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Question
is, Shall the bill pass, the objections of
the President of the United States to the
contrary notwithstanding?
On this question, the yeas and nays
are requir d hv t P (n f hitItnn. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. HILL. I announce that the Senator from Virginia [Mr. GLASS] is absent
because of illness. I am advised that if
he were present and voting he would vote
"nay." He Is paired with the Senator
frmClfri[M.JHSNanth
frmClfri[M.JHSNanth
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER].
I am advised that if those Senators were
present and voting they would vote "yea."
The Senator from Wyoming (Mr.
O`MAHoNEY] is absent because of illness.
I am advised that if he were present and
voigh
wudvoe"e.",
votig h wold
vte ea.DEAR
The Senator from California [Mr.
DOWNEY]I is absent on official business for
the Senate.

I'AYS,..14

Thomas, Idaho
Tobey
Truman
Tydings
Vandenberg
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, N. J.
Weeks
Wheeler
Wherry
White
Wiley
Willis
Wilson

NOT VOTING-.10

Downey
Ellender
Glass
Johnson, Calif.

THE WHrrE HousE,
Washington, February 23, 1944.

Hon.

AL9EN

W. BARK.LEY,

United States Senate,
Washington, D. 0.
ALBEN: As I am out of the city I am
unable to have a personal talk with you. it
I were there, of course, that la the first thing

I would do.
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I regret to learn from your speech In the
Senm'e on the tax veto that you thought I
had in my message attacked the integrity
of yourself and other Members of the Congrass. Such you must know was not my intention. You and I may differ, and have
differed on important measures, but that does
not mean we question one another's good
faith,
In working together to achieve common
objectives we have always tried to accommodate our views so as not to offend the other
whenever We Could conscientiously do so.
But neither of us can expect the other to go
further.
When on last Monday I read to you portions of my tax message and you Indicated
your disagreement, I made certain changes
as a result of our talk. You did not, however, try to alter my basic decision when YOU
realized how strongly I felt about it, While
I did not realize how very strongly you felt
about that basic decision, had I known. I
should not have tried to dissuade you from
exercising your own judgment in urging the
overriding of the veto,
I sincerely hope that you will not persist
in your announced intention to resign as
majority leader of the Senate. if you do,
however, I hope your colleagues will not aCcept your resignation; but if they do, I sincerely hope that they will immediately and
unanimously reelect you.
With the many serious problems daily confronting us, it is inevitable that at times you
should differ with your colleagues and differ
with me. I am sure that your differing with
your colleaguies does not lessen their confldance in you as leader. Certainly, your diffaring with me does not affect my confidence
in your leadership nor in any degree lessen
my respect and affection for you personally,
Very sincerely yours.
FRANKLiN D. ROOSEVELT.

Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I ask
that my reply to the President be printed
in the RECORD at this point without reading.
There ben
oojcin
h
etr

Ther
n beig
objctio,

te

was ordered to be printed in the

leter
RECORD,

as follows:

FEBRUARY 24, 1944.
Hon. FRANKLiN D. ROOSEVELT,
The White House,

Washington, D. C
My DEAR Ma. PaESEsmN': When I reached
my home late yesterday afternoon, after the
events of the day, Steve Early was waiting
with your gracious letter, which he delivered
to me in person.
First, let me thank you for your prompt
disavowal of any intention to reflect upon my
own or the Integrity of other Members of the
Congress. I accept your statement in this
regard at full value and I am happy to feel
that it was sincere. If, when I discussed the
veto with you on last Monday, I had known

that it would be couched In the language
which it contained, I would then have protested against it and would have advised you
that I would be compelled to reply. However,
our argument over the veto related to thle
measure itself, and when I learned that You
had definitely decided to veto the measure
notwithstanding any arguments which I had
been able to put forward, I felt that there
was no further occasion for discussion.
I am sure I need not say to you that I have,
during these eventful years. worked with you
with an inspiration, a devotion, and a per
sonal affection which has not been ap
proached by any other man, uniess it be
Woodrow Wilson. at whose feet I sat as a
young Member of Congress and learned from
him many of the great lessons of liberalism
in government and society which I have
struggled to advance.
I realize that sometimes language in a
written document carries with It connotations

not Intended by the writer. Sometimes tile
expressions on one's countenance or the inI
tonations in one's voice indicate a meaning
not always carried in the written word. But
I feel that upon reflection you will agree that
some of the language contained in your veto
message was abundantly susceptible of tire
interpretation which I put upon it in my ad
dress to the Senate and which many others
put upon It throughout the country.
I am happy to feel, as you have indicated,
that you had no such purpose in mind.
I realize that in these terrific times, you, are
burdened with a responsibility no American
President has ever borne. Throughout this
perilous period my heart has gone out to you
in sympathetic understanding, not only of
your great responsibility but your high pur
pose in meeting that responsibility. I want
you to know that that faith In you endures
in me today and will continue to endure, be
cause I have recognized in you a spokesman
of the people, whose chief desire was to ad
vance their welfare and their happiness.
We have on some occasions disagreed as to
policies, and we have sometimes disagreed as
to methods. Frequently I have submerged
my own views in recognition of your more in
timate knowledge and your greater responsi
bility. Sometimes you have yielded your
views to mine. In all these circumstances we
have maintained a mutual respect, which I
have deeply appreciated.
But it seems to me there is something
broader and more fundamental than any per
sonal acquiescence as between you and me
over matters of public policy and furnda
mental principle. In this great crisis of our
Nation's history we must all seek some com
mon ground upon which we can meet and
have confidence In one another. That ap
plies to all the branches of our Government.
If we cannot trust one another in this tragic

period of the history of our Nation and of the
world, how can the people trust us?

I want you to know that you have my ut
most confidence and affection, and the per
sonal and official relations Which have been
to me a source of infinite pride I hope may
be continued.
In view eof all that had happened, 1 felt
compelled to tender my resignation as ma
jority leader at the Democratic conference

today.

The conference

unanimously

ac

cepted It and then unanimously reelected me
as majority leader. In spite of my own per

sonal preference to yield this responsibility
to sonse other, in view of their earnest and
unanimous action, and in view of your own
generous and manly statement to me, I have
accepted again the majority leadership of the
Senate.
I fervently trust that this incident may be
Instrumental in bringing the executive and
legislative departments closer together In
fullest cooperation to the end that we may
win this terrible war at the earliest possible
moment, bring all of our armed forces back
to their homes and loved ones, and be instru

mental in bringing to a downhearted and dis
tressed world peace at last.
With great respect, I am,
Cordially and sincerely yours,
ALEEN W. BARKLEYv.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

The message also announced that the
Senate having proceeded to reconsider
the bill (H. R. 3687) entitled "An act to
provide revenue, and for other purposes,"
returned by the President of the United
States with his objections to the House
of Representatives, in which it origi
nated, and passed by the House of Rep
resentatives, on reconsideration of the
same, it was
Resolved, That the said bill pass, twothirds of the Senate having voted in the
affirmative.

FEBRUARY 29

[PUBLIc LAW 235--78TH CowGREss]
[CHAPTER 63-2D) SESSION]
[H. R. 36871
AN ACT
To provide revenue, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) SHORT

Trnz.-This Act, divided into titles and sections according to the
following Table of Contents, may be cited as the "Revenue Act of
1943":
[In the following table, a section number enclosed In parentheses following the
description of the subject matter of a section, subsection, or paragraph of this Act
indicates each provision of the Internal Revenue Code amended by such section,
subsection, or paragraph of this Act.]
TABLE OF CONTE NTS
TiTLE I-INnxvIDtrAL AND CORPORATION Iwcoimi TAxES AND WrrHHOLDrNG or TAx
AT SOURCE ON WAGES

Sec. 101.
Sec. 102.
(a)
(b)
Sec. 103.
Sec. 104.
Sec. 105.
(a)
(b)

Se-c. 106.
Sec. 107.

(a)

Change In rate (sec. 450).

(b)
(C)

(a)
(b)

Repeal of credits against Victory tax (sec. 453).
Technical amendments (secs. 456 and 34).
Repeal of earned income credlit.
In general (sees. 25 (a), 47 (d), and 155).
Earned income from sources without United States (sec. 116
(a) ).
Certain fiscal year taxpayers.
In general (sec. 108).
Taxable years to which appEcable.
Exclusion from gross income of mustering-out pay of members
of armed forces (see.22 (li) (14))
Last-In, first-out inventory.
In general (sec. 22-(d) (6))
Effective date.
Denial of dedluction for Federal exclsre taxes not deductible
under section 23 (a) (sec. 23 (c))
Deduction for losses on securities In affiliated corporations.
Stock losses (see. 23 (g) (4) (E).
Bond losses (sec. 23 (k) (5) (B))

(C)

Taxable years to which applicable.

(a)
(b)
Sec. 108.
Sec. 109.

(a)
(b)

i0ec. 110.
Sec. 111.

Taxable years to which amendments applicable.
Alternative tax on individuals with gross income from certain
sources of less than $3,000 (sec. 400).
In general (sec. 400).
Technical amendment: Optional tax inapplicable to-citizen en
titled to benefits of section 251 (sec. 404).
Determination of status for purposes of personal exemption
and credit for dependents (sec. 25 (b) (3) ).
Reduction of credits in case of short year limited to jeopardy
(see. 47 (e)).
Returns of income (sec: 51 (b)).
Determination of status (sec. 51 (f))
Joint returns where spouses have different taxabl~e years
(see. 51 (b)).
Victory tax.

(a)
(b)

Sec. 112.

[PUB. LAW 235.]

78

TITLE IX-SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES
SEC. 901. AUTOMATIC INCREASE IN 1944 RATE NOT TO APPLY.
(a) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1400 of the Federal Insurance

Contributions Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1400) are amended
to read as follows:
"( l With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, and 1944, the rate shall be 1 per
"(2) With respect to wages received during the calendar year
1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum."
(b) Clauses (1) and (2) of section 1410 of such Act (Internal Reve
nue Code, sec. 1410) are amended to read as follows:
"(i) With respect to wages paid during, the calendar years
19K9, 1940,' 1941, 1942, 1943, and 1944, the-rate shall be 1 per
centinn.
" (2) WVith respect to wages ,paid during the calendar year 1945,
the rate shall be 2 per cetu.
SEC. 902. APPROPRIATIONS TO THE TRUST FUND.
Section 201 (a)- of the Social Security Act, as amended, is
further amended by adding at the end of the subsection the following:
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tPiuB. L~w 35.]

"There is also authorized to be appropriated to the Trust Fund
such additional sums as may be reqvired to finance the benefits and
payments provided under this title.'
SAM RAYBURN

Speaker of the House of Representtatives.
CLAUDE PEPPER

Acting President of the Senate pro ternpore.
IN THE

Housu OF REPRESENTATIVES) U. S.
February24, 19441.

The House of Representatives having proceeded to reconsider the
bill (H. R. 3687) entitled "An Act to provide revenue and for other
purposes", returned by the President of the United states with his
objections, to the House of Representatives, in which it originated,
it was
Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of the House of 'Repre
sentatives agreeing to pass the same.
Attest:
SouTm Ton~~
Clerk.

I certify that this Act originated in the House of Representatives.
SOUJTH ThimBLE

Clerk.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

February£5 (legislativeday, February7) , 1944.
The Senate having proceeded to reconsider the bill (H. R. 3687)
entitled "An Act to provide revenue, and for other purposes", returned
byresden
he
oftheUnted States with his objections to the House
of eprsetatves i whchit originated, and passed bythe House
of Rpreenttivs o reonsderation of the same, it was
Reslve,
Tat he aidbill pass, two-thirds of the Senate having
voted in the affirmative.
i

Attest:

EDWIN

A. HALSEY

Secretary.

7T8TH Coxaumss HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
2d Seseion j*

Rn'oet
No. 1215

CLARIFICATION OF CERTAIN SERVICES PERFORMED BY
SEAMEN

MARCH 1,

1944.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the state
of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. BLAND, from the Committee on the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, submitted the following

REPORT
(To accompany H. R. 82591
The Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries, to whom
was referred the bill (H. R. 3259) to clarify the application of section
1 (b) of Public Law 17, Seventy-eighth Congress, to certain services
performned by seamen as employees of the United States through the
WrShipping Administration, having considered the same, report
favorably thereon with amendments and recommend that the bill,
as amended, do pass.
The amendments are as follows:
Page 1, line 8, after the word "amended" and before the word "by"
insert a comma and the following: "effective as of the effective date
or dates of said subsection (i)" and a comma.
Page 2, line 5, after the word "country" and before the quotation
mark insert the following: "and bare-boat chartered to the War Ship
ping Administration".
Page 2, line 7, after the word "amended" and before the word
"by"s Insert a comma and the following: "effective as of the effective
date or dates of said subsection (o) (1)" and a comma.
Page 2, line 13, after the word "country" and before the quotation
mark insert the following: "and bare boat chartered to the War
Shipping Administration"~.
The first and third amendments are intended to make the second
and fourth amendments effective as of the original effective date of
the prviions of the law amended thereby.
The secrond and fourth amendments change the operative effect of
the original bill so that the amendments therein would apply in case
of foreign-flag vessels only if they were bare boat chartered to the
War Shipping Administration and would leave the present law in
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operation with respect to foreign-flag vessels owned by War Shipping
Administration.
GENERAL STATEMENT
EXISTING LAW

Section 1 (b) of Public Law 17 (57 Stat. 45) approved March 24,
1943, was designed to place services performed on or in connection
with ainy vessel by an officer or nmember of the crew as an employee of
the United St~ates (employed through the W~ar Shipping Adminii~stra
tion or the United StateskMaritimie Commission) within the definition
of covered employment contained in section 1426 of the Internal
Revenue Code (Federal Insurance Contributions Act) and section 209
of the Social Security Act (relating to old-age and survivors insurance
beinefit provisions). Prior to the enactment of Public Law 17, such
services, when performned for the United States Government as
employer, were not considered covered under the laws referred to.
The broad coverage of such services under section 1 (b) of Public
Law 17 has had the unintended effect of including within the definition
of "employment" certain. types of ser-vices performed by seamen which
would not be covered uinder the old-age benefit provisions of the Social
Security Act (and the corresponding tax law) had they been per
formed for private shipping operators.
PURPOSE OF THE BILL

It is the purpose of H. R. 3259 from the standpoint of the laws
dealing with such old-age and survivors' insurance benefits, to bring
the treatment of services performed by seamen employed by the War
Shipping Administration or the United States Maritime Commission
in line with that applicable to similar services when performed by
seamen for private shipping olperators. This would be accomplished
by excluding from old-age benefits coverage, first, services per
formed under a contract entered into without the United States
and (luring the performance of which the vessel does not touch at a
port in the United States; second, services performed on a vessel
(locumenteI uinder the laws of any foreign country. Services of the
first description would not be considered covered employment for
purposes of the old-age benefits; statutes, but,-under Public Law 17,
when performed on behalf of the War Shipping Administration (or
the United States Maritime Commission) they are covered employ
ment. Two sets of similar amendments to section 1 (b) are necessary
to effect the desired changes.
The effect of the statute in its present form may be illustrated by
the following example: A vessel (owned or bare boat chartered by the
War Shipping Administration signs on a crew at San Francisco and
sails from that port for Sydney, Australia. When it arrives in Aus
tralia, one of the, crew is hospitalized and it becomes necessary to
sign on a replacement. Should that individual perform services
entirely outsidhe the United States and sign off before the vessel
touches a United States port, his services would not be considered
covered employment when performed for a private shipping operator
as his employer; under the statute a different result follows when such
services are performed for the War Shipping Administration or the
United States Maritime Commission.
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The War Shipping Administration representatives in Australia arc
having difficulties in deducting old a e enefit contributions from the
wages paid to seamen who are signed on and who sign off in a foreign
country under the circumstances indicated in the illustration. Most
of the seamen hired under these circumstances arc nonresident aliens
of the United States who will be in no position to build up and are not
interested in accumulating such quarters of coverage as are necessary
to entitle them to benefits under our Social Security Act. The
amendment suggested will remedy a situation which at times has
interfered with securing replacements in foreign countries to serve on
War Shipping Administration vessels. Only relatively small sums
of money are involved. As a matter of policy there, appears to be no
jutfcation for treating these services, when performed for the War
Shitpping Administration or the United States Maritime Conmnission,
on a basis different from such services when performed for private
shipping operators.
Services of the second description (i. e., performed on foreign-flag
vessels) when performed by a seaman for a private shipping operator
on a vessel documented under the laws of a foreign country would not
be considered covered employment, but, when such services are per
formed by a seaman as an employee of the War Shipping Adminis
tration (or the 'U. S. Maritime Commission) they would under
Public Law 17, be treated as covered employment. Since the pas
sage of Public Law 17 shipping and military needs have required
War Shipping Administration to make use of the shipping facilities
and the skilled seamen of the United Nations by operating a sub
stantial number of foreign flag vessels on bare-boat charter, with
employment therein of groups of nonresident alien seamen. The
services performed by these seamen should be excluded from covered
employment for purposes of old-age benefits since they are performed
on vessels documented under the laws of a foreign country. This
does not involve any change in the basic policy ofi the old-age and
survivors' insurance law which excludes from covered employment
services on foreign flag vessels when performed by seamen who are
privately employed.
The committee amendments relate to services of the second descrip
tion and wvould exclude from coverage such services only when they
are rendered on vessels bare-boat chartered to the War Shipping
Administration. Your committee deem it desirable to continue the
1resent coverage of services perfornied by seameii on vessels owned
by the United S~tates even though they are operated under foreigmi flag.
Public Law 17 and the amendments proposed thereto by HI. R.
3259 will be effective during the period prior to the termiuation of
title I of the First War Powers Act of 1941, and retroactively with
respect to services performed since September 30, 1941. They are
war measures designed to extend old-age-benefit coverage during the
war period. No change in the basic policy Of the social-security laws
is involved and in the opinion of the Wr Shipping Ad~ministration
the amendments proposed will facilitate the more effective prosecution
of the war effort.
There arc appended hereto the favorable reports of the Federal
Security Agency and the War Shipping Administration. The Bureau
of the Budget has advised that it has no objection.
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FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
Washington £5, October 9, 1948.

Ron. S. 0. BLAND,

Chairman, Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives, Washington £5, D. C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your letter of September 22, 1943,
asking for the views and recommendations of this Agency with regard to H1. R.
3259, a bill to clarify the application of section 1 (b) of Public Law 17, Seventyeighth Congress, to certain services performed by seame'n as employees of the
United States through the War Shipping Administration.
Section 1 (b) of Public Law 17 of the Seventy-eighth Congress, which would be
amended by the enactment of this bill, extenas the coverage of the old-age and
survivors 'insurance program to seamen employed by the War Shipping Adminis
tration. The proposed amendment would exclude from such coverage seamen
whose services are performed on foreign-flag vessels or are contracted for and per
formed wholly outside the United States. This limitation seems to me to be
reasonable and proper In view of the administrative difficulties which would
litobably be encountered in the coverage of the services which are proposed to be
excluded. The proposal is substantially in line with existing limitations on the
coverage of privately employed seamen under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act and title II of the Social Security Act.
In view of the committee's wish that it be furnished this report in advance of Its
hearing on October 12, 1943, and the consequent shortness of time available for its
preparation, no advice has been obtained from the Bureau of the Budget as to its
relationship to the program of the President.
Sincerely yours,
PAUL V. McNouTT, Administrator.

Ron.S.
. BLNDWashington

WAR SHIPPING; ADMINISTRATION,
£5, D. C., October 9, 1948.

Chairman, Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives.
DEAR JUDGE BLAND: Under date of September 22, 1943, you requested the
views of the War Shipping Administration with respect to H. R. 3259, a bill to
clarify the application of section 1 (b) of Public Law 17, Seventy-elighth Congress,
to certain services performed by seamen ats employees of the United States through
the War Shipping Administration.
The bill, if enacted, will exclude from employment, covered under the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (see. 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code) and
the old-age benefit provisions of the Social Security Act (sec. 209 (o), Social
Security Act), services performed (1) under a contract entered into without the
United States and during the performance of which the vessel does not touch
at a port in the United States or (2) on a vessel documented under the laws of
any foreign country
Slectiotn 1426 of the Internal Revenue Code and section 209 of the Social Security
Act define the term "employment" to include any service of whatever nature
performed within the United States by an employee for the person employing
hinm, irrespeetive of the citizenship or residence of either, except those services
which are specifically exempt uinder such acts. In addition, services outside the
United States may be covered under the above acts if they are performed on or
In connection with an American vessel outside the United States, ifthe employee
is employed on and in connection with such vessel outside the United States,
if the services are performed under a contract of service entered into within the
United States or during the performance of which the vessel touches at a port
within the United States, and if the services are not specifically exempted. P~rior
to the enactruent of Public Law No. 17, Seventy-eighth Congress, first session,
approved on Mareh 24, 1943, services performed on or in connection with any
vessel by an officer or member of the crew us an employee of the United States,
employed through the War Shipping Administration, or the United States
Maritime Commission, were not within the definition of employment in sections,
1428'and 209,referred to aboves.
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Publie Law No. 17 amended section 1426 of the Internal Revenue Code and
section 209 of the 0ocial. Security Act so as to include within the term "employ
ment" services performed on or in connection with any vessel by an officer or
member of the crew as an employee of the United States, employed through the
War Shipping Administration or the United States Maritime Commission. The
broad coverage of servces performed by seamen as employees of the United States
through the agencies above-named has had the effect of including within the defi
nition of "employment" certain services which would not be covered employment
If performed for private employers. Services rendered by a seaman for a private
shipping operator under a contract of employment entered into without the United.
States where, during the performance of the services, the vwssel does not touch at
a port in the United States, would not be considered covered employment in view
of section 1426 (b), Internal Revenue Code, and section 209 (b) of the Social Secu
rity Act, as amended. Section 1426 (i), Internal Revenue Code, and section 209
(o) of the Social Security Act, as amended, added by Public Law 17, have the
effect of making such services, when performied on behalf of the War Shipping
Administration or the United §tae Maritime Commission, covered employment.
Services performed by a seaman for a private shipping operator, on a vessel
documented under the laws of a foreign country would not he considered covered
employment (see sec. 1426 (b) and (g), Internat Revenue Code, and sec. 209 (b)
and (d of the Social Security Act, as amended). Yet, if those services are per
formed by a seaman as an employee of the War Shipping Administration or the
United States Maritime Commission, they would be treated as covered employ
mient under section 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code and section 209 (a) of
the Social Security Act.
The coverage, under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the old-age
and survivors insurance provisions of the Social Security Act, of services performed
by seamen employed by the War Shipping Administration (or the United States
MIaritime Comnitission) should be in line with the treatment of similar services
performed for private shipping operators. Situations have arisen since the
passage of Public Law 17, which make this a more inportant consideration than
was contemplated at the time Of enactment of Public Law 17. The War Shipping
Administration, in order to make the most effective use of all availahile shipping
facilities and skilled seamen of the United Nations, operates an increasing number
of foreign-flag vessels on bare-boat charter, agreeing to retain the vessel's flag and
becoming the employer of groups of nonresident alien seamen. The services per
formed by these seamen should be excluded from covered employment, for pur
poses of old-age and survivors insurance benefits, since they are rendered on
vessels documented under laws of a foreign country. This does not involve any
change in basic policy of the social-security laws which exclude from covered
empljoyment services on such vessels by seamen privately employed.
In view of these considerations, the War Shipping Administration favors the
enactment of the bill. Since hearings on the bill are scheduled for October 12,
1943, this report is being submitted to you without awaiting clearance by the
Bureau of the Budget. Therefore, nothing herein should be construed as an indi
cation of the relation of the proposed legislation to the program of the President.
Sincerely yours,
E. S. LAND, Administ rator.
CHANGES IN

EXISTING LAW

In compliance with paragr aph 2a of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill are
shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in
black brackets; existing law in which no change is made is in roman;
and new language is in italics):
Section 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code (subsec. (i) in sec. 1
-(b) (1) of'Public Law 17, 78th Cong.) (sec. 1 of H. R. 3259):
(i) OVFcFICRS AND MEMBR~Ss OF CREWS EMPLOYED BY WAR SHIPPNG ADMINIS
THSATION.-The term "employment" shall include such service as is determined
by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, to be performed after Sep
tember 30, 1941, and prior to the termination of title I of the First War Powers
Act, 1941 on or in connection with any vessel by an officer or member of the crew
as an empilyee of the United States employed through the War Shipping Adminis
tration, or, in respect of such service performed before February 11, 1942, the
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United States Maritime Commission, but shall not include any such service performed
(I) under a contract entered into withbut the United States and during the performance
ofwhich the vessel does not touch at a port in the United States, or (2) on a vessel
documented under the laws of any foreign country. The term "wages" means, with
respect to service which constitutes employment by reason of -this subsection,
such amount of remuncration as is determined (subject to the provisions of this
section) by~the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, to he paid for such
service. 'he Adm inistrator and such agents as hc may designate for the purpose
are authorized and directed to comply with the provisions of the internal revenue
laws on behalf of the United States as the employer of individuals whose service
constitutes emlployment by reason of this subsection, but. the Administrator and
his agents shall not be liable for the tax on any employee imposed by sectton 1400
(unless the Administrator or his agent collects such tax from the employee) with
respect to service performed before the date of enactment of this subsection which
constitutes employment by reason of the, enactment of this subsection.

Section 209 (o) (1) of the Social Security Act (subsec. (o) (1) ini
sec. 1 (b) (2) of Public Law 17, 78th Cong.) (see. 2 of HW R. 3259):
(a) (1) OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF CREWS EMPLOYED BY WAR SHfIPPtNG; AD
MINISTRATION.-Tho term "employment" shall include such service as is deter
mined by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, to be performed after
September 30, 194 1, and prior to the termination of title I of the First War Powers
Act
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shall not Include any such service performed
(1) under a contract entered Into without
the United States and during the perform
ance of which the vessel does not touch at
a port In the United States, or (2) on a vessel
documented under the laws of any foreign
country."
SEC. 2. Subsection (o) (1) in section 1 (b)
(2) of the said act of March 24, 1943, Is
amended by Inserting before the period at
the end thereof a comma and the following:
"but shall not include any such service per
formed (1) under a contract entered Into
without the United States and during the
performance of which the vessel does not
touch at a port in the United States, or (2)
on a vessel documented under the laws of any
foreign country."

With the following committee amend
ments:
Page 1, line 8, after the word "amended"
and before the word "by", Insert a comma
and the following: "effective as of the effec
tive date or dates of said subsection (i) " and
a comma.
Psge 2, line 8, after the word "country"
and before the quotation mark, Insert the
following: "and bare-boat chartered to the
War Shipping Administration."
Page 2, line 7, after the word "amended"
and before the word "by". Insert a comma
and the following: "effective as of the effec
tive date or dates of said subsection (o) (1)"
and a comma.
Page 2, line 13, after the word "country"
and before the quotation mark insert the
following: "and bare boat chartered to the
War Shipping Administration."
The committee amendments were
agreed to.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, was read the third
time, and, passed, and a motion to re
consider was laid on the table.

CLARIFICATION OF CERTAIN SERVICEs
PERFORMED BY SEAMEN
The Clerk called the next bill, H. R.
3259, to clarify the application of section
1 (b) of Public Law 17, Seventy-eighth
Congress. to certain services performed
by seamen as employees of the United
States through the War Shipping Admin
istration.
Tile Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Clerk
read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the first sentence
of subsection (1) in section 1 (b) (1) of the
act entitled "An act to amend and clarify
certain provisions of law relating to functions
of the War Shipping Administration, and for
other purposes.", approved March 24. 1943
(Public Law 17, 78th Cong.; r87 Stat. 45),
is amended by inserting before the period
thereof A comma and the following: "but
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shall not Include any such service performed
(1) under a contract entered Into without
the United States and during the perform
ance of which the vessel does not touch at
a port In the United States, or (2) on a vessel
documented under the laws of any foreign
country."
SEC. 2. Subsection (o) (1) in section 1 (b)
(2) of the said act of March 24, 1943, Is
amended by Inserting before the period at
the end thereof a comma and the following:
"but shall not include any such service per
formed (1) under a contract entered Into
without the United States and during the
performance of which the vessel does not
touch at a port in the United States, or (2)
on a vessel documented under the laws of any
foreign country."

With the following committee amend
ments:
Page 1, line 8, after the word "amended"
and before the word "by", Insert a comma
and the following: "effective as of the effec
tive date or dates of said subsection (i) " and
a comma.
Psge 2, line 8, after the word "country"
and before the quotation mark, Insert the
following: "and bare-boat chartered to the
War Shipping Administration."
Page 2, line 7, after the word "amended"
and before the word "by". Insert a comma
and the following: "effective as of the effec
tive date or dates of said subsection (o) (1)"
and a comma.
Page 2, line 13, after the word "country"
and before the quotation mark insert the
following: "and bare boat chartered to the
War Shipping Administration."
The committee amendments were
agreed to.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, was read the third
time, and, passed, and a motion to re
consider was laid on the table.

CLARIFICATION OF CERTAIN SERVICEs
PERFORMED BY SEAMEN
The Clerk called the next bill, H. R.
3259, to clarify the application of section
1 (b) of Public Law 17, Seventy-eighth
Congress. to certain services performed
by seamen as employees of the United
States through the War Shipping Admin
istration.
Tile Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Clerk
read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the first sentence
of subsection (1) in section 1 (b) (1) of the
act entitled "An act to amend and clarify
certain provisions of law relating to functions
of the War Shipping Administration, and for
other purposes.", approved March 24. 1943
(Public Law 17, 78th Cong.; r87 Stat. 45),
is amended by inserting before the period
thereof A comma and the following: "but
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CLARIFYING THE APPLICATION OF SECTION 1 (b) OF
PUBLIC LAW 17, SEVENTY-EIGHTII CONGRESS, TO
CERTAIN SERVICES PERFORMED BY SEAMEN

MAacu 29 (legislative day, FziSBuARY 7), 1944.-Ordered to be printed

Mr. RADCLIFFE, from the Committee on Commerce, submitted the
following

REPORT
(To-accompany H. R. 3259]

The Committee on Commerce, to whom was referred the bill (H. R.
3259) to clarify the application of section 1 (b) of Public Law 17,
SevntyeihthConres, o crtin ervce peforedby seamen as
hrogh he ar hipingAdminis
empoyes
UntedStaes
o th
hvinth smereprtfavraby heronwithout
traion
cosiere
GENERAL' STATEMENT
EXISTING LAW

Section 1 (b) of Public Law 17 (57 Stat. 45) approved March 24,
1943, was designed to place services performed on or in connection
with any esel by 'an officer or member of the crew as an employee of
the Unie States (employed through the War Shipping Administra
tion or the United States Maritime Commission) within the definition
of* covered employment contained in section 1426 of the Internal
Revenue Code (Federal Insurance Contributions Act) and section 209
of the Social Security Act (relating to old-age and survivors insurance
benefit provisions). Prior to the enactment of Public Law 17, such
services, when performed for the United States Government as
employer, were not considered covered under the laws referred to.
The broad coverage of such services under section I (b) of Public
Law 17 has had the unintended effect of including within the definition
of "mplymet"
ertin ype ofservices performed by seamen in
theempoy
f te Uite Stteswhch would not be covered under the
olda ebenfitproisins f the Social Security Act (and the corre
spota in la) hd tey been performed for private shipping
operators.
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CLARIFY CERTAIN SERVICES PERFORMED BY SEAMEN
PURPOSE OF THE BILL

The War Shipping Administration, in meeting shipping and military
requirements, bareboat charters foreign-flag vessels and employs as
part of the crews thereon groups of nonresidleft alien seamen. It,
also hires seamen outside the United States who serve only in areas
outside the United States. Service performed by seamnen employed
on such foreign-flag vessels and by seamen employed in such foreign
services would not be considered covered employment if performed
for private employers. In many cases these seamen being aliens or
"erving only outside the United States, usually only for temporary
andl uncertain perio(1s, are not interestedl in the coverage, In some
cases they object to the (leductions for this purpose from their pay
because there is not likely to be sufficient length of service to accumul
late credlits necessary to entitle them or their (lepen1dent! to benefits
at retirement or (leath.
It is the, purpose of 11. R. 3259 from the standpoint of the laws
denling with such old-age and survivors' insurance benefits, to bring
the treatment of services performed by seamen employed by the War
ShIpping Administration or the United States Maritimne Commission
in iline with that applIica~ble to similar services when performed lby
seamen for private shipping, operators. This would be substantially
accomplished lby excluding from 01(1-age benefits coverage. fiist
services perforimed uinder a contract entered into without the United
States and dTuring the performance of which the vessel (loes not touch
at a port in the United States; second, services performed on a vessel
bareboat-chartered to the War Shipping Administration and docui
mnented under the lawvs of any foreign country.
Services 6f the first description would not be considlered covered
employment for purposes of the old-age benefits statutes, but, LindIer,
Public Law 17, when performed on behalf of the W~ar Shipping

Administration (or the United States Maritime Commission) they are
covet ed employment.
With respect to this type of service the effect of the statute in its
present form may lbe illustrated 1)y the following example: A vessel

ownedl or bareboat-chartered by the War Shipping Administriation
signs on a crew at San Francisco and sails from that port for Sydney,
Auistralia. When it arrives in Australia, one of the crew is hos
pitalized and it becomes necessary to sign on a replacement. Should
that individual perform services entirely outside the United States
and sign off before the vessel touches a United States port, his services
would not be considered covered employment when performed for a
private shipping operator as his employer; under the statute a dif
ferent result follows when such services are performed for the War
Shipping Administration or the United States Maritime Commission.
The War Shipping Administration representatives in Australia are
having difficulties in deducting old-age benefit contributions from the
wages paid to seamen who are signe on anD~ who sign off in a foreign
country under the circumstances indicated in the illustration. 'Most
of the seamen hired under these circumstances are nonresident aliens
of the United States who will be in no position to build up and are not
interested in accumulating such quarters of coverage as are necessary
to entitle them to benefits under our Social Security At~t. The
amendment suggested will remedy a situation which at times has
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interfered with securing replacements in foreign countries to serve on
War Shipping Administration vessels. Only relatively small sums
of mneyareinvoved
Asa matter of policy there appears to be no
~isifiaton or retin tese services, when performed for the War
Adinstatonorthe United States MaiieCommnission,
on bais
iffren frm uch services when performed for private
shipping operators.
Sevices of the second description (i. e., performed on foreign-flag
vessels) when performed by a seaman for a private shipping operator
on a vessel documented under the laws of a foreign country would not
be considered covered employment, but, when such set-vices are per
formed by a seaman as an employee of the War Ship ing Admninis
tration (or the U, S. Maritime Commission) they wouftl under Pub
lic Law 17, be treated as covered employment. Since the passage of
Public Law 17 shipping and military needs have required War Shipping
Administration to make use of the shipping facilities and the skilled
seamen of the United Nations by operating a substantial number of
foreign-flag vessels on bare-boat charter, with einploymeiit therein
of groups of nonresident alien seamen. The services performed by
these seamen should be excluded from covered emp~loymnent for pur
poses of old-age benefits since they are performed on vessels docu
mented under the laws of a foreign country. This does not involve
any change in the basic policy of the old-age and survivors insurance
law which excludes from covered employment services on foreignflag vessels when performed by seamen who are privately employed.
The exclusion from coverage of such services when they are rendered on'
vessels bare-boat chartered to the War Shipping Administration will
take care of most of the difficulties which the War Shipping Adminis
tration has been experiencing in making the necessary old-age and
survivors insurance benefits tax deductions from seamen working as
employees of the War Shipping Administration on foreign-flag vessels.
The amendments proposed thereto by H. R. 32,59 will be effect
ive during the period prior to the termination of title I of the First
War Powers Act of 1941, and retroactively with respect to services
performed since September 30, 1941. They are war measures de
signed to extend old-age-benefit coverage during the war period.
No change in the basic policy of the social-secuirity lawvs is involved
and in the opinion of the War Shipping Administration the amend
ments proposed will facilitate the more effective prosecution of the
war effort.
There are appended hereto the favorable reports of the Federal
Security Agency and the War Shipping Administration. The Bureau
of the Budget has advised that it has no objection (letter of November
3, 1943).__

_

_

_

FEDERAL SECURITY

Hon.

AoENcY,

S. 0. BLAND,
Washington 25, October 9,'1948.
Chairman, Cornmittee on the Merchant 2l'arine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your letter of September 22, 1943,
asking for the views and recommendations of this Agency with regard to H1. R.
3259, a bill to clarify the application of section 1 (b) of Publin Law 17, Seventy.
eighth Congress, to certain services performed by seamen as employees of the
United States through the War Shipping Administration.
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Section 1 (b) of Public Law 17 of the Seventy-eighth Congress, which would be
amended by the enactment of this bill, extends the coverage of the old-age and
survivors' insurance program to seamen employed by the War Shipping Adminis
tration. The proposed amendment would exclude from such coverage seamen
whose services are performed on foreign-flag vessels or are contracted for and per
formed wholly outside the United States. This limitation seems to me to be
reasonable and proper in view of the administrative difficulties which would
probably be encountered in the coverage of the services which are proposed to be
excluded. The proposal is substantially in line with existing limitations on the
coverage of privately employed seamen under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act and title II of the Social Security Act.
In view of the committee's wish that it be furnished this report in advance of its
hearing on October 12, 1943, and the consequent shortness of time available for
Its preparation, no advice has been obtained from the Bureau of the Budget as
to [ts relationship to the program of the President.
Sincerely yours,
PAUL V. McNuTT, Administrator.

WAR SHIPPING ADMINISTRATION,

11on
BLNDWashingjton
S. .

25, D. C., October 9, 1948.

Chairman,Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
House of Representatives.
DEAR JUDGE, BLAND: Under date of September 22, 1943, you requested the
views of the War Shipping Administration with respect to H. R. 3259, a bill to
clarify the application of section 1 (b) of Public Law 17, Seventy-eighth Congress,
to certain services performed by seamen as employees of the United States through
the War Shipping Administration.
The bill, if enacted, will exclude from employment covered under the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (sec. 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code) and
the old-age benefit provisions of the Social Security Act (see 209 (o), Social
Security Act), services performed (1) under a contract entered into without the
United States and during the performance of which the vessel does not touch
at a port in the United States or (2) on a vessel documented under the laws of
any foreign country.

Section 1426 of the Internal Revenue Code and section 209 of the Social Security
Act define the term "employment" to include any service of whatever nature
performed within the United States by an employee for the person employing
him, Irrespective of the citizenship or residence of either, except those services
which are specifically exempt under such acts. In addition, services outside the
United States may be covered under the above acts if they are performed on or
in connection with an American vessel outside the United States, if the employee
is employed, on and in connection with such vessel outside the United States,
if the services are performed under a contract of service entered into within the
United States or during the performance of which the vessel touches at a port
within the United States, and if the services are not specifically exempted. Prior
to the enactment of Public Law No. 17, Seventy-eighth Congress, first session,
approved on March 24, 1943, services performed on or in connection with any
vessel by an officer or member of the crew as an employee of the United States,
employed through the War Shipping Administration, or the United States
Maritime Commission, were not within the definition of employment in sections
1426 and 209 referred to above.
Public Law No. 17 amended section 1426 of the Internal Revenue Code and
section 209 of the Social Security Act so as to include within the term "employ
ment" services performed on or in connection with any vessel by an officer or
memb~r of the crew as an employee of the United States, employed through the
War Shipping Administration or the United States Maritime Commission. The
broad coverage of services performed by seamen as employees of the United States
through the agencies above-named has had the effect of including within the defi
nition of "employment" certain services which would not be covered employment
if performed for private employers. Services rendered by a seaman for a private
shipping operator under a contract of employment entered into without the United
States where, during the performance of the servicep, the vessel does not touch at
a port in the United States, would not be considered covered employment in view
of section 1426 (b) Internal Revenue Code, and section 209 (b) of the Social Secu-.
rity Act, as amended. Section 1426 (i), Internal Revenue Code, and section 209
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(o) of the Social Security Act, as amended, added by Public Law 17, have the
effect of making such services when prformed on behalf of the War Shipping
Administration or the United gtates Maritime Commission, covered employment.
Services performed by a seaman for a private shipping operator on a vessel
documented under the laws of a foreign country would not be considered covered
employment (see see. 1426 (b) and (g), Internal Revenue Code, and sec. 209 (b)
and (d) of the Social Security Act, as amended). Yet, if those services are per
formed by' a seaman as an employee of the War Shipping Administration or the
United States Maritime Commission, they would be treated ats covered employ
menit under section 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code and section 209 (a) of
the Social Security Act.
The coverage, uinder the Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the old-age
and survivors insurance provisions of the Social Security Act, of services performed
by seamen employed by the WVar Shipping Administration (or the United States
Maritime Commission) should be in line with the treatment of similar services
performed for private shipping operators. Situations have arisen since the
passage of Public Law 17, which make this a more important consideration than
was contemplated at the time of enactment of Public Law 17. The War Shipping
Administration, in ordcr to make the most effective use of all available shipping
facilities and skilled seamen of the United Nations, operates an increasing number
of foreign-flag vessels onl bare-boat charter, agreeing to retain the vessel's flag and
becoming the employer of groups of nonresident alien keamren. The services per
formed by these seamnen should be, excluded fromn covered employment, for pur
poses of old-age and survivors insurance benefits, since they are rendered on
ves~sels documented under laws of a foreign country. This does not involve anly
change in basic policy of the social-security laws which exclude from covered
employment services on such vessels by seamen privately employed.
In view of these considerations, the War Shipping Administration favors the
enactment of the bill. Since hearings on the hill are scheduled for October 12,
1943, this report is being submitted to you without awaiting clearance by the
Bureau of the Budget. Therefore, nothing herein should be construed as an indi
cation of the relation of the proposed legislation to the program of the President.
Sinceely

S.

yursE.

0

LAND,

Administraior.
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APPLICATION OP SOCIAL SECURITY LAWS
TO CERTAIN SEAMEN

The bill (E.

&. 3259) to clarify the

application of section 1 (b) of Public Law
17, Seventy-eighth Congress. to certain
services performed by seamen as em
ployees of the United States through the
War Shipping Administration was con
sidered, ordered to a third reading, read
the thid time, and passed.

1944

MARCH

30

[PUBLIC LAW 285-78TH CONGRESSI
[CHAPTER 161-2D SESSION]
[H. R. 3259]

AN ACT
To clarify the application of section 1 (b) of Public Law 17, Seventy-eighth
Congress, to certain services performed by seamen as employees of the United
States through the War Shipping-Administration.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rc-presentatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen
tence of subsection (i) in section 1 (b) (1) of the Act entitled "An
Act to amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to func
tions of the War Shipping Administration, and for other purposes",
approved March 24, 1943 (Public Law 17, Seventy-eighth Congress;
57 Stat. 45), is amended, effective as of the effective date or dates of
said subsection (i), by inserting before the period thereof a comma
and the following: "but shall not include any such service performed
(1) under a contract entered into without the United States and dur
ing the performance of which the vessel does not touch at a port in
the, United States, or (2) on a vessel documented under the laws of
any foreign country and bareboat chartered to the War Shipping
Administration"
SEC. 2. Subsection (o) (1) in section 1 (b) (2) of the said Act
of March 24, 1943, is amended, effective as of the effective date or
dates of said subsection (o) (1), by inserting before the period at
the end thereof a comma and the following: "but shall not include
any such service performed (1) under a contract entered into with
-outthe United States and during the performance of which the vessel
does not touch~at a port in the United States, or (2) on a vessel
documented under the laws of any foreign country ~and bareboat
chartered to the War Shipping Adnminstration"

Approved April 4, 1944.
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FIX RATE OF TAX UNDER FEDERAL INSURANCE CON
TRIBUTIONS ACT ON EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE FOR
CALENDAR YEAR 1945

DECEMBER 1, 1944.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
state of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr.

DOUGHTOIN

Of North Carolina, from the Committee on Ways and
Means, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. RI. 5564]
The Committee on Ways and Means, to whom wa~s referred the bill
(HI. R. 5564) to fix the rate of tax under the Federal Insurance Conl
tributions Act. on employer and employees for the calendar year 1945,
having considered the same, report favorably without amendment
thereon and recommend that the bill do pass.
This bill provides for "freezing" the rat~e of tax on pay rolls and
wages for old-age and survivors' benefits on employees and employers
at the rate of 1 percent for the year 1945, thus postponing an increase
to 2 percent on employers and employees as would otherwise result
under existing law. Your committee is convinced that it is not
necessary to double existirg rates for 1945 in order to protect the
solvency of the old-age and survivors' insurance fund.
When the social security law was amended in 1939, your com
mittee and the Congress were both definitely of the opinion that the
reserve contemplated in the original act, and variously estimated
under the original schedule of ta~x rates to reach from 47 billion to
49 billion dollars, was not necessary for the solvency of the fund.
The estimate furnished to the committee and the Congress in 1939
indicated that the reserve would amount to $3,122,000,000 in 1944
with a gra~duated schedule of tax rates. However, the reserve has
now reached the -mm of approximately $6,000,000,000 with a tax rate
of 1 percent on employee and employer, and will approximate
$7,250,000,000 by the end of 1945. Thus the reserve fund will be
more than 2 times the amount that was contemplated under the
estimates used when the social security system was revised in 1939,
and was placed on what was then considered to be a sound actuarial
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basis. In the hearings of 1939, the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr.
Morgentha~u, testified as follows:
Specifically, I would suggest to Congress that it plan the financing of the old-age

insurance system with a view to maintaining for use in contingencies an eventual
reserve amounting to not more than 3 times the highest prospective annual
benefits in the ensuing 5 years.

C ongress has upon three occasions applied this rule and as a result
has three times postponed the statutory increase in pay-roll taxes.
Your committee finds that the old-age reserve as of June 30, 1944, was
$5,450,000,000, and approximately $6,000,000,000 as of the end of this
year and that according to the most recent estimates of the Social
Security Board the highest annual expenditure will be between
$450,000,000 and $700,000,000 in the next 5 years. Therefore, the
existing reserve is from 8 to 12 times the highest annual expenditure
instead of 3 times, as recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury.
it should also be pointed out that the tax collections at 1 percent on
employee and 1 percent on employer now exceed the amount originally
anticipated from the higher tax rate provided in the Social Security
Act as amended in 1939. Tax collections, even with the tax rate
retained at I percent on employee and employer respectively, have
substantially exceeded the estimates furnished in 1939 and the benefits
paid have fallen far below the estimates furnished to the Congress in
1939. Therefore, since the automatic increase in. tax to 2 percent on
employer and employee, respectively, eff ective next January is unneces
sary for benefit payments (for many years to come), or for the mainte
nanbee of a contingent reserve 3 times the highest anticipated expendi
ture in the next 5 years, we submit that these taxes should not be,
doubled at this time.
The committee does not feel that any unnecessary increase in the
existing high tax burden should be made now in view of the problems
of reconversion from war to peace that soon will confront us and
which must be solved. It should be clearly understood that this
legislation has no connection with the question of expansion of social
security benefits or coverage, but refers solely to the problem of financ
ing existing benefits and coverage. It does not involve in any way,
benefit payments under the old-age assistance or so-called old-age
pension systems which are paid out of annual appropriations.
As has been stated, actual experience in the operation of the system
has demonstrated the inaccuracy of the estimates made only 5 years
ago to say nothing of those made in 1935.
In order that your committee may have the benefit of expert advice
based upon the experience of the past 9 years, it. has unanimously
voted to commence a study, at an early date, of what constitutes an
adequate contingent reserve fund and the rates required to produce
and maintain that fund on a sound financial basis.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with paragraph 2a of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, changes in the Federa~l Insurance Contribu
tions Act made by the bill, as introduced, are shown as follows (exist
ing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black brackets, new
matter is printed in italics, existing law in which no change is pro
posed is shown in roman):
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SEc. 1400. RATE, op TAX.
In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the
income of every individual a tax equal to the following percentages of the wages
(as defined in section 1426 (a)) received by him after December 31, 1936, with
respect to employment (as defined in section 1426 (b)) after such date:
(1) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 1939, 1940,
1941, 1942, 1943 [and] 1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
((2) With respect to wages received during the calendar year 1945, the
rate shall be 2 per centunm.]
[3] (2) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 1946,
1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 2Y2 per centum.
[(4)] (3) With respect to wages received after December 31, 1948, the
rate shall be 3 per centumi.
SEc. 1410. RATE OF TAX.

In addition to other taxes, every employer shall pay an excise tax, with
to having individuals in his employ, equal to the following percentages respect
of the
wages (as defined in section 1426 (a)) paid by him after December 31, 1936, with
respect to employment (as defined in section 1426 (b)) after such date:
(1) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1939, 1940, 1941,
1942, 1943, (and] 1944, and 19415, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
[(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar year 1945, the rate
shall be 2 per centum.]
[(3)] (2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1946,
1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 2Y2 per centum.
[(4)] (3) With respect to wages paid after December 31, 1948, the rate
shall be 3 per centum.

DISSENTING VIEWS
The undersigned members of the Ways and Means Committee
respectfully submit their dissenting views relative to H. R. 5564,
which has been favorably reported by the majority of the committee.
We deeply regret that our considered opinion with respect to this
bill is at variance with a majority of our colleagues and that wve
cannot concur in the recommendation that the bill should be reported
favorably.
The bill reported by a majority of"the committee will prevent the
rate of contributions under the Federal old-age and survivors insur
ance system from increasing on January 1, 1945, in accordance with
the schedule contained in the present law. We believe this action
to be unwise and detrimental to the basic principles underlying a
contributory social-insurance system. Our reasons are summarized
as follows:
SUMMARY

OF OBJECTIONS

TO THE

BILL

1. The success of a contributory system of social in~suranceis at stake.
We believe that the very success of this contributory social-insur
ance system wh-.ich Congrcss established in 1935 is at stake and not
merely the fixing of a tax rate in the usual sense of the term. The
Congress of the United States in 1935 took a long step forward in
undertaking to substitute for a hit-and-miss method of relieving
destitution through a Government dole a systematic long-range
method known as contributory social insurance. Under a system of
contributory social insurance, benefits are paid as a matter of right
without a means or a needs test and are related in an equitable manner
to the length of time a person has been insured and the amount of
his past earnings. An essential characteristic of any contributory
social-insurance system is that the benefits are financed wholly or in
large part from contributions made by or on behalf of the beneficiaries.
It is just as true of a social-insurance system as of any insurance system
that its security depends upon the certainty and soundness of the
methods used to finance it. In financing a contributory social-in
surance system it is necessary to make certain that the promises made
today to pay benefits in the future can beand will be fulfilled. Under
a social-insurance system providing old-age annuities based upon the
length of time insured initial costs are low and ultimate costs are
high. In the case of this social-insurance system it has been esti
mated that the eventual annual cost will be 15 to 20 times what
they are today.
2. The cost of benefits promised isfJar in excess of the contrib~utions being
collected.
None of the witnesses appearing before the committee placed the
average annual cost of this insurance system at less than 4 percent
of pay roll. Some of the estimates placed the average annual cost as
4
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-high as 7 percent and the eventual annual cost as high as 11 percent.
Therefore, it is obvious that the actuarial soundness of this insurance
-system will continue to deteriorate so long as the current rate of con
tributions is kept at the present low level. Even if we accept the
lowest estimate of 4 percent average annual cost, it may be said that
the reserve fund of this s'ystem already has a deficit of $6,600,000,000.
If we take the higher estimate of 7 percent average annual cost, it
may be said that the reserve fund already has a deficit of about
$16,500,000,000. The fact that we are collecting as much at the
present 1-percent rate as it was estimated in 1939 we would collect at
the 2-percent rate does not affect these estimates of cost and the
size of the deficit, since the liabilities assumed by the insurance
system have likewise increased.
One of the arguments advanced for not permitting the automatic
increase in rate to take effect is that there should be a study made of
the financing of this system and of social security generally. Another
argument advanced is that Congress will soon consider the extension
and broadening of the social-security law. These arguments lack
validity, since the minimum cost estimate set forth above has not
been disputed by any witness appearing before the committee and
it is obvious that any extension and broadening of the social-security
law will certainly not result in a reduction in cost. Therefore, there
appears to be no good reason why present costs, which are not dis
puted, should not be properly financed.
S. The continuance oJ the present pay-roll tax rate wrill require an
eventual Government subsidy.
If the rate of contributions is continued at less than the average
annual cost of this insurance system, it is a, mathematical certainty
that there will be one of the following three results: (1) The future
pay-roll tax rates will have to be much higher if the insurance system
continues to be financed wholly by pay-roll taxes, or (2) the benefits
promised will have to be reduced, or (3) the. Federal Government
willbe obliged to provide a subsidy out of general tax revenues.
There is of course a limit to. the amount of pay-roll taxes that can
be levied in justice to employers' and workers. In the case of the
workers the actuarial figures indicate that if the eventual rate is
placed higher than 3 percent large numbers will be required to pay
more for their benefits under this insurance system than if they ob
tained similar protection froma a private insurance company. Since
such a result would be clearly inequitable and since the repudiation
by the Government of benefits promised is unthinkable, the only
real alternative is an outright Government subsidy.
In making these statements, it should not be concluded that we
are opposed to some eventual contribution by the Government to the
social insurance system .out -of general. revenues, provided it is not
caused solely by the fact that an Unjustifiably low rate is levied in the
early years of operation and provided there is complete coverage of
the workers in this country. However, at the present time, there are
some 20,000,000 individuals engaged in occupations which are ex
cluded from the insurance system. We believe, therefore, that before
any such contribution is made to the social insurance system out of
general revenues consideration should be given to broadening the
,coverage.of the insurance program.
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4. Freezing costs taxpayers more later on.
A major argument that has been made by persons in favor of the
tax freeze is that it does not make any difference to the taxpayers
of the future whether they are required to pay taxes to cover the
interest on Government bonds held by the reserve fund or are required
to pay taxes for an outright Government subsidy to this insurance
system. This argument was completely disproved in the course of
the hearings, since not only the Chairman of the Social Security
Board but M. A. Linton, president of the Provident Mlutual Life
Insurance Co., who advocates the freeze, both agi'eed that the amount
of taxes to be raised in the future if there is no reserve fund will be
twice as much as if there is a reserve fund. Both of these witnesses
agreed that the interest payable on Government obligations held by
the reserve fund would otherwise have to be paid to private investors
who would be holding these obligations and in addition a subsidy of
an equal amount would still have to be made to the insurance system.
5. Delay in automatic step-up will createfuture hardshipfor employers
and workers.
It has been suggested that now is a difficult time for employers and
workers to meet the additional 1-percent tax on pay rolls. We sym
pathize with the difficulties of meeting the present tax burden made
necessary by the war. Hovever, we are of the opinion that it will be
far more difficult for employers and workers to absorb an increase in
the rate a year from now or at any date in the near future. The
profits of most employers are at a high level today. In fact, the
majority of employers will be required to pay excess-profits taxes.
Therefore, in most cases the increased pay-roll tax payable by em
ployers will be partially offset by the reduction in the excess-profits
taxes they will be required to pay. So far as the workers are con
cerned, the committee was informed that both the American Feder
ation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations are in
favor of permitting the automatic increase to take effect. As mem
bers of the Committee on Ways and Means, the committee which has
the difficult task of raising taxes, we are impressed by the willingness
of the workers of this country to pay their equitable share of the cost
of these benefits. We wish to commend these labor organizations for
their statesmanlike action which indicates that they truly understand
and appreciate the value of this contributory social-insurance systemi,
and therefore desire to maintain its financial integrity.
6. Low contributions imply low benejits.
The real reason why many people advocate keeping the contribution
rate at a level below the true cost of the benefits provided is that
they fear the accumulation of a reserve fund will create a demand
for an increase in the size of the benefits. However, in our opinion
the continuation of the present unjustifiably low contribution rate
has the effect of making people believe that the cost of the benefits
provided is low and that the value of the benefits provided is inconse
quential. As already pointed out the real cost and value is for in
excess of the rate of contribution now being collected. The survivors
benefits alone have a face value between $3,000 and $10,000 for most
families and as high as $15,000 for some families. The total amnount
of survivors benefits provided have a face value of $50,000,000,000.
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Most people estimate the value of what they buy by the price
which they pay. Therefore, we believe that an increase in the con
tribution rate will result in less extravagant rather than mnore extrav
agant demands being made upon the Congress for an increase in the
benefits provided.
7. Freezing not consistent with general congressional policy.
The policy embodied in the majority's recommendations to freeze
the rate of contributions under the old-age and survivors insurance
system is defended on the ground that only sufficient contributions
should be collected to cover the cost of benefits currently being paid
out. However, this policy is diametrically opposed to the policy
which the Congress follows in the national service life insurance
system for veterans of World War II, the Government life insurance
system for veterans of World War I, the civil-service retirement
fund, the Foreign Service life insurance fund, and several other of
the retiremrent funds set up by the Congress. In completely depart
ing from this principle for the Federal old-age and survivors insurance
fund, we believe that the Congress is mnaking a grave mistake.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons outlined above, we oppose the freezing of socialsecurity contributions at the present time. We believe that the
action of the majority of the committee is unwise and unsound.
We believe that it is important to strengthen the social-insurance
provisions of the Social Security Act. We cannot do so unless we
assure the continuation of the social-insurance provisions on a scund
financial basis that will guarantee to every American citizen that he
will get his social-insurance benefits as a matter of right and not as
a dole.
We do not believe that the present provisions of the Social Security
Act are perfect. We believe that many of the provisions in the exist
ing law should be strengthened and expanded. We believe that the
Commnittee on Ways and Means should give consideration to a com
prehensive review of all of the provisions of the Social Security Act.
Only in this way can the contributions and the benefit provisions be
seen in proper perspective. However, we do not believe it is wise,
pending such consideration, to emasculate the proper financing of the
admitted true cost of the benefits now provided. We are opposed,
therefore, to the piecemeal consideration of one aspect of socialsecurity legislation and favor a comprehensive study of the entire
social-security program with a view toward broadening, expanding,
and strengthening its provisions so that it will miake its full contri
bution to the preservation of our democracy and our system of free
enterprise in the difficult reconversion and post-war periods.
JERE COOPER.
JOHN D. DINGELL.
A. SIDNEY CAMP.
WALTER A. LYNCH.
AimE, J. FORAND.
HERMAN P. EBERHARTER.
CECIL R. KING.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NOVEMBER 30, 1944

No1r. DocG,11TON- of North Carolina introduced the following bill; which was
referred to the Committee on Ways and Means
DcECMBER

1, 1944

Cotnmnittcd to the Committee of the 'Whole House on the state of the Union
and ordered to be printed

A BILL
Tv fix the rate of tax under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act onl employer and employees for the calendar year 1945.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

2tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 That (a) clauses (1), (2), (3), and (4) of section 1400
4 of the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (section 1400
5 of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to the rate of tax
6 on employees) are amended to read as follows:
7

"(1)

With respect- to wages received during the

S

calendar years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944,

9

and 1945, the rate shall be 1 per centum-.

10

"(2) With respect to wages received during the

2
1

calendar years 1946, 1947, arid 1948, the rate shall

2

be 21-i per centunm.

3

"'(3)

With respect to wages received after iDecerm

4

ber 31, 1L948, the rate shall be 3-per c~nturm."

5

(b)Clauses (1), (2), (3), and (4) of section 1410

6 of the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (section 1-410
7 of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to the rate of tax
8 on employers) are amended to read as follows:
9

" (1) With respect to wages paid duning the calen

10

dar years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, and

11

1945, the rate shall be 1 per centum.

12

" (2) With respect to wages paid during the calen

13

dar years 1946, 1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 21

14

per centum.

15
16

"(3) With respect to -wages paid after December
31, 1948, the rate shall be 3 per centmn."
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TAX UNDER FEDERAL INSURANCE
CONTRIBUTIONS ACT
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, I call up
House Resolution 667 for immediate con
sideration.
The Clerk read the resolution, as
follows:
Resolved, That immediately upon the
adoption of this resolution it shall be in
order to move that the House resolve Itself
into the Committee of the Whole House on
the state of the Union for the consideration
of the bill (H. R. 5564) to fix the rate of
tax under the Federal Insurance Contribu
tions Act on employer and employees for the
calendar year 1945; that after general debate,
which shall be confined to the bill and rhall
continue not to exceed 3 bours to be equally
divided and controlled by the chairman and
the ranking minority member of the Com
mittee on Ways and Means, the bill shall
be read for amendment under the 5-minute
rule. No amendments shall be In order to
the bill except such as relate to the rate of
tax for the calendar year 1945. At the con
clusion of the reading of the bill for amend.
ment the Committee shall rise and report
the same to the House with such amend
ments as shall have been adopted and tbe
previous question shall be considered as or
dered on the bill and amendments thereto
to final passage without intervening motion
except one motion to recommit.

Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, later I
shall yield 30 minutes to the gentleman
from New York [Mr. PisH].
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Mr. Speaker, this rule would make in
order consideration of H. R. 5564, a bill
to freeze the rate of tax under the Federal Insurance Contributors Act on emplayer and employees for the calendar
year 1945 at 1 percent, thus postponing
for the fourth time an increase of 2
percent of pay rolls on employer and employees. I presume it is generally known
to every Member what this bill aims to
do, namely, freeze the social-security tax
in the act that was passed S years ago
for the purpose of providing old-age and
survivors benefits for the deserving
people.
I, myself, hope we may soon extend the
Social Security Act, because the country
is in favor of it being broadened to cover
more deserving people.
Personally, I am placed in a rather embarrassing position again this morning.
My policy has been at all times to give all
committees the right generally to bring
before the House practically all the
meri~torious bills they report. I feel that
each and every Member should, generally
speaking, have the right to pass upon any
worthy legislation agreed to in committee. However, at this time, as chairman
of the Committee on Rules, I haves the
"'pleasant" duty of reporting this ruleand I unsuccessfully offered that opportunity to several members of the committee-notwithstanding the fact that
I am not in favor of the legislation that
Is proposed in the bill whose considera-

tion would be made in order,
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SABATH. I yield to the gentleman
from Tennessee.

Mr. COOPER. The Committee on
Ways and Means unanimously agreed to
request the Committee on Rules to grant
a rule allowing 5 hours of general debate
on this bill. I see that the rule provides

for only 3 hours of general debate. Can
the gentleman advise us why the 3 hours
was granted Instead of the 5 hours the
Committee on Ways and Means had
agreed to request?
Mr. SABATH. Yes,
Mr. DINGELL. And at whose specific
request, if the gentleman will be good
enough to state?
Mr. SABATH. The chairman requested 5 hours. Anyway, the Committee on
Rules felt, in view of the fact that there
are so many other Important matters
pending, and having in mind the desire
of many Members, after nearly 2 years
of hard work, to vIsit their homes for a
few days before being called back hero
for another 2 years of hard struggle, we
came to the conclusion that 3 hours
should suffice, because it is believed by
the Committee on Rules that general debate, as a rule, does not add much enlightenment on a bill; but It is better that
a chairman be extremely liberal when 8
bill Is taken up under the 5-minute rule,
so as to give each and every Member an
opportunity to be heard. Moreover,
nearly all of the Members are present
when a bill is considered under the 5minute rule and very few of them are
present during general debate. In short,
the Committee on Rules Is responsible
for fixing the time provided In this pro-

posed rule.

Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SABATH. I yield.
Mr. KNUTSON. As I understand, the
rule does not place any limitation on the
time that may be consumed under the
5-mninute rule.
Mr. SABATH. No, not at all. The
gentleman from Minnesota should know
that also.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr'. SABATH. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from Minnesota is entirely In
error. The rule limits amendments to a
very restricted and narrow channel. Of
course It does affect debate under the
5-minute rule.
Mr. KNUTSON. Not as far as debate
is concerned,
Mr. DINGELL. The gentleman from
Minnesota will be the first one to raise
objection to any extended debate under
the 5-minute rule. He is not deceiving
anyone. What I would like to ask is,
has the Committee on Rules assumed
that 2 hours is so Important az to solve
all the problems of Members going home
for their Christmas vacations on an important matter of this kind? I think
the action of the Committee is just plain
arbitrary and that they disregarded the
importance of the legislation when they
clipped off 2 hours,
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, the unfortunate part of this Is that you gentlemen who signed the minority report and
who desired more time, did not appear
before the Committee and press for the

5-hour general debate.

And though the

Chairman suggested 5 hours, in view of
the fact that aenerally more time than
necessary is asked for by Committees, we
thought by reducing it to 3 hours no
harm would be done.

Mr. DINGELL. The chairman of the
Rules Committee did not so think, did
he?
Mr. SABATH. Well, I am not so much
given to general debate. I have been
here so many years, and very seldom
have I observed that general debate adds
a great deal of light or changes the end
result. What I favor is a liberal allowance under the 5-minute rule.
Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SABATH. I yield.
Mr. HAIJECK. I would like to say, as
one member of the Committee on Rules,
that I endorse what the chairman has
said In respect to the attitude of the
Rules Committee. I would like to add
Just this word: We have all had an opportunity to read about this proposition.
We have heard it discussed before. We
have all been studying It. I am quite sure
that with the enlightenment we will get
during the 1-hour debate under the rule
and the 3 hours of general debate and
then any debate under the 5-minute rule,
all of us will be fully competent to pass
on the merits of the controversy.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SAh3ATH. I yield to the gentleman from Tennessee.
Mr. COOPER. I would like for the dis.
tinguished chairman of the Rules Corn-
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mittee and the distinguished gentleman
from Indiana [Mr. HALLECK] a Most In
fluential member of the Rules Commit.
tee, to explain to us how there is going
to be an opportunity for such great de
bate under the 5*minute rule, when the
rule itself provides that no amendment
shall be in order to the bill except such
amendments as relate to the rate of tax
for the calendar year 1945.
Mr. SABATH. That is all the bill
provides for.
Mr. MICHENER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SABATH. I yield.
Mr. MICHENER. The language of the
rule Is exactly what the gentleman from
Tennessee [Mr. COOPER], and his corn
mnittee asked for. The Rules Committee
hesitated to grant a linited rule of that
kind, but at the request and the behest
of the entire Ways and Means Commit
tee, the Rules Committee conceded, gave
them the type of rule they wanted. Now,
why complain about it on the floor?
Mr. COOPER. The gentleman is In
error, because the gentleman from Ten
nessee did not even appear before the
Rules Commnittee. The point I am Mak
ing is why talk so much about liberal
time under the 5-minute rule when the
rule itself prohibits it? If you want to
grant 3 hours general debate, say so, but
do not get up here and talk about liberal
debate under the 5-minute rule, because

the rule does not permit It.

Mr. SABATH. It does under the pro
visions of the bill. There should be
formality.
Mr. DINGELL. There is not going to

be anything said In this debate that is

going to change anybody on that side, be
cause this was decided in caucus by you
people the other day. You are not going
to kid the country about that.
Mr. SABATH. That was another rea

son.

Mr. .DOUGHTON of North Carolina.

Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. S~ABATH. I Yield to the chair
man of the Ways and Means Committee.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
I understand the Rules Committee
granted precisely the type of rule that
the chairman asked for, other than as to
the time allotted.
Mr. SABATH. That is true.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
That was the only change.
M~r. SABATH. The Committee on
Rules always grants requests of commit
tees wherever practicable.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SABATH. I yield.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. As
long as there has been so much talk about
the matter, let me say there was no action
taken on this bill In the conference held
by the minority. We discussed it, but
there was no action taken binding pny
member, and there was no discussion
about the rule.
Mr. DINGELL. Oh, well, we will get
a few votes over there. I know that.
Mr. SABATH. I do not know whether
there was a conference, or caucus, or
any other meeting. I do not have tine
to follow all the activities of the
minority.
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Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. The
gentleman knows it now after I have told
him,
Mr. SABATH. Those on the other
side are entitled to have their conferences and caucuses, but I hope when they
do they will come to a conclusion, at least
infrequently, to support legislation that
is for the best interests of the whole
country,
Now, I only have a few mare minutes
and therefore I cannot read to you the
splendid minority report on this bill; but
I hope the membership will obtain a copy
of that report, which contains a great
deal of splendid information. Also, I
hope gentlemen will read the splendid
statement of Mr. A. J. Altmeyer, Chairman of the Social Security Board, before
the Committee on Ways and Means November 17, 1944, and certain articles by
independent, able writers that I have
read. If they do that I feel they would
hesitate long before voting to freeze the
tax rate a fourth time.
Mr. Speaker, I do not wish to take fur-~
ther time on the rule because I know the
gentleman from North Carolina [Mr.
DouJGHTON1, chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means, will explain his
viewpoint intelligently, as he always does,
explain why the majority of that cornmittee came to its conclusion. I am also
perfectly satisfied that the gentleman
from Tennessee [Mr. COOPER:], as well as
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
DINGELL I will be able to bring home at
least a portion of the forceful facts that
are included in the minority report.
I feel very keenly that it is necessary
from the standpoint of sound financing
of a contributory social-insurance system
that these automatic increases be permitted to go into effect. The Social Security Board believes, as I do, that the
longer these necessary increases in the
contribution rate are deferred the greater
is the impairment of the financial soundness of this contributory social insurance system and the greater the impairment of the whole idea of contributory
social insurance,
Now, when business and employees are
making good money, is the time to add to
these reserves. We do not know what
will happen 'in the post-war period, and
certainly the ability to contribute to this
system will not be so great as it is.
Feeling there is no opposition to the
rule, I conclude my remarks on this matter and ask your indulgence for a few
minutes to call attention to something
that is very near and dear and close to
my heart,
IS THE FUTURE OF OUR FARMERS BEING ENDANGERED BY REASON OF GOVERNMENT AID AND
ARTIFICIALLY CREATED PRICES?

Mr. Speaker, I shall now express my
views to some extent on the matter which
I called to your attention a few days ago,
namely, the need for action in the interest of the white-collar workers. There
are 22,000,000 of these workers in the
United States, one-half of whom are
earning less than $25 per week and the
other half less than $20 a week. Notwithstanding these low wages, the cost
of living and the cost of food has increased, making it impossible for these
millions of forgotten wage earners to

make both ends meet. Therefore, I read
with a great deal of interest a report that
gentlemen from the Cotton States held
a meeting yesterday to consider the dangerous situation which confronts the
cotton farmer because of the fact that
there are now in warehouses and storage
facilities throughout the country over
12.000,000 bales of cotton on which high
loans have been advanced by the GoXernment, and, in addition, it is costing the
Government hundreds of thousands Of
dollars in the payment of storage
charges.
Mr. Speaker, due to Government support and loans cotton is being held at such
a high price that it cannot be exported
or sold in competition in foreign mark~ets.
These prudent men who called thfs meeting realized that these condition are becoming dangerous to the cotton farmers,
They recognize that the Government
may not be able to give that financial aid
that it has in the last few years, and consequently, this meeting was called to devise methods to safeguard the interests
of the cotton farmer in the future and at
the same time to protect the Government.
SETTING A SPLENDID EXAMPLE FOR TNE WHEAT,
CORN, AND OTHER GRAIN GROWERS

Mr. Speaker, this gathering of cotton
men have set a splendid example for the
wheat, corn, and other grain growers who
have also been persistent in demanding
higher and higher loans and guaranty
of prices on their crops. They should remember that the Government beginning
in 19S0 and up to 1932 wasted $500,000,000
in an effort to bolster and maintain high
prices for wheat, but no sooner than the
$500,000,000 was expended immediately
the market and the value of wheat began
to sag, yes, crashed, so that in 1932 wheat
was sold around 50 cents per bushel.
Many outstanding economists fear
that the farmers and the country may
experience the same unfortunate conditions that befell them and the country
that unforgettable year from which they
suffered for several years thereafter,
Therefore, it behooves them in view of
the great surpluses of wheat and corn
that are on hand today that they follow
the steps of these wise cotton men and
begi.n to devise ways and means by which
the Government will be relieved of the
unnecessary burden and expense. The
loans and guaranties may for a short
time be beneficial to them, -but in the
long run they are bound to be destructive because Argentina, Brazil, several of
the European countries, and other countries have tremendous surpluses of wheat
and corn and, in fact, are disposing of
their wheat and will continue to dispose
of their grains at a much lower price
than that prevailing in this country, I
ask, Mr. Speaker, how will we get rlcd of
our surpluses unless we meet the prices
of the other countries? Oh, I concede
that f or the time being, at the expense
of the Government, they are reaping a
harvest, but what the future effect will
be I hate to think about.
This condition is being aided by the
manipulators, speculators, brokers, and
hoarders who also have reaped and are
reaping a harvest, performing in similar
manner and method as did the stockbrokers and manipulators up to 1929.
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Just yesterday I read an article appear
ing in the financial columns of a daily
newspaper, headed "Serious farm slump
after war predicted-demand to fall off,
says Schultz."
The article carried a statement of
Theodore W. Schultz, professor of agri
cultural economics at the University of
Chicago and adviser to the United Na~
tions Food Commission. The article, I
feel, is too long for insertion In the
RECORD, but in it Professor Sehultz pre
dicts a serious agricultural depression 2
years after Germany is defeated.
Mr. Speaker, similar warnings have
appeared in the press throughout the
country and in various trade journals
and many economists believe that
the slump may come before Professor
Schultz's prediction, perhaps before the
war is over.
Many calculating men believe that
Europe will require and absorb our tre
mendous cotton and grain surpluses, but
today's message of the President makes
clear that Europe will require less than
10 percent of its needs for rehabilitation.
Therefore, it will be to the benefit and
to the best interests of all concerned that
immediate steps be taken'to save the sit
uation and I feel, in view of these alarm
ing conditions, the agricultural leaders
will not urge and demand continuously
additional subsidies. I hope that the
War Food Administrator, the Secretary
of Agriculture, and the heads of all the
various agencies will give serious consid
eration to the approaching alarming con
ditions and will not yielhj to any influ
ence that will clamor for ever-increasing
prices on these items and other comn
modities which, in the long run will be
at the expense of the grower and pro
ducer and to the despair of the con
sumer.
What applies to those groups having to
do and urging the increase and main
taining of prices on these commodities
also applies to meat, butter, egg, cheese,
fruit, and vegetable exchanges and price
manipulators. It is high time that Con
gress should cease in maintaining these
artificially created high prices. I say
this in the interest of the farmers them
selves as well as in the interest of the
country and the consumers among whom
are numbered the 22,000,000 white-collar
workers.
Mr. Speaker, some of the Members may
recall my effort and fight in 1920 and 1921
to bring about a reduction In the high
artificially created prices on sugar and
other food commodities and the steps
that were taken in those years in restrict
ing loans for speculative purposes.
Some of you may recall my fight against
the stock exchanges in the summer of
1929 when I sought to bring about the
suspension of all stock-exchange activi
ties. Not succeeding, I continued to fight
against the manipulators and short sellIng because I then feared that the pro
fessional short sellers were instrumental
in depressing the value of stocks. They
succeeded in doing so and it brought
about the bankruptcy of most of the
banks and the insolvency of many of the
insurance companies, destroying the
value of stocks and bonds held by millions
of our investors and, in the niidst of
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plenty, brought about the greatest financial crash in the history of our country,
The then president of the New York
Stock Exchange, through the medium of
newspaper and radio advertising and
other publicity, sought to show that I
did not realize or understand what I
aimed to do but, unfortunately, I did
know whereof I spoke. And now again,
I am taking the privilege of a man well
along in years who has gone through and
witnessed the destruction wrought in five
depressions to warn the Nation and those
Interested of the conditions that confront
us and, at the same time, hope that I
might be able to some extent to bring
about relief to the millions of underpaid
and undernourished worling people of
our country.
Mr. Speaker, I now yield to the gentleman from New York [Mr. FisH) the usual
30 minutes, reserving to myself the remainder of the time on this side,
Mr. FISH. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself
5 minutes.
Mr. Speaker, I am In entire accord with
the chairman of the Rules Committee
when he upheld the action of that committee in regard to limiting general debate on this bill to 3 hours. This certainly is one of the simplest issues that
has ever come before the House of Representatives; a very clear-cut issue. It
Is simply whether you want to freeze the
social-security tax at 1 percent or want it
automatically to be increased to 2 percent
on January 1945, and to 2'/2 percent on
January 1, 1946. That is the issue before
the House. You may talk about it until
doomsday but you will always get back
to that same question: Do you or do you
not want to freeze it at 1 percent or let
it increase on January 1 to 2 percent?
It seems to me that 1 hour on the rule
and 3 hours general debate are ample
time for a discussion of such a simple
matter. May I say to the chairman of
the Rules Committee and to other gentlemen who raised the issue that the Republicans in their conference took no definite
action. Any Republican Member may
vote as he sees fit upon this bill.
Mr. Speaker, I confess I am guided in
my opinion mainly by the action of the
Ways and Means Committee, one of the
most able committees in the Congress,
headed by that great American, perhaps
the greatest of them all, the gentleman
from North Carolina [Mr. DoUGHTON] on
the Democratic side. Under his able
leadership that committee has recoinmended this bill to the House freezing
the tax at I percent, and asking the
House for time to study the issue further,
to find out what the financial resources
are, what the requirements are and, If
necessary, in the next Congress come
back with a report on what should be
done; maybe increasing the tax at that
time. But at least they have the right
to ask for time on such a vital issue as
social security and to study our resources
and to know exactly where we are and
where we are going and what is exactly
and precisely needed for the future,
Therefore, on that basis, I propose to
support the bill introduced by an overwhelming majority of the Committee on
Ways and Means.

Now that the election is over, I hope
the Republicans and Democrats will put
aside their partisanship and combine and
cooperate on great fundamental principles and Issues. One of those Issues is
social security. That has been accepted
by the American people; all the people,
Republicans and Democrats. A great
many of them not only want the existing
social-security law but they want it expanded to include the farmers, to include those in the hospitals and those
in the schools. I am in favor of the expansion of social security,
Mr. SMITH of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. FISH. I yield to the gentleman
from Ohio.
Mr. SMITH of Ohio. What evidence
can the gentleman present to the committee or to the House that the farmers
want this program applied to themselves?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
time of the gentleman from New York
has expired.
Mr. FISH. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself 5 additional minutes.
Mr. Speaker, there is no question in
the world but that the farmers of Amerlea hate regimentation and love freedom,
perhaps more so than any other group
in America. But I am inclined to think
that social security is no longer regarded by the American people as part
of a program of regimentation. They
believe that it runs parallel with free
enterprise, with private initiative and
equal opportunities, and they believe, now
that the rest of the country are provided
with social security, that they too should
be included. I am quite sure that if
the farmers do not want it, they will not
get it. I am sure, on the other hand,
that those who are employed in the
schools and in the hospitals want it. I
am certainly in favor of giving it to the
farmers if the farmers desire it, because
I think it is a matter of right if the rest
Of the country have it. But I am not
here testifying as to the viewpoint of
the farmer himself. There are plenty
representatives direct~y from the farm
districts who will speak for them, and I
can assure the gentleman that if the
farmers are opposed to it, and if they do
not want it, they will not get it.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. FISH. I yield to the gentleman
from Michigan.
Mr. DINGELL. The gentleman has
expressed an interest in behalf of those
In hospitals. I take it the gentleman's
views on that are liberal enough to include people who are in need of health
Insurance,
Mr. FISH. I freely predict that in the
not far-distant future the Congress will
Include health insurance and hospitalization. It is probably inevitable. I am
not expressing my views right now as to
what should be done today or next month
or in the next Congress. of which I will
not be a Member, but I am inclined to
believe that in the course of events it Is
inevitable that the Committee on Ways
and Means in a future Congress will recomnmend health insurance and bospitali-
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zation., which have been in effect in the
older nations of the world, even Ger
many, for the last 50 or 60 years, and In
many other countries not as progressive
or liberal or as rich as America. I think
that day is coming. But it is no use dis
cussing it now because we have only one
simple Issue before us, and that is the
aii uunt of the tax on social security, in
cludng old-age and unemployment bene
fits.
May I conclude by saying that I am in
favor entirely of the social-security pro
gram as it exists today. It is accepted by
all the people. Of course it will be
amended and it will be extended. But
may I point out that it is parallel to and
not a denial of free enterprise. It is
not a denial of private initiative or of
equal opportunities, or the profit system
which have made this country a great,
rich, and free nation. There is no ques
tion that all people hate and loathe war
time regimentation and are only waiting
for the day to come to get rid of it and
get back to freedom and freedom of busi
ness initiative. But I do not think the
American people have any idea oA relin
quishing social security. Social security
has come to stay and will be expanded
as the years advance and the needs re
quire.
In the meantime, Mr. Speaker, I am in
favor of this bill as it stands largely be
cause the experts and the majority of the
Committee on Ways and Means, those
who have devoted their lives to the study
of these questions and those who have
sat in on these hearings, have recoinmended this bill to us in its present form
and have stated openly that perhaps in
the future when they have time to go
into it and study the details and find out
the financial status of the country they
may recommend something different.
So, Mr. Speaker, I am in favor of the bill
as submitted and will vote for it, and I
hope the rule will be adopted.
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, 1 yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from Mich
igan [Mr. DINGELL].
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, realiz
ing the limitation of time imposed by
the rule, which will doubtless Le adopted,
I am constrained to say at this time what
I might otherwise have %aid when the
bill is being considered.
I think it important that the proposed
tax freeze and its dangerous effect be
taken into account, particularly by the
busine!~s interests of this country. Pro
visions such as are intended under the
Social Security Act with regard to oldage insurance are a safeguard and a
stabilizer for business in that 'they pro
vide freedom from fear on the part of
our aging citizens. I think it goes with
out saying that anything we can do to
eliminate the age-old fear of the poor
house from our midst is the best thing
In the world for the Insured and for
business. I think progressive, far
sighted businessmen realize that re
peated tax freezing tends each time to
undermine the social-security structure.
My principal objection to the proposal.
at the present time, of freezing the tax
Is one which I have raised in committee,
time and again. In the first place, we
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have already frozen the social-security
tax on two Previous occasions. Now we
come before the Congress again with a
similar proposal for athird time. I have
argued for several years past, and the
Members of the committee know it, that
we ought to have a special, standing subcommittee to acquaint itself with the current and future needs of the social-security structure and we ought to go into the
matter with the assistance of experts,
very carefully. I hold to that view now.
I cannot reconcile myself to any such
proposal as t'-~s, which is before us now,
to first freeze the tax and later to investigate. I think that the proper, the
sound, the businesslike proposal would
be to investigate first and thea to freeze
the tax, if investigation justifies it. So
far as I can get the facts to date, there
is no justifization for freezing, because
business is at its best and business would
not suffer anything by the automatic
imposition of the tax, as provided by
law.
Mr. DISNEY. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DINGELL. I yield.
Mr. DISNEY. Even if we had raised
the tax to 5 percent it would not have
changed the benefits. The benefits
would have remained the same until
after we would meet next Year and determine whether or not they would be
changed.
Mr. DINGELL. It is not going to
change the benefits, no, but it will affect
the plan, in my estimation. I will say
this to my friend from Oklahoma. and
I think he knows it, it is going to be
mighty easy to slash the tax, but very
difficult to restore it. He is not going
to be here to vote for its restoration,
but I dare say, he is going to vote to
cut it.
Mr. DISNEY. But it is clear that
either the raising or the cutting or the
leaving in statu quo, of the rate, will not
affect the benefits under the bill.
Mr. DINGELL. Not immediately, no;
but it will in the future. I just want to
express this hope at the present time.
Those of us who have been defending the
social-security bastion, and who have
been pushed from one line of defense
to another, have this final hope, and I
express it here now for whatever it might
be worth, that if this legislation does
pass in the House and in the Senate, regardless of whether it is wrapped in the
mantle of the War Powers Act or not,
the President will have the courage to
veto it. I think that he will. I hope I
am not making a mistake in that prediction.
Mr. DEWEY. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DINC-ELL. I yield.
Mr. DEWEY. I would just like to ask
the gentleman to make a statement as
regards title I of the Social Security
Act. There is nothing in this bill, nothing in this rule, that has anything whatsoever to do with the so-called old-age
pension.
Mr. DINGELL. Not the pure pension,
no; that is, not those that are receiving
a gratuity,
Mi. DEWEY. I just wanted to bring
that out,

Mr. DINGELL. This affects the oldage insurance feature of the act which
provides for old-age pensions, not as a
gratuity but as a matter of right, to those
who pay the insurance premium.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman has expired,
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, does the
gentleman from New York [Mr. FisH]
wish to yield some of his time now?
Mr. FISH. Mr. Speaker, I yield 10
minutes to the distinguished gentleman
from Ohio [Mr. JENKINS).
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, there is
no question that this rule will pass. Consequently it would be useless to discuss
the rule any further. I might say this,
however, that usually when a rule is
given for legislation from the Committee
on Ways and Means, it is usually branded as being a gag rule. This rule is an
exception in that respect. This rule Is
not a gag rule in any respect. The application of this bill is restricted within
a very narrow scope, as has already been
said. It deals with only one proposition,
That proposition is, Shall we freeze the
present rate at 1 percent for another
year. or shall it be increased to 2 percent
beginning with January 1, 1945?
This rule permits amendments within
that scope. I hope there will be several
amendments so that we shall have a fair
chance to present the real issue to the
House and the country. At that time,
no doubt, the issue will be sharper and
we will then be able to keep our remarks
more to the point,
At this time let me discuss with you
for a few minutes the general proposition
Of social security. The term "social security" is a very broad term. It is used
to express many different ideas. In
other words, in 1935 this Congress passed
the social-security law. That was a
great step in legislation. In fact, it was
one of the most comprehensive pieces of
legislation ever passed by Congress.
That law includes 10 different titles, and
it is very comprehensive. It deals with
old-age pensions in title 1. In title 2
it deals with old-age insurance. Title 3
deals with unemployment compensation.
And title 4 deals with aid to dependent
children. Title 10 deals with pensions
for the blind. As was brought out in the
debate a moment ago, the first title deals
with old-age pensions. This is an easy
proposition in that it provides a grant for
the aged needy to be matched by the
States. That was the first time the Federal Government had ever entered the
field of gratuitous pensions to the old
people. Many of the States up to that
time had passed old-age Pension laws,
but that was the first time the Federal
Government took action with reference
to Federal aid to the aged needy. The
Government is still operating under that
old-age pension law. It pays out to the
States about $300,000,000 annually, which
the States match.
When Congress
passed the social-security law, title 2 of
the social-security law was expected to be
a corollary to the old-age pension section. The purpose of title 2 was to provide a system of compulsory insurance
that would render it unnecessary to continue old-age pensions. If title 2 will
work out as it was intended, in about 30
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or 40 years the old-age pension section
may not be necessary. If our people can
provide themselves with personal secu
rity through this title 2 it will not be nec
essary to pay old-age pensions. In other
words, if we did not pass title 2 at all,
it will not necessarily bring about any
calamity in this country, because we
would still have title 1 to take care of
the old people who reach 65 Years of age
by paying them an old-age pension.
So, we are not today experimenting
with amending a plan that might jeop
ardize the bread and butter of anybody.
What we are tryint, to do today is not
absolutely a bread-and-butter proposi
tion at all. But we are now dealing with
a very important experiment in universal
social insurance.
That is what it
amounts to. It is compulsory. Title 1 is
not compulsory. It is voluntary. If a
person does not want to draw an old-age
pension, he need not do so. But title II is
a tax. It provides for compulsory pay
ments and when we deal with a tax we
must be careful to make it uniform. We
had better make it fair; we had better
make it of such nature that there will be
no revulsion in the country about it.
There are 2 titles in the Social Security
Act that are very compulsory. One of
these is the title with which we are
dealing today and the other Is the title
providing a tax out of which to pay
unemployment compensation.
Title II provides that every employee
in the country, except a certain few who
have been exempted, such as domestics,
farm labor, and casual labor, must pay 1
percent of his wages into a trust fund
under the supervision of the Govern
ment. Every employee has deducted
from his pay roll 1 percent of his earn
ings, and at the same time, from the till
of the employer an amount equal to 1
percent of the wages of his employees is
deducted. But you must remember when
you take the 1 percent from the employee,
you take it out of his own earnings. But
when you take it out of the employer, you
do not take it out of His profits. It Is not
taken out of the profits of the employer.
It is a charge on his total receipts. if
the employer is prosperous, it means that
he just pays that much less income taxes.
And if the employer is not prosperous, he
must pay it whether he makes any
profit or not. It comes out of the money
he earns. It comes out of his business.
He passes it on as an item of cost. You
must remember that whenever You pass
on an item of cost, it comes out of the
consumer. Suppose a man is manufac
tWring shoes. one percent of all the
wages he pays, is paid to the Government
and is added onto the cost of the shoes.
Very well. Who pay that cost? The
consumer, of course, and that in some
instances is very unfair. This is true
when a person who is not protected by
social security must pay that added cost.
We have to be fair about it. We must
give this matter very exhaustive study.
In our complex industrial life It is diffl
cult to give one person an advantage
without working a disadvantage to an
other.
Take, for instance, a farm hand. He
is excluded from the protection of the
law. Most farmers desire to be excluded.
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But the farm hand has to pay that increased price for his shoes because the
price has been increased by the employer all along the line by that amount
and perhaps it has been increased by
the amount the employee pays-if the
employer has been smart enough to add
all its tax as a part of the cost,
So we are going to have to consider
some of these days whether or not we
are going to extend the benefits of the
social-security insurance to some of
these other people, tbo the white-collar

create a huge reserve against less prosperous times. I think we ought not to be
piling up a surplus at the cost of today's
workers to be paid to somebody 40 years
from now. The Congress will be Just as
smart and patriotic 40 years from now
as it is today. The workingman who has
paid Into this fund has a surplus now of
seven and one-half times any reasonable
demands that may be made upon it. Mr.
Morgenthau, at the public hearings
seeking to develop facts in 1939 said that
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not enter into that phase. You may, if
you wish. My remarks will be general,
but let no one translate them as being
against real social security, because we
all ought to befor that. It Is the method
I may wish to question In the very few
minutes I have, and I wish to bring to
you some fears that have been expressed
to me.
Blessed be the man who expects noth
ing because he will not be disappointed;

but the man who expects something and
does not get it might well be disap
pointed.
Are we entering into a system of swin
dling posterity on a huge scale? Are we
really collecting this money and spend-

workers, to school teachers, and many
other people employed by the State and
Federal Governments. They have to pay
the extra price for their shoes Just as
these farm laborers do.
So the question arises then, if we do
sometime in the future decide to include
farm labor within the provisions of this

a surplus of three times was enoughthree times any reasonably anticipated
draft upon the funds. Three times
ought to be enough, but we now have
seven times the necessary amount.
Why should the man who is now
working be called upon to pay nearly a
billion dollars more each year than Is
necessary? And if this is raised to 2per-

law, How we can best do it? It cannot be
applied to a farm laborer as easily as it
can to those who'work in a factory. It

cent the workingmnan of this country
will be called upon to pay over one billion and nearly a billion and a half extra

my desk this morning from a chamber of
commerce, calling this method a swindle

am moved to make this statement be-

the general expenses of the Government.
I expect a reply to this on the floor this

is difficult also to apply it to domestics
who work only 1 or 2 days a week. Like-

money into !his fund that is already
seven and one-half times too large. I

cutter or to one who works for himself
as a plumber or a repairman,
Some day we shall have to face all these
matters if we are to be absolutely fair to
all. As I have already stated, most farmers are opposed to extending this' coverage to farm help and most self-employed
people are opposed to it.
In 1939 we amended this section of the
original Social Security law, the section
I am now talking about. It was not well
put together. It could not have been
well put together, because we had had
no experience from which we could chart
our course. We made a good start and
expected to learn by experience and we
did learn and in 1939 the Ways and
Means Committee recommended and the
House passed very striking amendments
to this section. I cannot go into these
extensively at this time. I refer you to
the law. The principal amendments
were to the effect~that the benefits were
made more acceptable to the families of
the beneficiaries. The original social-security law did not give sufficient protection to the wife and children of those who
paid in their money. It was loosely
drawn because it was experimental
legislation. I make these statements to
show you that this legislation is very
Important and very far reaching. I
think our Ways and Means Committee
took a very wise course when a few days
ago it adopted a resolution to the effect
that the whole committee would, wh2en
time permits, enter upon an exhaustive
study of this whole matter. From that
study I hope we may find the solution of
some of these important problems.
For Instance, it Is not wise for us to
require our wage earners to pay into the
Treasury of the United States the great
surplus of $6,000,000,000. The Government takes in about seven times as much
as It pays out under this law. No Insurance company would do that, no private indivIdual setting aside a trust fund
would set aside seven times as much as is
necessary.
It has been said that In prosperous
times, we ought to collect these funds to

cause I do not want the man who works
to be misled into the belief that this
increase is necessary for his security. It
is not necessary. Every person who
testified at our hearings, including Mr.
Altmeyer, stated that thp present surplus
with the present payments would keep
the fund solvent for 10 years.
Mr. DISNEY. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. JENKINS. I yield to the distinguished gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. DISNEY. And this does not affect his benefits.
Mr. JENKINS. No; I was just going to come to that. If we Increase
this rate to 2 percent from the employee
and also from the employer it does not
give the employee any more money in
case of death or accident. He does not
get any more benefits; the benefits stay
just as they are,
Mr. Speaker, it is absolutely unfair
to compel those who labor to pay these
exorbitant surpluses If there is no additional benefit to them. If we are going to increase these rates we should by
all means increase the benefits.
From a standpoint of economy some
say that we should not raise the benefits
now in these prosperous times. The
time they will need greater benefits is In
less prosperous times. I say this Just to
show how confusing these arguments
can be. I still say, however, that the
benefits must be raised If the payments
are raised and the big surpluses are
maintained.,
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Ohio has expired,
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
the balance of the time to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Gzow ]l.
Mr. GIFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I do
not wish to enter the field assigned to
the committee inasmuch as those mem-.
bers will explain this bill and they will
have sufficient time to do It. I suppose
Members on both sides of the House
*11 be bending and torturing statistics
to bring about the desired result of an
opinion they have predetermined. I will

wise it is difficult to apply it to a grass

Ing it for the general purposes of gov

ermient and not treating It as a trust
fund? Can the Government spend trust
funds for general expenses without chal
lenge? I have here a letter that came to
because we are spending these funds for
afternoon. I have spoken along this line
several times before. I am frankly wor
ried as to whether or not the Govern
ment is so different from individuals as
the custodian of such contributions. If
you as an individual hold my trust funds,
do not buy an automobile for yourself.
I am worried about the many comments
of wise men who are critical of the road
we are traveling. It is stated that the
foremost superstition in the United
States today is that we think that we can
get social security by voting for it.
Mr. EBERHARTER. Will the gentle
man yield?
Mr. GIFFORD. I yield to the gentle
man from Pennsylvania.
Mr. EBERHARTER. I Just want to
call the gentleman's attention to the fact
that the majority report of the coin
mittee, which all of his Republican col
leagues signed, states that there defi
nitely is a trust fund amounting to over
five and one-half billion dollars.

That

Is a trust fund upon which the member
ship who voted to pass out this bill
depend.
Mr. GIF]FORD. It is indeed a trust
fund. Should it be spent for general
purposes? This has been questioned'.
Maybe you wiUl be able to reassure these
critics. Here is a Government faced as
It is with many billions of dollars to be
paid out for subsidies and pensions in
various forms after this war. Our Gov
ermient is traveling fast in those direc
tions. I have been giving as much
thoughtful study as I can to post-war
problems. We are told that wages must
be even higher. Then we must subsidize
the wage earner. We must continue to
subsidize the farmers on a much greater
number of their products. I read that
$290,000,000 have been used to support
the price of eggs, alone.
Let us take into consideration the cost
of subsidizing wheat, cotton, and other
large crops. We are told that we imust
allow great quantities of goods to come
into the country In order to be paid for
our exports and the loans we must be
prepared to make.
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So I sometimes wonder if we are em
barking upon Plans the results of which
%youldbe to swindle posterity on a huge
scale. Of course, some people think this
money is in a trust fund. Perhaps it is.
They think it has been set aside. Surely,
th-ey w~ill have to be taxed again in order
tc get it. They will pay twice. "He who
gives too soon will soon be asked to give
again."
Mr. Speaker, I am not a~gainst social
security, but I should watch the way and
mariner in which we are providing for it.
I am expressing a warning that comes to
you and me from people who are very
iruch interested and very skeptical about
these funds. They must be assured that
their contributions are properly safe-
guarded. Should we not tell them that
an investment in a Government bondtheir own debt-is the safest possible
investment? Again, do not translate this
talk into the belief that I am againstM.DO
social security. But we are piling up a
huge indebtedness. We have used all the
letters of thre alphabet in designatingWoeHusontetaefthUin
relief agencies which have been set up,
both at homne and abroad. A boy was
asked in school to write a sentence containing every letter of the alphabet, I
want to give it to you. He wrote:
New Deal quackery and extravagance have
piled up a fearful debt upon all junior citizens, Including myself.
You know I do not love the New Deal;
neither do you. I distrust the New Deal;
so do many others. I shall not be beguiled by the simple title "Social Secourity," if it is simply to get more money into
the Treasury to be spent for something
else. I have that warning. I have been
beguiled more or less on many of these
New Deal propostions, ostensibly for meritorious purposes. Proper administration of them is highly important and it
is our duty to watch that. I have not
attempted to discuss the presentation
arguments of the Ccmmittee on Ways
and Means. I took the floor at this
time simply to express the fear of many
people who have written to me and of
others who have printed their fears and
opinions for us to read. I hope we will
get this social security, so-called, but it
now appears that we will pay for it twice,
There is an old saying, "Where every
prospect pleases and only the ink is red."
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, I move
the previous question on the resolution.
The previous question was ordered,
The SPEAKER. 'The question is on
the resolution.
The resolution was agreed to.
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TAX UNDER FEDERAL INSURANCE

CONTRIBUTIONS ACT
rDOGTNoNrtCali.
HTNoNrhCali.
Mr. Speaker, I move that the House reWsolve Housel
inon the stteofmithee Unione
frtecnieaino
h
il(.R
5564) to fix the rate of tax under the
FdrlIsrneCnrbtosAto
employer and employees for the calendar
year
The1945.
motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself
Into the Committee of the Whole House
on the state of the Union for the con
sideration of the bill (H. R. 5564), with
Mr. MCCORD in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bili.
The first reading of the bill was dis
pensed with.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 10 minutes.
Mr. Chairman, the bill H. R. 5564, now
under consideration, provides for the
freezing of the tax on employer and em
ployee for old-age and survivors benefits
at the present rate of 1 percent for 1945,
thus postponing an Increase to 2 percent,
which would otherwise result if the bill
does not become a law.
In supporting this bill I desire to have
my position clearly understood. There
fore I call your attention to the fact that
Iitoue
n
eotdteoiia
soc~al-security bill in 1935 as well as the
amendments to the social-security law
of 1939. I was at that time and still am
a firm believer and advocate of old-age
Insur'ance.
I take considerable pride in having my
name associated with this great human
itarian law and yield to no one in my
desire to maintain the system and the
Purposes of the act on a sound and secure
basis. I would resist to the limit any
effort that would, in my judgment, tend
to weaken and undermine the stability of
the system.
However, I am fully and firmly con
vinced, after a careful study of the sub
ject. that the action taken by a substan
tial majority of our committee-about
2 ~ to 1-is fully justified and does not
arnd wUil not undermine or weaken the
financial structure of the system,
After studying all the testimony pre
sented in the hearings recently conduct
ed by our committee we arrived at a de
cision that the only practical and proper
course to follow was to freeze the tax at
1 percent for the year 1945; and that ia
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all that this bill does. It has no reference or effect whatever upon the expansion of benefits or the extension of coverage under the Social Security Act. Neither does it affect, in any way, old-age
pensions or benefits which are paid by
annual appropriation out of the general
fund of the Treasury and matched on a
50-50 basis by the States. It makes no
change whatever in the basic purposes of
the act,
The issue we have placed squarely before the House is whether the reserve
in the trust fund is adequate at the present time and that it can be maintained
within the reasonable limit of safety by
retaining the tax at 1 percent during the
year 1945.
In 1939 the law was revised and the
basis of the trust fund was changed,
after long and deliberate study, from a
so-called full reserve to a contingent reserve to meet unusual conditions or
emergencies. At that time the Social
Security Board, with the help of experts
and actuaries, estimated that the trust
fund would be $3,000,000,000 at the end
of 1944. They estimated that it would
be only that amount if the tax increases
as written into the law should become
-effective. However, without the increases, instead of only $3,000,-00,000 we
have, or will have at the end of 1944, approximately $6,000,000,000 In the trust
fund--or 100 percent more than was estimated. In other words we will have
double the amount it was estimated we
would have and we have built this re-e
serve at a lower rate of tax than the
social-security experts and actuaries
used in their calculations for securing
only $3,000,000,000. Today, mark you,
we are collecting more in taxes at 1 percent than it was anticipated we would
collect at 2 percent, which amount we
were told would be adequate to fully protect the system,
The opponents of this bill will contend
that this is all due to the war, which we
deny. Some of it Is probably due to the
war, but the estimates of receipts before the war were far from accurate.
We have always collected more, both before and since the war, in taxes and paid
out considerably less in benefits than
was estimated. The Social Security
Board estimated that in 1944 benefits
paid out would be $667,000,000, but actual
benefits paid will amount to approximately $200,000,000, or less than onethird of the amount anticipated.
The opponents of this bill also contend
that the claims or liabilities against the
fund have increased greatly. In the report they use the figures $50,000,000,000,
which as far as I can determine is the
most extreme possibility that the human
mind could imagine and not within the

The estimates on receipts and disbursements and the growth of the trust
fund made by Dr. Altmeyer and his experts have fallen so wide of the mark up
to the present that it is difficult for
anyone to view with any reliance whatever estimates they make as to many,
many years hence, which must necessarily be based upon economic conditions and human factors that can only
be guessed at-and so far they have been
the wildest guessers with whom I have
ever attempted to work. I know that I
cannot personally look into the future
and tell what economic conditions and
human factors will be 20, 30, or 40 years
from now. So how can we, on the basis
of such estimates and when the fund is
adequate at present or within the reasonably near future, justifiably increase
the already high tax burden on workers
and employers. Even opponents of the
bill admit that a tax of 1 percent will be
adequate for 10 years, and I have no
doubt it might be sufficient for 20 years.
The Secretary of the Treasury, who is
also one of the trustees of the old-age
and survivors' trust fund, and doubtless
speaking with the knowledge and aPproval of the other trustees, testified before our committee in 1939, as follows;
Specifically, I would suggest to Congress
that It plan the financing of the old-age Insurance system with a view to maintaining
for use in contingencies an eventual reserve
amounting to not more than three times the
highest prospective annual benefits In the
ensuing 8 years.
The Congress incorporated the Secretary's recommendation into the law; at
the same time instructing the trustees
to report immediately whenever they believed the amount, n the trust fund to be
unduly small. The Congress put an
alarm bell in the law, but to my knowledge the trustees have not rung that bell,
warning us that the trust fund was un2
duly small for the very obvious reason
that the fund is twice what they estimated it should be. The highest estimated benefits for any of the ensuing
5 years were from four hundred and fifty
to seven hundred million dollars. So, as
a matter of fact, the amount in the trust
fund is now from 8 to 12 times the highest prospective annual expenditure in the
next 5 years-8 to 12 times, instead of 3
times as recommended by Secretary
Morgenthau, who must surely know, or
should know, whereof he speaks.
If the Morgenthau rule is sound, and
it has not been repudiated by the Secretary as far as I know, we then have a wide
margin of safety. Under these circumstances and in view of the extremely high
tax burden the people necessarily are
carrying, how can we Justify doubling the
tax at this time? Remember, the trust

also the candidates and spokesmen,
promised the people of the country relief
from heavy tax burdens at the earliest
possible moment; each trying to outdo
the other in such promises. However, it
is clearly evident with the mounting cost
of the war, the taxpayers can look for
little or no relief in general Federal taxes
in 1945, but they certainly are justified
In opposing any unnecessary increases,
or increases that have not definitely been
demonstrated to be necessary. They will,
in my opinion, judging by the letters and
telegrams that I received from all parts
of the country and from people in all
walks of life, resent any increases in tax
burdens which are not proven to be qbso
lutely necessary.. Based on previous tes
timony and estimates of amounts re
quired to keep this trust fund sound, a
100 percent increase in tax for this pur
pose can, In nowise, be justified.
We have taxes here, taxes there.
taxes everywhere. Hundreds of thou
sands of small businesses have been
forced to close as a result of the war and
taxes, and thousands of white-collar peo
pie have not had their salaries increased
commensurate with the increased cost of
living. Upon these people a 100 percent
increase in this tz~x would prove a griev
ous burden. It should be remembered
that this tax is not a tax upon profits,
but a tax on costs of the employer and
must be paid even though the employer
Is in the red or just breaking even, and
by the employee it must be paid out of
sweat and toil of daily earnings, although
such earnings may not be suffcient to
provide a comfortable subsistence for the
wage earner and his family.
Before any increase In this tax is per
mnitted to become effective the entire subJect of tax rates and the pdequacy of the
trust fund should be reexamined in the
light and upon the experience of 9 years
of operation of the law to date, as our
committee proposes to do if this tax is
frozen for the year 1945.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from North Carolina has ex
pired.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 5 addi
tional minutes.
Mr. COLMER. Will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
I yield to the gentleman, although my
time is very limited.
Mrn COLMER. Do I understand It is
the gentleman's view that business would
find it more difficult to increase jobs in
the post-war period if this bill were not
enacted?
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Well, I did not make that statement, but
I do say there are hundreds of thousands

fund Will die within a short time. But
surely no one, not even Dr. Altmeyer, Is

the highest anticipated benefit payments for any one of the ensuing 5 years,

this tax Increase would be a very grievous
burden. This is a tax not on profits, but

realm of any reasonable probability.
Apparently they are assuming that every
person who is now contributing to the

expecting this to happen. Also they forget to state that the, urvivorship benefits
expire In a comparatively short. time
after a person -who is covered by social
security leaves employment. But we are
undoubtedly going to see large numbers
leave the system after the war,

funds is 100 percent greater than It was
anticipated it would be and is from 8
to 12 times instead 5 times more than

which was considered by Secretary Morgenthau to be necessary to maintain thie
system. So I repeat: How can we justify
an increase of 100 Percent In the tax at
this time?
In the recent campaign, not only the
Platforms of both Political parties, but

of small businesses that have already
gone to the wall as a result of the war
conditions and high taxes. Upon those

a tax on the costs of business so far as
business is concerned, and a tax on sweat
and toil of daily earnings so far as the
employee is concerned.
Mr. COLMER. I should like the bene
fit of the distinguished'gentleman's googl
judgment on that question: What effect
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would it have on employment in the postwar period?
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
It would certainly leave the employer in
a much better condition to employ labor
after the war, in my opinion.
Mr. COLMER. I thank the gentleman,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from North Carolina has
again expired,
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina,
Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 2 additional minutes.
Mr. Chairman, I have before me letters I have received opposed to the freez.
ing of the tax and opposed to this bill,
You will see that I have received only
14 post cards, all written in precisely the
same language, mailed the same day and
at the same post office and received by
me at the same time-identical messages,
I have received only three letters opposing the bill. I come from a great industrial district and a great industrial State.
Not 1 telegram, not 1 letter, not i
word of objection have I received from
xify district relative to freezing this tax
by the enactment of this bill. From the
rest of the country I received only 14
Identical post cards, all propaganda, opposing it. As you can see by these telegrams I hold in my hand, hundreds and
hundreds of them, I have received In
favor of freezing the tax and passage of
this bill. Here are hundreds and hun-

dreds of letters, none of them identical,

from men in all walks of life, and from
all sections of the country, from men in
all types of business, from labor, capital,
industry, employer and employe. This
Is not propaganda. This is a free expression of the will of the people on this
important subject and should have great
value, in my judgment. It is an expression of the enlightened sentiment of this
country opposed to the increase of this
tax.
In my judgment the security and stability of the system will in no way be
jeopardized by the enactment of this bill
Into law.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from North Carolina has
again expired.
Mr KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself 10 minutes.
Mr. Chairman, the measure now under consideration would freeze the social
security pay-roll tax at the present 1percent rate for another year. Heretofore, social-security tax legislation has
been handled in a more or less haphazard manner because we have not had sufficient information to act with full
knowledge. it is the purpose of the appropriate committees of the two Houses
to make a thorough and exhaustive study
of the whole question after the first of
the year. it will interest those on this
side of the aisle to learn that the Republican members of the Ways and Means
Committee unanimously supported the
bill; also, that it was supported by a
majority of the Damocratic members of
the committee. The measure was reported out of the Ways and Means Coinmite
ot yf
o .upon
Unlessb th Conges acts7
to
frezeMhe
rate at the present level, the tax will
automatically increase to 2 percent on
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both employer and employee on JanuMr. KNUTSON. I am glad to have
ary 1, 1945.
the gentleman's contribution, and with
When the Social Security Act was reout casting reflection on anyone I may
vised in 1939, Congress abandoned the
say that representatives of the Social
so-called full reserve plan, under which Security Board who appeared before the
a reserve fund of some fifty billions would
committee failed to make out a case.
eventually have been built up. This acThere was only one gentleman appear
tion was taken with the approval of the ing who claimed to represent labor and
Treasury, in recognition of the fact that when interrogated he kdmitted he did
a full actuarial reserve is not necessary not know how much the reserve was;
in a Government-operated insurance
he also admitted that he did not know
plan. The act, as revised, contemplated
what the outgo was, and apparently lost
only a contingent reserve, and specified
some of his enthusiasm for the program
that a report should be made to Congress he was espousing when he learned that
whenever the reserve fund exceeded
the reserve fund is now eight times
three times the highest contemplated
greater than the outgo.
benefit payments in any year of the enMr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, will
suing 5 years. This is the so-called Morthe gentleman yield?
genthau rule.
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gen
According to Dr. Altmeyer, Chairman
tleman from Tennessee.
of the Social Security Board, the reserve
Mr. COOPER. I am sure the gentle
fund on January 1 will be $6,000,000,000.
man wants to convey the information to
The annual benefit payments are now
the House, as to the question read here
running around $200,000,000, and the by the gentleman from Arkansas and
highest estimated annual payment in the Dr. Altmneyer's answer, that if the in
next 5 years will be between $450,000,000
crease goes into effect as provided on
and $700,000,000. Thus the existing reJanuary 1, it will take it for 20 years.
serve is more than 8 times, rather than
Mr. MILLS. On page 10 of the hear
3 times, the highest annual benefit pay- ings Mr. KNUTSON asked the question:
ments in the next 5-year period, based
Baeupntirfdnghersntae
or. the highest estimate of payments.I
of
uponeitufeirciendingsthke paresenth rates
is 13 times the highest annual payments,
that will be made upon the fund during the
based on the lowest estimate of such
next '2o years.
payments.
M.Atee'
nwrws
Current receipts from the present 1I
r lmyr' nwrws
percent tax are approximately $1,That is right.
300,000,000 annually, or more than 6
He may be incorrect, but that Is hiis
times current outlays. The present re- statement.
serve is 30 times the amount of current
Mr. DOUGHT9N of North Carolina.
payments, and will continue to grow Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
under the 1 percent rate, even if It were
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentle
to be continued for a number of years.
man from North Carolina.
If the rate is automatically increased to
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
2 percent on both employers and em- Nobody can question that he did say
ployees on January 1 next, an additionaldeitlyhaitwsllrgtfrt
and unnecessary burden of $1,300,000,000
defint elytatr
twssl.ihtfra
will be imposed.
leas 10NyeaSO.
Thrisndspt
The above figures conclusively show
Mr.uKNtSO.Thrastodipt
theat the present 1 percent rate may abou that.
f othCroia
safely be continued for another year, as
MrDOGTNoNrtCali.
provided in the bill reported by the Ways
There is no question about that.
and Means Committee, without in any
Mr. KNUTSON. There is no question
jeopardizing the trust fund. The schedand no dispute that all the testimony
ulediIncrease to 2 percent on both emadduced before the committee was to the
ployer and employee is wholly unneceseffect that the present rate of 1 percent
sary and unjustifiable. The 1 percent
was enough to carry the fund in a So1
rate heretofore in effect has built up a vent manner for the next 9 or 10 years.
far greater reserve than Congress, in
Mr. CASE. Mr. Chairman, will the
1939, contemplated would be built up gentleman yield?)
under a 2 percent -ate by the year 1948.
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentle
Mr. MILLS. Will the gentleman
man from South Dakota.
yield?
Mr. CASE. Was there any testimony
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the genadduced before the committee that
tleman from Arkansas.
measured the effect of increasing the tax
Mr. MILLS. May I remind the genon the wage earner by 1 percent, on the
tleman of the testimony given by Mr.
cost of living, or upon the demand for
Altmeyer in answer to questions probreaking the ceiling on wages?
pounded by the gentleman on that parMr. KNUTSON. Unfortunately the
ticular point:
committee did not go into that phase of
Mr. KNu-soN. You have competent actuthe question. I think that we should
aries in your employ at the present time, have have given some thought to it. It is in
you not?fltoayIfheicasgesnoeMr. ALTMEYER. Yes.
featinr.I Cnrswincrmeaselgoe
the
Intetoef
Mr. KxuTsoNi. And based upon their findfetheCnrswilmeyvoeo
ings. the present rate of Income is sumcient
place another 1 percent tax on. all pay
to take care of the cails that will Le made
rolls and pay envelopes. Naturally the
that fund during the next 20 years?
employees will ask for an Increase in pay
. ALTmEYER. That is right,
to offset the additional load that wvill be
That substantiates what the gentleplaced upon their shoulders on Janu.
man is saying.
ary 1.
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Mr. CASE. In other words, it will
help to break down the "hold the line"
ordcr, so to speak.
Mr. KNUTSON. 'Exactly, and I am
not so sure that that is not the reason
why the administrat'on seems to bc for
the increase. Of course, if Congress
would conveniently provide the administration with an. "out" so that it was
justified in abrogating the so-called
Little Steel formula, the Congress would
be entitled to a vote of thanks from the
administration.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Mkinnesotahas expired.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself 5 additional minutes.
I wish the House to get this: The 1
percent rate now in effect has built up a
far greater reserve than Congress in 1939
contemplated would be built up under a
2 percent rate by the year 1948; in other
words, under a 1 percent rate we have
by 1944 built up a greater surplus than
it was contemplated could be built up
by the year 1948 under a 2 percent rate.
Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. LYNCH. Is it not also a fact that,
although the reserve has been built up
in the manner in which the gentleman
states, the liabilities of the fund have also
increased?
Mr. KNUTSON. It would be passing
strange if the liability of the fund did
not continually increase. That is one
reason why we should have a full study
made. We should go into this subject exhaustively, not only by the Committee
on Ways and Means, but also by the
Finance Committee of the Senate, so that
we may know without -any doubt as to
what should be done. The question of
social security is not a debatable one.
We all admit it is necessary. Where we
disagree is upon how much of a tax we
should levy. It is for the purpose of ascertaining what should be done that we
propose, as the gentleman, who is an
esteemed and valuable member of the
Committee on Ways and Means, knows,
to hold such a hearing after the first of
the year. We feel that the present rate
should be frozen until we have had an
opportunity to go into the question completely from all angles.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentleman from North Carolina.

Mr. DO~UGHTON of North Carolina,

Is not the solvency of the fund determined by the reserve?
Mr. KNUTSON. Precisely.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
The reserve is 100 percent more than
they said would be necessary for 1944,
Ofcuse
laiit h
oldntInrae

to that extent; everybody knows that,
Mr. KNUTSON. The reserve is greater today under the 1-percent tax than the
actuary said we would have in 1948 under
a. 2-percent levy.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina,
So an increase In the tax rate would not
be necessary,
Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentlzman Yield further?

Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. LYNCH. Is it not a fact that today, Insofar as all the liabilities of the
fund and the reserve are concerned, if
payments were made to the beneficiaries
who are entitled to them there would be
a deficit of $6,500,000,000?
Mr. KNUTSON. Does the gentleman
mean to tell the House that the Social
Security Board, which is dominated by
his party, is gypping the people?
Mr. LYNCH. The gentleman and
every member of that committee know it
is costing more for these benefits than is
being paid in, and that the minimum cost
is 4 percent, by all authorities,
Mr. KNUTSON. We know no such a
thing, and that is the reason we want to
hold hearings,
Mr. LYNCH. Hearings have been
held, and the testimony is that the minimum is 4 percent.
Mr. KNUTSON. The hearings that
were held in 1939 are about as up-to-date
as a last year's bird nest,
Mr. D3UGHTON of North Carolina.
As to the amount of the reserve, we have
taken in more than $1,000,000,000 in
1944, and it is estimated that we have
paid out only $200,000,000.
Mr. KNUTSON. That is a juicy morsel for those who are continually pleading for the poor downtrodden, but no
matter what you do today you are not
going to increase or decrease by one
penny the benefits that are being paid.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Minnesota has expired.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself 5 additional minutes.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentleman from Arkansas.
Mr. MILLS. In order to prevent anyone's assuming that there is any attempt
on the part of anyone to mislead the
House or place erroneous information in
the Rsconz,, based upon the hearings, I
find on page 12, called to my attention
by the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr.
COOPER) that in response to his question Mr. Altmeyer indicates a different
conclusion or result from that stated in
response to the question of the gentleman from Minnesota. This is the testimony:
Mr. Cooi'ua. Now, Mr. EtNuTBlON's questions
clearly Indicated that he thought the present
1-percent tax on employers an4 employees
would be sufficient to last for 20 years. That
1Mron, istZM ear
Mr. CoopmR. That means, then, that It the
2-percent tax as now provided by law is permitted to go Into effect on January 1, the
fund Is estimated to be sufficient to carry the
systema for 20 years.MrREDoNeYrk
Mr. ALTUNYxR. Yes, air
Apparently Mr. Altmeyer misUnder-

stood the question of the gentleman from
Minnesota, or else there is a difference
In his mindi as to what the conclusion is,
but I put this In the Rscoai& nevertheless,
Mr. KNUTSON.- Mr. Altmeyer May
have changed hi; mind between the time
I Interrogated him and the time the gentlemlan from Tennessee Interrogated him,
Mr. MILLS. My pioint Is this: In view
of the erroneous conclusions that have
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been reached by the Social Security
Board heretofore, prior to the war, even,
as to the amount of revenue and the
amount of liabilities that will be in.
curred annually, and the uncertainty as
to the size of the fund that will be need.
ed in the future, it is clearly evident that
the Committee on Ways and Means is
right irl unanimously deciding to go Into
this whole subject next year and deter
mine how much is needed to carry on
this program.
Mr. KNUTSON. The gentleman from
Arkansas will recall that when the origi
nal social-security bill wvas before the
Committee on Ways and Means, under
the operation of the Treasury proposal
a reserve of forty-eight or fifty billion
dollars would have been built up, a sum
that staggers the imagination and de
fies reliable analysis.
The fact that Congress, on three prcvi
ous occasions, has found it necessary to
set aside scheduled increases In the rate,
and now finds it desirable to do so again,
suggests the need for a restudy of the
whole matter of social-security financing
in order that revenues may be adjusted
to the active needs of the program with
out requiring annual action by Congress.
Pending such a study, it Is advisable to
set aside the wholly unnecessary increase
scheduled for next January 1.
Let me again remind ;lIe House that
if the increase goes into effect on Jan
uary 1, You are, in effect, taking $700,
000,000 out of the pay envelopes of
American labor. There is no more need
of that than there is for the New Deal.
The same considerations which caused
Congress to do away with the full re
serve plan necessitate such action, as
otherwise the reserve will grow to such
unwieldy proportions as to encourage use
of the moneys for all sorts of spending
schemes. In fact, it must be kept in
mind that the so-called reserve is nothIng more than a paper reserve in any
event, since thie Treasury uses the socialsecurity funds to meet current general
expenditures, leaving only its I10 U in the
fund. Thus, the larger the fund, the
more the Treasury will have to draw on,
and the more must eventually be repaid
when the I 0 U's come 'due.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield.
Mr. DONDERO. Did the gentleman's
committee have before it actuaries of
life-insurance companies who have had
mn
er feprect
etf st

what is reasonably necessary an a re
serve?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield to the gentle

man from New York [Mr. REED ] who may
be able to answer that question,
Ys;wha
tetmon fromsvea
ofYrk thes.
Ifha

can get time later, I may quote from the
testimony of one of them.
Mr. DONDERO. D'd they say the re
serve fund was adequate to take care of
the needs of the reserve fund?
Mr. REED'of New York, Yes.
Mr. EDEUHARTER. Mr. Chairnlan,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KNUTSON. I yield.
Mr. UBEREAATER. There has been
no testimony before this committee to
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the effect that 1 percent is sufficient to
program under consideration with recarry the annual cost of these benefits,
spect to the pending bill.
In the 1939 act the Congress launched
and neither has any actuary attempted
the greatest insurance program in histo say that the reserve fund is sufficient
tory. It wrote the largest insurance po1for a longer period than perhaps 10 years.
In other words, they are all agreed that icy of all time. Overnight it provided
the reserve fund is not sufficient to carry
insurance of some $50,000,000,000.
It
this system on through as was originally
provided a method of paying the precontemplated when the law was passed.
miums on that large amount of insurThe CHAIRMAN. The time of the
ance. It is on a contributory basis, the
gentleman from Minnesota has expired,
employer paying a tax, the employee payMr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I
Ing a tax, thereby providing the fund to
yield myself 1 additional minute to anpay the benefits. Those benefits are proswer the gentleman's question.
vided as a matter of law. The people are
entitled to them as a matter of right,
Mr. Chairman, we do know that the
present rate is sufficient to carry the fund There is no needs test applied at all. The
solemn law of the land provides these
for the next 9 or 10 years. I agree with
the gentleman that we do not know just
benefits for the people.
what the rate should be in order to
I believe the action proposed in the
maintain a solvent reserve for the longpending bill will endanger the system.
time future. That is the reason the maThat is why I am opposed to it. I am
jority of the Committee on Ways and
confident that the increase in tax proMeans wants to freeze the present rate
vided in existing law is essential for the
until we can have an exhaustive study
protection of this system. All actuaries
agree that at least 4-percent tax is necesmade of the whole question,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the sary to provide a fund to pay the benefits, and some of them place it much
gentleman has expired.
Mr. BJOUGHTON of North Carolina.
higher. That is, 2 percent on the emMr. Chairman, I yield 15 minutes to the ployer and 2 percent on the employee,
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. CooPER]. which is provided in the existing law and
will go into effect if the pending bill is
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, it is
with regret that I find I am unable to
not passed.
agree with the majority of my commitNone of the witnesses appearing betee on the pending bill, H. R. 5564. I fore the committee placed the average
have always been grateful for the fact
annual cost of this insurance system at
that it was my privilege to very actively
less than 4 percent of the pay roll. Some
of the estimates placed the average
participate in the drafting and passage
annual cost as high as '7 percent, and
of the Social Security Act. It was my
eventually an annual cost as high as 11
privilege to serve as a member of the
percent. Even if we accept the lowest
original subcommittee that gave much
thought and study to the subject and to
estimate of 4 percent average annual
be a member of the second subcommitcost, it may be said that the reserve fund
tee that participated in the drafting of
of this system rIready has a deficit of
most of the original Social Security Act.
$6,600,000,000.
If we take the higher estimate of '7
I mention that to try to convey the
percent average annual cost it may be
impression that I have always taken an
active interest in this legislation. I hapsaid that the reserve fund already has a
pen to be the only Member of Congress
deficit of about $16,500,000,000. I should
who is still serving who was a member
like to point out the fact that Mr. M. A.
of those subcommittees that worked a Linton, president of the Provident Mulong time on those measures.
tual Life Insurance Co. of Philadelphia,
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
appeared before the committee in favor
Mvr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
of freezing the tax, and when asked quesMr. COOPER. I yield.
tions he stated that it would result in a
subsidy having to be paid from the TreasMr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
The gentleman overlooks the fact that ury to pay for these benefits provided;
the chairman of the committee was WI~ and he very frankly stated that he favofficio a Member of the subcommittee
ored that. He is in favor of a subsidy
and sat in on all of those deliberations,
from the Treasury to help pay these
Mr. COOPER. I am speaking only of
benefits. That is nothing new to memthe subcommittee. In 1935 the Congress
bers of the Ways and Means Committee
enacted the Social Security Act, the who have gone through all the proceedgreatest piece of legislation of its type
ings on this matter. It was originally
proposed by some people that there
ever enacted in the history of this or any
other country in the world. It provided
should be a three-way contribution, that
the employer should contribute onefor old-age assistance or pensions, oldthird, the employee one-third and
age benefits or annuities, unemployment
compensation, aid to dependent children,
the Government of the United States
one-third. I present this only to point
maternal and child welfare, assistance
for crippled children. vocational rehaout the fact that if this freeze is
bilitation, public health, and aid to the accomplished it will endanger this fund
and will require a subsidy to be paid from
blind,
In 1939, after 3 years of experience
the Treasury of the United States,
under the act, the Social Security Act
I offer this simple illustration with the
was ver3, materially amended. It was
permission of my friend, the gentleman
from Michigan: I do not believe it Is fair
greatly expanded and broadened to take
In thousands of additional people, espeto call upon the gentleman from Michicially with respect to old-age and surgan as a general taxpayer of the Fedvivors benefits. That is the part of the eral Government to pay me a special
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benefit when no needs test is applied.
I may be worth many times more thanl
he, yet as a general taxpayer to the Fed
eral Government he would have to be
paying me a special benefit.
As I said a moment ago, the continu
ance of the present pay-roll tax rate,
1 Percent on the employer and 1 per
cent on the employee, which is sought to
be frozen and continued by the pending
bill, will require an eventual Government
subsidy. If the rate of contributions is
continued at less than the average an
nual cost of this insurance system, it is
a mathematical certainty that there will
be one of the following three results:
First, the future pay-roll tax rates will
have to be much higher If the insurance
system continues to be financed wholly
by pay-roll taxes; or, second, the bene
fits promised will have to be reduced; or,
third, the Federal Government will be
obliged to provide a subsidy out of the
general tax revenues.
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky.
Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield for
a little information at that point?
Mr. COOPER. I am sorry, but it will
have to be very brief.
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. When is
it anticipated that this subsidy would
have to be paid by the Government?
Mr. COOPER. It is difficult to tell.
The gentleman knows there are thou
snso
epenwi
oee
mly
sands ofbeoplse now ine covergednemplTy
fact is that practically a million people
have already retired and are now on the
benefit rolls. One hundred and sixtyfive thousand people who had retired and
begun their benefits went back into emn
ployment during this period of high emn
ployment and high wages. There are
about 650,000 people now employed who
are already eligible for retirement and
the beginning of the receipt of the bene
fits. When this enormous number of
people leave present employment due to
the ending of this emergency the con
tributions they are now making will stop,
the fund will thereby stop increasing,
but, on the other hand, bernefits will begin
to accrue-they will begin to receive
benefits all the way from $10 to $853 a
month.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield at that point?
Mr. COOPER. Very briefly.
Mr. KNUTSON. The gentleman will
realttitwsetfedhtted
reall o that ituwas testifiedtatwohe domaned on50the0funds Inexyoea wouldnnot
exee $a75
o a 40,000,000.Insm Istce
MrCOPR Thtitemandft
Mr. CboOPER t
hiatsther
mAinyn
dwho
castyiaboutithisimatter.o Ayoea
wanno
hasgis visoundlimitend toe 1ricypear cannth
beitoudranthpicplsrte
purposes upon which social security
rests. It is the future that we must look
to. We are building up these benefits
that are provided by law. When people
begin to work they start to pay their
contributions because they are acquiring
benefits every day that they are covered
in employment. Benefits is the thing
that must be taken into consideration
If you are to get anything like an accu
rate view of the situation.
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Mr. DEWEY. Will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. DEWEY. The gentleman has
mentioned the subsidies that might be
necessary to be paid to carry out the system. Is it not a fact that at the present
moment the Government is subsidizing
to the extent of about $700,000,000 annually the old-age pensions as a direct
contribution, which is a subsidy? So
there is nothing new in the matter when
It becomes necessary.
Mr. COOPER. I am sorry the gentleman is trying to divert me from the sub,ject under consideration. Old-age pensions has nothing to do with this bill. All
that is paid under. title I of the old-age
system, commonly referred to as pensions, is a subsidy. Those people have
not paid in anything and the Federal
Government puts up dollar for dollar
whatever the State is willing to put up;
but bear in mind there is a need test applied. Unless the person is in need he
cannot qualify for it. There is no need
test applied at all under these benefits
becusethi
isinsrace hatpeole re
beause fo thiemseinsurance theyatrepe ar
pynfothmevsadtearbuyIng these benefits that they are entitled

to as a matter of right.
Mr. McCORMACK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COOPER.

I yield to the gentle-

man from Massachusetts.
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Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, I want 'that by further freezing this tax we en
to call your attention to this provision
danger this fund and thereby Jeopardize
which was inserted in the bill the last
this Insurance system.
time this tax was frozen:
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. Mr. Chair
There is also authorized to be appropriated
man, will the gentleman yield?
to the trust fund such additional sums as,
Mr. COOPER. I yield to the gentleman
may be required to finance the benefits and
from Kansas.
payments provided under this title.
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. I think in
Certainly they were so apprehensive
all fairness it should be brought out,
when they adopted that freeze that they
however, that we have about 20.000,000
realized it was necessary to also put a people who left uncovered employment
provision in the law providing for Payand went into covered employment and
meat of these benefits-out of the General
will probably go back to uncovered em
Treasury of the United States. That is
ployment, and therefore the fund even
the law today. You keep freezing this
tually will be the beneficiary of great
tax, thereby not allowing the fund to inbenefits they paid in, and they will not
crease to the point that is necessary to
receive a cent.
pay the benefits, and it simply means
Mr. COOPER. There will be some ac
that those benefits will have to be paid
cretions to this fund, there is no doubt
out of the General Treasury of the United
about that. Bear in mind that every
States. That is in the law today, and so
time people go Into covered employment,
far as this bill is concerned, will continue
they build up benefits. Every time you
in the law.
Increase the size of the fund you are In
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. Mr. Chaircreasing the burden, the liability of the
man, will the gentleman yield?
benefits that are provided.
MrCOPR IyiltotegnlUdreaernedoexndmrMrCOPR IyiltotegnlUdreaernedoexndmr
man from Nebraska.
marks, I include the dissenting views of
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. I am lookcertain members of the Committee on
Ing for light. The gentleman from MinWays and Means:
nesota [Mr. KNUTSON] said that there
DisSENTING VXEWS
were I 0 U's in the Treasury for the
ThuneigdmmbrofteWyad

mnypi

nb

h

okr

nIds

oe
adI
ytewresi
nutry. Is that money used as a general revenue-raising measure, or Is that money
available for the worker when he needs
it?

h

nesge

ebr

fteWy

n

Means Committee respectfully submit their
dissenting views relative to H. R. 5584, which
has been favorably reported by the majority

of the committee.

We deeply regret that our considered opin

Mr. McCORMACK. Old-age assistMr. COOPER. I am sorry; I do not
ion with respect to this bill is at variance
ance Is only a telpporary stopgap neceshave time to go into all of that. Let it
with a majority of our colleagues and that
sary to meet the problem of the aged be stated that every person entitled to
we cannot concur In the recommendation
people, based on need, whereas this Is an a benefit receives his benefit when It is
Thahe billshldb
reported
byamjrt faveomaly
earned annuity which goes to persons as due; when he makes application for It
mThee bill prevortdb ahmajrty
ofth contiuin
a matter of right when they have met
Tis~ trust fund is handled exactly the
uitter till preventl thedrate ofd conrvibutorIns
the equremntsof
te eistng aw.
same as the trust fund for the veterans'
surance system from Increasing on January
Mr. COOPER. The gentleman is corInsurance plan of the First World War,
1. 1945, in accordance with the schedule con
rect. The present value of the benefits
the same as the veterans' insurance plan tained in the present law. We believe this
Payable to those now eligible now of this war, the same ai the civil-service
action to be unwise and detrimental to the
amount to approximately four and oneretirement plan, the same as the retirebasic principles underlying a contributory
half billion dollars. I repeat, four and metpa o epei h oeg
ev
oial-insurance system. Our reasons are
oehlbilodolr.Those are the
Ice of the United States, and every other
summarize as follows:
benefits they are entitled to now. This
trust fund of the Federal Government.
SUMR OF OBJECTIONS TO THE BILL
figure represents only the liabilities
Bear in mind that In 1939 the Congress
1. The success of a contributory system of
which the Federal Government has aswrote into the law survivors' ben is osocial
Insurance is at stake
uiefothspesnaledy eligible
widows and orphans and dependent parWe believe that the very success of this
for benefits. Since the reserve fund Onl
ents in lieu of lump sums that were then
contributory, social-insurance system which
Jaur
,14,will be $6,000,000,000,
Congress established In 1935 Is at stake and
Janulary onl on n n-hlilo
provided. I would like to point out again,
not merely the fixng of a tax rate in the
ths
nl eae
oe ndon-hlfbilin
as I stated a moment ago, let It be reusual sense of the term. The Congress of
dollars in the reserve fund to meet the
membered that we do not now have a the United States in 1935 took a long step
liabilities which the Federal Government
normal situation due to this emergency,
forward In undertaking to substitute for a
has assumed for the pay'ment of benefits
due to the manpower situation, due to bit-and-miss method of relieving destitution
to the 69,000,000 persons who have acthis war. We have thousands of people
through a Government dole a systematic
cumulated wage credits but have not yet
who have remained in covered employ
long-range method known as contributory
died or reached retirement age,
Y
social Insurance. Under a system of con
th at ment and thereby are paying In the tax
tributory social insurance, benefits are paid
want to invite attention to th at
and continuing to make contributions to
as a matter of right without a means or a
that it must have been recognised that
the fund who are already of retirement
needs test and are related In an equitable
the freezing of the tax in the bill which
age. When this emergency Is over, which
manner to the length of time a person has
became law over the veto of the Presiwe all hope and pray will be soon, thoubeen Insured and the amount of his past
dent early this Year endangered the fund,
sands of those people will stop paying
earnings. An essential characteristic of any
otherwise why did the Senate, after
the tax, stop making the ccntributlons,
contributory social-insurance system is that
adopting Senator VANDENBEcRG's amendn. hrb
h ieo h udwl e
the benefits are financed wholly or in large
ment to freethe tax, then adopt Sen-. andth
atb
the sizeo time theywill
dpart from contrib~utions made by or on be
ftrMreeze
crease, n
ttesmetm
hywl
half of the beneficiaries. it is just as true
aoMUR'samendment providing
go on the rolls for benefits to be paid, of a social-insurance system as of any in
that funds should be paid out of the
and thereby draw from the fund these
surance system that its security depends upon
PaeneralTresur ofethe Uniedev Statest
large amounts. That is the practical
the eartainty and soundness of the methods
pnaydenuaefiswe?
h rsrebc
situation we have presented today.
used to finance it. In financing a contribu
IndqutSo
I say to You With all the sincerity of tory social-insurance system It Is necessary
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
MY being that, based upon the actuarial to make certain that the promises made tO"
gentleman has expired,
day
to pay
benefits Under
In the future
can be and
information presented upon the authorWMlbe
fulfilled.
a social-insurance
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina, ItY of the Social Security Board, upon the
systm providing old-age annuities based
Mr. Chairman, I yield the gentleman 5 authority Of actuaries not associated with
upon the length of time insured initial costs
additional minutes.
the Government, there can be no doubt are low and ultimate costs are higb. In the
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case of this social-insurance system it has
been est~11nttoCf that the eventual annual
cost wvill be 15 to 20 times what they are
today.
2. The cost of benefits promised is far in
excess of the contributions being collected
None of the witnesses appearing before
the committee Placed the average annual cost
of this Insurance system at less than 4 percent of pay roll. Some of the estimates
placed the average annual cost as high as
7 percent and the eventual annual cost as
high as 11 percent. Therefore, It is obvious
that the actuarial soundness of this Insurance system will continue to deteriorate so
long as the current rate of contributions Is
kept at the present low level. Even if we
accept the lowest estimate of 4 percent average annual cost, it may ha said that the reserve fund of this system already has a deficit
of *6.600,030.000. If we take the higher estimate of '7percent average annual cost, it may
be said that the reserve fund already has a
deficit of about $16,500,000,000. The fact
that we are collecting as much at the present
1-percent rate as It was estimated In 1939 we
would collect at the 2-percent rate does not
affect these estimates of cost and the size of
the deficit, since the liabilities assumed by
the insurance system have likewise increased.
One of the arguments advanced for not
permitting the automatic Increase In rate to
take effect Is that there should be a study
Made of the financing of this system and of
social security generally. Another argument
advanced is that Congress will soon consider
the extension and broadening of the socialsecurity law. These arguments lack validity,
since the minimum cost estimate set forth
above has not been disputed by any witness
appearing before the committee and it is
obvious that any extension and broadening
of the social-security law will certainly not
result in a reduction in cost. Therefore,
there appears to be no good reason why present costs, which are not disputed, should not
be properly financed,
3. The continuance of the present pay-rolltax rote will require an eventual Government subsidy
If the rate of contributions is continued
at less than the average annual cost of this
insurance system, it is a mathematical cer.
tainty that there will be one of the following
three results: (1) The future pay-roll-tax
rates will have to be much higher If the Insurance system continues to be financed wholly
by pay-roll taxes, or (2) the benefits promised will have to be reduced, or (3) the Federal Government will be obliged to provide
a subsidy out of general tax revenues,
There is of course a limit to the amount of
pyrltaethtcan be levied In justice to
employers and workers. In pay-oll
the case of the
workers the actuarial figures Indicate that It
the eventual rate is placed higher than 3
percent large numbers will be required to pay
more for their benefits under this insurance
system than if they obtained similar protection from a private insurance company.
Since such a result would be clearly inequitable and since the repudiation by the cloy-

system out of general revenues consideration
should be given to broadening the coverage
or the insurance program.
4. Freezing costs taxpayers more later on
A major argument that has been made by
persona in favor of the tax freeze is that it
does not make any difference to the taxpayers of the future whether they are required to pay taxes to cover the interest on
Government bonds held by the reserve fund
or are required to pay taxes for an outright
Government subsidy to this Insurance systemn. This argument was completely disproved in the course of the hearings, since
not only the Chairman of the Social Security
Board but M. A. Linton, president of the
Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co., who
advccates the freeze, both agreed that the
amount of taxes to be raised in the future If
there is no reserve fund will be twice as much
as if there Is a reserve fund. Both of these
witnesses agreed that the Interest payable on
Government obligations held by the reserve
fund would otherwise have to be paid to
private Investors who would be holding these
obligations and in addition a subsidy of an
equal amount would stiUl have to be made
to the insurance system.

7. Freezing not consistent woith& general
congressional policy
The policy embodied In the majority's rec
ommendations to freeze the rate of contribu
tions under the old-age and survivors In
surance system is defended on the ground
tat only sufficient contributions should be
collected to cover the cost of benefits cur
rently being paid out. However, this policy
Is diametricaily opposed to the policy which
the Congress follows In the national service
WaNo2.teGvrmn
life
sytmyoe-ern
insurance
f ol
tr
o eeaso
War
GoenetlfnuacivilsNo. olthe
1.
tervicforvetiremntofunord.WrN.
Foein
the
evice
6~rlfeisranetrmnfund,andeseveralothereofith
liensrcefdadevalohrfte
retirement funds set up by the Congress. In
completely departing from this principle for
the Federal old-age and survivors insurance
fund we believe that the Congress is making
a grave mistake.

5. Delay in automatic step-up will create fu.
ture hardshipfor employers and workers
It has been suggested that now is a difficult
time for employers and workers to meet the
additional 1-percent tax on pay rolls. We
sympathize with the difficulties of meeting
the present tax burden made necessary by
the war. However, we are of the opinion that
it will be far more difficult for employers and
workers to absorb an increase In the rate a
year from now or at any date in the near
future. The profits of most employers are
at a high level today. In fact, the majority
of employers will be required to pay excessprofits taxes. Therefore, in most cases the
Increased pay-roll tax payable by employers
will be partially offset by the reduction In the
excess-profits taxes they will be required to
pay. So far as the workers are concerned, the
committee was Informed 'that both the AmerIcan Federation of Labor and the Congress of
Industrial Organizations are in favor of permitting the automatic increase to take effect,
As members of the Committee on Ways and
Means, the committee which has the difficult
task of raising taxes, we are impressed by the
willingness of the workers of this country to
pay their equitable share of the cost of these
benefits. We wish to commend these labor
organizations for their statesmanlike action
which indicates that they truly understand
and appreciate the value of this contributory
social-insurance system, and therefore desire
to maintain its financial integrity.
6. Low contributionsimply low benefits
axesthatWALlER
The real
reason why many people advocate
keeping the contribution rate at a level below
the true cost of the benefits provided is that
they fear the accumulation of a reserve fund
will create a demand for an Increase in the
size of the benefits. However, In our opinion
the continuation of the present unjustifiably
low contribution rate has the effect of making
people believe that the cost of the benefits

strengthen the social-insurance provisions of
the Social Security Act. We cannot do so
unless we assure the continuation of the
social-insurance provisions on a sound flnan
cial basis that will guarantee to every Amer
ican citizen that he will get his social-insur
ance benefits as a matter of right and not
as a dole.

the only real alternative Is an outright Govermient subsidy.
In making these statements, It should not
be concluded that we are opposed to some
eventual contribution by the Government
to the social-insurance system out of general revenues, provided it is not caused solely,
by the fact that an unjustifiably low rate ia
levied in the early years of operation and

benefits provided Is Inconsequential. As
already pointed out, the real cost and value
is far In excess of the rate of contribution
now being collected. The survivors' benefits
alone have a face value between *3.000 and
*10.000 for most families and as high as
$15.000 for some families. The total amount
of survivors' benefits provided have a face
value of $50.000,000,000.

gentleman from Virginia [Mr. ROBERT
SON 1.
Mr. ROBERTSON.
Mr. Chairman,

ermient of benefits promised Is unthinkable,

provided there is complete coverage of the
workers in this COjntry.

However, at the-

present time, there are some 20,000,000 Individuals engaged In occupations which are'
excluded from the Insurance system. We believe, therefore, that before any such contribution is made to the social-InAUTUT19C

provided Is low and that the value of the

Most people estimate the value of What

they buy by the price which they pay. There-

fore, we believe that an increase in the contribution rate will result in less extravagant
rather than more extravagant demands being
made upon the Congress for an increase In
the benefits provided,

CONCLUSION

For the reasons outlined above, we oppose
the freezing of social-security contributions
at the present time. We believe that the
action of the majority of the committee is
unwise and unsound.
We believe that It is Important to

We do not believe that the present provi
sions of the Social Security Act are perfect.
We believe that many of the provisions In
the existing law should be strengthened and
expanded. We believe that the Committee
on Ways and Means should give considera
tion to a comprehensive review of all of the
provisions of the Social Security Act. Only
in this way can the contributions and the
benefit provisions be seen in proper perspec
tive. However, we do not believe it Is wise,
pending such consideration, to emasculate
the proper financing of the admitted true
cost of the benefits now provided. We are
opposed, therefore, to the piecemeal consid.
eration of one aspect of social-security legis.
lation and favor a comprehensive study of
the entire social-security program with a
view toward broadening, expanding, and
strengthening its provisions so that It will
make its full contribution to the preservation
of our democracy and our systema of free
enterprise in the difficult reconversion and
post-war periods.
3mRw COOPERx.
JOHN D. DnqczELL.
A. SIDNEY CAMP.
LYNCH.
Armss J. A.
FoRAND.
HERMAN, P. EaRSEATITE.
~R
IG
CCLR
IG

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Tennessee has again
expired.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 10 minutes to the
nowtsadgth

fct

htsee

nowtsadgth
fcthtsee
members of the Ways and Means Comn
miittee filed a minority report on the
pending bill to freeze social security
pay-roll taxes at present rates for an

other year, there is no fundamental
difrneI

obctv

btw

nthe

diffeoten
in reobjetivhe betweend those
wovtdt
eottebl
n hs
who voted against doing so. Every
member of the committee wants to make
a success of a contributory system of
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social insurance. Every member of the
committee frankly admits that an Indefinite continuance of a 2-perce~nt tax
will require eventual Government subsidy. Every member of the committee
voted to make a study at an early date
of what constitutes an adequate contingent reserve fund and the rates required to produce and maintain that
fund on a sound financial basis. The
essential difference between the divergent groups in the committee is that a
majority of the committee wishes to approach the problem from the standpoint
of what is an adequate contingent reserve fund and the minority from the
standpoint solely of rates. It should be
apparent to every thinking man that
there can be no proper determination of
rates prior to the determination of the
basic question of the amount of reserve
fund you seek to create.
The second paragraph of the minority
report Is headed: "The cost of benefits
promised Is far In excess of the contribution being collected." With all due deference to the testimony of the Chairman
of the Social Security Board before our
committee to that effect, it is only fair
to point out that in the past he has been
unable to give us any estimate on either
collections or disbursements that have
been reasonably accurate. No one can
blame the so-called experts for being so
far off In their estimates 9 years ago,
before there was any experience with the
system. Most of them frankly admitted
that their estimates were just plain
guesses that might be at least 50 percent
wrong. Greater accuracy was expected
In 1939 but failed to materialize. Goyermient experts in that year predicted
that the reserve would reach the sum of
$3,1220,COOO0 in 1944 after a 4-percent
rate had been In effect for 3 of those
years. The facts are that with a 2-percent rate throughout that period the reserve fund is now approximately $6,000,000,000, and at the same rate will approximate $7,250,000,000 by the end of 1945.
In other words, in 1939 the Government
experts missed their guess on what a
gienscedleofraeswoldprdue y
10') percent. In 1939 Government experts declined to commit themselves to
any specific contingent reserve fund, although most of them frankly admitted
that a contingent reserve fund of fortynine or fifty billIon dollars, as contemplated by the original act, was not necessary to keep the system sound and on a
contributory basis. The Secretary of the
Treasury, Mr. Morgenthaui, gave it as his
Personal opinion that the Congress would
be safe In planning a contingent reserve
fund which at all times would be not less
than 3 times the highest prospective
annual benefits in'the ensuing 5 years.
The 3 Previous occasions on which the
Congress has Postponed the statutory
increase in pay-roll taxes have not on~l
been In keeping with that formula but
tha tstofsaet
hs ee fr xcedd.
As pointed out in the committee report,
the existing reserve is now from 8 to

10 times the highest expected annual
expenditure. Therefore, the next subheading of the minority report which
says: "The continuance of the present

pay-roll tax rate will require an eventual

GIovernment subsidy," Is a definite repudiation of the Morgenthau formula.
It is significant to me that the section
of the minority report deallng with the
cost of benefits does not refer to the estimate of the Social Security Board, which
is annually made in keeping with the
Morgenthau formula. That last estimate
of the Board is to'the effect that the highest annual expenditure will be between
$450,000,000 and $700,000,000 in the next
5 years. The difference between the low
estirnate and the high estimate is so
great that the average layman is forced
to the conclusion that the Board is just
guessing. In the same section of the report, referring to the unexpected and un 
predicted Increase in receipts, it is said
that the liabilities assumed by the insurance system have likewise increased,
That, of course, is true, but neither the
Social Security Board nor anyone else
undertakes to tell our committee how
much the liabilities have increased,
They certainly have not increased as
fast as the assets because of several f actors, among which may be enumerated
the fact that young people must be in
covered employment for a total of 10
years before becoming entitled to annuity benefits; thousands of employees
have come into industry who otherwise
would have retired, and when they go
back to retirement the Government saves
the millions of dollars they would have
received in retirement benefits but did
not receive during the war; many have
worked at higher wages during the war
than they received before the war but
their annuity benefits have not been
measurably changed. The Maximum
benefit with respect to taxes paid is at
the $50 per month level and ends at the
siso per month level. Covered employees
making more than $150 per month are
profitable accounts. It is true that the
Social Security Board now recommends
that the benefits should be increased but
that action as yet has not been taken by
the Congress. The net result has been
that the contingent reserve has increased
faster than the contingent liability and
the difference may properly be called a
war windfall,
Section 4 of the minority report says:
A major argument that has been made by
persons in favor of the tax freeze Is that it
does not make any difference to the taxpayers
of the future whether they are required to
pay taxes to cover the interest on Government
bonds held by the reserve fund or are required
to pay taxes for an outright Government subsidy to this insurance system.
I never have made that argument and
few who voted to report this bill have
ever made that argument. To me, nothing is maore absurd than to say that a
Government bond in the reserve Of a
private insurance company is a good
bond and a safe investment for the reserve fund but that a similar bond In
the trust fund of the Social Security
System Is nothing but a worthless I 0 U.
Those bonds are of equal dignity, of equal
value, and are the safest investment that
can be made either of premiums paid

on private insurance Policies or premiums
by way of pay-roll taxes paid on Govermient insurance policies. In each instance the interest paid by the Govern-
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mnent on those bonds is good money and
a valuable addition to the reserve fund.
If our Government had no debt and had
no necessity to engage in deficit financIng, the point midght be made that we
should not force the Government to go
into debt through the investment of bil
lions of pay- roll taxes in Government
bonds. But our Government now has
outstanding, mostly in the hands of pri
vate investors, over $200,000,000,000 In
bonds, and our Government Is engaging
in deficit financing on a large scale. As
long as there is a necessity for the Gov
eminent to borrow money and to evi
dence its obligation for that money by
the issuance of bonds, the interest paid
on Government bonds in the social-se
curity trust fund is just that much less
interest to be paid to private investors.
The Government pays the total interest
on Its total debt only once, and the peo
ple of the Nation are taxed only once
for the payment of that total interest
debt. So far as the general taxpayer is
concerned it is a matter of indifference
to him whether the taxes he contributes
for the payment of interest all goes to
private holders of Government bonds, or
a part to private holders and a part to
the trustees of the social-security trust
fund.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Vir
ginia [Mr. ROBERTSON]. The gentleman
is making a splendid statement.
Mr. ROBERTSON. I thank the geni
tleman very much.
But it makes a lot of difference to the
trust fund whether it receives any in
terest or does not receive any Interest,
and it makes a lot of diff erence to the
general taxpayers if, after paying taxes
to carry the interest on the total debt of
the Nation, they must also pay taxes to
help support the payments to be made
under the Social Security Act. It Is my
contention, and it is the contention I be
lieve of every member of our committee,
that the social-seuritsyem hol
be self-supporting and that we should
have a pay-roll tax and a contingent
reserve fund sufficient to make contribu
tions to the system from general taxa
tion unnecessary. There can be no doubt
about the fact that we now have such a
system, and there can be no doubt about
the fact that the freezing of current pay
roll taxes for another year will not render.
the system unsound. The statement
ceontaiethn paragrphendothe mreingorit
rhepgort
dthatw defndy
thficenfreezingo
thgrudhaonysfcitcnrb
tions should be collected to cover the cost
of benefits currently being paid out 1s
not Justified. There may be some who
favor that plan but they are not members
of our committee. At the hearings before
our committee last year a labor reprne
sentative based his opposition to the pro
posal to freeze the pay-roll taxes at the
existing rates on the ground that his
labor organization wanted to see the fund

increased In order that it might be Justi
fled in asking for larger benefits.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. ROBERTSON. I yield to the gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. KNUTSON. If for any reason
the proponents of freezing should lose
out, those who vote to increase the tax
will, in effect, vote to place an additional
1-percent tax on the American workingmen?
Mr. ROBERTSON. I was just coming
to that. I thank my colleague, who so
graciously yielded me 5 additional minutes, for his suggestion.
During the hearings it was pointed
out to Dr. Altmeyer that the best way for
the Social Security Board to prevent a
raid on what might appear to be an
unnecessarily large contingent reserve
fund would be for the trustees of the
fund to set up on their books a liability
account along with the account of assets,
So far that has never been done, and I
fear one reason it has not been done Is
that the trustees do not know with any
degree of accuracy what figure to enter
on their ledgers as the liability account.
But that is information
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1944

that those

who voted to freeze the pay-roll taxes

for another year earnestly desire.
have been proceeding in the dark.

We
We

know that an additional 100 percent of
pay-roll taxes In 1945 will fall heavily
upon many small business enterprises.
We are told that 500,000 small enterprises have already gone to the wall during the war effort. Some months ago a
bill was introduced in the Senate calling
f or the payment of millions of dollars
in severance pay to war workers on the
ground that there would be great unemployment and great hardship in war Industries when the war with Germany
ended. We hope and we believe the war
with Germany will be ended before the
end of 1945. We believe that the present imposition of an additional $600,000,000 of pay-roll taxes principally on war
workers will touch off either a demand
for higher wages or for legislation- simflar to the Senate bill mentioned above,
Under those circumstances, we deem it
to be the part of wisdom to impose no
unnecessary tax burden either on small
business or on workers during 1945. Before the end of 1045 we will get the advice of the best experts in the country
owhtsneesrtopttescalonneessay
wat i
toputthe oci
security system on a sound basis and will
act accordingly.
The CHAIRMAN The time of the
gerntleman from Virginia has again expired.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I yiel4
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from New York [Mr. REED].
M.RED of New York. Mr. Chairman, I really feel it is entirl uessad
only drawing in the patience of a tired
House for me to take the floor to discuss
this issue, which reduced to its true proportions is simply: Shall we tax or not
tax? Shall we freeze or not freeze? I
have prepared a few remarks which may
be useful at some future time when the
question of increasing the social-security
tax in pay rolls for old-age insurance is
again presented to the Congress.
Mr. Chairman, the problem of freezing
the social-security tax relates solely to
the old-age and survivors insurance program, which is the only one under the act

entirely administered by the Federal
Government. Benefits under the oldage and survivors Insurance system are
financed by an equal rate of tax on the
employer and the employee. They are
based on the employee's wages-exclusively' of amounts in excess of $3,000 received in any 1 year-and the employer's
pay roll. The original Social Security
Act of 1935 provided for the following
tax rates:
Percent
Years:
1937-S9------------------------ 1
1940-42 -------------------------- /2
1943-45------------------------ 2
1946-48------------------------ 2 !4
1949 -------------------------- a
This schedule of rates was changed by
an amendment to the social security
adopted in 1939 to meet the change in the
benefit structure. It was at this time
that the 11/2 percent tax rate for the
years 1940, 1941, and 1942, was eliminated.

within the inner circle of the boon
doggling fraternity of the New Deal.
Or SOCIAL SECUR~rr
SUMMARY BACKCGROUYND
OF 1935, AS AMENDED

The Social Security Act became effec
tive upon signature by the President Au
gust 14, 1935. It was a combination of
10 measures relating to various aspects
of public welfare and assistance. From
the standpoint of public interest, at least,
the 2 most important subjects dealt with
In the act are old-age benefits and un
employment compensation. This sum
mary is confined solely to old-age pro.
visions of the act, particularly the fi
aspects of the old-age benefit
nancial
program.
The old-age program, in the original
act, was founded upon the following tax
rates:

Calendar years

The 2 percent rate was to have become
effective in 1943, but a provision in the

Revenue Act of 1942 postponed the in-

This
folwgyar
cesunith
Congress froze the rate at 1 percent for
1946ad4gan t--prcntfo-144-------

ACT

Percent of Percentof Totalperearnings pay rolls caents
piby paid by
employer

workers

col-s

lete

___________________

9339-----
1943-45-----------------2

~

1

2

2
2

4

.

Unless this bill whijch is now being con-

1949___andthereafter----_______3__

sidered is adopted the rate of 2 percent
will take effect January 1, 1945.
Why has the rate been heretofore
frozen at 1 percent and why freeze the
rate again at 1 percent? It is to prevent
imposing an unnecessary and an unjust
tax burden upon the employers and the
employees alike. There is no necessity
to increase the tax in order to protect
the solvency of the old-age and survivors
insurance system. Secretary of the
Treasury Morgenthau presented the formnula that should be followed to insure
full protection to the beneficiaries of the
system. I quote from the official recoinmendations made by S2cretary Morgenthau to the Ways and Means Committee
on March 24, 1939:
Specifically, I would suggest to Congress-

It was estimated at the time the act
became effective, that at the end of the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1944, under
the foregoing rates, aggregate receipts for
that year would total $1,185,900,000 and
that the cumulative total in the reserve
fund resulting from the excess of receipts
over disbursements, would reach a total
of $5,765,100,000, For annual estimates
based upon original rate schedule, see
Old Age and the Social Security Act,
Thomas L. Norton., School of Business
Administration, University of Buffalo,
Buffalo, N. Y., 1937.
The act provided for the establishment
in the Treasury of an old-age reserve
account and authorized an annual appro
priation to this account, beginning with

Said Secretary Morgenthauthat it plan the financing of the old-age
insurance system with a view to maintaining for use in contingencies all eventual reamounting to not more than three
serve
times the highest prospective annuai bene
fits in the ensuing 5 years.
how then, the testimony presented to
the Ways and Means Committee in the
hearings on this bill, shows cleArly that
the highest expenditure for benefits under the old-age insurance and survivors
system will not exceed $700,000,000 annually during the next 5 years, and in this
iast
testimon Jundisputed
connetiothe
that the0 reserveylastaJunehe30awas
sound reason
There
is
no
$5,450,000,000.
why a reserve should be built up under
the pretense of protecting the old-age
and survivors insurance benefit when in
truth and in fact the reserve will be spent
to finance Government expenditures and
war. Let taxes for war fall upon the
public generally, and not upon the pay
rolls of employees and employers. - The
money collected as a pay-roll tax for old
age benefits should not be poured Into the
General Treasury to be spent for whatever fantastic scheme may be Incubated

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1937, an
amount "sufficIent as an annual premium
to provide for the payments required
under this title--old-age benefit pay
ments-sudh amount to be determined on
a reserve basi8 In accordance with accep
ted actuarial principles, and based upon
such tab'les of mortality as the Secretary
of the Treasury shall from time to time
adopt, and upon an interest rate of 3 per
cent per annUm compounded annually."
It was anticipated that the excess of
receipts over appropriations to the special
aconahuersvewldbacm
lated reaching the staggering total of
$4ih00000,00 byd 1980o reandthveresabter
nerelhatfivuelystabe
withdIncmeaind outgor
Its
noetar that fgre.ev
wouldporemaint ator
notIporante tonoe thlfatctisreerelasig
nTh pannedt tppoprbaedselaccumularting
eachthyarouto
the amcount aepproriaed
depndedl upotheSertyamont
thqesacute
reueste annuallby byethenSeres.Taxryean
upnatobyteCngs.Txr
ceipts would reach the reserve only if the
Secretary requested the necessary appra
priation and Congress made the appro
priation.
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Al ter 3 years of experience under the
original act an Advisory Council on Soby the Senate
cial Security was appointed
Cmiteo Soilecrt-

paying benefits in the early years would be

mnateralaly Increased. For the first 15 years
or
so, the taxes provided for under the present law would probably meet this increased

.pca annual cost, and would also provide for some
reserve, which would of course earn interest.
nance-and the Social Security Board to But it would eventually be necessary to.pro-

Clna er
Caedryas

subcommittee of the Committee 0on M

consider, among other things, the advisab~ility of increasing the taxes less rapidly
under title VIII, and the size, character,
and disposition of reserves. During this
3-year period, the reserve fund had
grown to $1,180,302,000. Benefit payments had risen from $5,404,000 In the
fiscal year ending June so, 1938, to $1,
folwn
iclya.
892,000 in the folwn iclya.
.In making its recommendations, the
council observed:
The council believes that the contribu-

vide additional funds--either by increasing
*
or by making up
the pay-roll taxes *
the deficiency out of other taxes. The Social
Security Board believes It would be sound
public policy to follow the latter course,
utilizing preferably taxes like those on Incomes and inheritance which are levied according to ability to pay. And the wider the
coverage of the system the more extensive
this general contribution might properly be.
(See hearings, Ways and Means Committee,
1939, 76th Cong., 1st sess., Social Security,

By this mecbod benefits have a reasonable

the council and the views of other ecoonomists and actuaries, including the
Chairman of the Social Security Board,
the employment-tax-rate structure was
modified and the idea of a full-reserve
fund was abandoned. The 1939 amendIents continued the 1-percent levy on
employers and employees from 1939
e4atswre--thog14.Th

Vol. 1, pt 1, .
tory-insurance method safeguards not onlywokrwihteesltatginn
In line with these recommendations of
the wage earnier but the public as well.
relation to wages previously earned, and
goats may be kept in control relative to

tax collections. Through careful planning,
the continued payment of benefits, can be
assured without undue diversion of funds
needed for other governmental services,
edThmoni'
iacilrcm
Then cuntered finnctheltheeofacommntdngent, as opposed to a full, reserve, and the
ueof tax revenues other than pay-roll

taxes to supplement the receipts from
the latter in future years. Specifically,
theconcl ai:
The financial program of the system should
ebdprvsofoaresnbecnigency fund to Insure the ready payment of
benefits at all times and to avoid abrupt
changes in tax and contribution rates.
The council is of the conclusion that, in

-

Calendar years

Percent of Percent of Total per'
waesto
earnings pay rolls
paiduclad:wrkr
by
mpaidyby
Col'
wrkrsemloerlecied
-

1939-42--------------1943-45--------------1946-48---------- ----I
1648 and thereafter.--..

1
2
2ij
3

--

2
211i
"

2
4

s

6

According to estimates made In 1939see report of Ways and Means Commit5terte 99aedetpg

varying conditions resulting from fluctuations In such factors as the average age of
retirement, the total coverage under the pro.
gram, and average wage rates.
With the changes In the benefit structure
here recommended and with the Introduc
tion of a definite program of governmental
contributions to the system, the council be-

serve fund on January 1. 1943 was ex-

te

99aedetpg

5ter-

pected to reach the sum of $2,441,000,000
with benefit payments for the calendar
year 1942 amounting to $350,000,000.
The actual figures were: Trust fund, $3,'
227,194,000 as of June 30. 1942; benefit

payments $110,281,000 as of June 30,

1942.
Undoubtedly the influence of the war
than are involved In the present ac.ttlsoethpatsimesopacte

lieves that the size of the old-age insurance
fund will be kept within much lower limits

In his testimony before the Ways and

Means Committee in 1939, Dr. Altmeyer,
Chairman of the Social Security Board,
subscribed to the principle of Government contributions by saying:
It is Possible to effect the changes I have
outlined without Increasing the eventual
annual cost of the( System; but the cost of

19*943------------

1I

1

IN4-454-------- -----

2

2

1946-481------- -------

l 6

Il

14

n

o pacethe
te
telecopd
pat etimtes

trust fund many Years ahead of its
scheduled proportions. Acting on the
obvious fact that the fund was sound
and thoroughly adequate, Congress again
postponed any increase in the rate of

tax, and in an amendment to the Revenue Act of 1942 established the following new rate structure:

2

4

hratr1

1'4Sunbseuent amnmet
ratubesqfoe1nt amndmteeafter.

di

o afetSceu

ntafetsheu

rtsfr14 n hratr
The fund continued to increase far
more rapidly than original estimates as
war .production swung into high gear.
Annual benefit payments likewise re
fiected the diminishing number of un
employed and fewer retirements by older
hersltta
aani
wo6r4wt
1943 Congress froze the 1-percent rate,
setting up the following rate structure in
an amendment to the Revenue Act of
_______
1943:
Calendar years

TtlPr
Percent of Percent of Tonta per
paibyrlswag~es
paridnby
workers employer
Icted
ected____
____

2

-----------

2I
3

___-19-48----------------2%

the financing of the Insurance program, it is
desirable to make provision for a contingency
fund to insure ready payment of benefits at
all stages of the business cycle and under

erntoPrcent of Total Mr,.
earnings pay rollsceto
paid by
wages
paid by
lected
workers emploe

1949 and thereafter'

a

2
4
6

I Subsequent amendments did not affect scheduled
rates
for 1946 and thereafter.

a
nJn 0 94 tersrefn
reached the sum of $5,446,000,000. For
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1944, bene
fits paid amounted to $184,597,000. At
the end of the calendar year 1944 it has

been estimated by the Social Security
Board that the reserve fund will approxi
ihbnftpy
mt
6000000
mt

6000000

ihbnftpy

ments reachi.ig the approximate sum of
$200,000,000.
As I have already pointed out, when
the social-security tax was frozln for 3
years at the 1-percent level in 1939 upon
the recommendation of the Secretary of

the Treasury, he said:

We should not accumulate a reserve fund

any larger than is necessary to protect the

system against unforeseen declines in rev

enue or Increases in the volume of benefit

payments. Specifically, I would suggest to
Congress that it plan for financing of the
old-age Insurance system with a view to
maintaining for use in contingencies an even
tual reserve amounting to not more than
three times the highest prospective annual
benefits in the ensuing 6 years. (Hearings,
1939 amendments, Ways and Means Commit
tee, vol. 3. pp. 2113-2114.)

Life-insurance companies, reserves andf Insurance in force, Dec. 31, 1943, selected large cornpanidea
Net reserve
Companforce
omayInsurance
Lis Annuities
Mi
Aetna Life------------------ 2481, 514,9
John Hancock Mutual---------9035, 997, 717
Metropolitan Life ------------ 4,793,111, 700
leutual Benefit--------------- 639.316, sMn
MuulLfNew York-----1,071, 962. 414
New York Life------------...1,oss, 522,8602
Northwestern 'mutual-------1,5,29 1
prudential New Jersey-....4, 126,938,366
-727,629.609
lun Life, e1anada--------Travelers, Connecticut-----796147

inforce paid for

Annuities In Rto ie
uranc
nual p-ay* reserves to
aufrae
ments

0.092
196,289,168 $5,867,282,586, including group f$3,808,246,8671---------------------------........529.383,339
.148
207,007,936 $6,438,540,577, including group [$1,114,758,1371, and industrial [$2,059,606,8571j--------.30,615, 353
I"6
600, 731, 145 $29,180,396,994, including group ($6,210,965,7321, and industrial (S8,684,764,5311-------..62,097,328
20
444,91
29,050,490 $2,205,35§,131 -------------------------------------------------------22,518,'104
.293
189,981,846 13,659.962,397 ------------------------------------------------------------.7
435,8357, 437 $7,340,581,744---------------------------------------489698
181
2
--------------------------------------------- 108,9136,2
0,4,501,1,4,9--.191
434,642,743 $21,579,241,819. Including group 1 2153,231,607], snd industrial 187,917,154,8601-------..62,80, 516
-89,9050----------------------------- 38,-012,-831----
16,9,-1-317.1,---nluiggou
.014
21,878
Including group 113,31,51447----------------2,
163,461,86 $3,1873,4174670,

1
Source: Unique Manual Dilgest, 1944,33'2,5487
Accident and Hlealth Insurance:
A group of compaaies which write health and accident insurance were examlnsd tbei financial statements do not indicate the reserves attributable to health and se,
cideni insurance. or do not indicate the aSnotwl of such lnirurne; generally Urncompenls which write health sand accident Insursnce also write lile or other insualia'
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ANALYSIS 0O'DISSENTING VIEWS ON 1944
SOCIAL-SECURSITY TAX FREEZING BILL,
H. R. 8564
First. The first objection to the bill
states that the success of a contributory
system of social security is at stake.
This is not true. The funds in the socialsecurity reserve for the payment of oldage and Survivors' insurance claims are
secure and adequate. No one has advocated the abolishment of the reserve
fund. At the end of the calendar year
1944 it is estimated by the Social Security
Board and the Treasury Department
that the reserve will amount to approximately $6,000,000,000, and that benefits
to be paid in 1945 will probably not exceed s200,000,000.
The formula furnished by the Secretary of the Treasury requires a reserve
fund equal to three times the highest estimated benefits to be paid in any one of
the ensuing 5 years. The highest estimate of annual benefits to be paid between now and 1950 does not exceed
$700,000,000. Three times this amount
is $2,100,000,000. Therefore, the fund
today is three times larger than Secretary Morgenthau has told the Congress
it was necessary to be.
In the face of these facts, it is utterly
misleading to state that the success of
a contributory system of social insurance is at stake,
Second. Those who dissent from the
report of the committee say that the cost
of benefits promised is far in excess of
the contributions being collected, and
argue that for this reason the rates
should be increased in 1945 to 2 percent
on the employer and employee,
Not one witness appeared before the
committee with competent proof of the
ultimate costs of the present system. No
one disputed the actuarial soundness of
the prese'nt reserve fund or return of collections. The testimony that was furnished was entirely guesswork. It must
be obvious that the true measure of liability in the future consists of the future
annual benefits to be paid. These are
not expected to go beyond $1,000,000,000
for many, many years. The present rate
of collections, although it may decline
after the war, will not drop to such a
Qgure as to endanger the payment of
annual benefits.
Third. The continuance of the present
pay-roll tax rate will require an eventual
Government subsidy, and those who dissent say for this reason the rate should
not go to 2 percent next year. In taking
this position the dissenters are utterly
inconsistent. It has always been con_

programs, because the public interest
demands that all taxpayers support it,
since all taxpayers benefit directly or Indirectly from its continuance,
Fourth. It is said that freezing the
rate at 1 percent for 1945 will cost the
taxpayers more later on. The premise
of this argument is completely false and
the reasoning behind it is utterly distorted. The theory is that by paying less
now the taxpayer will have to pay more,
later on. This is true only if there is no
reserve fund, but there will always be a
reserve fund of sufficient amount to meet
unexpected fluctuations in wage levels,
benefit payments, and other contingencies. One of the major functions of the
reserve fund is to counterbalance the
amount of required revenues, to act as a
governor,
Fifth. It is said that delay in making
the automatic step-up in rates will create future hardships for employers and
workers; that it will be more difficult for
employers and workers to absorb an increase a year from now or at any date
in the near future. The currently high
profit levels of employers is cited and the
support of labor organizations to the
proposed increase in rate is also mentioned. It must be pointed out that
labor did not appear before the committee to advocate the Increase. Labor
is not currently on record with the committee In support of the 2-percent rate.
This added tax will mean that employers
will have less money to use in creating
jobs. It will hamstring our whole reconversion program. We might as well nail
industry to the floor and command it to
rise The burden of this increase will
be great, particularly among small employers. The big manufacturers and
other corporations having large pay rolls
and heavy taxes will not feel the shock
to any extent. The men, however, particularly partnerships and individually
owned businesses operating on a small
scale, will be vitally and adversely
affected.
Sixth. It is said that low contributions
Imply low benefits and that those who
advocate the freeze fear the accumulation of a reserve fund as a stimulant to
Increased benefits. Those who dissent
say that an Increase in the contribution
rate will result In less extravagant rather
than more extravagant demands being
made upon Congress for an increase in
the benefits provided. It is interesting
to note, however, that those who subscribe to this statement are the very ones
who are foremost In the campaign to increase the benefits. The pressure is

ternplated until now by the Social Secu-

already being exerted to Increase these

rity Board and others, including some
Members who signed the dissenting
views, that the ideal system would require revenues from the employment tax,
from interest on the reserve funds, and
contributions out of the Treasury. As a
matter of fact, the dissenting members
admit that they may not be opposed to
some eventual contribution by the Gov-

ermient to the social-insurance system
out of general revenues. The Government already subsidizes old-age assistance programs. It is only fair for the
Government, that is to say, the general
taxpayer, to add assistance to old-age
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tional service life-insuranice system.
civil-service retirement system, and other
retirement programs under Government
auspices. This Is not true. The na
tional service life-insurance system Is a
life-insurance program and should be
administered as such. It is not social
Insurance. Neither is the civil-service
retirement program. The policy of Con
gress as far as the freeze is concerned,
must be measured by the past actions
In freezing the rate at 1 percent con
sistently for the past 9 years and the
attitude of Congress, the Treasury, and
the Social Security Board heretofore
with respect to the nature of the trust
fund which supports the old-age and sur
vivors' insurance program.
Originally that fund was regarded as
a full reserve accumulation of assets, but
in 1939 that concept was abandoned in
favor of the theory of a contingent re
serve fund large enough only to stabilize
receipts and expenditures and avoid the
fluctuations in economic conditions and
unforeseen contingencies that would in
crease the demands made upon the re
serve. It is unnecessary in an insurance
program of this kind, sponsored by the
Government, to maintain a full reserve
system. As long as the Government has
the power to tax, the system is secure.
Therefore, the argument of those who
dissent that the continuation of the pres
ent freeze will render the system un
sound is a specious and misleading con
tention. To freeze this tax for the year
1945 would certainly not "emasculate the
proper financing of the admitted true
cost of the benefits now provided" as
stated by the minority.
The reserve fund, Mr. Chairman, Is
simply piling up beyond all bounds, and
it simply means that If we do not hold
this down to 1 percent, this money will be
either boondoggled away, spent for the
running expenses of the Government or
for the prosecution of the war. As I
said before, that is not fair to the em-.
ployees, to throw this burden of flnanc
ing the Government and financing boon
doggling programs or running the war on
them. They should not bear that load.
They are being compelled to buy bonds.
They are making a magnificent record
in the purchase of bonds. Why should
they be singled out for these special high
taxes when they are not necessary for
old-age security. The question of

financing the Government should come

under one tax bill, and the question of
social security should come directly and
exclusively under another set of taxes.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, will

the gentleman yield?

benefits and the source of that pressure
is the minority Itself. The Social Security Board and every labor organization
In the country, as well as many other
reformers and dreamers, have been urgIng the Increase of old-age and survivors'
benefits for many years. How these people can argue now, in favor of increasing
the rate of 2 percent on the grounds that
It will adversely affect their own pro-

Mr. REED of New York. I yield to
the gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. KNUTSON. Has it occurred to
the gentleman that they may want these
additional funds as an additional source
of revenue?
Mr. REED of New York. I do not have
the slightest doubt that that is exactly
the reasoln, so that when they come in
with another revenue bill they will not

gram is difficult to understand,
Seventh. It is said that freezing the
rate is not consistent with general congressional policy as evidenced in the
policy of Congress with respect to na-

be obliged to put on as high tax rates
that they might be obliged to do if they
did not throw this burden now on the
employees of the country who come uin
der old-age insurance.
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conclusion; namely, that this contribuMr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks and tion zate must be permitted to increase
on January 1. 1945, if this insurance
include a few observations with reference
to life-insurance company reserves and system is to be maintained on a selfinsurance practices as of December 31, sustaining basis. I say that there can
1943. I have selected a few companies be only one conclusion, because not a
to show how very small their reserves single witness before the Ways and
are compared to the benefits of the Means Committee has contended that it
will cost less than 4 percent as an averpolicies they have issued.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection age annual premium to finance the beneto the request of the gentleman from fits provided under thih insurance system
on a self-sustaining basis during the
New York?
years that are ahead of us. I repeat, not
There was no objection.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina. a single witness has denied that at least
Mr. Chairman, I yield 10 minutes to the 4 percent is necessary.
What has probably confused a great
gentleman from Michigan [Mr. DiNGELL].
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I many persons Is the fact that this Inyield 5 additional minutes to the dis- surance system at the present time is
collecting more in contributions than It
tinguished gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, like is paying out in benefits and that the
my colleague from Tennessee. I too re- amount It has collected In contributions
gret that it is necessary for to me to take is about twice as much as was originally
Issue with my colleagues on the Ways and estimated. However, there could be no
confusion if it were thoroughly underMeans Committee concerning this question of the automatic increase in the stood that any old-age annuity system
tax rate under the Federal old-age and which pays benefits in accordance with
survivors' insurance system. I hope that the length of time insured Is bound to
nothing that I may say during the course have a low annual benefit cost in the
of my address will be taken as blanket early years of operation and tremencriticism of the motives that have ani- dously high annual benefit cost In the
mated our distinguished chairman and later years of operation,
Unless we average the cost of these
some of the other members of the cornmittee who have voted to freeze this tax benefits over a long period of time it
rate. However, with all respect for their means that the beneficiaries who retire
Judgment and integrity, I do feel that In the early years will pay far less than
they have not fully appreciated the seri- the actuarial value of their benefits and
ous effect of the action that they have the beneficiaries who retire years hence
taken on the success of this great will be required to pay much more than
contributory, social-insurance system the actuarial value of their benefits.
which has barely gotten under way in M. Albert Linton, president of the Provithis country and which all of us hope dent Mutual Life Insurance Co. and a
foremost advocate of this freeze, apwill be extended, expanded, and strengthened with all possible speed. I say this parently took the position that it Is not
at the very outset because I shall be corn- necessary in a social-insurance system to
pelled in the course of .my address to collect premiums high enough to cover
point out that most of the opposition to the cost. He Insisted that there was a
"great difference between voluntary inthe automatic increase in the contribucomes surance and a compulsory Government
tion rate now provided by law groups
plan where everybody has got to come in
from the same individuals and
and to stay In and pay taxes." These
within and without Congress who opposed the establishment of this great are his exact words. However, when the
contributory social-insurance system in time comes, as it will inevitably Come
we collect adequate contributions
193s apndywhorhave ippsedtabithmoenor unless
lessopely
versine it esablshmnt.In the early years of the system, that the
I realize that this is a serious charge and Government would be faced with the
that it should be documented and I pro- necessity of collecting a premium higher
pose to document it in the course of my than It would cost to obtain the Same
Insurance from a private Insurance com.address.
I realize that the Members of this pany, I am sure that Mr. Linton and
Congress, overburdened as they are private Insurance companies generally
with pressing war duties, cannot pos- would not be slow to exploit that fact
sibly be expected to study all of the In making comparisons between the cost
of the protection provided by the Qovtechnical considerations that are involved in the question that Is before us ermient and the cost if the protection
for decision. However, I think it would were provided by a private Insurance
company. Since It would be manifestly
clear up a great deal of misunderstandIng on the part of the Members of this unfair to make future beneficiaries pay
House and on the part of the public if more for the Government Insurance than
all of us bore In mind constantly that they would have to pay for similar pri.
what we are discussing is not merely a vate insurance, if Congress does not colquestion of what a certain tax rate shall lect sufmclent premiums now it means
be but fundamentally a question of what that Congress is automatically pledging
premium is necessary to finance the Itself to provide a Government subsidy
benefits provided under this great out' of general revenues later ancd is
contributory social-insurance system on thereby abandoning a self-sustaining,
contributory social-insurance system,
a self-sustaining basis. If all of usthorI submit that the Members of this Conoughly understood that it Is an insurance Premium and not a tax In the usual gress have not been fully informed as to
sense of the term that we are discussing the seriousness of the effect on the conthere would be and could be only one -trlbutory social-in1suranlce system of cort-
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tinuing to collect less in insurance corn..
tributions than the cost of the benefits
promised. I submit that the Members of
Congress have not been sufficiently
warned that in continuing to collect less
in insurance contributions than is neces
sary to finance the benefits promised they
are pledging this Congress to provide an
outright Government subsidy out of gen
eral revenues. I believe that if the Meni
bers understood this fully they would not
hesitate in permitting adequate insur
ance contributions to be paid as provided
in the present law.
I am sure that all of the Members of
this Congress have had the same experi
ence that I have had, namely, that they
have been able to get a good Idea of the
true merits and significance of pending
legislation by the respective Individuals
and groups who support and oppose such
legislation. Since it is impossible for the
Members of this House to study thor
oughly all of the technical questions in
volved in the financial operations of a
contributory social-insurance system, I
suggest that it would be worth while for
them to at least consider who are sup
porting the necessary automatic increase
in contribution rates and who are op
posing this increase. After all, this con
tributory social-insurance system was
created to protect the workers of this
country against the hazards of loss of
wages due to premature death and old
age. Are these beneficiaries urging that
their rate of contributions be kept at the
present inadequate level? By no means.
On the contrary, the two great labor or
ganizations are urging that Congress per
mit the rate of contributions to increase
as provided by law, just as they have
urged that this be done on the three other
occasions when Congress has prevented
the automatic increase provided by law
from taking effect. We all know that
people do not like to pay any more taxes
than they have to and that they do not
like to pay any higher insurance pre
nthsgiianthe thate the bheneficireieso
mitm
Ithistsystemfeeln that ithisenefcsaryetha
incrasediandcesare preare
this rastembee
to pay their fair share of the increase as
provided by law?
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, will
tegnlmnyed
Mr. DINGELL. I yield briefly for a
question.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I do
not recall that the great labor organiza
tions asked to have the increased tax go
Into effect. It is true that Mr. Miller
of the trainmen, did appear but upon
interrogation it was conclusively shown
that Mr. Miller's information on the subJect was very, very limited.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Miller said he dis
cussed the matter with authorized rep
resentatiives of both the C.I. 0. and the
A. F. of L. and that they assured him
they opposed the pay freeze. However,
I will insert in the RECORD, a statement
from Mr. Hutcheson of the American
Federation of Labor and a copy of a
letter which was sent to the chairman
of the Committee on Ways and Means.
I am glad the gentleman brought that
question up. In that letter the presi
dent of the American Federation of
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Labor says under date of November 30,
to Hon. ROBERT L. DOUGISTON Of North
Carolina, in the very first paragraph:
Bengadisd
ha yurcomite hs
Ben disdta
yu
omitehs
under consideration, the freezing of the
social-security pay-roll deductions at I
percent, I wish to advise that the American
Federation of Labor Is very much opposed

to the freezing of the tax.
Mr. Chairman, I shall also Insert in
the RECORD, a similar expression from
the C. I. 0.
That makes labor cornplete on its opposition and bears out the
statement which I have made. I hope
that covers the subject of the inquiry of
the gAntlemnan from Minnesota.
Mr. KNUTSON. Usually these labor
leaders speak for themselves, rather than

these organizations,
Mr bNEL.Thyspa wt aMr.'INGMI.The spek wth llthority In this instance, I assure my
friend. The letters I referred to are as
follows:
NOVEMBER 30, 1944.
Hon. ROBERT L. DouGHTON,
Chairman, Ways and Means Committee,
House o/ Representatives,
MWDA
C
~ asashington
D. C.

MyDAR
ONGESSAN:Being

advised that

your committee has under consideration the
freezing of the social-security pay-roll deductions at 1 percent, I wish to advise that the
American Federation of Labor Is very much
opposed to the freezing of the tax,
We sincerely hope that your great Influence will not be used to aid in freezing the
rate of pay-roll deductions at 1 percent, but
that it will be directed to the fundamental
problem Involved, which is how to make the
old-age annuities and survivors benefits
worthy of the name "social security." The
average primary annuity of June 1944 was
$23.46, which obviously ought to have been
Increased as quickly as funds were available.

It Is common information that many per-

sons receiving annuity benefit payments have

responded to the call for war workers but

will again apply for benefits. In addition, We
know the proportion of older workers to the
population Is steadily Increasing the number
of potential claimants. Had funds been
accumulated as planned by the law In this
period of high employment, It would have
been easier to pay decent annuities,
Labor thinks it is possible to enable persons who have been self-supporting to have
rAnnuities that will make them self-dependent when they are no longer physically
able to work. Sometimes inability to work
comes prematurely. This same fund should
take care of these persons also. There are
others now uncovered whose Incomes are
small, who should be given opportunity to
have insurance against the emergencies that
commonly force persons on relief.
Unemployment insurance should be Improved and coverage extended. Medical care
tor all is also urgent.
A proposaai has been made by Senator VANDENSERG to refer to a committee of citizens
the task of studying the operation of the
Social Security Act up to the present time,
including fiscal policies for the purpose of
recommending amendments to provide needed expansion in coverage and benefits. This
seems to me to be a very wise suggestion
and I feel that such a committee should
Include adequate representation for workers, employers, and the general public, as this
is a proposal that vitally concerns employers, the workers, and the entire Nation,
While technical experts Would be needed
by such a committee, the groups mentioned
have experience in their special fields which
is essential to the determination of wise and
sound policies. This conllittee should,

therefore, employ experts and also have ac-

caes to all the Information and records of
the Social Security Board,
I hope that the contents of this letter will
be laid before the entire committee In order
that It may be considered.
Sincerely yours,
President,American Federationof La'bor.
AMERICAN

EDERATSON

F

LAOR

Washington, D. C., December 1, 1944.
lion.

JOHN D. DINGELL,
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social Insurance for those who are unable
to work and with insurance against the costs
of medical care, if a basis io to be laid for a
sound post-war economy.
The C. 1. 0. believes that a comprehensive
and adequate aocial-insurance system shculd
be financed through contributions of em
ployers and employers supplemented by a
contribution from the general tax revenue of

the Government. The Increase of the old-.
aga and aurvivors-insurance contribution to

2 percent on employers and employees will be

House of Representatives,
Washington, D. c.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN: The American Federaticn of Labor was not able to present Its opposition to the freezing of the social-security tax at I percent before the Ways and
Means Committee for the following reasons:
On November 27 I learned of the comnpromise proposal of setting the tax at 1 2
per cent as of January 1, 1948, and
the
American Federation of Labor has a as
special
comteonoiascutywch
aso
meet the first of this week In New Orleans
at our convention, I Immediately sent full
Information to President Green for transmittal to the committee, with the further
request that I be immediately notified of anyaction taken.
On November 30 I received a wire from

nee ocvrtecaso
h rsn
es
tits. That rate of contribution and more
will be needed for a. complete program, even
if a part of the total income to the Insurance
system comes from general revenues.
If the Congress acts to prevent the autoImatic increase of social-security contribu
tions next January, this will be the fourth
time the planned gradual introduction of the
contribution step-up has been set aside.
This continued postponement injures
the
financial stability of the present system. The
sametribtoups whoe asu ppor edt
freigofithe
thet
calontributionsuwraneas opposed to the arngd
nave fold-getipnsurac phrougra deaing1
tand
hisaveafougt openlyrveen
thog
or
elpaysingoac
tisagis the
prga.Teorno
impoveent
expeanso
for the workers of America; they are not the
friends of social security for the American

Immediately called the House Ways and
Means Committee and learned that the hearIngs had been concluded the previous day.
nder the' circumstances, a letter was sent
by Mr. Green to Chairman DoucirroN and I
am pleased to enclose a copy of this letter for
the Information of all concerned,
With kindest personal regards and best
wishes,
Sincerely yours,
W. C. HUSHING,
Chairman,National Legislative Coinmittee, American Federation 0/
Labor,

Those who oppose the scheduled contribU
tion step-up argue that total d-urrent Income
rmsca-nuac
ae shge
hr
from spciedal-nsuac taeIhigher
s
cretds
than
warsexpected andeplymn
is highercretds
than
bursempents.dBu employm
aentihigher;
thcan
wsexpected;ag cearings are higher; social-ur
benefits will be higher; and more workers
are accumulating wage credits and rights to
future benefits. All actuarial studies show
that at least the 2-percent rate will be needed.
When the disbursements rise in the futureas they must~-because the benefit rights wiUl
mature in the course of time, we want assur
ance that the necessary premiums have been

President Green in regard to the matter and

CoNGRZss or INDusTRsA. ORGANIZATrIONS,

M4v

Washington, D. C., December 1, 1944.
DEAR CoNoRSSaANe:

Attached is a copy

of the letter I wrote to Majority Leader McCosseAcx and Minority Leader MA&RmINOf the
House of Rtepresentatives stating the position of the C. I. 0. on the freezing of the
social-security contributions at thae present
levels. The attached letter clearly outlines
the reasons of the C. I. 0. for Increasing the
social-security contributions In January 1945,
and It is my sincere hope that when this
legislation is brought to the floor of the House
for action you will refuse to go along with
any weakening of the present social-security
system.
Sincerely yours,
NATHAN E. COWAN,
Legislative Director,
CONGRESS Or INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,
Washington, D. C., November 30, 1944.
MdY
DEMl CONGRESSMAN: The C. I. 0. at Its
recent convention voted unanimously to
oppose the freezing of social-security contributions and to support the increase in the
old-age and survivors insurance contributions
scheduled for next January 1.
Today the majority of the House Ways and
Means Committee voted to freeze these oldage and survivors Insurance contributions at
previous levels, thus turning the clock back
during these closing days of the Seventyeighth Congress at the time when the country is looking to the Seventy-ninth Congress
for forward motion on a broad social-security
program. The C. I. 0. favors early action on
a sound and comprehensive social-security
program as one of the necessary cornerstones
for Prosperity and for freedom from went in
the post-war world. Full employment for

those who can work must be linked With

people.

collected, that the trust fund has ample
money, and that benefits will be paid to

workers and their families as a matter of

right. The workers of America will want the
promised insurance benefits when they
come due.
The C. I. 0. wants the scheduled old-age,
and survivors-insurance increase to stand for'
the same basic reasons that It is actively sup
porting the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill. The
C. i. o. wants more and better social security
and Its members are paying their fair share
of the cost. This Is no time to Undermine
the social-security program. Both workers
and employers can better absorb an increase
now than they may be able to do a year from
now. The added funds are needed for the
present program: they will certainly be
needed for the expanded program which the
people of this country are determined to have
athmevsndfrhirclrn.W
ftorgthemselves and foretezirgo children.uW
stronglyn oppoe ta thefrezngreof contribu
tion alnd urgethaty
theakCongressth prefsento
g ln
ihaywaeigo
h
rsn
social-security system.
Sincerely yours,
Leiltv
Director.
Mrs. NORTON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
MrDIGL.Iyed
Mrs.DNORTOL.
Isyield.
a ac ta
Ms
OTN
si
o
atta
both the A. F. of L. and the C. I. O., 1in
convention, expressed themselves as be
lng opposed to the freeze?
Mr. DINGELL. I understand they

have taken definite action on that par.
tiuaqesonIrcntovnin.

tcuaqesinnrcntovnin.
Mrs. NORTON, That is my under.
standing.
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Mr. DINGELL. There can be only one
explanation of this attitude
on ad
the
part
ofcontr,
te wrkes
o ths
tat
of
cunty,
te wrkesnd
o ths
hat

is that they realise that unless this insurance system is adequately financed
and unless they are willing to pay their
fair share of the cost they cannot be sure
that these benefits will be paid when due,
They realize fully that if they are obliged
toeardpen
upoinfutre
a ovto
eardpen
upo infutreova
ermient subsidy out of general revenues
their benefits will by no means be as secure as if they are paid out of a reserve
fund made up of Government obligations, the same sort of Government obligations that are being held by the banks
and insurance companies and other priVate investors throughout the nation.
Just where, then, is the opposition
coming from against permitting this Increase in insurance contributions from
taking place? I said at the outset of my
remarks that I would undertake to establish that the opposition to the collection of adequate insurance contributions
comes largely from the same individuals
and groups within and without Congress
who opposed the original establishment
of this social-insurance system. I shall
now proceed to document that charge,
Let us go back to the establishment Of
this system in 1935. One of the groups
now opposing the automatic increase In
contribution rates is the National Association of Manufacturers. Just what attitude did the National Association of
Manufacturers take in 1935? It opposed
both the unemployment insurance and
old-age insurance provisions. It questioned the constitutionality and urged
that if Congress insisted upon taking action, at least it defer action for further
study. A great amount of the ioresent
opposition to the automatic increase in
the contribution rate comes from the
Ohio Chamber of Commerce and its affiates. What attitude did the Ohio
Chamber of Commerce take in 1935?
Perhaps it is well for me to quote the exact language of the statement submitted'
by George B. Chandler, of the Ohio
Chaberof
ommrce totheWay an
Chaberof
omerc, t te Wys nd
Means Committee. Here is the statement that Mr. Chandler submitted:
1. Ohio business protests against the coer-

tion rate. Before turning to a discussion
opponents
Congress, I
houlof the
lie 1935
t oberv
tha, inwilepratishoud lke o osere tatwhie
pactcally all of the opposition comes from employer groups, I believe there is a great
difference between the motives actuating
big business and small business. Big
business can easily pay its share of the
Increased contribution rate. In fact, a
repesetatve o bi buines tstiied
repesetatve o bi buines tstiied
before the Ways and Means Committee
that about half of the employers' contribution was probably offset by a reduction
In the excess-profits tax. Therefore, the
opposition of big business to this increase
cannot be explained on the basis of hardship to business but upon continued opposition to the fundamental principle Of
contributory social insurance. However,
in the case of small business unqzuestionably there are many instances of individual hardship. But, even so, I believe
that small-business men would be more
willing to pay their share of the contributions if they themselves could also enjoy
-the protection of this great contributory
social-insurance system. And I for One
shall do everything in-my power to extend
Its protection to them. In many small
businesses the proprietor is just as much
exposed to the hazards of premature
death and old. age as are his- workmen,
and 1 see no good reason why he should
not enjoy the same protection.
Now, let me turn to the opponents ot
contributory social insurance in Congress. What attitude did the minority
party members of the Ways and Means
Committee take in 1935 toward this oldage insurance system? So that there
can be no question about. the attitude
that the minority pa-rty members took,
I think it is best for me to read the exact
language they used in a report which
was signed by all and only minority
party members of the committee:
Title II provides for compulsory old-age
annuities, and title VIII provides the method
by which the money Is to be raised to meet
the expense thereof,
These two titles are Interdependent, and
neither is of any consequence without the
other. Neither of them has relation to any
other substantive title of the bill. Neither
Is constitutional. Therein lies one of the
reasons for our opposition to them.
The Federal Government has no power to
impose this system upon private Industry,
The best lega! talent that the Attorney
General's office and the "brain trust" could
marshal has for weeks applied Itself to the
task of trying to bring these titles within
constitutional limitations. Their best ef.fort Is only a plain circumvention. They
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The original bill contained a title pro
viding
voluntary
annuities.
This was
another for
attempt
to place
the Government
in
cmpetition with private business. Under
fire this title has been omitted. It Was
closely akin to title II. In fact, it had
one virtue that title II does not possess In
that it was voluntary while title II Is cornPulsory.
These titles Impose a crushing burden
upon industry and upon labor.
They establish a bureaucracy in the field
of Insurance In competition with private
business.
They destroy old-age retirement systems
set up by private industries, which In most
instances provides more liberal benefits thanl
are contemplated under title II.
Some of the gentlemen who were mi
nority members-of the Ways and Means
Committee in 1935 are still members of
that committee. I know that in 1935
many of the minority members joined
with the majority members in the final
vote that was taken on the Social Secu
rity Act. However, some who did not are
still members of the Ways and Means
Committee. I know that by 1939 they
bad abandoned their open opposition to
this contributory social-insurance sys
temn. Perhaps they benefited by the fact
that their Presidential candidate in 1936
chose this contributory social-insurance
system as a focal point of attack on the
Democratic administration and was
overwhelmingly defeated as a result.
Mr. Landon, You may recall, alleged that
this contributory social-insurance sys
tern was "a fraud on the workingman"
and "the saving it forces on our workers
is a cruel hoax..'
Let me also remind you that during the
last 2 or 3 weeks of the 1936 campaign
the industrial division of the National
Republican Campaign Committee, under
the chairmanship of A. R. Glancy,
formerly vice president of the General
Motors Co., sent out millions of pay-en
velope inserts, a photostatic copy of
which I hold in my hand. This payenvelope notice is headed "Deductions
from pay start January 1," and reads as
follows:
Beginning January 1. 193'?, your employer

will be compelled by law to deduct a certain
amount from your wages every pay day.
This Is In compliance with the terms of the

cion of the States by the Federal Government as represented by the assessment on
pay rolls and In other Ways. This procedure
Is repugnant to American Institutions, de.
structive of the historical relationships between State and Nation, and calculated In
the end to do permanent harm and little timmediate good.
2. Ohio business believes that legislation
have separated the proposition into two
of this class will permanently weaken the
titles. This separation is a separation in
fibe oftheAmercanPeole.words only. There Is no separation in spirit
fie
fteAercnpol.Self-reliance
or intent. These two titles must stand or
has been the key to American success. it has
fall together.
been the initiative, thrift, and self-sacrificing
Th ere
re
umte
yteAforeightha bof gh
theindiviuaandr the familyo torney Generrl's office contains in Its sumwhc asbogthsconr o t rud
niation the following weak, apologetic lan.
position. This legislation starts this country
guage:
on a pathway from which there will be no
"Teemyas
etknit
osdrretretons
the cuseo
the
ie
noexttogeea
tion the strong presumption which exists
tin.We hetm
oe-as
it surely
In favor of the constitutionality of an act
will-to reverse these policies incalculable
of the Congress, In the light of which and
harm will have been done to the character
of the foregoing discussion it Is reasonably

Social Security Act signed by President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, August 14. 1935.
The deduction begins with 1 percent, and
increases until it reaches 3 percent.
To the amount taken from your wages,
your employer is required to pay, in addi
tion, either an equal or double amount. The
combined taxes may total 9 percent of the

Time will not Permit me to discuss all
of te idivdualgrups
an
ho
ofteidviul
n gop
h
'posed the contributory social-insurance
provisioiis in 1935 and who now oppose
the necessary increase in the contribu-

three times Republican Governor of the

of the population.

safe to assume that the social-security bill.
If enacted Into law, will probably be upheld
SGconstitutional."
We also oppose these two titles because
they would not in any way contribute to thae
relief of present~ economic conditions and
might lh fact retard economic recovery,

whole pay roll.

This Is not a voluntary plan. Your emn
ployer must make this deduction', Regula
tions are published by-

And then in large letters at the bottom
of the page-

Social Security Board, Washington. D. 0.

Apparently in order to give the Jul
pression that this was an official notice
sent out by the Social Security Board in
Washington. As you may also recall,
the Chairman of the Social Security

Board at that time was John 0. Wiriant,

State of New Hampshire and at present
Ambassador to Great Britain. Mr.
Winant was so outraged that he resigned

from office in order that he might be free
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to defend the Social SacuritY Act. In
his letter of resignation he stated:
Toda we
hat
now
oth he Rpublcan
Today
we
kofothehplanoby
platform end the Republican candidate hae
definiely
costructvecproision
definthelSocialecurity Aosrctionl trovfallbac
uof the
doiaecundrity dconle- dol waitbac
uponthedepndeny dledol wih a
means test, Which In my State includes the
pauper's oath and disenfranchisement.
To combat this kind of misleading and
reprehensible propaganda I was called
upo toPrearethefoler hic I old
uponto thefoldr
Pepar
whch Ihold
in my hand and which was circulated
in large numbers in many States.
WoRxgns! LEARN rnr TRUTH ABOtiT THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT-LEARN WHY SOME EMPLOYsrns ARE OPPOSING IT AND SPREADING FALSE
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be used for any other purpose to absolutely
Now, if we turn to the United States
false.Seawhmdd
e nopsngti
Republicans are trying to
scare the baneeae
hmddwsocial-insurance
n
poigti system
pointengboitatha
contributory
teair iodividualacontsy wointhav otoeds
th
thr?
W fon teRpulcnS
found thtee
Ignated by numbers. This is a common busiator from Delaware, the Honorable
ness practice today in automobile and manuDaniel 0. Hastings, who, as you know,
facturing plants. Public utilities assign
was, and I have no doubt is still, closely
numbers to designate their customers. The
Identified with the du Pont interests.
Veterans' Administration uses numbers to
At that time Senator Hastings was a
designate veterans' claims. The use of num.
member of the Senate Finance Commit
bers, case histories, and maternal names will
te
n hsi
hth
ada h
er
be essential to correct and effective handling
teeanld bythis
iwHatuhe said atd
thMear
of the largest roll of registered employees
gshlbyteHmeW
san Mas
ever compiled.
Committee:
Since the employer puts away in a special
My fear is that when the Federal Governfund large sums of money each year for deMent undertakes the job of social security,
preciation of buildings, equipment, and mathrough direct taxation for that purpose, it

chinery, why should he not be required to

has taken a step that can hardly be retraced.

Member of Congress,
Fifteenth District)
For old-age benefits on a salary of $100 per
month for example:
Fcr your benefit you pay per month:
Year 1937 ----------------- 1 percent or Si
Year 1919 ----------------- 3 percent or $3
Your employer pays per month:
Year 1937 ----------------- 1I percent or Si
Year 1949 ----------------- 3 percent or $3
Unemployment insurance on a salary of
$100 per month for example:
For your benefit you pay per month:
Year 1937------------------------ nothing
Year 1938------------------------ nothing
Year 1939------------------------ nothing
Your employer pays per month:
Year 1937 ----------------- 1I percent or $1
Year 1938 ----------------- 2 percent or $2
Year 1939------------------ 3 percent or $3
Thus it Is evident your employer pays In
1937 for old-age benefits and unemployment
insurance $2 per mionth for your benefit to
which is added your $1.
Therefore an employer of 100,000 employees

provide for the depreciation of the human
being whose life is being used up in production?
This Social Security Act provides security
and comfort in old age, removes the haunting specter of the poorhouse, and provides
unemployment benefits. It provides aid for
the crippled, blind, and the handicapped;
benefits for dependent children, for widows,
and orphans; maternal assistance and hos
pitalizatton.
The act Is the strongest plan ever devised
for man's present and future security.
The most progressive elements of employees, such as school teachers, city firemen,
policemen, postal employees, end civil-service
employees, to say nothing of the railway
brotherhoods, and other trade-unionists, instituted their own security and pension plans
and voluntarily taxed themselves as high as
pecnfothsaepro.aos.AdltmpitoutoheMm
percentuforrthe
A
samepuroyee.

A
argenuberi
femlyesat edcin hedbfresant timearbentaebyddcisfom
their pay by employers for company pension
plans, muny of which are little better than
worthless,

or $203,000. or $2,400,000 per year. In J949
this same employer will pay for your benefit
three times $2,400,000 or $7,200,000 per year.
This example proves why the employer is
opposed.
While you pay only $12 in 1937, this employer pays for the benefit of you and your
fellow employees $2,400,000.
While you pay only $36 in 1949, this employer pays for the benefit of you and your
fellow employees $7,200,000.
There are several big employers in the
United States who employ more than 100.000
employees. Thus the total amount which
thty will pay will be correspondingly larger.
Under the old-age benefit plan, a young
man 35 years of age who starts paying his
premium on January 1. 1937, and remains In
the system for 30 years will receive a monthly
pension of $42.50 for the remainder of his

oughly studied by the President's Cabinet
committee, consisting of the foremost economilsts, sociologists, Insurance executives, Insurance actuaries, and men and women who
have devoted their lives to social and economic problems. These -studies extended
over a period of 9 months before the report
was presented to the Ways and Means Coinmittee of the House and to thle Finance Cornmnittee of the Senate. Both committees devoted many weeks to public hearings and
additional weeks in executive session in the
perfection of the bill. Every safeguard was
invoked. Yet in spite of the expert advice,
the Roosevelt administration and the Congrass concede that the operation of the aot
will disclose certain minor weaknesses, which
can easily be corrected. The plan, however,
la fundamentally sound.
It Is significant that on final passage of the

who has taken the lead in advocating
thssucsiefezsnteraeo
thssucsiefezsnteraeo
contributions.
Now, I dislike to recount this hMstory
of the attitude of the Republican Party,
since I feel that the question of social
security should be considered on a non
partisan basis. I think Increasingly the
eulcnPryhs
cetdSca
e
Rpbia
at
a cetdsca
e
ctirity as necessary and inevitable. Cer
tainly their last Presidential candidate
seems to have done so when he advocated
the extension of this contributory Socialinsurance system which we are discussing
to the 20,000.030 persons not now Insured.
However, the Republican Party Itself has

House and 5 Republicans in the Senate voted
against the bill. More significant to the
people of Michigan Is the fact that of the
entire Michigan delegation in both Houses,
only one Republican Congressman, CLAIz S.
HoyTMAlI, voted agoinst it. Republican Minority Leader Snell, of the House of Representatives, and Congressman MARTIN, eastern
manager for Governor Landon, voted for the
bill. The arch critic' of social security In
Michigan, Senator VANDENBERG, voted in favor

when the Republican steering commltte8
tee voted to instruct the Republicall
members to vote against the increase. I

As the beneficiary under the Social Security

attitude. However, I. felt that in justice
to the Members of this House and lin view
of the vital effect any further action to
delay the collection of adequate Insur.
ance contributions will have upon this
contributory social-insurance system, it

IFROPAGANDA AGAINST IT

(By

JOHN D. DINGoELL,

pays monthly to both funds 103,000 times $2,

life if his average monthly wage has

been

$103. An o~der man who was 60 years of age
when he entered the system on January 1.
1937, and retires 5 years later would receive
a monthly pension of $17.50, based on an
average monthly wage of $100. The young
roan during the course of his life would have
contributed $900 and his employers would
have contributed $900, but if he lives out a
normal life expectancy, he would receive as
bnuch as $6,000. The older man would have

contributed only $72 and his employer an
equal sum, but lie would receive in benefits,
if he lives out his normal life span, a total

of $2,500.
Under the unemployment-insurance plan,
If laid off through no fault of his own, the

employee will receive half pay for a maximum
of 16 weeks and will receive assistance in
securing another job.
This is not, strictly speaking, a tax; it Is ea4
Inrurance premium, and you get all of the

benefit. Any statement that the money MAY

The problem of social security was thor-

bill only 16 Republican Congress~ien In the

of the act.

Act you should sustain and support President
Roosevelt as a matter of self-defense. Alfred
Landon and the Republican Party are comnmitted to the destruction of the social-secur-

Ity plan. For your protection vote straight

Democratic.
JOHN D. DINGLL,
Member of Congress,
Fifteenth Distrkit of Michigan.

I fear it may end the progress of a great
country and bring its people to the level of
the average European. It will furnish de
licious food and add great strength to the
polltlcal demagog. It will assist in driving
worthy and courageous men from public life.
It will discourage and defeat the American
trait of thrift. It will go a long way toward
destroying American Initiative and courage.
Now, Just what position did the Re
publican Senators take at that time?
Their position is fully revealed in a vote
which was taken on an amendment
offered by Senator Hastings to strike out
the old-age insurance titles from the So
cilSurtAt.O
15vesnth
cilSurtAt.O
5vesnth
Senate to support the Hastings amend
ment, 12 were cast by Republican Sen
atoers. And
th et moue point out tof the Rembrsof thisaHouse thatjoinedofithe Re
pbcnSntrswojndwthe
ator Hastings in his attempt to remove
the old-age insurance provisions from
the Social Security Act was the H~onor

able

ARTHuR

H.

VANDENBERG, Of My

State,

made a partisan Issue of this necessary
Increase in the rate of contributions,

hope that the Republicans and Demio
cr'ats alike will join in the enactment of
an extended, expanded, and strengthene4
social-security system. Therefore, I hope
that nothing I have said on the floor to.
day will be taken as a personal affront or
an advance indictment of their future

Messar for me to point out that
consciously or unconsciously a great deal
'WaS

of the opposition may be due to what
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one might call a hang-over of an attitude of opposition to the basic idea of
contributory social insurance. ThereI wih toplea
wit my riens o
fore, I iht
la
ihm
red
n
both sides of the aisle to reappraise their
thinking and search their consciences before they make a final decision as to how
they shall vote in this important matter,
In my cipinion, whether we realize It or
not, we are deciding the whole future
course of social security in this countrywhether we shall have a genuine contributory social-insurance system where
benefits are paid as a matter of right or
whether we shall have a system of Gov;
ermient handout or dole, requiring the
then oCHaIprMAN othe.ieo
h
The HAIMAN
Thetim ofthe
gentleman from Michigan has expired.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from
Illinois [Mr. DEWEY).
Mr. DEWEY. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed out of
order for a very brief period,
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Illinois?
There was no objection.
Mr. DEWEY. Mr. Chairman, this is
probably the last time I shall rise in the
well of this House to speak on a major
issue as a member of the Ways and Means
Committee, I therefore take this opportunity to pay my respects to the.Speaker
of the House of Representatives, to the
mitteemand all my colagus
thderen, andalsoeto all
d my colleaguesi therHouse ofd
als ollages
toallmy
n te Huseof
Representatives of -the United States.
I wish only that my fellow citizens
throughout our land during these troublous years knew with what honesty of
purpose and what industry, with what
high mindedness you cared for their atfairs and the affairs of the country. It
will always be one of the greatest honors
of my life and one of its most pleasant
memories that I could work so closely
with you.
Mr. Chairman, in this matter that is
before the committee there has been a
good deal of talk pro and con as to a
large reserve. Let me say without any
equivocation whatsoever that I, as I believe are all of you, am squarely behind
an old-age and survivor insurance sys-

tern as a national policy. The only thing

I think all of us are attempting to do is
to see that it is sound in every respect.
I have heard several of the speakers

refer to the social-security systems employed in foreign countries. I understand some countries have had old-age

benefit systems for 60, 70, and even more
years. I believe, therefore, it might be
wise to consider their experience.
One of the witnesses before the Comnmiittee on Ways and Means, Mr. Albert

Linton, president of the Providence Mutual Life Insurance Co., of Philadelphia,
referred to an Englishman who has given
great study to old-age Pensions and social
security, Sir William Beveridge. in referring to the requirements of a reserve

fund, Mr. Linton quoted a statement
made by Sir William Beveridge, and I
will read that quotation:
In Providing for actuarial risks, such as
those of death, old age, or sickness, it is pea.

essary In voluntary insurance to fund contributions paid In early life In order to provide for the increasing risks of later life, and
to accumulate reserves against individual Ilabilities. The state with its power of comn-

pelling successive generations of citizens to
become insured, and Its power of taxation, is
not under the necessity of accumulating reserves for actuarial risks, and has not in fact
adopted this method in the past,
Fronm my own study I am convinced
that there must be a contingent reserve,
One can never tell when low employment
will reduce the income from the tax on
wages, no matter what may be the rate.
But I want to direct to your attention
the difference, because some of my colleagues on the Ways and Means Cornmittee made a comparison, between the
voluntary insurance reserves of our great
Insurance companies and a contingent
reserves under Federal old-age insurance.
There is this difference: When an Insurance company writes an insurance
contract it does but one thing. It promIses to pay back the number of dollars
mentioned in the insurance policy to the
insured. It has no obligation whatsoever to the insured with reference to
what kind of a dollar it does pay back-.
whether that dollar will buy I bushel of
corn as it does today or will only buy
1 peck of corn 10 years hence. As long
as it is a soundly run insurance company
it meets Its obligation by returning legal
dollars.
When we enter into a contributory In.
surance system, such as set up under
social security, we have a double obligation to the beneficiaries. Under the present law they, like the insured under an
ordinary Insurance policy, will receive
a number of dollars of benefits, but we
must go further, we the Congress, and
we must see that those dollars are either
kept stable so that they will at all times
buy the same quantity of goods or we
must be prepared to change the benefit
to compensate for any decline In the
purchasing power of the dollar.
Hence I am not so sure that any reserve fund we may set up today would be
adequate. I do know that over the years
the actuarial accountants have made estimates up to the year 2000. Who can
tell what will happen in the year 2000?
Who can tell what will happen 10 years
hence? It was only in 1939 that Members of this House and the other body
considered and amended the act. We
all know the difference in prices and the
value of the dollar today as compared
with 10 years ago when its gold content
was changed. How do we know what
will be the price level after this terrible
war, with the rise in wages, the increased
costs and so forth? Will the benefit pay.
ments remain the same. No. They will
be changed and brought up to the level
of future values.

So in speaking here today and in
speaking in favor of this freezing of the
tax at I percent for another year, I do
not think it will In any way harm the
system, nor do I think we are doing any-

thing but upholding the best principles
of social security. Even If the people
Covered are fully employed anld capable
of paying, It Is unwise to take that extra
I Percent until we know a little bit More
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about what the level of values is going to
be after the transition period back to
peace.
Frmteag
ens
ad hreb
Frmteag
ens
adhreb
various speakers, it Is evident that the
present reserve fund is adequate, many
times ade.-itate to pay any possible calls
there may be for benefit payments. But
when peace has come, and we may look
forward to what is ahead of us, then we
can set our tax rates and decide what
should be the reserve fund for a forsee.
able period. I think then we will have a
more honest -and a sounder system of
social security for old-age retirement and
benefits.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Illinois has expired.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the gentleman an additional minute.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DEWEY. I yield to the gentleman
from Ohio.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Is this not an
additional distinction between this sort
of insurance and insurance by a private
company, that a private insurance com
pany is not permitted to invest in its own
obligations? What is happening here
Is that the Government is investing in
its own obligations, and therefore the re
serve is illusory, because the only security
behind the Government promise to pay
is the solvency of the Government itself,
wholly aside from the particular specific
obligations that are placed in this socalled reserve.
Mr. DEWEY. I think the gentleman
has made a very important point. Not
only is what the gentleman has stated
true as to the policy of the private com
panty. but Politics might enter into the
use of Federal reserves. It has been
known that there have been raids on
swollen Federal funds, and that may oc
cur again.
Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DEWEY. I yield to the gentleman
from New York.

Mr. LYNCH.

What higher security

could there be than the bonds of the Gov
ermient of the United States?
Mr. DEWEY. None whatsoever; the
gentleman is perfectly correct. Yet the
dollars represented by those bonds are
subJect to the will of political bodies, and
this is a political Government. Further,
those who set up the reserves might de
cirie possibly to use what they may con
sider excessive reserves for other pur
P05 Is.
Mr. LYNCH. Despite all politics, has
there ever been any default on United
States Government bonds?
Mr. DEWEY. There has never been a
default on United States bonds and I
hope and pray that there never will be.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Is not the

promise of the United States Govern
ment to pay a legal and binding contract
just as valuable as a Government bond?
Mr. DEWEY. Of course it is. The
Government bond, or the contract Made.

But It might be that if we should build
up reserves running, as has been men
tioned in the testimony, as high as $50.
000,000,000, now deemed necessary to
meet beneficial payments 7b years hence,
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in stringent times the Congress might
find it expedient to use some of those
funds for emergency purposes, expecting
to replace them later on.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Illinois has again ex.
pired.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 10 minutes to the
gentleman from Georgia [Mr. CAMP].
Mr. CAMP. Mr. Chairman, I deeply
regret that I find myself at variance with
a majority of the able gentlemen on the
Ways and Means Committee anid that I
cannot concur in their recommendation
that this bill pass,
I, like most of us, have had a very large
number of telegrams, letters, and telephone calls from my constituency urging
me to vote to freeze the present rate of
1 percent on the employer and 1percent
on the employee as the premium to be
collected for the old-age and survivors
Insurance as Provided under the Social
Security Act. I have talked to many
owners of small businesses, retail merchants, automobile garages, and other
businesses that employ a smaUl number
of men, and I realize that the amount
collected from them is a burden on them
especially at this time when taxes of
every kind are at such a high rate.
Then, too, these smaller businessmen
are not embraced within the provisions
of this act, and that upon reaching the
age of 65 they will not draw any annuity
as their employees will although they
probably will need It as much or more. I
wish that the .present premium rate of
2 percent was sufficient to pay for the
annuities guaranteed under the act, and
no Member of this House would derive
more genuine satisfaction from a vote to
freeze this rate than I would. However,
after giving this -subject the most careful
thought and study of which Iam capable,
I have reached the conclusion from the
testimony of expert insurance actuaries
and men experienced in the administration of this act that a premium of 2 percent will not cover the cost of the benefits
guaranteed to these workers under the
Social Security Act and that even a rate
of 4 percent will be insufficient,
All of us who have had any experience
with life insurance know that the cost
of insurance can be figured and is figured
mathematically correct by actuaries, who
base their computations upon the Amer.
ican experience table which is worked
out from the data obtained each deceninium f romn our census. We all know
that these accountants and actuaries
have been so successful in figuring these
costs that the American life-insurance
companies are the marvel of the business world and are stronger than any
other like companies in all the world. I
believe that the cost of this old-age and
survivors insurance should be borne by
the employer and employee and that
sufficient premiums should be collected
as we go along to meet any and all payrnents guaranteed under the law to these
beneficiaries. If sufficient premiums are
not collected and the fund at some future
date is not sufficient to meet the demands
upon it by those legally entitled to receive annuities and payments, then, of
course, under the amendment which was

adopted the last time these rates were
frozen. the General Treasury of the
United States will have to augment the
fund, as under the present law the Govermient is guaranteeing the integrity of
this insurance fund. That would mean,
my friends, that the general taxpayers,
which will include you and me and all
others who do not have any right to any
benefits under the Social Security Act,
would have to pay for a part of the cost
of this vast insurance system. If we do
not collect sufficient premiums to pay
for this insurance as we go along, it
means that when the peak load is
reached, which has been estimated by the
actuaries to be about the year 1966, our
children and our grandchildren will then
be taxed to make up the deficit.
"ersonally, I have reached the conclusion that we have already voted and
passed on to our posterity sufficient public debt. They will do well to pay the
taxes to take care of our disabled veterans of this tremendous and vast war in
which we are engaged, and to pay that
part of the war which we do not pay as
we go along. I shudder to think of the
load that we have already placed upon
the shoulders of our coming generations,
and regardless of the clamor that is beIng made at this time for the freezing of
these Insurance premiums, my, conscience will not permit me to pass on to
posterity any part of the cost of this vast
insurance system.
In the beginning of these remarks I
stated I have received a large number of
telegrams, letters, and phone calls from
my constituency asking that these premiium rates be frozen at the present
rate. During the recess I had many of
these businessmen to personally talk to
me on this subject. To each of them I
asked this direct question: "Do you
think the general taxpayers should pay
anything into this fund?" Without exception every one of these businessmen
answered, "No; I think the premium
should be collected from the worker and
his employer and if the present rate is
insufficient to pay the cost of it, either
the bernefts should be lowered or the
premium rates raised."
And that, my friends, is the position I
am taking here today. If our people do
not feel able to pay more than the 2 percent now being collected then we should
amend the Social Security Act and cut
down the benefits guaranteed under the
old-age and survivors' insurance section
of it. If we are not willing to collect adequate premium rates we should by all
means do this. On the other hand, if we
do not desire to cut down the benefits
then, as I see it, we are all consciencebound to collect adequate premium rates
and not pass this burden on to the Genoral Treasury. In closing I want to give
a concrete example, which I think Illustrates my Point better than any argu.
ment I can give,
We will take the case of a young man
beginning work at the age of 20 and receivin~g a Salary of $250 per month. At
the present rate of 1 percent, he would
pay Into this fund *30 each year and lila
employer would pay a like amount, MakIng a total of $60 per year. If hie continued in employment without dlminu-
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tion of wages and without interruption
in work until he is 65 years of age, which
age under the law is the retirement age.
there will have been paid into this fund
by this young man and his employer the
sum of $2,700. To this sum would be
added the Interest the Government pays
on the securities owned by the Old Age
and Survivors' Insurance fund and in
vested by it in Government bonds and de
bentures. The present rate of interest
is 2.18 percent, and this $2,700 com
pounded at that rate would yield in the
45 years approximately $2,600. So at
the present premium rate, the fund will
have to the credit of this man when he
reaches retirement age the sum of $5,300.
Now, under the present law, this man
would be entitled to receive, if he is sin
gle at 65 years of age, the sum of $58
per month or $696 yearly. When he
reaches the age of 65 if he is married and
has a wife 65 years of age, he would draw
50 percent more, or $87 per month or
$1,044 per year. According to the
American mortality experience table,
this man at age 65 would have a life ex
pectancy of 12.08 years to live. If he
lived his expectancy, he would be entitled
to draw from the fund, if single, $8,407.68
whereas the amount of money to his
credit is only $5,300. If he is a mar
ried man and lives his expectancy,
he would be entitled to draw from the
fund $12,611.52, whereas the fund only
contains $5,300 to his credit. In other
words, according to actuaries, figures and
the American mortality experience table,
the present fund Isjust about 50 percent
sufficient to carry this load. I have
used for this example the minimum case.
The amount of benefits paid to men who
draw less than $250 per month is fig
ured on a more liberal basis and in any
other illustration you might use, the
result will be a more flagrant deficiency
because benefits paid to smaller wage
earners are at a higher proportion.
The CHA.IRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. SIMPSON of Pennsylvania. I
yield 2 additional minutes to the gentle
man.
Mr. CAMP. In conclusion, Mr. Chair.
man, I wish to state that knowing these
facts from the testimony of some of the
best experienced life-insurance actuaries
in America and from the testimony of
those in charge of the fund, I do not feel
I can conscientiously vote to cut this
rate, thereby placing a burden upon the
future taxpayers of this country. It is
true that this fund is not insolvent at the
present time. There are many valid
reasons for that as the peak of the load
has niot been reached and there are
thousands upon thousands of men 65 and
over who are working in war plants and
not drawing their annuities. But when
this present level of employment is over,
you may rest assured all of them will file
their claims and draw upon this fund.
I cannot vote to place a tax load upon
the future taxpayers of this country,
which should be collected as we go along.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the
gentleman from New York [Mr. Lm~cnu.
Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Chairman, I regret
very much that I must disagree With a
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maJority of the committee, but I am op.
posed to freezing for another year, the
social-security tax of 1 percent on the
employer and the employee. It is not
sound legislation. To my mind it tends
to weaken the whole structure of the
social-security insurance system. Cer.
tainly it is not sound business. When
the reserves of an insurance company
are Impaired, a prudent executive will
raise the rates. We know that if the
present rate on employee and employer is
maintained, the reserves of the socialsecurity fund will be Impaired within 9
or 10 years. Although under the original
law the tax was to be stepped up from
1 percent in 1937, 1938, and 1939 to 11/2
percent in 1940, 1941, and 1942, and 2
percent in 1943, 1944, and 1945, it has
since been frozen at 1 percent since 1939,
even though it has been definitely known
that the benefits provided by law cannot
be met by the 1-percent tax.
.The best authority in the country
maintains that the benefits cannot be
maintained at less than 6 percent, and all
authorities agree on a minimum of 4
percent. When payments to beneficiaries exceed income, then the meager
payments made now, will either be fur.
ther reduced, or the Congress must make
up the deficit by appropriation. That
will be the end of the social security as a
matter of right, and the beginning of a
dole.
The national income today Is the
greatest in the history of the country
and out of that Income, industry and
employees should now make adequate
provision for the old age of employees,
and not put that burden on the 11,ooo,ooo
men and women who today are In the
armed forces of the United States, but
who will be the taxpayers 10 years hence,
That Is exactly what we will be doingwe will be putting the burden that should
be carried today by industry and employees upon those who will be the taxpayers 10 years hence, if we maintain
this rate of 1 percent.
It has been stated that we should study
this matter further; that we do not know
the real facts about the case. If we do
not know the real facts about the case,
why in heaven's name do we try to
change the law? Keep the law as it is
until you are certain that it is wrong,
Do not change it simply for the sake of
changing. Do not change It because a
Year or 2 years ago some other Congress changed the law without further
study. We know definitely, as I said
before, that every single authority has
stated that these insurance benefits
cannot be maintained at less than 4 percent unless the Government makes an
appropriation to make up the deficit,
This theory of social security has been
based upon an annuity as a matter of
right, not by the needs test. Yet as
soon as we get into a Position where the
Government must make an appropriation to make up the deficit, you can rest
assured that the needs test will be put
into effect, because certainly a poor man
Is not going to pay a tax, if he can help
it. in order that a man more wealthy
than he may get some benefits from the
social security,

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from New York has expired.
Mr. KNUTSON.
Mr. Chairman,
would the gentleman like a little more
time?
Mr. LYNCH. One minute would be
enough.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
New York.
Mr. LYNCH. I thank the gentleman
from Minnesota.
Mr. Chairman, when this social-security program was put into effect it was
determined that If they could raise the
rate of insurance premiums first from
1 percent to 11/2 percent after 3 years,
and so on, until 1948, when the rate was
supposed to be 3 percent upon employee
and employer, the fund would be selfsustaining; that with the income that
would be derived from taxes and the interest on the reserves there would be
adequate funds to pay the benefits that
were promised. Those benefits were
promised by the United States Government as a matter of law and it was Intended that those who were to receive
those benefits should receive them because they had paid into the fund sufficient to obtain an annuity for the years
that were to come. It was never intended that they should be the recipients of a dole, and I doubt very much
whether the American people want a
dole. I believe they are firmly sold on
the Idea that they want a self-sustainIng social-security fund that will pay
back to them in their old age an annuity
based upon the amount they themselves
have contributed or which has been contributed in their behalf.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
Kansas [Mr. CARLSON].
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, I think the debate here this afternoon and the hearings before our committee should convince any and every
Member of this House that this matter
needs further study. Very able argu.
nments have been presented by both the
proponents and the opponents of this
particular bill, I for one-and I believe
I can speak for every Member here-want
a sound social-security program; but
there are same things I believe that
should be studied,
I have been a little amazed today to
notice that everyone who seems to speak
for increasing the rate say they are doing
It to benefit the laboring people. I wonder about that, I was interested to note
that not a representative of the C. 1. 0.
appeared before our committee, not a
representative of the A. F. of L., not a
representative of the United Mine Workers appeared before our committee and
asked that this bill be defeated or that
the freeze be not granted. Only one
representative of labor appeared, a representative of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, and their organization is
not covered under this program; they
have their own, the one set up by the
Railroad Retirement Act. I wish to call
the attention of these folks who are always coming to the defense of labor to
the fact that the situation this year is
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different than It was in 1935 and 1939.
-When these rates were adopted In 1939,
for Instance, I think I can safely say
that not a single one of these folks who
are paying social-security taxes today
paid a Federal income tax. How can I
say that? In 1940 only 3,000,000 people
paid personal income taxes in the United
States, and today there are 50.000,000
personal Income-tax payers, and the low
est rate they pay, each and every one of
them, is 23 percent. Yet you want to
double the social-security tax on them.
I hope the Members will think about that
a little. Let us take the employee who
makes $1,680 a year, $140 a month. How
much tax is he paying to the Federal
Government today? He Is paying $337.
90. I contend that is at real tax burden.
He is paying $16.80 social-security tax,
Yet you today want to make it $33.60.
We seem to speak here today as though
we were going to double the tax with
scarcely any burden on the employee or
the employer. Coming from my district
I certainly should be the last one to op
pose it, but I believe in all fairness to the
working people of this country somebody
ought to take the floor here this after
noon and talk about the burden these
people are carrying,
It may be that some of you folks think
a withholding of $330 on an Individual
with an income of $1,680 is not much of a
tax. It may be that the doubling of this
tax does not amount to much. But I
contend these folks are having a very
diffcult time, especially the millions of
white-collar workers of this Nation, and
I am not going .to let this go through
without speaking a word for them.
I was interested to learn since I came
on the floor this afternoon, and this 'will
appear in tomorrow's RECORD, that an
employer in Iowa, with a small factory,
presented two petitions to his employees.
He put it where they could sign it when
they went in and came out of the factory.
He asked them to sign whether they
favored an increase in the social-security
tax or they favored freezing the rates.
An analysis of this expression of opinion
will be in the RECORD tomorrow. Look
it over and see how many of these
workers want to increase the tax. We
ought to think a little about this.
Then there is another angle. I want
to discuss it from the farm standpoint,
because I represent a farming district.
It was stated by Dr. Altmeyer that 20,
000,000 people are paying into this fund
every day and that 12,000,000 of them are
people who left, the farms and went Into
war work. Millions of them are going
back to the farms after the war. They
are going back to uncovered employment
and they are not going to get 1 cent
benefit unless they later get back into
covered employment. Now, you gentle
men want to double the tax on these
people.
The hearings on the pending bill and
the debate in the House this afternoon
emphasize the confused thinking that
Is prevalent over the various aspects of
social Security.
The country needs a clarification of
the various Ideas presented by pro
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ponents and the opponents of the pending legislation,
I heartily approve the action of the
Ways and Means Committee, which assures Congress and the country a thorough analysis and report early next year.
Nine years of experience with social security should develop trends that require
study. We should reexamine our entire
social-security program. It should now
be possible to secure information on:
First. The cost of social security,
Second. The true significance of the
reserve fund.
Third. The distinction between Insurance and the relief of need.
It is my contention that the present
social-security program is so unfair to
millions of our people that it cannot honestly be called national in scope. Yet
millions of people must pay directly and
indirectly for a social security which is
limited in coverage.
Years ago the battle cry was, "No taxation without representation." The modern version might well be, "Taxation
without benefits."
In addition to this group, we have millions who contribute indirectly to the
fund through increased cost of commodities they purchase. These people cannot
benefit from the program we are considering today. Shall we double the tax on
them?
We need to analyze the social-security
program from the standpoint of accrued
liability. All actuaries which have appeared before our committee seem agreed
that at some point in the future the
benefits will exceed the income. There
is no unanimity as to when this will
occur.
In 1939, when Congress changed the
basic policy of individual concept to
group or family concept, it practically
destroyed the original program. Few
people realized what happened at the
time, and many do not understand the
change as yet. It is for this further
reason that I believe we must make a
thorough study.
The freezing of the present rate for
another year will in no way affect socialsecurity payments to those who are receiving benefits under title 1, or the Oldage assistance section. These payments
are made through grants-in-aid by the
Federal Government in cooperation with
the States. At the present time this
amounts to about $700,000,000 annually,
The freezing of the rates under the
pending bill will in no way change the
payments or benefits under title 1 or the
old-age and survivors insurance section.
This fund has a reserve of about $6,000,000,000, and in 1944 increased one and
one-quarter billion dollars at the 1-percent rate.
When Congress overhauled the Social
Security Act, and adopted a revised financial plan, it was estimated the reserve, with a 2-percent rate for 1943 and
1944, the fund would be $3,122,000,000,
It has now reached $6,000,000,000 at the
1-percent rate.
The war and unexpended revenues,
plus a conservative estimate in the first
place, were responsible for this. In fact
if Congress collected no social-security
taxes for the years 1945, 1946, 1947. and

1948, and if benefits should be paid equal
to the highest current estimates of the
board of trustees, the fund would be as
large as originally planned in 1948.
No one, of course, would suggest repeal
or suspension of the tax. Regardless of
this favorable picture of the reserve fund
we must keep in mind accruing liability,
The additional tax burden would be
severe on thousands of small employers,
These small businessmen have been
fighting to keep their doors open against
great odds. The addition of another 1percent tax on their pay rolls might easIly be the factor which would close their
doors. This increase would, in a number of instances, require changes in our
price structure that could become genoral over the entire economy. It is a
poor time to vote this increase,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. SIMPSON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. ROBSION].
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky.
Mr.
Chairman, the Social Security Act, passed
by Congress in 1935. in favor of which
I spoke and voted, provides that beginning January 1, 1945, the employers and
their employees shall pay a tax of 4 percent, 2 percent each for the employer
and 2 percent for the employees, to maintain the Federal insurance for the employees as provided in said act. The
present tax, collected from the employers
and employees, Is 2 percent, 1 percent
paid by the employer and the other 1
percent by the employees,
H. R. 5564, before us for consideration,
does one thing, and one thing only, and
that is it amends the Social Security Act
and freezes and continues the present
tax at 2 percent for the fiscal year 1945.
This bill does not increase or decrease
any of the benefits provided for the employees as set forth in the Social Security Act. This bill does not amend the
Social Security Act in any particular, oxcept, and only, that it continues the present tax rate at 2 percent, one-half to be
borne by the employers and one-half by
the employees, as provided in said act.
The one, and only, important question to
be determined is, Will this 2 percent-tax
be sufficient to provide a reserve that will
fully protect the employees under said
Social Security Act. There Is no good
reason why the tax should be increased
from 2 to 4 percent at his time. This
Increase would double the tax. It would
mean a hundred percent Increase. The
Ways and Means Committee that initiated this legislation in 1935 and has had
charge of it ever since decided that this
Increase was not necessary, and by a vote
of 17 to 7 favorably reported t Its bill to
bold the tax at its present level, 2 percent,
for the year of 1945. Not only an overwhelm~ing majority of the committee
voted in favor of this bill but a majority
of the Democrats, including the able
chairman and all of the Republicans,
voted favorably. Knowing the chairman
and the 16 other members of the committee who voted with him and their
Interest in social-security legislation, I
am led to believe that there Is no good
reason. why we should double this tax on
the workers as well as the employers for
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1945. The committee, In Its report, is
fortified by the facts. Of course, some
of those connected with the administra
tion urged this increase from 2 percent
to 4 percent. Now let us examine the
facts. What Is necessary to make this
trust fund solvent? The Secretary of
the Treasury of the United States is a
very important member of the trust-fund
committee. He testified before the Ways
and Means Committee in 1939 as follows:
Specifically, I would suggest to Congress
that it plan the financing of the old-age
insurance system with a view to maintaining
for use in contingencies and an eventual
reserve amounting to not more than three
time the hnsinghestarospetv. nuaeei
Intenuig5yas
The present 2-percent tax brought to
this trust fund in 1944 approximately
$1,350,000,000. All benefits paid out of
this trust fund to the beneficiaries under
this Social Security AMt In 1944 amounted
to less than $200,000,000. In other
words, the present 2-percent tax in 1944
brought in over six and one-half times as
much money as was necessary to pay out
to the beneficiaries under this act in
1944.
The tax rates that have prevailed un
der this act since 1935, there will have
been accumulated in this trust fund by
the end of 1944, $6,000,000,000, and Dr.
Altmneyer, Chairman of the Social Se
curity Board, stated that the 2-percent
rate would be adequate to meet all con
tingencies for the next 9 or 10 years, and
If we increase the rate to 4 percent, onehalf to the employer and one-half to the
worker, it would provide a fund that
would take care of all contingencies for
the next 20 years. You observe that Mr.
Morgenthau, Secretary of the Treasury,
stated that there should be a reserve,
that this reserve fund should amount to
not more than three times the highest
prospective annual benefits in the ensuIng 5 years. The amount of the an
nual benefits for the year 1944 are less
than $200,000,000 and the present re
serve, therefore, is 30 times the amount
of the annual benefits for 1944. Some
persons contend that during the next
5 years, the benefits to the workers
arising under this act may reach as much
as four hundred fifty million, while the
extreme figure Is seven hundred million.
If we adopt the $450,000,000 annual ben
efit as the yardstick, then the present
reserve would be 12 times the annual
benefits. If we adopt the $700,000,000
as the extreme yardstick, the present
reserve of $6,000,000,000 would be more
than 8 times the annual benefits, while
the Secretary of the United States Treas
ury stated the reserve should not amount
to more than 3 times the highest
prospective annual benefits in any one of
the ensuing 5 years. With these facts
staring the Ways and Means Committee
In the faces, it is no surprise that a maJority of the Democrats and the chair
man and all the Republicans voted to
report favorably this bill and with these
facts, I do not see how I can consistently
vote to put this additional tax burden
on the workers and upon the employers
of the country. I strongly favored this
legislation, spoke for it. and voted for it,
and I want to see such a reserve fund
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This surplus reserve fund Is already 8S
to 12 times as much as the estimated
outlay for benefits to the workers for any
1 year for the next 5 years, when secretary Morgenthau stated that this reserve
should not amount to more than 3 times
the highest prospective annual benefits
in any one of the ensuing years. The
Social Security Board and the administration now urge that this tax must be
increased. We cannot give too much
weight to their prediction. They told
the Congress some years ago that under
the tax as provided in the act we would
have a reserve or trust fund of $3,000,000,000 at the end of 1944. when, as a
matter of fact, we have $6,000,000,000 in
this reserve or trust fund. They also
predicted that in 1944 we would be payIng out approximately $667,000,000, when
as a matter of fact in this year of 1944 we
will pay out in benefits less than $200,000,000. This Board was 100 percent
wrong in estimating the reserve or trust
fund that would be on hand in 1944 and
267 percent wrong in estimating the
amount of benefits that would be paid
WHAT BECOMES OF THE TAXES PAW INr" TIS
in 1944.
FNout
There is quite a difference of opinion
he axe
hve eenpai in
Alltht
havftue beei paid in on a number of these important matters.
wili
that
ae
allted
arindthatewioineathe futur bemaidtaina We are told by the Ways and Means
torae
pand maitai aothCommittee that by unanimous vote they
fud
aresreo
itende
agreed at an early date .n the Seventytoupat ofth
resefirveso trstfd tohei plaids
ninth Congress to launch a thorough
ofthtae
heir
t
beneicires fclaimsctoepart
taxkersanand searching investigation of this whole
the
thistut fueend paccue Alyo
that haempboeen pidnbythestrs worker and subject. Some Persons talk as If today
nt tistrstfud pto Is the last day that this or any Congress
th eplyes
will ever meet. The reople have already
incudng them $6,000000
this timeere hand
00 o rsevehaeben ro dy o ly elected the Seventy-ninth Congress and
transferred to the general fund lin the will elect other Congresses. We have
Treasury and In the place of the tax amended the Social Security Act heretomoney there is placed the I 0 U of the fore and as the years come and go It will
Federal Government, and the money likely be amended in other respects that
paid out of these funds has not been will be necessary and helpful. I have no
doubt but what the Congress will watch
limited to the beneficiaries, but it is expended by the administration for al- this reserve or trust fund carefully so
most every and any activities of the that so far as it is practicable under the
present administration the rights of the
Federal Government. This social-security tax money may be spent, and part beneficiaries under this legislation will
of it, no doubt, has been expended for a be fully protected. I have no doubt but
lot of the boondoggling projects of the what it Is protected today so far as the
Government, and other parts of it have amount of money that has been paid in
and no harm can come to this reserve
been squandered and wasted. It is handled the same as other tax money paid fund during this investigation In 1945.
If this reserve fund Is weakened, it will
Into the Treasury.
It is no secret that the administration be due to the improvident spending and
desires through these taxes to build up wasting of the present administration,
It Is generally rdmitted that our naa so-called reserve or trust fund
tional debt will be three hundred billion
amounting to approximately $50,000,or more at the end of the war. Only a
000.000. and, of course, the administra.
tion will, in the future as in the past, in few years ago the number of income taxpayers was less than 3,000,000. Today
my opinion, place this money in the gen.
eral fund and spend the money as it they number 50,000.000 or more. With
comes in, and theme will be nothing in the 20 percent withholding tax and the
Its place except the I 0 U and bonds of many concealed Federal taxes the workthe Federal Governmlent. This Is where era of the Nation as well as the emthe Government takes the tax money of Ployers are carrying a heavy load. This
thre workers and the employers and load should not be increased unless it is
clearly necessary. Firmly believing that
turns over to itself and gives I 0 U's an
It is unnecessary to increase this tax 100
bods Wenwerelie hegratde
bons. henwereaizeth grat e.percent to the workers as well as to the
adinistratio to taxrstuan- employers, I feel constrained to cast my
sire ofdthsped
vote in favor of the bill to hold the tax
der. andyspendit isecausytohudestn
as It is for the year of 1945. If this
ecue hs 50
he
wh omlin
called trust fund is only $6,ooo,joo,000. thorough and searching investigation
These taxes roll in day by day, and It should disclose the necessity for an inaffords the administration an easy way crease in this tax In order to preserve the
to get billions of dollars without going rights and benefits of worker's under this
out and publicly borrowing the money legislation, I shall be very glad to support
such increase as may be necessary,
and selling the bonds,

provided and maintained that will fully
protect the workers.
The amendment to the Social Security
Act of 1939 provides that if the trustees
of this reserve or trust fund should find
that the fund was inadequate they should
so advise the Congress. They have not
said to the Congress that the reserve
fund is not sufficient or that the 2-percent tax for employers and workers Is
not sufficient.
I have received many letters from
workers and employers residing in my
district urging me to support this* bill,
I have not received a single letter, telegram, or other expression of opposition,
to this bill from anyone residing in my
district. Most of them understand that
this bill does not affect, in any way, the
present so-called old-age pension where
the Federal Government without contribution from the beneficiaries or States,
puts up one-half and the States the
other half of the pension paid to the
needy aged, the needy blind, and the
needy widows and children.
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Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from Pennsyl.
vania [Mr. EDERHARTER 1.
Mr. EBERHARTER. Ur. Chairman,
to me, the main issue is whether or not
we want to continue the policy that was
decided upon in 1935 and again in 1939
when we established this Social Security
System based on a contributory basis; in
other words, it is not this afternoon
merely a question of fixing the rate of
taxation for the year 1945 on both the
employer and the employee, It is a ques
tion of whether we want to get away from
the policy of operating the Social secu.
rity System on a full reserve basis and
not on a contingent reserve basis, or on
a basis of annual subsidy out of general
taxation.
I call your attention to the fact that
we have in'oPeration now four or five In
surance systems by the Government. We
have a national insurance system for
veterans of World War No. 2. We have a
Government life-insurance system for
veterans of World War No. 1. We have a
civil-service retirement fund, we have the
Foreign Service life-insurance fund, and
several others. In all of those funds we
are operating on the basis of a full and
adequate reserve, and that is the policy
this Congress decided on in 1935 and
1939 with respect to the Social Security
System. If we today do as we did last
year, we are going to be getting away
from the adequate-reserve, full-reserve
principle.
They say that the reserve now is suf
ficient. There has not been a single bit
of testimony before this committee by
any actuary and there has not been a
single actuary who has either publicly or
privately stated that a tax of 1 percent
is sufficient to carry the annual cost. We
must remember that we have been WorkIng under abnormal conditions in this
country since 1940. Naturally the reserve
will be somewhat larger than we con.
templated It would be 3 or 4 years ago.
But when the actual cash reserve is
greater at this time, it also means that
we have increased our liability by just
so much, because millions of persons have
become entitled to receive benefits; in
other words, the Government promises
these people that when it taxes them they
will receive certain benefits in the future.
It Is well known by everybody familiar
with insurance that the initial costs of
any system are low and that the ulti
mate costs are quite high. We are only
in the initial stages of the operation oi
this Social Security System. It has been
said that the ultimate cost maX run as
high as fifteen or twenty times what the
early costs are. Every actuary who sub
mitted any figures whatever did not deny
the fact that It would at least take a
4-percent tax. We already know that
much, anyhow.
Mr. KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. EBERHARTER. I yield to the
gentleman from Wisconsin.
Mr. KEEFE. Is the gentleman satis
fied that the present rate of annuity pay
ments and benefit payments under title
II is sufficient?
A*. EBERHARTER. I certainly am
not satisfied that it Is sufficient. The
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contingent reserve may be sufficient for
6, 7, 8, or even 10 y'ears, but It certainly
is not sufficient for the future, 'when the
cost will be high. Az it was testified, the
cost will ultimately be perhaps 15 or 20
times as much,
Mr. KEEFE. The gentleman did not
get my question. My question is, Is the
gentleman satisfied that the annuity paynments provided under the social-security
law today and the survivors' and benefit
Payments provided under the law are
ample and sufficient, or is the gentleman
of the opinion that the Congress will be
called upon within a short time to raise
the amount of these benefits?
Mr. EBERHARTER. It may be possible that we will be asked to, but we are
basing our figures and our decision today
on the benefits that are already promised under the present law and not taking into consideration the extension or
broadening of the benefits,
There is no time better than the present to create an adequate reserve. I submit it would not be a hardship on either
the employer, nor on the employee. Just
remember that the employer is allowed
to deduct as a business expense whatever amount he pays to the Government
in pay-roll taxes to the Social Security
Board. Furthermore, it is estimated
that the value of this insurance Zo an
employee is on the average from 1;3,000
to $10,000, and for some families, valued
at $15,000. This is the time to strengthen
the social-security system instead of
weakening it, and I submit in conclusion,
Mr. Chairman, that those who believe in
a strong social-security system operated
on a sound basis will vote against this
bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Pennsylvania has expired.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
SIMPSON].

Mr. SIMPSON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Chairman, I think that anyone who
thinks about social security and the
question of the reserve must recognize
that we are worrying about a situation
which may arise some 40 or 50 years
from now, in 1990 or the year 2000. It
Is probable that it will approach that
date before, on the basis of the present
tax payment and the tax payment we all

agree must be made by way of increases,
following the examination into the

matter by the Committee on Ways
and Means, there will be occasion to
worry about the reserve. We forget,
however, that between this year and that
distant year many Congresses will
change this law, year after year, increasIng the benefits and coverage, for as
pointed out but a moment ago, it is undoubted that the payments being received by many today are far less than
necessary to properly maintain one's
livelihood. So, I think as we are in the

war, and as we face the reconversion
period in this country, we can, with entire safety, consider the facts as we find
them today and determine on the situation today-whether we cannot with
safety delay this increase next year. It
Is unquestioned but that there are ample
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funds in current collections at 1 percent
to meet all liabilities which will arise
during the coming 9 years. I am struck
also by the fact that imposition of this
additional tax in January will bear most
heavily upon the people of our country
whose wages are frozen at their present
rate of income. Their income is frozen
today by the laws and regulations of the
Government which prohibit increases in
their pay. I refer to the white collar
worker, the man who is today, beyond all
others, pinched between the rising cost
of living and the limitation which has
been placed upon his chances for any
pay increases whatever. Though his
employer wants to increase his pay, hedare not do so. It is the man who is
today living at just about the margin
between income and outgo who crnnot
afford to pay the additional 1 percent.
The proposed increase to him is not a
trivial one-it is a serious matter. I
think that until the period of reconversion is over we should delay this increase on this tax.
Then I am thinking too, of the returning soldier, the man who upon his return
to this country, will, I believe, solve the
question of reemployment of his comrades of today. As we think of reeinployment in the post-war years, of the
returning soldier, we all too often forget
that there are some millions who will
become the employers of that day. The
man who returns from the Army and
becomes an employer by opening a small
store or gasoline station, who hires one
or two of his comrades, will in my opinion, take up a large part .of those who
would otherwise be unemployed. 'But
when that returning soldier considers the
question of whether he shall become an
employer in that future day, he is all too
apt to consider the tax burden which
would be placed upon him as an employer as being too great, and he might
take the course of least resistance and
simply not provide the jobs for his comrades.
So I think that inasmuch as the reserve fund is today ample to take care
of any possible contingency which may
arise within the coming 10 years, without
any increase in tax, we would be foolish,
in this day, to impose a further burden
upon the small businessman, the employer of today,
Five hundred thousand small businesses have closed their doors in recent

from him entirely without regard to his
ability to Pay. It violates this basic
principle of income tax legislation.
There are no exemptions, no deductions.
The tax is taken out of your income, no
matter how small your earnings or how
great your family's needs are.
Certainly we cannot justify an increase
in this tax at this time, when only onefifth of this year's collections are re
quired to pay this year's liabilities.
I think, Mr. Chairman, we will do far
better to freeze the tax at the present
rate of 1 percent on the employer and 1
percent on the employee, and to await
the results of the investigation promised
by the House Ways and Means Coin
mittee.
Mr. CANFIELD. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. SIMPSON of Pennsylvania. I
yield.
Mr. CANFIELD. The New York Times
editorializes on this subject today, and
closes with this summation:
'Me case against increasing the socialsecurity tax at this time is a strong one.
I
Mr. SIMPSON of Pennsylvania.
thank the gentleman.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
getma frmPnslnihsex
x
a
rm.enyvni
gientead
aoia
fNrt
MireDOUH
Mr. Chairman, I yield the remainder of
my time to the gentleman from Okla
homa [Mr. DISNEY].
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the gentleman from Oklahoma the re
mainder of my time.
The gentleman
The CHAIRMAN.
from Oklahoma is recognized for 21
minutes.
Mr. DISNEY. Mr. Chairman, I shall
not use very much of this time. I doubt
the wisdom or propriety of intruding on
the House any more figures than have
been adduced. However, there are some
to which attention should be called.
At the outset, when we cast our votes
on this subject we must remember that
this bill poses simply a question of re
vision of the rates. It does not affect
the benefits of any man or woman within
the Social Security System.
It seems to-me we have been doing some
blind financing by fixing the rates with
out first determining the size of the fund
required for the reserve, if there should
be a reserve. It seems to me that the
Ways and Means Committee in this en

or Government regulations forced them
to shut down. Will they reopen after
the war, or is their place to be taken
permanently in our economic system by
the large employer?
Only as we lessen the burden of fixed
charges on the small businessman can
we insure his success in the competitive
business world, and only as he succeeds
can there be reemployment of all1 returned soldiers.
Until there is proof of the need for In-

way I will not be a party, should first
find out by the best information avail
able to it, how large a fund is necessary
to maintain this system, if it first de
ciues that a big reserve is necessary.
There is a difference of opinion on that
subject. Some schools of thought hold to
the idea that a reserve is not nece.ssary.
The general thought is that a reserve is
necessary, but it seems to me it would
be wise first to decide how much the
fund should be, and then levy the tax

years.

They could not make ends meet

creased social-security tax collections to
meet the fund's obligations we only hinder and delay Peacetime employment by
the collection of unnecessary taxes.
We must not forget that this tax is an
"income tax." It comes from the income
of every covered worker, and Is taken

suing study, to which I am sorry in one

rates to conform to raising that fund,
instead of blindly applying the rates and
letting the fund accumulate in skyrock
eting proportions.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DISNEY., I yield.
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Mr. DINGELL. Why did not the CornSo, if you leave It as It is, do not freeze
mittee on Ways and Means heed my this at 1 percent but let it rise to 2 permodest warning time and again to go
cent in 1945, to 21/2 percent in 1946, 1947,
into the question of social security to
and 1948, then to 3 percent In 1949, and
determine what are the needs, instead of not raise the benefits, at the end of 20
now attempting to slash, and investigate
years according to Dr. Altmeyer there
it after you create a freeze?
would be a net of $35,000,000,000 in the
Mr. DISNEY. The gentleman has as
fund. Dr. Lutz says it amounts to thirtymuch information on that subject as I
seven to thirty-nine billions. Do you
have, being a member of the Ways and
want that large a fund? The advocates
Means Committee also, so I doubt If an
of a fund of that size have one definite
answer is necessary,
objective in mind, the raising of the
Mr. DINGELL. I wondered if he might
benefits. Do not deceive yourselves on
know, being on the opposite side of the
that subject; that is the objective, the
argument, why that occurred,
raising of the benefits. That is for future
Mr. DISNEY. The sources of informaCongresses to determine. It may be
tion are equal to us.
right, it may be wrong; it may be pracMr. DINGELL. That does not answer
tical or it may be impractical when the
the question,
time comes. We could safely, say today
Mr. DISNEY. Now, to deal with some that if the Ways and Means Committee
of these figures for a little while. Dr.
did not in good'faith Intend to pursue a
Harley Lutz, of Princeton, a well-known
study of this subject, we could go blincfly
and respected authority, at the instance
ahead and let the rates become accelof the Tax Foundation estimates that In
erated. But the history of that commit1945 we will have 2,498,000 people in the
tee does not justify such assumption,
System, with receipts of $2,306,000,000
The only landmark we have now Is that
per year and expenditures of $268,000,000.
Secretary Morgenthau said the fund
Then he calculates that in 1960 there
ought to be three times an average 5will be 6,500,000 people in the System, year-cost of benefits. That is the only
with annual receipts of $3,600,000,000
landmark we have now, and it is time
and xpeditresof
nly$1,16,00,00,to take stock of how things stand at presand expendfitures ofe onlye$t,71and0t0ey
ent and what to expect In the future,
Iftose figuaresiarle courre, and theye
So the study by the committee is the
come freaom ao reliabe thsourctes uthere answer.
anyplreasonuto rise thdeseratesuntilea
Gentlemen who had apparently never
complte study0w ishmade? hae calculate0
read the Social Security Act have made
thatl in 190eSshall wihavec11,900,00
the assertion that all the new war work$4,077.000,000 per year and expenditures
ers who had come into the system and
of $3,435,000,000 a Year. And yet a repaid in benefits, paid in taxes for say a
sPonsible Member of this House today
year or a yea; and a half, that all down
maetesttmn ta
h fn
o
through eternity they and their posterity
has a deficit of four and one-half bilwould be entitled to that money back
lions. Why, if everybody in the Socialwith interest. Not so. To be permaSecurity System should die today, there
nently entitled to a share in the insur-

covered employment, and this is pretty
well safeguarded, he regains his insur
ance status provided he works for a
period equal to half the number of
quarters Previously spent in covered emi
ployment. In other words, the question
whether an individual at any given time
has an insurance status is a question of
whether the time spent In covered erm.
ployment equals or exceeds the time
spent in uncovered employment.
If he works 40 quarters in a covered
employment he has an insurance status
for full benefits; however, if his employ.
ment Is Intermittent, even though he
keeps his insurance status, his benefits
are measurable by his actual covered em
ployment. His average monthly earnIngs are the basis upon which his insur
ance benefits are computed and he has
got to work at least half the time. He
cannot come in once a year and work a
quarter and still stay in the system. He
has to devote at least half his time to
covered employment. After the worker
has acquired 40 quarters of covered em
ployment, he has a Permanent insured
basis to the extent that he need not work
further in covered employment, but still
his benefits would accrue to him. If he
reaches 65 years of age and desires to
work in some other covered employment,
he can work at that other employment
provided it does not exceed his benefits,
If his job pays him less than the benefits
he is entitled to keep his Job; also to
draw the benefits. If he has a Job that
pays more than the benefits he is not
entitled to have the benefits accrue to
him.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Will the gentle
man yield?

every insured pcrson in a private insurance company died the insurance com-

works 5 years, then dies; what happens
to the money he pays in; does that accrue

would, of course, be a deficit. Likewise If
pany would be in a bad fix; but why
creat that mare's-nest when we know
nohn
htkn f
i on t
apn
tat indis oin tohapen?
nothngf
Sot thspeuasetions aentrgm
t,
bu pclto.Mr.
This statement is made in the Lutz report that struck me as very seriously
material. Dr. Lutz says:

ance under this system you have to work

for 10 years; you must have a backlog
of 40 quarters of covered-employment. If

you work 5 years In covered employment
and then never return to the system, the
taxes You Paid into this fund are gone
forever; you never get them back, nor
do your survivors get them back,
KNUTSON. That Is 85 years of
age.
Mr. DISNEY. I have tried to be very
careful about the statement I am now
It the terms of the present law relative to going to make. I shall read It. This I
tal rates and benefits operate without prepared after communication
with the
change, workers an00empoyer
b
ilpy nthi90h social-security organization
and It
taeseficiaries receiv motrmeeby198 thean te.
Seems to Me this is definite and pertibeineiciaries rceiest
ermetnsth.
nent. There are millions of dollars in
this fund that will remain there to the
Do you want so enormous

a fund?
benefit of the other taxpayers coming
Now, I have quoted from an authority
from those who go back to the farm, back
someone might designate is a private
to housework, back to uncovered emauthority. Let me tell you what Mr.
ployment.
Altmeyer said on this subject. Here it
If the worker has been employed in
Is, from the hearings:
covered employment for 40 quarters, he
Mr. DISNEY. Can you give us some idea has a permanent insurance status. If
What the demands on the fund will be during
the worker leaves covered employment
that period of time?
frapro
rae
hnh
pn n
Mr. ALYmETES. Wellfrapro employment
rae
Mr.DINEY
Yu d nt man$3500,oo,.covered
hehnh
loses hispn
Insur.n
Mr. Dnet
. Youdono
thmean
oietos
ance status unless he has worked for 40
Mr. AJ.TMEYXR. I mean the reserve probably
quarters. Recurring to my statement, If
Would be that much, that is $3he
orksfor00yeas an drops out, anl
Mr. DzswEY. When?
he put Into the fund belongs to the fund
Mr. ALTMEYKU, At the end of 20 year if the
and the other people in the fund.
Is
Congress never did cut this law as to rates out and his heirs and survivors are,He
forof benefits,
ever. However, if this Worker returns to

Mr. DISNEY. I yield to the gentleman

from Arkansas.

Mr. FULBRIGI{T. Say that a man

to him then?
Mr. DISNEY. To his heirs.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Not If
he dies at the end of the
5 years while he
Is still working on covered employment.
Mr. DISNEY. That is right.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. DISNEY. Ilyield to the gentleman
from Minnesota.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. if a
man is receiving this retirement annuity
and earns over $14.99 in any 1 month.
he loses his annuity status?
Mr. DISNEY. Stated in general termns,

yes; that is correct.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. He loses
It for that period, but he does not lose It

permanently.
Mr. DISNEY.

No. That is right,
Mr. JENKINS, Will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. DISNEY. I yield to the gentleman
fo
ho
foMr.-JENKINS.
ho
We are talking about
these benefits. Is this not the fact: Un
der the present law In order for a man
to get the full maximum of $85 a month.
which is the maxmu
sum, he must
commence whnhe
is 21 years of age.
he Must earn at least $3,000 a year, he
Must work from when he is 20 years old
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until he is 65 years old in order for him
to get the full Maximum of $85 a month?
ISNY.
Mr.
es.Tha maimu
Mrs
$85aSmNth. whes.Theryo maketimu
I, 2, or 5Mprcnth whtoday utlYou changeti
oucane
1,2,o tdyuti
5Prcn
the benefits. It remains in that situation until the law is changed. This does
not affect the benefits.
Mr. KNUTSON. Will the gentleman
yield?
Mr.DSE.Iyedtthgetea
il t h etea
from Minnesota.
Mr. KNUTSON. As a matter of fact,
whether we freeze it or permit it to advance will not make 1 dollar's worth of
difference to those who are receiving
benefits now?
Mr. DISNEY. No. So we have time to
hav tisstdy
ad, ndI hvecofi
dence in the integrity of the Committee
on Ways and Means that it will make a
thorough study of the subject, because
this is the first time in recent years, since
1939, that it has been put squarely before
the C(,Mmittee on Ways and Means. The
proviso attached to the tax bill last year
made this practically mandatory upn
th omiteunWasanoenst
ofythdeScalsBelook towardearvson
oilSloktwreiino
h
curity Act.
One further suggestion, and then I
close. As I understand, both party platforms in the very earnest and feverish
quest for votes this year require that the
Congress, as Representatives of the
people, shall place farm help and domestic help in the covered status, and
that probably socialized medicine will be
Included. In every law there is an arbitrary place where you have * to stop.
Many men at 17 years of age are as capable of voting as men at 45. but 21 has
been the arbitrary status for suffrage,
and so in many, many other laws arbitrary standards are set. In this we stopped at the origin of the Social Security
System, at the threshold of farm help
and domestic help. Think well before
you fly into the patience of the agrarian
element of this Nation by reaching into
the pocketbook of the farmer and ret uiring him to support farm help In
later years. Consider seriously the implcaios fan extension to domestic
help. Go slaw on socialized medicine,
At some place you have to stop.
I see no good in a nation, in a nation
already distraught with domestic difficulties, by choking tedious and burdensome things down upon the throats of the
American people. The benefits do not
justify it, and the trouble, and the difflculty, and the annoyance of providing
Social Security to farm help and domestic servants are a Pandora's box of problems, not in the long run, conducive to
the personal or political contentment of
the people.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Oklahoma has expired.
All time has expired.

The Clerk will read the bill for amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Be It enacted, etc., That (a) clauses (1),
(2), (3). and (4) of section 1400 of the Fed-.
eral Insurance Contributions Act (section
1400 of the internal Revenu Code, relating

to the rate of tax on employees) are amended
to read as follows t

"1(1) With respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1939, 1940, 1941. 1942, 1943.
1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 1 percent.
"(2) With respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1948, 1947. and 1948, the
rate shall be 21/2 percent.
"1(3) With respect to wages received after
December 31, 1948, the rate shall be 3 percent."
(b) Clauses (1), (2), (3), and (4) of section 1410 of the Federal Insurance Contrithe ofInternal
butions
tax on
relating 1410
to theof rate
flINY
evenue Act
Code,(section
employers) are amended to read as follows:.
" (1) With respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1939, 1940. 1941, 1942, 1943,
1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 1 percent.
" (2) With respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1946, 1947. and 1948, the rate
shall be 21/2 percent.
'(3) With respect to wages paid after Daeme31198thraesabe3pcn."
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, I offer and amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. Voosses of Callfornia:
On page 1, line 8, after "1943", insert "and."
In line 9, strike out "and 1945."1
After line 9 insert "With respect to wages
received during the calendar year 1945, the
rate shall be 2 percent."
On page 2, line 10, after "1943", insert
"and."thconrtanheeitdyIo
In lines 10 end 11, strike out "and 1945."
After line 11, insert "With respect to wages
paid during the calendar year 1945, the rate
salb
ecn.
Mr.
Mr. VOORHIS of California.
Chairman, the effect of this amendment
would virtually be the same as defeating
the bill. What my amendment does is
provide for a 2-percent rate of tax during
the year 1945; in other words, my amendment simply would not let the freeze go
into effect. My reason for offering the
amendment is partially because it is the
only way I know of to say some of the
things I have been wanting very much
to say here this afternoon.
I readily recognize the problem the
Committee on Ways and Means has been
up against, and I certainly do not begrudge any of the members of that cormmittee the time they consumed, but I
feel that this is a very crucial question,
In some of the debate I have listened
to this afternoon it seems to me that what
members of the Committee on Ways and
Means have been doing has been criticizing the Social Security Act itself. I
agree with some of those criticisms. I
believe very earnestly, as the committee
minority report points out with great
vigor in the closing paragraph, that a
study of the whole Social Security System
should be made with a view to Its Improvement.
I do not personally believe that a person who works In cover~ed employment
for a short period of time should lose

Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. Mr, Chair
man, will the gentleman yield?
aiona
il
M.VOHSo
Mr

ORItfCliona

il

to the gentleman from Kansas.
Mr. CARLSON of Kansas. If the gen
tleman will check, he will find that that
provision was in the 1935 act, but we
changed it in the 1939 act. However, I
do not believe the people of our country
know what happened.
hn
aiona
M.VOHSo
hn
aiona
M.VOHSo
it was wrong. I think they should be
entitled to at least the amount of refund
of taxes paid in. I hope that will be cor
rected.
In any case, those questions are not
before us today. There is only one ques
tion before us today, and that is whether
or not Congress is going to do the easy
thing and freeze these taxes at 1 percent
or whether it Is going to do the coura
geous thing and let that tax increase to
2 percent at the most logical time in all
the history of America to let the tax in
crease.' The question I ask in the first
instance in my speech today is, if this is
not the time to permit that tax to in
crease, when will be the time? Will it be
sometime later on when there is much
mlyeti
rseiyadls
ls
thes crounertrytandtheress tmpodyen ind
not think so. If there is ever a time to
lay aside resources against a rainy day,
it Is when income is high, and that time
snw
Mr. DISNEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. DISNEY. Why not raise it to 5
percent, then?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. It might
be a little bit severe to do that all of a
sudden.
Mr. DISNEY. Then how about 3 per
cent?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I am
asking for 2 percent. and I am going to
stand on that amiount. We have set up
here a contributory system of insurance.
You can argue the question as to whether
you want a contributory system or
whether you want a general pension sys
tem. I think there are arguments on
by
btor sydstem wet ough to standcontiur
toystewouttotadbor
guns and make provision for the accu
mullation of a reserve when we know that
the obligations of the system are going
to require It in the future.
The question before us today is
whether we are going to let those taxes
increase now and pay now the taxes to
accumulate that reserve, or shift the
burden into the future and require those
taxes to be paid In the future when it
may be far more difficult than now.

all the benefits that have been built up
during that period of time, nor Is it my

Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield

understanding that under those circum-

to the chairman, of course.

'stances a lump-sum payment is not made
to that person or to his survivors. I may
be mistaken about that, but it Is my
understanding that a lump-sum payment aimounting to the amount paid In
In taxes is paid to a Person under those
circumstances. Certainly that should be
the case, and if it is not, the law should
be amended.

Mr. DOUOHTON of North Carolina.
What would be the difference between
voting for the gentleman's amendment
and voting against the bill?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Not a
bit, I will say to the gentleman.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina,
The gentleman just wanted to make a
speech against the bill?
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Ur. VOORHIS of California. That Is
all. Yes, sir; but I did not know any
other way to do it. As the gentleman
knows, there was hardly enough time for
members of the committee,
I believe this system ought to be extended. I do not agree with the gentle.man from Oklahoma. As I understand
it, both political parties before the election pledged to the people of America
that they were going to try to give social-security protection to the people not
now covered. I think that ought to be
done. I think exactly the same 'thing
now as I did before the election.
Now then, the question is always raised
as to what happens to this money? I
ask this question: If John Jones buys a
Government bond or buys a War bond
today, are the gentlemen going to insist that a certain amount of cash be
tagged with John Jones' name and deposited down here at the Treasury to
wait until the time comes when John
Jones' bond has to be redeemed? No;
You are not. You are going to pledge
the credit of the United States and make
good on that bond when it becomes due,
And the credit of the United States is
going to be good then. It is exactly the
same proposition with reference to the
social-security obligations; exactly the
CsaRMA.
TheCHIMN
The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for 4 additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
California.
There was no objection,
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, I am very much obliged to
the Committee for this additional time.
The credit of the United States is behind
the obligations that are accumulating
under Social Security and the bonds
that are deposited to the credit of the
old-age insurance trust fund are just as
good as any bond this country issues,
And that means they are good and are
going to be paid. Now, it is argued that
it makes no difference whether we have
a reserve or niot. Let us assume, if this
bill is defeated, or if my amendment is
adopted, that you would accumulate $4,000,000,000 of additional reserve. I do
not know whether or not that figure is
right. Just assume that it would be $4,000,000,000 in reserve, which you would
not otherwise have. What would be the
effect of that? It would mean when we
paid interest on that $4,000,000,000 we
would not only be paying interest on that
portion of the debt but we would be, at
the same time, supplying money to pay
the old-age pension obligation we have
under the act. Now, if we do not Increase the reserve, what situation would
we have? That would mean that we
would have to borrow more money now
from banks, insurance companies or any
other place we could get it and then we
will have to pay interest on that portion

of the debt, and will also have to raise
money by taxing the American people to
get the money to discharge the obliga..
tions under the Social Security Act. It
we do not accumulate the reserve we
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have to raise just exactly twice as much
Mr. KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, the So
money in the future, to make good on all
cial Security Act first became law on
of the obligations as we would if we do
August 14, 1935. Substantial amend
accumulate the reserve right now. I do
ments were made by the act of August
not know how many Members of the
10, 1939. The law in its entirety is
Ilouse are familiar with the distribution
known as chapter 7 of title 42 of the
of the holding of the national debt at
United States Code. The law consists
the present time, but I will give it to you
of 11 titles or subehapters. It is well
very briefly. It is as follows:
to understand this in view of the pro
Seventy-eight billion dollars of the
posal now before the House in order that
national debt-only $78,000,000,000, is
our thinking 'in relation to the current
held by individuals or to nonfinancial
proposal may be accurate.
corporations.
It will be observed that the Social Se
Sixty-two billion dollars of it belong to
curity Act makes provision for two sepa
commercial banks,
rate and distinct sorts of benefits for the
Twenty-one billion dollars to Governaged. Title I of the Social Security Act
ment agencies.
sets up a program of old-age assistance
Twelve billion dollars to Federal Reto provide for those already past 65 at the
serve banks.
time of the effective date of the act and
Seventeen billion dollars to insurance
for those who could not establish a re
companies.
serve account under title II that would
Ten billion dollars to mutual savings
permit the payment of a subsistence an.
banks.
nuity. Under title I, the organization and
In other words, only $78,000,000,000
management of the plan is left directly to
out of $200,000,000,000 of that debt bethe States, and the Federal contribution
longs to individuals or to nonfinancial
consists of grants of funds to match State
corporations. If this bill is defeated and
funds up to $20 per month. The Fed
the social-security tax is allowed to be
eral contribution to these matching
increased, what we will be doing will be
funds is secured from direct appropria
simply shifting a portion of this nations 'out of the Treasury of the United
tional debt so that we would actually States. It should be borne in mind clear
owe it to the people of this country, who
ly that the aged people of this country
will have retired from active employ- who are receiving old-age assistance from
ment In the future under the Social Sethe States under title I are in no way
curity Act. Let us spread the holding
concerned with the proposal now pendof this tremendous debt to as many peoIng before the Congress. Whether the
ple as we can instead of concentrating
pending legislation is passed or not, the
the indebtedness in the hands of a few
assistance rendered to this class of our
holders of the national debt in a way
aged citizens will remain the same. No
that is not a sound policy. And that is increase in the amount of monthly assist
our choice here today. The question
ance given to them will accrue.
is whether we are going to raise the
Under title II of the Social Security
money now or whether we are going to
Act, provision is made for Federal old-age
Increase the taxes later, so that we will
and survivors' insurance benefits. This
have to levy a heavier tax than the bensystem is managed entirely by the Fed
efits justify, or whether you are going
eral Government. The schedule of bene
to repudiate the obligation of the Govfits and annuities is specifically provided
ermient under the Social Security Act,
for in the law. The program contem
I am sure you are not going to do the latplated that those workers covered by the
ter of the three possible courses that I
act and their employers would be taxed
have mentioned. Therefore, if this bill
to provide the funds out of which bene
passes today, what it amounts to is that fits would be paid upon retirement at
you are shifting a portion of that burage 65.
den to make good the obligations which
Title 8 contains the provisions with
this Nation and the Congress have asrespect to these taxes upon employers
sumed under the Social Security Act, and employees. It is interesting to note
to some time in the future when it may that section 1001 of title 42 is entitled
be very much more difficult to raise
"Income Tax on Employees." This law
money than it is today,
providesMr. Chairman, I yield back the balIn addition to other taxes there shall be
ance of my time.
levied. collected, and paid upon the income
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on of every individual a tax equal to the follow
the amendment offered by the gentleing percentages of wages (as defined in sac
man from California [Mr. VOORHIS),
tion 1011 of this title) received by him after
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
December 31, 1936, with respect to employ
Chairman, in view of the fact that the ment (as defined In section 10ouor this title)
effect of my amendment would be ex- after such date.
actly the same as the defeat of the bill, I
The law further plrovides that with re
ask unanimous consent to withdraw the
spect to employment during the calen
amendment.
dar years 1937, 1938, and 1939 the rate
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
shall be 1 percent. With respect to em
to the request of the gentleman from
ployment during the calendar years 1940,
California?
1941, and 1942, the rate shall be 11/ 2 per
There was no objection,
cent. With respect to employment durMr. KEEFE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unan- Ing the calendar years 1943, 1944, and
IMous consent to extend my remarks at
1945, the rate shall be 2 Percent. With
this point In the RECORD,
respect to employment during the calen

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection

to the request of the gentleman from

Minnesota?
There was no objection,

dlar years 1946, 1947, and 1948, the rate
shall be 21/ per~ent. With respect t0
employment after Decemoer 81, 1948, the
rate shall be 3 percent.
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Section 1004 of title 42 provides for the
tax on employers and is entitled "Excise
Tax on Employers."
The progressive
rate of tax provided in this section is the
same. It will be noted that by previous
acts of the Congress the rate of tax on
employer and employee was frozen at 1
percent. It is clear, therefore, that unless the Congress passes the pending legislation and the President permits it to
become law, the rate of tax on employers
and employees will rise to 2 percent on
January 1. 1945. It is proposed to freeze
the rate for another year at the existing
rate of 1 percent.
It should be observed that the term
"wages" against which the tax Is im.
posed means the remuneration for employment including the cash value of
remuneration paid in any medium other
than cash up to the sum of $3,000, received by an individual in any calendar
year. Section 1011 of title 42 provides
further for the exception of certain employees from the provisions of the act,
These are: First, agricultural labor; second, domestic service in a private home;
thid,
lbornotin
oure
o
thir,n asul
teche
suacurs
laor ot
of
the employer's trade or business; fourth,
service performed as an offilcer or member of a crew of a vessel documented under the law of the United States or of
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support of the people then living who
States Code, clearly states that the tax
have reached retirement age. Those levied upon employees Is an income tax,
who embrace this school of thought conwhereas the tax levied upon employers is
tend that taxes should only be levied at
designated as an excise tax.
rates sufficient to bring into the Treasury
I have frequently wondered how this
each year the amount necessary to meet
giant reserve pr6grarn came Into being
the current demands for payment, plus
and recently read an article appearing
an additional amount to be set up in
In Harpers Magazine in the issue of Fleb
reserve to take care of unforeseen conruary 1939, in which the economist, John
tingencies that might arise.
T. Flynn, gives the history of the enact
The other school of thought embraces
nment of this legislation. Because of its
the idea that pay-roll taxes paid into the
historic significance and bearing upon
Treasury of the United States can be
the question now confronting the House,
spent for general Government activities,
I desire to quote from that article:
and that a reserve fund can be created
In the winter of 1934-35 a group of tech
consisting of Government obligations
nical agents of the Cabinet Committee on
amounting to 100 percent of the tax colEconomic Security were bringing their labors
lected and that the interest on such
to an end. The idea of a reserve had arisen
Government obligations will take care of
somewhere but every actuarial and financial
the entire cost of the system, They con nMessrs.
expert 0.'C.
consulted
opposed it vehemently.
Richter and W. R. Williamson
tend that as the Government was setting
were the actuarial consultants of this group.
up an insurance plan, it should follow
(Mr. Williamson Is now actuary of the Social
the practice of private insurance cornSecurity Board.) They opposed it as "quite
panies and create a giant reserve fund beyond the realm of practical possibilities"
to insure the financial soundness of the
and an "unsound departure from the prin
plan. This theory sounds completely
ciples that should govern social insurance."
plausible. They point out that the plan
They are authority for the statement that
bean
n 136,wit
ad e"Representative
of the
Treasury
and Federal
ega in193,
wth emloyr
mplyerandern
Reserve System who
acted
as financial
advis
ployee each paying 1 percent on pay
ers to the committee were of the opinion that
rolls. No pensions were to be paid until
an old-age-pension plan which did not re
1942. Between 1936 and 1942, how did quire a reserve would be preferable."
the plan work out in actual practice?
Four eminent actuarial consultants of the
any foreign country; fifth, service perThe taxes were paid into the Treasury,
Cabinet committee were called. They were
formed in the employ of the United
and, aside from certain refunds and exMr. M. A. Linton, president of the Provident
Stats Gvermen
n Intru
orof pesesof dmiistrtio whch eredeMutual Life Insurance Co.: Prof. A. L. MowStats Gvermen
n intru
orof
pesesof dmiistrtio whch erede- bray, of the University of California; Prof.
mentality of the United States; sixth,
ducted, the Government used the money Henry L. Rteitz, of the University of Iowa; and
service performed in the employ of a for general Government activities and Prof. James W. Glover, of the University of
State, a political subdivision thereof or
reimbursed the trustees of the fund with Michigan. Mr. Linton writes me: "The actu
an instrumentality of one or more States Government obligations. Thus, the trust
arial consultants were unanimously opposed
or political subdivisions; seventh, service
fund began to grow rapidly, and each
to a large reserve and expressed themselves
performed in the employ of a corporayear there has accumulated in the trust
clearly on the point." Says Dr. Reitz: "It Is
tion, community chest, fund, or foundafund large blocks of Government bonds
my recollection that the committee was
tion oranied
xcluive
ad oeraed unil he tustaccunthas eaced ome
unanimously against holding reserves on this
tion oraniedxcluive
ad oeraed unil he tustaccunthas eaced ome
basis. The members of our committee argued
ly for religious, charitable, scientific,
$5,600,000,000. It will continue to grow
as strongly as they could against this feature
literary, or educatibnal purposes, or for year after year, until by 1980 it is estiof the plan in certain committee meetings of
the prevention of cruely to children or mated that there will be approximately
the larger group including representatives of
animals, no part of the net earnings of
$58,000,000,000 in this fund, represented
the Treasury."
by Government bonds bearing the averwhich inures to the benefit of any priFinally the Cabinet committee adopted the
vate shareholder or individual,
age rate of bond Interest. The Governadvice of these consultants and in their re
Thus it will be seen that the original
mnent, of course, will have to raise the
port
the President
expressly
declared
that
'The toplan
we advocate
amounts
to having
concept of title 2 of the Social Security
money through taxation to pay the ineach generation pay for the support of the
Act was to provide for an old-age retireterest on these bonds, but will continue
people then living who are old." It warned
nient system which would provide a de- to borrow the liquid funds in the trust, against large reserves and announced that
cent annuity for the covered workers
whether acquired through payment of
"to keep the reserves within manageable lim
and for which the workers themselves
taxes or payment of interest, and subits we suggest that the combined rate of em
would in part pay. The program constitute Government obligations therefor.
ployers and employees be 1 percent for the
templated organization as an insurance Under this method of financing, the citfirst 8 years (against 2 percent for the first 5
systm
bythe
t beopeate
ovenzenhasbee taxd t cratetheresrve
years adopted in the act), 2 percent for the
pertedby
Izn hs ben txed o ceat theresrve second 5 years: 3 percent the third 8 years;4
systmt te be Gvern
ment. In the years that have interand must be taxed again to pay the
percent the fourth 8 years, and 5 percent
vened since the organization of this proInterest,
thereafter."
This conclusion seems Inevitable. If
And upon this report, signed by four mem
gram, consistant demands have been
the interest on the trust fund is not suM-il
bers of the Cabinet and Harry Hopkins, the
made for the extension of the system so
as to include all or part of the workers cient to pay the maturing claims as years Wagner-Lewis bill was framed.
not
tis
ow has
oveed.
of
oo o,
at this point
a strange
thingof happened.
not
tis ow
has
oveed.
of nhe
nhe
o, een
een aa th
th hih
hih rtes
rtes ff tx
tx oigoig-TheButPresident.
seeing
the report
the com
program, I am in hopes that the next inally provided in the act, a direct submIttee. expressed apprehension at the fact
Congress will adopt amendments that sidy to the program out of the Treasury that in 30 or 40 years general taxes would be
will extend the coverage of the act so as
will be necessary, requiring additional
required to supplement the old-age pay-roll
to include many of the groups that are taxation. Bonds held by the trust may taxes. He gave the matter a swift, glancing
now excluded,
be liquidated, which again will require
blow of his mind and decided that future
The second contention that has arisen
the Treasury to impose taxes in order to generations ought not to be burdened.
Invovesthereseve
rogam.Ther
recivethe
thisoftime,
perhaps
hearing ofcalled
this,
Invovesthereseve
rogam.Ther Is
is
recivethe und
und wih
wih wich
wich oo lquiate
lquiate About
an official
the and
Treasury
Department
a definite school of thought in this counits obligations. It seems clear, therefore,
upon the President and spun him a whimsical
try that effectively contends that the
that the Government cannot pay adeyarn of fairy finance. He pictured how a
so-called old-age and survivors' Insur.
quate pensions if it continues to borrow great reserve might be created; how with this,
ance reserve is a myth and a delusion
the old-age taxes and spends them to which would belong to the poor, all the na
as presently operated. This school of support current Government activities.
tional bonds would be bought; how the In
thouht
he rogam
nsits tatb
Th whle pogrm i a leary dsgused
terest being paid the rich would now be
thouht
he nsits
rogam
tat b
Th whle pogrm i a leary dsgused
paid to the poor; how the grave problem of
maintained and extended largely on a
Income-tax levy upon the lowest Income
tax-exempt bonds would thus be solved, since
groups. As a matter of fact, the law itthe debt would be practically extinguished as
pay-as-you-go basis, with each generation being called upon to pay for the
self, In section 1001, of title 2 of the UnIted a possession of the rich; how the old-age:
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system would thus become self -supporting

retire at age 65 in the next 15 years will
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Fisher

hce olano
iiu anui
nuyolger
be
earhoced
ofth
oh piifu
Fubriht
pated from the drudgery of providing for
ties on which they will be required to Fuller
their aged; and how, most delightful to con-:
sbit
tsest
eta
omn
Fle
template, these immense old-age tax collecsbit
Itsesomehaco
on
umr
tions and'the mounting reserves would behonesty requires that this whole program,
Gamble
an
seilytte
,2
n
,b
re
8Othings
come an almost inexhaustible reservoir of
adepclyties,2
nd3berGsvin
funds to meet Government deficits. Here was
examined and reappraised now in the Geriach
a miraculous contrivsnce of heavenly finence.
light of our experience under the system Gison
It was a wondrous vision which could SursGce1ifWeshudoeeaid
teLewis
vive only upon one condition, a condition
s
~ince13
W
theuadre ulatione ofe GIlcrk
easily complied With, that it be not looked at
question ivleinteacmaioof
Glspe
too closely,
huge reserves of Government bonds in Gillette
About this time the House committee we
view of the present fiscal situation of the Goodwin
holding hearings on the bill as introduced Nation. If we must raise taxes to take
Gosrett
by Messrs. WeANSEt and LEwis. The heat was
care of the aged and to paty suitable and
Grahem
on, and the administration managers were
proper annuities and unemployment
Grant, Ala.
thdirectlye
trougatGrant,
jamn
ttruhtecmite jairmingIt
tthe
compensation, we should do It diety GregoryInd.
full speed then so easily managed. Except
thog asytmoinmeaxsnwnn
for administration spokesmen, witnesses were
steadofg reurnsy them lowes
in come
paxsIda en
and future generations would be emanci-bt

allowed only 5 minutes each. Only a few
days remained, when one morning secretar

Morgenthau. who had signed the report
against large reserves, walked into the cornmIittee chamber with a message. The Treasurhelrd atdthe huge reserve, the
$47,000,000,000 device, put Into th.- bill and
the rates raised to make that possible. And
so, with little or no thought about the matter, under the pressure of the Presidential
"'must," this grotesque fraud was railroaded

through the committee. It got little notice.
Later the bill was jammed through Congress.

Some Members warned against it. The American Association for Social Security, which
for years had fought the battle for social se-

curity. Issued a solemn protest. But Mr. Vinson told the House the President wanted It.

sedorquinthlwstncmpad
groups of the country to have levied upon

them an income tax under the guise of
social security all out of proportion in
many Instances to their ability to pay.
I trust that further piecemeal ateps
to deal with the problem will be postpoe an thtteWyadMas
ndadta

heWy

n

en
Committee will go into this whole subject
matter again and bring before the Con-

gress a completed and rounded piece of

for many years, even decades, abroad without

fteWoeHueo

h

tt

f

te
fteWoeHueo
h
tt
f
the Union, reported that that Commit-

Mcwilliams
Maas

Simpson,
Va.
Simpson, Ill.
MhnSluhr
Mnahon
Smiugth.ehi
ManasfildTx Smith, Ohao
Martfien.
TowaSmith, WVs.

Ho~pe

Miller. Conn.
Miller, Mob.
Miller, Pa.
Mills

Monkiewicz
Mundt

Murray, Tenn.
Murray, Wis,
Mass. Newsome
Wash. Norman

Norrell

Horen

O'Brien, N. Y,

Anton J.
Johnson,

Peterson. Fla.
Peterson, Ga.

Nowell
Jenk~na
Jensen
Johnson,

tee, having had under consideration the
Calvin D.
bill H1.R. 5564. pursuant to House Reso- Johnson, md.
It must be remembered that this state- lution 0687, had reported the same back to Johnson,
J. Leroy
-ment was made in 1939, before the Nathe House.
Johnson,
tion was confronted with the tremendous
The SPARA~ER. Under the rule, the
Luther A.
deficit financing incident to the war. I previous question is ordered.
Johnson, Okla.
Jones
wonder, in view of present conditions,
The question Is on the engrossment Jonkman
whether the President could have been and third reading of the bill.
Judd
sold on the idea of the giant reserve plan
The biln was ordered to be engrossed Kenn
when faced with the prospect of a na- and read a third time, and was read the Kearney
tional debt of $300,000,000,000. It seems third time.
Kerr
clear to me that when the workmen of
The SPEARER. The question is on
this country realize that they are to be the passage of the bill.
asked to contribute a 100-percent In.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina. Anderson,
N.Max.
crease In pay-roll taxes with no resultant Mr. Speaker, I ask for the yeas and nays. Bates, Ky.
Increase In the annuities to which they
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Bloom
and their families will be entitled under
The question
1Bradley, Pa.
rBurchill, was taken; and there
N. T.
present provisions of law, they will begin were-yeas 282, nays 73, not voting 94, Burdick
to ask some questions about this proas follows:
Camp
grm mafreivrI
oil[Roll
No. 1201
Cannon. Mo.
gra.
elevra nafim
ocalCapoazoli
security and have long advocated the
YEAS-262
Cochran
extension of coverage, not only under Abernethy
Bolton
Colmer
Coffee
title 2 but also under title 3, providing or Allen,
Im.
Donner
Cox
Cooper
Alf.oarBrn
rvesCrosser
grants to the States for unemployment
Allersen,
Borkin
CrawfrvewonLs
compensation. There Is little doubt In
H.Carl
Bradiley, Mich. Cunningham3
Dingell
my mind but that as the years go on, Anderson. Calif. Brehm
Curley
Zberharter
demands will be made, very properly, for Andresen.
Brown. Ga.
curtis
Engel, Sich.
icessithanutanbeeipr-rAugust B.
DiAeandro
reighan
inrae nteanit n eei
Andrews,
Ala. Bryson
Buck
Day
Flantiagan
visions under title 2 and for compensa.
Andrews. N.Y. Buckley
Dewey
Fogarty
tion Increases under title 3. It seems to Angell
Buffett
Dil~weg
Foransi
meta nvefti
lotoeArends
butler
Disney
Gals
nveman
deta
ofo revisalont ofvthe
Arnold
Canflfeld
Dondera
Gordon
whelming deadfrrvso
fte
Auchincloss
Carlson, Kane. Doughton, N.a.
Gorski
Social Security Act, that we should at Baldwin, Md. Carrier
DrewryNOVTIG
the same time reexamine the whol
Barden
Carson, Ohio DurhamNOVTN-4
Oe Barrett
Carter
fiworshak
Baldwin, N.T.
philosophy involved in the reserve trust Bates. Mass.
Case
Eaton
Barry
funds and that the present rate of tax, Beasl
Caller
Elliott
Bell
which will provide ample funds for years Beckworth
Chapman
Ellis
Brooks
Ben1der
Ellsworth
Brown,
Ohio
to come, should be maintained until op.
Bennett, Mich. Chiperfield
Church
Xlmer
Brumnbaugh
portunity is had to reexamine and ex- Bennett, Mo. Clason
Eagle, Calif.
Bulwinkie
plore the possibilities for revision of the Biho
Clevenger
Fallow$
Burch,
Blackey
Cole. Mo.
Pernandes
Buraln Va.
entire act. Those who winl be forced to Blanid
Cole, N.Y.
Wish
Busbey
anything more than small convenience reserves,

MeMillan, S. C. Ecrivner
McMillen, Ill. Short

Sullivan
unr.l.
Sumner., Te:.
Sundstrom
Taber

Hoeven
Hoffman

te

Rabrbough
Rowe
Russell
Sathirlerd
Schwabe
Rolph

Hare
Haisile.o.
Hayrs
Hdbert
Heldinger

of the complexities and problems that
have arisen as a result of our experience
wihti a ic
96Holmes,

The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the

McConnell
McCord
Mc~oene
M:Kenzie

Richards
EVr
Robertson
Robsion, Ky.
Rockwell
Rodgers. Pa.
Rogers, Mess.

Springer
Starnes, Ala.

Hess
Hills

wtthslwine13.Holmes,

Ludlow

Reed, 1ii.

Reed,
N.Y.
Rees, Kans.

Edwin Arthur Martin, Mass.
Hall,
Mason
Halleck W.
rMaw
Hancock
Marrowe

legislation that will attempt the solution

And it became a law. It remains In the law'
Committee will rise.
despite the fact that It has, so far as I l4ave
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
ben
bl
ot
n
fnd
frste
upor
rJarmran
bXnal.ofntesupr fn is-o
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
second-calas economist, actuary, or finance ax
Mr. MCCORD, Chairman of the Commit-

pert either here or abroad and despite the fact
that old-age Insurance systems have existed

Halen
Hall.

Kinzer
Kleberg
Knutson
Kunkel
ads
LnisRvs
Lanham
Larcade
Lea
LeCompte
LeFevre

O'Hara
O7 Konski
O'Ntai
Face
Patton

Philbin
Phillips
Pittenger
Ploeser
P~uiley
PoulEon
Powers
Pratt,
Joseph M.
Price

Ramney

Randolph
Reece, Tenn.

Stewarnst.H

Stewaert

Talbot
Tayloe

Thomason
Tibbott
Towe
Troutman

Vincent. Ky.
vinsoo, Os.

Vorys. Ohio
Vur,
ell
wai"ter
weaver
Weichel. Ohio
West
Wb~te

W'Jbtten
Whittington
Wirglesworth
Willey
Wilson
Winter
Wolcott
Wolfenden, Pa.
Woodruff. Mich.
Woodrum, Va.
Worley
Zimmierman

NAYS-73

Oranger
Harlems, Adiz.

Murphy
Myers

Johnson,

0'Brien, Mich.
O'Consnor
Ponge

HartS
Hoch
Hull
Izao

Lyndon B.
Kme
Kefauver

Kelley
King
Kirwan
Klein

Norton
O'Brien. nl.

Priest
Rabaut
Ramsnpeck
Robinson, Utah
Rowan
Sabath
Sadowski
auhf

Lenike
Lesinski
Lynch
McCornmak
Madden
Marcantonio
Monroney
Morrison, La.
Morrison. N.C.
Mdurdock

Smith, Maine
Enyder
Spence
Tarver
Thomas, Tex.
Voorhis. Calif.
Weiss
Welch
Wickersharn
Wright
4

Byrne

Delaney
Dicksteil3
Dies
Dirkase
DomengeaUg
Douglas
Zlilison, Md.

Davis

Penton

Cannon, Fie.
Chenoweth
Clark
Compton
Cooley
Costello
Courtney
Daughton, Va.

xlaton,
Fay Ohio
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Fitzpatrick
Ford
Furlong
Gallagher
Gearhart
Griffiths
Gross
Harness. Ind.
Hartley
Heffernan
Hendricks
Herter
Ilins'haw
Holifleld
Jackson
Jeffrey
Jennings
Johnson. Ward
Kennedy
Keogh
Ktilburn
Kilday
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Layollette
Lamnbertson
Luce
McGregor
McLean
McMurray
Magnuson
Maloney
Mansfield,
Mont.
Merritt
Mruk
O'Toole
Outland
Patman
Pfeifer
Fracht,
C.Frederick
Rizley
Rooney
Sasscer
Scanlon

Scott
Shafer
Sheppard
Sheridan
Smith, W. Va.
Somers, N. Y.
Sparkman
Stanley
Stefan
Stevenson
Stockman
Thomas, N. J.
Tolan
Trorrens
Treadway
Wadsworth
Ward
Wasielevski
Wene
Whelchel, Ga.
Winstead
Wolverton, N. J..

So the bill was passed.
The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this vote:
Mr. Elston of Ohio for, with Mr. Outland

against.
Mr. Douglas for, with Mr. Baldwin of New
York against.
Mr. Gallagher for, with Mr. Wasielewski
against.
Mr. Smith of West Virginia for, with Mr.
Fitzpatrick against.
Mr. Brown of Ohio for, with Mr. Barry
against.
Mr. Daughton of Virginia for, with Mr.
Fay against.
Mr. Herter for, with Mr. McMurray against.
Mr. Sasscer for, with Mr. Somers of New
York against.
Mr. Jeffrey for, with Mr. Torrens against.
Mr. Fenton f-r, with Mr. Rooney against.
Mr. McGregor for, with Mr. Delaney
against.
Mr. Gross for, with Mr. Scanlon against.
Mr. Rizley for, with Mr. Dickstein against.
Mr. Griffiths for, with Mr. Byrne against.
Mr. Stefan for, with Mr. Keogh against.
Mr. Kilburn for, with Mr. Heffernan
against.
Mr. Shafer for, with Mr. Merritt against.
Mr. Jennings for, with Mr. O'Toole against.
Mr. C. Frederick Pracht for, with Mr.
Pfeifer against.

General pairs:
Mr. Bell with Mr. Dirksen.
Mr. Clark with Mr. Ellison of Maryland.
Mr. Winstead with Mr. Harness of Indiana.
Mr. Burch of Virginia with Mrs. Luce.
Mr. Sheppard with Mr. Wadsworth.
Mr. Kennedy with Mr. Hartley.
Mr. Bulwin)Lle with Mr. Wolverton of New
Jersey.

Mr. Kilday with Mr. Thomas of New

Jersey.
Mr. Sparkman with Mr. Chenoweth.
Mr. Cooley with Mr. Stockman.
Mr. Davis with Mr. Busbey.
Mr. Courtney with Miss Stanley.
Mr. Brooks with Mr. Compton.
Mr. Cannon of Florida With Mr. Stevenson.
Mr. Hendricks with Mr. LaFollette.
Mr. Domengeaux with Mr. Scott.

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed was laid on
the table.
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FIX RATE OF TAX UNDER FEDERAL INSURANCE CON
TRIBUTIONS ACT ON EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE FOR
CALENDAR YEAR 1945

DECEMBER

Mr.

7 (legislative day, NOVEMBER 211), 1944.--Ordlered to be printed

GEORGE,

from the Committee on Finance, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accomipany H. R. 3564]

The, Committee, on Finance, t~o whom was referred the bill (H. P.
5564) to fix the. rate of tax under the Federal Inisurance Contributions
Act on employer and employees for the calendar year 1945, having
considered the same, report favorably thereon without amendment
andl recommend that the bill (l0 pass.
This bill provides for "freezing" the rate of tax on pay rolls and
wagfes for old-agie and survivors' benefits on employees and employers
at the rate of 1 percent for tile year 1945, thus postponing an inc~rease
to 2 percent on employers and employees as would otherwise result
under existing law. 'This issue, has be~en dliscussed at length before
the CongLress.
Your committee believe that the rates of these taxes should not
be doubled for 1945. The considerations which moved the com
mittee to takle the action are in part stated in the majority report of
the Committee on Ways and MT~eans of tile House and for the infor
mation of the Senate that report, together with the dissenting views,
is attachedl hereto.
[H1. Rept. No. 2010, 78th Cong., Ist sess.]

The Committee on Wavs and Mleans, to whom was referred the bill (H. R. 5564)
to fix the rate of tax under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. on emplover
and employ'ees; for the calendar vea-r 1945, having considered the samne, report
favorably without amendment thereon and recommend that the bill do pass.
This bill provides for "freezing" the rate of tax on pay rolls and wages for old-age
and survivors' benefits on employees and employers at t~he rate of 1 percent for
the year 1945, thus postponing an increase to 2 pemcent. on employers and emn
ployees as would otherwise result under existing law. Your committee is con
vinced that it is not necessary to double existing rates for 1945 in order to protect
the solvency of the old-age and survivors' insurance fund.
When th~e social secority law was amended in 1939, your committee and the
Congress were both definitely of the opinion that the reserve contemplated in the

2

FIX RATE OF INSURANCE FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1945

original act, and variously estimated under the original schedule of tax rates to
reach from 47 billion to 49 billion dollars, was not necessary for the solvency of the
fund.
The estimate furnished to the committee and the Congress in 1939 indicated
that the reserve would amount to $3,122,000,000 in 1944 with a graduated
schedule of tax rates. However, the reserve has now reached the sum of approxi
mately $6,000,000,000 with a tax rate of 1 percent on employee and employer, and
will approximate $7,250,000,000 by the end of 1945. Thus the reserve fund will
be more than 2 times the amount that was contemplated under the estimates
used when the social security system was revised in 1939, and was placed on what
was then considered to be a sound actuarial basis. In the hearings of 1939, the
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Morgenthau, testified as follows:
ould suggest to Congress that it plan the financing of the old-age
"Specifically, I -,A
insurance system with a view,% to maintaining for use in contingencies an eventual
reserve amounting to not more than three times the highest prospective annual
benefits in the ensuing 5 years."
Congress has upon 3 occasions applied this rule and as a result has 3 times
postponed the statutory increase in pay-roll taxes. Your committee finds
that the old-age reserve as of June 30, 1944, wias $5,450,000,000, and approximately
$6,000,000,000 as of the end of this year and that according to the most recent
estimates of the Social Security Board the highest annual expenditure ,will be
bet-, cen $450,000,000aid $700,000,000 inithe next 5years. Therefore, the existing
reserve is from S to 12 times the highest annual expenditure instead of 3 times,
.as recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury.
It should be also pointed out that the tax collections at 1 percent on employee
and 1 percent on employer now exceed the amount originally-anticipated from
the higher tax rate provided in the Social Security Act as amended in 1939. Tax
ith the tax rate retained at 1 percent on employee and employer
collectons, even NN
respectively, have substantially exceeded the estimatse furnished in 1939 and the
benefits paid have fallen far below the estimates furnished to the Congress in
1939. Therefore, since the automatic increase in tax to 2 percent on employer
and employee, respectively, effective next January is unnecessary for benefit
payments (for many years to come(), or for the maintenance of a contingent
reserve 3 times the highest anticipated expenditure in the next .5 years, we submit
that these taxes should not be doubled at this time.
The committee does not feel that any unnecessary increase in the existing high
tax burden should be made now in view of the problems of reconversion from war
to peace that soon -,%ill confront us and which must be solved. It should be
clearly understood that this legislation has no connection ,%Nith the question of
expansion of social security benefits or coverage, but refers solely to the problem
of financing existing benefits and coverage. It does not involve in any wNNay,
benefit payments under the old-age assistance or so-called old-age pension systems
which are paid out of annual appropriations.
As has been stated, actual experience in the operation of the system has
demonstrated the inaccuracy of the estimates made only 5 years ago to say
nothing of those made in 1935.
In order that your committee may have the benefit of expert advice based upon
the experience of the past 9 years, it has unanimously voted to commence a study,
at an early date, of what constitutes an adequate contingent reserve fund and the
rates required to produce and maintain that fund on a sound financial basis.
CHANGES

IN EXISTING

LAW

In compliance wvith paragraph 2a of rule XIII of the Rules of the House of
flepresentatives, changes in the Federal Insurance Contributions Act made by
the bill, as introduced, are shown as followsn (existing lawNproposed to be omitted
is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italics, existing law in
Which no change is proposed is sho-wn in roman):
"SEC. 1400U.

RlATE

OF TAX.

"In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the
income of every individual a tax equal to the following percentages of the -wages
(as defined in section 1426 (a)) received by him after December 31, 1936, with
respect to employment (as defined in section 1426 (b)) after such date:
(1) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 1939, 1940,
1941, 1942, 1943 [and] 1944, and 19465, the rate shall be 1 per centmmm.
[(2) With respect to wvages received during the calendar year 1945, the
rate shall be 2 per centum.]
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(3] (2) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 1946,
1947, and 1948, the rate shall he 2½2 per centum.
[(4)] (3) With respect to Nvages received after December 31, 1948, the
rate shall be 3 per centurm.

"SEc. 1410.

RATE OF TAX.

"In addition to other taxes, every employer shall pay an excise tax, with respect
to having individuals in his employ, equal to the following percentages of the
wages (as defined in section 1426 (a)) paid by him after December 31, 1936, with
respect to emtploymnent, (as defined in section 1426 (b)) after such date:
(1) With reslpect to wages paid during the calendar years 1939, 1940, 1941,
1942. 1943, [and] 1944, end 194.5, the rate shall be 1 per centumn.
[(2) Withi respect to wages paid during the calendar year 1945, the rate
shall be 2 per centumn.]
[(3)] (2) With respect to wtages paid during the calendar years 1946,
1947, and 194S, the rate shall be 2~'2 per centum.
[(4)] (3) With resp~ect to -wages paid after December 31, 1948, the rate
shall be 3 per centumn."

DISSENTING VIEWS
The undersigned members of the Ways and Means Committee respectfully
submit their dissenting views relative to H. R. 5564, which has been favorably
reported by the majority of the committee.
We deeply regret that our considered opinion with respect to this bill is at
variance with a majority of our colleagues and that we cannot concur in the
recommendation that the bill should be reported favorably.
The bill reported by a majority of the committee will prevent the rate of
contributions under the Federal old-age and survivors insurance system from
increasing on January 1, 194.5, in accordance with the schedule contained in the
present law. We believe this action to be unwise and detrimental to the basic
principles underlying a contributory social-insurance system. Our reasons are
summarized as follows:
SUMMARY

OF OBDTECTIONS TO THE

BILL

1. The success of a contributory system of social insurance is at stoke.
We believe that the very success of this contributory social-insurance system
which Congress established in 193.5 is at stake and not merely the fixing of a
tax rate in the usual sense of the term. The Congress of the United States in
1935 took a long step forward in undertaking to substitute for a hit-and-miss
method of relieving destitution through a Government dole a systemnatic longrange method known as contributory social insurance. Under a system of
contributory social insurance, benefits are paid as a matter of right without a
means or a needs test and are related in an equitable manner to the length of
time aperson has been insured and the amounit.oflhis past earnings. An essential
characteristic of any contributory social-insurance system is that the benefits
are financed wholly or in large part from contributions made by or on behalf of
the beneficiaries. It is just as true of a social-insurance system as of any insurance
system that its security depends upon the certainty and soundness of the methods
used to finance it.. in financing a contributory social-insurance system it is
necessary to make certain that the promises mnade today to pay benefits in the
future can be and will be fulfilled. Under a social-insurance system providing
old-age annuities based upon the length of time insured initial costs are low and
ultimate costs are high. In the case of this social-insurance system it has been
estimated that the eventual annual cost will be 15 to 20 times what they are
today.
2. The cost of benefits promised is far in excess of the contriburtionsbeing collected.
None of the witnesses appearing before the committee placed the average
annual cost of this insurance system at less than 4 percent of pay roll. Some of
the estimates placed the average annual cost as high as 7 percent and the eventual
annual cost as high as 11 percent. Therefore, it is obvious that the actuarial
soundness of this insurance system wxill continue to deteriorate so long as the
current rate of contributions is kept at the present low level. Even if we accept
the lowest estimate of 4 percent average annual cost, it may be said that the
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reserve fundc of this svstem already has a deficit of $6,600,000,000. If wve take
thle higher estimate of 7 percent average annual cost, it may he said that the
reserve fund already ha- a deficit of about $16,500,000,000. The fact that we are,
collecting as much at. the present 1-percent rate as it was estimated in 1939 we
would collect, at the 2-percent. rate dtoes, not affect these estimates of cost and the
size of the deficit, since the liabilities assumed by the irisurance system have
likewise increasied.
One of the argumarents advanced for not permitting the automatic increase in
rate to take etfect is that there should be a study made of the financing of this
svstein and of social securitv gepuerally'.
Another argument advanced is that
C~oigress wviil soon consid-er the extension and broadening of the social-security' law.
These argumients lack validity-, since the minimnum-cost estimate set forth above
has iiot beeni dislputed by aliv witne.ss appearing before the committee and it is
obvious that anv exteiis ion and broadening of the social-securitv law will cer
taiInly not res~ult in a reduction iii co.-t. Therefore, there appears to be no good
reason why preseiit costs, which are not disputed, should not be properly financed.
S. The continuance of the present pay-roll-tax rate will reqsuire an eventual Govern
mnent subsidy.
If the ratk, of contributions is continued at less than the average annual cost
of this insurance system, it is a mathematical certainty that there will be one of
the folloxviig three resuits: (I) The future pay-roll-tax rates wviii have to be much
ihigher if the insurance systemi continues to be financed wholly by pay-roll taxes;
or (2) the benefits proniised will have to be reduced; or (3) the Federal Govern
nient viii bDeobliged to provitie a subsidy out of geiieral tax revenues.
There is, of course, a limit. to the aiaouiit of pay-roll taxes that can be levied
in justice t~o employers aiid wvorkers. In the case of the wvorkers the actuarial
figures indicate tbat if the eventual rate is placed higher than 3 percent large
nunibers xvili he required to pay more for their benefits under this insurance
system than if they obtained similar protection from a private insurance company.
Since such! a resuilt would he clearly inequitable and since the repudiation by
the Governimenit of benefits, msronisecd is unthinkable, the only real alternative
isann Outright Gov-erinient sub:sitlv.
In niaking these statements, it should not be concluded that we are opposed
to seine eventual contribution by the Government to the social-insuranice system
Out Of genera1-l revenCues, iprovidedi it is not caused solely bv the fact that an unjusti
fiablylv
rate is levied in thie early years of operation and lprovided there is
coiulietec coverage of the workers in this country. However, at the present
trnie, I-,ere are sonie 20,000,000 individuals engaged in occupations wvhich are
excluded from the insurance synstemn. We believe, therefore, t~hat before any
suhcontribution is made to the social-insurance systemn out of general revenues
consideration should be given to broadening the coverage of the insurance
Jirogram.
4.Freezing costs taxpayers mnore later on.
A major argument that has been imade by persons i favor of the tax freeze is
that it does not make aiiv dilference to the taxpayers of the future whether they
are required to pay taxes to cover the iiiterest, on Coveriiiieit boiids- held by
the reserve fund or are recjuired to pay taxes for an outright Government, subsidy
to this insurance s~vsteinu
This, ar'gument -was completely dis~proved in the course
of the hearings,, since iiot Only the Chairman of the Social Security B~oard but
M\. A. Linton, president of the Provident Mutual Life Insuramice Co., xvho advo
cates the freeze, both agi'eed that the amiount of taxes to be raised in the future
if there is no reserve fund xxili be txx ice as mutch as if there is a res~erve fund. B~oth
of these witnesses agreed that the interest payable on Government obligations
held by the reserve fund votild otherwvise have to be paid to private investors
who xv ould be holding these obligations and in addition a subsidy of an equal
amoumit wvould still have to be mnade to the instirance systemn.
5. Delay in automnatic step-up will create futurre hardship for eneploylers end workers.
It has been :suggested that miow\ is a difficult tieme for employers and wvorkers to
meet the additional 1-percent tax on pay rolls. We sympathize with t~he diffi
culties of meeting the present tax burden made necessary by the war. Howvever,
wve are of the opinioim that it will be far mnore diffictilt f or emiployers and wvorkers
to absorb aui increase in the rate a year from now or at anyv date in the near future.
The profits of umost employers are at a high level today. In fact, the majority
of employers xvill be required to pay excess-profits taxes. Therefore, in most
cases the increased pay-roll tax payable by employers wxill be partially offset by
the reduction in the excess-profits taxes they will be required to pay. So far as
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the workers are concerned, the committee was informed that both the American
Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations are in favor of
permitting the automatic increase to take effect. As members of the Committee
on Ways and Means, the committee which has the dufficult task of raising taxes,
we are impressed by the willingness of the workers of this country to pay their
equitable share of the cost of these benefits. Wie wish to Commend these labor
organizations for their statesmanlike action NN
hich indicates that they truly under
stand and appreciate the value of this contributory social-insurance system, and
therefore desire to maintain its financial integrity.
6. Low contributionsimply low benefits.
The real reason why many people advocate keeping the contribution rate at a
level below the true cost of the benefits provided is that they fear the accumula
tion of a reserve fund will create a demand for an increase in the size of the bene
fits. However, in our opinion the continuation of the present UnjUstifiably low
contribution rate has the effect of making people believe that thle cost of the
benefits provided is low and that the value of the benefits provided is inconse
quential. As already pointed out the real cost and value is far in excess of the
rate of contribution now being collected. The survivors benefits alone have a
face value between $3,000 and $tO,000 for most families and as high as $15,000
for some families. The total amount of survivors benefits provided have a face
value of $50,000,000,000.
Most people estimate the value of what they buy by the price which they pay.
Therefore, we believe that an increase in the contribution rate will result in less
extravagant rather than more extravagant demands being made upon the Congress
for an increase in the benefits provided.
7. Freezing not consistent with general congressional policy.
The policy embodied in the majority's recommendations to freeze the rate of
contributions tinder the old-age and survivors insurance system is defended on
the ground that only sufficient contributions should be collected to cover the cost
of benefits currently being paid out. However, this policy is diametrically
opposed to the policy which the -Congress follows in the national service life
insurance systemt for veterans of World WIar II, the Government life insurance
system for veterans of World War I, the civil-service retirement fund, the Foreign
Service life insurance fund, and several other of the rctirement funds set up by
the Congress. In completely departing froin this principle for the Federal oldage and survivors insurance fund, we believe that the Congress is making a
grave mistake.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons; outlined above, we oppose the freezing of social-security con
tributions at the present time. We believe that the action of the majority of the

committee is unwise

and unsound.

We believe that it is important to strengthen the social-insuirance provisions
of the Social Security Act. We cannot do so unless We assuire thme continuation
of the social-inIsurance provisions on a sound financial basis that will guarantee
to every American citizen that hie will get his social-insurance benefits as a matter
of right and not as a dole.
We do not believe that the present provisions of the Social Security Act are
perfect. We believe that many of the provisions in the existing law should be
strengthened and expanded. We believe that the Committee on Ways and
Means should give consideration to a comprehensive review of all of the provisions
of the Social Security Act. Only in this way can the contributions and the benefit
provisions be seen ini proper perspective. However, we do not believe it is wise,
pending such consideration, to emasculate the proper financing of the admitted
true cost of the benefits now provided. We are opposed, therefore, to the piece
meal consideration of one aspect of social-security legislation and favor a com
prehensive study of the entire social-security program with a view toward broad
ening, expanding, and strengthening its provisions so that it will make its full
contribution to the preservation of our democracy and out: system of free enter
prise in the difficult reconversion and post-war periods.
JERER COOPER.
JOHN D. DINGELL.
A. SIDNEY CAMP.
WALTER A. LYNCH.
AiME J. FORAND.
HERMAN P. EBERHARTER.
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HOUSE BILLS REFERRED

R. R. 5564. An act to fix the rate of tax
under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act on employer and employees for the cal.
endar year 1945; to the Committee on
Finance,
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ONl OLD-AGE
AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST
FUDIt
Mr ANR r
rsdnIQuestion.
Mr. AGNR.
r. resden, Iask
unanimous consent to have printed In
the RZCORD a series of questions and answers on the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund. I believe these
qusiosan
nweswilb
el
o
quesionsandanswrs ill e oo hel
to
Senators in considering the problem Of
the social-security freeze, which now is
pending before the Committee on F"inance.
There being no objection, the questions and answers were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST
FUND

Question. What Is the Federal old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund?
Answer. It is a fund composed of amounts
accumulated under the old-age and survivors
Insurance program. The fund is held by the
board of trustees under authority of the
Social Security Act. The three members o
this board, each of whom serves In an exofficio capacity, are the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Secretary of Labor, and the
Chairman of the Social Security Board. The
Secretary of the Treasury serves as managing
trustee.
Question. From what sources do receipts
come into the trust fund?
Answer. Receipts come primarily from contributions paid by covered workers and their
employers toward old-age and survivors Insurance. A secondary source of receipts is
interest received on Investments held by the
fund. A third potential source of revenue
for the trust fund is provided in an amendmnent to the Social Security Act In 1943,
which authorizes, as a Government contribution, the appropriation to the trust fund of
such additional sums out of general revenues
as may be required to finance the benefits
and payments provided under the Social Security Act,
Question. Can the money in the trust fund
be spent for any other purpose than to pay
for old-age and survivors benefits and admainistrative expenses? Could money from
the trust fund be used to pay out unemploymnent insurance buapefts, for instance, it

unemployment compensation funds were
exhausted?
Answer. No. The sums In the trust fund
can bc used for no other purpose than to pay
old-age and survivors benefits and the administrative expenses of the program. There
Is no connection whatsoever between the. old.
age and survivors Insurance ~trust fund and
the unemployment trust fund, except that
both operate under the Social Security Act.
Question. Does the managing trustee invest all the contributions that come Into the
trust fund?
Answer. He Invests that portion of the
trust fund which is not required for meeting
current expenditures for benefits or administration.
Question. Can the managing trustee Invest sums from the trust fund as he pleases?
Answer. No. According to the act, amounts
In the fund not required for current expenditures must be Invested in interest,
bearing obligations of the United States Oovermient or in obligations guaranteed as to
both principal and interest by the United
States. The reason for this limitation Is that
such investments are the safest in the world,
It Is also standard practice for all trust funds
held by the Federal Government.
The investment feature of the trust fund
Is a procedure similar to that followed by
sound business concerns. Banks, insurance
companies. and others do not store In a vault
all the money they receive. The money not
currently needed is put to work-invested so
will earn interest,
What Investments were made
for the fund during the fiscal years ending
June 30, 1943. and June 30. 1944?7
Answer. During the fiscal year 1943, seps
cial Treasury notes were bought to the
amount of $1,434,000,000 and Treasury bonds
to the amount of $125000000O; during the
fiscal year 1944, purchases of special Treasury
notes totaled $342,000,000, purchases of
Treasury bonds, $450,065,880, and Treasury
certificates of Indebtedness, $380,000,000.
Question. How much does the interest
from investments amount to?
Answer. The total amount of interest received on investments of the trust fund
through June 30, 1944, was $404,658,876.
Question. Doesn't investing sums from the
trust fund in Government bonds mean that
old-age and survivors Insurance contributions
are collected to pay for other Government
activities?
Answer. No. The money is loaned to the
Federal Government for use In the same way
as money the Federal Government borrows
from banks, insurance companies, Individuals,
etc. The loan must be repaid with Interest,
Question. Are not workers covered by 0.
A. S. I. taxed twice to pay for their benefits?
Answer. No. The contributiona are dlepoited in the trust fund and invested In
Government bonds. i. e.. the Treasury borrows them. It uses the money Just as It It
had been borrowed from banks. Later, when
benefits are to be paid, the Treasury may have
to get money by taxation to redeem tho
bonds held by the trust fund, so the trust
fund can pay the benefits. These later taxes
are not for the purpose of paying o. A. S. 1.
benefits. Rather, they are to pay for the cost
of the war and the general operating expenses of the Government. If the trust fund
were not there, the Treasury would have to
borrow that much more from banks. Then
In the future we would have to pay just as
much In taxes to pay off the bonds held by
the banks, and in addition we would have
to be taxed to support the aged and survivors.
So a contributory social security program
which builds up a trust fund through pay.
roll contributions now is really a device for
getting wage earners as a group to ginance
their own future security by lending some of
their present earnings to the Treasury., to be
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repaid when needed. To this extent It re.
duces the amount of taxation which will be
necessary In the futture to meet our total
obligations.
Question. If amounts from the trust fund
are Invested, does It not mean that when the
money Is needed to pay benefits It may not
be there?
Answer. The investments of the trust fund
may be converted to cash at any time. More.
over, every year the board of trustees sub.
mits a report to Congress on the operations
and status of the trust fund during the pre.
ceding year and on its expected operation and
statue during the next 5 fiscal years. Thus,
i1 there were ever any danger of there being
too little money In the trust fund for pay
ments, the deficit would be foreseen early
enough so that remedial action could be
taken.
Question. Is there enough in the fund now
to take care of the liabilities when they come
due?
Answer. No; there Is not. At present the
system is not self-supporting. The total Ua
billty which has accrued on a level premium
basis for the payment of Insurance benefits
Is several times In excess of the amount in
the existing trust fund.
Question. Have the rates of contribution
been raised?
Answer. No: the contributions have been
kept at the original rates-I percent of tax
able wages for both employer and employee.
The original act provided that the rates
should rise to 11/2 percent on January 1, 1940,
to 2 percent on January 1, 1943, to 2Y2 per.
cent on January 1, 1946, and to 8 percent on
January 1, 1949. The social security amend.
ments of 1939 modified this original sched
ule of contribution rates to provide that the
rate of 1 percent each on employees and em
ployers should continue in effect through
1942, but left the remainder of the schedule
as originally enacted. The Revenue Act of
1942 provided that the I-percent rates should
continue through 1943. Public Law 211 of
the Seventy-eighth Congress extended the 1
percent rates further through February 29.
1944, while the Revenue Act of 1943 extended
the same rates throughout 1944. As it stands
now. the 2-percent rates are to go into effect
on January 1, 1945, the 21/2 -percent rates on
January 1. 1946, and the 8-percent rates on
January 1, 1949.
Question. Why 'was a graduated schedule
of contributions Incorporated In the 1935
Social Security Act?
Answer. It was Incorporated In order to
give employees, employers, and the economy
generally an opportunity to become adjusted
to the Imposition of the pay-roll taxes.
Question. As time goes on, are benefit dis
bursements under the program expected to
Increase?
Answer. They are expected to Increase
markedly over a long period. The reason is
that for many decades the number of persons
aged 65 and over will be Increasing and that
an increasing proportlon of ruch aged per
sons will be qualifying for benefits under the
old-age and survivors Insurince system. At
the beginning of 1940 there were about 9,000,
000 persons aged 65 and over, equivalent to
6.8 percent of the total population. AccordIng to carefully developed estimates, the num
ber of persons aged 68 and over may increase
to about 22,000,000 or 14.4 percent of the
population within 40 years. Moreover, the
proportion of aged persons eligible to receive
benefits under the program will be constantly
Increasing over the same 40 years.
Question. How much do present benefit
payments total?
Answer. Present benefit payments are
around $200,000,000 a year,
Question. Has the volume of benefit pay
ments Increased or decreased on account of
the war?
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Answer. Benefit payments have Increased
steadily during the war, hut not because of
It. The increase has been less than had been
expected under conditions of peace. Many
thousands of workers 65 and over who have
built up rights to benefits and who probably
would have claimed them in more normal
times have remained at their jobs. In addi.
tion, many persons nlready on the benefit
rolls have suspended their benefit payments
by returning to covered employment. These
two groups combined constitute some 600,000
persons.
Question. To what extent are disbursemenits expected to increase?
Answer. Over a period of four decades disbursements may increase as much as 15 to 30
times the present rate.
Question. In making Its actuarial projections of the future costs of the old-age and
survivors insurance system what factors are
taken into consideration?
Answer. Among the most important are:
(1) Mortality; (2) population progress dependent upon births, deaths, emigration, and
immigration; (3) family composition; (4)
amount of employment; (5) amount of
wages; (6) length of the productive period:
('7) length of the period of dependent childhood; (8) length of the period of retirement;
(9) invalidity; (10) interest rates; (11) mlgratlon between covered and uncovered employment; (12) the war,
Question. What do the actuarial calculations show as~to future costs?
Answer. All actuarial calculations indicate
ELsteeply Increasing annual cost. The principal reasons are: (1) The growing number
of aged persons in our population. (2) The
growing number of aged persons who will become entitled to benefits. (3) The increasIng amount of benefits per person due to the
fact that size of benefits Is related to the
amount of earnings and length of employmenit In covered jobs.
Question. According to the actuarial estlmates, how many aged people will be receiving 0. A. S. I. benefits In 1960?
Answer. Two actuarial estimates have been
miade~-one under low-cost assumptions and
one under high. Under low assumptions, In
the year 1960 there will be 3,500,000 aged per
sons receiving benefits; under the high as
siumptions 4,800,000. By the year 2000, which
is as far as the projections have been carried,
these figures will be 10,700,000 under the low
assumptions and 19,300,000 under the high.
There were 500,000 aged people receiving
0. A. S. I. benefits as of June 30, 1944.
Question. How many children and widowed
mothers will be getting benefits in 1960?
Answer. Under the low assumptions in the
year 1960, 1,800,000 children and widowed
mothers will be getting benefits; under the
high assumptions 1,600,000.
The smaller
number of beneficiaries under the high as
sumptions results from the use of a projected
table which assumes lighter mortality com
bined with a lower birth rate. The lower
mortality rate would result in more aged
persons qualifying for benefits. There were
340,000 children and widowed mothers receiv
ing benefits as of June 30, 1944.
Question. Are not heavier contributions
coming into the trust fund on account of the
war, and do not these make up for the low
contribution rate?
Answer. The contributions now being
collected are higher, true, than was origi
nally expected at the time of the 1939 amend
menits. During the fiscal year 1944, as a
consequence of war, the contributions to the
trust fund increased from $691,000,000 in
the fiscal year 1941 to $1,292,000,000. This
increase came about because more people
worked more steadily and at higher wages,
Approximately 47,000,000 workers received
taxable wages In the calendar year 1943, as
compared with only 35,000,000 in 1940 and
less than 32,000,000 In 1938. The assets of

the trust fund rose from $2,400,000,000 at
the end of fiscal year 1941 to $5,400,000,000 at
the end of fiscal year 1944, an increase of
$3,000,000,000. But the increasing assets of
the fund are not a net gain. In considering
the Increasing amount of contributions, ac
count must be taken of the increased lia
bilities to which these assets give rise. The
wages which account for the increased cur
rent receipts will also in the future serve to
qualify many individuals for benefits who
would not otherwise receive them, and will
increase the potential benefit amounts pay
able to other individuals.
Question. Why does the Social Security
Board think the contribution rates should
be increased?
Answer. Prudent management requires em
phasis on the long-range relationship of in
come aind disbursements. At the 1 percent
rate of contribution the system is not selfsupporting. It Is estimated that the level
premium cost of the benefits now provided by
the system is between 4 percent and 7 per
cent of the covered pay roll. This means
that If pay-roll taxes of this magnitude (em
ployer tax and employee taxes combined)
bad been levied from the beginning, and were
continued indefinitely, the system -as a whole
would be just self-supporting. The present
rates. of contribution even under the most
favorable prospects are not more than hall
the minimum level premium cost of the sys
tem. Moreover, they are only one-third the
ultimate maximum rates provided by statute.
The Board believes that the rates of con
trIbutions should be raised at once to 2 per
cent each for employers and employees for the
following reasons: (1) The existing rates of
contributions are less than necessary to sup
port the system on a level-premium basis;
(2) the existing rates constitute a smaller
proportion of the total cost than it is believcd
suitable to meet by employer and employee
contributions; and (3) general economic con
ditions are such that Increased rates of con
tribution could be borne without injury to
the economy.
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FREEZING OF PAY-ROLL TAXES AT I
PERCENT

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I very
much hesitate to ask that the unfinished
business be temporarily laid aside. I
know how diligeintly the Senator from
Louisiana [Mr. OVERTON] has been In
handling the pending bill. I wonder if
it would be appropriate to inquire If
there are other speeches to be made on
the river and harbor bill, or other amendments to be offered. If not, the consideration of the pending bill might be
brought to a speedy conclusion,
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I may say
that there are other speeches to be made
on the river and harbor bill, and at least
one other amendment Is to be offered. I
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will state further that the speeches will
consume 4 or 5 hours. Several Senators
are expected to speak this afternoon.
Only one of them, the Senator. from Wis
consin [Mr. LA FOLLETTE] has spoken.
Mr. OVERTON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield.
Mr. OVERTON. I should like very
much to accommodate any Senator, but,
as I have said before, time is of the very
essence in passing the pending bill, if
it is to be passed at all. I hesitate to
delay matters until Senators, can go
away and prepare speeches to be deliv
ered later. I think they should be ready
to make any speeches which they desire
to make. I should prefer that consid
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eration of the pending bill continue, and
that it come to a vote, or that some
amendment be offered to it.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. The Senators to whom I
have referred are ready to speak, and I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I do
not yield for that purpose.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE] declines to yield.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, in the
circumstances, since it is obvious that
there can be no conclusion today of the
river and harbor bill, I should like to ask
unanimous consent that the unfinished
business be temporarily laid aside and
that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Calendar No. 1384, House bill
5564, to fix the rate of tax under the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act on
employer and employees for the calendar
year 1945.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from Georgia?
Mr. OVERTON. I object temporarily,
for I should like to obtain some information. May I ask the acting majority
leader whether under these circumstances we cannot hold a session tomorrow?
Mr. HILL. I will say to the distinguished Senator from Louisiana that of
course the Senate could meet tomorrow,
and I will cooperate with the Senator to
the limit of my ability, and if he decides
later this afternoon that he feels that
the Senate should hold a Saturday session I shall be delighted to cooperate with
him In-that matter.
Mr. OVERTON. There is no question
in view of the declaration made by the
Senator from Vermont [Mr. AmcEN] that
we should have a session tomorrow, and
we ought to continue as late this afternoon as we possibly can.
Mr. HILL. If the Senator from Georgia will yield, I should like to say that I
shall cooperate to the fullest with the
Senator from Louisiana in complying
with his wishes as to the pending bill and
as to a session tomorrow and as to a late
session this afternoon.
Mr, OVERTON. Mr. President, of
course I realize the great importance of
the bill the Senator from Georgia desires
to have considered. I understand from
him that debate on it will not exceed
possibly 35 minutes, if that long.
Mr. WAGNER. The debate will take
longer than that.
Mr. GEORGE. Not on the part of
those who favor the proposal. I do not
know how much opposition there may
be, but it should not take long because
three times the Senate has passed upon
this same question.
Mr. OVERTON. I inquire if the bill
can be completed this afternoon?
Mr. GEORGE. I should certainly hope
so.
'Mr. HILL. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Georgia yield?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield.
Mr. HILL. it would certainly be my
thought that the Senate should remain
in session at least until it has finished

action on the bill the Senator from
Georgia now asks to have considered, the
so-called social-security bill, and also until the Senate has acted on the bill which
the distinguished Senator from New
Mexico [M~r. HATCH] desires to call up,
namely, the bill extending the Second
War Powers Act,
Mr., HATCH. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Georgia yield to me?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield.
Mr. HATCH. There is on the calendar
a bill Extending the Second War Powers
Act. There Is no more important bill before the Congress than that. I had understood, if the req~uest of the Senator
from Georgia were agreed to, that we
might immediately, after completion of
consideration of his bill, proceed to the
consideration of the bill extending the
Second War Powers Act. if that is not
understood, Mr. President, I shall object
to any other bill coming up in preference
to It.
Mr. HILL. Mr. President, if the Senator from Georgia will yield, I will say to
thie Senator from New Mexico that cf
course the Senate can consider only one
bill at a time. It is certainly my intention that immediately after the conclusion of the consideration of the socialsecurity bill the Senate shall then proceed to the consideration of the bill
extending the Second War Powers Act,
and that the Senate shall remain in session this afternoon until it has acted
finally on both those bills.
Mr. GEORGE. I may say that I join
with the acting majority leader in that
expression.
Does the minority
Mr. HATCH.
floor leader also join in that understanding?
Mr. WHITE. I most certainly do.
'Mr. HATCH. Might it not be in order
to amend or modify the unanimousconsent agreement propounded by the
Senator from Georgla so as to include
the further agreement that immediately
upon the completion of the bill to which
he has referred the Senate shall proceed to the consideration of the bill extending the Second War Powers Act?
Will the Senator from Georgia amend
his request to that effect?
Mr. HILL. Mr. President, if the Senator from Georgia will yield, I know of
no reason why the Senate should not
make such an order. We want to pass
both b~lls this afternoon.
Mr. GEORGE. I have no objection to
that being done.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the request
of the Seflator from Georgia as modified?
Mr. HATCH. Including the bill extending the Second War Powers Act?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Including the bill to which the
Senator from New Mexico has referred.
Mr. DANAHER. Mr. President, I
should like to ask the distinguished
chairman of the Committee on Finance
if he is willing to include also proceeding
to the consideration of Calendar No.
1832, House bill 1033. to suspend the
effectiveness during the existing national emergency of the tariff duty on
coconuts, which was reported from the
Committee on Finance yesterday,
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Mr. GEORGE. I do not think it Is
necessary to do that. We certainly will
have an opportunity to pass that bill,
and but for the peculiar situation con
fronting us with reference to the socalled freezing of the social-security
tax, I would not ask to displace the un
finished business even temporarily. I am
sure we can consider and pass the bill to
which the Senator from Connecticut
refers.
Mr. DANAHER. The assurances of
the able chairman of the Committee on
Finance are satisfactory, and I thank
him.
Mr. GEORGE. I am sure there will be
no opposition to the bill referred to by
the Senator from Connecticut, and it
can be disposed of.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from Georgia as mod
ified? The Clhair hears none, and it Is
so ordered.
If the Senator from
Mr. HILL.
Georgia will yield to meMr. GEORGE. I yield.
Mr. HILL. I merely wish to reiterate
what has already been said, to wit, that
we propose to stay in session this after-'
noon until we have completed final ac
tion on both these bills.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temn
pore. Is that a part of the request?
Mr. HILL. It is not a part of the
request.
Mr. GEORGE. It is a threat.
Mr. HILL. It is an announcement.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The order has been made, and the
Senate will proceed to the consideration
of the bill.
The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill (H. R. 5564) to fix the rate of tax
under the Federal Insurance Contribu
tions Act on employer and employees
for the calendar year 1945.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, the
Committee on Finance, to which was
referred House bill 5564, to fix the rate of
tax under the Federal Insurance Con
tributions Act on employer and em
ployees for the calendar year 1945 con
sidered the measure and reported It f a
vorably to the Senate without amend
ment. The vote was overwhelming, I
may say; I do not recall the precise vote,
but of those actually represented and
who desired to be recorded it was 13 to
2 or PerhaP3 12 to 2. The bill passed
the House earlier this weel- by a vote of
263 to 72.
The bill provides for the freezing of the
rate of tax on employees and employers
on pay rolls and wages for old-age and
survivors' benefits at the rate of 1 per
cent for the year 1945, thus postponing
for I year an increase to 2 percent on
employer and employee, as would other
wise result under existing law.
Your committee was of the opinion
that the Present rate was sufficiently
high to protect the reserve fund, and,
therefore, believed it wise to freeze again
this automatic increase which would be.
come effective on Janu1ary 1.
Mr. President, when the Social Se.,
curity Act was originally before the Sen
ate Committee on Finance various eS
timiates were submitted. They were very
wide of the mark. I undertake to say
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at this late day that the estimates were
no substantial guide to the committee,
as they subsequently turned Out. As late
as lS:29 it was estimated that by the beginning of the fiscal year on June 30,
1944., the amount of the reserve fund
would be a little more than $3,000,000,000, as I recall the figures. Actually the
amount in the reserve fund at the beginning of the current fiscal year was
$5,450,000,000, and the amount in the reserve fund at the end of December, this
current month, will be approximately
$6,000,000,000.
It has been recently estimated by the
Social Security Board itself that the
highest expenditure from this fund, or
the highest draft upon the fund, during
the next 5 Years, would run from four
hundred and fifty million to seven hundried mifllion dollars. If we apply the
formula suggested by the Secretary of the
Treasury in 1939-I will not say that It
was a formula in the sense that it was
written into the law-the total expenditure for the next 5 years is protected
some 10 or 12 times over by the total of
the reserve fund as of January I next.
Mr. President, I do not pretend to say
that there is not an advantage in the
contributory social-security system. I
do not pretend to say that there is not
an advantage in having the fund built up
so that the beneficiaries themselves may
know that their benefit payments are
asurdan
asotatth pesntsytern is entirely without benefit so far as
the Treasury is concerned. Yet it is a
fac
t al
kow eron,
rite Ito
the law itself, that the reserve fund about
which we are now speaking, is at once
covered into the Treasury, after deducting the cost of administration for the
current year, and bonds of the Federal
Government are passed into that reserve
fund as evidencing the amount due by
the Treasury to the fund. So it is obvious that the money does go to the
general fund,
As a tax for general purposes, the Increase to 2 percent on both employers and
employees in 1945 cannot be justified. In
factnIt cannotrbe justifiedvatalleasea
asarevenue measure.Itdwas
nevervnended
asarvnemeasureish
andt
faslt tax
reeue
mesr
sth
i
ot aly
a
ugetionbye manbdeyoay. ogesan
Intime,byrs
anybod,M.Peietti
Io n
a the
fistplcmr.f
PeintxpIter;
it is a tax on the total pay rolls of the
employers and the employees. This is a
suitable and appropriate time to 1llu
trate the iniquity of the tax if it be re:
garded as a tax for revenue,
At the present time the employers of
large numbers of people and, therefore,
the employers who have large Government contracts are nearly all paying
excess-profits taxes. If they are in the
95-percent bracket, those employers
would pay, if the increase of 1 percent

or who are running in the red, are called
social-security contributions at the pres..
upon to pay the same tax, of 1-percent
ent rate of 1 percent.
increase, on their total pay rolls, and
Millions of our men and women are
they are called upon to pay a capital
today serving in the armed forces of
tax if they are actually running in the
their country. In speaking against the
red.
proposed freeze of social-security contri..
So that if we regard the social-security
butlons, I believe that I am expressing
tax as a means of getting additional revthe wishes not only of the vast majority
enue, we are committing ourselves to the
of Americans on the home front, but also
most iniquitous and utterly indefensible
of those fighting men and women Of our
form of taxation yet devised,
armed forces who, when they return
Therefore, Mr. President, for 3 years
home, are entitled to every possible se
already this increase has been frozen,
curity, including social security.
and we are still traveling along with the
REPEATED TAMPERING WITH CONTRIBUTION RATES
1-percent initial tax upon employer and
MAY DESTROY PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN THE IN,.
employee.
BURANCE SYSTEM
It is a well known fact also at this
As one who sponsored the original So.
moment that many of the employees
cial Security Act in 1935, I feel it is My
who are in the covered industries are
duty to warn Senators that a continued
in the so-called white-collar group,
freeze of the contributions may seriously
Their deductions for one cause or an- impair the financial soundness of our
other-taxes, purchases of Federal
contributory system of social insurance
bonds, and the like-have been estimated
and vitiate the whole idea of contribu
to run from 6 to 12 percent of their intory social insurance. I believe that the
comes. To take another 1 percent out
people of America-and the Members of
of the white-collar class in America at
Congress-want the contributory socialthis time is without the slightest justiinsurance system and have no desire to
fication, so far as the Federal revenue
jeopardize it. That is my opinion. But
Is concerned, and so far as any remote
constant tampering by Congress with the
or Indirect effect upon inflationary or
premium rates is bound to destroy public
deflationary forces is concerned,
confidence in the stability and security
In other words, Mr. President, the
of the insurance system.
social-security tax-and I am sure those
I am opposed to tampering with the
who have for a long time advocated our
old-age and survivors' insurance contri
present social-security system will btosbcueec
iew
eatfo
agree-should be levied only for the purthe original schedule of contributions we
pose of maintaining the integrity of the
Introduce the evils of uncertainty ang
reserve fund.
cofsnitoapgrmwchhol
The freezing of this tax will not in any
be definite and clear. An essential value
sense affect the old-age benefit pay- of the old-age and survivors' insurance
ments, or any payments to the aged and
system is the certainty and security that
others under our social-security system
are embodied in any insurance system.
who are taken care of by direct approConstant tampering with the contribu
priations out of the Treasury. If the
tion rates a few weeks before a new rate
tax automatically doubles beginning
is scheduled to go into effect confuses the
January 1 it will not increase the benefit
employers and workers who contribute
of a single beneficiary now under the to the program, and alarms all who look
social-security system. In other words,
to it for security in their old age.
If the tax is permitted to go into effect,
it can only increase the amount of the
SCOPE OF INSURANCE SYSTEM
reev.At
this time I believe It will be helpful
Mreserve. iet
h
oilScrt
osaesm ftems
motnat
Mr.cresdenttecSoialSecritetostattsoeioeth
imortntsact
Board
has advised with us regarding this
about the insurance mos
system. Even apart
matter, and I Personally had hoped we
from the pending question of the freeze,
might avoid a freezing of the entire autoSenators will be interested, I am sure, in
matic increase, but during the convera brief summary of how the insurance
satlons I have had I have been assured
system operates, especially since we must
that for some 20 years at least the pres.
soon consider the larger question of
ent reserve, plus the annual tax, even
broadening the coverage of the system,
at the Present rate, would be able to
extending the types of benefits provided,
take care of the system, and meet all the
and liberalizing the benefit payments.
obligations under the system.
This will, of course, involve an Increase
Therefore, Mr. President, I feel that
in, the contribution rates. Five years
the House of Representatives was justihave passed since the Senate last re
fled in again freezing the tax, and that
viewed the basic elements of social se
the Finance Committee was likewise juscurity-much too long a delay, in MY
tified in concluding that the tax should
estimation.
be frozen at the present rate of 1 perThe Federal old-age and survivors in
cent.
surance benefits are only one part Of
The bill Is therefore before the Senthe Social Security Act. The insurance
ate. I do not care to debate the matter system is composed of two sections--the

and 95 percent would be paid by the
Government Itself, becausc the tax is a
credit in computing the normal and
excess-profits taxes.

discussed in this body on three previous

went Into effect January 1, 5 percent;

Let us take another example. Those

employers, however, who have no contracts, and who are barely breaking even,

at any great length, because it has been

occasions,

Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, I wish
to express; my, opposition to the pending

bill, and to state as briefly and as simply
as I can, the reasons why in my opinion
the Senate should not vote to freeze the

insurance benefits provided in title II Of
the Social Security Act and the insurance

premiums embodied irs the Internal

Revenue Code, The Social Security
Board administers the insurance benefits.

The Collector of Internal Revenue, under
the Secretary of the Treasury, collects
the Insurance premiums.
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Thits insurance program, therefore, Is
exclusively operated by the Federal Goyermient. I should like to point out that
the costs of administering the whole program Come out of the insurance premniums paid by employers and employees.
The Federal Government does not contribute from general revenues any part
of the ccst. The total administrative
costs of the insurance program are only
2 percent of the premiums collected--a
magn:flcent record,
The insurance system at the present
tinme covers most employees in commerce
and Industry. It should not be confused
with cld-age assistance or relief which
is administered by the States with the
financial a'd of the Federal Government
thrcoigii grants-in-aid under title I of
the Social Security Act,
Udr the Undc'
Insurance system, employees
and employers contribute into a joint
fund cut of which the benefits are paid,
These insurance benefits are paid as a
Matter of right to persons who have qualWfed on the basis of their earnings; no
question is raised as to what other income or resources a person may have,
The Purpose of this system, into which
48,000,000 persons last year paid insurance premiums, is to assure every indiI'idual that he will receive the benefits for
wh'ch he has paid when he reaches retirement age, and that his widow and
children will receive survivors' benefits
If he dies,
M4ANY PE3SONS EXCLUDED FROM INSURANCE
SYSTEM

an aged Individual's wife If she is also 65

Not many people realize that monthly
life-insurance benefits are payable to the
survivors of insured persons who die. In
many cases the survivors' benefits now
being paid are equal to $10,0z0 to $is,0oo
of face value of a life-insurance. policy.
The total value of this life-insurance
protection for the millions of persons
covered under the existing law exceeds
$5000.000.OJO000. That is more than the
life insurance in force by any single pri-

the actuarial value of the benefits. It Is
far less than the true cost of the old-age
and survivors' insurance benefits pro
vided under the existing law.
What is the reason for such low rates?
Is it that the framers of the original act
were not up on their arithmetic? Did
they think that a contribution rate of
ecn
a ufcett
epacn
prcentor wsytmosuffcinlt keepuraton-a
tringbutrysyste?
fsca
euiyo
goin basmis?
oayaelweas
in 1935, when the Social Security Act was
pseti
onr
a uteegn
prmass
epedstisountryik
wasnju
otheergIn
felt in sponsoring the soccial-security law
that it was not desirable to levy at once
the full amount t- at was needed. The
law was new. Workers and employers
needed time to adjust themselves to the
mns
twsthrfr
motn
ns.Iwsteefeim
rat
to provide for a gradual step-tp in the
rates. This is exactly what Congress
provided.
It enacted in the law the principle of a
gradual step-up. The contribution rate
was to Start at 1 percent, go to 11/2 per
cent in 1940, to 2 percent in 19043, 21/2
perc~ent in 1946, and eventually to 3 per
cent in 1949.
We all know that this plan of a gradual
increase in the contribution rates h~as not
been followed.
In 1939 and again in 1942 and 1943,
Congress put of! the increase in contribu
tions. In my opinion, there was no good

vate insurance company in the country-

reason for failing to increase the rates

years of age or over,
Second. Survivors' insurance benefits
to the widow, orphans, or dependent
parents of deceased persons.
Third. Lump-sum burial benefits to
reimburse funeral expenses.
OLD-ACE BENEFITS

Teodaeisrnebnft
o
Thtl-g
nuac
eeisnw
average about $24 per month for the
country as a whole. In those cases where
the insured person has a wife 65 years
of age and over, the payments average
$37 per month. These payments are far
too low and they should be increased,
When the matter of the amount of these
payments comes before the Senate, I belevweilinraetm.T
tisoy
one of the many reasons why I am op~~~~~~~posed
to freezing the contribut'on at
thiprsnrae.
koweay
thi rsn
ae.Iko
eare going
to need every cent we can get to pay adequate benefits to the aged.
SURVIVORS' INSURANCE BENEFITS

and equal to about one-third of all priAlthough 48.000,030 persons paid prevate life insurance in the United Stuates.
miums under the insurance system last We are not only talking about old-age inyear, many of these individuals only consurance in this question of the freezetributed for short periods of time while
we are also concerned with the life inthey were working in covered industries. surance benefits under the social -security
Some 20,000,000 persons who are regulaw-$Z0,000,0.20,000 of life insurance,
Jarly employed in jobs not covered by the
The average life-insurance payments
insurance system, nevertheless come unto a widow with two children is about $47
de te nurnc
la wenteywok
a month. I do not think thts amount is
from time to time in covered occupations,
sufficient for a widow who must raise two
Farmers, farm hands, domestic emsmall children and I am confident that
ployees, self-employed businessmen and we will increase th's amount when we
doctors, nurses, lawyers, architects, acconsider social-security benefits nexst
countants, and dentists in private pracyear. That is another reason why. I am
tice are all excluded. So are employees
opposed to the freeze now,
in
sch
onpofi
a
hointittios
NUBERR=EVIN
INURACE
ENEITS
in sch onpofi
ashos
Intittion NUBERRECIVIN INURACE ENEITS
pitals, charitable and religious organizaA major characteristic of the old-age
tfons, community chests and private
and survivors' insurance program which
foundations. So are public employees
Ina my opinion will make an increase In
and many other smaller groups,
the contribution rates inevitable is the
steady upward trend In costs which will
U~any of these groups have appealed
to the Congress to be covered under the
continue for half a century or more. That
Insurance system. The Social Security
such a large increase will occur has been
Board has recommended that they be disputed by no one. Today, 1.000,000
covered and stated that the administratpersons are drawing insurance benefits,
tive problems Involved in th-"s extension but social-security actuaries estimate
of coverage have been worked out. Both
that within 15 years, this number will
major political parties have gone on rechave risen to over 3,000,000; and by 1980,
ord in favor of extension of coverage,
there may be 9,000,000 persons receiving
Under these circumstances, I am confibenefits. This Increase in the number of
dent that the distinguished chairman of persons receiving benefits, together with
the Finance Committee will hold heara gradual increase in the average amount
Ings next year on social security with a
of the benefits, will cause the dollar costs
v-'ew to the enactment of needed legisof the system to Increase by as much as
lation on the subject.
20 to 25 times over what they were in
TYPES OF INSURANCE

BENEFITS

Three general types of benefits are provided under the insurance system:
First. Old-age benefits-beginning at
age C5-to persons who retire. Additional payments are made on behalf of
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1943.

COTIBUTION RATES

Today covered workers and their employers are each paying the very low insur'ance premium of 1 percent of wagesa total of 2percent. That is far lzss than

then. We were no longer in a depres
sion; most employers could have ab
sorbed a contribution increase. Each
time the question came up some progres
sive newspapers and businessmen sup
ported the increase and opposed the
freeze. All organized labor opposed the
freeze and supported the increase.
On preceding occasions the distin
gu'shed senior Senotor from Micohigan
[Mr. VANDENBLRG] has led the campaign
to stop the scheduled increase in the
social-security contribution rate. He re
cently stated that he has done this on
behalf of 48,000,000 workers and their
employers. A few days ago he stated
with pride that the failure of the Con
gress to raise the tax as sc~ieduled has
resulted in large savings to the i3,C03,C00
work~ers and the employers involved. I
should lik3 to point out that the workers
of this country did not ask for that kind
of saving; and I doubt that they are
grateful to the able Senator from Michi
gan for his part in relieving them of an
obligation which they are glad to assumne.
In fact, it is perfectly clear that they are
able and willing to pay the scheduled
contributions. Labor knows that failure
to finance the program soundly will im
pair the social-security system in the
future. We must not take that risk.
As for employers, most of them know
that the additional premium will cost
them little, since they are permitted to
deduct these payments from gross in
come in computing their normal taxes as

well as their excesg-profits taxes.

The senior Senator from M~ichigan has
stated that he sees no reascn why the
social-security rates should be increased.
The payment of existing old-age benEfl"'s
does not require the increase, he
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says. He states further that the socialsecurity balance sheet denies any such
need for years to come,
Now, it is perfectly true that at present the collections are far in excess of
the benefits that are being paid out. But
the conclusion I draw from this fact differs sharply from that of the Senator
from Michigan. The excess of contributions over benefits does not mean that
there is no need to increase the contribution. We are as yet at the very beginning of our social-security program,
It is to be expected that the income would
now greatly exceed the outgo. But our
soci.al-security program is committed to
Pay, over the years, benefits which will
lead to steadily increasing cost for a long
period of time,
Mvost workers in this country are still
under retirement age. They are building up their rights now to their future
benefits. But as time goes on we must
expect that a great many more workers
will have attained both retirement age
and insured status under which they will
be eligible for benefits. The costs of the
system must increase greatly as the
Years go on, and actuaries estimate that
the annual expenditure for benefits will
increase to as much as 20 to 25 times
the amount spent in 1943.
ADDITIONAL RETrIREMENTS AFTER THE WAR

There is, moreover, one factor which
operates to keep down the present costs.
That is the factoi of wartime-employment opportunities. At present some
700,000 workers who have already
reached retirement age and are eligible for benefits are not drawing benefits.
They are working because they have the
chance to work. Some of these had
already retired and begun to draw benefits: they have given up their benefits
in order to Ear wages. This situation
we cannot, of course, expect to continue.
We must expect that these aged workers
will retire as soon as employment opportunities decrease. They will draw
benefits, and in many cases their wives
wil alo
daw eneits. Whenever war
acivit
aslowdoawn and youg en return to industry, we must expect a sharp
and sudden rise in benefit costs,
VALUE OF EENEFITS PROVIDED

To me, it Would seem reasonable that
all workers pay now Lnd during the years
they are employed hereafter a premium
rate which more closely approximates
the average annual cost of the protection
they are getting. That is certainly not
the case now. Today youn~g workers
viho are In covered employment are by
their contributions Paying for a partbut only a part-of their owin old-age
and surv~vcrs insurance protection.
Those who are within 10 or 15 Years of
retirement aze are paying, for only a very
small part of the insurance protection
they get.
One way cf checking on values and
costs is to compare the old-age-insurance contributions with the benefits. A
worker who contributes for 10 years on
the basis of an average wage of $150 a
month Coud Purchase with his contributions an annuity of only 94 cents a month
fromn a private insurance company. His

social-insurance benefit, however, would
be $33 a month, with an additional
benefit of $16.50 a month for his wife,
if she were aged 65 or over-a total of
$49.50 a month. It is, of course, right
that the social-inisurance program should
take account of the past years during
which older workers have made their
contribution to society. It should pay
reasonable benefits to persons who have
had an opportunity to contribute to the
social-insurance system for a short time
only. But we do not want to ask the
workers who are now young to shoulder
in future too great a share of these
benefits.

)Eumi~mB
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to be financed out of general revenues
11 all of the population were covered by
social* Insurance-as they should be.
At present, as we aUl know, that is not
so. Since the old a~ge and survivors
insurance system operates only for
workers in private industry and corn
merce, some 20,000,000 jobs are excluded.
Our thr~e to four million agricultural
laborers and our 2,500,000 domestic serv
ants are outside the system. The selfemployed stre excluded-among themn
some 6.000,000 farm owners and opera
tors. One million employees of non
profit charitable and other institutions
are not covered. Public employees are
FUTURE COSTS OF INSURANCE BENEFITS
excluded, and there are other groups.
Part of the confusion results from the
It all those groups were covered by
fact that no one can predict exactly
old-age and survivors insurance, I should
say, "Very well and good; let part Of the
what the cost of the ietirement and survivor benefits provided under the act
cost be paid as a subsidy out of general
will be. There are many variable facrevenues." Despite the fact that many
tors, such as mortality, life expectancy,
of those who are supporting the freeze
and general economic conditions. Ten
state that they favor such a subsidy, I
years from now, or 20 years or 30, will
predict that if we continue a limited
most men choose to retire and start
coverage system the time will come when
dravwing benefits at 65, or will they
it will be argued that the ex.-luded groups
want-and have the opportunity-to
shculd not be taxed to Provide general
keep on working until they are 67 or 68
revenue that is to be used for the pay
years of age? Will we, through the ment of benefits under a system from
progress of medical science and the which they themselves are excluded. In
adoption of a national health program
fact, the argument is being made al,
which makes medical care widely availready. That is why I oppose the tax
able, succeed in reducing the death
freeze. We ought to settle the ques
rate? Will the expected life span intino oiyivle
nfnning h
crease, thus adding to the number of
nsurance system before we tinker again
yeai s during which old-age benefits are
with the contribution rates.
payable? I could mention many other
People Just naturally do not like being
factors, but I think these illustrate the
taxed for benefits from which they themnature of the problem. Actuaries who
hundred ofcluetter fro thae selfem-e
havu studied the question at great length
hudesolterfomheef-.
estimate that the average cost of the
poyed, and so have many other Sena
benefits now provided is likely to be
tors. "Why should we help pay for bene
somewhere between 5 and 7 percent.
aisfre excuded?"othese pheoplesay.
s"What
None thinks it can possibly be less than
ared fclustded isthere Inpl that?"WMany
4 ecn.of
them Point to their own great need
If the cost proves to be only 4 percent of Old'-age and survivors Protection, and
on the average, then workers and emoffer to Pay on their own account both
teepoe
n h
mlyepei
ployers today are paying for only half
the benefit rights which are being built
uheseinlorder tonge that
eprote Petion
up on the basis of today's wages. That
OheSnaoslorcivmnyet
amount will have to be made up by
ters fro orderst
ewhotsromectime onk
someone in the future if the promised
in provat wondustr wor
cometmersu whor
benefits are to be paid. The only other
dono srvtay undesrythe systemce
long enoug
alternative would be for some future
to get istyured. Some askseton benpur
Contrsthaossculty
teve
benecius. I Tdhnt mitted to continue under the system, even
wa nt thato
posbiiy Iblever tomoccr.eTha
though they are now working in uncov
Isane rmloeaso whyuI beieveemploees
a
ered employment. Like the employers
an
mlyr
hudpyhge
rI just mentioned, they offer to pay both
miums now, when they can afford it.themlyradhempoefes
Adqaepyet
o
r
tog
People want justice in matters of tax
guaranty of full payment of benefits in
ation, and my experience has bezen that
the future.
they get more impatient about unjust
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY LOGICALLY MEANS COBStaxes than about many other injustices.
PLETE COVER.AGE
It is human nature to want what you
Of course, we could go on having
pay for. It is also hum nn nature not
workiers and their employers contribute
to want to pay for benefits that go to
at rates less than the cost of the oldsomebody else.
age and survivors insurance benefits
There would be no injustice In having
provided under the existing Social Secusome of the costs of social insurance paid
r'ity Act. We could do that, but only out of general revenue if all workers were
if part of the costs were to be financed
covered by social insurance. But even
out of general revenues raised by prothen I must admit that many People still
gressive taxation,
would not want to see a major part so
I, myself, would not be opposed to
financed. Most people want to see a6
having a part of the costs so financed,
reasonable part of the total cost of in
It would, it seems to me, be wholly approsurance benefits paid for by direct con
priate and desirable for part of the costs
tributions from insured workers and
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their employers. If we retain a contributary system, we preserve the principle that benefits are paid as a matter
of right when they fall due.
It is important that the social-insurance system be soundly and securely
financed, if it is to bring real security
to employees and their families and to
our whole economy. I am for preserving
the insurance system and strengthening it. I want to see the coverage
broadened so we can justify a Government contribution and so future Congresses will adhere to that decision because it is equitable. We cannot properly give unsound reasons here on the
floor of the Senate to justify freezing the
contributions, and thereby promise a future Government subsidy, if it is doubtful whether future Congresses will believe in the wisdom or equity of our decisions. Since this is an insurance
program to operate for years and years,
I urge the Senate to consider this question seriously. If Senators are in favor
of a Government subsidy to the insurance system, that is fine; but I think
that decision logically means that they
should immediately support the program
for complete coverage of all persons under the insurance plan. That is the only
logical and equitable position,
"MORGENTHAU RULE" NOT BINDING

If this bill is enacted into law, 1945
will represent the ninth year during
which the 1-percent rates of contribution will have been in effect. During
this time, a reserve of nearly $6,000,000,-

000 has been set up for the future pay-

1949 when the maximum 3-percent rates
are scheduled to go into effect. To apply
this long-term rule as a basis for fInancial policy in the very early years of the
system, in may opinion, is to make use of
a rule which was never Intended to be
used in that way,
The language now in the Social Security Act with respect to the threetimes rule in no way binds Congress to
follow this rule automatically. Some
persons have endeavored to spread the
impression that Congress settled the
basic financial policy regarding reserves
in 1939 by incorporating in the law a
three-times rule, which more or less automatically governs the size of the reserve. All that the provision now in the
law does is to specify the occasions under which the board of trustees of the
trust fund shall make special reports to
Congress in addition to its regular annual report. Since the provision in no
way suggests what action Congress shall
take at that time, it is a violent distortion of the exact language of the statute
to say that a new congressional policy as
to the maximum size of the reserve was
established inl1939. The actual facts are
that Congress establishes a new policy
for 1 year in each successive freeze,
but instead of justifying such new policy
on its merits, refers to a strained interpretation of the statute itself, and of the
recommendation made to Congress by
the Secretary of the Treasury. In short,
the proposed freezing of rates for 1945
cannot be justified by reference to the
so-called Morgenthau rule,
FUUECSSTGEEATAPYR
ForE
OTST

ment of benefits. Those who support the
freeze maintain that this reserve, together with expected additions at the 1percent rate, will be adequate to assure
the future payment of benefits. Let me
examine some of the more specific arguments used to support this contention,
I heard the Senator from Georgia [Mr.
GEonGE] make that contention a short
time ago.
One argument in support of the freeze
is that it is required by the so-called Margenthau rule embodied in section 201
(b) (3) of the Social Security Act that
the reserve fund not exceed three times
expected annual disbursements. This
so-called rule which is advanced as a
primary reason for the freeze is not, in
fact, a binding rule at all, and the
original suggestion of the Secretary of
the Treasury frequently has been grossly
twisted and distorted into a meaning
which it was never intended to have. A
distorted interpretation of a suggestion
made by the Secretary of the Treasury
in 1939 thus is used to support the freeze,
There is ample evidence in the 1939
testimony before congressional committees that the so-called three-times rule
was intended to be applied only in the
later years of the system after benefit
payments were well along in their longterm rise; and that the suggestion was
not intended to be applicable to the very
early years of the system. Specifically,
the suggestion of the Secretary of the
Treasury was in terms of an "eventual"

Mr. President, a second major argument frequently advanced by those f avoring freezing of the taxes is that payment of higher rates of contributions
now will not diminish the burden of t' e
progress in later years since a second
set of taxes will have to be paid subsequently to finance interest on and amortization of investments held by the oldage trust fund. This argument was
given a prominent place in the report of
the Senate Finance Committee in January of this year on the freezing of the
1944 rates and also by the senior senator
from Michigan during the debate on that
bill. The statement was made at tlI:=.t
time that it makes no difference to the
taxpayer whether $500,000,000 is appropriated eventually to pay interest on the
investments of a reserve fund, or
whether $1,500,000,000 is directly appropriated as a Gorernment subsidy to the
old-age and survivors insurance .,'stem.
This second argument advanced In
favor of the freeze is no more accurate
than the first argument, and it Is amazIng to see the extent to which the case for
a freezing of rates is rested on this very
elementary fiscal error.
So long as there is a public debt It
seems likely that we shall have a debt
for many years to come, and we shall
have very large annual Interest charges
to pay, Except for Possible slight dif .
ferences in rates, the amount of such
interest will be the same whether itis

reserve. "Eventual" certainly must have
had reference to aperiod some time after

paid entirely to private holders of the
debt or whether a part of Itispaid to
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the trust fund on Government obliga
tions held by the fund. Since the in
terest would be paid in any case, it 1s
not accurate to attribute interest paid
on old-agelinvestmerits as a cost of oldage insurance. Similarly, If no reserve
were accumulated under the old-age in
surance system and instead a Govern
ment subsidy were introduced in later
years, general taxpayers %~ould need to
raise not only the same amount of In
terest as they would have had to have
raised with a reserve, but in addition
would have to pay taxes to finance the
Government subsidy.
I have taken some time to discuss this
very elementary point, since it has occu
pled such an important role in the argu
muents f or the freezing of the tax. The
enactment of legislation based on such
an erroneous interpretation of the facts
would be a tragic matter indeed. It
should be noted that Mr. M. A. Linton,
president of the Provident Mutual Life
Insurance Co., who advocates freezing
the tax for other reasons, agreed in testi
fying before the Ways and Means Com
mittee that the amount of taxes to be
raised in the future, if there is no reserve
fund, will be twice as much as ifthere is
a reserve fund.
PRESENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FAVOR INCREASED
PREMIUMS

A third argument advanced for freezIng the rates for 1945 is that the present
is a poor time to raise taxes in view of
existing high tax burdens and reconver
sion problems which may soon confront
the Nation. This type of argument has

beusdamtcoinulyine13

be 1NR939XAER
usednalm stcusontnosl sfIncrea1938
oaxra1939 whegn. discussion
fofnreasingh
taxrauetes boega.Ter dfexatfrm, ofpethen
arumente hcowever,codiffers, dprendiing
upo thetiecooi conditrionso prevailing
atheim.Tevronfteagu
prestsed4
condition rsand unemploymdent
massde itonepdieint and dnefplatonaymeto
paermit iepay-rollta ratdeslatioincrease.
Durmingthewrwe
pay-rla
rolls aondcrofise
have risen to unprecedented levels, this
previous argument has been subordinated
if not forgotten, and now the argument
is that the present is a poor time be
cause of current tax burdens and what
may happen 1 or 2 years from now.
Surely if depressed conditions were an
Important consideration in the freezing
of rates 3 or 5 years ago, then the pres
ent isa very excellent time to increase
the rates. Employment and earnings
are high and the present would be a most
propitious time for workers to absorb an
increase in rates. This is confirmed by
the actions of both the American Federa
tion of Labor and the Congress of Indus
trial Organizations in urging an increase
in rates. So far as employers are con
cerned, the war has raised the profits of
most of them to a high level and, in addi
tion, the increased 2-percent pay-roll
tax they would pay would be offset in
large part by the reduction inthe excess-

Profits taxes which they would otherwise
be required to pay.
Much

effort has been devoted to

spreading the impression that the purpose of Increasing the pay-roll-tax rates
Isana ulterior one of controlling inflation
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and financing the war. This attack on
the increase in rates overlooks the fact,
for one thing, that advocates of keeping
pay-roll tax rates low advanced economiIC
arguments a few years ago which might
have been subjected to the same false
criticism, namely, that pay-roll-tax legislation was being influenced by questions
other than those inherent in the progress
itself,
It has been said repeatedly, and I shall
reiterate, that the increase in tax rates is

tern. This is a most short-sighted and
risky financial procedure,
OUETATONAGENFLACUS

I mustt take one moment to discuss one
of the most persistently repeated and
false arguments used by those who oppose the planned increase in the contribution rate. That is the question of
what happens to the money which is put
aside for social insurance. The one point
on which thatthe
thereashis
is no disagreement
ivesed
ecluivel is
necesar
slel anforpur
desrabe tht
te cah i inestd exlusvel in
poses of the program alone. Whatever
Government bonds. Most of us would
assistance the increase in rates may give consider that an absolutely safe investto inflation control or the financing Of
ment for ourselves or for any private inthe war is an incidental byproduct of surance company. What happens next?
the Increase and not a primary objecThe Treasury uses the proceeds of the
tie.Itis
f ouse
frtnae
bonds just as it uses money you or I pay
that Itheseoicidrental ms
byproducats
s
of drctyfrwalodlwsu.An
t
thatthee
byroduts
icidnta f
drecly or ar bndswe uy.Andit
raising the rates are consistent with
pays Interest to the Social Insurance
the general economic conditions existing
Trust Fund and it will eventually repay
at the ~resent. In brief, the increase in
the principal as it would to any other
rates necessitated by the needs of the
Investor. It is clear that the social-inold-age program alone would be timely surance fund has made a wise investin relation to prevailing economic and ment and the impartial advisory council
of 939repesetin
th
fiscl
pobles.
f 139 rpreentig
te emloyrsemeployrsem-mon
ficlpolm.ployees,

INCREASED LIADILrrIES OF INSURANCE SYSTEM DUE

I have

TO TH

WARBut

now discussed three of the main
arguments which are made for freezing
the rates for 1945 and have demonstrated
their weaknesses. I shall now discuss a
fourth justification often advanced for
maintaining rates at the 1-percent level,
Much is made of the fact that colcin
at the 1-percent rate have been much
higher than was estimated In 1939, and
that the reserve which has already been
accumulated is also larger than originally estimated. It is true that the entrance of the Nation into war, which was
unforeseen in 1939, has tremendously in-

creased contributions collected at the
1-percent rate just as it has led to un-

Precedented increases in most economic

Indexes.,ESAESWIC

and the public, publicly confirmed this conclusion.
despite this fact various newspapers have spread the story around that
the taxpayer must pay twice for social
security because in addition to paying
social security contributions each person
must help to pay the taxes which the
Treasury needs to redeem those bonds
edb
h
nuac
ytm
hs
charge that the taxpayer must pay twice
for social security is absolutely and
ridiculously false. It is used to confuse
people on the whole social security problem. Social-security experts have testifled before congressional committees
again and again and stated that these

charges are untrue.
tinues to be spread.

But the lie con-
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the Social Security Act begin to meet j1n
larger measure the costs which are accruing.
The Social Security Act set a tax rate of 1
pretfrteyas13,13.ad1
For 1940,
and 1942,
the torate
wasrisen
to
have
baen 1941.
11/2 percent.
It was
have

to 2 percent in 1943 and to have remained
there for 1944 and 1915.
The fact that it ha~s remained at I percent
all these years roeans that the income from

the tax, though far in excess of needs so far,

has not begun to keep pace with actuarial
requirements.
These
dnmand that the raterequirements not only
eventually go to3
percent but that, even then, the general
tax
payer must contribute a substantial amount

through interest payments on the so-called

social-security "fund."~

If the law had been allowed to take its
course, employers and employees by now
would have paid altogether 2 percent of Pay
1 for 3 years, 3 percent of pay rolls for
snother 3 years and 4 percent of pay rolls
for the last 2 years. instead of that, they
have paid 2 percent of pay rolls for 8 years.
The difference is as between 23 and 16. If
the old rate is continued another year, It

will be as between 27 and 18.
This just cannot 2½/percent.
on. The rate
for 1948
Is scheduled to be go
Plain com

sense would indicate that the step to
2 percent should be taken now.
We have never believed _in the desirability
of the fictional fund of interest-bearing Gov
ermient I 0 U3's which now represent the
Government's responsibility for its social-se
curity obligations, but we do believe that
employers and employees should each year
pay into the Treasury as nearly as possible
thu otop tebnftswihae.en
ul
If that cost will exceed 6 percent of pay
rolls, there should be no further delay in
taking steps to get the rate up to the 8 per
cent pius 3 percent maximum now provided
In the law and now scheduled to be reached
In 1949.
[From the Chicago Sun of November 20, 1944]
FINANCING SOCIAL SECURITY

Congress is about to engage in its annual

NESAESWIHOPS

struggle over freezing the social-security tax

RIE
POEFEZ

at 1 percent. The law calls for an automatic

The basic fallacy of the argument that
this fact justifies freezing of rates is that
It completely ignores the parallel effects
of the war on the benefit liability of the
system. Benefits are payable under the
old age and survivors insurance program
on the basis of wages earned in covered
employment. The war has resulted in
many more persons earning such wages
than had been anticipated, and the war
has increased the average amount of
wages recorded to the credit of individual
workers. In 1938-the last full year preceding enactment of the amendments of
1939-less thlan 32,000.000 persons earned
wages in covered employment during the
year. In contrast, 48,000,000 persons
earned such wages in 1943, thus exceedIng by more than 16,000,008 thle number
of Prsos iwo covred
eanedwags
epofypersns who earned wages inr coveredl

As at the other times when the question of increasing the social-security contribution rates was raised, a number of
progressive newspapers have come out
and opposed the freeze-this time more

would have occurred If there had been
no war. It obviously results in a tremendous increase in the liability of the
system for the payment of benefits.
Average annual taxable wages per covered worker similarly increased from
$83 In193
to$1,00in 1943. Prpo
*83t n $,30again
93
net o hetxfree a retsteson
the wartime growth in contributions, but

On January
positive action

level for both employers and employees,
This time' Congress should refuse to go

employers and employees, instead of rising to
2 percent on January I next as the statute

the war upon the liabilities of the sys-

that those who are building up rights under

the social security tax rate should be deter

jump to 2 percent, but tw~ce now Congress
has stayed execution. Year-by-year improvi
sations being no substitute for a sound pro
gram of social-security financing, the whole
question should be reexamined.
of them than before. The Washington
There were strong reasons for letting the
Post, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, the
tax go up
in 1943 and 1944. The Nation
then facedboth
an inflationary situation,
and the
Milwaukee Journal, the Nashville Tenpay-roll deductions for security would have
nesseean, the Chicago Sun, the Hartford
been mildly deflationary. when VE-day
Times, the St. Petersburg (Fla.) Timyes,
comes, however, increased taxes On low in
the Wall Street Journal, and the New
comes may be unwise from a fiscal point of
York Journal of Commerce are all in
view, though the actuarial reasons for in
favor of an increase in the rate,
creasing the social-security contributions
I ask unanimous consent that five of would remain. The point is that under pres
ent conditions we are in constant danger of
these editorials be included in the REcfreezing the tax when for fiscal reasons it
ORD as a part of my remarks.
should be increased, and increasing It when
There being no objection, the editorials
It should be frozen or even reduced.
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Whatever principles may be ultimately
as follows:
adopted, they should be consistent. Perhaps
[Frm te Miwauee Wis) Jorna ofNo-we shall come in the end to a flexible system,
[Fo
iwuemer
vh
(W. Jouna4ofNo
under which pay-roll taxes are increased in
I is erydoubfulvemer
emplymet
in193.
1, 1441years
of high national income and reduced
If this increase of more than 50 percent
TWO PERCENT FOR SOCIAL sxCUrrTY
when wages and income fall off.

pay little or no attention to the effect of

1, unless Congress

takes

to the contrary, the social-

security-tax rate will advance from the pres.
ent 1 percent to 2 percent. Senator VANDEN-

[rmteNwYr
Fo
h
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fCmec
e
ok ora
fCmec
Of November 16, 19441

Isna wbo has three times led the successful

THE PAT-ROLL-TAX RATE

fight to stay operation of the provision for
automatic increase, announces that he will
seek to keep the rate at the 1 percent

Senator ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG has pro
posed that the Federal pay-roll tax for oldage pensions be frozen again at 1 percent for

along with the Michigan Senator.

It is time

now provides.

He recognizes

however, that
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mined in accordance with a long-range policy,
rather than by annual acts of Congress as
b3as been the case in the pest 3 years.
During the war, the great increase in pay
rolls has raised tax collections far above original estimates. As a result, the old age and
survivors insurance trust fund now amounts
to approximately $6,000,000000o. This reserve
Is ample to pay benefits for some years to
come, even though the 1 percent tax rate is
continued.
Even with a high level of employment after
the war, rising benefit payments over a period
of years will result eventually In reserves becoming Inadequate during the decade of the
fifties. When that occurs, the old uge and
survivors insurance trust fund would have to
turn to the Federal Treasury to supplement
its own resources. Any consequent increase
in taxes would have to be borne chiefly by
business, In all probability. A high pay-roll
tax contributed equally by employees and
employers, on the other hand, would spread
the burden more equally,
The Federal old-age benefit system should
be kept on a self-supporting basis. A policy
of freezing pay-roll taxes which will involve
the Federal Government eventually in the
need for making substantial contributions to
the old age and survivors trust fund would
not be sound. Senator VANDEtNBERG'a Buggestion for a thorough reconsideration of the
whole Federal old-age pension system Is thus
quite timely, and should be adopted regardlesfoznfowehranther1yearcetpyrlltxrt
ifrznfraohrya.Green,

RECORID. The portion to which I refer
reads as follows*
On January 1, unless Congress takes posttive action to the contrary, the social-security
tax rate will advance from the present 1 percent to 2 percent. Senator VANDENBERG, Who
has three times led the successful fight to
stay operation of the provision for automatic
increase, announces that he will again seek
to keep the rate at the 1-percent level for
both employers and employees. This time
Congress should refuse to go along with the
Michigan Senator. It is time that those who
are building up rights under the Social
Security Act begin to meet in larger measures
the costs which are accruing,
LABOR OPPOSES FREEZE

What exactly does organized labor say?
Organized labor strongly favors an Increase. The workers of this country
place a high value on a sound and stable
social-security system; they are willing
to pay their fair share of its cost. on
this point, there is unanimous agreement
in the ranks of labor.
I shall read briefly from the statement
issued by the American Federation of
Labor, and from one issued by the Congress of Industrial Organizations. I read
the following paragraph from a letter
sent to all Members of the United States
House of Representatives by William
president of the American Federaton

[From Washington Post of November 17,
19441
PAY-'ROLL TAX

Senator VANDENBERG has introduced a bill
calling for a fourth freezing of social security
pay-roll taxes at existing levels. We heartily
endorse his suggestion that this whole payroll question should be referred for study and

recommendation to the joint congressional

Committee on Internal Rlevenue with an advior cmmteeofousieexers.Hoever, we doubt the desirability of again postponing the prcjected increase In pay-roll
levies that is to come into effect January 1.
Senator VANDENBERG says that the Social
Security Act apparently looks to limiting the
old-age insurance reserve to not more than
three times the highest prospective annual
benefits In the ensuing 5 years, in accordance
with the so-called Morgenthau rule. On that
basis it Is estimated that the old-age reserve

fund is already much larger than It need be.

However, these computations fail to take account of the long-run cost of the system.
For example. Chairman Altmeyer of the
Social Security Board believes that ultimately
the disbursements on old-age Insurance account may amount to from 15 to 20 times
present annual disbursements, owing to
sharp increases In costs resulting from the
growing percentage of the aged in the population and increasing amounts a: benefits
payable per person. Consequently the levies
currently exacted from employers and employees fall far short of the amounts needed
to make the old age insurance system selfsustaining:; I. e., to put it in position to meet
Its obligations to the Insured without calling
upon the Government for contributions at
sometime In the future. Even with a 2 percent pay-roll levy, the long-run costs of the
present system will not be covered, if Chairman Altmeyer's estimates are correct. That
being the case, the arguments In favor of another postponement of the Impending Increases seem extremely weak.

Mr. WAGNER. I wish to read a paragraph from the editorial of the Milwaukee Journal, which is included among
those I have asked to have printed in the

f Laor:These

eaino
~br
Being informed that H. R1.556, a bill to
fix the rate of tax under the Federal Insur-

ance Contributions Act on employer and em
ployee for the calendar year 191l5, has been
reported out of committee, I wish to advise
that the American Federation of Labor is
definitely opposed to its enactment,

That is, they are opposed to the i
crease.
In a long letter issued by the Congress
of Industrial Organizations, they state
thttealoaeopsdtth
prthttealoaeopsdtthpr-

posed freeze.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT OPPOSES FREEZE

Two years ago the President made
known his reasons for opposing the freeze
for 1943. The reasons which tile Presi'dent gave thc.i are, in my opinion, even
more valid now, This is what the Presidetsi:security

dnsa:
This amendment, freezing the contributions, Is causing considerable concern to
many persons insured under the old-age and
survivors Insurance system. The financial
obligations which will have to be met i
paying benefits amply justify the Increase In
rates, A failure to allow the scheduled increase in rates to take place under present
favorable circumstances would cause a real
and justifiable fear that adequate funds will
not be accumulated to meet the heavy obligations of the future and that the claims for
benefits accruing under the present law may
be jeopardized.Unethsbltepovinsfte
In 1939. In a period of unemployment, we
departed temporarily from the original
schedule of contributions, with the understanding that the original schedule would be
resumed on January 1, 1943. There Is certainly no sound reason for departing again
under present circumstances. Both employmnent and the Income from whIch contribu-

tions are made
at a very high
point-the
highest since theareinauguration
of the system.
In fact, the volume of purchasing power Is
so great that it threatens the stability of
the coat of living.

0

0
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Thikeis the toiml-ecurto sytrengten notitom
ekn h oilscuiySse.I
stm
now to prepare for the security of workers
in the post-war years.
* *
This is one case in which social and fiscal
objectives, war and post-war aims are in full
accord. Expanded social security, together
with other fiscal measures, would set up a
bulwark of economic security for the people
now and after the war and at the same time
would provide anti-inflationary sources for
financing the war.

In January of this year the President
said again:

I earnestly urge the Congress to retain at
this time the scheduled Increase in rates.
High employment and low rates of retirement
drn
h
a
aeaddt
oilisr
durng thesewarsHawver laddeditoesoial-inur
benefits based on the increased wartime em.
ployment and wages have risen concurrently.
Ihe increase in contributions provided by
existing law should now become effective so
that contributions provided will be more
nearly in accord with the value of the In
surance provided and so that reserves may be
built up to aid in financing future benefit
payments.

In February of this year the Presi
dent repeated the same views. He said:
The elimination of automatic Increases
provided In the social-security law comes at
a time when industry and labor are best
able to adjust themselves to such increases.
automatic Increases are required to
meet the claims that are being built up
against the social-security fund. Such a
postponement does not seem wise.
CONGRESS SHOULD HOLD HEARINGS ON SOCIAL
SEcuRrTY

I am glad that we have had occasion

to discuss this matter of the social-se
curity tax rate at this time. I tTM glad

eas
hsdsuso
hudpeii
tneatseanther- rscuson sidrtonl
ofecour
entire social-security system. The degree
of interest the press has shown in the
usinofheoclscrtyaxae
qsinofheoclscutyaxae

reflects, I believe, a deep interest on the
part of the people of this country in an
etne

n

xaddsse

fsca

etne
n xaddsse
fsca
security.
The senior Senator from Michigan and
I are in agreement on this. It is high
time to reexamine the entire socialsituation.
WAGNSER-lURRAY-DINGELL SILL

As Senators know, over a year and a
half ago I introduced in the Senate a
bill known as the Wagner-Murray-Din..
gell bill. The bill provides for a truly
cmrhniesse

fsca

euiy

cmrhniesse
fsca euiy
The principal features of the Measure
are old-age and survivors insurance,
permanent disability insurance, Unem-.
ployment insurance, temporary disability
insurance, and insurance against the
costs of medical and hospital care.
Federal oldlag
hi

and surovivosionsuranche

Feraol-gansuvosisrnc

are extended and liberalized. The provision covers the millions now excluded
from the program. It Includes perMa
ruent disability benefits for the insured
person, with additional payments for his
dependent wife, dependent children, or
dependent parents. It increases the
lzenefits, depending on the amount of the
insured person's wages, It increases the
rninimulm and the maximum mnonthly
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benefits, and reduces the age of eligibility
for women to receive benefit from 65
to 60.
The bill further provides for a Federal
unemployment and temporary disability
insurance system. Under this provision
temporarily disabled workers would be
eligible for benefits equal in amount
to unemployment benefits. Moreover,
benefits are to be increased and to be
payable for a longer period of time than
at present. Unemployment insurance
and temporary disability coverage is to
be extended to agricultural workers,
domestic servants, and other groups.
Surely, as important as any of these
provisions in the bill is the provision for
a Federal system of medical and hospitalization insurance for all persons
covered under old-age and survivors insurance and for their dependents.
Under this section each insured worker
and his dependents would be entitled to
services of a physician, and could choose
any doctor he wished from among those
in the community who had voluntarily
agreed to go into the system. Each person would be entitled also, on the doctor's
advice, to specialist, consultant, and laboratory service, including X-ray, appliances, eyeglasses, and the like, and necessary hospital care. D3ctors would be
left free to enter or remain out of the
system, to accept or reject patients, and
every qualified hospital would be eligible
to participate.
The bill calls also for a long-deferred
act of justice to those men and women
who are now serving their country in
the arimed forces. It provides for the
protection and extension of their socialsecurity rights by giving them wage
credits for the entire period of their
military service, without deductions from
their pay, the cost to be borne by the
Federal Government 6ut of general revenlue.
I believe that the people of this country want a comprehensive social-security
program-a really adequate social-security program. They do not want to wait
Indefinitely for it. They want it now, s0
that when the war ends social security
may serve to absorb the shocks of readju.strent to a peacetime economy. Those
shocks cannot be avoided, but they can
be minimized. We can forge an instrument to meet the shocks. In the difficult period that lies ahead, a comprehensive system of social security would
be a stabilizing factor the importance of
which cannot be overemphasized-.
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I am
opposed this year, as I was last year, to
the freezing of the old-age and survivors',
Insurance tax at the present rate of 1
preteach on employers and empercentily
ployees.
When the amiendmeni; to freeze the
taxes was under consideration last year,
I stated at some length on this floor my
reasons for opposing what I regarded
then, as I regard now, as irresponsible
tinkering with the finances of the socialsecurity sy~ler.
I am not going to repeat all that I said
last year. Nothing that the proponents
of the tax freeze have said since then
has met the erguments which I advanced
last year in Opposition to the tax freeze,

It is even more evident today than It
was a year ago that the present contribution rates are inadequate to meet the
obligations which the insurance system
has undertaken. Every expert and every
actuary who has studied the problem
agrees that the long-run average cost of
the benefits promised under the present
law will be at least 4 percent of taxable
pay rolls. Many would put the figure
considerably higher-5 percent or even 6
or 7 percent. The desire of the workers
of this country for a sound and stable
contributory social insurance program
has been, if possible, more strongly affirmed this year than ever before. In no
uncertain terms, they have said they
want a sound and stable financing for
this Program.
Mr. President, my honored and distinguished colleague the Senator from New
York [Mr. WAGNER] has already made
clear why all the real supporters of social
security are opposed to the tax freeze,
In the time available to me, I want briefly
to examine the arguments advanced by
the proponents of the freeze. I want to
point out to this body how misleading
some of those arguments are. I want to
make clear how completely incapable of
justifying the proposed action those arguments are.
For convenience, I address my remark~
to a summary of the arguments whicg
appeared in an editorial in the New York
Times of December 5. This editoili
based on a statement by Mr. M. Albert
I.Anton, the president of the Provident
Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Philadelphia.
Last year the New York Times opposed
the tax freeze and supported the scheduled increase in the tax rate to 2 percent
on employers and employees, on the
sound ground that this amount would be
needed to meet the anticipated liabilities of the Insurance system. None of
the eight arguments cited in last Tuesday's editorial controverts that point,
What, then, are the eight arguments?
Let mie first dispose of two of them,
They have nothing to do with the real
issue we are discussing. These two must,
therefore, be regarded as only red herrings, intended to distract attention from
the real Issues. These two arguments
are stated as follows:
Raising the social-security tax rate to meet
war expenses Would be Unsound. It is dangerous to use these taxes for extraneous purposes,.vial
And, secondly:
Raising the social-security tax rate as an
anti-inflationary measure would also be unsound.
Wel etilbt
hs ttmns
bt
toe
taeens
are true. But what is their significance?
They intend to imply, of course, that
social-security taxes are being misused,
and that those of us-and the millions
of workers who stand with us--who support the scheduled increase in contrlbution rates do so for ulterior purposes.
That is an utterly false implication. The
increase In contribution rates is being
urged because it is necessary to the longrnsaiiyo
h oilisrness
runofthesocil-isurncesys
tablit
tem, and for no other reason. The fact
that we can move toward the desirable
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contribution level at this time without
undesirable economic consequences is
hardly an argument for refusing to take
that step.
Of a similar character is another of
the arguments which the New York Times
rcgards as making a case for the tax
freeze. Again, I quote:
To increase Eocial-security taxes unneces
sarily would impose unjustified burdens on
small business and white-collar workers.
Big business vinuld not feel the burden to
than same extent, because so much of it
wcu!d be shifted to the Treasury Depart
ment.
I hope my championship of small busi
ness has been sufficiently well known and
consistent so that no one will doubt my
motives when I characterize that argu
ment as nothing but crocodile tears. The
crux of the argument is in the words
"to increase the * * * taxes unnec
essarily"' and "impose unjustified bur
dens."
Certainly, unnecessary taxes are un
justified whenever imposed. But the
proposed tax increase is necessary to the
sound and systematic long-term financ
ing of the social-insurance system.
Small business stands to gain as much
as big business from a strong and sound
soilnurcepgam
Salbs
nsocial-Insur ance prabogram. Small
h
buincrease under present conditions than it
will be when reconversion gets under
a
rpsibly afterward. So far as
the white-collar workers are concerned,
they-like other workers-are ready to
pay their fair share of the costs of social
security. Indeed, the only serious com
plaints I have heard from white-collar
workers and small self-employed busi
nessmen comes from those who are not
covered, and the complaint is that they
are not permitted to pay contributions.
They may well ask who it is that pre
sumes to speak for them and to offer
them such false sympathy. Who Is it,
we might ask, that has been campaign
ing for the tax freeze? Who has been
rousing chambers of commerce and em
ployees to oppose the tax? Small busi
nessmen? White-collar workers? Labor
organizations? Nonsense! It is the rep
resentatives of certain big business.
Let me turn to another argument in
the New York Times that should deeply
concern every Member of Congress.
The argument starts with the correct
statement that ample funds are now
nteod-g n uvvr n
aalbei
h l-g
n uvvr n
surance trust fund to meet all require
ments for several years to come. What
this statement neglects to state is the
fact that as time goes on, more and
more Persons who reach age 65 will qual
ify for benefits,
that most workers now
covered by old-age and survivors insur
ance are still young, and that these
young workers at present rates are not
paying the full cost of their own future
benefits. But it is the related argument
towihrantoclpriuartt
towion:
wn o alpriclratn
tin
An Increase In social-security taxes would
Increase the already large excess of income
over outgo. * *
Especially
contin
ued year after year. this situation if
would
en
courage raids on the fund either to be used
(borrowed) for extraneous ourposes or to
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It
make clear the intention Of Congress to
Is unlikely that the actuaries' calculations
guarantee the promised benefits when it
of liabilities on what may happen in 20 or
froze the tax rate. At the same time
30 years hence would deter the raiders.
I urged that Congress give full and
Mr. President, I believe that represents
comprehensive attention during the suca grossly unfair judgment on the integceeding months to the need for expandrity or the responsibility of the Congress
ing and strengthening the entire socialof the United States. In view of the security program.
large public debt of the United States for
In the year that has elapsed Congress
the discernible future, and the legal rehas given no attention whatsoever to
quirements as to the investment of the
these matters. Mere talk about an
insurance reserves, what kind of "raids"
eventual subsidy-even statutory aucould be made on these funds? And as
thorization for appropriations-cannot
to liberalizing the benefit formula unindefinitely take the place of action,
wisely, I think all reasonable people will The people of this country will have a
agree with me that the best possible proright to question the intent of Congress
tection is to require the beneficiaries of to support social security if its only acthe insurance system to realize the full tion is an annual postponement of the
cost of the benefits by paying their fair scheduled increase in contributions necshare of the costs. The workers of essary to pay at least the minimum estiAmerica are ready and willing to do this,
mated cost,
It akin
i no thy
fo wo
a ae
ax
Tereore I m epecall inereted
It akin
i no thy
fu wo
a aeax
Tereore I m epecall inereted
freeze. The A. F. of L., the C. I. 0., and
in the two additional reasons for the tax
the railroad brotherhoods have been
freEze cited by the New York Times ediasking that the taxes should be pertorial. One is as follows:
mitted to step up according to the presThe provision In the present law that the
ent law,
current tax yield should be approximately
Those who favor a tax freeze are apthree times the current outgo
*
*Is
parently more afraid of a small and at variance with the schedule of the tax
justifiable immediate burden on employrates In the law.
ers than they are of however staggering
I say without qualification that there
a future burden on the Treasury.
is no such provision in the present law.
Another argument for the tax freeze
It is bad enough to contend that the
cited by the New York Times is this, reserve even in these early years of the
When, a generation hence, the annual
insurance system should not be more
disbursements for old-age benefits exthan three times the highest expected
ceedthe
-ppeditorials,
ally contemplated by the present law, worse for anyone to make the inaccurate
the difference can be made up through a statement that there is a provision in
Government subsidy. One might ask
the law to the effect that the "current
how the rate is ever to get to the total tax yield should be approximately three
6 percent eventually contemplated by times the current outgo." It is evidence
the present law if we continue to postof the weakness of the position of those
pone any increases above the present
who support the tax freeze that they
total of 2 percent?
lean upon completely unfounded stateBut he
o wih
ainte ssu mets.gentlemen
hasto
size of the Government subsidy which
But what I am more interested in is
would be needed. The statement in the
the conclusion which is drawn from this
New York Times continues:
statement, which is that the present tax
Subsidies to the system of a reasonable
rate should be retained until the whole
amount are nothing to become alarmed
situation can be carefully reviewed,
about.
This suggestion is repeated in the eighth
That is quite true, and I myself favor and final argument of the New York
a reasonable Government contribution
Times editorial. The rate should be held
to the system when it has been expanded
at 1 percent, the argument goes, "but a
to cover all employments, But the subcomprehensive expert study of the whole
siie hihwol
b
eqiedi te
financing system should be immediately
people who oppose the step-up to a total
udrae.
of4-eret
onrbuios ae her
In the end, therefore, the arguments
way yearafte yeatriaftern yaear-such
of those who favor the tax freeze appear
subsidesrwoldnte
beaatreasoable.uThe
as what they are-tactics of delay,
s~ubsidies migh hae
nt
toresomeblso lare
The individuals and groups who adabstudierminet thae contributoryochar-e
vance these arguments opposed the pasacter oferinthe
inurnceiutsystm
Ther
sage of the original Social Security Act
nceed ofo suhe lasrgeannua subsidiTes
in 1935. They have consistently opwould frsubjcthe insrgeancea sybstdemst
posed-by their actions if not always by
aoll
haad
ujc
the
indsurncertainties
tofn their words-the expansion of our prosnallh haapropriatins. Thcertanteed ofo an
ent system to cover presently excluded
Govua
en susdaopuhproporations.Tendfoa
groups and to provide protection against
woulveadetsusd
tthcofsucht dangerthats
additional risks. They dare no longer
woul
lea
mighecnt bereduc gedr wth-t
openly oppose social security and so they
benefit rightsmihberdcdowtbefuddle the issues and talk about comndrawn, and that instead of Insurance we
mittees of experts. We need no comwould have the dole.
mittee of experts to tell us that the presLast year, when we were debating this
ent contribution rates for old-age and
same question, I offered and Congress
survivors Insurance are too low to supadopted an amendment to the Social Seport the insurance system. What we
curity Act authorizing appropriations
need is the courage to act, not more
from general revenues. I felt that such
studies by experts to tell us what We
a provision was absolutely necessary to
already know.
liberalize the benefit formula unwisely.
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I have shown how little the arguments

advanced by the proponents of the tax
freeze amount to. I would not want to
leave with any of my colleagues the im
pression that I think the position taken
by the New York Times is representative
of our leading newspapers. The number
ol newspapers which have stated clearly
their opposition to the tax freeze is larger
this year than it was last. I can take
time to refer only to a few outstanding
editorials. The Tennesseean, for No
vember 20. after pointing out that the
present contributions will not cover the
costs of the system, had this to say:
It Is hard to see how society can continue
to refuse to extend old-age benefits to the
millions of domestic. Independently em
ployed, and farm workers. Those who will
kecp on opposing this extension would find
comfort, support, and argument in a fund
too small to meet the requirements. For
these reasons, the tax should be allowed to

double January 1, as provided by law.
An editorial in the St. Louis Post-D's
ptho
oebr1
aldfrdfa
of 'the effort to freeze the tax, and said:
It is none too soon

*

to let Con

gress, the lame ducks and continuing S3na
tors alike, to know that this is bad medicine.

t

elf eeeyaoe
The Wall Street Journal has presented
a series of editorials in which the casa
for the scheduled increase in rates has
been clearly and forcefully stated. I wA'l
not take the time to read from these
but I commend them to th
atetion of
anStlienator consrvathivepoisnta
tinoanIelgntcsrviepit
of view.
Mr. President, over a year and a half
ago I had the honor to join with my
NrewdYork [Mr.tWAgNiseR
Senaitofroduin
aebillkestablish Ng
a R] icmpehnsiveucand
unbifiedsocabl-sinsurancesysem.henieandth
who now talk about the need
for a careful review of the whole situa
tion as regards social security been will
ing to accept the consequences of such an
investigation, our bill-amended in many
particulars as a result of full congres
sional consideration-would have been
enacted long before this, and the peope
of this country would even now be facing
with confidence the difficult years ahead.
They would be secure in the knowledge
that they were providing for themselves
through their insurance system a con
tinuing source of family income in case
of old age, disability, unemployment or
the death of the worker, and a method of
paying for needed medical and hospital
care. The people have shown in many
ways that they want such security and
that they are willing to pay for it.
I intend to do everything in my power
to see that the next Congress gives early
attention to the social security program.
But let us be clear that what we may do
in the next Congress to expand and ex
tend the program has no bearing on the
arguments today for or against a tax
freeze-except as the position each one
of us takes now bears witness to th3
sincerity or lack of sincerity of his sup
port of social insurance.
The increase in the contribution rate
to 2 percent on employers and on em.
ployees is necessary for the sound financIng of the present programn. I urge my
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colleagues in the Senate to give real service and not lip service to social security
for the American people. I ask that we
oppose the tax freeze in House bill 5564
and stand by the step-up in the contribution rates properly scheduled in the
present law.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. Presideiat,
the Senate is anxious to vote, and I share
Ciat anxiety. I wish briefly to summarize the situation as it appeals to the majority of the Committee on Finance, and
to the overwhelming majority of the
House of Representatives, so that the
RECORD may indicate the justification of
Senators who, in my judgment, will render a substantial majority in favor of the
pending bill.
Mr. President, I wish to make it clear
that the things which have been said in
the course of the debate this afternoon
regarding the expansion of old-age benefits and the expansion of coverage of
old-age benefits, have absolutely nothing to do with the question pending before the Senate. The rate of the payroll tax which will be paid in 1945 has
no relationship whatever to the schedule
of benefits which will be paid under the
law.
What I am trying to say is that the
existing pay-roll tax pays for existing
benefits. When we are proposing to
freeze the tax at 1 percent instead of to
permit it to increase to 2 percent, we are
not affecting the benefits at all. We are
simply saying, in behalf of the workers
of America. that they shall not confront
a doubled pay-roll tax to pay for existing benefits.
When we reach the question of whether or not the coverage of old-age insurance should be expanded, when we reach
the question of whether or not the scale
of benefit payments under old-age insurance should be expanded in certain
categories, when we expand the coverage,
and when we increase the benefits, then
I agree it will be logical to increase the
tax to pay for the expansion. But I
submit that the House was everlastingly
justified when, by vote of 263 to 72, it
passed the bill; and the Senate Committee on Finance was everlastingly justified
when, by a vote of 13 to 2, it said that no
more taxes shall be collected from the
pay rolls of this country in 1945 than
are necessary to pay for existing benefits.
The sole question before the Senate is
whether or not the existing 1 percent tax
on pay rolls for employees and 1 percent
for employers will be adequate through
1945 to sustain the payment of existing
benefits. That is the only question before us.
Mr. President, I think that question
can be rather simply and officially
answered. It is to be remembered that
in 1939 we consciously changed the character of the old-age and survivors insurance section of the Social Security Act.
We took it from a full reserve basis and
deliberately put it upon a contingent reserve basis. We did so because it is universally recognized that a public taxsupported insurance system does not require a full reserve, inasmuch as the entire public credit of the whole Nation is
Its reserve constantly,

I repeat, we transferred from a full
reserve to a contingent reserve in 1939.
Then the question became, What is the
appropriate measure of a contingent reserve? That question also was settled
officially in 1939. It was settled when the
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Morgenthau, who is the chief fiscal officer of the
Government, testified before the House
Ways and Means Committee on March
24, 1939, and specifically defined what the
contingent reserve ought to be. This is
what he said:
Specifically, I would suggest to Congress
that it plan the financing of the old-age
Insurance system with a view to maintaining
for use in contingencies an eventual reserve
amounting toAmounting to what? This is the crux
of the whole thingamounting to not more than three times the
highest prosepctive annual benefits In the
ensuing 5 years.
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Mr. LUCAS. Then, if any more money
is spent out of the fund it will be neces.
sary, will it not, for the Congress, through
legislation, to change the rate of employ.
ment compensation?
Mr. VANDENBERG. This has nothing
to do with unemployment compensation,
Mr. LUCAS. I do not mean that. Of
course under the present law payments
in a certain amount are provided in the
way of benefis.
Mr. VANDENBERG. That is correct.
Mr. LUCAS. Benefits are to be Paid
in a certain amount. If any more money

than the $700,000,000, to which they have

testified, would have to come out of the
fund, it would be necessary for Congress
to raise the amount which is to be paid;
is that correct?
Mr. VANDENBERG. No: it is not at
all correct. If the Senator will permit
me to finish stating the computation, I
think perhaps he will find his answer in
the final figure I shall reach. If I fail
to do so, I ask the Senator to interrupt
That is the rule laid down by Secretary
me again.
Morgenthau. The distinguished SenaLet us start again with the computa
tor from New York LMr. WAGNER] can
discount that rule as he pleases. He can tion. The rule is, according to the Secre
tary of the Treasury, and by implication
try to indicate that we have distorted its
in the statute itself, that the reserve is
application. The fact remains that the
Secretary of the Treasury himself has adequate when it is three times the
highest contemplated expenditure in the
never repudiated the rule, and we have
next 5 years. The highest contemplated
never heard one single word from him in
expenditure will be in 1949, when it will
respect to its withdrawal. According to
the Secretary of the Treasury in 1939 the be somewhere between $450,000,030 and
$700,000,000. On June 30 the reserve,
rule, which we wrote by implication Into
the text of the statute itself, is that under without any increase by way of new
taxation, was $5,450,000,000.
contingent reserves the only reserve reIn other words, the existing reserve,
auired foareoldrae andcisutrveivors tnsur
without a penny added to it, is from
isnthre tiesxteni
tedwic
ancheista roneserv
8 to 12 times the highest contemplated
hueighethcntempltyedrsanlexndinstead of only 3 times the
trinheex5yas.expenditure,
highest contemplated expenditure, as
There it stands. That is the rule
recommended by the Secretary of the recommended as our basic rule by the
h
rauy
t Sceayo
Treasury; and he has never take
Does that answer the Senator's ques
back. There it stands by implication in
the statute itself. But what are the tion?
Mr. LUCAS. That partially answers
facts?
my question; but this afternoon I have
The facts are that the old-age reserve
on June 30 last was $5,450,000,000. The listened to the distinguished senior Sen
facts are that the highest expenditure in ator from New York [Mr. WAGNER] and
the distinguished junior Senator from
the next 5 years will be between $450,000,000 and $700,000,000, according to the Montana [Mr. MURRAY], and they have
constantly spoken about the economic
estimates of the Social Security Board.
conditions which will prevail in the coun
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will the
try at the end of the present war because
Senator yield on that point?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. of lack of employment: and they have
constantly argued, as I have understood
JOHNSON of Colorado in the chair),
Does the Senator from Michigan yield their remarks, that the reserve fund can
scarcely be too large in the event that
to the Senator from Illinois?
we meet certain social and economic con
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield,
ditions which we all know we will
Mr. LUCAS. Will the Senator disclose
eventually meet.
to me upon what that figure is based?
The inquiry I was making was whether
Mr. VANDENBERG. That figure is
the reserve fund, which the Senator has
the official estimate of the Social Security
just said is now eight or nine times more
Board, in contemplation of the expenditures in 1949 for the payment of benefits than it is estimated will be needed, can
under the old-age and survivors insur- be used to take care of persons who will
be unemployed at the end of the war.
ance section of the law,
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, I
Mr. LUCAS. In other words, they
must say to the Senator again that this
testified before the committee that during the next 5 years the anticipated ex- has nothing to do with unemployment.
A person qualifies' for benefits under the
penditure from this fund wouljd be only
old-age and survivors insurance system
$500,000,000: is that correct?
only when he has reached the age limit
Mr. VANDENBERG. It will be befixed in the statute. It has no relation
tween $450,000,000 and $700,000,000.
ship to unemployment.
They give that much latitude in the estiMr. LUCAS. That was my under
mate, because it is difficult to make a
standing. Perhaps I misunderstood the
specific and concrete estimate,
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distinguished senior Senator from New
York, but I thought he was constantly
talking about the question of men being
unemployed after the war Is over.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I thought the
Senator from New York did have a good
deal to say about that; but I thought
that most of the time while he was
speaking-and I regret his absence from
the Chamber at this time-the Senator
from New York was not discussing the
very narrow issue which confronts the
Senate today,
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I must
confess that I could not quite follow the
argument with respect to the basic principles of the Social Security fAct, and I
rose for the purpose of making inquiry
of the Senator.
Mr. CHANDLER. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield,
Mr. CHANDLER. Did I correctly understand the Senator to say that even if
the tax were to go up 1 percent, there
still would not be any additional bene-

Mr. REVERCOMB. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield to me at this point?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield first to
the Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. DANAHER. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator. He has substantially coyered the point I was about to emphasize,
i to
nulbss
ecp hth
whereas I was going to do it on a monthly
basis. Even at present rates the yield is
so great and the excess is so great that
we are adding to reserves in an amount
in excess of $lCO,000,000 a month,
Mr. VANDENBERG. I thank the Senator. On that proposition and on the
proposition of the Senator from New
York that we must be sure to maintain
this as a contributory system-to which
I agree-I wish to read one paragraph
from a report made by the Tax Foundation on Social Security, in New York City,
released on November 25, 1944, and compiled under the direction of Dr. Harley
L. Lutz, professor of public finance at
Princeton University. I ask Senators to
listen to this paragraph:

fits collected by the beneficiaries under
the act?

policy.

Mr. VANDENBERG. That Is entirely
correct. All the benefits are stated in
the law, and the benefits stay at those
figures, regardless of what the tax is.
There is ample
Mr. CHANDLER.
money on hand to meet all the expected
bnft;ithradministrative
Mr. VANDENBERG. There Is inflnitely more money than the Social Security Board ever anticipated would be
In the fund at this time. In fact, I will
say to the Senator from Kentucky-and
I think this is a rather conclusive exhibit-that, under the 1-percent tax, in
1945 we will collect as much money as the
Social Security Board contemplated
wudbe collected at 2 percent, when
alywot helw
whyould
th law.ject
oiginaly
they wrte
Mr. CHANDLER. I thank the Senator
very much.
Mr. DANAHER and Mr. ELLENDER
addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Michigan yield, and if so,
to whom?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I will yield first
to the Senator from Connecticut; but,
if the Senator will permit me, before we
leave that point, in order to make it perfectly clear that no question of solvency
is involved, I wish to point out the enormous margin existing today in respect to
current payments. During the last fiscal year the benefit payments were $185,000,000. To pay $185,000,000 in benefits
we collected $1,300,000,000 in taxes.
That mere comparison does not for an
instant mean that we were not justified
In the larger collection, because obviously the major burden of the collection
is for the purpose of building up a reserve. But when we have a gap of that
size, I can see no remote possibility of
worrying about what is going to happen
In respect to the post-war era to which
the able Senator from Illinois has referred. I think everyone, including the
Social Security Board, would freely concede that no remote problem is involved
for at least 20 years, even though we
keep the rates where they are,

Here is presented a grave Issue of public

According to the results of this study,
If the terms of the present law relative to
tax rates and benefits were to operate without change. workers and employers will pay
In taxes $37,836,000,OCO more, to 1980. than
the beneficiaries of old-age and survivors
insurance are to receive, after meeting the

costs.
Then, says the Tax Foundation, which
Is an authority which has to be given
substantial credence:
The futility of piling up a so-called reserve
as a means of lightening future taxation has
already been discussed. Whether workers
and employers should be required to pay S0
heavily toward general Federal purposes onder the guise of providing for social-security
benefits which are thereafter presumed to be
Is a subburdenless because of that taxation
which should be frarkly faced. This
becomes the more important since it Is ohvious that excess taxation now will not spare
future taxpayers from having to pay the full
cost of such benefits as may be provided to
the aged population of their own generation.

When the able Senator from New York
raises the point that we may endanger
the solvency of this fund, and that we
may endanger public confidence in the
solvency of the fund, I wish to submit
to the Senate, because it bears directly
on the question, that it is absolutely impossible for the fund to become insolvent
because last year we adopted the Murray amendment to the bill, which dedicated the entire public credit of the
general tax law to any deficit which
might ever occur In the operation of the
old-age and survivors Insurance system,
So there can be no misunderstanding
about the solvency and sanctity of the
trust, so long as there is any solvency
and sanctity in the total public credit
of the United States.
Furthermore, although this tax Is supposed to increase to 21'/2 percent In 194(t
and to 3 percent in 1948-and that is
the part of the sacrosanct formula which
the Senator from New York has indicated we must preserve lest there be
some doubt cast on the solvency of the
social-security fund-I call attention to
the fact that the Social Security Board

itself is now prepared to compromise this
entire issue by fixing a permanent 2-per
cent tax and abandoning the proposed
increase subsequently to 2V2 percent and
to 3 percent.
Mr. President, if it is not sacrosanct
to carry the taxes on as required by stat
ute to 21/2 percent in 1946 and to 3 per
ceti198nihristsaoacto
be required to pay 2 percent in 1945,
when all the figures indicate that 1 per
cent is all that is needed in order to sus
tain the system under the fiscal rule
recommended by the Secretary of the
Treasury himself.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD rose.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield to the
Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. A question arises
in my mind. A surplus now exists which
is greater than what it is contemplated
will be expended in the next 3 years.
Is it not true that that surplus Is to be
put into a special fund in the Treasury
with an I 0 U placed there, and that
subsequently these funds are to be spent
fogeraexns?

Mr. VANDENBERG. The Senator has
asked a very difficult question. I will try
to answer the Senator, and I shall ask
him to try to follow me carefully as I
proceed.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I shall be very glad
to do so.
Mr. VANDENBERG. When the so
cial-security tax is collected, it goes Into
the General Treasury and is disbursed
against the general expenditures of the
Government. The Congress then ap
propriates to the use of the Social Se
curity Board the amount necessary for
its annual administrative costs.
The Senator Is
Mr. SHIPSTEAD.
correct.
MrVADNEG

An

th

re

letosiap
the
maidr. VADNBR.fn
h
olcin
sapor re-r
midro
ateci to reserves.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. Yes.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Whereupon the
Treasury gives the Social Security
Board United States bonds covering the
latter amount, The Senator has asked
If that is not merely an I 0 U.
Mr. SHIFSTEAD. Yes.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I rather think
it is.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. Yes.
Mr. VANDENBERU. I rather think
that when one branch of the Govern
ment hands bonds of the Government
to another branch of the same Govern
ment it is like putting a slip in the cash
ler's box.
The money Is
Mr. SHIPSTEAD.
spent for general expenditures.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Yes.
And when the
Mr. SHIPSTEAD.
bonds have to be paid it will be neces
sary again to tax the people.
Mr. VANDENBERG. We do not tax
those same people again, but the people
generally.
The people who
Mr. SHIPSTEAD.
have paid the first tax, being part of the
general public, will be taxed again. That.
Is what I wanted to make clear.
The Senator
Mr. VANDENBERG.
may be correct. I do not wish to leave
any unfair implication at that point.
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House Ways and Means Committee. I
There Is no other way in which it is poswish to present a summary of Mr. Linsible to have a reserve in a public-taxton's reasons why we should vote for
supported institution except in Governanother freeze, or why we should vote
ment bonds, and they will be in the nafor the pending bill. Mr. Linton sumture of I 0 U's. That is perfectly inevimnarized the case as follows:
table. Preci~ely the same thing may be
fthe
sadwt
eeec
orsre
1 Ample funds are available at the present
FeideralhDeeenositIns ranceCrpesorain
rate to meet all requirements for
Fedeal IsurnceCorpraton,2-percent
epoit
several years to come. The current tax yield
The reserves consist of Federal bonds,
is about seven times the current outgo of
They are I 0 U's, if we wish to call them
around $200,000,000. The 0. A. S. 1. (old-age
that, but there is no other way by which
and survivors insurance) trust fund is apto create a reserve,
Mr. SHTPSTEAD. Mr. President, will proaching $G,000,000,C00 and. is growir~g fast,
InoheoorsuM.LntnsdontN.be
the Senator further yield?
I s that ample funds are already availMr. VANDENBERG. I yield,
able.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I agree with what
2. It is obvious that the provision in the
the Senator has said. But that is what
present law that the current tax yield should
I consider to be the most important reabe approximately three times the current
son why we should not raise the tax.
outgo, which was adopted at Secretary MorThe more we tax, the more will be put
genthau's suggestion, is at variance wihte
into general expenditures, the greater
schedule of tax rates in the law. A careful
will be the interest which the bonds will
review of the whole situation needs to be
draw, and the more it will become necmade. Since there is no emergency, the
present tax rate should be retained while
essary to draw on the general public to
such a policy is being formulated in the first
replenish the funds which have been
hlof14.pen
expended.
halfof 145.raiders.
3. Raising the social-security tax rate to
Mr. VANDENBERG. I think the Senmeet war expensesator is entirely justified in the statement
Which is the point, incidentally, raised
which he has made. I will go a step
by the distinguished Senator from Minfurther. I think this example will
nesotaclearly demonstrate the futility of accumulating a large reserve in a public
would be unsound.
institution of this nature.
It ii prposd
ths rsere
t hae
i houd g futhe thn tat.Theuse
Thuse
Ishuldofutherhanhat
It inthi
i prposdreerve
t hav
of the social-security tax trust fund, difund, under the original prospectus, $50,rectly or indirectly, for any purpose on
C00,000,000 by 1980. For the sake of calear'th except social-security purposes Is
culation, suppose the money v~ere in 3a violation of a public trust in the rankest
percent Government bonds. At the rate
of 3 percent the interest in 1980 would

possible

be $1,500,000,000. Suppose that in 1980
the Social Security Board needs for its
operation the billion and a half dollars
which it will have collected in interest,
Congress must raise that billion and a
half dollars by general taxation in order
to pay the interest on the bonds.
Mr~. SHIPSTEAD. The Senator is
correct.

further:

Mr. VANDENBERG.

The taxpaye-s

would not pay any more if Congress
raised this sum two and one-half billion
dolas
drets otrbuio tt scil
soial
dollrs s cntrbutin
adiret
security. Eut if we follow the latter
course, we shall not have had an accumulation of $50,000,000,000 in the
That is the fundamental
meantime.
r~eason why the character of the entire
system vwas changed in 1939. We left
this gargantuan reserve behind us delibcratcly and consciously, and turned
to a system which contemplates only a
continsgent reserve in order to take care
of contingencies, as the definition of the
word It'self indicates.
M\r. Prcsident, I wish to conclude, but
I Nvant the RECORD to be very clear. I
believe that the best witness in America
on this subject, and the most competent
analyst of a stibject of this kind, is Mr.
M. Albert Linton, of Philadelphia, president of the P~ovident Mutual Life Iniurance Co. of Philadelphia. M.Lno
has boon a constant adviser to the Govermient with respect to all old-age and
social-sectirity matters. He was a member of the advisory council which rendered excellent service in 1939 in the perfoot ion of the law. Mr. Linton appeared
as a witness when the bill was before the

degree.

Says

Mr.

Linton

It is dangerous to use these taxes for
extraneous purposes.

But that is what is being done.
It would set a bad precedent for diverting
social-security funds later into other channels. They should be applied solely to meet
social-security needs.
4. Raising the social-security tax rate as
an anti-inflationary measure would also be
unsound. Anti-inflationary taxes should be
openly and frankly levied for that purpose,
and then repealed when no longer needed.
To the extent that social-security taxes are
anti-inflationary now, they would be deflationary in times or normal and subnormal
business when the Government would wish to
maintain mass purchasing power.
I submit that section of DMr. Linton's

abe
inatestirmon partnicularplyinto the
tor fromaIlliois as. aplIngthposthewin
h
otwr
emd
fm.I
qur
per iod, to which the Senator fromn Illinois referred, when there may be a lag
and a point at which there is economic
difficulty in the United States, the fundamental need will be to sustain, so far as
possible, the mass buying power of the
American people, and I know of no
Poorer way to support the mass buying
power of the American people than needesytduble a pay-roll tax upon the
masses of workers of this country.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. Does not that
amount to an income tax, to all intents?
Mr. VANDENBERG. Yes; and on the
lowest-income groups in the country.
That is exactly what it is, if my contention is correct,
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Mr. Linton's fifth reason is:
5. To increase social-security taxes un-.
necessarily would impose unjustified burdens
on small business and white-collar workers.
Big business would not feel the burden to
the same extent, because so much of it would
be shifted to the Treasury
Social-security taxes paid by a
deductible in computing the
is subject to high wartime
excess-profits taxes.

Department
business are
income that
Income anid

We would not be doing anything for
big business by freezing this tax, but we
doing infinitely much for little
andrpartiualsortewie
cola
isflos
Lnorkes.sxhrao
wr
Mr. Lninton'sesixt resonisalsecrtfollos:
taxcess
ine sociadyl-sgert
6.uAn increase
alreAdy largS ecsysteo
wnould increaseoithe
y.ar,
syistm
Esein lyfcomeoerotgoinue thea0.tA.
situation would encourage raids on the fund
either to be used (borrowed) for extraneous
purposes or to liberalize the banefit formula
htteatais
unwisely. I sulkl
hactae
tio is iailitely
un
tnhatthe
cacl
flaiiiso
htmyhp
cluain
in 20 or 30 years hence would deter the
Current conditions would have
much more influence.
'7. It Is true that a generation hence the
costs of old-age pensions will probably ex
ceed the 6-percent pay-roll-tax receipts even
tually contemplated by the present law, and
that a Government subsidy to make up the,
difference would be needed. But this would
be, In line with practically all old-age-security
systems In other countries. Moreover, as we

have in effect adopted a pay-as-you-go sys
tem with a contingency reserve, a subsidy to
the system would merely mean that another
kind of tax would be substituted for a high
pay-roll tax-

That is precisely the example I gave
to the Senator from MinnesotaSubsidies to the system of a reasonable

alarmedis
are chief
nothing
to to
become
amount
the system
about. The
danger

an unwise increase in the benefit formula
which wou'd make the total tax burden
excsssive. An extension of the coverage of
the old-age and survivors insurance system
to include other groups of workers would pre
vent the Injustice to these workers that
might otherwise come through contributing
to benefits in which they do not share.
Eighth, and finally, Mr. Linton says:
8. The old-age and survivors insurance tax
rate should be held at this time to 1 percent
on the employer and 1 percent on the em
ployee, but a comprehensive expert study of
hudb
m
th aewhle findrakncigsse.

mediatelyaticlarundothrtakeSea-.
Mr. President, I conclude with just
this word: I think the case for the main
tenance of the 1-percent rate during
1945 is absolutely clear on the basis of
the record, on the basis of the law, on
the basis of the Morgenthau rule. I
freely concede, however, that it is all
virong for this subject to have to come
to the floor of Congress every year for
shotgun judgment by those of us who
cannot possibly have the expert knowl
edge which is essential to a comprehen
sion of this totally technical problem.
In the bill I introduced in the Senate
on this subject there was a second sec
tion in which I propose to instruct the
Joint Congressional Committee on In
ternal Revenue Taxation to investigate
during the next year, with the aid Of
an advisory council of experts, the ques

1944
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tion of what Permanent pay-roll-tax provision should be written into the statute.
'The House omitted that section of the
proposal, although. it promised, unofficially, that the Ways and Means Cornimit',ee of the House would give it subsecuent attention,
I totally agree that we have to find
some way out of this annual controversy
on the floor of Congress so that there
can be a stable consistency over a longrange plan at the base of the-old-age
and survivors insurance section of the
social security law.
I give notice that the first thing in the
new Congress I shall introduce a joint
resolution seeking not only to instruct
the Joint Congressional Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation to investigate
and explore this subject i~tself but also
to create another advisory council of
experts on the subject, and providing
that their studies shall include not only
the appropriate tax rate contemplativel
involved but also the expansion of coverage and the expansion of benefits under
the old-age section of the social security
law, so that 12 months from today we
may have a concrete, well-justified,
wholly sustained program for expanding
cvrgand for expanding benefits, In
choveragetivivorstandlwnobodyelsetbriefly,
r
t
ths ftelwwhc
etos
present inequitable, and for permanently
financing the entire enterprise,
Mr. President, particularly in view of
the fact that in 1945, it is obvious, the
entire structure of the Social Security
Act is to be rewritten, I submit, finally,
that it is the year of years when we
should maintain the existing tax rate,
and wait for developments to determine
Iwsbmt thea ateothe
billuwhichwas pased
l
Isouvrweminglyhby
the
blwhouwse pshoud
beeual
overwhelmingly
bytendorsedshbyl
the Sqal
vrhligyenate.d
b
Mr. CHnaNDE.trereietwl
thMSnao yiNDEld
befoPresihentake hisl
sheat
ntril
efr
etae
i
Mrs VNENER.Itied
Mr. CHANDLNERG. Ithinktel
Seato
Made itHqiteDLEaR.u I whishtoe Sempasize ithqistoe point, that wifh
eve
theemtax
were raised the beintthteficiaies under this
setaioneof the billewoudinotiet anye ad-s
dictiona benfitse
next year.t etay
ditinalbenfit
net yar.session
Mr. VANDENBERG. The Senator Is
entirely accurate.
Mr. CHANDLER. I do not want anyone to say that if I vote for 1 percent I
deny anyone benefits he would have gotten if I had voted for 2 percent.
Mr. VANDENBERG. It is perfectly
amazing how that situation has been
misrepresented. The Senator is absolutely correct. The benefits are frozen
in the law. The benefits will be the same
no matter what may be paid next year by
the workers of the Nation.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, wil
the Senator Yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield,
Mr. WHEELER. There is one question which I think possibly the Senator
covered, but I did not quite catch his
explanation. Suppose, as the Senator
from New York has said, there should
be great unemployment following the
war. How is that to be taken care of?

Will there be enough money in the
Treasury funds to take care of that, or
will we have to raise the amount necessary at that time? How is that to be
worked out?
Mr. VANDENBERG. The Senator
understands, in the first place, that this
has a'bsolutely no relationship to unemployment-benefit payments. It applies solely to old-age pensions,
Mr. WHEELER. I understood the
Senator was talking about unemploymenit.
Mr. VANDENBERG. That is what
the Senator from New York was talking
about, but I stated a little while ago
that that is one of the points which
seems to me entirely irrelevant in connection with this discussion, because it
is totally unrelated.
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I yield.
Mr. ILUCAS. Following up the Inquiry
made by the Senator from Montana
[Mr. WHEELER],. I want to try to make It
clear to my own mind and clear to the
minds of other Senators that this reserve
fudi
eiieyfroeproe
nd
that is for aged persons and their survvradnbd
le
Mr. VANDENBERG. That is all; anwl
only for those who have already made
the payments and created the contracts.
Mr. LUCAS. Yes, I understand.
Now the only way that this reserve fund
which the Senator is speaking of, which
is so large, can be reached by any group
of p eople, is through the Congress, I take
it, increasing the benefit payments to the
aged persons and their survivors,
Mr. VANDENBERG. The Senator is
correct,
Mr. DANAHER. Mr. President, I want
to congratulate those Senators who have
found it possible to be present to listen to
the splendid presentation just made by
the Senator from Michigan. It was a
noteworthy exposition of the problem
which has confronted the Senate in connection with this legislation,
There was one remark, however, made
by the Senator from Michigan, which interested me particularly, and that was
his advice that at the opening of the next.
of Congress. he contemplates asking for a study by the joint staff. That
bears, I might say, on his observation
that there is no other way-and I think
those are his words-no way to invest the
proceeds of the old-age and survivors
insurance trust fund other than in
United States bonds. I think those were
his exact words.
M.Peiet
hn
hr
a
e
Mnthr. Prsien,
adI think
nthr mayh be
hanother waysandit
woul
anothe wish tovr
havkedathe
posibiit of anther wauy.I
over
lokedtrl atssthe time ofith atsuy Ioenet
i
enieypsIha
ihaGvrmn
guaranty, the fund can be invested in
the obligations of self-liquidating Govermient projects which will earn their
way and pay their Interest and carrying
charges, and at the same time supply a
very real public need, particularly if those
obligations be issued only when private
lending sources would not advance the
capital.
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There is a way, therefore, Mr. Presi
dent, in which it might be decided this
reserve can be put to work, and there are
instances of it in various States. I will
say to the Senator from Michigan, for
example, that in the State of Connecti
cut, since 1795, there has been main
tained intact the State school fund, all
the proceeds of which were derived from
the sale of the Western Reserve. A great
part of the State of Ohio, whose junior
Senator I see watching me at the mo
ment, came from the property once
known as the Connecticut or Western
Reserve. When Connecticut sold that
territory, Mr. President, there was set up
a fund which annually has yielded great
income and at the present time it yields
a sum equal at least to $2.25 per pupil for
every child between the ages of 5 and 16
years, the enumerable school ages in the
State of Connecticut. All down through
the years those funds have been invested
mortgagresgivn theo stateuo Coennoett
taxes are guiiveniprior sTatus teveund
ove
ofel
amunicipalities. Thusl prthecfund.i
wsl diitrdadflypoetd
There are many ways, Mr. President,
in which this fund could in fact be con
sre
n
tl eptt
ok u n
in particular, to which I shall refer
seems to me worthy of study. I
have in mind that when it was conterm
plated by the Port of New York Author
ity that they build the Lincoln Tunnel
there were no investment sources which
would take the obligations of the Port of
New York Authority for that purpose.
The R. F. C. took the obligations. The
R. F. C. found the project was self -liqui
dating, and when operations were under
taken and the tunnel was successful,
there was no trouble whatev~er in selling
the obligations.
So it-seems to me, Mr. President, there
might be self-liquidating Government
projects and other worth-while developmeats which the Government planning
experts might explore and their findings
might be considered in the course of the
study which the Senator from Michigan
contemplates.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The bill is still before the Senate
and open to amendment. If there be
no amendment to be proposed, the ques
tion is on the third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to a third read
lng and was read the third time.
The PRESIDI NG OFFICER. The bill
having been read three times, the ques
tion is, Shall the bill pass?
Mr. VANDENBERG. I ask for the
yeas and nays.
Mr. GUFiTEY. I suggest the absence
o
urm
of ahquorum.SIEN
roten
poe The ceIkwiG PRESDEN pherol
te.
pore. he Clerkwl calld the roll.
n
h
hfCekcle
h oln
the following Senators answered to their
names:
Aiken
Austin
Bailey
Bail
Bilbo

13rew4ster

Brooks

Burtoendavr

BUhfield
'Butier

Byrd
Capper
Caraway
Chandler
Connally
Cordon
Danaher
Mederi
Ferguson

George
Gerry
Gillette
Guffey
Gurney
Haill
HatchH11de
H:Yde
Hoimran
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Jenner
Mead
Johnson. Calif. Millikin

Thomas, Okla.
Tunnell

Kilgore
La F'ollette
Langer
Lucas
McClellan
McFarland
McKellar

O'Daniel
Overton
Radcliffe
Reynolds
Robertson
Russell
Shipstead

Wagner
Walsh
Weeks
Wheeler
Wherry
White
Wiley

Maybank

Stewart

Johnson, Colo.

Mnloney

Murray

Smith

Vandenberg

Willis

Wilson

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Sixty-six Senators have answered
to their names. A quorum is present.
The yeas and nays have been demanded. Is the demand sufficiently seeonded?
The yeas and nays were ordered, and
the legislative clerk proceeded to call the
roll.ThSeaofrmOi[M.TF]s
Mr. HILL (when Mr. BANKHEAD's name
was called>. My colleague the senior
Senator from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD]
adthe senior Senator from Missouri
[Mr. CLARK]I are necessarily absent. The
Senator from Alabama and the Senator
from Missouri are paired on this ques,tion. I am advised that if present and
voting the Senator from Missouri would
vote "yea" and the Senator from Alabama would vote "nay."'na,
Mr. WHERRY (when Mr. REVERCOMB'S
name was called). The junior Senator
from West Virginia is necessarily absent. I am informed that if he were
present and voting he would vote "yea."1
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. HILL. I further announce that
the Senator from Virginia [Mr. GLASS]
is absent from the Senate because of
Illness.
The Senator from Florida [Mr. PEPPER]I
is absent on important public business.
The Senator from Nevada [Mr. McCARRAN] and the Senator from Utah [Mr.
MURDOCH] are detained on official business for the Senate.
The Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
BARKLEY] and the Senator from New
Mexico (Mr. CHAVEZ] are unavoidably de.
tained.

The Senator from Florida [Mr. ANDREWS], the Senator from California [Mr.
DOWNEY], the Senator from Mississippi
[Mr. EASTLAND], the Senator from Idaho
[Mr. CLARK], the Senator from Rhode
Island [Mr. GREEN]. the Senator from
Nevada [Mr. SCRTUGHAM]. the Senator
from Utah [M-r. THOMAS],i the Senator
from Missouri [Mr. TRUMAN] the Senator
from Wyoming [Mr. O'MAHONEY],th te
Senator from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS],
and the Senator from Washington [Mr.
W.ALLGRENI are necessarily absent.
The Senator from Ohio [Mr. TAFT] IS
paired with the Senator from Kentucky
[ Mr. BARKLEY]I; the Senator from Florida
[M. NDEW]
s aiedwih heSea[M.MDnw]I
are
ihthBea
tor from Rhode Island [Mr. GREEN]: the
Senator from New Hampshire [Mr.
TOEY iihpirdheSeatr
r
TOE]I
ardwt h
ea orrm
Florida [Mr. PEPPER]; and the Senator
from New Hampshire [Mr. BRIDGES] is
paired with the Senator from Utah [Mr.
THOASs]. I am advised that if present
and vot~ng, the Senator from Ohio [Mr.
TAFT], the Senator from Florida [Mr.
ANDREWS], and the Senators from New
Hempshire [Mr. ToBEY and Mr. BRIDGES]
would vote "yea." The Senator from
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Kentucky [Mr. BARKLEY], the Senator
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern.
from Rhode Island [Mr. GREEN], the
pore. Is there objection? The Chair
Senator from Florida [Mr. PEPPER], and
hears none, and it is so ordered.
the Senator from Utah [Mr. THoMAs]
would vote "nay."
Mr. WAGNER. I have a general pair
with the Senator from Kansas [Mr.
REED). I transfer that pair to the Sena
tor from Nevada [Mr. SCRUGHAM]l. I am
not advised how either Senator would
vote it present. I vote "naMy."
M.WER.TeSntrfo
New
WHamshReR[M. BRhDeSenais pared
Nwit
taphe
irenao
BIGS
rm[Mr.
Uaspie
wthoMs.I the
rsn Senator fromUth [r
NewHxamsh.IfresWoul vthe "yena,"r andm
thewSeatoshrefo Uawould vote "neay."an
the Senator from Othiwoul[Mr. Tnay.I
paired with the Senator from Kentucky
[Mr. BARKLEY]. If present the Senator
from Ohio would vote "yea," and the Sen
ator from Kentucky would vote "nay."
TeSntrfo
e
aphr
[Mr. ToDEYl is paired on this question
with the Senator from Florida [Mr.
PEPPER]. If present the Senator from
New Hampshire would vote "yea," and
the Senator from Florida would vote
The Senator from Delaware [Mr.
BucK]. the Senator from West Virginia
[Mr. REVERCQMB]. the Senator from New
Jersey [Air. HAWKES], and the Senator
from Idaho LMr. 'THoMAs] are neces
sarily absent. These four Senators
would vote "yea" if present.
The Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
MooRE]l, the Senator from North Dakota
[Mr. NYE], and the Senator from Kansas
[Mr. REED] are necessarily absent.
The result was announced-yeas 47,
nays 19, as follows:
YEAS-.47

Austin
Baley
Bilbo
Brewster
Brooks
Burton

Ferguson
George
Gerry
Gillette
Gurney
Hall

Reynolds
Robertson
Shipstead
Smith
Thomas, Okla.
Tunnell

Bushfield
Butler

Holman
Jenner

Vandenberg
Walsh

Byrd
Capper
Chandler
Connally
Cordon
Danaher
Davis

Ellender
Aiken
Ball

Caraway

Gulley
Hatch
Hayden
Hill

Andrews
arkisy
Bridges
Buck
Chaves
Clark, Idaho
Clark, Mo.

Bankhesa

Downey

Eastland

Johnson, Calif.
Johnzon. Colo.
McClellan
Maybank
Millikin
O'Daniel
Overton
Radcliffe

Weeks
Wheeler
Wherry
White
Wiley
Willis

Wilson

NAYS-49
Kilgore
La Follette
Langer
Lucas
McFarland
McKellar
Maloney

Mead
Murray
Russell
Stewart

Wagner

NOT VOTING.-.29
Glass
Revercomb
Green
Hawkes
McCarran
Moore
Murdock
Nye
O'Mahoney
Pepper
Reed

SErrgham
Taft
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Utah
Tobey
Truman
Tydings
Wallgren

So the bill. H. R. 5564. was passed.
Mr. HILL, Mr. President, I ask unanImous consent that the President of the
Senate be authorized to sign the bill
which has Just been passed during the
recess of the Senate.

FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS ACT-RATE OF TAX

CHAPTER 600-PUBLIC LAW 495
[H-. R. 5564]
An Act to fix the rate of tax under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act on employer and employees for the calendar year 1945.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, of
America in Congress assembled, That:

(a) Clauses (1), (2), (3), and (4) of section 1400 of the Federal In
surance Contributions Act (section 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code,
relating to the rate of tax on employees)
are amended to read as fol
lows:
"(1) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 1939,
1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
"(2) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 1946,
19 47, and 19 48, the rate shall be 2 % per centum.
"(3) With respect to wages received after December 31, 1948, the rate
shall be 3 per centum."
(b) Clauses (1), (2), (3), and (4) of section 1410 of the Federal In
surance Contributions Act (section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code,
relating to the rate of tax on employers)
are amended to read as fol
lows:
"(1)
With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1939, 1940,
1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
"(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 9 46,
1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 21/ per centum.
"'(3) With respect to wages paid after Dec-ember 31, 1948, the rate
shall be 3 per centum."
Approved December 16, 1944.
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WAIVING THlE LIMITATION IN SECTION 1426 (a) (I) OF THE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE FOR THE WAR SHIPPING ADMINIS
TRATION AS AN EMPLOYER OF SEAMEN

JANUARY

Mr.

23, 1945.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House or. the
state of the Union and ordered to be printed

DOUXGHTON

of North Carolina, from the Committee on Ways and
Mecans, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 1429]
The Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was referred the bill
(H1. R. 1429) to permit the Administrator, War Shipping Administra
tion, and the, United States' Maritime Commission, during t~he national
emergency, to pay the employer's tax imposed under section 1410 of
the Internal Revenue Code without regard to the $3,000 limitation in
section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code, report favorably
thereon without amendment and recommend that the bill do pass.
GENERAL STATEMENT

The purpose of the bill is to permit the War Shipping Administration
as an employer of seamen serving on vessels owned, or bareboat
chartered to the United States, through the War Shipping Adminis
tration, to pay thle employers' pay-roll tax for old-age benefits without
regard to the $3,000 limitation placed upon t~he'amiount of wages
subject to the tax.I The bill is designed to overcome an existing
administrative hardship in the War Shipping Administration, arising
out of the extent and character of the operations of that agency.
In 1943, the Congress enacted leglislation placing the services of sea
men, in the employ of the War Sh~ipping Administration, within the
dlefinition of "coveredl employment" as C used in the Social Security
Act, as amenided, for the purpose of old-age and survivors' insurance,
and directed the War Shipping Administration, as an employer, to pay
thle employer's pay-roll excise tax in accordlance with existing law.
The War Shipping Administration, however, hans encountered con
siderable difficulty in observing the limitation that only the first
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$3,000 remuneration paid to any employee during a calendar year is
subject to the employer's tax. The difficulty arises in cases in which
a seaman, during the course of a year, serves as an employee -of the
United States on vessels operated by two or more general agents of the
Administration. The first general agent for whom the seaman works
is in a position to observe the $3,000 limitation on wages subject to
the employer's tax. The second general agent, however, has no means
of checking on the wages paid to the seaman earlier in the same year
by another general agent of the Administration.
The WVar Shipping Administration cannot enforce the $3,000 limi
tation in cases wvhere seamen work for two or more general agents in
the same calendar year, wvitbout establishing a central wage record
office in Washingtoni to maintain the wage records of all the seamen
in its employ, check the records for the $3,000 limitation in each
individual case and prepare all the returns for seamen employed by it.
In all cases where a seaman is employed by one general agent
throughout a particular calendar year the War Shipping Administra
tion encounters no difficulty in o'serving the $3,000 limitation and
advises it will not pay taxes on the amounts above $3,000 in such
cases.
In addition to relieving the administrative difficulties outlined
above, a substantial saving will be effected not only in money, but
also in manpower by the enactment of the bill. While it is difficult
to determine accurately the amount of savings involved, the WarShipping Administration has attempted to approximate the amount.
The cost of operating a central wage record unit in Washington to
insure the enforcement of the $3,000 limitation would amount to
at least $150,000 to $200,000 per year, while the estimate on the addi
tional taxes which, under the bill, it may pay on wages in excess of
$3,000 paid to seamen in its employ would amount to not more than
$100,000, or asaving of $50,000 to $100,000 per annum. In addition
to the money involved, a central unit in Washington would require
the use of calculating and business machines, which would have to
be specially manufactured since there are none available on the
market, and the employment of additional personnel, both in the
manufacture and operation of these machines at a time when man
power is sorely needed in jobs more directly connected with the
prosecution of the war. The figures used are merely estimates and
approximations of variable factors with respect to wvhich it is impos
sible to secure accurate figures and arc contingent on the acquisition
of the necessary machines and manpower to operate the central wage
record unit.
The bill also relieves the War Shipping Administration from filing
claims for refund of taxes paid on wages in excess of $3,000. It is
estimated that the cost of preparing and filing claims for refund would
be as great as the cost of establishing the central wage unit to check
and insure the observance of the $3,000 limitation.
The bill relates only to the War Shipping Administration as an
employer and does not affect the employee's tax or his benefits under
the social-security program.
The bill will be effective during the period prior to the termination
of the First War Powers Act of 1941, and is retroactive to services
performed since September 30, 1941. It is a war measure which the
War Shipping Administration believes will facilitate a more effective
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prosecution of the war effort. No change in the basic policy of the
social-security laws is involved.
Representatives of the War Shipping Administration and of the
Social Security Board appeared before the committee in support of
the bill.
The following letters and attachments set forth more in detail the
purpose of the bill:
The Hlonorable SAM RAYBURN~,JAUR5195
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
MY DEAR MIR. SPEAKER: The War Shipping Administration respectfully sub
mits proposed legislation to permit the War Shipping Administration and the
United States 'Maritime Commission to pay the employer's tax imposed on wages
under section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code, without regard to the $3,000
limitation in section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code. This legislation
will continue in force until the termination of title I of the First War Powers Act,
1941, and will a pply to the emnployer's tax imposed on wages paid for services
peformed after September 30, 1941, and prior to the termination of title I of the
First Wa Powers Act, on or in connection with any vessel by an officer or member
of the crew-, as an employee of the United States employed through the War
Shipping Administration, or the United States 'Maritime Commission in case of
emloymnent by it prior to establishment of the War Shipping Administration.
Secction 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code defines wages, taxable under
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, to mean the first $3,000 of remuneration
paid to an individual by an employer with respect to employment during any
calendar year. It is the view of the War Shipping Administration that the oper
ation of this statute should be suspended for the war priod because of the sub
stantial cost required to apply it to wages paid by the ar Shipping Administra
tion. and the Maritime Commission as employers of seamen.
In order to enforce the statut~e in its present form, the War Shipping Adminis
tration will have to set up a central unit at which it will maintain the personnel
records of all seamen in the employ of the War Shipping Administration and the
Maritime Commission. This central unit will also have to prepare the returns
under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act covering the employer's and the
employee's taxes on the wages paid to seamen in the employ of those agencies.
This will necessarily involve a duplication of work at a cost which, in our opinion,
will greatly exceed the amount of additional taxes which the War Shipping
Administration and the Maritime Commission may have to pay, should the pro
posed legislation be adopted. Administrative and bookkeeping personnel en
gaged in, such work could be released for duties more direcedy connected with the
war effort and with the movement of vessels and vital war cargoes.
The proposed legislation also excuses the War Shipping Administration and the
Maritime Commission from applying for refunds of the employer's taxes paid on
wages in excess of the £3,000 limitation. The applications for refunds would, 'in
our opinion, necessitate as much work and the application of as much time and
effort as the proper enforcement of section 1426 (a) (1) would require at the
present time.
Theme is attached a copy of (1) a draft of a bill to carry out the above purposes,
and (2) an explanatory statement thereon.
The Director of the Bureau of the Budget has advised that there is no objection
to the submission of this proposed legislation to Congress for its consideration.
Sinceeiy

yursE.

S. LAND, Administrator.

A BILL To permit the Administrator, 'War Shipping Administration, and the United States Mfaritime
Commission. diuring the national emergency, to pay the tax imposed under section 1410 of the Internal
Revenue Code without regard to the $3,000 liruitation in section 1426 (a) (1) of the internal Revenue
Code

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That (a) section 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue
Code is amended by adding at the end thereof the following: "The Administrator
War Shipping Administration, and the United States Maritime Commission, and
their agents or persons acting on their behalf or for their account, may, for con
venience of administration, make payments of the tax imposed under section 1410
without regard to the $3,000 limitation in section 1426 (a) (1), hut they shall not
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be required to obtain a refund of t~he tax paid under section 1410 of the Internal
Revenue Code on that part of the remuneration of seamen in their etnploy not
included in wages by reason of section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal ]Revenue Code."
(b) The amendments made by this Act shall be effective as if made by section
1 (b) (1) of the Act entitled "Ani Act, to amend and clarify certain provisions of
law relating to functions of the War Shipping Administration, and for other
pu
~, approved 'March 24, 1943 (Public Law 17, Seventy-eighth Congress;
t .45).
,5
STATEMENT To ACCOMiPANY PROPOSED B3ILL To PERMIT THE WAR SUIPPING
ADMINISTRATION AND THlE UNITED SAE
MARITIME CO. .l SSION
r
PAY
THlE TAX IMP'OSED ON AVACE,E UNDER SECTION 1410 OF THE INTERNAL REVENU-E
COnE WITHOUT IREGARD TO THlE $3,000 LIMITATION IN SECTION 1426 (A) (I)
OF THlE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

The proposed hill, if enacted, will permit. fhe War Shipping Administration and
the United States Maritime Commission to pay the employer's tax, levied tinder
section 1410 of the Internal Reve'nue Code (the Federal Insurance (Contributions.
Act), on wages lpaid to seamnen in their emp~loy without regard to the $3,000
dimuitation contailled in sect ioJ 1426 (a) (1) of th~e Internal Revenue Code. The
proposed bill, if enacted, will remain in force until the termination of Title I of
the First War Powers Act., 1941, and will apply to the emiployer's taxes imposed
on wages paid for services, performed after Septelnber 30, 1941, and prior to the
terminaition of Title'l of the First. War Powers Act on or in connection with any
vessel by an officer or member of the crew as, an employee of the United States
employed through the WVar Shipping Administration, or in respect of such services
performed after Febrllary 11, 1942, the United States 'Maritimne Commission.
Section 1426 (i) ofthelInternial Rev-~itenueode, added by Public LawI17, Seventyeighth Congress, first session, provided for the inclusion within thle scope of the
term ",eIIployment," as used in the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, of serv
ices performed on or in) connection with aliy vessel by an officer or member of the
crewv as an employee of the United States, elnployed through the War Shipping
Administration or of the United States Maritime Commission. The statute cov
ered retroactively wages paid for such services performed after September 30,
1941. The term "wages" wvas defined to mean such amollnt of remuneration as
was determined by the Administrator of the War Shipping A('miniistration to be
paid to the seamen, to wholn the section applied,for such services.
The Adminis
trator of the War Shipping Administration and such agents as he would designate
were authorized and directed to cornply with the provisions of the internal-rev
enmie laws on behalf of the United States as the employer of individuals w~hose
services constituted employment by reason of section 1426 (i) of the Internal
Revenue Code.
Section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code is the source of the difficulty
which the proposed bill seeks to remedy. The section definies wages taxable under
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act to mean "all remuneration for employ
ment, including the cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium other than
cash; except that such term shall not. include (I) that part of the remuneration
which, after remuneration equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual by an
employer with respect to employment during any calendar year, is paid to such
individual by such elnployer with respect to employment during such, calendar
year. $I
The War Shipping Administration has no means at its disposal tj determine
when a seaman in its employ has reached the S3,000 limit with respect to employInent in a -particillar calen-dar year. The manner in which the War S'upping
Administri tion operates its vessels makes it impossible for such a determination
t~o be made without, the expenditure of a large sumn of money; larger, in fact, than
the additional employer's tax which the War Shippillg Administratian would have
to pyi
the proposed bill were en±'cted.
M1.embers of crewvs of vessels which are either owned by or bare-boat chartered
to the United States, through the War Shipping Administration, are employees
of the United States. Section 1426 (i) relates specifically to these individuals
and to none other. The vessels upon which they serve are operated by the War
Shipping Administration through designated agents referred to as general agents.
The general agents are principally companies which had engaged in the water
transportation business prior to December 7, 1941, and prior to the creation ,f the
War Shipping Administration. The general agent, through his organization,
operates the vessels assigned to him under the general agent's form of service
agreement. He arranges 0 crew the vessel, to supply it with-food, fuel, and other
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vessel supplies, and to laad and unload the cargo. He pays off the crew at the
termination of the voyage after making all necessary tax dreductions. The crew
memtbers he hires are not his employees; they are the employees of the War Shipping
Administration.
Under the present method of handling the employer's and employee's taxes
imposed by the Federal Insurance Contributions Aet, the general agent at the
conclusion of each voyage deducts the employee's tax from the wages paid to the
seamen for services performed during the voyage, and arranges to turn over to
the collector of internal revenue the taxes so deducted, together with the tax
levied on the War Shipping Administration as employer. There is no assurance
that a seaman, who signs off, will sign articles on the same vessel for a subsequent
voyage, or that he will sign articles on another War Shipping Administration
vessel operated by the same general agent. A vessel may come into port in need
of repairs, and it may be laid up for a considerable period of time. Crew members,
on signing off such a vessel, will, in all probability, seek employment on another
vessel which may be operated by a private owner under a time charter arrange
ment with the War Shipping Administration,' or by some other general agentfo
the War Shipping Administration. In the latter ease they will continue to be
employees of the War Shipping Administration.
Technically the $3,000 limitat ion in section 1426 (a) (1't, Internal Revenue Cede,
apIplies to thbe wages paid or reported with respect to employment during the calen
dar year by- the WVar Shipping Administration to an individual- seaman whether
he serves, during the calendar year, on one or several vessels operated for the War
Shipping Administration through its general. agents. It is, however, practically
imp~ossible for one general agent of the War Shipping Administration to obtain
accurate information regarding the wages a seaman received with respect to
employment during a particular calendar year for services performed on other
War Shipping Administration vessels operated by general agents. The most that
one general agent can possibly know with respect to such prior payments would
take care of wages that the seamnan might have earned on the same vessel or an
other vessel operated by the particular general agent.
In order to properly apply the $3,000 limitation to seamen employed by the
War Shipping Admninisltration, it would, in our opinion, be necessary to install a
separate unit in Washington, charged with the responsibility of maintaining the
personal wage records of every seaman in the employ of the War Shipping Ad
ministration through the general agents. In addition, the War Shipping Ad
ministration would have to take upon itself the duty of preparing, at this central
office, the necessary returns required under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act. This would require the receipt of reports from all general agents of the War
Shipping Administration, and the expenditure of substantial sums of money to
maintain a unit to handle this particular job. It would involve a duplication of
records and of work, since the general agent would have to maintain its own per
sonnel records covering the same seamen, and would likewise have to make calcu
lations of the amount of the employee's tax to be deducted from a seaman's wages
before he signs off.
The proposed bill takes 'care of this situation by eliminating the application
of the $3,000 limitation to wages paid to War Shipping Administration employees
serving on War Shipping Administration vessels operated under the general
agent's form of service agreement. The general agent, when calculating the
employer's tax.,will figure the tax on the wages paid or reported with respect to
employment during the particular calendar year or quarter and it will not be
necessary for him to consider the wages paid in previous quarters of the same
calendar year to make sure that the $3,000 limit has not been reached. This may
involve the payment of the employer's tax in excess of what the War Shipping
Administration would have to pay if section 1426 (a) (1) continues in force insofar
as, War Shipping Administration seamen are concerned. This sum, however is
relatively small compared to the very substantial cost which would be incurred
order to properly apply section 1426 (a) (1).
The proposed bill will suspend the operation of section 1426 (a) (1) of the
Internal Revenue Code, insofar as it affects the War Shipping Administratiop as
the employer of seamen, until the termination of title I of the First War Powers
Act, 1941, and it applies not only currently but to the employer's tax due with
respect to wages paid to crew members for services performed since September
30, 1941, as an employee of the United States 'Maritime Commission and since
February 11, 1942, as, an employee of the War Shipping Administration. It will
eliminate a substantial amount of detailed bookkeeping by the War Shipping
Administration and its General Agents in the application of section 1426 (a) (l)
of the Internal Revenue Code. Employees who must now devote their time to

in
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such tasks can be released for work more directly connected with the effective
prosecution of the war effort.
The proposed bill specifically provides that neither the Unitel States Maritime
Commission nor the War Shipping Administration iieed apply for refunds of the
empll~oyer's tax paid on remuneration in excess of S3,000. The filing of such claims
would require as mmmch bookkeeping and administrative work by the agencies
concerned as would be necessary in order to apply section 1426 (a) (1). The pro
posed bill appropriately provides that claimis for refunds will not be necessary.
SUMMARY

The operation of section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code may very
well lbe suspendedl during the national emergency with respect to the payment of
the employer's tax by the War Shipping Administration and the United States
Maritime Commission, for the following reasons:
1. The amount of employer's tax which the War Shipping Administration and
the United States Maritime Commission will pay as a result of such suspension
will, in our opinion, be relatively small in comparison with the cost of complying
with section 1426 (a) (1).
2. A substantial amount of administrative and bookkeeping work by the War
Shilpping

Administration and the United States Maritime Commission, and by

shipping companies, as general agents. of the War Shipping Administration,
necessarily required in the enforcement and application of section 1426 (a) (1)
will be dispensed wvith, and employees niow%engaged in such tasks will be released
for wvork more directly connected with the effective prosecution of the war effort.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with paragraph 2a of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, chianges in existing law made by the bill are
shown as follows (existing law proposed to bie omitted is enclosed in
black brackets; existing law in which ~no change is made is in roman;
and new language is in italics):
Section 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code (subsec. (i) in sec. I (b) (1) of
Public Law 17, 78th Cong., 1st session, as amended by Public Law 285,. 78th
Cong. 2d session) (sec. a of H. R. 1429):
(i) ~l'he term. "employ-ment" shall include such service as is determilned by
the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, to be performed atter Sep
tember 30, 1941, and prior-to the termination of title I of the First War Powers
Act, 1941, on or in connection with any vessel by an officer or member of the crew
as an employee of the United 'States employed ~through the War Shipping Ad
ministration, or, in respect of such service performed before February 11, 1942,
the Unite ~tat'es Maritime Commission, but shall not include any such service
performe (1) under a contract entered into without the United States and during
the performance of which the vessel does not touch at a port in the United States,
or (2) on a~vessel documented tinder the laws of any foreign country and bare-boat
chartered to the War Shipping Administration. The term "wages"~ means, with
respect to service which constitutes employment by reason of this subsection, such
amount of remuneration as is determined (subject to the provisions of this section)
by the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, to be paid for such service.
The Administrator 'and such agents as he may designate for the purpose are
authorized and directed to comply with the provisions of the internal revenue
laws on behalf of the United States as the employer of individuals whose service
constitutes employment by reason of this subsection, but the Administrator and
his agents shall not be liable for the tax on any employee imposed by section 1400
(unless the A dministrator or his agent collect~s such tax fromn the employee) with
respect to service performed before the date of enactment of this subsection which
constitutes employment, by reason of the enactment of this subsection.
The
Administrator, W~ar Shipping Administration, and the United States; Maritime
CCommission, and their agents or persons acting on their behalf or for their account,
may,. for convenience of administration, make payments of the tax imposeduinder
section 1410 without regard to the $3,000.limitation in section 1426 (a) (1), but they
shall not be requiredto obtaina refund of the tar paid under section 1410 of the Internal
Revenue Code on that partof the remuneration of seamen in their emplo& not included
in wages. by reason of section 1426. (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Cod.
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A BILL
To permit the Administrator, War Shipping Administration,
and the United States M3aritimec Commission, during the
national emergency, to pay the tax imposed under section
1410 of the Internal Revenue Code without regrard to the
$3,000 limitation in section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code.
1

Be it enacted by thze Senate and House of Representa,

2

lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a.) section 1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code is
4 amended by adding at the end thereof the following: "The
5 Administrator, War Shipping Administration, and the United

6 States Maritime Commission, and their agents or persons
7 acting on their behalf or for their account, may, for con

2
1 venience of administration, make payments of the tax im
2

posed under section 1410 without regard to the $3,000 lim

3 itation in section 1426 (a)

(1), but they shall not be

4 required to ob)taifl a refund of the tax paid under section 1410
.5 of the Tnternal Revenue Code on that part of the remuner
6ation of seamen in their employ not included in wages by

7 reason of section 1426 (a)

(1) of the, Internal Revenue

8 Code."
9

(b) The amendments made by this Act shall be effective

10 as if made by section 1 (b)
11

(1) of the Act entitled "An

Act to amend and clarify certain provisions of law relating to

12 functions of the War Shipping Administration, and for other
33 purposes", approved March 24, 1943 (Public Law 17,
14 Seventy-eighth Congress; 57 Stat. 45).
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Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent

FEBRUARY 5

for the present consideration of the bill
(H. R. 1429) to permit the Administrator,
War Shipping Administration, and the
United States Maritime Commission,
during the national emergency, to pay
the tax imposed under section 1410 of
the Internal Revenue Code without re
gard to the $3,000 limitation in section
1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue
Code.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Carolina (Mr. DourHTONI?
Mr. REED of New York., Mr. Speaker,..
reserving the right to object, will the
gentleman make a short explanation of
the bill?
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
Mr. Speaker, tihe bill H. R. 1429 has been
unanimously reported by the Committee
on Ways and Means. It was Introduced
and considered at the request of Admiral
Land, Administrator of the War ShipPing Administration, and is'designed to
overcome an administrative problem In
that 'agency during the war period.
The War Shipping Administration Is
required by law to pay the employers' tax.
of 1 percent on the pay roll of seamen
in Its employ for old-age benefits under
the Social Security Act. Existing law
requires that the War Shipping Admin
istration pay such tax only on the first
$3,000 of wages paid to a seaman during
a year, but in order for the Administra
tion to observe this limitation it would
be necessary to establish a large and exPensive bookkeeping division here in
Washington. Admiral Land believes,
and the commilttee agrees, that it Is more
practical and economical, during the war
period, to permit him to pay the 1 per
cent tax on amounts above $3,000, and
not make claim for refund, than to es
tablish the expensive bookkeeping divi
sion, which would otherwise be neces
sary, when not only manpower but also
business machines are difficult to secure.
Under the bill there would be an esti
mated net saving of $50,000 to $100,000
per year.
Mr. REED of New York. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
I yield to the gentleman from New
York.
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
the gentleman from North Carolina has
covered the situation very clearly.
Law enacted in 1943 placed service
of seamen in the employ of the Wsr
Shipping Administration within cov
ered empioyment of Social Security Act
for purpose of old age survivors' insur
ance.
Benefits are financed by equal taxes
on the employer and employee. The
taxes are based on the employee's wages
up to $3,000 and not in excess of $3,000
received in any 1 year.
Administration of old-age .rnd survivors' insurance necessitates maintaining
a continuous wage record under a separate account number for each employee
until he Is eligible for benefits. Every
months employers report the amount
of each employee's wages, with his account number, to the Bureau of Internal
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Revenue, when they pay the empioyer's
and employee's taxes. The Bureau forwards these reports to the Social Security Board, where each employee's
wages are recorded to his account.
TI'is bill, H. R. 1429, is to overcome an
administrative difficulty relating to the
War Shipping Administration which has
no means to determine when a seaman in its employ has reached the $3,000
limit with respect to employment in a
particular calendar year.
Vessels are operated through designated agents referred to as general
agents. He selects the crew for each
vessel and its supplies. He pays off the
crew at the end of the voyage after making tax deductions. Men ne hires are
not his employees; they are employees
of the War Shipping Administration,
This bill, H. R. 1429, eliminates the
application of the $3,000 limitation as to
taxable wages. It may lead toovr
paymnt
f taes y te ShppigeApaminitraton, btae wil ine
nohwayiadversely
minitraion
bu wil i nowayadvrsey
affect the benefits of the employees.
To operate a central wage record unit
to enforce the $3,000 wage limitation
would cost $150,000 to $200,000.
The estimated additional taxes which,
under the bill, the War Shipping Administration might have to pay in wages
in eces of$3,00
wuldprobblynot
in eces of$3,00
wuldProbblynot
exceed $100,000-a saving of $50,000.
Calculating machinery is not available
to set up a central wage unit to keep the
records to insure the enforcement of the
$3,000 limitation.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
A spcia woud
divsio hve t besel
thseaGiisovenmn anudthae tovbern-t
up by th
oenetadteGvrment would lose about $60,000 per annum,.
Mr. RICH. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
I yield,
Mr. RICH. I can appreciate the dif-.
ficulty which the Maritime Commission
may be having in collecting their tax,
Does the Ways and Means Committee
ever think of the difficulties they have
placed on manufacturers and business
people of this country not only In col
lecting that tax but taxes they are forc
ing the employer to collect today? I
want to say that as an emtployer of labor.
the duties that are imposed upon manu
facturing concerns today by the new tax
laws are most difficult, and they are sup
posed to be so exact, With the labor
shortages in many establishments in this
country, I hope the Ways and Means
Committee will find some way of sim
plifying the duties which are being Im
posed upon the business people of this
country. It will be necessary to do that
If you expect the business people to con
tinue in business.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina,
I may say to the gentleman from Penn
sylvania that at the time we consider
the next tax bill we will be pleased to
have the gentleman appear before our
committee. There are obvious difficul
ties.
Mr. RICH. I will be glad to do that,
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
But that is in no way Involved In the
present bill.

Mr. RICH. I appreciate that, but this
gives me an opportunity to call the at
tention of the Ways and Means Comn
mittee and the chairman of that corn
mnittee to the matter. I have the great
est respect for the chairman of that
committee and I hope that that corn
mittee in the future will try to find some
way of giving relief to the people of this
country that we are forcing to collect
the greatest amount of taxes that has
ever been collected. They have a prob
lem now to face.
Mr. DOUGHTON of North Carolina.
We are all having that problem, I may
say to the gentleman.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North
Caoi?
CTihernan?
o beto, h
lr
redther being, no
fobjetinthsCer
ra h il sflos
Be it enacted, etc., That (a) section 1426
(11of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
"he

adding at the end thereof the following:
dministrator, War Shipping Admin

istration, and the 'United States Maritime
Commission, and their agents or persons actIng on their behalf or for their account, may,
for convenience of administration, make pay
ments of the tax imposed under section 1410
without regard to the $3,000 limitation in
setion 1426 (a) (1), but they shall not be
reqjuired to obtain a refund of the tax paid
under section 1410 of the Internal Revenue
Code on that part of the remuneration of
seamen In their employ not included In
wages by reason of section 1426 (a) (1) of
the Internal Revenue Code."
(b) The amendments made by this act
shell be effective as if made :by section 1 (b)
(1) of the act entitled "An act to amend
and clarify certain provisions of law relat
ing to functions of the War Shipping Ad
ministration, and for other purposes", ap
proved March 24, 1943 (Public Law 17, '78th
Cong.: 57 Stat. 45),
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, was read the third
time, and passed, and a motion to recon
sider was laid on the table.
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Mr. GEORGE, from the Committee on Finance, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accomnpany 1I. R. 14291

The Conmnittve onl Finance, to who~n was referred the bill (H. R
1429) to permit the Adniinistrator, WXar Shipping Admiinistration, and
the United States Maritime Commission, during, the national emner
gency, t~o pay the tax imposed under section 14 10 of the Internal Rev
enue Code without regard to the $3,000 limitation in section 1426
(a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code, haviing considered the same,
report favorably thereon without amcndment and recommend that
the bill do pass.
GENERAL STATEMENT

The bill II. R. 1429, if enacted, will permit t~he War Shipping Ad
ministration as the employer of seamen serving on vessels owned or
bare-boat chartered to the United States throughl the War Shipping
Administration to pay the employers' pay-roll. tax for old-age benefits
without regard to the $3,000 limitation placed upon the amount of
wag0,es subject to that tax. The bill also relieves the War Shipping
Administration fromt filing claimns for refund of taxes paid on wages in
excess of $3,000.
it will be recalled that in 1943 the Congress enacted legislation
placing the services of seamen in the employ Of the War Shipping
Administration within the definlition of "covered employment" as
used in the Social Security Act, as amended, for the purpose of oldage and survivors' insurance, and (directed the War Shipping Adrinmis
tration, as an employer,, to pay the employer's pay-roll excise tax in
accordance with existing law.
The bill is designed to overcome an existing administrative hardship
in the War Shipping Administration arising out of thle extent and
chatacter of that agency's operations. The War Shipping Adminis
tration is u:-able to enforce the $3,000 limitation in cases where seamen
work for two or more general agents of the War Shipping Administra
tion as its employees in the same calendar year without establishing
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a central wage record office in Washington to maintain the wage

records of Al the seamen in its employ, cheek the records for the,
$3,000 limitation in each individual case, and prepare all the returns
for seamen ('mploVCel by it.
The War Shipping Administration estimates that the cost of operating such a
central unit in W~ashington would amount to at least,.$ S5O,000 to S200,000:a year.
it estirnatcs that thle additional taxes which uinder thle bfill it may pay oin wages
in excess of,$3,000 would amount to not niore than $100,000 or a siiving of $S50,000
to $100,000 a year. The War Shipping Administration estimares that the cost
of prelparing and filing claims for refund of the employers' tax which it pays on
wages in excess of $3,000 would be as great as the cost of establishing and main
taining the central wage unit.
Thle bill relates only to the War Shipping Administration as anl employer and
does not affect in any way the employee's tax or his- benefits uinder thle socialsecurity program. The bill1 is a war meiasure which the War Shipping Adminmis
tration feels, will facilitate a more effective prosecution of the war effort. No
changt in the basic policy of the social-security laws is invoived. Represemita
tives of the WVar Shipping Administration appeared before the committee in sup
port of the bill. Thle Treasury D)epartment and the Social Security Board have
no objection to its enactment.
A comnprehemisive statement of the purpose of the bill appears in the report of
the House Committee onl Ways and Means, which is attached hereto.
iH Rept. No. 31, 79tb Cong., Ist sess.]

The Committee onl Wavs and Means, to whom was referred the bill (Hf. R.
1429) to permit thle Admin istrator. War Shipping Administration, and the United
States Mlaritime Commission, du~rinii the national emnergzency, to pay tihe enmployer
States Mlaritime Comminision, during the national emergency, to pay the em
ithout
ployer's tax imposed uinder section 1410 of the Internal Rec. ernie Code %%
regard to the $3,000 limitation in section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue
Code, report favorably thereon without amendiment and recommend that the
bill do pass.
GENERAL STATEM1ENT

The purpose of the bill is to permit thme War Shipping Administration as an
employer of seamen serving onl vessels owned, or bareboat-chartere'l to the
United States, through the~ 'War Shipping Adnilnistratiorn, to pay the employers'
pay-roll. tax for old-age benefits without regard to the $3,000 limlitation pflaccd
upon the anlount of wages subject to the ta-K. The bill is dleAgned to overcome
an existing administrative hardship in thle War Shipping Administration, arisin~g
out of thle extent aiid charateer of the operations of that a'gency.
In 1943, the Congress enmacted legislation placiiig thle ser, ices of seamen, in
the enilloy of the War Shipping Administration, within the definition of "covered
employment" as used iii the Social Security Act, as amended, for the purpose of
old-age~and survivor.-' insurance, and directelI the War Shipping AdImini.tration,
as an employer, t~) pay the eimiployer's pay-rol! excise tax in accordance -withexist
ing lawv. The War "hipping Adnministration, howe.:cr, has emmcouxmtered con
siderable difficulty iii observing the ]limitation that only the first 53.000 remnmlinera
tion paid to any employee duiring a calendar year is sub-ject to the emnploycr's
tax. '1 he difficulty arise iii cases in which a -eanman. (lurimig the course of a year,
serves as an enmpl Jyte of the United States on vessels operated by two or inure
general atenmts oi thle Adnministrationm. The first general a-ent for' w"homn the sea
maii wvorks is in a positi-kn to obser-e the $3.000 limnitatimn Onl wa.:es subject to
the einp~loyer's tax. The second general agent. however, has no inean.4 of checkiii'4
on thle wages pa;Il to tIme seamiam earlier in the same year by another general
agemit of the Administration.
'1 he %\ar SIhipl~ing Adiministration cannot enforce the $3,000 liinitat ion in
cases %iliereseamnwi work for two or more general agents in the same calemidar
year, vithomit esta' iishiing, a cemitrai %%agerecord office in Waslhiimiton to maintain
the wage recor's of all the seamen iii its emtploy, check the records for thle S3,000
Imbitation in each in~ividmual case amid prepare all the returnis for sean~en enmployed
by it.
In all cases where a seanman is emiplove't 1 bv omie genceral agent. thro::ghout a
particular calendar ear time War Shipping Al n inh'tration encounters no ('iffic Ity
iii ol serving the $3,000 limitation and advises it will imot pay taxes on the asmounts
above ,i3,000 ini such ca-Res.
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In addition to relieving the administrative 6ifficu~lties outlined above, a sub
stantial saving wvill he effected not only in money, but also in nianpower by the
enactment of the hill. W~hile it is difficult to determine accurately the amount
of savings involved, t le War SliipJping Adniinist ration las attempted to approxi
mate the amiount. The cost of operatine a cunitral wage record unit in Washing
ton to hisure the enforcemnejt of thie $~3,000 jiinitatioi -would amount to at least
$150,000 to $200,000 per year, while the estimate on the additional taxes which,
un~er the 1)111,it inayv p)at- on wages in excess of S3.000 paid to seamen in its employ
wvoild amount to not more than $100,000, or a saving of $-50,000 to $100,000 per
annmM.
In adldition to the money involved, a central uinit in Washington would
r~quire the use of calculating and business machines, which would have to be
special1ly manufactured since there are none available on the market, and the
eniployment of adlditional personnel, both in the mianuifactulre and operation of
thcse machines at a time when manpowver is sorely ,needed in jobs more directly
connected with the proseclition of the war. The figuires used are mcrmlv estimates
and approximations of variable factor-, with respect to which it is impossible to
secuire, accurate figures and are contingent on the acquisition of the necessary
machines and manpowver to operate the central wage record unit.
The lbill also relieves the War Sihipping Administration f romn filing claims for
refund of taxes paidl on wages in excess of $3,000. It is estimated that the cost
of preparing and filing claims for refund would be as great as the cost of estabIishiuig the central wage uinit to check and imisire the observance of the $3,000
limitation.
The bill relates only to the War Shipping Administration as an employer and
does not. affect the emnployee's tax or his beniefits underthe social-security program.
The bill will be effective during the period prior to the termination of the First
War Powers Act of 1941, and is retroactive to services performed since September
30, 1941. It is a war measure which the War Shipping Administration believes
will facilitate a morc effective prosecution of the war effort. No change in the
basic policy of the social-security laws is involved.
Representatives of the War Shipping Administration and of the Social Security
Board appeared before the committee in support of the bill.
The following letters and attachments set forth more in detail the purpose of
the bill:
The Honorable SAVMPAYBURN,JAUR
519.
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Mv DEAR MR. SPEAKER: The War Shipping Administration respectfully sub
mnits proposed legislation to permit the War Shipping Administration and the
United States 'Maritime Commission to pay the employer's tax imposed -onwages
uinder section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code, wiithout regard to the $a,6000
limitation in section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code. This legislation
will continue in force until the termination of title I of the First War Powers Act,
1941, and will apply to the employer's tax imposed on wages paid for services
performed after September 30, 1941, and prior to the termination of title I of the
First War Powers Act, on or in connection with any vessel by an officer or member
of the crew as an employee of the United States employed through the War
Shipping Administration, or the 'United States Maritime Commission in case of
employment by it prior to establishment of the War Shipping Admninistration.
Section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code defines wages, taxable under
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, to mean the first $3,000 of remuneration
paid to an individual by an employer With respect to employment during any
calendar year. lt is the view of the War Shipping Admninistration that the oper
ation of this statute should be suspended for the war period because of the sub
stantial cost required to 21pply it to wages paid by the War Shipping Administra
tion and the Maritime Commission as employers of seamen.
In order to enforce the statute in its proemeit form, the War Shipping Adminis
tration will have to set up a central unit at which it will maintain the personnel
records of all seamen in the employ of the War Shipping Administration and the
Maritime Commission. This central unit will also have to prepare the returns
uinder the Federal Insurance Contributions Act covering the employer's and the
employee's taxes on the wages paid to seamen in the employ of those agencies.
This will necessarily involve a duplication of work at a cost which, in our opinion,
wvill greatly exceed the amount of additional taxes whien the War Shipping
Administration and the Maritime Commission may have to pay, should the pro;.
posed legislation he adopted. Administrative an~d bookkeeping personnel eng.-.ged in such work could be released for duties more directly connected with the
war effort and with the maovement of vessels and vital war cargoes.
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The proposed legislation also excus;eq the War Shipping Administration and the
Maritime Commission from applying for refunds of the crmploy~r's taxes paid on
watges in excess of the ,~s3,0001limiitationi. Thie applicationisfor refunids wouild, in
our opinion, necessitate as flich work and the application of as much tine arnd
effort a., the proper enforcement of section 1426 (a) (I) would require at the
Ipresettt time.
Tlhere is at tached a copy of (1) a draft of a bill to carry out the above purposes,
anid (2) an exlplattatory statement thereon.
'lhe D)irector of the Blureaui of the Mudgect has advised that there is no objection
to the stiuinission of this lproposedl legislation to Congress for its consideration.
Sinceely

yursE.

S. LAND, Administrator.

A BILL To p~erm~it the .Adniintsrati'r, War Shipping Administr,,Iion. and tie Unitedl States Maritime
Coniunission. duiring the nationni entervenev to pay, the t ax imlpoKed tinder sectijon 1410O
of the Internal

Revenue Code without regard to thc $:3,000 limitation in section 1426 (a) (I) of the Internal Rtevenue
Code

Be i! enacted bqj the Senate and h1ouse of Represenataives of thr U'nited States of11
America in Ciongress assiembted, That (a) section 1426 (i) of the Inttt'rtal Revetttze
C!ode is aIiend~ed Iby adding at the eitd th!ereof the followitg:
The Adminttist rat or,
AWar Shtippinig Adtlmitinitrat ion, atid the U'nited States Maritime Cointnissiut, and
their ag'ents or persons actitng on their behalf or for their accoutli, may, for con
vetitence of adtiniistration, takc pavrenets of the tax imposed mtider sectioti 1410
without re'card to the $3.000 limitation itt section 1-126 (a) (I), tDtt they sitall not
he required to obtaiti a refinid of the tax paid under section 1410 of t~he Tnternal
Revettue Code on that part of the' remrtneration of se;amen in their emplov not
included in wages by reasotl of sectiotl 1426 (a) (I) of the Interntal Reventue Code."
(b)) The amendments made bg this act shall be effective as if made by section
1 (b) (1) of the act entitled "An Act to amend and clarify certain p~rovisions of
law relating to functions, of the War Shipping Admitnistration, and for other
purposes," approved 'March 24, 1943 (Public Lawv 17, 78th Cong.; 57 Stat. 45).
STATEMENT To AccomPANY PROPOsED BILL To PERMIT THE WAR SHIPPING
AnNIINISTRATION
AND THE UNITED STATES 'MARtTI1ME COM\missioN To PAY
THE TAX IMPOSED ON WAGES UNDER SECTION 1410 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE W~ITIIOUT REGARD TO'THE $3,000 LIMtITATION IN SECTION 1426 (A) (1)
OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

The proposed bill, if enacted, will pertnit the WVar Shipping Administration and
the United States Mfaritime Commission to pay the employer's tax, levied under
section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code (the Federal Insttrance Contributtions
Act), on wages paid to Seamen in their employ without regard to the $3,000
limitation contained in section 1426 (a) (1) of thie Internal Revenue Code. The
proposed bill, if enacted, will remain in force luntil the termination of Title I of
the First War Powers Act, 1941, and will apply to the emnployer's taxes imposed
on wages paid for services, performed after September 30, 1941, and prior to the
termination of Title I of the First War Powers Act on or in connection with any
vessel by an officer or member of the cre%%v
as an employee of the United State's
employed through the War Shipping Administration, or in respect of such services
perfortaed after Febrttary 11, 1942, the United States 'Maritime Commission.
Section 1426 (i) of the internal Revenue Code, added by Public Law 17, Seventyeighth Congress, first session, provided for the inclusioti within the scope of the
term "employment, as used in the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, of serv
ices performed on or in connection with any v'essel by an officer or member of the
crew as an elnployee of the United States, employed through the War Shipping
Administration or of the United States Maritime Commission. The statute cov
ered retroactively wages paid for such services performed after September 30,
1941. The term "wvages" wvas defined to tnean such atnount of remuneration as
was determined by the Administrator of the War Shipping Admninistration to be
paid to the seamen to whom the section applied, for sitch services. The Adminis
trator of the WVar 4hipping Administration and such agents as he would designate
were atithorized and directed to colnply with the provisions of the internal-rev
enue laws on behalf of the United States as the employer of the individuals whose
services constituted employment by reasona of section 1426 (i) of the Internal
Revenue Code.
Section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code is the source of the difficulty
which the proposed bill seeks to remedy. The section defines wages taxable under
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act to mean "all remuneration for employ
ment, including the-cash value of all remuneration pa~id in any medium other than
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!ash; except that such term shall not include (I) that part of the remuneration
which, after remuneration equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual by an
employer w..ithi respect to employment during any calendar year, is paid to such
individual by such employer with respect to employment during such calendar
year."~
The War Shipping Administration has no means at its disposal to determine
when a seaman in its employ has reached the $3,000 limit with respect to employ
ment in a particular calendar year. The manner in which the War Shipping
Administration operates its vessels makes it impossible for such a determination
to be madle without the expenditure of a large sJimm of money; larger, in fact, than
the additional employer's tax which the War Shipping Administration would have
to pay if the proposed bill were enacted
Members of crews of vessels which are either owned by or hare-boat chartered
to the United States, through the War Shipping Administration, are employees
of the United States. Section 1426 (i) relates specifically to these individuals
and to nonie other. The vessels upon whi'ch they serve are operatel by the War
Shipping Administration through designated agents referred to as general agents.
The general agents are principally companies wvhich had engagel in the water
transportation I siness prior to l)eceniber 7, 1941, and pirt
h
raino
h
War Shipping Administration.
The general agent, through his organization
op~erates the vessels assigned to him- under the general agent's form of service
agreement. Ilie arranges to crew the vessel, to supply it with food, fuel, and other
vessel supplies, and to load and unload the cargo. Hle pays off the crew at the
termination of the voyage after making all necessary tax deductions. The crew
members he hires are not his employees; they are the employees of the War
Shipping Administration.
Under the present, method of handling the employer's and employee's taxes
imposed by the Federal Insurance Contrbutions Act, the general agent at the
conclusion of each voyage deducts the employee's tax from the wages paid to the
seamen for services lperformned during the voyage, and arranges to turn over to
the collector of internal revenue the taxes so deducted, together with the tair
levied on the War Shipping Administration as employer. There is no assurance
that a seaman, who signs off, wvill sign articles on the same vessel for a subsequent
voyage, or that he will sign articles on another War Shipping Administration
vessel operated by the same general agent. A vessel may come into port in need
of repairs, and it may be laid up for a considerable period of time. Crew members,
on signing off such a vessel, will, in all probability, seek employment on another
vessel which may be operated by a lprivate owner under a time charter arrange
mnent with the War Shipping Administration, or by some other general agent for
the War Shipping Administration.
In the latter case they will continue to be
employees of the War Shipping Administration.
Technically the $3,000 limitation in section 1426 (a) (1), Internal Revenue Code,
applies to the wages paid or reported with respect to employment during the calen
dar year by the War Shipping Administration to an individual seaman whether
hie serves, dluring the calendar year, on one or several vessels operated-for the War
Shipping Administration through its general agents. It is, however, practically
impossible for one general agent of the War Shipping Administration to obtain
accurate information regarding the wages a seaman received with respect to
employment during a particular calendar year for services performed on other
War Ship~ping Adminisit~ration vessels operated by general agenits. The most that
onte general agent can possibly know with respect to such prior payments would
take care of wages that the seaman might have earned on the same vessel or an
other vessel operated by the particular general agent.
In order to properly apply the $3,000 limitation to seamen employed by the
War Shipping Admninistration, it would, in our opinion, be necessary to install a
separate unit in Washington, charged with the responsibility of maintaining the
personal wage records of every seamian in the employ of the War Shipping Ad
ministration through the general agents,. In addition, the War Shipping Ad
ministration would have to take upon itself the duty of preparing, at this central
offiec, the necessary rcturns required tinder the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act. This would require the receipt of reports from all general agents of the War
Shipping Administration, and the expenditure of substantial suims of money to
maintain a unit to handle this particular job. It would involve a duplication of
records and of work. sinc the general agent would ha ve to maintain its own pr
sonnel records covering the same seamen, and would likewise have to make calcu
lations of the amount of the employee's tax to be deducted from a seaman's wages
before he signs off.
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PAYMENT By WAR SHIPPING ADMINIS
TRATION OF EMPLOYERS' PAY-ROLL
TAX FOR OLD-AGE BENEFITS
'The bill .(H. R. 1429) to permit the
Administrator, War Shipping Adminis-.
tration, and the United States Maritime
Commission, during the national emer
gency, to pay the tax irnposed~under sec
tion 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code
without regard to the $3,000 limitation
In section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code was considered, ordered to
a third reading, read the third time, and
passed.

[PUBLic LAW 21-79T13 CONGRESS]
[CHAPTER 36-IsT SEssioxI
[H. R. 14291
AN ACT
To permit the Administrator, War Shipping Administration, and the United
States Maritime Commission, during the national emergency, to pay the tax
imnposed under section 1410 of the Intern~I Revenue Code w~ithout regard
to the $3,000 limitation in section 1426 (a) (I) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative8 of the
United State8 of America in Congresv assembled, That (a) section
1426 (i) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by adding at the
end~ thereof the following: "The Administrator, War Shipping
Administration, and the United States Maritime Commission, and
their agents or persons acting on their behalf or for their accontt
may, for convenience of administration, make payments of the tax
imposed undler section 1410 without regard to the $3,000 limitation
in section 1426 (a) (1), but they shall not be reiluired to obtain a
refund of the tax paid under section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code
on that part of the remuneration of seamen in their employ not
included in wages by reason of section 1426 (a) (1) of the Internal
Rev'enue code.7~
(b) The amendments made by this Act shall be effective as if made
by section 1 (b) (1) of the Act ~ntitled "An Act to amend and clarify
certain provisions of law relating to functions of the War Shipping,
k~ldninistration, and for other purposes", approved March 24, 1943
Public Law 17, Seventy-eighith Congress; 57 Stat. 45).
Approved March 24, 1945.

